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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COLD REGIONS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Volume 46, Part 1

The Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and Technology was first published in
1951 and is a continuing publication of the Cold Regions Bibliography Project in the
Science and Technology Division of the Library of Congress. It is sponsored by and
prepared for the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (formerly Snow,
Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Volumes 1-15 were issued as the Bibliography on Snow, Ice and Permafrost, SIPRE
Report 12. Beginning with volume 16 the designation was changed to CRREL Report
12. With vo!ume 20 the title was changed to Bibliography on Snow, Ice and Frozen
Ground, with Abstracts, and with volume 23 the current title was adopted.

The present volume contains material accessioned between October 1991 and
September 1992. It contains full citations of 5340 items, in many cases with abstracts.
Indexing for the volume is issued as Volume 46, Part 2.

This publication is the result of a coordinated effort. The bibliography work was done
by the Cold Regions Bibliography Project Staff who entered all data on a single
computerized data base that accommodates both the Bibliography on Cold Regions
Science and Technology and the Antarctic Bibliography, thus eliminating duplication of
effort between the two bibliographies. The data processing, based on MARC II input,
was handled by the Library's Information Technology Services and the photocomposi-
tion by the Cataloging Distribution Service.

This publication is available from the National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, Virginia 22151. When ordering, the author and subject indexes (Part 2)
should also be requested, as the usefulness of the bibliography would be severely
limited without them.

The items contained herein are also available for on-line access on the ORBIT
system. For information write to ORBIT Information Technologies, 8000 Westpark
Drive, McLean, Virginia 22102 (800-421-7229 or 703-442-0900).

For information on the CD-ROM version of the database call National Information
Services Corporation (301-243-0797).

Stuart G. Hibben, Head
Cold Regions Bibliography Project
Science and Technology Division

Library of Congress



CRREL BIBLIOGRAPHYI

46-1 46-10 46-17
Possibility of regulating the water absorbing capacity Formula for determining ice passability and recoin- Effect of vegetation along a channel unader extreme
of soil with the aid of a snow fence. 1Vozmozhnosti mending optional hull forms for icebreakers and ice river discharge. 1Einfluss der V'egetation im Gerinne
regulirovaniia vodopoglotitel'not sposobnosti pochvy s navigating tr'ansport ships. (Formula dilia be, extremen Abflussmengen].
pornoishch'iu snegozaderzhaniia], opredeleniia leiloprokhodimosti i rekomendatsii po Jaggi. Md.. et al, Bundesamt &ir Wlasserwirrschafit. Bern.
Shuto%. V.A., et al, Leningrad. Gidrologicheskili in- vyboru formy obvodov korpusa ledokolov i transport- Miticieuing, 1991. No.4. Ursachenanalyse der Hoch-
stitut. Trudy. 1990. Vol.334, p. 18-30, In Russian. nykh sudov ledovogo plavaniiaj, wasser 1987, Ergebnissc der Lntersuchungen, p I1I1I-
IS refs. Tsol. L.G., Perspclitivnye tipy morskikh transport- 116, In German with French summary. 6 refs.
Kaliuzhnyt. I.L. nykh sudlov, ikh morekhodnye i ledovye kachestva; Koster, P.
Seepage, Snow fences, Soil water, Soil temperature. sbornik nauchnykh trudos (Advanced types of trans- Floods, Vegetation fact~.rs.
Soil physics. Snow water content. Soil mechanics, port ships, their seagoing and ice navigation character-
Snowmelt, Analysis (mathematics). istics; collected scientific papers). Edited by V-1. 46-18

Peresypkin. Moscow, Transport, 1990, p.141-144, In Natural and artificial retention in the Reuss Valley.
46-2 Russian. 3 refs. 1Nattirliche und kUnstliche Retention im Reusstalj,
Effect of ice cover thickness on the load from unbrok- Ice navigation, Ships, Marine transportation. Icebreak- Naef, F., Bundesamt Air tlasserwvirtschaft. Bern.
en ice cover during its thermal expansion. [Vliianie ers, Analysis (mathematics). Alirreiluwg, 1991, No.4. L'rsachenanalyse der Hoch-
tolshchiny ledisnogo pokrova na nagruzku ot spIosh. 46-11 wasser 1987, Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen, p.

1 117-
nogo lcdianogo pokrova pri ego temperaturnom rass- Calculating the rate of growth of ice in a channel lin 119. In German with French summary.
hireniij, modeling the movement of ships in river fast ice. Flood control. Water retention.
Semnenov, IU.A., Leningrad. Glatsnaiai geoliziches- tUchet intensivnosti narastaniia I'da v kanale pri
Azjja obsertatrinia. Trudy, 1990, Vol.532. p. 97 -10 1. modelirovanii dvizheniia sudov v rechnom pripaej, 46-19
In Russian. 6 refs. . Bogdanov, A.A., et al. Perspektivnye tipy morskikh Alps in the greenhouse. [Die Alpen im Treibhaus1 .
Ice cover thickness. Ice physics, Therm~al expansion, transportnykh sudlov. ikh morekhodnye i ledovyc ka-SrubD. asrEngi.'f-a.enge.i.

Ic lad.chestva; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Advanced types 1991. 8`3(1.4), p.7 1-72. In German. 2 refs,

46-3 of transport ships, their seagoing and ice navigation Globali warming. Glacier m~elting. Switzerland- -Alps.characteristics; collected scientific papers). Edited
Effect of mesoclimatic conditions on thunderstorms by V.I. Peresypkin. Moscow. Transport. 1990. p.14 5. 62
and hail in USSR territory. 1Vliianie mezoklimati- 152, In Russian. 3 refs.462
cheskikh uslovil na grozy- i grad na territorii SSSR1 . lerusalimskil. A.V. New timber sills for the river T~ss. [Neuartige
K'hairullin. K.Sh.. et al. Leningrad. Glavnlaia georl~z- Ice growth. Icc navigation. River ice. Ice models, Fast Holzschwellen flir die Toss],
cheskaja observ atoriij. Trudy. 1990, Vol. 532. p. 13 1- ice, Icebreakers. Krebs, P.. et al, Wasser, Energie. Luft-Easi. energie.
139. In Russian. 13 refs. 462air. 1991. 83(314), p.89-95. In German with English
lAkovlev. B.A. an4rec6smaie.72es
Climatic factors. Thunderstorms, Hail. Mathematical modeling of formation processes of BielFer ch F. mre. es

spring flooding in Poles'e territory allowing for thaw BeeF

46-4 phenomena. [Matematicheskoe modelirovanie prot- Hydraulic structures, Flood control. River flow. Flow

Vertical profiles of ice loads in the lower 500-meter sesso-' formirovaniia polovodnogo stoka na territorii control. Bank protection (waterways).

layer of the atmosphere over the European part of the Poles'ia s uchetom ottepel'nykh iavlcnilj.
USSR. [Vertikal'nye profili gololednykh nagruzok v Kochelaba. El.., et sl, Kiev. Ukrairskii regional nij 46-21
nizhncm 500-metrovom sloe atmosfery nad Evropels. nauchno-issledos'atel ski) gidrometeorologichesk~i in. Tornado type vortices in hydraulic engineering.
kol chasti'iu SSSR]. stitut. Trudy, 1990, Vol.235, p.3 -1 8. In Russian. 6 iTornadowirbcl im Wasserbau].
Glukhov. '.G.. et al, Leningrad. Glavrnaja geofizi- refs. Hager, W.H., Wasser, Energie. Lufr-Easi. energie. air.
cheskaia observatoriias. Trudy. 1990. Vol.53ý2. p. 188- Okorskii, V.P.. Sosedko. M.N. 1990. 82(11 /12). p.3 25 -33 0. In German with English
195. In Russian. 16 refs. Mathematical models. Flooding, Thawing. Snowmelt. summary. 4 refs.
Mytsrev. M.N. 46-13 Hydraulics. Hydrodynamics, Hydraulic structures.
Ice loads, Wind velocity, Fog. Icing. Evaluating the dynamics of soil freezing and thawing Turbulent flow. Water flow.

in the Poles'e regions according to meteorological
46-5 data. 1Otsenka dinamiki pomerzaniia i ottaivaniia 46-22
We've become trapped in the ice of pseudoscience. pochvy v Polesskikh ralonakh pci meteorologicheskim Comparison of the albedo of various surfaces for solar
[M~y zastriali vo l'dakh psevdonauchnosti], dannym], UVB radiation and global radiation. 1Vergieich der
Vasciko. A.. AMoiskoi for. 1991, No.1, p.2 3. In Rus- Sosedko. M.N.. et sl, Kiev. L'krainskii) regionalniA Albedo verschiedener Oberfl15chen fUr solare L'VB-
sian. nauchno-issledovatel'skii gidrometeorologicheskil in- Strahlung und tGlobalstrahlungi.
Ice navigation. Sea ice. stitust. Trudy. 1990, Vol.235. p. 18 -2 6. In Russian. 4 Blumthaler. M., et al, Servizio Meteorologico italiano.

refs. [1988], 6p., In German with English summary. 7
46-6 Kochelaba. El.. Okorskil. V.P. refs. Presented at the 20th International Conference
Biogeochenuical indication of dissemination flows of Soil freezing. Ground thawing, Mathematical models, on Alpine Meteorology. Sestola. Italy, Sep. 18-25.
gold-quartz in the cryolithozone. (Biogeokhimiches- Soil physics, Meteorological factors. 1988. Vol.3.
kaia indikatsiia potokov rasseisniia zolota zolotokvart- 46-14 Ambach. W.
sevykh mestorozhdenil kriolitozony1 . Modeling the dynamics of snow accumulation in Snow cover effect. Albedo, Solar radiation, Ultraviolet
Talsacv. T.T., et alA~ademiia naik SSSR. Dokiady. mountain catchment areas in the Ukrainian Carpatbi- radiation.
1991. 316(4). p.974-978. In Russian. 8 refs. ans. tModelirovanie dinamiki snegonakopleniia na

Greochemistry. G.orooy od gomyk vodosborakh Ukrainskikh Karpat3 . 46-23
Geocemitry Gecrylog. Gld.Sosedko. M.N., et al. Kiev. Ukrainakili regionalni) Membrane for in situ optical detection of organic
46.7nauchno-issledovateirskis gidrometeorologicheskis in- nitro compounds based on fluorescence quenching.
46.7 atirut. Trudy, 1990. Vol.235, p.26 -33. In Russian. 7 Jian, C., et al. Anatvtica ehimieti acra, '940.

Preserving resources of snow and ice. [Berech' resur- refs. Vol.237, MP 2933. p.265-271. 10 refs.
Kotlieaov i... I'a.4deianskSR. Vrik Maslova, T.V.. Kochelaba, ElI. Seitz, W.R.Kotlako, VM., kadmii nak SSR. estik, Snow accumulation, Mathematical models, Snow Ground water. Water pollution, Soil pollution. Chemi-
Jan. 1991, No.1, p.61-72. In Russian. . water content. Snow melting. Air temperature. cal analysis. Explosives, Detection, Optical properties,
Ecology, Environmental protection, Global warming. 46-15 Polymers.

46-8 Possibility of forecasting wet snow avalanches in high Fluorescent membrane formulations for detecting organic nitro
Advanced types of transport ships, their seagoing and altitude areas of the Ukrainian Carpathians with a 12- comtpounds by fluorescence quenching were evaluated. The
ice navigation characteristics; collected scientific pa- , 24, or 36-hour lead, [O vozmozhnosti prognoza must sensitive membrane is prepared by solvent casting from

pes Perspektivnye tipy mrkk rnprnk ai org ngv yogr'UrisihKr-cyclohexanone to incorporate pyrenebutyric acid into cellulose
per. mrskkh ranpornyk lain okrgo neg v ysoogoe Uraiskih Kr-triucetate plasticized with isodecyl diphenylphosphate. The

sudov. ikh morekhodnyc i ledovye kachestva, sbornik pat. s zablagovremennost'iu 12-24-36 chl. response follows the Ssecn-Votmer law tot I .4.6-trinorotoluene
nauchnykh trudov]. Grtshchenko. V.F., et al, Kiev. Ukratinski regional'- (TNT) and 2.4-dinitrotoluene IDNTI. The membrane alsore
Peresypkin. VI.. ed. Moscow. Transport, 1990. 156p., nit nauchno-issledovarer'skii gidromereorologicheakil sponds to hexahydro-l.3.5-trinitro-1.3.5-trnazine (RDX) Fur
I n Russian. For selected papers see 46-9 through 46- in. st.rsit- Trudy. 1990, Vol.235, p.100-110, In Rus. a given set of conditions, the primary factor determining sen-

H.sian. 4 refs. sitivity is the extent to which each nitro compound partitions

Marinetransprtatio. Ice avigaton. Icbreakrs D~uman, IIintocathelmembrane.ntoDetectionne.D limitsn aretscarec2.mg.g
1
'foror DT

Marie tansorttion Ic naigaion.Icereaers Drukan.1.1, Ngadalov. TN. nd TNT and 10mg/I for RDX Nitrogen purging prior to the
Ships. Ice loads, Analysis (mathematics), Ice growth: Avalanche forecasting. Wet snow. Analysis (math- measurement enhances the sensitivity and eliminates interfer-

ematics). ence from oxygen. The membrane is designed to be used for
46-9 46.16 remote optical in situ screening of groundwater for contamina-
Mathematicai methxds of determining ice loading on Interaction between a reservoir and a partially flood- lion by explosives.
a ship's hull. tRaschetnye metody opredcleniia ledri- ed glacier: problems during the design stage.
vol nagruzki na korpus sudna1 , Ns 7schct. D)., et al, Congr~s des Grands Barrages, 17th, 46-24
Kurdiumov, V.A., Perspektivnye tipy morskikh trans- Vienna. 1991. Paris, C..irnnsision Intemnationale des Low-pour-point middle distillate fuels from low-sul.
portnykh sudov. ikh morekhodnye i Iedovye kachest- Grands Barrages (International Commission on Large phur rnrsffinie oils.
va: shornik nauchnykh trudov (Acivanced types of Dams). 1991. p.1 13-135, With French summary. 14 Gasanova. Zh.l.. et al. Chemistry and technology of
transport ships, their seagoing and ice navigation char- refs. fuels and oils. May 1991, 26(9-10), p.515-517, Trans-
acteristics: collected scientific papers). Edited by VI. Funk. Md.. Mull~er. D. lated from Khimiia i tekhnologiia topliv i masel. Oct.
Percsypkin. Moscow. Transport. 1990. p.1 16-127, In Reservoirs, Dams, Glacier melting, Flooding. Calving, 1990. 3 refs.
Russian. 13 refs. Water storage, Glacier tongues, Switzerland-Un- Fuels. Mvanusifnrn-ng. Free7ing Pn- .\dmix!iics.
Ice loads. Analysis (mathematics). Ships, Irrl-e'kerv rll,''c Chemical pruperties. Chemical analysis. Viscosity.
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46-25 46-33 46-40
Experimsents on the transient freezing of water in an Climate scenarios based on varying greenhouse ef- Prediction of load carrying capacity oi deep naow by
inclined rectangular cavity. fects. [Klimaszenarien auf Grund des vergndertcn Rammsonde hardness.
Cao, W.Z., et al. lnternsational journal of heat and fluid Treibhrauseffekts], Irwin. 01J. et al. International Conference of the
flow, June 1991, 12(2). p. 116-12 1. I8 refs. Siegenthaler, U2., Zurich. Eidgrniissische Technische ISTVS. 10th. Kobe. Japan, Aug. 20-24, 1990. Pro-
Poulikakos. D. Hochschule. Versuchsan~stalt f'ur 14"asserbau. H ' - ccedings. Vol~l. Hianover. NH, international Society
Ice formation. Ice water interface. Temperature gradi- drologie und Glaziologie. Mitteilungen. l990. for Terrain-V'ehicle Sy stems. [1 990 1. pý83-93.-s refs
ents, Solidification, Phase transformations, Convec. No.108. Internationale Fachtagung Ober Schnee, Eis Mohamcd. A.MO.. Alammawi. S.. Yong, R.N.
tion, Heat transfer, Buoyancy. Orientation. und Wasser der Alpen in einer warmeren Atmosphare Snow strength. Traflicability. Snow hardness, Penetra-

(international Technical Meeting on Snow. Ice and tiori tests. Sno~w density. Analysts (mathematic:sl.
Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurich.

46-26 May 11. 1990). Edited by 0). Vischer. p.7-11). In Gcr- 46-41
Laboratory studies of the newly discovered infrared man with English summary. I13 refs. Geographic Snow Information System for vehicle mo-
band at 4702.1/cm (2. 1253 microns) in the spectrum Global warming. Glacier melting. Climatic changes. bility Prediction.
of lo: the tentative identification of C02. Carbont dioxtide, Granberg. H.B.. ci al, International Conference oif the

Sandord SA. etal.Icaus.May 991 911). .12. 4-34ISTVS. 10th. Kobe. Japan. Aug. 20-24. 1990, Pro-Sand4 rd S.0 . etaIarsefs19,91.1.p 15 63 ceedings. Vol.l. Hanover. NH. International Society
Extraterrestrial ice. Satellites (natural). Low tempera.- nryecag ewe h topeeadso for Terrain- Vehicle Systems. tl9 9 0 -. pi95-106, S

tureresarc, Crbo dixid. Rdiaionabsrptonand ice. tEnergieausiausch Atmosphare-Schnece und refs.
lufrred reerhCrbndoi.Radiation, absorp Ieomos tion, pcr. Eis. Irwin. 01.JInfare raiaion Aeosos.Icecomosiio, Secta. Kuhn,MN.. Zurich. Eidgenitssische Technische Hoch- Snow strength. Trafficabi lit). Snow sur% eys. Computer

schule. t/ersuchsansgalr llir 4 asserbau. Hydrohigie applications.
46-27 und Glaziologie. Alitteilungen. 1990, No. 108. Intcr-
Flow ot freezing water and aqueous salt solutions natiuiiale Fachtagung Oiber Schnee. Eis und Wasser der 46-42
throughov tue.M.ounlfeniern phsc Alpen in einer wtrmeren Atmosphare (international Mechanisms controlling vehicle mobility on a thaw-
tuhrough tubes. Jora-fegneigpyis Technical Meeting on Snow. Ice and Water in the Alps ing soil.
May 1991, 59(5), p.1408 -14

1
4 , Translated from Inz- in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurich. May I1 I. 990). Shoop. S.A., MIP 2934, 17ýterrrational Conference oif

henerno-fizicheskit zhurnat. Nov. 1990. 6 refs. Edited by D. Vischer. p.21-32. In German with Eng- the ISTVS. 10th. Kobe. Japan. Aug. 20-24, 1990.
Pipes (tubes), Ice formation. Freezing rate. Salt water. lish summary. 7 refs. Proceedings. Vol.I. H-anover. NH. International So-
Fluid flow, Pipeline freezing. Salinity, Analysis (math- Ice air interface, Snow air interface, Glacier heat bal- ciety for Terrain -Vehicle Systems. 11990]. p.30 I-
ematics). an11'e. Glacier mass balance. Climatic changes. SI1I. 6 refs.

46-35 Ground thawing. Soil trafficability. Traction. Thaw
Snow and avalanches. tSchnee und Lawinen]. depth.

46-28 Fohn. P.. Zurich. Eidlgeniiisische Technische Hoch- \chicle iracition and noitonr resistance wrre tested oin several
Comprehensive investigation of startup regimes for a schule. V.ersuchsansrafz Air Vlasserbau. Hydrologic freeze thaw conditions (ifr suits sand Mohilit5 tests were per-
frozen heat pipe. und Glaziologie. Mirteilungen. 1990, No. I108. Inter- formed using an instrumrented %cehicle in a laige test basin %here

LE. etal.Jounalof ngieerng hyscsnatonae Fchtgun Iter chne. is ndWassr de soil temperature and saturation %ere controlled The wiork,Kanonchik, .E. ta.Junlo niern hscntoaeFctgn brSheEsud e aimed itr determine bin. soil parameters rrfluence %ehicle in.-
May 1991, 59(5), p. 1414-1418

, Translated from Inz- Alpen in einer warmeren Atmosphare (International biliytyhemost. A henflthesoil water content isabosvethe liquid
henerno-fizicheskit zhurnal, Nov. 1990. 10 refs. Technical Meeting on Snow, Ice and Water in the Alps limit. mnotioin resistance sharpl% increases% and traction declines
Sergeen. P.1. in a Warming Atmosphere, Zurich, May 11, 1990). rapidly At these high water conients the thawed soitl has little
Heat pipes. Hydrodynamics, Frozen liquids. Thawing. Edited by D. N'ischer, p.33-48, In German with Eng- shear resistance, and any traction uit Motion resistance is pros.
Heat transfer. Slope orientation. Analysis (mathemat- lish summary. IS refs. ided h] the hard frirzen la~er hs-lorn As the thaw depth ii

ics).creases, the sehi..le sinks deeper into the soil, increasing the
Snow depth. Avalanches. Global warming. motion resistance At depth. the srrength ciintributirns oft the
46-36 frorzen layer hecorme less effective and gross traction decreases

4-9Glaciers. tGletseherl. This results in low net traction for deep Aet than-s At low46-29 water ciintents, traction decreases with increasing than depth
Charge separation associated with frost growth. Patzelt. G., et al. Zurich. Eidgenisssische Technische but resistance ts constant Ar water contents near the liqaid
Rydock. .I.P.. et al. Royal Meteorological Socey Hochschule. Versuchsanstalt for Hasserbau. Hy- limit, the siril strength is at a maxirnum and the depth of tha.

Quately ounalB.Jan 191.11(49),p.49-20 drologie und Glaziologie. Wirteilungen. 1990. does nor significantly influence %chicle miobility
Quarterlf oralBsa.t.1 749,~4 No.108. Internationale Fachtagung Oiber Schnee, Eis

Wilias. R.und Wasser der Alpen in elner wsrmneren Atrnosphdre 46-43
IecytlgotPrecipitation (meteorolog) (international Technical Meeting on Snow. Ice and Delomnofaildsrnng etdfrRXIcecrytalgroth,~I Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurich. soil.

Charge transfer. Frost. Snow pellets. Icc electrical MyI.99) EdtdbD.ishrp4969 In' Walsh. NIE..et al, U.S. A4rms Cold Regions Research
properties. Vapord dlctiffus tion. Tmeaueefcs German with English summary. 24 refs. and Engineering Laboratory-. Special report. June

Simlaion Coudelctrfiatin.Aellen, M. 1991. SR 91-07. 21p., ADA-239 106. 20 refs.
Glacier oscillation. Global warming. Climatic changes. Jenkins. T.F.

46-30 46-37 Soil pollution, Sampling, Soil chemistry. Explosives.
Simulating giant hailstone structure with 9 ballistic Permafrost. (Permafrost], Laoaorsehnqe. olanlss Chemical anal-tes
aggregation model. Haeherli. W.. Zurich. Eidgeniyssischc Technische sri. Chademicl popedlbraties. ceue t eec n
Lozowski. E.P.. et al, Royal Meteorological Society. Hochschule. Versuchsanstalt tbr Wasserbar, Hy- C ti'5R bus deselope ad ahiratory eprirsedaes to dentecond
Quarterly journal B. Jan. 1991. 117(498). p.42 7-43 1, drologie und Glaziologie. Mitteilungen. 1990. 'mental samples. As with all methods used iiidetect contami-
20 refs. No. 108, Internationale Fachtagung Olber Schnee, Eis naunts in the ens-rironmenr. most ,rf the samples analyzed prose
Brett, M., Tait. N., Smy, T. und Wasser der Alpen in einer wgirmeren Atniosphilre to he hlank A mnore ecornomical approach wiruld he to secren
Hailstone structure, Simulation. Hailstone growth, Ar- (International Technical Meeting on Snow. Ice and a large number itt samples on-site and to use the results iti select
tificial hailstones, Cloud physics, Cloud droplets, Ice Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere, Zurich, samples for mire in-depth labioratory analysis TNT 12.4.6-

modes, Ie acreton, icrstruture Bubles 'irinitrotoluene) and RDX (hexh.Ndrii-t.
3
.5.trinitro-.t35,-tria-modls.Iceaccetin. icrstrctue, ubbes. May 11, 1990). Edited by D. Vischer. p-7 1-88, In zine) are the twir explosives most coimmirnly found in murni

German with English summary. 26 refs. tiiins-eirntaminated soits. Jenkins (19W0) deselurped a field
Global warming. Ground thawing. Permafrost thermal screening methird ni detect TNT in soul. This reporrr n-ill de-

46-31 properties. Rock glaciers. scribe a complementary prircedure for detectirn rrf RDX
Dielectric behavior of vapor-deposited amorphous 46-38464

sold wte an o it crrsallnefors.Periglacial debris flows. tPeriglaziale Murgange]. Interpretation of passive microwave imagery of sur-Johari, G.P.. et al, Journal of chemical physics. Aug. imran . uih ignsiceTcni-fc nwadietadn ae lsa15, 1991. 95(4). p.2955-2964. 41 refs. Zmemn.MZrc.EdeisiceTcns aeso n c-adn ae lsa
Hallbrucker. A.. Mayer. E. che Hoc hschule. Versuchsanstaltllbr Wasserbau. Hy- Mellob, R.A.. et al., L'S. Army. cold Regions Research
Amorphous ice, Ice physics. Cubic ice. Low tepera- drologie und G/a ziologie. Mitteilungen. 1990, and Engineering Laboratory-.' Report. June 199 1. CR

tureresarc. Deletri prperies Mo eua src No.108. Internationale Factttagung Oiber Schnee. Els 91-Il. 30p.. ADA-239 140. 24 refs.turi reearh, ielctri prperies Mo Phuarserc un Wasser der Alpen in ciner warmeren Atmosphare Eppler, D.T.. Farmer, L.D.. Gatto. L.W.. Chacho.ture. Hydrogen bonds. Temperature effects. hs (international Technical Meeting on Snow. Ice and E. r
tranforatins.Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurich. Lake ice. Ice conditions. Aerial surs-eys. Imaging.

May 11, 1990). Edited by D. Viseher. p.89.107. In Snow covcr effect. Radlirmetry, Microwaves. Photoin-
46-32 German with English summary. 30 refs. terpretation. Surface properties, Correlation. Bright-
International Technical Meeting on Snow, Ice and Global warming. Periglacial processes. Landslidecs. ness.
Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurieh, 46-39 This tepiri presents raierpreranooa of snow sand ice coninrtions
May 11, 1990. tlnternationale Fachtagung fiber Runoff. tAbflussl. ira Harding Lake, Alaska. using 33 6-GHz passive microwa,-e
Schnee, Eis und Wasser der Alpen in ciner wlirmeren Schadler, B.. Zurich. Eidgeni~ssische Technische imagery acquired friom 1500 m on 8 and I I Mlarch lQ88. when

Isnon coinditrirns nere dry sand net. respectis-ely Field dataAtmosphare]. Hochschule. Versuchsanstalt fbr Wasserbau. Hy- used include an aerial videou rmisaic. ice column descriptions.
Viscner. D.. ed. Zurich. Eidgenossische Technisehe drologic und Glaziologie. Mitteilunge~n, 1990, snion observ-atiions and an impulse radar trace Results shim
Hochschule. Versuchsanstalt Ibir Wasserbau. Hy- No. 108. Internationale Fachtagung fiber Schnee. Eis that tin-altitude passise micron-ase imagery is a prromising
drologie und Gfts-inlo 'iae. Mitteilungen. 1990, und Wasser der Alpen in einer wlrmeren Atrnosphllre method fir remiote field invsesigaitirn of large-scale lake ice
No.108. 135p., In sa..,nan with English summaries. (International Technical Meeting on Snow, Ice and pro~cesses. Fracture patterns in the lake ice n-cre detected
Refs. passim. For individual papers see 46-33 Water in the Alps in a Warming Atmosphere. Zurich. u-he. re snuinic ad orated utarse and nearcr"ackntheteredl

hrgh4-39. May I 1 990). Edited by. D. Visý'cr, -, in- '9. In crier.p 1 rsamalhhi -W a
t

esaaic'r-- i-alee ten
(aisbal wainiing, Glasier meltirrr. Gro),,n~i thawing, GJerman with English surnmary. 1S refs. face. resulting in narmer brightness temperatures over the frac-
Climatic changes. Switzerland�-Alps. RunofT. Global warming. turry Brightness temperatures orf a corntinuorus and deeper
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-nowoset at the northseSI end of the lake were low compared winter than during the spring or fall In the upper 1000 m the 46-59
to the oinhined radiante of snowdrifts and pockets of bare ice dominant species were. in order of decreasing biomass. Eu- Airborne bathymetry in ice covered waters.
across the lake surface phausta superba. the cniuartan Aftola %.k i/eW, the ctenophore

46-45 Beroe sp.. and the mesopelagtc fish Electrona antarcuica. Bath- A alker. P.. et a[. Meeting and Technical Exhibitton.
t e r l e ylagus anrtircuts and G(ymn,•copelus brauert. nhtsanoessa 53rd. Florence, Italy, May 26-30. 1991. Technical

Automotive batteries at low temperatures. macrura and Salpa thompson, were biomass subdominants programme and abstracts of papers, Zelst. Nether-
Diemand, D.. LS. Army 'Cold Regions Research and The majorit) of the dominant species shoed little seasonal lands, European Association of Exploration Geophysi-
Engineering Laboratory. Technical digest. May differences in biomass Htwe'-er. the biamass of gelatinous cists, 1991, p.396-39

7 .
1991, TD 91-04. 23p., ADA-239 115. 12 refs. species varied considerabl,. with A4. aysilet and Beroe sp Holladay. S.
Electric equipment, Electric power, Cold weather per- being most abundant and S. thompsoni least abundant during

formance. Low temperature research, Design criteria, Lthe winter Incidence of food in the stomachs in several impot- Sounding. Electromagnetic prospecting. Subglacial ob-
Winter ma aintenance, Motor vehicles tant species was low. suggesting a low impact on their zooplank servations. Aerial surveys, Sea ice,

ton prey Euphausia superba and the three common
Iselvc-tolt lead-acid batteries are almost universally used for mesopelagic fish had significantly lower stomach fullness 46-60

electrical storage it automiotive and constructton vehicles in all ratings during the winter than during the fall, suggesting an Geocryological studies. [Geokriologicheskie is-
are.as Hosever. their performance depends strongly on tem- overall decrease in feeding activity of dominant species during sledovaniia],
perature This digest deals primarily with the performance of the winter (Auth mod) Ershov. E !1 ed. Moscow. Universitet. 1989. 248p..
this t6Pe of hatterr at Iss operating temperatures. 46-54 In Russian. Refs. passim. For individual papers see
46.46 Photoadaptation of sea-ice microalgae in the Barents 46-61 through 46-88.
Duration of the ice season and statisties of fast ice Sea. Geocryology. Hydrogeolog). Saline soils, Frozen
thickness along the Finnish coast, 1961-1r 0. Johnson. G.. et al. Polar biology. June 1991, 11(3). rocks, Permafrost, Mathematical models. Analysis
SeWi. A. etal. Finnish marine research, 1991. p.1

79
-184

, Refs. p.183-184. (mathematics).
No.258, 46p.. With Finnish summary. 8 refs. Hegseth. E.N. 46-61
Peltola. J461Pet.Sea ice distribution, Fast ice. Ice co thickness, Sea- Algae. Sea ice. Ice cover effect, Photosynthesis. Bar- Evolution of permafrost strata in the history of the

stnal variations, Statistical analysis, Coasts. Freezeup, eats Sea. Earth. tEvoliutsiia tolshch merzlykh porod v istorii

Ice breakup. Baltic Sea. 46-55 Zemli].

46-47 Short-term variations in particulate matter sedimen- Ershov. E.D., Geokriologicheskie issledosaniia (Geo-

Unexpectedly stable clathrate hydrates formed from tation off Kapp Norvegia, Weddell Sea, Antarctica: cryological studies). Edited by E.D. E~shov, Mos-
microporous vapor-deposited amorphous solid water relation to water mass advection, ice cover, plankton cow. Universitet, 1989. p. 3

-
16

. In Russian. 6 refs.
at low "external" guest pressures and their astro- biomass and feeding activity. Permafrost origin. Permafrost distribution. Paleco-
physcatlow i ltiona es. pBathmann, U., et al, Polar biology. June 1991. climatology.physical implications.
Hallbrucker. A.. et al. Icarus, Mar. 1991, 90(l). p. 176- 11(3), p.185-1

9 5, Refs. p.1
94

-195.

180. 44 refs. Fischer. G., Muller, P.J.. Gerdes, D. 46.62

Mayer. E. Plankton. Biomass. Chemical analysis. Sea water. An- Stratified ice and subaqueous cryolithogensis. [Plas-

Extraterrestrial ice. Simulation, Clathrates, Hydrates, tarctica.-Weddell Sea.Itovye dy i ubakvalnykr togee
A multi-cup sediment trap was deployed at 250 m in the shelf Daniloc. ID.. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia (Geo-

Ice formation. Vapor pressure. Amorphous ice, area off Kapp Norvegia, Weddell Sea (630 m water depth) to cryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Mos-
Chemical analysis. Porosity. Low temperature re- determine the relative importance of water mass advection. sea cow. Universitet, 1989. p.16-29, In Russian. 13 refs.
search. ice movement. phytoplankton biomass and plankton feeding. Subsea permafrost. Ice structure, Lithology. Geo-

46-48 Short-term fluctuations in sedimentation were determined cryology. Ground ice, Ice composition.
Effect of topology of water-ice mixture on radar back- using a sampling frequency of 2.7 days over 54 days during Jan.
scattering by hailstones. and Feb. 1988. Three periods of enhanced sedimentation were 46-63

associated with water mass exchange, settling of diatoms fol- Basic types of salinization of frozen rocks and their
Chylek, P.. et al, Journal of applied meteorology, lowing break-up of ice cover and release of fecal matter by krill distribution. tOsnovnye tipy zasoleniia merzlykh
July 1991. 30(7). p.954-959. 24 refs. feeding on particulate matter derived from phyroplankton and gornykh porod i ikh rasprostranenie],
Pinnick. R.G.. Srivastava, V. ice algae. An initial sedimentation pulse was mainly due to Dubikov, GI.. etal. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia
Radar echoes, Backscattering, Hailstone structure, Ice sinking pelagic diatoms and krill fecal strings containing algae

interface. Dielectric properties. Spongy ice, released from sea ice passing over the trap position. The delta (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov.
water C- 13 composition of the sedimented organic carbon was about Moscow, Universitet, 1989. p.29-39, In Russian. 8
Precipitation (meteorology). Surface structure. -24 per mill. The isotope ratio decreased sharply by about 5.5 refs.

46-49 per mill at the end of the first pulse, indicating the source of .lvanova, N.Vy
Information content of AVHRR channels 4 and 5 sinking matter becoming pelagic diatoms of the retreating ice- i•crozen rocks: Saline soils, Distribution.
with respect to the effective radius of cirrus cloud edge. At this time the diatom Corethron cntophilum contribut-

particles. ed a very high proportion of the organic flux. (Auth. mod.) 46-64

Parol. F.. et al. Journal of applied meteorology. July 46-56 Maximum depth of ice segregation in the epigenetic

I1q99 30(7), p.973-984. 42 refs. Radar studies of antarctic glacier conditions. formation of permiafrost. tO predel'not glubine
Buriez. J.C.. Brogniez. G.. Fouquart. Y. Efimov, V.B.. et al. Soviet journal of remote sensing. shlirovogo I'dovydeleniia pri epigeneticheskom for-
Clouds (meteorology). Scattering. Radiometry. Ice 1990(Pub. 1991), 8(4). p.565-5

7
9. Translated from Is- mirovanii mnogoletnemerzlykh porod],

crystal optics. Spaceborne photography, Radiation ab- sledovanie Zemli iz kosmosa, Vol.10, No.4. 12 refs. Ershov. E.D.. et al. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia

sorption, Optical properties. Detection. Particles. Spaceborne photography. Glaciers, Imaging. Airborne (Geocryological studies). Edited by ED. Ershov.

46-50 radar. Side looking radar. Synthetic aperture radar. Moscow. Universitet. 1989. p.39-49. In Russian. 16

Comparison of ice-phase microphysical parameteriza- The data of side-scan radar on board the Kosmos-1500 and - refs.
tion schemes using numerical simulations of tropical 1602 satellites for sensing antarctic glaciers are interpreted. A Lebedenko, IU.P., Kondakov, V.V.

model of microwave scattering by glaciers is developed. Ana- Moisture transfer. Permafrost structure. Frozen rocks.
convection, lytic solutions are considered for intense bulk scattering within Soil water migration. Geocryology. Analysis (math-
McCumber. M.. et al. Journal of applied meteorology, a half-space with a rough upper boundary. (Auth.) ematics).
July 1991, 30(7). p.

9
8

5
-1004. 61 refs. 46-57

Cloud physics. Convection, Precipitation (meteorolo- West antarctic collapse: how likely. 46-65
gy), Ice melting. Snow pellets. Ice physics, Computer' Alley. R.B.. Episodes. Dec. 1990, 13(4). p.231-238. Problems of water formation in the cryolithozone.
ized simulation, Scattering. Particles. Refs. p123

7
-238. tProblemy gidratoobrazovaniia v kriolitozonel.

46-51 Low temperature research. Ice sheets. Ice physics. Cli- Ershov. E.D.. et al. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia
Improvements to a commonly used cloud microphysi- matic factors, Ice deterioration. Antarctica-West An- (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov,
cal bulk parameterization. tarctica. Moscow. Universitet. 1989, p.50-63, In Russian. 30
Potter, B.E.. Journal of applied meteorology, July Studies in West Antarctica show that some of its ice streams refs.
1991. 30(7). p.1

0
40-1042. 11 refs. move very rapidly, apparently because of significant basal lu- Hydrates. Permafrost hydrology. Geocryology. Anal-

Cloud physics. Precipitation (meteorology), Ice melt- brication. The high ice-stream velocities result in local thin- ysis (mathematics).
ing, Falling snow. Analysis (mathematics). Particle ning oficethat might expand and bring about the collapse of the

size distribution. ice sheet. Another possibility is that a global greenhouse effect 46-66
could warm the ocean waters circulating beneath the ice shelves Transfer of dissociated salts in frozen ground under

46-52 and melt the ice at its base. even without melting the top surface the effect of a temperature gradient. tPerenos dissot-
Comparison of simultaneous airborne and radiometric of the ice, This could lead to the catastrophic collapse of the siirovannykh sole] v merzlykh gruntakh pod vliianiem
measurements of supercooled liquid water. West Antarctic marine ice sheet and possibly parts of the East gradienta temperatury].
Hill. G.E., Journal of applied meteorology. July Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets as well. (Auth. mod.) Ostroumov, V.E.. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia
1991, 30(7). p.1043-1046. 11 refs. 46-58 (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov,
Atmospheric composition. Water content, Super- Actinomycete from veryancientlayersoftheicesheet Moscow. Universitet. 1989, p.6

3
-
7

4, In Russian. 25
cooled clouds, Radiometry. Aerial surveys. Correla- of central Antarctica. refs.
tion, Accuracy. Microwaves. Abyzov, S.S., et al, Microbiology. Nov.-Dec. 1990 Saline soils. Frozen ground thermodynamics. Geo-

46-53 (Pub. May 1991), 59(6). p.
7 6 8

-
7 7 3

. Translated from cryology. Soil water migration. Temperature gradi-
Oceanic micronektonic/macrozooplanktonic com- Mikrobiologiia. 20 refs. ents. Ion diffusion. Analysis (mathematics).
munity structure and feeding in ice covered antarctic Biriuzova. VI.. Kostrikina. N.A.
waters during the winter (AMERIEZ 1988). Microbiology, Ice cores, Cryobiology. 46-67

Lancrnft. T.M.. et al. Polar biology. June 1991. As a result of microbiological analyses of an ice core extracted Role of radiation factors in forming the temperature

11(3), p.15
7

-1
6 7

. Refs. p.166-16
7

. from different layers of the icesheet of central Antarctica. a regime of soils. tRol' radiatsionnykh faktorov v for-

Hopkins. T.L.. Torres, J.J., Donnelly, J. smallcontentofmicroorganismswasfoundbelongingtovarious mirovanii temperaturnogo rezhima gruntov).
Plankton. Ice cover effect. Sea water. Scotia Sea. An- taxonomic groups. From a layer of the icesheet with an age (If Bryksin. V.N.. Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia (Geo-
lankton.Icedver Sea, about 47.000 years one strain of actinomycete was isolated. cryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ersnov. Mos-

tarctica -Weddell Sea. which was close to the species Streptomy-ces cailtus. Pro- cow. Universiet, 199. p.
75

-
8 3

. In Russian. 13 refs.
Fifty-seven species of Oceantc micronekton and macrozoo- longed existence in a state of deep anabiosis at constant Inow
patikton ucric ollcc:cd t:nder pack ice during the winter in the temperatures of the order of -55 C had practically no effect on Thermal regime, Surface temperature. Soil tempera-

lcinltlis It•e.eddeil-ScotiaConfluence. The c-n,-rvofrhe the main cultural and cytological characters of the strep- lure. Ceocryology, Radiation. Analysis (mathemat-
5I species did not vertically migrate and lived deeper during the tomycere. (Auth.) ics).
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46-68 46-75 46-83
Study of space-time variability in geocryological con- Cryogenic transformation of a hydrogeologlicall cross Deformation of frozen rocks froma interaction with
ditions based on combinations of typological regional- section. and regularities governing the formation of aqueous salt solutions. 1Deformirovanie merzlykh
ization and mathematical modeling. lissiedovanie ground water in the Slkhote-Alia region. 1Kri- porod pzi vzaimodelstvii s vodnymi rasts orami soleij.
prostranst'.cnno-vrern~nnoi izmenchivosti geokri- ogennoe preobrazovanie gidrogeologicheskogo raz- Ersho'., E. D.. et al, Geokriologicheskie issledosanija
ologicheskikh uslovil na oisnove kombinatsji tipologi- reza i zakonomemnosti formirovanjia podzemnykh vod (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershos.
cheskogo raionirovaniia i matematicheskogo Sikhote-Alinskogo regional, Moscow. Univi.tsitet, 1989, p.202-217. In Russian. 6
modclirovaniia]. Afanasenko, y.E., et al. Geokriologicheskie is- refs.
Garagulia. L.S, Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia sledovaniia (Geoct, -ulogical studies). Edited by ED. Lebedenko, IUJP., Chuvilin, E.M., Panchenko. V I
(Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Ershov, Moscow, Universitet, 1989. p. 1 34 . 144. In Geocryology, Frost heave. Deformation. Frozen
Moscow, L'niversitet, 1969. p.83-90. In Russian. 11 Russian. rocks, Saline soils, Analysis (mathematics).
refs. Kurinova, T.A. 46-84
Geocryology. Mathematical models, Time factor. Geocryolo~y, Ground water, Hydrogeology. USSR- Possibility of a breakdown of minerals in the cryoll-

Sikhote-Altn. thozone with the help of microorganisms. IK voprosu
46-76 o vozmozhnosti razrusheniia mincralo'. v kriolitozone

46-69 Characteristics of filtration in rocks with increased pit uchasti mikroorganizmov).
Paleofacial conditions for the formation and growth fracturing in the cryolithozone (in the example of the Kol'chugina. T.P., ci al. Geokriologicheskie is-
of an "ice complex" of deposits in the Far North of Udokan Range). (Osobennosti fil'tratsii v porodakh sledovaniia (Geocryological studies). Edited by ED.
Western Siberia. IPaleofatsial'nye obstanovki for- povyshennol ireschinovatosti kriolitozony (na primere Ershov, Moscow. Ljniversiiet. 1989. p.217-220, In
tniro'.aniia i %ozrast "ledovogo kompleksa'* otlozhenil khrebta Udokan)], Russian. 4 refs.

t. ,ý.c Sc'.rt Zarradno! Sibirii. Sergeev, D.O.. et al, Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia Fedosova, S.P.. lUlcina, M.P.
Danilov. I.D.. et al. Geokriologicheskie issledlovanita (Geocryoiogical studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Geocryology, Minerals. Microbiology.
(Gcocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Moscow. Universitet, 1989.,p.144-149, In Russian. 7 46-85
Moscow. Universitet. 1919. p.90-98. In Russian. 16 refs, Microbiological approach to the study of the develop.
refs. Klimov, IV.. Volkova, V.P., Roshchupkina, N.A. ment of frozen layers. C1Mikrobiologicheskil podkhod
PolIiakosa. ElI. Geocryology, Seepage. Rock mechanics. k izucheniiu razviiiia merzlykh tolshch3 .
Gcocryology. Gr,.t ! ice. Ice wedges. 46-77 Gilichinskil. D.A.. et al. Geokriologicheskic is-

Features of rain slope runoff in permafrost areas. sledovaniia (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D.

1Osobennosti dozhdevogo sklonovogo stoka v oblasti Ershov. Moscow. Universitet. 1989. p.22 1-232. In
46-70 rasprosiraneniia mnogoletnemerzlykh porod], Russian. 18 refs.
Three-dimensional variability in the thickness of the lAvelov. A.V., Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia (Geo- Microbiology. Geocryology. Cryogenic soils. Cryo-
cryolithozone in Central Siberia. tProstranstvennaia cryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Mos. genic structures. Permafrost.
izmenchivost' mosbchnosti kriolitozony Srednel Sibi- cow. Universitet, 1989, p. 149-157, In Russian. 8 refs. 46-86
ri3. Runoff. Rain, Geocryology, Slope processes. Methods and procedures of regional geocryological
Kondrat'eva. K.A.. e~t a], Geokriologicheskie is- 478studies. CO metodakh i metodikakh regional'nykh
sledovaniia (Geocryological studies). Edited byEC.nprafotadhyrgooiclcni geokriologicheskikh issledovanil].
Ershos. Moscow. Universitet. 1989, p.9 9 -1 07. In Rus- Canges i emfotadhdoelgelcni
sian. 3 refs. tions during technical operations (in the example of Garagulia. L.S.. Gcokriologicheskie issledovaniia
Khrutskil. S.F. the Noril'sk region). Elzmenenie merzlotnykh i g- (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov,

Gecocryology. Variations. Permafrost thickness. drogeologicheskikh uslovil pri tekhnogennom voz- Geoscrowog, Riersiearch89 proet.2-37InRsi.
deistvii (na primere Noril'skogo ralona)j.Gorooy esac rjcs
Kadkina, E.A.. et al, Geokriologicheskie isslecdovaniia 46-87

4 -71(Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Calculating a temperature shift based on two-layered
46- Moscow, Universitet, 1989, p.157-162, In Russian. seasonal freeze thaw layers. [Raschet temperattirnoti

New approach to and evaluation of the stability Of Derevianko. N.A., lAkovlev, A.0. sdvizhki a uchetom dvukhsloinogo strocniia sloia
landscapes in the North. broken up by the action Of Geocryology, Permafrost hydrology. H-ydrogeology, sezonnogo promerzaniia (protaivaniia)]
cryogenic processes. 10 novom podkhode i otsenke Subpcrmafrost ground water, Suprapermafrost ground Romanovskil, y.E.. et a], Geokriofogicheskie is-
usto~ichisosti lsndshaftov Severa razrushitel~nomut water. sledlovavtiia (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D.
sozdcistviiu kriogennykh protsessovj. .. Ershov, Moscow, Universitet. 1989. p.237-243. In
Maksimova. L.N.. et a]. Geokriologichcskie is- 67 Russian. 6 refs.
sledovaniia (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D Some problems in experimental studies of geocryolo- Volokho~v S.S.. Kamornyl. V.IU.
Ersho%. Moscow. Universitct, 1989. p. 10 8 .1 12 , In 83'. tO nekotorykh zadiachakh eksperimental'nykh is- Geocryology. Active layer, Freeze thaw cycles. Sea-
Russian. 16 refs. - sledovanif v geokriologiij, .. sonal freeze thaw. Temperature variations. Analysis
Lconov. N.G.. Bugaeva. E.V. Lebedenko. IU.P., Geokriologicheskie issledlovaniia (mathematics).
Geocryology. Landscape types. Stability. (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, 44

Moscowf. nvrtt,18.p6371InRsi. Some mathematical models of geocryological prob-
51-7 Gorefs. ,Rsarhpojcs lems and methods for their numerical solution.

46-7 Gecrylogy Reearh prjecs. Nekotoryc matemnaticheskie modeli zadach geokri.
Comparative evaluation of average annual tempera- 46-80 ologii i metody ikh chislennogo reshcniial.
ture of rocks in the northeast and European parts of Nature of the thermal deformation anomalies of froz- OSeregina, N.V., Geokriologicheskie issledlovaniia
the USSR. (Sravnitel'naia otsenka srednegodovykh en ground. (Priroda anomal'nykh temperaiurnykh (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ersho%,
temperstur porod Severo-Vosioka i Evropelskol chasti dleformatsit merzlykh gruntovj, .. Moscow. Universitet. 1989. p. 24 3-2 46 . In Russian.
SSSR], Ershov. E.D., et at, Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia 10 refs.
Zamolotchikova. S.A., Geokriologicheskie is- (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Geocryology. Mathematical models. Stefan problem.
slcdovsniia (Geocryological studies). Editeid by E.D. Moscow. Universitet. 1989, p.1 7 1-18 3. In Russian. S 46-89
Ershov. Moscow. Universitet. 1989, p.113-117. In refs- Tri-Service Workshop on Chemical Operations in
Russian. I I refs. Deformation. Temperature effects. Frozen ground Cold Weather, Aug. 1988.
Frozen rock temperature. Geocryology, Heat balance, thermodynamics. Geocryology, Frozen ground phy- Birenzvige. A., ed. U.S. Army, Chemical Research. De-

sics, Frozen ground temperature. velopment and Engineering Cenrer. Special publica-
46-81 tion. Jan. 1990. CRDEC-SP-019. MP 2935. 298p.,

46-73 Evaluating the possibility of using the time analogy Refs. passim. For selected papers see 46-90 through
Geocryological classification of palatdal massifs; in method for forecasting the deformability of frozen 46-105.
Southern Yakutia. tGeokriologicheskaia klassifikat- saline soils. 1Otsenka vozmozhnosti primeneniia Yurow. H.W.. ed. Parker, L.V.. ed.
siia boloinykh massivov [Uzhnot lAkutii]. metoda vremennykh analogil dlia prognoza defor- Military operation. Cold weather operation. Pollution.
Ospennikov. E. N.. Geokriologicheskie isslcdovaniia miruemosti merzlykh zasolennykh gruntov], .. Chemical properties, Waste treatment. Countermeas-
(Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov. Roman. L.T., ei al, Geokriologicheskie issledlovaniia urea. Impurities. Explosives.
Moscow. Universtitet 1989. p.1 17-124, In Russian. (Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, The first tni-service workshop on chemical operations in cold
12 refs. Moscow. Universitet, 1989. p. 18 3 -1 94. In Russian. 9 weather was held on Aug. 16-17. 1988. The meeting was at-
Peat, Geocryology. Losms. Soil classification, Sands, refs. tended by representatives of different military R&D organiza-
Cryogenic structures. Permafrost. Kuleshov. IU.V. tions. the user community, the intelligence community, and the

GecylgSoil freezing, Saline soils, Frozen medical community. Papers presented covered the whole
Geocrylogy.gamut of the chemical cold battlefield including problems as-

ground mechanics. Deformation, Forecasting. Anal- sociated with detection of CB agents, protection (indloidual and
46-74 ysis (mathematics). collective) against contamination, and casualty treatment
Evaluation of allowable technical operations in the 46-82 46-90
cryolithozone (in the example of the central part of Method of evaluating the deformation of the frost Overview of Cold Regions Research and Engineering
the B.Vt development zone). Otisenka dopuatimosti heave of ground through its swelling. [Metod otsenki Laboratory (CRiREL).
tckhnogennykb sitzdelstvil v kriolitozone (na primere dieformatsit moroznogo pucheniia gruntov cherez ikh Link. L.E., Jr.. U.S. Army Chemical Research. Den el-
iscntral'nogo uchastka zony osvoeniia BAM)], nabukhane3 , opment and Engineering Center. Special publication.
Lisitsyna. O.M.. Gcokriologicheskie issledovaniia Orlov, V.0., ci al, Geokriologicheskie issledovaniia Jan. 1990. CRDEC-SP-019. MP 2936. Tri-Sers ice
(Geocryological studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov. (Gcocryologicsl studies). Edited by E.D. Ershov, Workshop on Chemical Operations in Cold Weather.
Moscow. Universitet. 1989. p. 124-133, In Russian. 7 Moscow, Universitet. 1989, p.195.201, In Russian. Aug. 1988. Edited by A. Birenzvige. H.W. Yarow.
refs. 14 refs. and L.V. Parker. p.13-14 .
Geocryology. Permafrost preservation. Environmen- Filippov. V.D. Research projects. Military research. Organizations.
tal impact. Environmental protection. Frost heave, Geocryology. Deformation, Laboratories.
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46-91 46-97 impinging upon the surtae The actual iate c esaprah~on for

Soviet cold weather chemical warfare threat offense Overview of smoke and obscuration in the winter. any agent, is a lunction of ihc theirtaf hist•,i• ,,t the agent,
Thus, it %as expected that the riature ol the •ubstraic upon

and defense. Green. J.. et al. LrS. Army, Ch'ma Research. Devel- hich the agent is depostted could bc gn at A piiim-
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tions. national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers. Sayed, M.. Penney, G.
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46-228 Wright, B.D. tures, Ice loads, Measurement, Ice pressure. Design
Sea ice, Pressure ridges, Ice cover thickness, Acoustic criteria.

Ironeedtiona. O e a n f measurement, Subglacial observations, Ice growth,
International Offshore and Polar Engineering Confer- Underwater acoustics. 46-241
ence. First, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, Aug. I 1- 16. Wave deformation of sea ice floes in the Antarctic due
1991. Golden, CO. International Society of Offshore to storms and icebergs.
and Polar Engineers, 1991. 4 vols.. Refs. passim. For 46-234
selected papers see 46-229 through 46-253. Stamukhi on the northern Sakhalin offshore. Smirnovg V.N.f International Offshore and Polar Engi-
Triantafyllou, M.S., ed. Karal. K., ed, Chung. J.S.. ed. Astaf ev. V.N., et al, International Offshore and Polar neering Conference, First, Edinburgh. United King-
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Processes of wave generation in the antarctic sea ice are consid-46-229 cover thicknessa Design criteria. Underground pipe- ered, Wind, swell and icebergs are main sources of elastic and

Finnish arctic offshore research programme. lines. gravity waves of wide dynamical and frequency ranges. Self-
Enkvist, E.. et al, International Offshore and Polar excited oscillations. similar to those taking place during splitting
Engineering Conference, First. Edinburgh, United 46-235 of the ice by engineering constructions, occurred at interactions
Kingdom, Aug. 11-16. 1991. Proceedings. Vol.2. Scour depths distribution on the northern Snkhalin between drifting ice and icebergs. (Auth. mod l
Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou et al Golden, CO, Inter- offshone. 46-242
national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers. Truskov. P.A.. et al. International Offshore and Polar New aspects of ice/structure interaction problems.
1991. p.425-433. 14 refs. Engineering Conference. First, Edinburgh. United Alekseev. IU.N.. et al, International Offshore and
Eranti. E. Kingdom, Aug. 11-16. 1991. Proceedings. Vol.2. Polar Engineering Conference. First. Edinburgh. Unit-
Ocean environments. Research projects. Offshore Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou et al. Golden, CO. Inter- ed Kingdom, Aug. 11-16, 1991. Proceedings. Vol.2.
structures. Cold weather construction, Ice solid inter- national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers, Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou et al. Golden. CO. nter-
face. Sea ice, Icebreakers, Petroleum industry. Design 1991, p.467-470. 5 refs. national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers,
criteria. Finland. Surkov, G.A. 1991. p.515-519. 9 refs.

Sea ice. Ice scoring. Distribution. Pressure ridges, Beliashov, V.A.. Sazonov. K.E.. Starovoitov. O.M.

46-230 Simulation. Offshore structures. Underground pipe- Sea ice, Ice solid interface. Offshore structures. Ice
Development of Australian antarctic building types. lines, Design criteria, mechanics, Ice loads, Ice pressure, Analysis (math-
Incoll. P.G., International Offshore and Polar Engi- ematics).
neering Conference. First, Edinburgh, United King- 46-236 46-243
doa. Aug. I 1-16. 1991. Proceedings, Vol.2. Edited Long range detection of icebergs using ground wave Submudline production systems as a solution to ice-
by M.S. Triantafyllou et al, Golden, CO, International radar, berg hazards.
Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers. 1991. p.
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442. 4 refs. Engineering Conference. First, Edinburgh, United Engineering Conference. First. Edinburgh. United
Buildings. Modularconstruction, DesignColdweath- Kingdom, Aug. 11-16, 1991. Proceedings, Vol.2. Kingdom, Aug. 11-16, 1991. Proceedings. Vol.2.
er construction. Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou et al, Golden, CO, Inter- Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou ct al, Golden, CO. Inter-
In this article the main building types used by Australia in national Society of Offshore and Polar Enginers, national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers.
Antarctica are described, including circumstances and needs 1991. p.4

7
1-476. 8 refs. 1991, p.520-527.

governing the design, a technical description. experience in use. Ponsford. A.M. Dallimer, D.S.
and comments on strengths and weaknesses of the designs. Icebergs. Radar tracking. Detection. Radar echoes, Icebergs. Offshore structures. Damage. Design. Sub-
Current directions of development are provided asa conclusion. Drift. Performance.
(Auth. mod.) surface structures, Protection, Oil wells.

46-237 46-244
46-231 Investigation of floating plate stability by the bound- Comparison of the atmospheric icing on two different
Modelling of snowdrift around prismatic buildings for ary element method, size cables.
antarctic environment. Ushakov. A.A.. et al. International Offshore and Polar Druez. J., et al, International Offshore and Polar Engi-
Kfrr, D H!.. et a, lntcr:;at:.;nal Offshore and Polar En- Engineering Conference. First. Edinburgh, United neering Conference, First, Edinburgh. United King-
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dom, Aug. 11-16, 1991. Proceedings. Vol.2. Edited Edited by M.S. Triantafyllou et al, Golden, CO. Inter- by M.S. Triantafyllou et al. Golden. CO. Intemational
by M.S. Triantafyllou et al. Golden. CO. International national Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers, Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers, 1991, p.528-
Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers. 1991. p.443- 1991, p.4
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Wind tunnels. 46-238 46-245
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8
1-488. 5 refs. Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers. 1991. p.535-

tweeo model and prototype Tests were also carried out to in- Slepian• L.I., Zlatin. A.N. 542, 1 refs.
vestigate the relationships between different dimensions of pris-
matic buildings and snowdrift. The results were used to formu- Sea ice. Ice cover strength. Cracking (fracturing). Pile load tests. Ice solid interface. Dislocations
late design guidelines for buildings in Antarctica. (Auth. Crack propagation, Ice water interface, Analysis (materials). Ice creep, Rheology. Structural analysis.
mod.) (mathematics). Ice elasticity, Water waves. Analysis (mathematics).
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46-248 Blankenship, D.D., Madison, University of Wisconsin,
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Cryolithological composition of the ice complex at Krivoshcheko%. V.S.. et al. Kompleksnye geokriologi-
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Tundra, Landscape types. investigations of Chukotka). Edited by M.I. Tishin.
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Some characteristics of the snow cover in the south- In Russian. 3 refs.
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input of. carhonixit un ie has keen estimraied The anthiropogen. Soil mechanics. Frozen ground mechanics. Research Covering. Snow cover effect. Aircraft landing areas.
ic carboin dioxnide mnelr crincenn-oirinn %aries in the different pronjects, Analysis (mathematics).
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46-425 46-432 46-439
Quantitative approximation of the dependence of Forecasting long-term strength of frozen peat soils. Effect of the surface charge of droplets on the auclea-
frozen ground strength on temperature and time. [Prognoz dlitcl'noi prochnosti merzlkh torfianykh tion rate of ice.
[Kolichestvennye approksimatsii zavisimosti proch- gruntov), Dubrovich. NA.. et al, Akademcia nauA SSSR Iz-
nosti merzlogo grunta ot temperatury i vremeni], Roman. L.T. Problemy mekhaniki grunto% i inzhener- vestoa. Atmospheric and oceanic physics. Jan
Konovalov, A.A., Problem) mekhaniki gruntos, i inz- nogo merzlotovedeniia: sbornik nauchnykh trudos 1991, 26(6), p.462-465. Translated from Izvestua
henernogo merzlotovedeniia; sbornik nauchnykh tru- (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- Fizika atinosfery i okeana. 19940. 20 refs
do, (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- cryology; collected scientific papers). Edited by Kuz'min, VL.. Dosgaliuk. IL A
cryolog)y collected scientific papers). Edited by IUK. Zaretskil Moscow. Strolizdat, 1990, p.198-211, Supercooled fog. Ice formation. Heterogeneour nu-
IUK Zaretskil, Moscow, Strofizdat, 1990, p.117-126, In Russian. 7 refs. cleation, Electric fields. Cloud droplets. Nucleation
In Russian. 10 refs. Long range forecasting. Frozen ground strength. Peat, rate. Surface energy. Polarization (charge separation)
Frozen ground strength. Temperature effects Time Analysis (mathematics). 46-40
factor, Analysis (mathematics). 46-433 Arctic carbon sinks: present and future.

46-426 Designing foundations for plastic frozen bases. [Ras- Walsh. J.J., Global biogeochemical cycles. Dec

Reliability of dams in the Far North and permafrost chet fundamentov na plastichno-merzlykh os- 1989, 3(4), p.393-411, Refs. p.
4

06-41 1
regions- of damst inthe v rthand peKrainego novanniakh1 , Global warming, Surface temperature. Carbon diox-
regions. 1Nadezhnost' plotin raonakh Slepak. M.E., Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i inzhener- ide. Polar atmospheres, Sea ice distribution, ice melt-Sevra ik. .ec obemr y hh grunv . nogo merzlotovedeniiaý sbornik nauchnykh trudov ing, Biomass, Albedo, Photosynthesis. Climatic
henernogon merzotodbeiiay sboranik i gntov i inz- (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- changes, Air water interactions.
henernooblem ineolooecnicasborn and uhy t- cryology: collected scientific papers). Edited by Surface air temperatures of the arctic rose 1 2-1 s C irm I S•Odon (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- I.K. Zaretskil, Moscow, Strolizdat. 1990, p.

2 1
1-217, to 1980. in contrast to a global "warming of onlIv 0 4-0 5 C. si-nc

cryology: collected scientific papers). Edited by In Russian. 9 refs. 1980, stx of the warmest %ears in the past centuir haoi been
IK. Zarctskii, Moscow. Stroizdat. 1990. p.131-43, InR.obscred Polar enhancrrment of a aemiperature rise InducedIn Russian. 7 refs. Foundations, Design. Analysis (mathematics), Frozen possibts hr anthropogenc release of greenhou-e gases. CO2

Darrt, Permafrost beneath structures. Analysis (math- ground strength, Frozen ground mechanics. N20. CH4. and freons. to the atmosphere. is attributed t) al-
ematics). 46434 etered ice. snow albedo at sea lesel. L e. melting of sna ice A45 decline of sea ice extent in the Arctic and Antarýti, from

Artificial ice-ground and ice islands for drilling bore- 1979 to 1987 may have resulted in increased light aiiahiabiltr
46-427 holes in the shelf of arctic seas. jiskusstvennye ledo- within previousls ice-cosered polar regions If such a short-
Foundations of consolidated frozen ground. [Funda- gruntovye i ledovye ostrova dlia bureniia skvazhin na term trend were to continue. it might lead to a negatcse biogeo-
menty iz uprochnennogo merzlogo grunta], shelfe arkticheskikh morei3, chemical feedback. i e., enhanced e-.traction of atmospheric
Kutvitskaia. N.B., Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i inz- Khrustalev. L.N.. et al. Problemy mekhaniki grunto, CO2 during marine photosynthesis Asaconsequenýceoldeepvertical mixing in the antarctic ocean, hove•¢r, primarv pro-
henernogo merzlotovedeniia; sbornik nauchnykh tru- i inzhenernogo merzlotovedeniia: sbornik nauchnykh duction during the austral summer mac haoe a rtuallr. dectned
dov (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- trudov (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering in response toia reduction in extent of melt% ater regions. %here
cryology; collected scientific papers). Edited by geocryology; collected scientific papers). Edited by stratified water columns allows carbon fixation tenfold that of
IU.K. Zaretskil. Moscow. Strolizdat. 1990, p.149-155, IU.K. Zaretskil. Moscow, Strolizdat, 1990. p.249-252. open water. In contrast. wuithin shalloi adjacent seas of the
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Foundations. Frozen ground mechanics. Gorodetskii. S.E. of the Antarctic. the posritie global consequences of greenhouse

Ice islands. Artificial islands. Drilling, Boreholes. warming at polar latitudes %ill probably be fell first Specifi-
46-428 cally. the Pacific-influenced regions of the Chukchi and East
46-428 46-435 Siberian Seas, where sufficient nutrients and shallow depths
Certain theological characteristics of frozen soil. CO Testing of antarctic ice with stamps. tlspytaniia an- prevail, now base annual primary prodacti..i- iif >2100 g C sq
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Lanev. M Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i inzhener- Chumichev. B.D.. et al. Problemy mekhaniki gruntov 'he deep Canadian and Eurasian basins % a brine-mediated r-.

unergo .merzotoblemyi meborniki ruchnt iinzhenru - inzhenernogo merzlotovedeniia; sbornik nauchnykh off. Continued melting of ice in the Arctic c,,uld increase r.nogo merzlotovedeniia; sbornik nauchnykh geo- trudov (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering an order of magnitude the present CO2 -ink of approi one(Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- reo ryology; collected scientific papers). Edited by million t C vt IAuth. mod
cryology; collected scientific papers) Edited by teocryo
IUIK. Zaretskil, Moscow. Strolizdat, 1990. p.,155157. IU. Zaretski. Moscow. Strolizdat. 1990. p.
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In Russian. 3 refs. In Russian. 2 refs. Recommendations for the design of protective civil
Rheology. Frozen ground mechanics, Analysis (math- Goroedetskit, S.E. defense structures in permafrost areas. [Rekomen-

ematics). Glacier ice, Ice deformation. Ice mechanics. Loads datsii po proektirovaniiu zashchimnykh sooruzhen)
(forces), Ice temperature. grazhdanskoi oborony % raionakh rasprostraneniia

46-429 Testing of natural glacier ice was conducted at the Molodezh- vechnomerzlykh gruntov1 .
naya Station for the purpose of studying the interrelationship Aleksandrova. V.V.. ed, Leningrad. LenZNIIEP.Behavior of piles installed into locally thawed ground between ice stresses and deformation in order to base construc-

during their period of operation. 1Povedenie sva). tion projects on and in the ice. to control load resting on the ice 1990, 100p., In Russian.
pogruzhaemykh v lokal'no ottaiannye grunty, v ek- surface, and to resolve other engineering questions. Graphs Design, Cold weather construction. Permafrost
spluatatsionnyl period], and data show the development of the settling of a stamp under beneath structures, Engineering geology. Permafrost
Minkin, M.A., et al. Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i I deg ofloadingand unloaong, and at various temperatures and thermal properties. Thaw depth. Foundations. Struc-
inzhenernogo merzlotovedeniia: sbornik nauchnykh pressures. (Auth. mod.) tures.
trudov (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering 46-436 46-442
geocryology: collected scientific papers). Edited by Designing ice-ground barriers used for sinking deep Snow generators and their area of application.
IUK. Zaretskil. Moscow. Strotizdat. 1990, p.165-172. mine shafts, based on rheological characteristics of [Snegogeneratory i oblast' ikh primeneniia].
In Russian. 2 refs. the frozen ground. [Raschet ledogruntovykh ograzh- Osodoev. M.T.. et al. Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990.
Shelnkman. D.R. denit, primeniaemykh pri prokhodke glubokikh 7

2p.. In Russian. 51 refs.
Piles, Loads (forces). Pile load tests, Frozen ground shakhtnykh stvolov. s uchetom reologicheskikh Bozhedonov. Al., Tokareva. L.G.
mechanics. Freeze thaw cycles. Ground thawing. svolstv zamorozhennogo grunta]. Artificial snow. Dust control. Mining.
Analysis (mathematics). Shchebolev, A.G.. Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i inz-henernogo merzlotovedeniia; sbornik naucbnykh tru- 46-443

henenog mezloovednli: sornk nachnkh CU~ Paleogeography of the Sallayoksk Depression in the
46-430 dov (Problems in soil mechanics and engineering geo- P al period outhe steprt in the
Determining the parameters of a set of similar creep cryology; collected scientific papers). Edited by post-glacial period (southwestern part of the Kola
curves of frozen ground using the least squares meth- IUK. Zaretski. Moscow. Strolizdat. 1990. p.
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, Peninsula). Paleogeografiia Sallalokaskol depressii v

od. tOpredelenie parametrov semelstva podobnykh In Russian. 8 refs. pozdnelednikove (iugo-zapadnaia chast Ko'skogo
krivykh polzuchesti merzlykh gruntov metodom nai- Shaft sinking. Mine shafts. Design. Frozen ground me- poluostrova)).
men'shikh kvadratov]. chanics. Engineering geology. Geocryology. Rheolo- Kol'ka, V.V., et al. Aktualnye problemy geologii, pe-
Mirenburg, [U.S., Problemy mekhaniki gruntov i inz- gy. trologii i geokhimii Baltilskogo shchita (Problems in
henernogo merzlotovedeniiay sbornik nauchnykh tru- 44. geology, petrology, and geochemistry of the Baltic
dov (Problems in soil mechanics and gnino Cbo ldnsnapuo b- 4&437 Shield). Edited by A.I. Golubev, Petrozavodsk. Ka-do cProllemsted scimentifics apdengineeringted - Cold snap of February 1991. rel'ski nauchnyl tsentr AN SSSR. 1990. p. 1 

11-119. Incryology: collected scientific papers). Edited byBrgeR.WeteA .19148.p22-3 2 usin 6rf.
IUK. Zaretskil. Moscow. Strolizdat. 1990, p.172-177, Brugge' R- Weather, Aug. 1991. 46(8). p.22 2. 2 3 1. 2 Russian. 6 refs.
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Atmospheric pressure. United Kingdom. 46-444
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Foundations. Permafrost beneath c, uctures. Thaw coverage.
depth, Thermal insulation, Permafrost thermal proper- Ashton. G.D.. MP 2954, National Conference on Hy-

46-446 ties. draulic Engineering. San Diego. CA. Jul) 30-Aug 3.
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protaivaniia], Methodology for the optimal design of foundations Channels (waterways). River flow. Ice water interface.
Gamaiunov, N.I., et al, Fizicheskie protsessy tor- under oil reservoirs in permafrost. tO metodologii River ice. Ice cover effect, Analysis (mathematics).
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teruniversity scientific collection). Edited by E.T. Serditova. N.A.. ct al, Primenenie stroitel'nykh Discrete element simulation of river ice jams.
Bazin, Tver', Politekhnicheskit institut, 1990, p.94- materialov i resursoberegaiushchikh tekhnologil v nef- babit., M., et al, National Conference on Hydraulic
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Stotland, D.M.. Shekhab. Kh.IU. (Useofconstruction matcrialsand resource-preserving Proceedings. Edited by H.H. Chang et al. New, York.
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cow, VNII po str-vu magistr. truboprovodov, 1990, Shen, H.T., Shen, H.H.
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46-447 Shutov, V.E. Computerized simulation, Hydrodynamics
Use of single-Doppler radar for estimating maximum Foundations, Permafrost beneath structures. Design, 46-460
hailstone size. Design criteria. Oil storage. S p a c ie

Witt A. et l, ournl o apliedmetorolgy.AprSoluble pollutant enrichment in snow covers.Witt, A.. et al, Journal of applied meteorology. Apr Akan. A.O., National Conference on Hydraulic Engi-
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46-448 Natrov, G.V., et al. Primenenie stroitel'tnykh materia-
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Sharma, M.D., et al, Acoustical Society of America. 46-455
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a concurrent remote sensing study (f arcti, sca ice
Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudovj, Shur, N.M. from above and below was carried out A submarinv equipped
Andreev. V.V., ed. Moscow, VNII po str-vu magistr. Corrosion, Metals, Structures. Soil water, Water with sidescan and upward looking sonar collaborated uiih to
truboprovodov, 1990, 183p., In R issian. For selected chemistry, Steel structures. Atmosphr composition, remote sensing aircraft equipped with passive microwave, syn-
papers see 46-451 through 46-456. Cold weather construction. thetic aperture radar (SAR). a laser profilometerand an infrared
Foundations. Stresses, Corrosion. Permafrost beneath radiometer. By careful registration of the three ';acks it has

been possible to find relationships between ice type. ice mor-
structures. Cold weather construction. Pipelines. phology and thickness. SAR backscatter and microwave bright-

46-456 ness temperatures. The key to the process has been the sides-
Anticorrosive materials for metal piles, used in the can sonar's ability to identify ice type through differences inther characteristic topography. Over a heatly ridged arua of rain-

46-451 development of gas-condensate fields in northern ly multiyear ice there is a strong positive correlation between
Formation of thaw aureoles in the main section of the Western Siberia. (Antikorrozionnye matcrialy dlia SAR backscatter and ice draft or elevation. hlias als- found
Yamburg-Elets gas pipeline. (Formirovanie oreolov metallicheskikh sval. ispol'zuemykh pri obustrolstve that passive and active microwave complement each other in
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p nuttd glctiten ih ciltable tttttl 1tti the studso ice U.S. Army Natick Research. Development and Engi- Rheology. Thermal stresses, Temperature variations.
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stdies hatsiu bco atiett stliesraprahu the WXahien. M.. et al. Geophysical research letters. Army Atmospheric. Sciences Laborniory. 1991. p.1 10-
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di, ..ui harm iic I birnd s terin tichasar The Allein. D.- Deck. B., Herehenroder. A. Snows surface. Radar echoes. Reflectivity. Snow sup-
sti etniu .ri, 'tring trrtil rtt banl nirite le sheets. Carbon dioxside. Gas inclusions. Greenland. veys
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Surface decoupling above snow-covered terrain. Potential effects of subglacial water-pressure fluctua- Variations in grain-size distribution of suspended
Hogan. . . ct al. IlP 2957. Electro-Optical Systems tions on quarrying. sediment in a glacial meltwater stream, Austre Ok-
Atniospheric Effects Librar, Tactical Weather Intelli- Iverson. N.R., Journal oflglaciolog). 1991. 37(125). stindbreen, Norway.
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.-Armtyi Atmospheric Sciences Laboratorý. 1991, p. 120- drainage. Fracture zones, Subglacial observations, Glacier melting, Mehtatcr. Suspended sediments.
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Snots air interface, Snouw temperature, Surface temper- 46-507 Norway.
attire. letipcratire imersions. Femperature varia- Borehole temperatures at the Colle Gnifetti core-
ilons. Sin,,ow cicr effect drilling site (Monte Ross, Swiss Alps). 46-516
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7
-46, 46 refs. 37(125). p.120-128. 35 refs
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al' rh-wetd the rurlauc at irano, ellatln's to he dcecoupled Ice cores, Boreholes. Temperature measurement, Glo-
i-o; ,he I ip-' irpspherc during the witntet of 1r)0i-199.O bal warming. Ice temperature. Air tenperature. Gia- Glacier surveys. Glacier surfaces. Sensor tapping,

I. \lca icasu surace as r temperature near the cier heat balance. Firn Air pollution, Temperature Glacier mass balkncc, Grain size, Snow line. Spacc-
at•o " i ind•aC d 1eiurtacr tepeatSureoh cieri hations, balance Elm. borne photography. LANDSAT. Resolution. Image

t,ýiýii ad •n i od\tcctto r tn r l es otri variations. processing.
-ritd rio hýiiuori l dArriatt•er .f 3 kin and -e-taton 46-508

t o 200 in rhe greatest temp-raturre differences Freezing of water drops on a cold surface. 46-517
sctr tound on iroudlcs rniornigs, but mani, cloudy mornings Walford. M ER., et al. Journal of glaciology. 1991. Large-scale statistical study of Scanning Multichan-

hadi ican-rclaied temperature iariaioins at 2 (t. or greater 37(125). p.4
7

-50, I ref. nel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) data over An-
I .rp-1Iur- o•r tr-en bodierws ,I water differed front those
it adia-cnt terrain. with this temperature ditferencc related tm Hargreaves, D.M.. Stuart-Smith. S., Lowson. M. taretica.

sn11tki now, cocr. slope ol adjacent terrain. and rate of ice Drops (liquids). Shear strength. Freezing. Ice solid in- Fily. M.. et al, Journal ofglacitolog). q9,1, 3-1125).
piidciuin otn the water bds This surface decoupling can terface, Ice adhesion, Ice removal. Aircraft icing. Met- p.129-139, 31 refs.

,n pl~atc o.pciatr.-nol tiorecasting or n•.icasting of infrared als, Low, temperature tests. Benoist. J.P
tcinpcatm -c iontrsts. •pical surface definition, radar ducting, Ice sheets. Topographic features. Firn, Snow accutn-
gla-oig or tiinng. and the free-org of water surfaces. Some 46-509
anallt, in[ l rchiique, are described. Use of tiltmeters to study the dynamics of antarctic lation. Radiometry. Brightness. Remote sensing. Sur-
46-503 ice-shelf grounding lines- face temperature. Statistical analysis
46-3 p v mSmith, A.M.. Journal of glaciology, 1991. 37(125), Scanning Multichannel tiroiw•ae Radimneter (St%\IRr data
Comparison between active and passive microwave p51-d 14 rs. or Antarctica havc been statsticalli anal) ted ir tiour dtlfer-
measurements of the antarctic ice sheet and their as- pe5shelves, 4 refs n Grent periods aftI car (181) and compared to gcophsal data
sociation with the surface katabatic windsGrounded ice. Ice cover such as surface temperature. sn--accumulation rate and
Reian. F.. it al. Journal of glaciology. 1991. thickness. Altitude, Geophysical surveys, Ice models, topography Thc spatial n ariatiins ot the microw a.c signature
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I hc nichsits, if the Scasat altimeter return potwer over Antare- also used an elastic model required an ice thickness much less gradient with frequency is related to the torpography of the

tia 'a"rc in strong correlation with the intensity of model than that observed. Reworking the Rutford Ice Stream data central plateau area A more important subsidence --rce di-
katabari winds It is alsi strongly correlated %ith the polari- suggests that this greatly reduced ice thickness is not required. verging areas could explain the different s•ructurc f the

oan-u it the parlso incrirwari' signal at 37 GHz of the Nim- given the current sparse data coverage. The elastic model is accumulated snow. (Auth. mod I
boy." r\I\tR data It is shown that this is most likely the re- used to improve the estimated grounding-line position on Rut-
,sloi .1q the wtid-iniduced mtcri-roughness of -.e ice surface. ford Ice Stream, Some of the difficulties in modeling ice-shelf 46-518
, \r.h ) flexure and locating grounding lines are discussed. (Auth.) New precipitation and accumulation maps for Green-
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Glaciological studies at Siple Station (Antarctica): Composition of the englacial and subglacial compo- Ohmura. A., et al. Journal of glacioTg). 1991.
potential ice-core paleoclimatic record. nent in bulk meltwaters draining the Gornergletsch- 37(125). p.140-148, 33 refs.
Ntoslcy-Thotmpson, E.. et al. Journal of glaciology. er, Switzerland. Rech, N.
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Ice cores. Drill core analysis. Isotope analysis, Paleo- 37(125), p.59-66, 15 refs. lation, Topographic effects. Meteorological data. Sta-
climatology, Ice dating. Climatic changes, Surface Raiswell, R. tistical analysis. Glacier mass balance, Greenland.
temperature. Deuterium oxide ice. Seasonal varia- Glacial hydrology. Water chemistry, Glacier melting.
tions. Atmospheric composition. Antarctica- Siple Weathering, Subglacial drainage. Hydrography, Melt- 46-519
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- tors. Global warming. Glacier formation, Ice sheets.
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ice, perrc Itin -,iple Station The concentratinsof insolu- Basal sliding, Glacier beds. Subglacial observations. 46-520
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Mel'nikov. E.S.. ed. Moscow. Vsesoiuzn. nauchn.- geocryological survey methods: collected scientific pa-
issled. inst. gidrogeologii i inzhenernot geologii. 1990. pers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov, Moscow. Vsesoi-
l7 7 p.. In Russian. For individual papers see 46-528 urn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i inzhenernol 46-540
thriiugh 46-543. geologil. 1990. p.4 8-6 7. In Russian. 7 refs. Studying the salinity of blanket deposits in central
Engineering geology. Geocryology. Mapping. Geolog- Geocryology. Geomorphology, Subarctic landscapes. s'akutia during engineering-geological mapping.

icalsureys Gephyica sureys Fr~enrocs, lzuchenie zasolennosti pokrovnykh otlozhenii Tsen-

Ecology. Quaternary deposits. Cryogenic soils. Natu- grafirovai kuii. nhnrogolgcekmkro
ral resources. 46-534 gaioai)

Cryogenic-structural analysis in an engineering-geo- Ponomareva. O.E.. Metody inzhenerno-geok~riologi-
cryological survey. [Merzlotno-strukturnyt analiz pri cheskol s~emki; shornik nauchnykh trudo% (Engineer.

46-528 - inzhenerno-geokriologicheskol s5emkej, ing-geocryological survey methods: collected scientif-
Basic methodology of ecological-geological mapping. Gravis. O.F., Melody inzhenerno-geokriologicheskol ic papers). Edited by E.S. Melnikos. Moscow.
(Mclodologichoskic osnovy ekologi-geologicheskogo s"emki; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Engineering-geo- Vsesoiuzn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i min-
kartografirovaniia]. cryological survey methods: collected scientific pa - henernot geologii. 1990. p.13 3-13 9. In Russian.
Mcl'nikov. E.S.. Melody inzhenerno-geokriologiches- pers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov, Moscow. Vscsoi- ret's.
koi s-emki: shornik nauchnykh trudov (Engineering- uzn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i inzhenernol Engineering geology. Geocryology. Salinity. Saline
geocryological survey iiiethods: collected scientific pa- geologii, 1990. p.67 -82. In Russian. 9 ref's, soils. Mapping. Alluvium.
pers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikos'. Moscow. Vsesoi- Geological surveys, Engineering geology. Geocryolo-
uzn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologi ;i inzhenernol gy. Structural analysis. 46-541
geoliigii. 1990. p.6-Il , In Russian. 5 ret's. Studying sublacustrine taliks in the transpolar rgo
Mlapping. Ecology. Geocryology. Geology. 453ofWsenSiberia using geophysical megiods

46-59 Stdyig th iciessof rcks n mdium andlar e lzuchense podozernykh talikov v Zapoltarnom ra-
Subject ofegneiggoroia td uigScaleyengineeriing-essologcalsres in ceiu- nt lral-lone zapadnot Sibiri geofizicheskimi metodamil.

Subject ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~uah ofegneiggorooia td uigsaeeniern-elgclsresi eta uahVB.. et al. Metody inzhenerno-gekrik-ologi-
the general development of a territory. 1 0b-ekt inz- Yakutia. 1lzuchenie I'distosti porod pri sredne- i cheskot s~emki: sbornik nauchnykh trudo% (Engineer.
hencerno-geokrivlogichc .kogo izuchenila pri obshchcm krupnomasshtabnykh inzhenerno-geokriologiches- ing-geocryological survey methods: collected scientit'-
ossoenii ertoii kikh s~emkakh v Tsentralfoot lAkutii], . ic papers). Edited by E.S. Mel'niko%. Moscoss.
Shur. IL.L.. Metody inchenerno-geokriologicheskoi Knhenko. L.A., Melody inzhcnerno-geokriologi- Vsesoiuzn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i inz-

s~emi: borik auchykhtruov Engieerng-eo-cheskol s"emki; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Engineer- henernol geologii. 1990. p.139-143. In Ru-sian. 2
cryological survey methods: collected scientific pa- ing-geocryological survey methods; collected scientif- ref's.

pers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov Mocw. Vsesoi- tePapers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov, Moscow. Skvortsov. A.G.. Timot'cev. V.M.. Tsarev. AM.
uin. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i Iinzhenerrnol Vsesotuzn. nauchn.-tssled. inst. gidrogeologtt ii tinz Taliks beneath lakes. Geophysical surveys. Geocryolo-
geologii. 1990. p.12 -19 , In Russian. 2 refs's henernol geologii, 1990. p.82-93, In Russian. 13 ret's.gy
Engineering geology. Geocryology. Seasonal freeze Engineering geology. Geological surveys. Geocryolo- y
.thass. Thaw depth. Active layer. Analysis (mathemat- gy. Frozen rocks. 4-4
ics). Effect of agricultural activities on engineening-geo-

46-536 cryological conditions of test areas in central regions
46-530 Characteristics of engineerlng-cryogeological investi- of the Magadan territory (in the example of the
Subdivision of surface deposits based on characteris- gations in regions of high ice content, syncryogenic Seymchan-Buyundinsk basin). 5Vliianic sel~skok-
tics of the composition and properties of rocks in an frozen rocks. tOsobennosti inzhenerno-geokriologi- hozialtsvennot delatel'nosti na inzhenerno-geolri-
engineering-geological survey. (Raschlenenie po- cheskikh issledovanit v raloriakh razvitiia vysokol'dis- ologicheskie usloviia poligonalnrvkh urochishch
verkhnostnykh otlozhenii po komplcksu pokazatclel tykh sinkriogennykh merzlykh porodj. tsentral'nykh ralonakh Magadanskol oblasti (na pri-
sostava i svoistv porod pri inzhenerno-geologicheskof Kanevskif, M.Z.. et al. Metody inzhenerno-geokri- mere Seimchano-Buiundinskol s-padiny)].
s~emkil. ologieheskol sVemki: sbornik nauehnykh trudov (Engi- Basistyi. V.A.. Melody inzhenerno-geok~riologichesko!
Shirshikova. A.S.. Melody inzhenerno-geokriologi- neering-geocryological survey methods; collected secmki: sbornik nauchnykh Itudov lEngincring-geo-
cheskol secmki; shornik nauchnykh trudov (Engineer- scientific papers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov. Mos- cryological survey methods: collected scientific pa-
ing-gcocryiilogical survey methods: collected scientif'- cow. Vsesoiuzn. nauehn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologii i pets). Edited by E.S. Mel'niko%. Moscow. Vsesoi-
ic papers). Edited by E.S. Mel'nikov, Moscow. inzhenernol geologii, 1990, p.9 4-100, In Russian. uzn. nauehn.-issled. inst. gidrogcologii i inzhenernot
ksrsoiuzn. nauchn.-issled. inst. gidrogeologil i inz- ref's. geologii. 1990. p. 1 43 -15 7. In Russian. 8 ret's.
henernoi geologii. 1990. p.20-30, In Russian. 4 ret's. Maksimov. V.V. Engineering geology. Geocryology. Avgriculture. Tern-
Engineering geology. Geocryology. Rock properties. Frozen rocks. Engineering geology. Geocryology. perasure distribution. Soil temperature. Snoss covecr ef-
Geological surveys. Quaternary deposits. Geological surveys. feet.
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tion. Glacier erosion. Boschi, Dordrecht. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Global warming expected from increase of greenhouse
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Vertical profiles of ozone and temperature were measured on 40 46.573
occasions during the austral spring of 1990 at McMurdo Station Identification of polar stratospheric clouds from the 46-582
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served. Total ozone decreased from 260 DU in late Aug to its Sarkissian. A.. et al, Geophysical research letters. Flanders, S.N.. et al, MP 2959. ASTM Special techni-
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latest yet recorded (early Dec.). with low olzone values persist- circulation. Greenland. Hempel, G.. ed.
ing over the pole through Dec., setting a record low for Dec. Ecology, Marine biology. Cryobiology. Algae. Sea ice,
average polar ozone. Temperatures were near average during 46-576 Pollution.
the early spring. hut w99ere below normal for the late sprina. Depletion of arctic ozone in the winter 1990. This volume is a collection of papers presented at the 5th Sym-
warmer than tuose observed in the early spring of 1987. Koike, M.. et al, Geophysical research letters, Apr. posium on Antarctic Biology held in Hobart. Tasmania. Aug.
(Auth.) 1991. 18(4), p.

7 9
1-

7 9
4, 11 refs. 29-Sep. 3. 1988. concerning the short and long term changes in

Ozone. Atmospheric circulation, Stratosphere. ecosystem and community structure caused by natural and
46-567 human factors. The 45 papers which comprise this book are
N02 overnight decay and layer height at Halley Bay, divided into the following areas of interest: long and medium
Antarctica. 46-577 term changes in the environment. seasonal changes in sea ice
Keys. J.G.. et al. Geophysical research letters, Apr. Insulation materials: testing and application, 2nd zones and offSouth Georgia, ecological and population changes
1991. 18(4). p.665-668. 15 refs. volume, in sea birds and mammals, actual and potential fisheries, and

human impacts on terrestrial and marine systems, An article
Gardiner, B.G. Graves. R.S.. ed, ASTM Special technical publication, reviewing the Symposium. a general index and a genera and

STP 1116. Philadelphia, PA. American Society for species index conclude the volume.Ozone. Atmospheric circulation. Atmospheric compo- Testing and Materials, 1991, p.654p., Refs. passim.sition.
Ground-based measurements of stratospheric slant column Presented at the Symposium on Insulation Materials:
N02 amounts made at Halley Bay in 1987 are compared with Testing and Applications, Gatlinburg, TN. Oct. 10-12.
ozone and temperature profiles from balloon-borne sondes. 1991. For selected papers see 46-578 through 46- Environmental and biological variability in tSe
Sunrise-to-sunset (am/pm) ratios of N02 have been calculated 582. Mclurdo Ice Shelf ecosystem.
in autumn and spring by using the sonde data in conjunction Wysocki, D.C.. ed. Howard-Williams, C., et al. Antarctic ecosystems: eco-
with a simple photochemical model for the conversion of N02 Thermal insulation, Roofs. Cold weather tests, Walls. logical change and conservation. Edited by K.R.
to N205. These calculations can be reconciled with the spec- Thermal conductivity. Kerry and G. Hempel. Berlin. Springer-Verlag. 1990.
trometrtc measurements of column N02. provided that thebulk p.

2 3
-

3 1
, 25 refs.

of the N02 layer is assumed to lie at a height of about 25 kIm. Pridmore. R.D.. Broady. P.A.. Vincent, W.F.
The small amounts of N02 that are present in the stratospheric 46-578 Ice shelves. Algae. Cryobiology. Ecology. Meltwater.
column during the first 6 weeks of spring are therefore confined Effect of natural convective air flows in residential Ponds, ArgaeCrdo Ec lf.
to altitudes above the ozone depletion region. Slow recovery attics on ceilng insulating materials. Ponds, Antarctica-McMurdoe ShelfIe he.
of the N02 column in spring compared with the rate of its The McMurdo Ice Shelf is an ablation region on the northwest-
decline in autumn indicates slow photolysis of depleted levels Rose, V.B., et al, ASTM Special technical publication, em side of the Ross Ice Shelf. The surface forms the largest
of N205 inside the polar vortex. (Auth.) STP 1116. Insulation materials: testing and applica- non-marine aquatic ecosystem in the McMurdo Sound region.

tion, 2nd volume. Edited by R.S. Graves and D.C. with an interlinking system of lakes, pools and streams occur-46-568 Wysocki. Philadelphia, PA, American Society for ring across more than 1500 sq km. Two major types of ice shelf
CHEOPS IIl: an ozone research campaign in the Testing and Materials, 1991. p.

26 3 -2 74 , 6 refs. morphology with different physical and biological characteris-
arctic winter stratosphere 1989/90. McCaa, D.J. tics were distinguished: *'Pinnacle Ice" with many small inter-arcic iner stratosp ere hysica Msearch D, connected pools and streams, and "Undulating Ice" with con-Pommeresu. J.P., et al. Geophysical research letters, Thermal insulation, Roofs, Cold weather tests, Air tinuous moraine cover and discrete pools and lakes. The flora
Apr. 1991. 18(4). p.

7 5 0
-

7 6 2
. 12 refs. flow. Convection. of these is dominated by benthic rather than planktonic

Schmidt, U. communities. Cyanobacteria which coat the base of the pools
Research projects. Ozone, Stratosphere. 46-579 with mats and films of varying thickness are generally the most
46-569 Thermal performance of one loose-fill fiberglass attic commonly occurring and abundant organisms. Benthicdiatoms and coccoid chlorophytes are also found throughoutIn situ measurements of carbon dioxide in the winter insulation. the system. There are large variations in the conductivity and
arctic vortex and at midlatitudes: an indicator of the Wilkes, K.E., et al, ASTM Special technical publica- nutrient content of these waters, with a marine tidal influence
"age" of stratospheric air. tion, STP 1116. Insulation materials: testing and ap- in some parts. The water bodies are subject to continual
Schmidt, U.. et al, Geophysical research letters, plication, 2nd volume. Edited by R.S. Graves and change as the Ice Shelf moves, with marked temporal variability
Apr. 1991. 18(4). p.

7 6 3
-
7 6 6

. 12 refs. D.C. Wysocki, Philadelphia. PA, American Society for in environmental conditions on a diel. seasonal and long-term
Khediti A. T i(years todecades)basis. This area contains the most extensiveStrpher. CATesting and Materials. 1991, p.275-291D 14 refs. microbial growths in southern Victoria Land and is a potential
Stratosphere, Carbon dioxide, Atmospheric composi- Wendt, R.L. Delmas. A.. Childs, P.W. inoculum source of micro-organisms for the entire region.
tion. Thermal insulation. Roofs. Cold weather tests. (Auth.)
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46-585 released from anoxic sediments is esident over the same period tion is presented and the annual production cycic is discussed
Signy Island as a paradigm of biological and environ- A clear trend in recent years towards increasing summer open- The impacts of perturbations, such as tarrations in the timing

IiMater concentrations of amtnontum-N indicates an influx of and extent of the sea ice breakout. the depth of snow c-ser ,on
mental change in antarctic terrestrial ecosystems. nutrients sta surface runoff in addition to %inter sediment re- the sea ice, and changes in the current systems under the influ-
Smith. RTL., Antarctic ecosystems: ecological change lease. This would also seer to be a consequence of the increas- ence ofuxternal drising forces are briefly discussed The mam
and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and G. ing fur seal presence in the catchment area. Noevidenceofin- points to emerge are the McMurdo Sound primary pridu"Eton

Heirnpel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990. t-.32-50. 37 creasing summer chloroph)ll-a concentraution was found. which is high %hen compared with that of the open southerrn iaur.

refs. conforms with the current hypothesis that light, rather than but it is comparable to that of the ice edge zone, the important

Cryobioiogy, Ecology. Climatic changes, Glacier us- nutrient status, controls phycoplankion population dynamics in contribution made to primary production bl the annuat
Heywood Lake during the open-wsater period (Auth. mod I Pharoc)stis bloom. the major contribution which is made by the

cillation. Ice coter effect. Biogeography, Acclimatiza- 46589 benthic microalnac in shallow inshore %aters, a contribui;in
lion. Antarctica-Signy Island. 4 that has been largely ignored in studies to date. the high degree

Examples of environmental. and consequently of biological, Eutrophication and vegetation development in mari- of natural variability within the system. the potential for change

changes are presented for one climatically and ecologically sen- time antarctic lakes, in the various environmental sariables that influence the
sitise locality. Signy I. to illustrate the diversity of changes Hawes, I., Antarctic ecosystems: ecological change system; and the deficiencies in the databae and the need for

u hich may affect the structure and dynamics of antarctic eco- and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and G. integrated year-round studies of primary production and

systems in general. These are discussed in terms of ecological Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p.83-90, 35 consumption (Auth. mod)
change resulting from long-term climatic trends, short-term cli- refs. 46-593
matic (especially summer temperature) fluctuations, plant col- Plankton, Plant ecology. Nutrient cycle, Cryobiology, Seaosonl and geographic variations in sea ice com-
nization and growth. communitty development, and environ-
mental perturbation A plea is made for implementing long- Lakes, Photosynthesis. Limnology, Algae. Antarctica munity structure of the Weddell Sea. Antarctica.
terir monitoring studtes to determine the direction and rate of -Signy Island. Spindler, M., et at, Antarctic ecosystems: ecological
cnx ironimental and ccf'igical changes. with particular regard to Differences in water chemistry and in the composition. abun- change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerr) and
•rssc•crrg the resilience irf ecosystems to and their recovery dance and activity of benthic and planktonic plant communities G Hem
irot these phenomena. The antarctic environment offers were observed in freshwater lakes of different trophic status at pcI, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990. p.129-135.

probahl• the most significant baseline to which global Signy I., maritime Antarctica Phytoplankton density in- 31 refs.
atniospheric chatn-s max be related T1-c predcre,1 !r-d - ;: :ased s--h inceaeis.-e nutrent cor-erration. Picoplankton Dieckmann, G.S., Lange, M.A.
g!l•b.'ý r, g rites oaourbrng consequences for the future (<2 microns) contributed most chlorophyli-a and numners to Ecology, Marine btolog3. Cryobi , ,). Szý :ce sev-
ntegrity or Antarctica's. and indeed the %orld's, environment the phytoplankton in all lakes, but the nanoplankion fraction (2- sonal variations, Antarctica-Weddell Sea
irnd bInota HIorecr. it offers ideal opportunities to study the 20 microns) a-as disproportionately active in photosynthesis. Seasonal and spatial variation in sea ice organisms aere viudred

cause-and-effect rclatiinship of ecological change and. from Some algae only occurred in the eutronhic lakes, notably a large in the Weddell Sea region during summer 1985 and %rinter and
this. t. deselop a strong management policy for the active use Chlamydomoonas sp.. wehile smaller flagellated chlorophytes, spring 1986. Sea ice cores *ere collected from 22 siations
and cmnscriation of the antarctic biome. (Auth. mod.) chrysophytes and cryptophytes predominated in the nano- Winter values for chlorophyll a measured per I, ccm segment •f

46-586 plankton of oligotrophic lakes. Partitioning of photosynthate drilled ice core ranged between 0 and 49 micrograms I (mean

Colonization of terrestrial l.abitats--organisms, op- in protein. polysaccharide. lipid and metabolite fractions 3.4) during July-Sep. and between 0 and 450 micrograms I
showed little difference among the lakes. (Auth I (mean 7.6) during Oct.-Dec. while mean summer values were

Waltont DaV.H., Antarctic ecosystems: ecological 46-590 considerably higher (mean 34 5) with a maximum of 2220 m,-
hantgeti nDW . Aon tarcaticn Ecosyte ms: KR.eoloial Preliminary study of benthic diatoms in contrasting crograms,l. lncreasingnumbersofseaiceorganmsm werr also

change and conservation. Edited by KlR. Kerry and ake environments, observed in sea ice cores in spring Samples taken later in the
G. Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag. 1990, P--60,56 0ppenhima season (Nov compared to Oct ) revealed a higher biomass and

cppenheim. DR., Antarctic ecosystems:eo i more organisms Algal biomass and absolute numbers of seaEcfslgy, Cryobiology. Biogeography, Acclimatiza- change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and icerganisms, including foraminifers. c -pepods and ciliates.

G. Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p.91-99, 44 decreased along a transect from the ice edge toiwards the contc-lion. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~refs. na n ln h atr •'delSacatttmnrhatt

The present antarctic and subantarctic flora and fauna should nent and along the eastern Weddell Sea cirst frim niriheav to

offer some %aluable information irn those groups of organisms Algae, Ecology, Cryobiology, Lakes, Biogeography, southwest. (Auth. mod.I

which hase successfully oiercome the lung-distance dispersal Antarctica-Signy Island. 46-594
barrier and are adapted to colonization and establishment in a Eleven of the 17 freshwater lakes from Signy I. were sampled
difficult ens ironment. In addition, there is considerable poten- by snorkel divers. A list of diatom taxa identified from benthic Seasonal variation in ice algal assemblages in the fast

tial for the experimental study orf the process of colonization samples is presented. Most freshwater taxa listed were rare ice near Syowa Station in 1983/84.

siihin these disjunct sno.-free sites. This chapter considers and only a few taxa were observed abundantly in many lakes. Watanabe, K., et al. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological
briefly the range of organisms already established and the evi- Assemblage composition varied among three broad lake catego- change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerr) and
dence for both rong-distance and local dispersal. Propagule ries: proglacial, oligotrophic, and mesotrophic lakes. Assem- G. Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p. 136-142.
charactcristics are examined in relation to dispersal potential. blage composition also changed with lake depth in the larger 21 refs.
The process if colonization is examined for lichens from data lakes. A second, more detailed study was undertaken on an
gathered from outside Antarctica to illustrate the potential for oligotrophic and a mesotrophic lake. Noseasonal trends could Satoh. H., Hushing, T.

application it) polar sites. A generalized model is proposed be identified. The limitation of the methods used are dis- Algae, Ecology. Cryobiology, Marine biology. Fast

hsived (in habitat fasorability for the colonizing event, and its cussed, and spatial and temporal variability in antarctic lakes is ice, Sea ice. Seasonal variations, Antarctica--Shor a
heterogeneity i time and space. The inadequacies of data for considered. (Auth.) Station.

this model and primary colonization in general are noted and 46-591 Ice algal assemblages in the fast ice near Showa Station were
three major fields identified for future research. (Auth. mod.) Seasonal and regional variation in the pelagial and its investigated from Mar. 1983 to Jan. 1094. Peaks in the stand-

46-587 relationship to the life history cycle of krilli tg crop (chlorophyll a) occurred in Apr.-June and Oct -No..,
9-9 relataceki V. tet alife A tary ctic e e osystems:the largest occurred in mid-Nov. at a site with moderate snow

Changes in vegetation on Heard Island 1947-1987. Smetacek. V. et al. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological rcover. Chlorophyll was most highly' concentre~ted in the hunt-

Scott. J.J. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological change change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and tom of the ice. where the diatoms .4mphiprora Aufferathir. Ber-
and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and G. G. Hempel. Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p.103-114, ke!eyarutilans. Nitzschialeecoire. N. stellara. N turgidlirIdes
Hempel. Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990. p.61-76, 27 95 refs. and Pleurosigma direcrum were dominant The chlorophyll

refs. Scharek. R., Nothig, E.M. concentration within the ice developed mainly in May. with

Plant ecology. Revegetation. Biogeography. Glacier Algae. Ecology. Marine biology. Cryobiology. Sea ice r little change during the following months at hedail) snow Coa-
meling Herd slad.ered sites. It increased in the upper consolidated snow, layer

melting, Heard Island. Biomass. Seasonal variations, during Oct.-Jan. The dominant species. Tropidoncs- spp. was

fhc Heard and McDonald Islands are the only subantarctic In vast areas of the southern ocean, algal biomass is low but that a minor component of the interior and bottom ice layers Re-
island group which appears to be free of human-introduced of grazers comparatisely high. It is argued that antarctic zoo- suats suggest that the interior ice algal assemblage was formed
animals and plants. Vegetation changes in its species-poor plankton. particularly the dominant copepods. are efficiently by mechanical inclusion of microalgae at the time of sea ice
flora are therefore likely to be due to natu;al factors. Signifi- geared to the pelagic system overlying the deep ocean and formation, and did not grow in the ice. Howeser. the bittom
cant glacial recession has exposed new areas for colonization maintain sizeable. stable stocks that undergo minor winter de- assemblage grew when irradiance was high enough The

ser the past 40 years. Analysis of vegetation transect data cline, The same is true for krill (Euphausia superba) but this surface assemblage, which was presumed to be inoculated by an
from i7 glacier retreat zones and adjacent areas indicates 4 main animal is large enough to exploit the antarctic pelagial in a interior assemblage through vertical channels, grew in spring
patterns of primary colonization. with moisture availability and unique way. It retreats to the ice undersurface during the long (Auth. mod.)
effects of animal disturbance being major differentiating envi- winter and feeds with high efficiency on plankton concentra-
ronmental factors. It can be expected that with continuing cli- tions following ice melt. Apparently, krill has geared its life 46-595
matie amelioration and glacial recession, the size of vegetated cycle to oceanic circulation patterns, including that of the ice, Seasonal variation of particulate organic matter
areas will expand Changes in distribution of some vascular in a way that maximizes seasonal and regional exploitation of under the antarctic fast ice and its importance to
plant specres around the island have been noted and tentatively food resources. Adaptation to the rugged ice undersurface is benthic life.
linked with climatic warming, and additional changes are pre- probably the most important factor enabling maintenance of Matsuda, 0., et al. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological
dictcd. Future eff-ctis of changing trends in population num- uniquely large monoxpeerfic stock of planktivores in a low, pro- Mtua . taAtrtceoytm:eooia
bers if animals utilizing and interacting with terrestrial ductive ocean. The concept of ice as a hostile habitat must be change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerr) and
segetation communities are uncertain. Further changes can r -sad: rather than posing a problem for survival, it provides G. Hempel. Berlin. Springer-Verlag, 1990. p.14

3
-1

4 8
.

nis be monitored from recently established reference points., ',- wer to the age-old riddle of high animal biomass in an 12 refs.
(.\ouh mid ) -c . .-,ment. (Auth. mod.) Ishikawa. S., Kawaguchi. K.

46-588 ,6-59., Biomass. Ecology, Cryobiology. Marine biology. Fast
Evidence for change in the chemistry of maritime an- Par-:.ary production and consumption in McMurdo ice, Sea ice, Seasonal variations, Antarctica-LUtzow-
tarctic Heywood Lake. Sound, Antarctica. Holm Bay.
Ellis-Esans, J.C.. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological Knox, G.A., Antarctic ecosystems: ecological change Qualitativeandquantitativeanalyseswerecarriedoutxonrin gan-
change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and G. ic matter in suspended particulate matter ofscawater for a per-

G. Hempel. Berlin, Springer-Vcrlag, 1990. p.
7 7

-
8 2

, 19 Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p. 115-128, 76 od of I year under the fast ice in Lutzow-Holm Bay durint

refs. refs. 1984185. Marked seasonal variation of suspended organic

Ecology. Cryobiology. Nutrient cycle. Lake ice. Lake Biomass, Ecology, Cryobiology, Marine biology,. Al- matter, in particular chlorophyll a. was observed The concen-
Strtration of suspended organic matter was generally high in sum-

water. Water chemistry. Limnology. Antarctica- gae, Sea ice, Ice shelves, Ocean currents. Antarctica- mer and low in winter. The maximum value of chlorophyll a
Heviosiod Lake. McMurdo Sound. standing stock through the water column was 25 mg sq m and
Data coillected at monthly intervals over the past 16 years from This chapter provides a first synthesis of the data on primary the minimum was 0.4 mg sq m. Maximum standing stock of
Hey i,-oid Lake res cal that. within a given year. physical. chemi- production and consumption by invertebrate consumers in particulate organic carbon was 90

7
6 mg sq m and the minimum

,al and biological sariables generally interacted predictably. McMurdo Sound. The McMurdo Sound environment is brief- was 1632 mg/sq m. Howeser. the magnitude of the sariation
The elephant seal population of the catchment has remained ly described, covering aspects such as bathymetry. sea ice devel- was low compared with the downward flux of particulate organ-
static oiner the entire period of study but fur seal numbers have opment and breakout, and the hydrological regime. Based on ic matter already reported for the same station. Suspended
been increasing steadily within the catchment over the past 10 available information, an interpretation of the circulation pat- particles were rich in fresh algae and nutrients only during
Nears A pronounced increase in peak winter concentrations terns within the Sound and beneath the McMurdo Ice Shelf is summer due to proliferation of phytoplankton and ice algae
4,f both dissoilved reactive phosphate (DRP) and ammonium given, A simple model of primary production and consump- (Auth. mod.)
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46.596 dence of some potentially deleterious effects of enhanced L'v 46-606
Seasonal patterns of ichthyoplankton distribution radiation on antarctic phytoplankton. The implications of ice-band structure on the freezing of flowing water in

these findings for the understanding of the ecology of the south-
and abundance in the southern Weddell Sea. ern ocean are discussed. (Auth. pipe.
Hubold. G., Antarctic ecosystems: ecological change Hirata. T., Freezing and melting heat transfer in engi-
and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and G. 46-600 neering: selected topics on ice-water systems and
Hempel, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1990, p.149-158. 25 Freezing and melting heat transfer in engineering: welding and casting processes. Edited by K.C Cheng
refs. selected topics on ice-water systems and welding and and N. Seki. New York. Hemisphere Publishing Cor-
Plankton. Ecology. Marine biology, Cryobiology, Sea- casting processes. poration, 1991. p.223-2

3 4
, 6 refs.

sonal variations, Antarctica-Weddell Sea. Cheng, K.C., ed, New York, Hemisphere Publishing Pipeline freezing, Pipe flow, Ice formation, Water flow.
The distribution and abundance of fish larvae were analyzed in Corporation, 1991, 

7
87p., Refs. passim. For selected Ice water interface. Heat transfer. Analysis (math-

earl) spring (Oct.-Nov. 1986) and summer (Jan.-Feb. 1985) papers see 46-601 through 46-619. ematics), Water pipes.
during tsocruisesoftheRV Polarstern to the southern Weddell Seki. N., ed.
Sea. In Oct. mostly post-larval and juvenile notothenioids Heat transfer, Phase transformations, Ice formation,
were collected. A few larval specimens were represented by
Muraenolepis microps and Macrourus sp. Larvae of Pleura- Ice water interface, Soil freezing. Liquid solid inter- 46-607
gramma antarcricut.i and two channichthyids hatched near faces. Pipeline freezing. Icing, Hoarfrost. Freezing fractures in water pipes.
'vesikapp by mid Nov In Jan.. post-larval P anttarcticum Inaba. H., Freezing and melting heat transfer in engi-
dominated the ichthyoplankton (98%by numbers). The abun- 46-601 neering: selected topics on ice-water systems and
dane of this species decreased by a factor of 5 between Jan. and Historical and recent developments in the research of welding and casting processes. Edited by KC, Chang
Feb. shie its distribution extended far beyond the continental cold regions heat transfer-ice in air, water and earth, and N. Scki t New York. Hemisphere Publishing Cor-
shelf Other notothenioids and oceanic Electrona sp. and Cheng. K.C.. et al. MP 2960, Freezing and melt .ing poYork.nHemisphere2PublishingCer
'sotlrietv sp. appeared later in the season, and were equally C ngFreig mlng pration, 1991. p.235-257, I5 refs.vbundantop sap reat in hothmths Ofatotsalsof 23 ich pakn heat transfer in engineering: selected topics on ice- Pipeline freezing, Water pipes, Ice formation, Fractur-abundant in both months. Of a total of 23 ichthyoplankton wae ytms and welding and casting processes. nAayi mtemtc) c rsue
Npovies, no more than 16 occurred together in each month. water syste eng and iN o ing, Analysis (mathematics), Ice pressure.

Auth mod.) Edited by K.C. Cheng and N. Seki. New York. Hemi
sphere Publishing Corporation, 1991, p.17-62, 465

46.597 refs.
Comparison of airborne alkaline pollution damage in Yen. Y.C. 46-608
selected lichens and mosses at Casey Station, Wilkes Heat transfer, Ice formation, Icing, Soil freezing. His- Onset of convection and et transfer characteristics
Land, Antarctica. tory, Bibliographies, River ice, Lake ice. Permafrost. Yen, Y.C.. MP 2962, Freezing and melting heat trans-
Adamson, E.. et al, Antarctic ecosystems: ecological A brief review of historical and recent developments of ice fer in engineering: selected topics on ice-water systems
change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and formation problems in air. water and earth was made covering
G. Hempel, Berlin. Springer-Verlag, 1990, p.347-353, such subjects as atmospheric and marine icings of structures, and welding and casting processes. Edited by K.C.
II refs. permafrost and ground freezing (frost heave), river and lake ice Cheng and N. Seki. New York, Hemisphere Publishing

Seppelt. R.D. (frazil ice and supercooling). arctic oil and gas pipelines, and Corporation. 1991. p.
2 6 1

-
3 1 4

, 34 refs.
heat transfer with freezing and melting from the unified view- Convection, Ice water interface, Heat transfer, IceAir pollution Environmental impactg Lichens, point of cold regions heat transfer. An attempt was made to melting. Phase transformation. Analysis (mathemat-Mosses, Concrete placing, Dust, Soil pollution, An- review the varied technical fields involving ice formation ics), Density (mass/•olume).tarctica.-Casey Station. phenomena from the common viewpoint of heat transfer, to

Lmbilicana decus,-wta. Lsnea sphacelata. Ceratodon purpureus show the scope and subjects of cold regions heat transfer engi- This review discusses the problems associated with the anitma-
and surface soil samples were collected at 10 m intervals for 90 neering. lons temperature-density relations of water It deals with the
m down.ind of a concrete hatching site at Casey Station. subjects of onset of convection, the temperature structure and
Comparable samples were collected from a similar uncon- 46-602 natural convective heat transfer and the laminar forced convec-
taminated remote site. Surface soil was alkaline in the immedi- Conduction with freezing and thawing. tive heat transfer in the water'ice system The onset of coo-
ate iicinity of the hatching site (max. pH 8.8) and tended to Lunardini, V.1., MP 2961. Freezing and melting heat s uection in water/ice system was found to he dependent on
decrease with distance in the control site. surface soil as transfer in engineering: selected topics on ice-water classical fluids. This system also exhibtsa unique temperature
sitdvrc more susceptiblens tron damagefomnwirndfe halaine systems and welding and casting processes. Edited distribution in the melt la)er immediately after the critical Ray-stire were more susceptible to damage from airborne alkaline
pollution than the mosses and were moderately to severely by K.C. Cheng and N. Seki, New York. Hemisphere leigh number is exceeded, and soon after it establishes a more
bleached. This chapter describes the relation between mean Publishing Corporation, 1991, p.65-129, 92 refs. or less constant temperature region which expands to about
total chlorophyll concentration, chlorophyll a/b ratio, distance Heat transfer, Conduction, Soil freezing, Ground two-thirds of the melt layer depth. The constant temperature
from the batching site and soil pH. Low temperature (77K) thawing, Analysis (mathematics), Stefan problem, is approximately 3.2 C for water layer formed from melting
fluorescence of healthy plants from the control site and polluted Phase transformations, flux across the water mice interface wfounm lobeo weak power
plants 40 m downwind of the hatching plant were compared. fuxrthenaticeaineaceywioh tobera we power
Variable fluorescence. indicative of photosynthetic electron Conduction of heat transfer with solidification isa subset of the function and to increase linearly with temperature for melt layer

was observed in all cases, (Auth. mod.) mathematical theory called Stefan problems or moving bound- formed from above and below, respectively. Both theoretical
transport. ary problems. The exact solutions available are examined in and experimental melting studies of ice spheres, cylinders and
46-598 some detail to yield insight into useful techniques, but approxi- vertical plates show a minimum heat flux at the mierton tem-
Marine biota as detection agents for low-level ra- mate methods tend to be more useful for practical engineering perature ranging from 5.1 to 56 C For the case of laminar

problems. The concepts involved in the heat balance integral forced convection melting heat transfer, the presence of andionuclide contamination in Antarctica and the method, the quasi-static method, and perturbation methods are interfacial velocity reduces heat transfer in comparison wtith the
Southern Hemisphere oceans. noted. Graphs are presented to aid in the application of theory case without phase change.
Wood, W.F.. et al. Antarctic ecosystems: ecological to practical problems. especially those dealing with soil systems.
change and conservation. Edited by K.R. Kerry and Numerical methods and problems with significant convective
G. Hempel, Berlin. Springer-Verlag, 1990. p.

3 7 2
-
3 7 8

, aspects have not been examined, nor has an attempt been made

12 refs. todo more than survey the literatureofconduction heat transfer 46-609
Marsh. K.., Buddemeier. R.W.. Smith. C. with phase change. Convective flow generated by a pipe in a semi-infinite
Watrsh, Falloutuddeme. MarinebiologyC. E oporous medium saturated with water in the neighbor-
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Parsons. B. L., et al. Cold regions science and technolo- tions of coastal ice. daily weather maps for the Southern Hemi- penn Northeast. tStruktura pochvennogo pokrova ta-
gy, Aug. 1991. 19(3), p.285-293, 14 refs. sphere, average monthly surface pressure and geopotential ezhnol zony evropelskogo Severo-Vostoka1 .
Lal. M. charts, air temperature and pressure anomalies, and meridional Vtiurin. G.M.. Leningrad. Nauka, 1991. 149p.. In Rus-

atmospheric circulation data. The monthly average position of
Ice strength. Flexural strength, Fracturing, Measure- the ice edge varied from 2-4 deg in latitude; the fast ice width sian. Refs. p.142-149.
ment. Tensile properties. Statistical analysis, Brittle- ranged between 20 and 40 miles, and its thickness varied by to Taiga. Soil structure. Cryogenic soils. Podsol, Peat.ness. Analysis (mathematics). Forecasting. to 15 cm. Clay soils. Soil formation.
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tel'stva. Stroitel'nye normy i pravila. Chast' IV. No.1:36-46. 1991. 8 refs. ice-a atera uni. -sea icenriocrsie g ,if ,, a

Glava 14. Smetnye normy i pravila. Prilozhenie: Kotliakov. V.M. well asthe temporal unit re~gional iariati-iv o: tnt ph~i-
zunplarikirn derelsipment rrr the Vidde~li 6ltr rcg.T-~ I h,Sborniki ukrupnennykh smetnykh norm. Zdaniia i Environments. Climatic changes, Global change, recent cruises hare suppo.rted n saeincrits anigrj icri tan.sooruzhenjia transporta. Sbornik No. 10-2. Te- Remote sensing, Polar regions. sects perpendicular to the iccanic cirsulation Ai he Vi eddel;

plovozvagonnye delo dilja lokomotivov zheleznykh 46-664 Sea. The zonal most southerlv and the merrocional most easer-
dorog promyshlennylsh predpriiatitl (Construction Expedition ANTARKTIS-VIII of RV Po'a~rstern l, track lines ptrovide hydrographic sections a~rrss ice entire

stanard andreglatins. PartIV.Chaper 4. 989/& Rportof eg AT-VI/5. 1Di Expdi- gyr system, while the to others cover the norihuestoijs puttstandads andregulaions. art IV Chaptr 14. 989/9- Repot of LgofNTthe eas[Dwardpedbranchheofstthe brairtsif Theeflo .The tientifefiel %orlCost standards and regulations. Supplement: Coll .ec- tion ANTARKTIS-VIII mit FS Polarstern 1989.;90: ino 1989 was prmimaril directed toward, irceanvigraphi in: th,lions of expanded cost standards. Transportation Bericht vom Fahrtabschnitt ANT-VIII/53S, iecddellSea. M4audRicrorphse ephc .nbergbuildings and constructions. Collection No. 10-2. Miller, H., ed, Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1991. remote sensing of sea icc. and ,zone detestir: in, Ite piiial
Diesel engine car work for railroad locomotives of in- No 86, 1 55p., In German with English summary. """te (Auth moii
dustrial enterprises). Edited by A.D. Bobrov. L.A. Refs. passim. 46-668

Runvkl .. Sln adVP Ucih Mssian. Qerter. H.. ed. Microwave radiometry of snow-covered terrains.Stroiizdat, 1986, I116p., SNiP IV-14-84. In Rsin* Expeditions, Ice shelves, Glaciology, Geology. Re- Srivastava. S.K., et al. lnternatiorlaljitornal ofr/rntoteRailroad cars. Railroad equipment. Transportation, search projects. Antarctica -Filchner Ice Shelf. An- sensing. Oct. 1991. 120101. p.211l'-2 131. 20. reti.
Cold weather construction, Cold weather operation, tarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf, Antarctica- Queen Maud Singh. R.P.
Cost analysis. Land. Guojihysical surveys. Remrote sensing. Raclioimctr),

The account is givencof the Expedition which performed estee- Snow depth. Snow cover effect. Brighitness. %It-
46-58stee glaciological and seismic work through the noriheastern crowaves. Surface roughness. Sensor itrappitig46A5 Weddell Sea to Atka Bay. Biological studtes of penguins and 46-669Rules for determining the cost of materials, products, seals -ere also made in this area. Additional obsersations

and construction, and the cost of transporting the were made from Pofarstern between Kap Noessegia and the "Quad-Disc" static pressure probe for measurement
construction goods. tPravila opredeleniia smetnykh Antarcttc Peninsula from mid-Jan. through mid-Feb. 1990 in adverse atmospheres: with a comparative review of
tscn na materialy, izdeliia i konstruktsii i smetnykh The Filcheer-Ronne Ice Shelf glaciological, meteorological pro- Static pressure probe designs.
tsen na perevozki gruzov dlia stroitel'stva1  grams wnere undertaken during thts same period. Programs Nishiyama. R.T.. et al. Revie" it!.sciraitlkic n.stru-I.were delayed durtng the enttre season due to illness, injury. and mns e.19.61) .1320.5 esRussia. Gosudarstvennyt komitet po delam strot- various necessary hat disruptive logistic requirements By t e 91 6() 13-24 9rf
tel'stva. Stroitel~nyc normy i pravils. Chast' IV, 1i-e3)esettohdopeeitpormadea Bedard. A.J'.. Jr.
Glava 4. Smetnye normy i pravila. Prilozhenie: preparations for return to Germany. M easuring instruments. Probes. Atmospheric pres-

Derplneiiak Sornku redikhsmenyk tsn n 46665sure, Cold weather operation. Design. V" id factors,
materialy. izdeliia i konstruktsii d~lia stroitel'stva v Expedition ARKTIS-VII/l of RiV Polarstern in Budarylyrtironaqipet.eciooiaraionakh Kralnego Severs i otdel'nykh mestnostiakh, 1990. data.eiio RTI-I/ImtFSP
priravnennykh k nim (Construction standards and (Dlter Exeito9A9ISVI/Imi S a 46-670
regulations. Part IV. Chapter 4. Cost standards ad Thiede, J.. ed, Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1991, Regional hydrological effects of climate change.
regulations. Supplement: Addenda to Collected aver- No 80, 137p. + appir. 85p. core data. In German with Mimikou. M., et a1. Journal of h -driiigj. Feb
age cost s .tandar .ds of materials, products, and con- Englissumr.3re.19,1231).p1914,9rf.

srcinireinofteFrNrhadsmlrHempel, G., ed. Kouvopoalos. Y.. Cavadias. G.. Vayianos. N.areas). Edited by EtIA. Labzina. G.N. Bogacheva, Expeditions, Sea ice, Marine geology, Sediments. Drill River basins, Hydrology. Runoff forecasting. Climatic
and V.V. Volkov. Moscows, Stiolizdat. 199 127 p., core analysis, Marine biology. Greenland Sea, changes. Snowmelt. Water balance. Temperature ef-
SNiP IV-4-82, In Russian. fects, Precipitation (meteorology).
Building codes. Cold weather construction, Cost anal- 46-666 46-671
ysis. Transportation. Late Quaternary paleoglaciology and paleoceanogra- Temperature visualizations by use of liquid crystals ofphy at the continental margin of the southern Wed- unsteady natural convection during supercooling and

dell Sea, Antarctica. 11"algoglaziologie und freezing of water in an enclosure with lateral cooling.
46-659 Palaozeanographie im Spttquartar am Kontinental- Nishimura. T.. et al, lnternatiiinalprurnal iif heat anrd
Results of the firstsscientific expedition to theecircum. rand des sudlichen Weddellmeeres. Antarkotis]. mass transfer. Oct. 1991. 34(10). p.2663-2b66f 12 refs,polar region on the nuclear icebreaker SibiaK ERe- Melles. M., Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1991. Fujiwara. M.. Honec. N.. Mdiyashita. H.zul'taty pervo1I nauchnoi ekspeditsii v pripoliusnom ra- No.81, 190p., In German with English sui'imary. Water. Supercooling. Ice growth. (onvecttion. Crss-lone na atomnom ledokoole Sibirj), Refs. p. 124-134. tals, Laboratory techntques. Heat transfer, Ice svaCTe
Chilingarov. A.N.. ed. Leningrad. Gidrometeoizdat. Sea ice, Water chemistry. Sediments. Oceanography, interface. Liquid cooling.
1990. 176p.. In Russian. Refs. passim. Antarctica-Weddell Sea.
Kratslcikh. B.A., ed. During four expeditions with RV Polarstern at the continental 46-672
Icebreakers. Snow composition, Expeditions, Ice con- margin iif the southern Weddell Sea, profiling and geoological Soil genesis associated with periglacial ground
ditions, Snow cover. Aerosols. Sea ice, Ozone, ice sampling were carried out. A detailed bathymetric map %as wedges, Laramie Basin. Wyoming.
navigation. Air ice water interaction. Salinity. Analysis constracted from echo-sounding data. Sub-bottom profiles. Munn, L.C.. et al, Soil Science~ Sirciett irf.4rnerica.(mahemtic).Staistca anlyss.classified into nine echotypes, have been mapped and interpret- Journal, May-June 1991. 55(0), p.

7
72-7ý'7. 31 refs.(matemaics. Satiticl aalyis.ed. Sedimeniotrigical analyses were carried oat on 32 undis- Spackman. L.K.

turbed hox grab surface samples. us well as on sediment ci,re eilca rcess olaayis oldtn.Si
from 9 sites. The following characteristics were determined: eilca rcseSi nlss oldtn.Si

46-660 grain-size distributions; cnrbonate arid C-org content; compo- formation. Permafrost indicators. Wedges. Mincralo-
Feasibility of calculating the sublimation rate of dry nent distributions in different grain-size fractioins. stable ioxygen gy. Particle size distribution. Patterned griound.
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pareniia granuly tverdol uglekislotyi. physical properties. The stratigraphy is based onsC. 14 dating. Overwinter changes in physical properties of no-till-.oxygen isotiope stages. on palecomagnetic measurements, andSudarchikov. A. M.-efoscow. Tsenrral'nalia a erologi- Th-230 analyses. The sediments represent the period iifdepo- age soil.
elteskaja obsersaforija. Trudy. 199 1. Vol. 175,. p108- sition from the last glacial maximum until recent time. They Uinger. P.W.. Soil Science Societi of Amcerica. Jiiur.
120. In Russian with English summary. 10 refs. are composed predominantly ofiterrigenous components. The nil. May-June 1991. 55(3). p.7 f8- 782. 11 refs.
Dry ice (trademark), Ice sublimation. Analysis (math- formation of the sediments was cointrolled by glacio logical. by- Agriculture. Soil composition. Soil conservation. Frost
ematics). Carbon dioxide. drographical and gravitational processes. Variations in the action. Freeze thaw cycles. Temperature effects.seaý ice coverage infl uenced biogenic production. The ice sheetPhsclpoets.Weronn.Saoali-

and icebergs were important media for sediment transport; their Phsclpoete.Wtrcnet.esnlsra
46-661grounding caused compaction and erosion of glacial marine itemns.
46-61sediments on the outer continental shelf. The circulation and 46-674Some aspects of the use of cooling agents for artificial the physical and chemical Properties Of the Water masses Infrared spectra of solid films formed from vapors

dissipation of supercooled fogs and clouds. rNeko- controlled the transport of fine-grained material. biogenic otiigwtradnti cdteiryc aspekrty primeneniia khladoreagentov d~lia is- production and its preservation. Gravitational transport otiigwtr n iii cd
kasstvennogo rasseianiia perokhlazhdennykh tuma- processes were the main mode of sediment movements on the Sih .. ta.Junlo k~ia hni~ti
nov (oblakov)I. continental slope. (Auth. mod.) July 25. 1991. 95(15). p.5q24-5930. .26 refs.
Sadlarchikoov. A.M .i3oscow. Tsentral'naiazaerologi- 46-667 Leu. M.T.. Keyser. L.F.
cheskaja obsert atori is. Trudy. 199 1. Vol. 175. p. 120- Expedition ANTARKTIS VIII/1-2. 1989 with the Calou properies, Icnfcrmarie n spctonnsati. on. Wathermi-
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Remote sensing investigations of icing processes on 1991. No.84, 134p., In English with overall summary beecn interpreted in terms (if the known ionic striuctrer, oIi th
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(Center. 198g9. p.63-7 2. .3 ref's. 46-786 Climatic and hydrologic circumstances antecedent to
Sea ice distributitin. Ice coniditiomns. Freezeup. Ice Conversion and icebreaking performance of the Sovi. mass wasting events in southeastern British Co-
breakup. luniatic changes. Air temperature. Ice coiver et icebreaker "Kapitan Sorokin". lumbia.
thickness. p'eriiodic variations. Climatic factors. Gilobal Klinge. F.. et al. 1991. 35p., 7 refs. Presented at the Toess. D.A.A.. Western .Sntvir Coinferentce. Pro-
starriring. Baltic Sea. I1Ith Interniatioinal Conference (in Port and Oecean En- ceedirigs. 1991, 59th. p.91-102, 17 refs

gineering under Arctic Conditions. St. John's New- Climatic factors. Hydrolorgy. Landslides. Sro~icrrel.
46-779 foiundlanid. Sep. 24-28. 1991 (POAC 91). Rain.
Snow and ice- nonrenewable natural resources in the Hellmann, J.H. 46-798
future?. Icebreakers, Ice breaking, Ice navigatt .i. Ice condi- Monitoring global snow cover.
Kuusisntr. E.. Cotnference tin Climtnae and Water, He]- tions. Armstrong. R.L.. et al, Western Sn70% Coinfere-nce
sinki. Finland. Sep. 1 1-I5. 1989. Vol.). Edited by L. 46-787 Proceedings. 1991. 59th. p.1 03 .1 08 . 29 tets.
Hkitturien. Helsinki. Fitiland. Government Printing Proceedings of the 59th annual meeting. Juneau, AK, Hardman. M.
('enter. 1989. p.3(00.318. 23 refs. Apr. 12415. 2991. Snow depth. Snov.melt. Remote scnsing. Mordels.
Natural resoiurces. Ice inciting. Climatic changes.. Western Snow Conference. Firt Cidllitis. Colorado Snow cover.
Water supply. Ice (water storage). Snow cover distri- State University. 119911. I156p. j appends.. Refs. 46-79"
button. Ice cov er. Air water interactioins. Air tempera- passim. For individual papers see 46-788 thromugh 46- Effects of sampling density on estimations ot snow-
lure. (Global warming. 806. pack characteristics.

Shafer. B.. ed. Cooley. K.R.. en al. Western Snirt Contenirerce Pr..-
46-780 Global change. Global warming. Snowmelt. Runoff. ccedings. 1991. 59th. p.109-I118. 22 refs.
Influence of glacierisation on the response of runoff Snow water equivalent. Precipitation (meteorology). Rango. A.
from alpine basins to climate variability. Stream flow. Water supply. Snow depth. Climatic fac- Water supply. Snoiw depth. Snow. density. Watersheds.
Corllins. D.N.. Conference on Climate and Water. Hel- tors. Hydrology. Snows courses. Carbon dioxide. Re- Snow water equivalent. Aerial surveys.
sinki, Finland. Sep. 11-15. 19891. Vol.1. Edited by L. cords (extremes). 46-800
Huttunen. Helsinki. Finland. Government Printing 46-788 Bringing federal coordination to snow surveys.
Center. 1989. p.3 19. 32 8 . 10 refs. .. Global change: can we detect its effect on subalpine Helms. J.D.. W~estern Snow (twkrence. Protceed-
Riser basins. Runotff. Alpine glaciatiomn, Precipitation hydrography. ings. 1991. 59th. p.1 119-125. Refs. passim.
(mieteonrologyl. Climatic changes. Glacier meliting. Air Trtnendle.C.A.. Western Snow-C'onference. Proceed- Snow surveys. Legislatiton. History. Snow courses.
temperature. Periodic variations. tngs 1991. 59th. p. 1 7. 13 refs. 46-801

Global change. Hydrography. Snowmelt. North American participation in the WMO solid
46-781I 46.789 precipitation measurement intercomparison.
Simulation of the effects of climate changes on a gla- Looking for evidence of climatic change in by- Metcalfe, .JR.. et al. Western Snot Contelrence. Proi-
cier in western Norway. drometeorologicall time series. ceedings. 1991, 59th. .MP 2968. p. 12 6. 12 9 . 13 refs.
Laurnann. T.. et al. Conference on Climate and Water. Kite. G.. Western Snow Conference. Proceedings. Hanson. C.L.. Pangburn. T.. Griodison. B.E.. Bates. R.
Helsinki. Finlarird. Sep. I I- 15. 1989. Vol.l1. Edited by 1991. 59th. p.8-16. 16 refs. Measurement. Measuring instruments. Precipitaition
L. Hitttunen. Helsinki. Finland. Government Printing Water balance. Glacial rivers, Models. Climatic gages. Snowfall. Snow water equivalent.
Cenrter, 1989. p.3 3 9. 35 2 . 12 refs. changes. Hydrology. Water level. Lakes. River flow. 46-802
Tvede, .AM. . Snowinelt. Snow sensor data quality indexing.
Glacier oscillation. Climatic changes.. Glacier mass
balance. Simulation. Precipitatioin (meteorology). Gla- 46-790 Brandow. C.. et al. Western Snonw Conference. Pro-.
cier thickness. Global warming. Norway. Effect of global warming on Sierra Nevada Mountain ceedings. 1991. 59th. p.130-133. 6 refs.

snow storage. Lourick. A.
46-782 Tsuang. BiJ.. et al, Western Snerts Conference. Prim- Accuracy. Snow water equivalent. Data proncessing.
Climate variation and ice conditions in the River Tor. ceedings. 1991. 59th, p.17-28,.27 refs. 46-803
nealven. Dracup. JLA. Sealed index of winter severity.
Zachrisstin, G.. C'(nference ott Climate and Water. Global warming. Snowmelt. Runoff. Models. Snow Famnes. PE., Western Snow Counference. Proceed-
Helsinki. Finland. Sep. Il-I5. 1989. Vol.l. Edited by water equivalent. Climatic factors. Snow temperature. ings. 1991. 59th, p.134-137.
L. Huttunen. Helsinki. Finland, Giivernment Printing 46-791 Climatic factors. Records (extremes). Snow wtater
Center. 1989. p.3 53 .3 64 ..5 refs. Trend of decreasing snowmelt runoff in northern Call- equivalent. Air temperature. Precipitatitin (metetirirlo.
River ice, Ice breakup. Climatic changes. Flouoding, fornia. gy).
Water level. Air temperature. Perioidic variations. Roors, M.. Western Snoiw Co~nference. Proc.eedings. 46-804
Floiod forecasting. Gloibal warming. 1991. 59th. p.29-36. 3 refs. History of rain-on-snow floods in the Sierra Nevada.

Runoff'. Glorbal warming. Snowmclt. Precipitation Kattelmann. R.C.. en al, Wiestern Snrrw Cinference.
46-783 (meteororlogy), Carbon dioxide. Proceedings. 1991. 59th. p.138-141. 8 refs.
Long-term trends in river flow in Finland. 46-792 Berg. N.. McGurk. B.
Hyvarinen. V.. et al. Conference on Climate and Wa- Variation of snow water equivalent and streamfiow in Floods. Snowmelt. Rain. Records (extremes).
tcr. Helsinki. Finland. Sep. IlI- IS. 1989. Vol. 1. Edit- relation to the El Nifio/Southern Oscillation. 46-805
ed by' L. Hunniten. Helsinki. Finland. Government Koch. R.W.. ei a). Wevnwrn Shnow C~onference. Pro- Western Regional Climate Center.
Printing Center. 1989. p.450-461, 4 refs. ceedings. 1091. 59th. p.37-48. 13 refs. Redmond. K.T.. Western Snow Conference. Pro-
Lepp~j~rvi, R. Buzzard. C.F., Jorhnson, D.M. ceedings. 1991. 59th. p.142-145, I ref.
River flow. Watersheds. Climatic changes, Ice melting. Snow water equivalent. Stream flow. Water supply. Climatology, Organizations. Climate. Research pro-
Hydrolorgy, Global warming. Peritidic variatiomns, Fin- Snow courses. Climatic factors. Precipitation jects. Data processing. Snow water equivalent. Sntrw-
land. (meteorology). Oscillations. fall.
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46-806 Lotn the south polar region These characteristics of the an- This document consists of :harts portraying approximately 7.
Seasonal snowpack dynamics and chemistry in the tatrl" natural ei•vironments affect the change of global erin- d analyss ,ofsca ice, prepared by the Naval Polar Os•anogra-

Sierra Nevada (California, USA) and the Tien Sh on rimnents (Auth mod phy Center. Sartland. MD Included are ice conoentratrons
(Xinjiang Province, China). 46-812 and ice thivkness (age) 1Auth
Tonnessen, K.A.. et al, Wsr.stern Snow Conference. Chemical weathering in soils at Fildes Peninsula of 46-918
Proceedings. 1991. 59th, p.146-14

9
. 10 refs- King George Island, Antarctica.

Williams. M W. Kattelmann. R.C., Williams. M. Liu. G-N.. Antarctic research. 1991. 3(l). p.
2 2

-2
9, In Note and soil map of Amsterdam Island. [Notice de

Snow composition. Snow hydrology. Watersheds. Chinese with English summary. 13 refs. la carte des sols de rile Amsterdam].

Snow depth. Soil chemistry, Weathering, Cryogenic soils, Geo- Frenot, Y., et al. Comitt national fran-ats des recher-
cryology. Antarctica--Fildes Peninsula. ches antarctiques. CNFRA. 1990, No.59, 4

9
p. -t

46-807 Chemical analysis shows remarkable chemical weathering ef- map, In French. 13 refs.
Using the energy from an explosion to mine perenial- fects in the soils of Fildes Peninsula. Compared with the be- Valleix. T.
ly frozen placer deposits. tIspolzosanie energii vzry- drock. the elements of SiO

2
. A1203. Fe20, Fen3. MSO. CaP Soil surveys, Soil mapping, Chemical analysis, Amster-

va prt razrabotke mnogoletncmerzlykh rossypel]. and Na20 have been elusiated, and K20. H20+. H20-. TiP2 dam Island.
Egupos. A.A.. Moscow, Nedra, 1991, 224p., In Rus- and P205. enriched. The average ratio of SiO2!AI203 Is Themap(onascaleof l.25.000)and thenotepresentedprovide
sian. 56 refs. 4ý7 1. which shows a weak chemical weathering property of the detailed information on Amsterdam I , with a general review of
Blasting. Explosion effects, Placer miting, Frozet soils, and the ratio of SiO2/A1203 suggests that the longer the the island's environment -such as its geolog), topograph). cli-

mlatig.E s.iFrozcn grounds strer ngth. Main- weathering processes, the deeper the weathering level in the mare Icn- and fauna-a description of 10 units of soil and their
rozen ground strength. Machin- soils. The chemical weathering processes on Fildes Peninsula pedologic profiles, and an account of the method used
cry, Analysis (mathematics). are greater than those on the continent. The elusiating rate of

A1203 is greatei than SiO2. so that the SiP2!'A]203 increases
46-808 from base to top in a soil profile in Antarctica, The chemical 46-819
Designing mainline and industrial pipelines for proportions in soils are greatly dependent on the bedrock in Variations in stratospheric ozone at polar latitudes.
strength and durability; a reference manual. eRas- which they develop. The strong cryo-disturbances destroy the Borisov, . N., et al. Akademija nauk SSSR. Izves-
chet magistralnykh i promyslovykh truboprovodov na horizons of the soil. The high content of H20+ and H20- lin. Atmospheric and oceanic physics, May 1990,
prochnost' i ustoichivost'. Spravochnoc posobie], shows significant hydration in antarctic soils. (Auth.) 25(10), p.761-

7
65, 13 refs.

Alnbinder, A.B., Moscow. Nedra. 1991,287p.. In Rus- 46-813 Ozone, Stratosphere, Models. Variations.
sian. 22 refs. Realization and features of the application of a model
Anchors. Pipelines, Design. Design criteria, Under- of the formation of melt- and rainwater runoff for 46-820
ground pipelines. Analysis (mathematics). Frozen catchment areas in the forest-steppe zones in the Radiative effects of the arctic aerosol.
ground mechanics, Ground thawing, Permafrost European territory of the USSR. [Realizatsiia i oso- Dolgin, M.I., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. lzvestiia.
beneath structures. Frost heave. bennosti primeneniia modeli formirovaniia talogo i Atmospheric and oceanic physics, May 1990.
46-809 dozhdevogo stoka dlia vodosborov lesostepnol zony 25(10). p.779- 7 85. 19 refs.
Methanesulfonie acid in south polar snow layers: a ET SSSRI. Karol. I.L.. Rozanov. E.V.
record of strong El Nino?. Vodolaskov, V.P.. Moscow. Ukrainskh regionalnyt Aerosols, Air pollution. Solar radiation.
Legrand, M.. et al, Geophysical research letters. nauchno-issledovatel'skih gidrometeorologicheskh in-
Feb. 1991, 18(2). p.

18 7 -
190

, 21 refs. stitut. Trudy. 1991, Vol.240. p.
32

-
39

, In Russian. 5 46-821
Feniet-Saigne. C. refs. Modeling of the atmospheric climate at the peak of
Atmospheric composition, Snow composition. Atmo- Mathematical models. Runoff, Snowmelt, Meltwater, the last glaciation.
spheric circulation, Antarctica-Amundsen-Scott Sta- Rain. Runoff forecasting. Rivin, I.G., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. lztestiia.
tion. 46-814 Atmospheric and oceanic physics. July 1990.
In this paper a detailed study is presented of methanesulfonic Water balance estimate of the seasonal and annual 25(12). p.911-917, 21 refs.
acid i VISA) and non-sea-salt sulfate (nss-S04) content in recent runoff from rivers in the Pripyat' basin. tVod- Turikov, V.G.
south polar precipitation. These two species are major oxida- nobalansovaia otsenka sezonnogo i godovogo stoka Climatology, Paleoclimatology. Atmospheric circula-
tiin products of dinmeth)ysulfidc (DMS) which is mainly pro- k basselna P tion. Models.
duced by marine biita. The nss-SO4 content of south polar rekpatt]
snhor laycrs deposited over the 1922-1984 time period remained Galushchenko, N.G., Moscow. Ukrainski) regional- Results obtained from three-dimensional modeling of the atmo-

rather stable except for short-term increases after the Mt Agung nyr nauchno-issledovatel'skih gidrometeorologicheskh spheric climate 18p000 years ago with allowance for seasonal
(193) nd he l Cichn (982 crptins.ThcIS~roflevariations are presented. CLIMAP data are used for lower

h3)and the El Chichion(2leruptiront. The MSA prrifile institut. Trudy. 1991. Vol.240, p.40-51. In Russian. boundary conditions. Abriefdescriptionofthehydrodynamic
also shows orer the same time period several sporadic. 0.5 to 2 5 refs. model that is used is presented. The zonal-average fields and
years. increases (2 to 10 times background level). Taking into Runoff, Water balance, Snowmelt, River basins. Sea- global-mean series of atmospheric characteristics for the pre-account an uncertainty of 1-3 y'ears in the dating of snow layers,
all these aiSA ertnts sem it- be correlated to ingajor ENSO (El sonal variations, sent-day climate and the peak of the last glaciation are present-
alo ted. The results are compared with empirical data and results
Nisio-Southern Oscillation) events hasing Occurred over the 46-815 obtained by other investigators. The global range in this study
last sixty years. The relatively high MSAinssSO4 weight Studying strength properties of melting ice to calcu- extends through both polar regions. (Auth.)
ratios (R) observed in the corresponding snow layers suggest late and forecast river ice breakup in the Ukraine.
that these events reflect enhanced DMS emissions from the

antarctic ocean. This suggested connection between ENSO (Issledovanie prochnostnykh kharakteristik taiush- 46-822
and high DMS marine emissions at high southern latitudes is chego l'da dlia rascheta i prognoza vskrytiia rek Ukrai- Interim specifications for transportation materials
discussed in terms of atmospheric and oceanic circulation. ny]. and methods of sampling and testing. Part 11. In-
(Auth.) Shcherbak, A.V.. et al, Moscow. Ukrainskh re- terim test methods 1991.

46-810 gionalny) nauchno-issledovatel'skh gidrometeorologi- American Association of State Highway and Trans-
UV-B protecting compounds in the marine alga Pha- cheski, institut. Trudy, 1991, Vol.240, p.51-70. In portation Officials, Washington. D.C.. 1991. 12

2
p..

eocystis poachetli from Antarctica. Russian. 7 refs. Refs. passim. For selected chapters see 46-823 and
Marchant, HJ.. et al. Marine biology. July 1991. Zelenskaia. M.V. 46-824.
109(3). p.391-395, 32 refs. Ice breakup, River ice. Ice melting, Ice forecasting, Ice Construction materials. Building codes. Tests, Bitu-
Davidson. AT.. Kelly. G.J. strength, Ice cover strength, Analysis (mathematics), mens. Concretes, Soil tests.
Algae, Chemical composition. Solar radiation, Marine Snow cover effect.
biology. Antarctica -- Prydz Bay. 46-816 46-823
Phaeicystis poucherh (Hariot) Lagerheim is widely distributed Comparison of the pigmentation of two strains of the Soundness of aggregates by freezing and thawing.
in polar waters, and forms massive near-surface blooms in the Prymnesiophyte Phaeocystis sp. American Association of State Highway and Trans-
marginal ice-edge zone around Antarctica during spring and Buma. A.G.J., et al, Netherlands journal of sea re- portation Officials. Interim specifications for transpor-
summer. UV irradiance in the antarctic marine environment
is reportedly as high in Oct. and Nov. as in mid-summer due to search. June 1991, 27(2), p. 173-182, Refs. p. 180-182. tation materials and methods of sampling and testing.
stratospheric ozone depletion. Because of the location and Bano. N., Veldhuis, M.J.W., Kraay. G.W. Part II. Interim test methods 1991, Washington.

timing of the P pouchetii bloom. this prymnesiophyte will be Algae. Physiological effects, Plant ecology, Antarctica D.C., 1991, p.
2 4

-
2 6

, 3 refs.
exposed to high levelsof UtV-B (280-320 nm) radiation. Ciilor- -Weddell Sea. Soil aggregates, Freeze thaw tests, Soil tests, Building
less water-soluble compounds, produced by the colonial stage in Two strains of Phaeocystis sp.. one isolated from the Weddell codes.
the life cycle of this alga. absorb strongly between 250 and 370 Sea region and one from the North Sea. were compared for their
nm. with absorbance maxima at 271 and 323 nm. The concen- growth characteristics and pigmentation during growth in batch 46-824
tratron if these compounds in cultured P. poucheti depends on cultures. Experiments were performed starting with identical Air-entraining admixtures for concrete.
the strain. stage in the life cycle, and presence of bacteria. As nutrient and light conditions at 2 C. 7 C and 10 C. Division American Association of State Highway and Trans-
well as conferring substantial protection ti this alga. these sub- rates ranged from 0.17 to 0.941d depending on strain and term-
siances may also provide UV protection to other organisms perature: the antarctic strain grew fastest at 2 C (mu=0.71/d), portation Officials, Interim specifications for transpor-
present in the wsater column. (Auth.) the strain from the North Sea at 10 C (mu=0.94/d). Growth tation materials and methods of sampling and testing.
46-811 phase, phase in the diurnal cycle and temperature influenced Part II. Interim test methods 1991, Washington.

the 19'hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin to chlorophyll a ratio in both D.C., 1991, p.
4 4

-
4 7

, 21 refs.
Study on the natural environments of Antarctica. strains. Large differences in this ratio were found between flu- Air entrainment, Concrete admixtures. Freeze thaw
Lee, B.Y.. Ocean research. June 1991, 13(l). p.51-

6
9. gellates and colony cells from the same strain. Despite varia- tests. Building codes.

In Korean with English summary. Refs. p.
6

8-69. bility within each strain, mean levels of 19'hexanoyloxyfucoix-
Sea ice. Meteorological data, Oceanography. Polar re- anthin were always higher in the antarctic strain. Another
gions. fucoxanthin-related pigment, 19'butanoyloxyfucoxanthin, 46-825
The climate oif Antarctica is greatly influenced by the circumpo- showed the same trends during growth as 19'hexanoylox- Open water performance of the conical drilling unit-
lar antarctic sea, the ranges if sea ice. and ice sheets of the yfucoxanthin in the antarctic strain but was undetectable in the Kulluk.
Antarctic. The weather uf Antarctica and surrounding vubpir- strain isolated from the North Sea. (Auth. mod.) Wright. B.D.. et al, 1991. 16p.. 6 refs. Presented at
far ocean is dominated by a tropospheric circulation system. 46-817 the 11 th International Conference on Port and Ocean
L-argetemperaturegradientsbeetwcn the cold continent and the Antarctic ice charts 1987-1988, Engineering under Arctic Conditions. St. John's New-
relatively warm ocean continually create low-precssure areas US. Naval Polar Oceanography Center. Washington. foundland. Sep. 24-28. 1991 (POAC 91).
Icyclones) orcr the ocean "nich travel eastward or south-east-

ward uith the prevailing winds The cyclones provide the D.C., 1988. 99p. ADA-231 965. Browne, R.P.
mcchanism for meridional exchange of cold polar air with warm Sea ice distribution. Ice conditions. Imaging, Maps, Offshore drilling. Offshore structures, Ice conditions.
moist air from uower latitudes, and thereby transport moisture Polar regions. Floating structures. Ocean waves.
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46-826 46-832 46-438
Interim specifications for transportation materials Sea ice thickness measurement using step frequency Creep constitutive equations for polycrystalline ice
and methods of sampling and testing. Part 1. radar, and effect of microcracking.
Specifications 1991. Uratsuka, S., et al, International Symposium on Noise Duval, P.. et al, IUTAM'IAHR Symposium. St.
American Association of State Highway and Trans- and Clutter Rejection in Radars and Imaging Sensors. John's. Newfoundland. 1989. Ice-structure mnterac-
portation Officials. Washington. D.C.. 1991, 134p.. 1989. Proceedings. Edited by T. Suzuki, H. Ogura tion. Edited by S.J. Jones, R.F McKenna. J Tillot-
Rcfs. passim. For sclec,ed chapter see 46-827. and S. Fujimura. EIEICE.] 1989. p.656-661, I refs. son, and I.J. Jordaan. Berlin. Springer-Verlag, 1991,
Construction materials. Building codes. Specifications, Okamoto, K.. Nishio. F.. Mineno. H., Mae, S. p.55-67. 24 refs.
Bittuntiens. Concretes. Steels. Bridges. Pipes (tubes). Sea ice, Remote sensing, Ice cover thickness. Radar Kalifa, P.. Meyssonnier. J.
46-827 echoes, Antarctica--Shown Station. Ice creep, Ice deformation. Ice crystals. Ice strength.
Structural steel for bridges. Ground based experiments of LHF step frequency radar were Ice microstructure. Ice cracks.caried out on the sea ice near Shows Station These are the 46-839
American Association of State Highway and Trans- first experiments to measure sea ice thickness using a step fre-
portation Officials. Interim specifications for transpor- quency radar system. The echoes from snowiie c and cdilatation in polycrys
tation materials and methods of sampling and testing. ter interfaces -ere dete~ted. The snow depth and ice thickness talline ice.
Part 1. Specifications 1991. Washington. D.C.. 1991. are in good agreement with direct measurementof the drill hole Sinha. N.K.. IUTAM.IAHR Symposium. St. John's.
p.

7
2-78. 18 refs. (Auth.) Newfoundland. 1989. Ice-structure interaction

Steels. Bridges, Building codes. Specifications. Cold Edited by S.J. Jones. R.F. McKenna..I Tillotson. and
',eather performar,-'-. I.J. JJutaan. Berlin, Springer-Verlag. 1991, p.69-8

7
. 24

46-833 refs.
46-828 Development of a short pulse radar for crevasse detec- Ice creep, Ice deformation. Ice cracks. Ice crystals. Ice
On the mean atmospheric circulation over Antarctica. tion. loads, Ice strength. Ice microstructure. Mathematical
Egger, J., Geophr'sical and astrophysical fluid dynam- Suitz, T.. et al. Communications Research Laboratory. models. Ice solid interface.
ics. July 1991. 58(1-4), p.

7 5
-

90
, 13 refs. Dec. 1989. 35(177). p.545-549, In Japanese with Eng- 46-840

Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric circulation. Wind di- lish summary. 6 refs. Fracture mechanics models of ice-structure interac-
rection, Topographic effects, Atmospheric pressure, Uratsuka. S., Okamoto. K., Watanabe, 0.. Nishio. F. tion.
Fluid dynamics. Experimentation. Crevasse detection, Radar echoes. Palmer, A.C.. IUTAM, IAHR Symposium. St. John's.
The south-casterl) surface flow down the slopes of Antarctica Polar regions. Newfoundland. 1989. Ice-structure interaction.indulces a transfer ofv %csterly angular momentum Ito the atmo- Nwonln,18. Iesrcueitrcinrideriesa trhc mufwstbery angulr mrom entumto the antari o -n b Since 1987. the Corr runication Research Laboratory (CRL) Edited by S.J. Jones. R.F. McKenna. J. Tillotson. and

.sphere. uhich nui be rentied friim the antarctic doimain by has been developing a new radar system for the detection of IJ Jordaan Berlin.
atmosnpheric transports. It is suggested that synoptic eddies hidden crevasses in conjunction with the National Institute of Springer-Verlag. 1991, p 93-I07.
protruding trom the northern baroc-hnic zone into the polar Polar Research (NIPR) The CRL radar employs a very short 25 refs.rt"is are trodified biyl the tipgraphy such that they are able C-band pulse (I as) together with a pencil beam antenna which Ice deformation, Ice strength. Ice cracks, Ice solid in-
it perform these mridional transports. A simple linear, it. can be scanned over the snow surface by changing the azimuth terface, Ice loads. Ice models. Fracturing, Ice plastici-
priecr model of the aedsmefctric circulation of Antarctica is and elevation (or incidence) angles. The antenna is mounted ty, Ice elasticity. Ice breaking.
prs, vied " here the t qualdy atveff arealistincrpotedan f Pat- on the top of a snowmobile with the transmitter, receiver and 46-841
atern, II iS shobob n that qualitatimely realistic mean flow pat- signal processor being placed inside. The purpose is to remote-
ternis can he obtained witth this miidel The limitations of this ly detect hidden crevasses in front of the snowmobile by trans- Fracture toughness of ice.
approach are exposed (Auth.i mitting a short pulse to the snow surface and detecting and Dempsey. J.P.. IUTAMiIAHR Symposium. St
46-829 analyzing the echo signals with range-gate methods. Thechar- John's. Newfoundland. 1989. Ice-structure interac-
Mesoscale cyclogenesis over the southwestern Ross acteristics of the instrument and results of a preliminary experi- tion. Edited by S.J. Jones. R.F. McKenna. J. Tillot-
Sea linked to strong katabatic winds, ment to confirm the characteristics of the radar are shown, son. and I.J. Jordaan, Berlin. Springer-Verlag. 1991.Sea inkd t stong ataati wids.(Auth.)
Bromwich. D.H., Monthly weather review. July p.109-145. 82 refs.
1991. 119(7). p.1

7
36-1752. 36 refs, Ice strength. Ice deformation. Ice cracks. Fracturing.

Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric disturbances. Ice air 46-834 Ice breaking, Ice solid interface. Ice loads. Analysis
interface, Wind direction. Boundary layer. Atmo- lce-structure interaction, (mathematics). Ice elasticity.
spheric circulation. Air masses. Atmospheric pressure, Jones, S.J., ed, International Union of Theoretical and 46-842
Antarctica Ross Sea. . Applied Mechanics/International Association for Hy- Study of fracture toughness of Bohai Sea ice.
r- Nears if automatic weather station tAWS) observations draulic Research (1UTAM/IAHR) Symposium. St. Shen. W., et al, IUTAM/IAHR Symposium. St.
and satellite images have been used to study mesoscale cyclo-J 14-17 1989 Berlin J
genesis along the Transantarctic Mountains. Twice-daily - Johns Newfoundland. Aug. - tion. Edited by S.J. Jones. R.F. McKenna, J. Tillot-
glonal sca-level pressure analyses revealed the frequent forms- Springer-Verlag, 1991, 7

38p., Refs. passim. For in-
son of inesiscale cyclones adjacent to two regions where the dividual papers see 46-835 through 46-867. son, and I.J. Jordaan, Berlin. Springer-Verlag. 1991.
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Some regularities in the crystallization of water drop- 46-886 46-895
lets in clouds. tO nekotorykh zakonomernostiakh Streamflow characteristics of the eastern Qinghai Polygon-veins and their environmental significances.
kristallizatsii kapel' vody v oblakakh). Plateau. Li, Z. F., et al, Journal of glaciology and geocryology.
Zhekamukhov, M.K.. et al. Nal'chik. Vysokogornl Yang. Z N., et al, Journal of glaciology and geocryolo, Dec. 1990. 12(4), p.

3 0 1
-

3 10
. In Chinese with English

geofizicheskiinstitut. Trudy. 1990, Vol.81, p.9-48, gy. Sep. 1990, 12(3). p.219-226, In Chinese with Eng- summary. 20 refs.
In Russian. 8 refs. lish summary. 16 refs. Guo, D.X.

Cloud droplets. Crystal growth. Freezing. Cloud phy- Woo. M.K. Polygonal topography. Ice veins. Ice wedges. Perma-
Stream flow, Meltwater, Snowmelt, Runoff, Perma- frost indicators. Periglacial processes. Paleoclimatolo-

sies. frost hydrology, Ground water. China-Qinghai- gY-
46-877 Xizang Plateau. 46-896
Study of electromagnetic emissions generated by 46-887 Glacier variations on the south slope of West Kunlun
snowfalls and snowstorms. [Issledovanie elektromag- Mathematic model of cirque morphology. Mountains since 30,000 years.
nitnogo izucheniia, generiruemogo snegopadami i Yue. T.X.,etal, Journalofglaciologyandgeocryology, Li. S.J.. et al, Journal of glaciology and geocryology.
meteliami], Sep. 1990, 12(3), p.22 7

-
2 3

4, In Chinese with English Dec. 1990. 12(4), p.311-318, In Chinese with English
Androsenko. V.IA., et al. Nal'chik. Vysokogornyl summary. 12 refs. summary. II refs.
georizicheskih institut. Trudy, 1990, Vol.81, p.62-64, Ai, N.S. Jiao. K.Q.
In Russian. 5 refs. Cirque glaciers, Glacier formation, Mathematical Glacier oscillation, Paleoclimatology. Glacier surveys.
Baiar. E.S., Psalomshchikov. V.F., Kardanov. IU.B. models. Glacial erosion, Mountain glaciers, Geomor- Glacial deposits, Lacustrine deposits. Stratigraphy.
Snowfall. Snowstorms, Electromagnetic properties. phology. Mountain glaciers, China-Kunlun Mountains.
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46-897 46-907 46-914
Preliminary studies on the existing glaciers located in Thermal regime of permafrost and its seasonal thaw Dynamics of the thermal settlement of ground (initial
the upper region of Saksgam River, Karakoram depth. tTemperaturnyt rezhim vechnomerzlykh stage of thermokarst) during the development of a
Mountains. grunto% i glubiny ikh sezonnogo protaisaniia1 , territory. tDinamika teplosykh osadok gruntos (na-
Kang, J.C.. ct al. Journal ,trglaciology and gcocryolo- Shelkin. I.V.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye protsessy: chal'nol stadii termokarsta) pri ossoenui territoriir.
gy. Dec. 1990. 12(4). p.319-325, In Chinese with Eng- sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and cryogenic Zenova, O.A. et al, Merzlye porody i kriogenn)c pro-
lish vummary. 9 refs processes; collected scientific papers). Edited by G.I. tsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudoi, (Permafrost and
He. Y.Q. Dubikov, Moscow. Nauka. 1991, p. 17-22. In Russian. cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers) Ed-
Glacier sureyvs. Mountain glaciers. Glacier formation. Permafrost thermal properties, Thermal regime. Thaw ited by GI. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. lqql, p 57-6t,
Glacier tongues, Chi:ra Karakoram Mountains, depth, Active layer. Analysis (mathematics). In Russian. II refs.
46-899 Chekhos ski). AL.
Nourishment condition of existing glacier on north of 46-908 Land development, Frozen ground settling. Ther-
Karakoram Mts. Seasonally freezing rocks as one of the basic subjects mokarst decelopmcnt. Analysis (mathematics).
Ding. Y.J.. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. of investigation during the development of a territory.
Dec. 1990. 12(4). p.327-334. In Chinese with English rSezonnokriogennye porody kak odin iz osnovynkh 46-915
summary. 12 refs. ob"ektov izucheniia pri osvoenii territorii], Prerequisites for further improving the thermocom-
Mountain glaciers. Glacier alimentation. Glacier sur- Vtiurina, E.A., et al, Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro- pressive method of testing thawing soils. 1Pred-
seys, Precipitation (meteorology), Glacier formation. tsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and posylki dal'neishego sovershenstvovaniia termopressi-
China-- Karakorani Mountains. cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- ometricheskogo metoda ispytaniia ottaivaiushchikh
46-899 ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991. p.22-29, gruntov],
Study on the existing glacier in the Muztag Mountain In Russian. 12 refs. Mareninov, I.A.. et al. Merzlye porod, i kriogennye
region, Kunlun Mountains. Sukhov, A.G. protsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and
Yang. H.A., Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Frozen rocks. Land development. cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed-
Dec. 1990, 12(4). p.3 35- 340. In Chinese with English ited by G.1 Dubikor. Moscow. Nauka. 1991. p,67 _'1,
summary. 2 refs. In Russian. 6 refs.
Glacier surveys. Mountain glaciers. China-Kunlun 46-909 Deriabin. G.N.
Mountains. Characteristics of the classification of technogenie Frozen ground compression, Ground thaw ing, Frozen

ice. tOsobennosti klassifikatsii tekhnogennykh ground strength. Compressive properties. Soil tests.46-900 l'dov],
Preliminary study of the meteorologic and hydrolog0 Gagarin. V.E.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye protsessy;
cal characteristics in the Pumqu River, the north sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and cryogenic 46-916
slope of Himalayas. processes: collected scientific papers). Edited by G.I. Formation characteristics of taliks in Western Si-
Wang. J.R.. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka, 1991. p. 30 -33 . In Russian. beria. 1Zakonomernosti formirovaniia taliko% zapad-
Dec. 1990, 12(4). p.341-350. In Chinese with English 8 refs. not Sibiri].
summary. 4 refs. Classifications, Artificial ice. Ice formation. Fotiev. S.M.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye protsessy:
River basins. Hydrology. Meteorology. Hydrography, sbomik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and cryogenic
Meltwater. Runoff, River flow, Himalaya Mountains, processes: collected scientific papers). Edited by G.I.
China Xizang. 46-910 Dubikov, Moscow. Nauka, 1991. p.7 1-7 8. In Russian.
46-901 Effect of the composition and structure of ice on its 4 refs.
Discussion on some problems of frost-heaving me- elastic properties. 1Vliianie sostava i stroeniia I'da na Taliks. Permafrost hydrology.
chanics in freezing process of soil. Part 2. ego uprugie svolstva].
Liu. H.X., Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Zykov, IU.•., et al, Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro- 46-917
Dec. 1990, 12(4). p.351-357. In Chinese with English tsessy; sbomik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and Formation characteristics of ground water in the
summary. 13 refs. cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed- northern part of the West Siberian artesian basin.
Soil freezing. Frost heave. Foundations. ited by G.I. Dubikov, Moscow. Nauka. 1991. p.33-40. nOsobennosti formirovaniia podzemnykh pod

In Russian. 14 refs. soemsifrioai pdmnk %d%
46-902Inssia. 4. severnol chasti zapadno-Sibirskogo artezianskogo bas--Chervinskaia. O.P. selnaj.
Introduction to satellite sensor on remote sensing of Ice elasticity, Ice composition. Ice structure. Analysis Pavlova. O.P.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye protscssy:
ice and snow. (mathematics).
Wang. GY.. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and cryogenic
Dec. 1990. 12(4). p.3 5 9-3 64 . In Chinese with English processes; collected scientific papers). Edited bI, G.I.
summary. 4 refs. 46-911 Dubikov, Moscow, Nauka. 1991. p.79 -84 . In Russian.
Ice surveys. Snow surveys. Remote sensing, Space- Improving the structural properties of saline frozen 6 refs.
borne photography, Spacecraft. ground by selecting optimal sandy-clayey mixtures. Ground water. Unfrozen water content. Geocryology,
46-903 (Uluchshenie stroitel'nykh svoistv zasolennykh mer- Hydrogeology. Artesian water.
Characteristic of soil eleetrical. resistance in the proc- zcykh gruntov za schet podbora optimalsnykh pes-
ess of freezing and its application. chano-glinistykh smesei]. 46-918
He. P.. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Dec. Aksenov, VI.. et al. Merziye porody i kriogennye pro- Contents and principles of composition of maps on the
1990. 12(4). p. 36 5-37 0 . In Chinese with English sum- tsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and salinity of frozen ground (in the example of Western
mary. 2 refs. cryogenic processes: collected ;cientific papers). Ed- Siberia). tSoderzhanie i printsipy sostavleniia karty
Soil freezing. Electrical resistivity. Freezing points, ited by G.1. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991, p.4 1-4 6 , zasolennosti merzlykh gruntov (na primere ZapadnolTemperature measurement. In Russian. 8 refs. Sibiri)l.Petrukhin, IU.S. Dubikov. G.1.. et al. Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro-
46-904 Saline soils. Frozen ground strength. Sands, Clays, tsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and
Permafrost and cryogenic processes; collected scien- Frozen ground mechanics. cryognic procsses colete s Pers) Ed
tific papers. tMerzlye porody i kriogennye protsessy: cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed-
sbornik nauchnykh trudovI, ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow, Nauka, 1991. p.85-89.
Dubikov, G.1.. ed. Moscow. Nauka. 1991, 119p., In 46-912 In Russian. 5 refs.
Russian. For individual papers see 46-905 through Deformation properties of frozen saline rocks on the Ivanova. N.V.
46-923. ¥amal Peninsula. [Deformatsionnye svoistva mer- Maps. Salinity. Saline soils. Frozen ground. Soil map-
Geocryology. Frozen ground strength, Permafrost. zlykh zasolennykh porod poluostrova lAmal1. ping.
Frozen rocks. Land development, Classifications. Brushkov. A.V., et al. Merzlye porody i kriogennye
Cryogenic soils, Soil water. Analysis (mathematics). protsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudo, (Permafrost and 46-919
Ground thawing. Frozen ground mechanics. Frozen cryogenic processes; collected scient, ic papers). Ed- Formation of stratified deposits of ground ice in littor-
ground settling. Thermokarst development. ited by G.1. Dubikov, Moscow, Nauka. 1991. p.4 7 -5 3, al-marine sediments. [Formirovanie plastovykh
46-905 In Russian. 5 refs, zalezhel podzemnykh I'dov v pribrezhno-morskikh
Kinetic concepts in the theory of frozen ground Lepinskikh. G.V. osadkakh3,
strength. 1Kineticheskie predstavleniia v teorii Frozen rocks. Frozen rock strength, Saline soils, Cryo- Khimenkov. A.N., Merzlyc porody i kriogennye pro-
prochnosti mcrzlykh gruntov1. genic soils, Deformation. tsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and
Brushkov. A.V., Merzlyc porody i kriogennye pro- cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed-
tsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and 46-913 ited by G.1. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991. p.89 -9 4 .
cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- Nature ofthe changes in the thermal condition of soils In Russian. 10 refs.
ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991, p. 3 -6 . In in the foundation of bridge structures in northern Stratification. Ground ice. Underwater ice. Marine
Russian. 5 refs. Western Siberia. tKharakter izmeneniia teplovogo deposits, Bottom sediment, Hydrogeology.
Frozen ground strength. Frozen ground mechanics, sostoianiia gruntov v osnovanii mostovykh sooruz-
Analysis (mathematics). Frozen ground temperature. henil na severe Zapadnoi Sibiri]. 46-920
46-906 Cherniad'ev. V.P.. et al. Merzlye porody i kriogennye Water balance of ravine thermal erosion. tVodnyl
Classification of moisture in frozen ground. tKlas- protsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and balans ovrazhnol termoerozii1 .
sifikatsiia vlagi v merzlykh gruntakhI. cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- Poznanin. V.L., Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro-
Cheverev, V,G.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro- ited by G.1. Dubikov, Moscow, Nauka. 1991, p.53-57, tsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudo' (Permafrost and
tsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and In Russian. cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed-
cryogenic processes: collected scientific papers). Ed- Leonov. A.R. ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow, Nauka. 1991. p.94-
ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991. p. 7- 17 . Temperature variations. Bridges, Frozen ground tem- 102. In Russian. 9 refs.
In Russian. 8 refs. perature, Cryogenic soils, Foundations. Permafrost Gullies. Erosion. Water balance. Ground thawing.
Soil water. Classifications. Unfrozen water content. beneath structures. Thermal properties. Runoff. Ground ice.
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46-921 46-931 46-939
Recent thermokarst in littoral lowlands in Yakutia Iceberg active sonar acoustics at 36 kHz. Effect of volcanic ash on the formation of avalanche-
and Chukotka. 1Sovremennyl termokarst na primor- De Heering. P.. Acoustical Society of America. Jour- prone layers in the conditions of Parainushii Island
skikh nizmennostiakh lAkutii iChukotki]. nal. Sep. 1991, 90(3), p.1 5 47-1553, 6 refs. (Kuril Islands). [O vijianii vulkanicheskogo pepla na
Shamanova. II.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro- Icebergs, Acoustic measurement. Detection, Under- formirovanie lavinoopasnykh sloev v usloiviiakh o.-
tsessy; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and water acoustics, Backscattering, Measuring instru- Paramushir (Kuril'skie ostrova)],
cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- ments, Ice navigation, Design criteria, Subglacial ob- Suchkov, y.E., Naichik. Vysoiogornyly geoliziches-
ited by G.I. Dubikov, Moscow, Nauka, 1991, p.102- servations. kibinstitut. Trudy. 1990, Vol.82, p.23-32.in Russian.
107. In Russian. 9 refs. 10 refs.
Thermokarst development, Littoral zone. 4692Volcanic ash, Avalanche formation, Snow crystal
46-922 Measurementa of underwater sounds from a concrete strcue
Effect of Holocene tectonic movements on the geo- island drilling structure located in the Alaskan sector
cryologlesi conditions of the central part of the of the Beaufort Sea. 46-940
Tazovskiy Peninsula. EVliianie golotsenovykh tek- Hall, J.D., et al, Acoustical Society of America. Jour. Some recommtendations for organizing procedures in
tonicheskikh dvizhenil nas geokrioiogicheskie usloviia nal. Sep. 1991, 90(3), p.1665-1667, 3 refs. preventive avalanche triggering in the Dombay region
tsentral~nol chasti Tazovskogo paluostroval, Francine, J. (Western Caucasus). 1N'ekotorye rekomendatsii pa
Samsonova, Q.A.. Merzlye porody i kriogennye pro- Offshore structures, Noise (sound), Underwater organizatsii rabot pa predupreditei'nomu spusku la% in
tsessy: shornik nauchnykh trudov (Permafrost and acoustics, Acoustic measurement, Subglacial observa- v rabone Dombais (Zapadnyt Kavkaz)l.
cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- tions, Offshore drilling. Environmental impact. Beau- Sozaev. S.Kh.. et al. Na) chik. Vysokoigornypigofizi-
ited by 0.!. Dubikov, Moscow. Nauka, 1991. p.107- fort Sea. cekiisiu.Tuy 90 o.2 .24.I112. In Russian. 7 refs. cekjiaiu. Tuy 90 o.? .?4.i

Tectnics Georyolgy.Russian. 22 refs.
Tetoic.-e9ry23y 46-933 Kotsarev, V.G.
Naueo6-923 ngho rothae n eto o Three-dimensional structure of light frost in the Geor- Countermeasures, Avalanche mechanics. Avalanche

Natre f te tregthoffrot hav an a etod or i, SSR. (Prostranstvennaia struktura zamorozkov triggering, Statistical analysis.
determining it. CO prirode Ai moroznogo pucheniia vGruzn ko R1
ghvrento i.. m etodk ik. Mtenkij i kiognny Vachnadze, Dl.., et al, Zakavkazskh regionailn~i4-4

Cheverey i. ct a. Mrzle prod nauchno-issledovatel'sk~il gidrometeorologicheskit in- 6-4
protsessy: sbornik nauchnykh trudlos (Permafrost and arir. ut. Trudy. 1990. Vol.89(96). p.138-148. In Rus- Avalanches and avalanche-prone regions in the Terek
cryogenic processes; collected scientific papers). Ed- sin- es River basin. tLaviny i lavinoopasnye ralony basseina
ited by G.I. Dubikov. Moscow, Nauka, 199 1, p. 112- Kodakhiia ref.SrTrkj

119eIe Rusink . 2 ref. Frost. Frost forecasting. Statistical analysis. Kozhaev, D.A., Nla)chik. Vysokogorn.V geofiziches-
Uchedenko.k IUP iinstitut. Trudy. 1990, Vol.82. p.47-62. In Russian.

Frost heave. Soil water. Geocryology. Analysis (math- 8 refs.
ematics). 46-934 Avalanches, River basins. Avalanche formation. Snow
46-924 Space-time distribution of snow cover depth in the cover distribution.
Natural convection in a mushy layer, territory of Transcaucasia. tProstrarnstvenno-vre-
lWoisterr M.G.. Journa/ of fluid mechanics. Mar. mennoe raspredelenie vysoty snezhnogo pokrova na
1991. Vol.224. p.33 5-3 59. 23 refs. territorii zakavkaz'ia]. 46-942
Fluid mechanics. Solutions. Solidification, Solid Papinashvili, L.K..Zakavkazsktlregional'nynauchno- Numerical model of relief and its application in the
phases. Convection. Analysis (mathematics). Liquid i ,ssledovateJ'skii gidrometeorologicheskili instit ut. study of avalanches. (Tsifrovaia model' rel'efa i cc
solid interfaces. Phase transformations. Trudy. 1990, Vol.19(96), p.149-157, In Russian. 7 primenenie v lavinovedenii).

refs. Batishchcv. V.V., et al, Na) chik. tysokogornys
46-925 Snow depth. Snow cover distribution, Time factor. Sta- georizicheskii inseirur. Trudy. 1990. Vol.12. p.62-69.
Glaciers of Alaska and adjacent Yukon Territory and tistical analysis. In Russian. 5 refs.
British Columbia. Kuptsova, A.V.
Field, .O.,' American a/pine journal. 1990, 32(64). Mathematical models. Avalanches. Landscape types.
p. 79 -149, Refs. p.14 5 -14 9. 46-935
Glacier surveys. Geography. Glaciology, Exploration. Effect of thaws on snow cover condition and their role
United States-Alaska. Canada-Yukon Territory, in avalancli: iormnation. [Vliianie ottepelel na sostoia- 46-943
46-926 nie snezhnogo pakrova i ikh rol'v lavinoobrazovaniij, Retreat of valley glaciers in the central southern
Investigations of the differential affinity of antifreeze Kordzakhiia. R.S.. .Zakavkazslrt regionalnyl na~uchno- slope of the Great Caucaaus. tOtstupanie dolinnykh
glycoprotein for single crystals of ice. issledovatcl'aki gidronieteorologicheskilt inatitut. lednikov tsentrai'not chasti iuzhnogo sklona Boi'shogo
Feeney. R. E.. et al, Journal of crystal growth. Sep. Trudy, 1990. Vol.89(96), p.1 57 -1 63. In Russian. 4 Kavkaza],
1991. 113(3-4). p.417-429. 21 refs. refs. .Dokukin, M.D.. et al. Nai'chik. Vysokogornys
Cryobiology, Antifreezes. Solutions. Ice crystal Avalanche formation. Snow cover, Thawing, Statistt- georizicheskii inseirut. Trudy. 1990, Vol.82. p.79-97,
grossth, Bubbles. Liquid solid interfaces, Low tempera. cal analysis. In Russian. 22 refs.
ture tests. Supercooling. Il'ichev. lUG., Panov. V.D.
46-927 46-936 Glaciers. Glacier ablation. Glacier oscillation. Statisti-
Rotting of temperate ice. Problem of determining snow hardness. tK voprosu cal analysis.
Nye. I.F.. Journal of crystal growth. Sep. 1991. opredeleniia tverdosti anega],

113(3-4). p.4 6 5-4 7 6. 13 refs. EI'mesov, A.M., et al, Nal~chik. Vysokogornyl 46-944
Ice deterioration. Ice crystals, Ice veins. Ice models. geofizicheskii instit ut. Trudy. 1990, Vol.82. p.3-6, In Climatic characteristics of and methods of forecasting
Melting points. Ice water interface. Analysis (math- Russian. 3 refs. light frost in the Stavropol region. tKlimaticheskaia
ematics). Theory, Temperature gradients. Bagov. M.M. kaatrsiaimtdk rgoarmrzo

4698Snow hardness, Penetrometers, Snow mechais Stavropolfstko im etd krae1 .zaorzkv
Measurement of the solid fraction in the crystalliza- Penetration tests. Analysis (mathematics). Samukashvili, RD., Nai'chik. Vysok-ogorn)I geofi~zi-
tion of a binary melt. cheskii institut. Trudy, 1990. Vol.82. p. 103-126. In
Shirtcliffe. T.G.L.. et al. Journal of crystal growth. 46-937 Russian. 2 refs.
Sep. 1991. 113(3-4), p.566-574, 8 refs. Studying the seepage of meltwater into snow cover. Frost. Frost forecasting. Statistical analysis. Climate.
Huppert. H.E.. Worster. M.G. tizuchenie prosachivanlia talos vody v snezhnom
Fluid mechanics. Solutions. Solidification. Solid pokrove],
phases. Electrical measurement, Ice crystal growth, Ushakova. L.A.. et al, Na) chik. Vysokogorny, 46-945
Phase transformations. Liquid cooling, Laboratory geofizicheski, inatitut. Trudy. 1990. Vol.12. p.6-12, Dynamics of the changes in the degrees of available
techniques. In Russian. 7 refs. heat from a planar solar power plant with increase in
46-929 Troshkina, E.S. absolute altitude in the Central Caucasus. [Dinamika
Observations of snow and ice features during the Snowmelt, Meitwater, Seepage, Snow cover, Analysis izmeneniia velichin paleznogo tepla ot pboskol gelious-

plrwneusnmonihasasucofilmn-(mathematics). tanovki s rostom absoliutnol vysoty na Tsentral'nom
piolrwnte. sn onih s oreo uia Kavkaze).

tin.Sam ukashviii, R.D., Na/'chik. Vysokogorny, geoflizi-
Foster. J.L., et al. Remote sensing of the en vironment. 46-938 cheskfi institut. Trudy. 1990. Vol.82. p-126-135. In
Aug. 1991. 37(2). p.77-88. 23 refs. Characteristics of snow cover in the northern Kuril Russian. 3 refs.
Hall. D.K. Islands and determining the solid precipitation, snow Solar radiation, Altitude, Cold weather operation.
Snow cover, Ice cover. Spaceborne photography, transfer, and duration of a snowstorm in various high Analysis (mathematics).
Imaging. Solar radiation. Night vision. Light (visible altitude zones. tOsobennosti snezhnogo pakrova
radiation). Remote sensing. Moon, Design criteria, severnykh Kuril'skikh ostrovov i otsenka tverdykh
Resolution. osadkov, snegoperenoss, prodoirhitel'nosti metelel v 46-946
46-930 razlichnykh vysotnykh zonakhl, Short survey of the state of avalanche observations in
Positive feedbacks associated with erosion of glacial Such kov, V.E., et al, Na/'chik. Vysokogornyigeofizi- the Swiss Alps. (Kratkil obzor sostoianiia snegolavin.
cirques and overdeepenings. cheski, institut. Trudy. 1990. Vol.82. p. 12 .2 3. In nykh nabiiudenil v Shveltsarskikh Ai'pakh].
Hooke. RU.., Geological Society of America. Bulle- Russian. 12 refs. Voro~kov, Z.V., Na) chik. Vysokogomyt geofziches-
tin. Aug. 1991. 103(8). p. 1104-1108, 37 refs. Shul'zhenko. U.S. kit institut. Trudy, 1990. Vol.82. p. 135-139. In Rus-
Glacial erosion. Subglacial drainage. Water pressure. Snow cover. Snowdrifts, Snowstorms, Altitude. sian. 3 refs.
Glacier beds. Cirqucs. Glacial hydrology. Crevasses. Precipitation (meteorology). Analysis (mathematics). Avalanches. Avalanche forecasting. Countermeasures.
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46.947 46-956 the ozone depletion is confined to Oct and earl5 Nov . theM the noise intensity of the electromag- Global solar radiation, soii temperature and per=&- irradiances at local noon ma) remain at or below values charsc-Investigating teristic of an unperturbed summer solstice However. in 1990
netic field as applied to the problem of remote sensing frost in the Central Andes. Argentina: a progress re- enhanced irradiances persisted well into Dec The largepst al-
of avalanches. [lssledovanie fonovol napriazhennosti port. ua observed at a wavelength of 306 5 nm were approximatel)
elektromagnitnogo polia primenitel'no k problete dis- Schrott, L.. Permafrost and periglaciaJ processes, double those expected at summer solstice with an unperturbed
tantsionnogo zondirovaniia skhodasnezhnykh lavin], Jan.-Mar. 1991, 2(l), p.59-66, With French summary. ozone amount (Auth.)
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ka. c-ifipensated by increases in the priiductiiin priicesses, Caicn- formance.
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podshk],breakers and ships in ice. [Eksperimental'nye is. I'da].
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Porous materials, Albedo. Ice sublimation. Surface en- 46-1145 46-1153
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46-1135 Roots. E.F.. Symposium on the Arctic and Global Wang. S.L.. et al. Journal ofglactology and gcocriiohl-
Energy balance of the KOSI 4 experiment. Change, Ottawa. Oct. 25-27. 1989. Proceedings. gy. June 1991. 13(2). p.131-140. In Chinese "ith Eng-
Gron. E.. et a. Geophysical research letters, Feb. Edited by J.A.W. McCulloch. Arctic and global lish summary. 4 refs.
1991. 18(2). p.257-260. 16 refs. change. Washington. D.C., Climate Institute. 1990, Luo. X.R., Guo. P.F.
Extraterrestrial ice. Simulation, Heat flux, Ice sublima- p.6-31. 5 refs. Permafrost distribution. Active layer. Seasonal freeze
tion. Radiation absorption. Dust, Latent heat. Surface Global warming. Environmental impact. Air ice water thaw, Permafrost surveys. China -Qinghai-Xizang
properties. Low temperature research. interaction. Climatic changes. Permafrost distribution. Plateau.
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46-1154 In the modern southern ocean. ser, little debrs is delivered to 46-1167
Discussion on the questions of development of Heigou the xea by icebergs. WhatVser debris may be present beneath Primary analysis of water balance in Binggou Basin
Glacier No.8. Bogda-peak region. the ice sheets is lost near the grounding line Whateser till is of Qiliian Mountains.Wlang. NoT., Bouna-lfgaclrgio and r . present beneath ice streams is also lost near the grounding line.
Wang. Z.T., Journal of glaciology and getocir ooogy, but it ma) significantly contribute to fine-sized luspenoids. Zhang, X.C., et al. Journal of glaciolog) and geo-
June 1991,13(2), p.141-14
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,158. In Chinese with Eng- The bulk of the ice-rafted debrs encountered at ODP Leg 114 cryology, Mar 1991, 13(). p.3
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-42, In Chinese with

lish summary. 6 refs. drill sites was delivered in the geologic past. when antarctic English summary. 2 refs.
Mountain glaciers. Glacier surveys, Glacier alimenta- glaciers had greater erosive power Whatever ice-rafted de- Yang, Z.N.
tion. Glacier thickness, China -Tian Shan. tritus is present is essentially only an admixture to rapidly ac- Water balance. Runoff forecasting, Precipitationcumulating siliceous oozes These oozes present a paradox be-
46-1155 cause. in general, primary production tx the open southern (meteorology). Mathematical models.

Periglacial periods and Pleistocene environment in ocean is quite lo% Hose¢er. because the preservation of an- 46-1 16,
Western Mountain of Beijing, China. tarctic dtatoms is far better than their prescrvation in low lati- Some features of the debris from the ice and new till
Guo, X.D.. ct al. Journal of glaciology and geocryolo- tudes. high sedimentation rates result These relationships are at the terminus.
gy. June 1991, 13(2). p. 159-16

7
, In Chinese with Eng- explained either in terms of high flux rates during the growth

season, or as the result of a -stressed ecosystem." given to Zhou, S.Z., Journal ot'glaciolog& and geoicr)olog2.
lish summary. IS refs. significant fluctuations, or as a combination of both Mar. 1991. 13(1). p.43-50, In Chinese with English
Yan, F.H.. Jin. Z.X mechanisms. These relationships lead to uncertainties in the summary. 5 refs.
Periglacial processes, Paleoclimatology, Pleistocene. computation of apparent mass-accumulation rates (AMARs) of Moraines, Glacier flow. Talus. Grain size. Sediment
Age determination, Fossil ice, Geochronology. ice-rafted detritus; nevertheless, a clear picture of the changes transport, Unfrozen water content.

in antarctic glaciation emerges. The most significant results of
46-1156 these investigations of ice-rafted detritus are the recognition of 46-1169
Explanation of electrical d.c. resistivity sounding at (1 the antiquity (about 23.5 Ma) of (albeit insignificant) ice- Hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soil and its
the head waters of Urumqi River, Tianshan. rafting to these latitudes, and (2) a period of increased ice- changing regularity in saturated soil after freezing-
Zeng. Z.G., et al, Journal of glaciology and geocryolo- rafting activity and northward expansion of the zone of major thawing cycles.
gy. June 1991. 13(2), p. 169-176, In Chinese with Eng- iceberg melting. (Auth. mod) Deng. '.S. et alJournalof g/cioigandgeoc-rso/o-
lish summary. 4 refs. 46-1162 gy. Mar. 1991, 13(0),p.51-59. InChinesewith English
Qiu. G.Q. H o t1 , ta

Permafrost thickness. Ground ice. Sounding. Electri- uHistory f ice rafting at Leg 114 sites, sub.tarctie/- summaryX . 3 refs
South Atlantic. XXZ

cal resistivity, Rock glaciers, China-Tian Shan. Allen, CP._ et al, Proceedings of the Ocean Drilling Freeze thaw cycles. Soil water migration. Saturation.
46.1157 Program, Vol.114, Scientific results, subantarctic Soil freezing. Ground thawing.
Buried humus sell and syngenetic permafrost around South Atlantic. edited by EK. Mazzullo, College Sta- 46-1170
the Daxigou meteorological station at the source of tion. TX, Texas A and M University, 1991. p.599-607, Carbon fixation and glacial epoch during geological
the Urumqi River. 20 refs. history.
Zhao. L.. et al, Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Warnke, D.A. Wang, Z.M.. Journal of glaciolog) and geocr) olog).
June 1991, 13(-), p.1
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summary. 6 refs. Icebergs, Sediments, Marine geology. Geochronology. summary. 9 refs.
Qiu. G.Q. The first influx of ice-rafted debris at Site 699, on the northeast- Carbon dioxide. Ice age theory. Paleoclimatology.
Permafrost origin, Permafrost depth. Paleoclimatolo- ern slope of the Northeast Georgia Rise. occurred at a depth of 46-1171
gy. Organic soils, Soil dating. Permafrost dating, China 69.94 m below seafloor (mbsf) in sediments of early Miocene
- Tian Shan. age (23.54 Ma). This material is of the same type as later ice- Soil wedge and ice-wedge pseudomorphs and their

rafted debris. but represents only a small percentage of the paleoclimatic implications.
46-1158gcoarse fraction. Significant ice-rafting episodes occurred dur- Wang. B.L.. et al. Journal of glaciolitg) andgeocryolo-
Preliminary report on the Sino-USSR joint glaciolog- ing Chron 5. Minor amounts of ice-rafted debris first reached gy. Mar. 1991. 13(l). p.6
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ical expedition to Gongga Shan. Site 701. on the western flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (8.78 summary. 15 refs.
Su, Z.. et al. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Ma at 200.92 mbsf). and more arrived in the late Miocene (5.88 French, H.M.
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Orbo. A.V. at a depth of 107.76 mbsf (4.42 Ma). Site 704. on the southern Ice wedges, Permafrost indicators. Paleoclimatology.
part of the Meteor Rise. received iery little or no ice-rafied 46-1172

Glacier surveys. Expeditions. Mountain glaciers, debris prior to 2.46 Ma. At this time, however, the greatest in- Modern climatic undulation and the change of cold
China-Qinghai-Xizang Plateau. flux of ice-rafted debris occurred at this site. This time ofmax- and warm in recent 250 years in Balikun Basin.
46-1159 imum ice rafting correlates reasonably well with influxes of ice-
Pa-119u rafted debris at Sites 701 (2.24 Ma) and 699 (2.38 Ma). in Luo, G.P., et alJournalofglaciologyandgeocrolohg).
Polar ices. 1Les glaces polaires], consideration of sample spacing at these two sites. These Mar. 1991, 13(1). p.7 7 -8 3. In Chinese with English
Souche. R.A.. Brussels. Editions de IUniversit• de peaks of ice rafting may be Sirius till equivalents, if the proposed summary. 5 refs.
Bruxelles. 1988, 156p.. In French. Refs. p.151-153. Pliocene age of Sirius tills can be confirmed. Afterabout 1.67 Yuan. Y.J.
DLC GB2595.$68 Ma. the apparent mass-accumulation rate of the sediments at Climatic changes. Glacier oscillation. China-Tian
Paleoclimatology, Ice sheets, Sea ice. Ice formation, Site 704 declined, but with major fluctuations. This decline Shun.
Climatic factors. Polar regions, may be the result of a decrease in the rate of delivery of detritus
In the first par t if this book, the ices of today are discussed how from Antarctica due to reduced erosive power of the glaciers or 46-1173

they spread out as ice sheets, permafrost and sea ice, and how anorthward shift in the polar front zone. a change in the path Effect of glacier-permafrost on isotopic formation and
they relate to the atmosphere and climate, Part 2 thw taken by the icebergs, or any combination of these factors, sampling method of C-14 dating.
mechanism of polar ice formatiin. including snow to ice conver- Gu. G.S.. et al. Journal of glaciology and geocryology.
sion. the formation differences between cold and temperate ice Mar. 1991, 13(0). p.84-90. In Chinese with English
and glacier flow rates, and the different processes involved in 46.1163
fresh water ice and salt ice formation. Parts 3 and 4 discuss Preliminary results from China-Japan glaciological Chen. 7 res. W

past glaciations and ancient ice sheets as a key to the recon- expedition in Tibet Plateau, 1989. Chen.H.Q., Zhang. HAN.
struction if the paleoclimate of polar regions. The concluding Yao. T.D., et al, Journal ofglaciology andgeocryolo- Radioactive age determination. Permafrost dating.

pages briefly address man's economic and political involvement gy. Mar. 1991. 13(1). p.1-8. In Chinese with English Soil dating, Carbon isotopes. Glacial deposits.
in the polar regions summary. 2 refs. 46-1174

46-1160 Glacier surveys. Glacier oscillation. Paleoclimatology. Interpreting the permafrost thickness with logging
FRAM atlas of the southern oceans. China-Qinghai-Xizang Plateau. curves.
Webb. D.J.. et al. Swindon. England, Natural Environ- Wang. X.L.. Jovrnal of glaciology and geocrrology.
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Killworth, PD.. Coward. A.C.. Thompson, SR. Improvement of saline soils in the seasonally frozen summary.
Ocean currents. Oceanographic surveys. Sounding, ground regions. Well logging, Permafrost thickness.
Bottom topography. Water transport. Mathematical Qiu. G.Q.. Journal of glaciology and geocryology. 46-1175
models. Maps. Mar. 1991. 13(I). p.9-16, In Chinese with English Electrical loggings for permafrost characterization in
The Fine Resolution Antarctic Model (FRAM) was developed summary. 12 refs. cryogenic mounds in Nunavik, Quebec. (Caract~risa-
especially as a model to determine the strength of the Antarctic Saline soils, Active layer, Seasonal freeze thaw. Soil tion du perg~lisol de buttes crQogbnes A C'aide dc dia-
Circumpolar Current and the transport of heat by the ocean freezing. Soil chemistry, Desalting. graphics bectri utues au Nunavik. Qu adbec].
friin the tropics towards the pole. Data are presented in maps
and charts. Part I shows temperature, salinity, velocity, and 46-1165 Fortier, R., et al, Permafrost and periglacial processes,
pressure in polar projections at selected depths from the surface
to 3990 m. Part 2 showvs temperature, salinity, and cross track Changes of the permafrost environment in Great Xian Apr.-June1991. 2(2). p.
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velocity for the Wiorld Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) Ridges after disastrous forest fire--taking Gulian summary. 15 refs.

planned hydrographic sections cosered by the FRAM model at mining area as an example. Levesque. R., Seguin, NIK.. Allard, M.
depths to 5000 m Contrary to what has been thought previ- Liang, L.H., etal, Journal of glaciology and geocryolo- Permafrost structure, Frozen ground temperature.
ously, mid-ocean ridges do disturb the free flow of wind driven gy. Mar. 1991, 13(l), p. 17-25. In Chinese with English Electrical measurement. Recording. Frost mounds.
currents sm r 5 refs. Geocryology. Freezing points. Unfrozen water con-
46-1161 Zhou, Y.W., Wang, J.C. Gnu, XW. tent. Electrical resistivity, Geophysical surseys.

Ice rafting, glacial-marine sediments, and siliceous Forest fires. Thaw depth. Active layer, Permafrost 46-1176
oozes: South Atlantic/subantarctic Ocean. transformation, Environmental impact, China- Solifluction and the role of permafrost creep, eastern
Warnke. D.A.. et al. Proceedings of the Ocean Drilling Greater Khingan Range. Melville Island, N.W.T., Canada.
Program. Vol. 114. Scientific results. subantarctic Bennett. L.P., et al. Permafrost and periglacial pro-
South Atlantic. edited by EK. Mazzullo, College Sta- 46-1166 cesses. Apr.-June 1991. 2(2). p.95-102. With French
lion. TX. Texas A and M University. 1991. p.589-598, Research on using a Kalman filter in snowmelt runoff summary. 26 refs.
75 refs. forecasting in the upper reaches of the Yellow River. French. H.M.
Allen. C.P. Song. Q., Journal of glaciology and geocryology. Permafrost mass transfer. Frozen ground mechanics.
DLC QE39.T49b Vol.114 1987 Mar. 1991. 13(1). p.27-34, In Chinese with English Soil creep, Solifluction. Periglacial processes. Slope
Ice rafting, Sediments. Biomass, Water temperature, summary. 2 refs processes, Active layer, Sediment transport. Geo-
Sea ice distribution, Fossils. Snowmelt. Runoff forecasting, Mathematical models. cryology.
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Electronics Engineers. 1989, p.2 105-2110, Paper nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Moskvitina. L.V.. et al. Tekhnologiia i ssotstva
No.899037, 6 refs. signed for the North: collected scientific papers). Ed- materialo% tekhniki Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudo%
Kurosaki. Y.. Isshiki. N.. Sanada. S. ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990. (Technology and properties of materials of equipment
Snow removal, Railroad tracks, Railroad equipment p.26-30. In Russian. 5 refs. designed for the North: collected scientific papers).Defrosting, Snow melting. Heat sources, Diesel en: Savvinov. IT. Edited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR.DefoDesign. Cold weather performance. Cold weather performance, Joints (junctions). Weld- 1990. p.53-63. In Russian. 17 refs.gines. ing. Construction equipment. Materials. Sivtsev. M.N.

Phase transformations. Welding. Deformation. Blast-46m1250 ing. Steels. Mechanical properties. Cooling rate.
Thermal budget of multicomponent porous ices. 46-1257
Steiner. G.. et al. Journal of geophysical research. Effect of the type of added material on the structure
Oct. 25. 1991. 96(E3). p. 18 ,89 7 -18.902. 18 refs. of the thermal effect zone and the fused lines of weld-
K6mle. N.I. ed joints of 13KhGMR Steel. [Vliianie tipa prisa- 46-1263
Porous materials. Extraterrestrial ice, Gases. Ice subli- dochnogo materiala na strukturu zony termicheskogo Variations in the energy characteristics of type 20
mation. Ice heat flux. Thermal conductivity. Math- vliianiia i linii splavleniia svarnykh soedinenil stali steel and alloy DI6AM under uniaxial tension. t!z-
ematical models. Thermodynamics. Temperature ef- 13KhGMR3, menenie energeticheskikh kharakteristik stali 20 i spla-
fects. Sleptsov. 0.1.. et al. Tekhnologiia i svolstva materialov vov DI6AM pri odnoosnom rastiazhenii].

tekhniki Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- Barakhtin. B.K.. et al. Tekhnologiia i svolstsa materia-46-1251 nology and properties of materials of equipment de- yov tekhniki Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudos (Tech-
Tip splitting in dendritic growth of ice crystals. signed for the North: collected scientific papers). Ed- nology and properties of materials of equipment de-
Koo. K.K.. et al. Physical review A. Sep. 15. 1991, ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990. signed for the North: collected scientific papers). Ed-
44(6). p.37 82-3 790. 36 refs. p.30-33. In Russian. 4 refs. ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990.
Ananth. R.. Gill, W.N. Argunova. A.A.. Savvinov, I.T. p.63-66. In Russian. 6 refs.
Ice crystal growth, Dendritic ice, Structural changes. Steels. Temperature effects. Welding. Materials. Joints Noev. 1.1.. Petro%. PP.
Surface structure. Liquid cooling. Orientation. Aniso- fjunctions). Cold weather performance. Chemical Steels. Metals, Plastic deformation. Thermal stresses.
tropy. Temperature effects. composition. Temperature variations.
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46-1264 46-1270 46-1279
Statistical analysis of the failure of a wheel rim of a Cryo-resistant materials for irrigation equipment. Relationship between the compactive viscosity of new
BeIAZ-75211/212 automobile operating under low [Kriofobnye materialy dlia tekhniki orosheniiaj, snow and the shape of snow crystals.
climatic temperatures. (Statisticheskjl analiz razru- Krasnov, IUN.. Tekhnologiia i svoistva materialos Kajikawa. M.. et al, Seppyo. Dec 1990. 52(4). p 

2 8 3-
sheniia oboda kolesa avtomobilia BeIAZ-75211/212 tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- 287, In Japanese with English summary 15 refs
pri ekspluatatsii pri nizkol klimaticheskol tempera- nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Ono, N.
ture], signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- Snow density, Snow compression. Snow crystal struc-
lshkov. A.M., et al, Tckhnologiia i svolstva materialov ited by IUN. Krasnov. Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990. ture.
tekhniki Severan sbornik nauchnykh trudo, (Tech- p.

9
6-100, In Russian. 12 refs.

nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Frost resistance, Equipment, Irrigation. Cold weather 46-1280
signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- performance. Materials. Basic study on the effects of forests for the surface
ited by IU.N. Krasnov, Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR, 1990, snow melt.
p.67-70. In Russian. 2 refs. 46-1271 Obta. T.. et al, Seppyo. Dec. 1990, 52(4). p 289-296.
Kuzrminov, M.A. Questions on the formation of a moisture-protective In Japanese with English summary 10 refs.
Damage. Cold weather performance, Vehicle wheels, surface on materials. [Voprosy formirovaniia vlago- Hashimoto, T.. Ishibashi. H.
Statistical analysis. zashchitnoi poverkhnosti materialovj, Snowmelt. Vegetation factors. Forest land, Snow sur-

Igoshin. V.A., Tekhnologiia i svolstva materialov tekh- face. Runoff, Snow melting.
46-1265 niki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Technology
Effect of low temperatures on mechanical properties and properties of materials of equipment designed for 46-1281
of materials used in agricultural machinery. pVrioprie the North; collected scientific papers). Edited by Variations of ice sheet sizes and the 100 kyr cycle of
nizkikh temperatur na mekhanicheskie svoltva IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.100- the ice age.
materialoh. primeniaemykh v schskokhozialstvennom 103. In Russian. 7 refs. Inoue, Y.. Seppyo. Dec. 1990, 52(4). p.297-306. In
mashrinost roenii]. Moisture, Freezing. Surface properties. Materials, Ad- Japanese. 37 refs.
Noev. I.1.. et al, Tekhnologiia i svoistva materialov sorption. Ice sheets. Glacier oscillation. Ice age theory, Pleisto-cene. Paleoclimatology. Ice models. Mathematical
tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- 46-1272 e. models.
nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Metallic and polymer cooling construction in hydroe-
signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- lectric structures. 5Metallicheskie i polimernyc okh- 46-1282
ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990, lazhdaiushchie konstruktsii v gidrotekhnicheskikh Geology and mineral resources of the Russian Mis-
p.7 0-75, In Russian. I ref. souhnik)
t -gurov. D.N. iAkovlev, P.G.. Akovlea. sooruzeniiakh, sion C-I Quadrangle, southwest Alaska.
Temperaturo. effects, ColdweatherG perorm e, M. Busygin, V.V..etal. Tekhnologiiaisvolstvamaterialov Bundtzen.T.K.,etal.Alaska. Department of NaturalTemperature effects, Cold weather performance, Ma- tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- Resources. Division of Geological and Geophysicalchinery. Steels. Tractors. Microstructure, Mechanical nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Surveys. Professionalreport. Fall 1991. No. 109. 24p.properties. signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- + 2 sheets. 45 refs.

ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990, Laird. G.M.
46-1266 p. 10 3

-
10 9

. In Russian. 9 refs. Exploration. Geological surveys. Minerals. United
Slow destruction of metals exposed to hydrogen in lbragimov. VI., Krasnov, IU.N. States- Alaska.
relation to the self-organization theory of open Ice (construction material). Cooling towers, Heat
nonequilibrium systems. [Zamedlennoe razrushenie transfer coefficient, Cold weather operation. 46-1283
metallov pod delstviem vodoroda s tochki zreniia teo- Preliminary geology and geochemistry of the south-
rii samoorganizatsii otkrytykh neravnovesnykh sis- 46-1273 west part of the Lime Hills D-4 Quadrangle, Alaska.
tem., Irrigation equipment using natural cold. 1Tekhnika Gilbert. W.G.. ct al..41aska. Department of Natural
Mikhallov. V.E., Tekhnologiia i svolstva materialov orosheniia s ispol'zovaniem estestvennogo kholoda1 . Resources. Division of Geological and Geoiphsical
tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- Busygin. V.V.. et al. Tekhnologiia i svolstva materialov Surveys. Report of investigations. 1990. Nt,90-6. 1
nology and properties of materials of equipment de- tekhniki Severs; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- sheet, 9 refs.
signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- nology and properties of materials of equipment de- Bundtzen, T.K.. Kline. J.T.. Laird. G.M.
ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk. SO AN SSSR. 1990. signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- Exploration. Minerals. Geochemistry. Geological sur-
p.76-81. In Russian. 23 refs. ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk, SG AN SSSR. 1990. veys, Geological maps. United States -Alaska.
Metals, Damage. Hydrogen. Static loads. Cold weath- p.109-114, In Russian. I ref.
er performance. Ibragimov. V.I., Krasnov, IU.N. 46-1284

Irrigation. Cold weather operation. Design. Equip- Reconnaissance geology and geochemistry of the
46-1267 ment. Naleds. Snow depth. northeast Skagway Quadrangle. Alaska.
Characteristics of the deterioration of a "shaft- 46-1274 Gilbert. W.G.. et al. Alaska. Department of Natural
sleeve" tribojunction. 1Osobennosti iznosa triboso- Icebreaker design synthesis: phase 2; analysis of con- Resources. Division of Geological and Geophysical
priazheniia .val-vtulkah oa . temporary icebreaker performance. Surves. Report of investigations. 1990. No.90-5. 2
Gerasimov A.I., et al, Tekhnologiia i svolstva materia- Keinonen, A.J.. et al, Transport Canada. Publica- sheets. 18 refs.
lov tekhniki Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- tions. Sep. 1991, TP 10923E, Var. p., With French Exploration. Minerals. Geochemistry, Geological sur-
nology and properties of materials of equipment de- summary. 95 refs. veys, Geological maps. United States--Alaska.
signed for the North: collected scientific papers). Ed- Browne. R.P., Revill, C.R.
ited by IU.N. Krasnov. Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990, Icebreakers, Ice breaking. Ice navigation, Ice cover 46-12 5
p.81-86, In Russian. 8 refs. strength, Ice loads, Ice solid interface, Tests. Global water cycle; geochemistry and environment.
Tikhonov. A.G. Berner. E. et al. Englewood Cliffs. NJ. Prentice-
Joints (junctions). Damage. Cold weather perform- 46-1275 Hall, 1987. 397p.. Refs. passim.
ance. Friction. Snow and rain fall frequencies in Nagaoka. Berner, R.A.

Tamura, M., Seppyo, Dec. 1990, 52(4), p.251-257. In Hydrologic cycle. Water chemistry. Water structure.

46-1268 Japanese with English summary. 9 refs. Hydrogeochemistry. Precipitation (meteorology).

Allowing for regularities in the accumulation of dam- Snowfall, Air temperature. Rain, Precipitation 46-1286
age in the sehematization of loads. tUche' zakro,.,,- (.tr 'rr'vl Japan--Nagaoka. Hydrogen bonding in biological structures.
mernostel nakoplemia povrezhdenit pri skhematizat~ii Jefroey G . aBin . Springer-Vera. 9
protsessa nagruzheniia1 , 46-1276 Jeffrey, G.A.. et al, Berlin. Springer-Verlag, 1991.
Prokhorov, V.A.. Tekhnologiia i svolstva materialov Development of a snow-fraction control technique in 569p. (Pertinent p.116-121, 425-451). 884 refs.

tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- hydraulic conveyance of snow. Part I: elements of Saenger. W.
nology and properties of materials of equipment de- control and bench test. Hydrogen bonds, Water structure. Molecular struc-
signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- Kitahara. T.. et al, Seppyo. Dec. 1990. 52(4), p.

25 9. ture. Ice crystal structure. Hydrates. Clathrates.
ited by lUN. Krasnov, Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990 266. In Japanese with English summary. II refs.
p.86-89. In Russian. t Snow removal, Water pipelines, Pipe flow, Water flow, 46-1287

Hydraulics. Analysis of the scattering of radio waves within aLoads (forces), Damage, Cold weather performance, temperate glacier.Deformation. 46-1277 Kennett, M.I., Bristol, England. University. 1987.

Relation between compressive viscosity and density 176p., Ph.D. thesis. 71 refs.
46-1269 of low-density snow. Glacier surveys, Subglacial drainage. Glacial hydrolo-
Analytic-experimental method of evaluating the frost Endo, Y.. et al. Seppyo. Dec. 1990, 52(4). p.267-274, gy. Glacier beds, Radio echo soundings. Crevasses,
resistance of rubber sleeves. (Raschetno-eksperimen- In Japanese with English summary. 8 refs. Scattering, Analysis (mathematics).
tal'nyl metod otsenki morozostolkosti rezinovykh Ozeki, Y.. Niwano, S.
manzhetl. Snow density, Snow compression, Snow depth, Snow 46-1288
Morova, L.IA.. et al. Tekhnologiia i svolstva materia- strength. Analysis (mathematics). Climate change and permafrost in the south Macken-
lov tekhniki Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Tech- zie Valley: a methodological approach.
nology and propertics of materials of equipment de- 46-1278 Spivey, D.B., Ottawa, Carleton University. Geotechni-
signed for the North; collected scientific papers). Ed- Variation in the size of perennial snow patches on the cal Science Laboratories, 1990, I 13p.. M.A. thesis.
ited by U.N. Krasnov, Yakutsk, SO AN SSSR, 1990, northeastern slope of Mt. Chokai. 70 refs.
p.89-96, In Russian. 20 refs. Kajikawa, M., et al, Seppyo, Dec. 1990, 52(4), p.275- Climatic changes. Permafrost thermal properties.
Morov, V.A. 281, In Japanese with English summary. 13 refs. Thermokarst, Vegetation patterns, Discontinuous per-
Frost resistance, Cold weather performance, Tempera- Snow cover distribution, Snow surveys. Seasonal abla- mafrost. Soil air interface. Canada --Northwest Ter-
ture effects. Rubber. tion, Snow air interface. ritories-- Mackenzie River.
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46.1289 46-1300 46-1308
Frost prediction system on highway RN 90 with 2 x Estimating method of the precipitation in snow Sublimation rate of collected blowing snow in a net
2 lanes between Gilly and Moutiers. [Le systlme de storms. type collector.
pre ision du verglas de [a RN 90g 2 x 2 voiesj, Kobayashi, S., Seppyo, Mar. 1991. 53(1), p.5

3
-59. In Sato. T.,Seppyo. June 1991, 53(2), p.135-14

3
. InJapa.

Dien). P.. et al. Ret uegenerale des routes et des aero- Japanese. 15 refs. nese with English summary. 9 refs.
dromes. Sep. 1991. No.688. p. 3 1

-
3 3

, In French with Snowfall, Blowing snow. Snowdrifts. Snowstorms, Snow evaporation. Blowing snow. Snow air interface,
English summary. Wind factors, Antarctica-Mizuho Station. Snow samplers, Mass transfer, Analysis (mathemat-
Frost forecasting. Road maintenance. A method is described for estimating the amount of snow that ics).

falls in a particular snowstorm by applying general turbulent 46-1309
46-1290 flow theory to the density of blowing snow at given heights up Effectsofvnrioutahfntorsnrimeicing. Part l:ef-
Exceptional characteristics of the snow cover at the to 30 m. Estimates of annual precipitation were compared

beginningfwtwith measurements at Mizuho Station The results are pre- fects of temperature and wind velocity.beginninte in graphs with90 Englishre ecaeption- Uchida, T., et al, Seppyo, June 1991. 53(2), p. 145-1.54,
nels de l'enneigement du debut de I'hiver 1989/901, sed in graphs with English captionsn tE u . 3 .In Japanese with English summary. 13 refs.
Navarre. J.P., et al.. erge er avalanches, Feb.-Mar. 46-1301 Kusumoto, S., Ando, S.
1991, No.53-54, p.15-23. In French. Bottom sediment along oil spill trajectory in Prince Ice accretion. Icing, Temperature effects. Wind fac-
Villecrose. J.. Pahaut. E., Konig Barde, J. William Sound and along Kenai Peninsula. Alaska. tors, Ice air interface.
Snowfall. Snow depth, Snowstorms, Snow cover distri- Carlson. P.R., ed, US. Geological Survey. Open-file 46-1310
bution. Snow surveys. France--Alps. report. 1990. No.90-39, Var. p.. Refs. passim. For in- Properties of new snow immediately after snowfall in
46-1291 dividual papers see 45-3831, 45-3832 and 46-1302 Nagaoka City.
Saint Venant model for simulation of wet snow ava- Ikarashi. T., Seppyo. June 1991, 53(2). p.155-162. In
lanches. tSt Vdnant, modrle pour la simulation d'ava- Oil spills. Bottom sediment. Pollution Environmental panese 19 ref.
lunches de neige humide. OsSnowfall, Snow density. Snow cover structure. Snow
Martinet. G. neige et avalanches. Feb.-Mar 1991 impact, Ocean environments, United States-Alaska temperature, Snow hardness, Japan-Nagaoka.
No.53-54. p.34-40. In French with English summary. William Sound. 46-1311
1 refs. 46-1302 Thermal analysis of a "yakimiuro" (a snow reposito-
Avalanche modeling, Wet snow. Mathematical mod- Characterization of sample sites along the oil spill ry).
els. trajectory in Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Kobiyama, M., et al. Seppyo. Sep 1991. 53(3). p.195-

Alaska. 200. In Japanese with English summary. 9 refs.
46-1292 Carlson, P.R., et al, L.S. Geological Survey. Open- Snow thermal properties, Cooling systems. Cold stor-
AVALOG, a decision-making system for forecasting file report, 1990, No.90-39-A. Bottom sediment along age, Ice refrigeration, Snow retention. Analysis (math-
local avalanche hazards. EAVALOG. un environne- oil spill trajectory in Prince William Sound and along ematics).
nc 't d'aide A la decision en matiere de prevention Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. Edited by P.R. Carlson and 46-1312
locale des risques d'avalanches]. E. Reimnitz. 23p., 14 refs. Disasters caused by Yamase snow in April 1990.
Bolognesi. R.. Neige et avalanches. June 1991, Reimnitz. E. Bokura, T., Seppyo, Sep. 1991, 53(3). p.201-209, In
No.55. p.18-23, In French. 5 refs. Bottom sediment. Oil spills, Oceanographic surveys. Japanese. 19 refs.
Avalanche modeling, Avalanche forecasting. Comput- Sampling, Environmental impact, United States- Snowfall. Snowstorms. Japan-Aomori Prefecture.
er programs. Alaska-Prince William Sound. 46-1313

Experimental studies of pneumatic conveying system46-1293 46. !303 of snow.
Sea-Log arctic vehicles and drilling platforms. Comparison of Exxon Valdez oil with extractable Kobayashif T..Seppyo. Sep. 1991. 53(3). p.211-216, In
Sea-Log Corporation. Pasadena, CA, [19911, n.p. material from deep-water bottom sediment in Prince Japanese. T S refs.
Offshore drilling, Icebreakers, Tanker ships. Pe- William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska. Snow removal. Ducts, Air flow.
troleum transportation, Ice cutting. Rapp, J.B., et a). LS. Geological Survey, Open-file

report, 1990. No.90-39-B. Bottom sediment along oil 46-1314
46-1294 spill trajectory in Prince William Sound and along Forests as effective protection against snow ana-
Alaska's mineral industry 1990. Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. Edited by P.R. Carlson and lanches.
Swainatk, R.C.. et al. Alaska. Division Of Geologi- E. Reimnitz, 26p., 17 refs. Nitta, R., Seppyo, Sep. 1991, 53(3). p.21

7
-224, in

cal and Geophysical Surveys. Special report. 1991, Hostettler, F.D., Kvenvolden. K.A. Japanese. 23 refs.
No.45. 7

8p.. 8 refs. Oil spills, Bottom sediment. Pollution. Core samplers, Avalanche engineering. Snow stabilization. Protective
Bundtzen. T K.. Wood. J. Chemical analysis. United States-Alaska-Prince vegetation. Forest land.
Exploration. Minerals. Mining, Economic develop- William Sound. 46-1315
ment. Natural resources, Coal. United States-Alaska. In situ observation of the internal structure of vapor-

46-1304 grown ice crystals by laser tomography.
46-1295 Radionuclide tracer and sediment oxygen uptake Kakiuchi. H.. et al, Seppyo. Sep. 1991, 53(3). p.225-
Prototype of fiber optic snow layer sonde. rates used to identify potential contamination zones 229, In Japanese. 9 refs.
Abe. O..Scppyo. Mar. 1991.53(l), p.1-10, In Japanese on the Alaskan Shelf in response to the Exxon Valdez Gonda. T., Moriya. K.
with English summary. 7 refs. oil spill. Ice crystal structure. Ice crystal optics. Lasers. Light
Snow cover structure. Snow optics. Snow stratigraphy. Grebmeier. J.M., U.S. Geological Survey. Open-file scattering.
Snow surveys. Snow density. Probes. Snow samplers, report. 1990, No.90-39-C. Bottom sediment along oil 46-1316
46-1296 spill trajectory in Prince William Sound and along Cold Regions Research and Engineering LaboratorySnow26 aKenai Peninsula. Alaska. Edited by P.R. Carlson and (CRREL).Snowavalanchechuteexperiments. Partl:impact E. Reimnitz, 1

2
p.. 21 refs. Itagaki, K.,Seppyo. Sep. 1991. 53(3).MP 3087. p.231-

phenomena of sliding snow blocks against a post. Oil spills, Bottom sediment. Pollution. Radioactive 233, In Japanese,
Abe. 0.. et al, Seppyo. Mar. 1991. 53(1). p.11-20, In isotopes, Isotopic labeling, United States-Alaska- Laboratories, Organizations. Research projects.
Japanese with English summary. 16 refs. Prince William Sound. 46-1317
Avalanche modeling. Avalanche mechanics, Snow
loads, Impact tests. 46-1305 Lichenometric study of Holocene rock glaciers and

Preliminary report on benthic foraminifers from Neoglacial moraines, FT ances Lake map area, south-
46-1297 Prince William Sound, Alaska. eastern Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories.
Diurnal variation of the chemical characteristics of Quinterno. P.J., L'S. Geological Survey. Open-file Dyke, A.S.. Canada. Geological Survey. Bulletin,
meltwater. report. 1990. No.90-39-E. Bottom sediment along oil 1990, No.394. 33p.. With French summary. 27 refs.
Suzuki, K.. Seppyo. Mar. 1991. 53(1). p.21-31. In spill trajectory in Prince William Sound and along Rock glaciers. Moraines. Age determination. Lichens.
Japanese with English summary. 10 refs. Kenai Peninsula. Alaska. Edited by P.R. Carlson and Talus. Canada-Yukon Territory-Frances Lake.
Snowmelt. Water chemistry. Snow composition. Diur- E. Reimnitz, 23p., 13 refs. 46-1318
nal variations. Oil spills. Bottom sediment, Marine biology. Microbi- Time constants for the evolution of sea spray droplets.
46-1298 ology, United States-Alaska-Prince William Sound. Andreas. E.L., Tellus. Nov. 1990, 42B(5). MP 2975.

p.481-497, 56 refs. For another version see 44.1221.On a relation between probability occurrence of solid 46.1306 Sea spray, Air water interactions, Heat transfer. Mois-
precipitation and ground air temperature (l)--on the Study of snow metamorphism: I. Model description. ture transfer, Drops (liquids). Mathematical models.
locality of the relation and possibility of prediction of Yamazaki, T.. et al. Seppyo. June 1991. 53(2). p.115- Sea spray droplets start with the same temperature as the ocean
precipitation type. 123, In Japanese with English summary. 28 refs. surface from which they form. in high-latitude, polar-low con-
Hasemi, T.. Seppyo. Mar. 1991. 53(1). p.33-43, In Sakuraoka, T.. Nakamura, T., Kondo, J. ditions, they therefore cool and evaporate in a relativel) cold
Japanese with English summary. 15 refs. Metamorphism (snow). Snow compression. Snow wind and may alter the air-sea exchange of heat and moisture
Precipitation (meteorology). Weather forecasting, water content. Snow heat flux, Snow density. Snow This paper presents equations that model the thermal and size(moisture) evolution of a spray droplet from the time it formsSnowfall. Altitude. Surface temperature. thermal properties, Albedo. Mathematical models, until it reaches equilibrium with its environment. The time re-

quired for a droplet to reach its equilibrium radius is always
46-1299 46.1307 about three orders of magnitude larger than the time required
Properties of the presumed meteorological data file Study of snow metamorphism: II. Observation anid to reach its equilibrium temperature The thermal exchange is
(temperature, precipitation, snow depth) in Toyama simulation, thus complete before the moisture ex, hange esen starts
Prefecture. Yamazaki, T.. et al, Seppyo. June 1991. 53(2). p.125- Consequently. the ambient humidity has imttlc effect on the
Ishida, M.. Seppyo. Mar, 1991. 53(1). p.45-51, In Japa- 133, In Japanese with English summary. 13 refs. thermal exchange rate. and the initial droplet temperature hasnese. 8 refs. Sakuraoka. T.. Nakamura, T.. Kondo, J. negligible effect on the moisture exchange rate Spray dropletswith initial radii less than 10 microns reach both thermal and
Snowfall. Snow depth. Meteorological data, Air tem- Metamorphism (snow). Snow water content, Snow size equilibrium with the ambient air Droplets with initial
perature. Precipitation (meteorology). Japan- Toya- density, Snow temperature. Albedo, Periodic varian radii greater than 300 microns fall back into the ea before
ma Prefecture. tions. exchanging appreciable heat or moisture and thus hase little
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impact on air-sea exchange. Future work must focus on the 46-1328 46-1337
genicration ind turbulent transport of droplets with initial radii New data on natural conditions in the Late Pleisto- Rock fragments in Pleistocene ice sheets.
bCt1cn 10 and 300 microns if %e are able to understand how
sea sprau affects air-sea exchange, cene-Early Holocene in the high-latitude Asian Arctic [Oblomochnyl material % pleistotsenosylkh led-
46-1319 and on the time of its occupation by ancient man. nikovykh pokrosakhl,
Integrating remotely sensed and spatial data into Novye dannye o prirodnykh usloviiakh v kontse Galgalas, A.I., Akademiia naui SSSR. Institut seo-
water resources models. pozdnego plelstotsena-nachale golotsena v vysoko- grafli. Matenaly gliaLsiologicheskAh issiedotani.
Merry. C.J.. et al. MP 2976, Arnhem, Netherlands shirotnol aziatskol Arktike i vremeni ee zaseleniia May 1990, No.69. p.3-17. In Russian with EnglishInternational Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH), drevnim chelovekom 1, summary. 23 refs.(1990]. 8p, l0 refs. Presented at the International A Makeev, V.M., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- Pleistocene. Moraines. Glacial deposits, Paleo-
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Water Resources. lady. 1991 319(2). p.435-43 7

. In Russtan. climatology.
McKim, H.L. Pitul'ko, V.V.
Hydrology. Water reserves. Water balance, Remote Pleistocene, Glacial geology, Geomorphology, Glacial 46-1338
sensing, Data processing. deposits. Applying numerical modelling to the description of

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is developing an intelligent 46-1329 avallche movement. tPrimenenic chislennogo
network system that will automate the acquisition of meteoro- Reduction of the total ozone content inside the polar modelirovaniia dlia opisaniia dvizheniia snezhnykh Ia-
logic and hydrologic data used in water resources models. The cap after solar flares. tUmen'shenie obshchego so- vinl,
system is being developed to collect, analyze, and display the derzhaniia ozona vnutri poliarnol shapki posle proton- Volodicheva, N.A., et al, Akademija naui SSSR. In-
data for use in a workstation environment. Near-real-time stitut seograhi. %faterialy Shatsiologicheskh is-
models will be used to control the water resources to protect the nykh vspyshek na solnsel, stitut e a. 1 ateri 92y i ussian it-
environment. As a result, spatial database management and Shumilov, 0.1., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- sledovanA. May 1990, No.69. p19-24. In Russian with
remote sensing techniques play an integral part in the hydrolog- lady. 1991, 318(3). p.576-580, In Russian. IS refs. English summary. 4 refs.
ic modelling process. Ozone, Solar activity, Geophysical surveys. Mathematical models, Avalanches. Avalanche model-
46-1320 46-1330 ing, Avalanche mechanics.
Report of pit-wall observations of snow cover in Sap- Conversion of optical radiation upon propagation 46-1339
poro 1989-90. through a thermodynamically irreversibly crystalliz- Synoptic conditions for the frequent descent of ex-
Akitaya. E.. et al. Low temperature science (Teaon ing layer of material. [Transformatsiia opticheskogo tremely large avalanches. 1Sinopticheskie usloviia
kagaku). Series A Physical sciences. Data report, iziucheniia pri prokhozhdenii cherez termodinami- massovogo skhoda osobo krupnykh lavin1 .
1990, No.49, p.1-7, in Japanese. 4 refs. cheski neobratimo kristallizuishchiisia slol veshchest- Okolov, V.F., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. lnstitut
Kawamura, T.. Ozawa, H., Matsuzawa, M. Va],Snow surveys. Snow depth, Snow hardness, Snow den- Kachurin, L.G., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- geograrii Mat er9aly ghpa4solog Rhesksiah is-- sledovanA. May 1990. No.69. p.24-28. In Russian with
sity, Snow temperature, Snow water content, Japan- lady. 1991, 318(3), p.586-589. In Russian. 7 rcfs. English summary. 8 refs.
Sapporo. Petkov. B.Kh. Shnyparkov. A.L.
46-1321 Thermodynamics, Polarization (waves), Mathematical Avalanche mechanics. Synoptic meteorology, Snow
Report of snow survey in the north and east region of models, Ice crystal optics, Phase transformations, depth, Snow cover effect, Climatic factors, Snow ac-
Hokkaido. Light (visible radiation). cumulation.
Akitaya, E., et al, Low temperature science (Teion 46-1331
kagaku). Series A Physical sciences. Data report, Glaciodislocations of the Inner Tien Shan and 46-1340
1990. No.49, p.9-13, In Japanese. 3 refs. Turkestan-Alay. (Gliatsiodislokatsii Vnutrennego Characteristics of avalanche hazard in the subtropical
Snow surveys. Snow depth, Snow water content, Snow Tian'-Shania i Turkestano-Alaial, belt of the Western Transcaucasus. 1Kharakteristika
density, Snow temperature, Snow hardness, Japan-- Pshenin. G.N., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Izvestiia. lavinnol opastnosti v subtropicheskom poiase Zapad-
Hokkaido. Seria gcograficheskaia, Mar.-Apr. 1991, No.2, p.
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46-1322 97, In Russian. 19 refs. Abdushelishvili, K.L.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR
Annual transition of soil temperature in the Taisetsu Glacial erosion, Glacial geology, Mountain glaciers, Institut geografli. Materialy gliarsiologicheskikh is.
Mountains. Glacier ablation, Geologic processes. sledovanit. May 1990. No.69, p.28-35, In Russian with
Kudo, G.. et al, Low temperature science (Taion kaga- 46-1332 English summary. 5 refs.
ku). Series A Physical sciences. Data report, Conversion of laser signal polrzation upon propa- Snow accumulation, Snowfall, Avalanche formation.1990, No.49. p.15-. Covrso oaanse lae sinleoaiztonuos.os

. . -32. In Japanese. 4 ref. gating through a thermodynamically irreversibly Avalanche forecasting, Snow depth.
Kodama. Y_ crystallizing water aerosol. tTransformatsiia poliari-
Soil temperature, Mountain soils, Plant ecology. Vege- zatsii lazernogo signala pri prokhozhdenii cherez ter 46-1341
tation patterns. Japan-Hokkaido. modinamicheski neobratimo kristallizuiushchilsia Long range forecasts of avalanche activities for the
46-1323 vodnyl aerozol'], Greater Caucasus and their reliability. tDolgosroch-
Distribution of pack ice off Okhotsk Sea coast of Kachurin. L.G., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- nye prognozy lavinnol deiatel'nosti dlia Bo'shogo
Hokkaido observed with sea ice radar network, Janu- lady. 1991. 318(4), p.
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, In Russian. 2 refs. Kavkaza i ikh opravdyvaemost"1 .
ary-April, 1990. Petkov. B.Kh. Olelnikov. AD., et al, Akadcmiia nau. SSSR. In-
Ishikawa, M., et al, Low temperature science (Teion Phase transformations, Lasers. Polarization (waves). stitur geografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-
kagaku). Series A Physical sciences. Data report. Temperature effects, Thermodynamics, Aerosols, O sledovanh. May 1990. No.69. p.
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1990. No.49. p.33-53, In Japanese. tical phenomena, Ice crystals, Water vapor. English summary. 14 refs.
Sea ice distribution, Pack ice, Radar tracking. Okhotsk lsaev, A.A.. Vinogradova, V.V.
Sea. Japan-Hokkaido. 46-1333 Avalanche forecasting. Long range forecasting, Ac-46.1324 Marine scientific research and the Soviet Arctic. curacy. Air temperature. Precipitation (meteorology).Franckx, E., Polar record, Oct. 1991. 27(163). p.325-
Crystal space frame construction employed on arctic 337, 88 refs. 46-1342
platform design. Research projects, International cooperation. Ice navi- Rational design of snow-protective structures. tRat-
Gui!lon, J.H.. Offshore. May 1991. 51(5). p.
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. gation, Arctic Ocean. sional'noe proektirovanie snegozashchitnykh

Offshore structures, Modular construction, Precast
concretes. Offshore drilling, Ice loads. 46-1334 sredstv],
46-1325 Scientific cruise reports of Arctic Expeditions ARK Komarov, A.A., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institur
Naturalization of introduced plants in the Kola VI/1-4 of RV Polarntern in 1989. geografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-North. Naturali zatsiia introdutsirovannykh rastenil Krause, G.. ed. Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1991. sledovanh. May 1990. No.69. p.42-47. In Russian with

na Kolskom Severel. No.87. I1lOp., With German summaries and itinerar- English summary. 7 refs.
Andreev. G.N.. et al, Apatity. Kol'skit nauchnyT tsentr les. Snow retention. Snow fences. Design. Snowdrifts.
AN SSSR. 1990. 1

2 1p.. In Russian with English sum- Meincke. J., ed, Schwarz, H.J.. ed. Analysis (mathematics).
mary. Refs. p.82-96. Expeditions, Sea ice, Icebergs, Microwaves. Sediment
Zueva. G.A. transport, Barents Sea, Greenland Sea. 46-1343
Introduced plants, Plants (botany), Plant ecology, 46-1335 Conditions for the development of lake-burst floods
Cold tolerance, Statistical analysis. Length of the solar cycle: an indicator of solar activity generated by avalanche. tUsloviia obrazovaniia pro-46-1326 closely associated with climate. ryvnykh pavodkov lavinnogo genezisa].

46-326cloel asocitedwih cimae.Soldatov. A.I., Akademiia nauk SSSR. lnstitut 8no-
Explosion of droplets upon freezing in strong electri- Friis-Christensen, E., et al. Science. Nov. I, 1991, gratli. Materialy gk asiologicheskikS h issledovanit .
cal fields. rVzryv kapel' pri zamerzanii v sil'nykh 254(5032), p.698-700, 18 refs. May 1990, No.69. p.47-49. In Russian with English
efektricheskikh poliakh], Lassen, K. may 1 No.Dubrovich. N.A.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- Climatic changes. Solar radiation, Sea ice. summary. 4 refs.Lakes, Avalanches. Dams. Floods. Water level. Anal-
lady, 1991. 319(2), p.
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, In Russian. 7 refs. 46-1336 ysis (mathematics).

Pershina, T.A. Stratospheric ozone in the 21st century. The chloro-
Supercooling, Drops (liquids), Ice crystals, Ion density fluorocarbon problem. 46-1344
(concentration), Analysis (mathematics). Rowland. F.S., Environmental science and technolo- Forecasting glacial mudflows in the Central Caucasus
46-1327 gy. Apr. 1991, 25(4). p.622-628. 8 refs. Range. tPrognoz gliatsial'nykh selel v tsentral'nol
Ice-water-vapor phase transformations in frozen Ozone, Atmospheric composition, Polar atmospheres, chasti Glavnogo Kavkazskogo khrebts].
soils. [O fazovylkh perekhodakh led-voda-par v mer- Meteorological data. Mal'neva. I.V., et al. Akademniia nauk SSSR. Institut
zlykh gruntakh]. On the premise that the primary cause for the antarctic ozone geograrli. Material4' gliatsiologicheskikh is-
Tsypkin, G.G0, Akademiia nauk SSSR. Doklady. loss. and the probable cause for the northern losses, is the in- sledovanit. May 1990. No.69, p.50-55. In Russian with
1991. 319(2). p.360-363. In Russian. 3 refs. creasing concentration in the stratosphere of anthropogenic English summary. IS refs.
Phase transformations. Stefan problem. Frozen ground chlorine which will persist for many decades, the relationship SEnols .su noaoy .I .

between increasing concentrations (if CFC gases and ozone de- Selnova, I.B.. Kononova. N.K.. Berkovchenko. S.A.
thermodynamics, Water vapor. Mathematical models, pletion is analyzed The consequences are examined and Forecasting. Mudflows. Avalanches. Glacier ablation.
Frozen ground temperature. suggestions are made on how to control and replace the CFCs, Snowmelt.
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(mathematics). sponsoring the research. The section on Antarctica includes

such topics as drilling at the Amery Ice Shelf. Vostok Station,
46-1368 and the Mirny)-Vostok traverse. carbon dioxide in the core. 46-1385
Strength and creep of artificial ice, produced by the oscillation of the rim of the antarctic coser: 4 isotopic analyses; First Latin American Conference on Antarctic Gee.

reconstruction of the paleoclimatei the snow-firn mass at the
spray-cone freezing method. 1Prochnost' i polzuch- Mlrny-Vostok traverse, and a chromograph of ice physics, Geodesy and Space Research. Buenos Aires,
est' iskusstvennogo I'da. vyrabatyvaemogo metodom July 30-Aug. 3, 1990. Proceedings. tActa, de la
dal'nestrutnogo dozhdevaniia3, 46-1376 Primera Conferencia Latinoamericano sobre Geofisi-
Ushakov, G.S., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institutgeo- Resistance of high-strength concrete to cold weather ca. Geodesia e Insestigacion Espacial Antarticas.
grafi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledos'ani, environments. Buenos Aires. 30 de julio al 3 de agosto de 1990],
May 1990, No.69, p. 191-195, Iv Russian with English Ernzen, J.J.. Austin, University of Texas. 1990. 

3 7 5
p., Louro, A.. ed, (Buenos Aires. Centre Latinoiamerica-

summary. 2 refs. University Microfilms order No.DA9116852. Ph.D. no de Fisica. 1990]. 350p.. In Spanish Refs passim.
Artificial ice. Ice creep, Ice strength, Ice deformation, thesis. 81 refs. For individual papers see 19A-44909. A-45 129. C-
Ice elasticity, Stresses. Concrete durability, Concrete freezing, Frost resist- 45118. C-45124. C-45145. E-45113 through E-45 115.

ance, Cold weather performance, Freeze thaw tests, E-45117. F-45122. H-45130. 1-45125 through I-
46-1369 Air entrainment, Compressive properties. 45128, 1-45131. 1-45134. 1-45146. J-45121. K-45132.
Using a snow-and-ice mass or compacted ice for con- K-45133. K-45135 through K-45142. K-45144. L-
structing a temporary railroad bed. tIspol'zovanie 46-1377 45116. L-45119. L-45120. L-45123. L-45143 or 46-
snegol'da ili uplotnennogo snega pri stroitel'stve vre- Time lag process in snowmelt runoff. I: Propagation 1386 through 46-1391.
mennogo zheleznodorozhnogo polotna], of meltwater in snow pack. Van Zele. M.A.. ed. Velasco. I. ed.
Kasintsev, V.A., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- Nomura, M.. et al, Low temperature science (Teion Low temperature research. Geophysical surveys.
stitut geografii. Materialy gliatsiologtcheskikh is- kagaku). Series A Physical sciences, 1990, No.49, Geodesy. Polar regions.
sledovanh, May 1990, No.69, p.195-200, In Russian p.l-14, In Japanese with English summary. 7 refs. This is a collection of papers presented at the 1st atin Aincri.
with English summary. 7 refs. Ishii. Y.. Kodama. Y., Kobayashi, D. can Conference on Antarctic Geophysics, G(iodese' and Space
Borshchuk. I.L. Snowmelt, Snow hydrology. Runoff. Snow permeabili- Research. reporting results ot studies conductcd -S -llircti'a
Railroads. Roadbeds, Snow (construction material). ty, Water flow, Analysis (mathematics). by Latin American scientists and guests ftrm other hitions

The sp,,nsors of the Corference include the Arnerian cio-
46-1370 46-1378 physical Union. The papers are representaiticcot the uidc i a-
Experiments in the desalination of porous ice. tEk- Study on the mechanism of avalanche release at Mt. riet) of interests related to the principal subject if the (,oicr.

ence. such as paleoclimatologs. geography. ecilig.., occantigrst
sperimenty po opresneniiu poristogo I'da], Niseko, Hokkaido, January 1990. phy satelleinimatum . gcliaiphn.ph). ý.ttllitc information, glokbal climatic changes, ca ice. and
Gokhman. V.V.. et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- Akitaya, E., et al. Low temperature science (Teion atmospheric pollution
stitut geografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- kagaku). Series A Physical sciences, 1990. No.49.
sledovanih, May 1990, No.69, p.201-204, In Russian p.15-23. In Japanese with English summary. 6 refs.
with English summary. 4 refs. Shimizu, H., Naruse, R., Fukuzawa, T.
Sosnovskit. A.V.. Khodakov, V.G. Avalanche triggering, Avalanches, Snow cover stabili-
Desalting, Ice salinity, Ice structure, Brines. ty, Japan-Hokkaido. 46-1386

Antarctic lakes a source of paleoglacial information.
46-1371 46-1379 Bardin. VI.. Actas de la Primera Conferencia
Snow-retaining structures. 1Snegouderzhivaiushchie Measurements of an atmospheric boundary layer Latinoamericana sobre Geofisica. Geodesia e Inses-
sooruzheniial, around the air-sea-ice obser'-'ation tower. 1990 winter tigacion Espacial Antlrticas. (First Latin American
Samolliuk. V.I., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut experiments. Conference on Antarctic Geophysics. GCeodesy, and
geografii. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- Shirasawa, K.. et al, Low temperature science (Teion Space Research. Buenos Aires. July 30-Aug. 3. 1990.
sledovanh. May 1990, No.69, p.
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, In Russian kagaku). Series A Physical sciences, 1990. No.49, Proceedings.) Edited by A. Louro. MA. \an Zele.

with English summary. 7 refs. p.25-36, In Japanese with English summary. 12 refs. and I. Velasco, tBuenos Aires. Centri Latinoamerica-
Parpura, V.A., Samolliuk, O.V. Aota. M.. Takatsuka, T. no de Flsica. 1990). p.3-7. 14 refs.
Snow temperature, Snow recrystallization, Snow re- Air ice water interaction, Drift. Boundary layer, Wind Lacustrine deposits. Glaciation. Limnology. Paleo-
tention, Temperature distribution, Snow strength, factors. Towers, Weather stations, climatology.
Analysis (mathematics). Studies carried out principalil in the lakes of %ictoria Land.

46-1380 Queen Maud Land and the Prince Charles Mountain,. are brief-
46-1372 Measurements in the boundary layer under landfast ly reviewed. The importance of information obtained from the
Workshop and seminar of the section on glaciology, ice in southeast Hudson Bay. 111. Observations of lake sediments. in determining the paleogeographic and palci-
Fall 1989. [Rabochee soveshchanie i shkola-seminar turbulence intensity, momentum, heat and salt fluxes. glacial conditions of the lakc's dcsclopmcen. is emphasi/cd It
sektsii gliatsiologii osen'iu 1989 g+, Shirasawa, K., et al. Low temperature science (Teion is concluded that since the present antarctic basin' thro• light
Ushakov, A.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo- kagaku). Series A Physical sciences, 1990, No.49. only on the very last stages of antarctic glacis.13n. itt s %er.

important to examine ancient lake sediments and -c ill under-grafli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanih, p.3
7

-51. In Japanese with English summary. 10 refs. stand the migration of basms caused by change, in glacial. geo-
May 1990, No.69, p.209-218. In Russian. Ingram, R.G., Takatsuka, T. morphological and climatic conditions
Glaciology, Meetings. Antarctica-Mizuho Station, Fast ice, Ice water interface, Turbulent boundary layer,
Antarctica--Lambert Glacier. Ice bottom surface, Canada-Hudson Bay.
The first half of the Nov. 19 session was devoted to studies in
the Antarctic. This report cites the scientists' names and the 46-1381
topics discussed at the session. These topics include the estab- Experimental studies on freezing and frost heaving of 46-1387
lishment of a new expert committee and its projects. analysis of saline soils. Geophysical study in the northern ,ector of the An-
the work by Soviet glaciologists in Antarctica. study of the Yagi, T., et al, Low temperature science (Teion kaga- tarctic Peninsula and the Larsen Ice Shelf. 1Estudio
interaction between glaciation and the ocean. Lambert Glacier,
borehole drilling at Vostok Station. and the development o ku). Series A Physical sciences. 1990. No.49, p.53  geoflsico en el sector norte de la peninsula antarlica
oases. In order to stimulate new basic research in the region. 64, In Japanese with English summary. 10 refs. barrera de hielos Larsen1 .
the general academic program "Antarctica" has already fi- Fukuda. M., Ishizaki, T. Keller, M.. et al. Actas de la Primera Confcrencia
nanced several projects. Saline soils. Soil freezing. Frost heave. Latinoamericana sobre Geoflsica. Geodesia e Inses-

tigaci6n Espacial Antrticas. (First Latin American46-1373 46-1382 Conference on Antarctic Geophysics. Geodesy and
All-Union conference on "Snow and Ice Resources Relationship between soil particle distribution ob- Space Research Buenos Aires. July 30Auge 3.a1990and the Hydroclimatic Regime of Intracontinental tained by scanning electron microscope and frost sus- Proceedings.) Edited by A. Louro. M.A. Van Zc9c.
Mountain Regions". [Vsesoiuznaia konferentsiia ceptibility. and I. Velasco. tBuenos Aires. Centre Latinoamerica-
"Snezhno-ledovye resursy i gidroklimaticheskif rez- Ishizaki, T.. et al. Low temperature science (Tcion no de Flsica. 1990], p.81-90. In Spanish. 9 refs.
him vnutrikontinental'nykh gornykh ralonov"', kagaku). Series A Physical sciences, 1990. No.49. Diaz. M.T.. Skvarca. P.
Osipova, G.B., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institutgeo- p.65-

7
3. In Japanese with English summary. 9 refs. Gravity anomalies. Ice shelves, Bottom topography.

graffi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanhi. Fukuda, M., Jia, W.Y. Seismic surveys. Antarctica-- Antarctic Peninsula.
May 1990. No.69, p.2 19

-
2 2 2

, In Russian. Soil freezing, Frost resistance. Particle size distribu- Antarctica--Larsen Ice Shelf.
Meetings. Glaciers, Periglacial processes. tion. Scanning electron microscopy. The sea bottom topography and the thickness uf the Larsen Ice

Shelf were determined irn the basis if seismic record, and grai .46-1374 46-1383 metric d't oblained from gra% tt) bases tied ilo c-ting itcr-
13th meeting of the editorial board of the "World Deformation of polycrystalline ice and effect of by- continental networks through South America and ihesitarctic

atlas of snow and ice resources". tTrinadtsatoe drostatic pressure on the creep rate at temperatures Peninsula. The gravimctric ties atnong %tat ions are described.
zasedanie redkollegii Atlasa snezhno-ledovykh resur- close to the pressure melting point. and the seismic and gras.imetric profiles are discussed and tnll,-
son miraj. Mizuno, Y., Low temperature science (Teion kagaku). trated A 4-1ayer model. constructed tn the basis of the Bou-

Defer. N.N., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo- Series A Physical sciences. 1990, No.49. p.
7 5

-
8 0. In guer anomaly observed and the thickness of ice ibtained by

seismic refraction. shows a fairly regular sea bottom topography
grafli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanh, Japanese. 10 refs. which increases in depth toward the Jason Peninsula. 0(0 in a%
May 1990, No.69, p.223-22

4
, In Russian. Ice deformation, Ice creep. Ice crystals. Ice pressure, the average thickness of marine sediments. and a water layer .f

Meetings. Maps. Natural resources, Snow, Ice. Melting points, less than 200 m
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46-1388 indicators of antarctic climate, and that the temperature rc- 46-1398
Doppler positioning on the Antarctic Peinla cords, the freezing and thawing dates. and the number of das Oisl.i hc h ctaByrmandbokdb ,:so r~ ceanic"ircualtion beneath the Rtonne ice shelf.

(Poicinaieno steita Doplr e lapeinsla of increasing temperature. arid decreasing ice formation, par- ihls 4ýe l auc o L141
Antarttsca1 . ttcalarl> in the last 20 )ears. 354(6350j, p 22 1-223. lb rets
Sktsarca. P., et a4 Actas de la Primera Conferencta Maktnvcin. K.. Robinson. A
Latinitamericana sobre Gjeofisica, Geodesia e Inves- 46.1392 Ocean currents. Ice shelves.
tigaicioti Espacial Ant~rticas. (First Latin American Frequency of debris flows and slush avalanche, in V. ter mdified by p-ivac .. ttiid icn i.-ai.. P lI I' thiS

Conference on Antarctic Geophysics. Geodesy and Spitsbergen: a tentative evaluation fronm lichenome- V\e~tdell sea. is helicced to be o siipii ri Ani t-i A">

Space Research, Buenos Aires, July 30-u.3190 tarcti, Boritor. A are, Antaric B-ritot V.w ,ii bv-th
-Aug.-ni3h 19nd plys anmptttiatrt p.1;ort sty .o, hgat

Proceedtngs.) Editecd by A. Louro. M.A. Van Zele. Andre. M.F., Polish polar research, 1990. 11(3-4). etlat" nsib ciiers B~uci r i~cltO

and 1. V.elasco. (Buenos Aires, Centro Latinoamerica- p.34 5-36 3
, With Polish summary. 36 refs. gann ac.evss the -c.artrrgraphi, regimie boc-tha ,,s nh,se

no de Fisica. 19903, p.99.108, In Spanish. 10 refs. Geomorphology, Lichens. Avalanches. Slush. Ava- ter) pootr]) sampled By surccorssiuliy drill g thriogh teinc

Soto, J.R.. Keller. M.ADiaz. M.T. lanche deposits. Norway-Spitsbergen. however. -ctceungraphtc data were ,,btiurned tr,,tn bencail. he

Mapping, Data processing, Geodetic surv-eys, Space- largest antarctic icc shelf, the Rornnc-FdrIncnn icc shelftin the

borne photography. Antarctica-Antarctic Peninsula. 46-1393 sotuthern Wedclell Sea The aicibsrn, data agree well with (he
in Ot. nd oi, f 18, he nstiutoAntrocoArgntmandpredtcttons il a rciatittriN simpleiceacnogruph.. pi.tne tn,)dc. .1

In ct.an Nts.of 988 te IsttirirAntrrio rgertno nd Geodynamic aspects of studies of Quaternary inland crb-ite shell ,irculation This moinisl ian thcict,.ctic -eJ's
the Servrciode Htdrografla Nasaljominty carried out the project sediments in South Spitsbergen (attempt to synthe- with sonic ..-inftdeni~ to insestigare the li-t. ,mneg it.mtcst
of Doippler positrioning ttn the Antarctic peninrsula, The satLCI Sc)hanges. i~e-shell inciting .nd tcti,iiIo-:stc plod..tilt
life receisers and the data processing methord used are de- sis).~ci
sc rihed The results arc discassed and presented in ftables and Lindner, L.. ei al. Polish polar research. 1990. , uhmn
c~harts. shiowing precise salues itf absolute gravity- acceleration I11(3-4). p.365-38 7

, With Polish summary. Refs. 46-13"9
and the mean sea lesel at various Argentine antarctic coastal p.

38 
1386. Monitoring f'.. water content of snow, soils, and gla-

stattiors Marks. L. ciers by natural penetrating radiation. [Moitnitorinrig
46.1389 Pleistocene. Quaternary deposits. Mapping. Geolirgi- s lagozapaso% s snege. pvich% akh. lc-drtkalkh poieteCsLt-
Role of the polar regions in globnl change. cal surveys, Landfonms. Glacial deposits. Lacustrine ernimm prrrntkaiushchtm tzlo..hciiarrt1 .
Weller, G., Actas de la Primera Conferencia deposits. Rock glaciers. Talus. Beaches, Norway - Frid-man, ShD.D . et A). Lenringradi. Gtdroiinetcuirrdat.
Latinoamericana sobre Geoflsica, Geodesia e Inves- Spitsbergen. 190 

2
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3
r.. In Russian 140 refs

tigacicin Espacial Ant~rticas. (First Latin American Meonitoirs. Snoiw w.ater conrtent.- Setill swater, G ilactiers.
Coinference on Antarctic Geophysics, Geodesy and 46-1394 Ice (water storage). Gamma Irradialtirt. Snowis cit 5cr.
Space Research. Buenos Aires, July 30-Aug. 3. 1990. Quaternary landfoa-ms and sediments, and morpho- Remeote sensing. Analyisis (mnathematics)
Peroceedings.) Edited by A. Louro, M..A. Van Zele. genetic evolution of Treskelen-Hyrnefjellet-Kruse-
and 1. Velasco. (Buenos Aires. Centro Latinolamerica- ryggen area, Wedel Jarlsberg Land. Spitsbergen. 46-1400
no de Fisica. 1990], p. 114-129. 27 refs. Lindner. L.. et al. Polish polar research. 1990 .Mathematical models for forecasting runoff.
Air ice water interaction. Climatic changes. Palen- 11(3-4), p.389-400. With Polish summary. 30 refs. (Matematicheskic moodelr s prrigniizakhl rechnirgi

climatology. Sea ice, Polar regions. Marks. L., Szczesny. R. stoical,
The pirocessesril interactionhbetween theair. snow.and ice.land Quaternary deposits. Landtfonms. Geomorphology. Koren'. V I.. Leningrad. Girolrmeteoiidat. 19

and ircean at high latitades. and the feedback proccssesassociat- Mapping. Geological maps, Norway -Spitsbergen. 198p,. In Russian. 1~7 nefs

cd wvith these interactions, make the polar regioins key areas itf Mathematical nmodels. Runerfl fiorecasting. Simurlattion.
critical influence on global climate change. The polar regions 46-1395 Snowmelt. Snow water cointent. SoilI freezing.
are alsot repositories orf data on past climates and aitmospheric Henvyt metals in tundra plants of Belisund area, 46-1401"'im Positiorn. It is saggested that a unifiorm warming of the
piolar regioins. as predicted by the models, has not heen obsers-ed Spitsbergen, Areal pattern of burned tree vegetation in the subarc-
sio tar The tobsersed changes sar) greatly from region tio re- Ji6wik. Z.. Polish polar research. 1990. 11(3-4). p-

4 01
. tie region of northwestern Canada.

gion. with siome regrions showing warming and others cooling. 409, With Polish summary. 14 refs. Timirney. K.P.. et al. Arctic. Sep 1491. 4413-1. p.
2 23

.
The porwerful feedback processes, as wcell as climatic changes Metals, Tundra. Plants (botany). Plant physiology. 3.lliýFec umr 1rf
which in tarn affect the polar snow, ice and permafrorst are Mosses. Lichens, Norway- Spitsbergen. 230ei. WtFrenhsmmr. 41rt.
discussed and illustrated Wi.RW

46-130 461396Feorest tundra. Forrest fire%. Canadla Norrthwest Ten-

Sea ice influence on the development of a cyclone in Poilish geodetic and cartographic studies in the arctic ntits
Antarctica. 1 lnfluencia del hielo marino en el desar- and antarctic regions. 46-1402
roller de on ciclon en la Ant~rtida], Cisak. J.. ci. al. Polish polar research. 1990. 11(3-4), Experimental investigations of the microstructure of
Mendndcz. C.. et al, Actas de Ia Primers Conferencia p.411-41

7
, 7 refs. agglomerate of ice and methane hydrate.

Latineramenicana sobre Geoflsica. Geodesia e Ins-es- Dabrowski. S. Ershos. E.D.. et al. Soifier engintcering gcrrlrr).
tigacitin Espacial Antarticas. (First Latin American Geodetic surseys. Photogrammetry. Low temperature 1990, Nur.3. p.32 .3 7. 8 refs Fur Russian otriginral cee
Conference on Antarctic Geophysics. Geodesy and research. Polar regions. Antarctica - Arcitow ski Sta- 44-4542.
Space Research. Buenos Aires. July 30-Aug. 3. 1990. tion. Le'-edenko. JU.P.. Chustlin. E.M.. IA.-Nushe%. X S.
Prosceedings.) Edited by A. Louro. M.A. Van Zele. Permanent renewal itt measurements oif phenoumena-o iccurring Natural gas. Hydrates. Frozen fricks. Ice tormatioin.
and 1. Velasco. [Buenos Aires. Centro Latinoiamerica- ton the Earth surface - the main task itt geridcsy ard cartoigraphy Geocryology. Hydrocarbons. Micnrostnuctrun
no de Fisica. 1990], p.I69-178. In Spanish. 9 refs. Is the input-ant element iitgertdynamic studies ot the arctic

Orlaski Iand antarctic regions. The Institute itt Geridesy and Cartirgra. 46-1403
Seaicedisribtio. Ar ie wterintracion Ato-phy has participated in the program itt researc h led by theP~ilish Use of magnetic and gravimetric methods in studying
Sea ce istibuion.Airicewatr ineratio. Amo- Academy-itt Sciences for riser 10 years. using corns-entional underground ice.

spheric disturbances, Marine meteorology. South geodetic methods. as well 'cs new types itf data acquired furin Maivee'. V.S.. et al . Soitict engirneerirng gcitl,:er.
Pacific Ocean. satellite iobserv-ation.% and through remote sensing techniques. 1990. No.3, p.7 1

7 7
. 9 nets Fion Russian orriginal see

Vartious numerical esperiments. conducted to study the effects This activity iF evidenced by setting up astrionomical main
of the extent ot sea ice tire antarctic climate, are described- points cliose to Horasund Statiion in 1958. as well as at Anctitis
preliminary results with a descriptiion utf models used in the ski Station in 1976. where cyclic astnronomical and satellite Kritsuk. L.N.. Baskaksosa. I N.
experimentation are given (in the influence ot sea ice cirs-r measurements were performed. .A geocidnamic test sire was Gro,,nd ice. Geocryolirgy. Distribution. Geophysical
ariound Antarctica (in the development itt an explosive cyclo- organized in the Horesund Regiion. As a resut itt these works surv-eys. Exploration. Electnromagnretic prirspecting.
genesis which occurred on Sep. 5. 1987. in the Soiuth pacific numenrous topographic and thematic maps were produced and Accuracy. Engineering geiology, Gras it>
Ocean The low-est pressure at sea level during the stoirm m~my scientific publications were prepared by Institute special-
reached 950 hPa. It is concluded that neither the ice surface Isis. (Auth.) 46-1404
tioughness nun the surface heat flow- conrniibate significantly to Temperature deformations of freezing and frozen
the intensificatioin of subantarctic cyclones. 46-1397 soils under various thermal and mechanieal actions.
46.1391 Evidence from antarctic ice cores for recent increases Ershos. E.D.. et al. Soti/ct crtigioc-rzng gciiligj.
Antarctic climate mantifestations from observations in snow accumulation. 1990. NetS. p.6-12. Translated from Inzhenernara
on South Orkney Is. 1lndicaciones dcll dims ant~r- Morgan. V.I., et al, NVature. Nov. 1991. 354(6348). geolergiia. 1990. NtiS. 3 nets.
tico a partir de observaciones realizadas en las islas p.58- 60 . 21 rets. Frozen ground mechanics. Firozen gnround tempeira-
Orcadasj. Goodwin. I.D.. Etheridge. D.M.. Wookey. C.W. tune. Temperature variations. Temperature effects.
Erefito, C.E.. et al. Actas de Ia Primers Conferencia Ice cores, Snow accumulation. Ice cover thickness. Deformation. Geo--nytlitgy. Soil) tests.
Latinoamericana sobre Geoflsica, Geodesia c Inves- Pres. it ice sheet estimates indicate that bioth the outflorw and
tigaicifn Espacial AntArticas. (First Latin American the net accumulation are approximate]y -qua[ tii .. 000 cu km 46-1405
Coinference on Antarctic Geophysics. Geodesy and oit ice per year (equivalent to abnut 6mmn of sea level) The Migratory thermal stability of phase front with freez-

temporal variation of accumulation rate is central it) determina- ing of soils.
Space Research. Buenos Aires. July 30-Aug. 3. 1990. iions of the mass budget, because accumulatiion can change Bronfeebrenen. L.E.. Sovie-t engeineering gcrtliryr.
Piroceedings.) Edited by A. Louro. M.A. Vain Zele. rapidl) in response to sb-ri-term climate variatiotns.whrreas ice 1990. No.5. p.28-34. Translated tromi lnzhencrnaia
and 1. Velasco. [Buenos Aires. Centro Latinoamenica- flew- varies only on ringer time scales. Here rime series are gooia 90 o5 0rf
no de Fisfica. 1990), p. 196-206. In Spanish. 9 refs. presented showing changes in the net rate of snotw accumulation gSoilogreeia.n99. P o.s. 10anefrmtios .reigfot
Tarallo. L.I. since 180h along a 700 km segment of East Antarctica. The Silfezn.Paetasomtrn.Fezn nri
Ice air interface. Sea ice distribution, Ice volume. Ice accumulation record was derived trim the thicknesses rifannual Stability. ice lenses. Geocryntlogy. Mathematical inod-

edge Cliati faceir. Anarcica-Souh Orney Is lyers in ice cores, deduced from seasonal variations in ox~ygen els. Frost hease.
edge Clmatc fctor. A tactia-- out Orney Isotaope ratio and in ice-crust strarigraphy A significant in-

lands, crease in the accumulatioin rate oiccurs frillriwing a minimum 46-1406
Majotr findings repnrted include the foilloiwing. that the mean around 1960, leading in recent rates that are aborut 20"; abuse Deformation of peat deposit with change in condi-
annual temperature itt the Sotuth Orkuneys is a goond climatic the long-term mean, It this recent increase is widespread. as tions of the bog's water feed.
indicatoir iftthe annual ice coindittions in the Wkeddell Sea, at- suggested by shrirter-term accumulatioin data firom actross a Dimov. L.A .. Sotiict cengineerinmg gcilitg3. 1990.
rh~irgh not fir, those in the Bellingshausen Sea; the seasoinal large part of Antarctica. the positive imbalance 15-25' of the No.5 p35-37 . Translated fromr lnzhenennaia gectln-
temperature averages are generally not gooid indicators of areas mass input) show-n in recent studies of the ice sheet mass budget _p

coivered by sea ices that the pood crirreilatirins oibserved between may have existed only since the late 19h0s It is estimated that giis. 1990. NorS. 2 nets.
the mean annual temperature at Soruth Orkneys and the mean this increase in accumulation rate should crintirihae iio a user,- Peat. Water content, Detormtatiorn. Stil freezing. S.nntsi
annual ice edge latitude tustifies the use itf these parameters as Ing of sea level (it 1.0- 1.2 mm, per year (Auth ) cover effect. Swamrps. Ground water
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46-1407 46-1415 46-1425
(:haniles in geological environment of cryolithozone Merging operational satellite and historical station Isotope and impurity effects on the glass transition
as a result of economic development. snow cover data to munitor clinmate change. and crystallization of pressure-amorphized hexagonal
Chuiho%. A\H . ci al- Soiettierngineering gco/ogj. Robinson. D A.. Global and planetar - change. July and cubic ice.
1440.)( N,.5, p.67 -'2. Translated from lnzhcniernaia 1991. 4(1-3), Conference on Operational Satellites. Johari. G.P .ct at. Journal of tchemcrnal phtisic.s
ýeiuloiigia. 1W490. No 5. 4 refs, WAashington. D C. Oct 16-19. 1990. Proceedings. Nok 1. 1991. 95(9). p 6849-b855, 35 refs

aitko. It %s . Deicciagin. A.ILi Sentinels for the monitoring of climate and global HallbruckerA . Mayer. E.
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p.385-392. Refs. p.391-392. sphere and air-sea-ice interactions. Limnological properties of antarctic ponds during
Kirst, G.O.
Sea ice, Algae, Photosynthesis. Antarctica-Weddell Katsaros. K.B.. et al. American Meteorology Society. winter freezing.

Bulletin. July 1991, 72(7), p.96
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81. Refs. p.
9 7

9-
9

81. Schmidt. S.. et al. Antarctic science. Dec. 1991.Sea. Brown, R.A. 3(0). p,379-388, 22 refs.
In a study of algae in Weddelt Sea pack ice, infiltration and Brw.RA3()p37-8.2rf.
interstitial assemblages edhibited the photosynthetic character- Spacecraft. Meteorology. Climatology, Air ice water Moskal. W.. De Mora. S.J.. Howard-Williams. C.. Vin-

istics of high-light adapted ice algae. A higher light harvesting interaction. Radiometry, Atmospheric circulation, cent. W.F.

efficiency under light limited conditions, as well as a lower light Remote sensing. Weather forecasting. Microwaves. Limnology, Algae. Ice cover effect. Antarctica Ross
intensity' fur light saturation, was determined fur the interstitial 6-16Island.

intnsty orliht atraton ws dtemind ortheinersital46-.1516 srd
assemblage. An increase in light intensity from 3.5 to 106 mi- Two shallow pinds at Cape Evans. Ross I . ure ampled at I
cro-moilsq m/s resulted in increased synthesis of polymeric Research on clouds and precipitation: past, present 2 weeks intervals during winter freeing throiughout the wInter
carbohydrates (presumably reserve material) in a band assem- and future, part 2. and during the subsequent melt period. to examine the phsical
blage. However. the absolute incorporation of radiolabel into Hobbs. P.V., .4 merican .Vfeteorology Society. Bulle- and chemical conditions imposed orn the bhtita during the' ear
lipid- and amino acid fractions remained essentially constant tin. Feb. 1991, 72(2), p.184-191. 1 ref. Liquid water was first detected at the base of the ponds, tn laic
over this range of photon flux densities. Light-saturated rates Clouds (meteorology). Precipitation (meteorology). Dec During the main summer melt perii'-u ndur-tistics
of photosynthesis of three infiltration assemblages under hyper- Atmospheric physics. Cloud physics, Research pro- were less than I0 mS cm with maximuin daily tnirperatures
saline conditions decreased by 13-55"'.. The adverse effect of . around 5 C The boiom waters becaite inurcasingla salin1
salinity treatment was much less pronounced under hypersaline jects. during freezing and water temperatures decreased bela tiC. Isb
conditions. These observations suggest that sea ice microalgac 46-1517 June the remaining water userlying the sediments had conduc-
in the ice edge region of the Weddell Sea during spring, being Distribution characteristics of trace elements and fiiitnes > 150rmSenmand temperaturesiof-13C Cal-urnir ar-
in a metabolically active stage. may have the potential to initiate ic species of ethen sodiumsulphate precipitated out of solutio durg
iir cintributc to phyroplankton blooms upon release into the ionic speeing T aerosol collected at Canadian High odtdcnf tiaturg

watr olun,(Auh.mod) rctc.early freezing. This study priivides cleat ci idcriii that iirgaii
water ciilumn. (Auth. mod.) Arctic. isms which persist throughout the Near in antar~t5 i ciastal

Cheng. M.D.. et al. Atmospheric environment A, ponds must be capable of sursiiing much inre ,c ere .usit.tIc.
46-1512 1991, 25(12). p.2903-2909. 15 refs. pH. temperature and redox coinditioins than thowseceasired
Ecological and physiological investigations in conti- Hopke. P.K., Landsberger. S.. Barrie. L.A. during the summer melt. Deoiygenatim. pi declinc aiimFI2S
nental antarctic cryptogams. 3. Photosynthetic pro- Polar atmospheres. Aerosols. Air pollution. Atmo- production. however. point to continued rcspiratuur, acItilt%.
duction of Usnea sphacelata: diurnal courses, models, spheric composition. Distribution. Chemical analysis. well into the dark winter months. tAuih. mud I

and the effect of photoinhibition. Statistical analysis. Ions. Canada- Northwest Territo- 46-152"
Kappen. L., et al, Polar biology. Oct. 1991, 11(6). ries. Implications of a Pliocene stand of Nothofagus
p.

3 9 3
-401. Refs. p.400-401. (southern beech) within 500 kilometres of the South

Breuer. M.. BOlter. M. 46-1518

Lichens. Photosynthesis. Snow cover effect. Antarc- NaCI-H20 systems at temperatures below 273 K, Pole.

rica--Baile y Peninsula. studied by differential scanning calorimetry. Burckle. L.H.. et al. Antarctic science. Dec. 1091.

Micrreolimate and CO2 exchange of the lichen Lnca sphacr/atg Hvidt. A.. et al. Thermochimica acta. Feb. 1991. 3(4) p.389-403. Refs. p.40
0

-403.

were measured during summer on a hill near Casey Station. 175(1). Nordic Symposium on Thermal Analysis and Pokras. E.M.

Within a period of 52 days (Nov. 10-Dec. 31. 195s). 8 diurnal Calorimetry. 12th. Roskilde. Denmark. June 19-21. Algae. Paleoclimatology. Paleobotany. Ice coscr. An-

iourses, If net photosynthesis were measured in naturally snow- 1990. Proceedings. Edited by P.J. M811er and O.T. tarctica--Beardmore Glacier.
coiered lichen thalli. and q diurnal courses in thalli experimen- Sirensen, p.53-58, 9 refs. Branches. stems and roots of ioth,/avgu% (Iiuthcrn bech) -rc
tally sprayed with melt water. Photosynthetic performance of Borch. K. reported from the Beardmore Glacier area (Sirius Formainiun)
a light-form oi L. sphacelata a-as compared with that ofa shade- some 500 km from the South Pilc The Sirius Firiati•,n is a
firm Net photosynthesis was reversibly depressed in snow- Solutions. Liquid cooling. Salt water. Ice water inter- glacially derised unit which is considered Pliohcnc in age
fovered lichen thalli of both forms when irradiance was higher face, Temperature measurement. Ice formation. Two scenarios are considered by which a \othu1ieius foirest
than 600 micro-mol/sq mis photosynthetic active radiation Cryobiology. Enthalpy. coild flourish soiclose tiithe South Pole during the Plioccnc the
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disappearance of this genus from Antarctica during the early particle sedimentation effectiel) functions as a %ertIcal trans- 46-1538
Tertiar) (Oligtwcen) arid its re-introduction during a %arm Plio- port mechanism ot HNO3 vapor from the upper PSC layer to Lhdiometric correction of satellite information on ice
cene interal, or survival of Nothoilaus in antarctic refugia the lower layer and or to the troposphere Data from antarct-s
through middle Tertiary glacial advances and its flourishing stations at, cited (Auth mod I conditions. 1Radiometricheskaia korrektstia sput-
during a Pliocene wiarming, Excluding its occurrence in the nikovoi ledosoi informatsiij.
Beardtm•ie Glacier area. the known range of this genus in An- 46-1531 Likhachev. A.V , Sistemy i sredstsa morskoi radios-
tarcnica is Cretaceous to Oligocene with some questionable oc- Pleistocene stratigraphic units of Wisconsin 1984- ,iazi; sbornik nauchnykh trudos (Systems and means
currctices in the earl) M.tiicene The existing data do not sup- 1987. of marine radio communication; collection of scientific
port the retugi4 scenario It is toncluded that the occurrence Attig. JW.. ed, tHisctnsin Geological and Natural papers). Edited by V.hi Peresypkin. Moscow., Trans-
,if Notho'agus in the Beardmore Glacier area is older than History Sur'ey. Inl'ormation circular. 1988. No,62, port. 1990. p.49-52. In Russian. 3 refs.
Pliiicene Instead. it is suggested that it represents a relict as-
semblage ishich is probably no )iunger than Oligocene but 61p., 26 refs. Ice reporting. Radiometr), Ice conditions. Spaceborne
which may have persisted tnto the early Miocene. lAuth. Clayton. L.. ed. Mickelson. D.M.. ed. photography. Analysis (mathematics)
rod ) Pleistocene. Quaternary deposits. Stratigraphy, Geo-

46-1526 logical surveys. Glacial deposits. United States - Wis- 46-1539
On the thermobaline circulation beneath the Filehn- consin. Managing the exchange of facsimile information in
er-Ronne ice shelves. 46-1532 Antarctica. cOrganizatsiia otbmena faksimil'noi infor-
Hellmer, H.H.. et al. .Antarctic science. Dec. 1991, Disperion and transport paths of toxic persistent or- matsici v Antarktide].
3(4), p.433-442. 26 refs. ganochlorines to the Arctic-levels and consequences. Safronoc, V.A., et al. Sistemy i sredstva morskoi radi-
Olbers. D.J. Oehme. M., Science of the total environment, July osviazi; sbornik nauchnykh trudo' (Systems and
Ocean currents. Water chemistry. Water temperature. I. 1991. 106(1-2), p.43-53. 37 refs. means of marine radio communication; collection of
Salinity. Ice shelves. Antarctica Filchner Ice Shelf. Polar atmospheres. Air pollution, Hydrocarbons. At- scientific papers). Edited by V.1 Peresypkin. Mvos-
Antarctica--Ronne Ice Shelf. mospheric circulation. Chemical properties. Air cow, Transport, 1990. p.52-56. In Russian.
The Weddell Sea oceanographic data and numerical models masses, Biomass, Environmental impact. Kharnovetskii. F.V.
demonstrate that Ice Shelf Water. tine ingredient in the produc- Data processing, Radio communication, Spaceborne
tion of Weddell Sea Bonom n Water. is formed by thermohaline 46-1533 photography. Meteorological instruments. Telecom-
interaction of High Salinity Shelf Water with the base of the Numerical experiments on the effect of Qinghani- munication. Ice navigation.
Filchner-Ronne ice shelses. South of Berkner L.a passage with
a water column thickness of about 300 it linking the Filchner Xizang Plateau snow cover on summer monsoon for- The authors examine problems in managing the transmission of
atid the Ronne regimes is important for the sentilation of the mation. hydrometeoroligical information from Antarcticaoset satellite
sub-ice shelf cavities. Tei simulate the flow. a two-dimensional Zhang, Z.Q.. et al, Acta metcorologica sinica, 1991. communications channels using the numerical facsimile group
thermohaline circulation model was tvsted on several sections 5(4). p.442-455. 18 refs. 3 for the purpose ot deseloping a s)stem oifscientific-operatio.n
which approximate different geometriesiofa sub-ice shelfchan- Li. W.L., Chen. L.X. al securitv in navigation and scientific mnesirgations in the
nel bounded by the ocean bottom and the ice shelf base. Tem- Precipitation (meteorology). Rain. Snow cover effect situohernosean. The organaizatiion of the facsimile cdiinansca-
perature and salinity profiles measured in front of the Filchner- a. tions and characteristics if the equipment are descihed
Ronne ice shelves are used iti force the model The results in- Meteorological factors, Surface temperature. Snow air (Auth. meid.)
dicate that the circulation is sensitive ti both salinity (density) interface, Mathematical models. Heat balance. China
forcing and depth of the shelf bottom prescribed at the open -Qinghai-Xizang Plateau. 46-1540
bhundary representing the Rmnne Ice Shelf edge. Where the Co g fn
shelf is shallow (400 m deep). a closed circulation cell within the 46534 Conversion of an analog image of ice information into
Ronne cavity acts like an ice pump with accumulation rates of On ice forming nuclei. digital form. [Preobrazovanie analogovogo izobraz-
marine ice at the ice shelf base up to 1.5 moy. The total out- Rosinski. J.. et al. Acta meteorologica sinica. 199!. heniia ledovol informatsii v tsifrovuiu formu],
flow at the Ronne Ice Shelf edge is supported by an inflow from 5(4). p.497-513. 30 refs. Likhachev, A.V., Sistemy i sredstva morskoi radios-
the Filchner regime. AWhere the shelfisdeeper. a flow from the Haagenson, P.L.. Nagamoto. C.T.. Morgan, G. viazi: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Systems and meansRonne into the Filchner cavity develops if the bottom salinityaR the Ronne Ice Shelf edgeiexceeds a critical balue of 34.67 Clouds (meteorology). Cloud physics. Condensation of marine radio communication; collection of scientific

Seasonal variability imposed at both edg..: modifies the nuclei, Ice crystal growth, Heterogeneous nucleation, papers). Edited by V.I. Percsypkin. Moscow. Trans-
circulation pattern at the Filchner Ice Shelfedge such that the Aerosols, Temperature effects, Atmospheric circula- port. 1990. p.56-63. In Russian. 8 refs.
depth and magnitude of Ice Shelf Water outflowi correspond tion. Analysis (mathematics), Ice reporting, Ice conditions.
with observations in the Filchnetr Depression. (Auth.) Spaceborne photography. Data processing.
46-1527 46-1535
Glacial facies models; continental terrestrial environ- Scattering phase matrices of ice crystals with hexa- 46-1541
ments. gonal prism and triangular pyramid form-a vector Antarctica as an exploration frontier-hydrocarbon
Shaw, J., et al. Boulder. CO. Geological Society of ray tracing method. potential. geology, and hazards.
America. 1988. 121p.. Refs. p.66-78. 102-105 119- Cai. Q.M., et al. Acta meteorologica sinica. 1991. St. John. B.g ed. AAPG studies in . eology. No31.

121. Supplement to Glacial sedimentary environ- 5(4), p.
5 1 5

-
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. 13 refs. Tulsa. OK. American Association of Petroleum
ments, edited by G.M. Ashley, J. Shaw. and N.D. Yang. P. Geologists. 1990. 154p., Refs. passim. For selected
Smith. for which see 40-905. Ice models, Ice crystal optics. Ice crystal structure see 45-3756 and 46-1542 through 46-1548.
Ashley. G.M. Light scattering. Clouds (meteorology). Analysis Exploration. Marine geology. Hydrocarbons. Bettom

Glacial deposits. Glacial geology. Ice sheets, Glacial (mathematics). Wave propagation, sediment. Seismic surveys. Tectonics. Natural re-
erosion. Glaciation, Periglacial processes. Glacial 46-1536 sources. Stratigraphy. Antarctica.
lakes. Outwash. Sedimentation. Systems and means of marine radio communication;
46-1528 collection of scientific papers. [Sistemy i sredstva 46-1542
Calculation of size-effect of blowing snow particles by morskol radiosviazi; sbornik nauchnykh trudovj. Evolution and hydrocarbon potential of the northern
the snow particle counter (Second report). Peresypkin, V.I., ed. Moscow, Transport. 1990. 15 lp.. Antarctic Peninsula continental shelf.
Sati. A., Japan. National Research Institute for In Russian. For selected papers see 46-1537 through Anderson. J.B.. es al. Antarctica as an exploration
Earth Science and Disaster Prevention. Report. 46-1540 or G-45233. G-45234 and 1-45232. frontier-- hydrocarbon potential. geology, and haz-

Mar. 1991. No.4
7
. p.19-23. In Japanese with English Ice reporting. Radio communication. Data processing, ards. Edited by B. St. John. Tulsa. OK. American As-

summary. 2 refs. Telecommunication, Weather observations. Space- sociation of Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p.1-12. 39
Blowing snow. Particle size distribution. Meteortlogi- borne photography. refs.
cal instruments. Snow optics. Visibility. Analysis Results of modeling and evaluations of the effectiveness of the Pope. P.G.. Thomas. M.A.
(mathematics) systems and techntcal means of maritime radio communicatiin. Exploration. Marine geology. Hydrocarbons. Bottom46-1529 as well as the transmissiin of information about aceidents at sea. sediment. Oceanographic surveys. Natural resources.
Sublima5ion rate of collected blowing snow I are presented in this collection (if papers. Data on the charac-
Sublimation rate of collected blowing snow in a col- teristics of radio channels, display methods. and radio signal Tectonics. Antarctica- Antarctic Peninsula.
lector; a case of net type collector, processing are also given. Specific topics in thts collection in-
Sato. T..Japan. National Research Institute for Earth elude the gathering of hvdrrotneteorological data in the Soviet 46-1543
Science and Disaster Prevention. Repo, " Mar. Antarctic Expedition. managing information e"change in An- Sequence stratigraphy of the Bransfield Basin. An-
1991. No.47. p.25-46. In Japanese with Engltsh sum- t;rctica. and the International Maritime Satellite Communica- tarctica: implications for tectonic history and hydro-mary. 8 refs. ttitns System at coastal antarctic research stations carbon potential.
Blowing snow. Snow evaporation. Meteorological in- 46-1537 Jeffers. J.D.. et al. Antarctica as an exploration frontier
struments. Snow air interface. Sublimation. Analysis System of gathering hydrometeorological informa- -- hydrocarbon potential, geology. and hazards. Edit-
(mathematics). tion in the Soviet Antarctic Expedition and its pros- ed by B. St. John, Tulsa. OK. American Association of
46-1530 pects. 1Sistema sbora gidrometeorotogicheskot infor- Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p.13-29. 44 refs.
Nitric acid trihydrate particle formation in the polar matsii v sovetskol antarkticheskoi ekspeditsii i cc per- Anderson. J.B.
stratosphere and its effect on nitric acid transport to spektivy], Exploration. Marine geology. Hydrocarbons. Tecton-
the troposphere. Safronov, V.A.. Sistemy i sredstva morskot radiosviazi: ics. Bottom sediment. Stratigraphy. Seismic surveys.
Iwasaka. Y.. et al. Journal oefgeomagnetism and geo- sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Systems and means of ma- Natural resources. Antarctica Bransfield Strait.
electricity. 1991, 43(8). p.667-675. 17 refs. rine radio communication; collection of scientific pa-
Hayashi. M. pers). Edited by V.I. Pcresypkin. Moscow, Trans- 46-1544
Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric composition, Atmo- port. 1990, p.41-49. In Russian. Geology and hydrocarbon potential of the Ross Sea.
spheric physics. Stratosphere. Cloud physics. Ozone. Ice reporting. Data processing. Weather observations. Antarctica.
Impurities. Meteorolorgical data. Radio communication. Telecom- Cooper. A.K.. et al. Antarctica as an exploration fron-
Groiiwth arid sedinrcntation of type-I polar stratosphertc cloud munication. Ice conditions. tier -hydrocarbon potential. geology, and hazards.
(PS(s) particles inihlding nitric acid are examined using a This paper is an analysis if the existirg systems of gathering. Edited by B. St. John. Tulsa, OK. American Associa-
numerical model,. -c PSC particles which grow in the tipper processing. transmnittinp. and disseminating hydrometeorologi- tion of Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p.47-67. 86 refs.
particle layer hase large enough siue (about I0 rircrors) nit cl data by the obsersatiin netwuork in Antarctica. which is Davey. F.J.. Hinz K.
desceid rapidly to the tropopause within several days, In the comprised if antarctic stations and the ships navigating in th D
ioner part ofi the PS(s laver. evaporation if HNO3 from par- southern ocean, supplying synoptic telegrams. The volune of Exploration. Marine geology. Hydrocarbons. Bottom
ticulatc imatter occiirs ani acts as a sourc- of H-N03 vapor information that must be transmitted along the communication sediment. Natural resources. Stratigraphy, Antarctica
Frotm the siep esint ,f stramiisphcric HN03 distrtbution. the channels is esamnred (Auth. rod i Ross Sea.
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46-1545 46-1552 46-1560
Multichannel seismic reflection surveys over the an- Morphology and density of ice accreted on cylindrical Comparative radio observations of meteorological
tarctic continental margin relevant to petroleum re- collectors at low values of impaction parameter. I: conditions on the runways of Gora Nechernnya and
source studies. Fixed deposits. Gora Gorodkov at Molodezhnaya Station. 1Srav-
Behrendt. J.C.. Antarctica as an exploration frontier Levi. L.. et al. Royal Meteorological Society. Quar- nitel'nye radiolokatsionnye nabliudeniia za
hydrocarbon potential. geology, and hazards. Edited terl)" journal A. July 1991. 117(500). p.

76
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82. 21 meteorologicheskimi uslosiiami VPP got Vechernet i

by B. St. John. Tulsa. OK, At-erican Association of refs. Gorodkosa na AMTS Molodezhnol],
Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p 1-75. 29 refs. Nasello. O.B., Prodi, F. Mtkhailos. N.F.. Soietsiaia antarritcheskaia ek-
Exploration, Marine geology, hydrocarbons. Seismic Ice accretion. Ice solid interface, Hoarfrost. Ice densi- speditsiia. Trud). 1990. Vol.89. p 45-4

7
. In Russian

surveys. Natural resources. Antarctica. ty. Drops (liquids), Surface structure. Ice physics. X Weather observations. Electronic equipment, Aircraft
46-1546 ray analysis. Impact. landing areas. Snow.
Geology and petroleum potential of the Adelie Coast 46-1553 A 1986 355-da)s sud) at weather conditions leading to proba-

btmil rf losiiig down the runwaas at Gora Gorodkov and Gora
margin, East Antarctica. Morphology and density of ie accreted on cylindrical c herna)a to flights o heay airplanes and work on the run-
Wannessoi. J.. Antarctica as an exploration frontier- collectors at low values of impaction parameter. 2: wai is discussed Results. shown in a table with noanth to
hydrocarbon potential, geology, and hazards. Edited Rotating deposits. month probability %alues. indicate moic than 26 days o, which
by B. St. John. Tulsa, OK. American Association of Prodi. F.. el al. Roy alMeteorological Society. Quar- the runways were closed both to flights and routine work
Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p.77-87. 53 refs. tcrly journal A. July 1991, 117(500). p.
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Marine geology, Exploration. Hydrocarbons. Bottom refs. Ice drifting properties in the Russkaya Station re-
sediment. Seismic surveys. Natural resources. Antarc- Levi. L., Nasello. O.B.. Lubart, L. gion. [Osobennosti dretfa I'da s ralone stantsii Rus-
tica- Adelie Coast. Ice accretion, Ice solid interface. Hoarfrost. Ice densi- skoi].
46-1547 ty. Drops (liquids). Surface structure. Ice physics, X IUlin, A.V.. et al. Socetskaia antarkticheskaia e6-Sta1rp7 ray analysis. Impact. speditsiia. Trudy-, 1990, Vol.89. p.50-57, In Russian.Stratigraphy. setting and hydrocarbon potential of

the Mesozoic sedimentary basins of the Antarctic 46-1554 5 refs.
Peninsula. Behaviour of aluminium species during snowmelt, Chugul. IV.
Macdonald, D.I.M., et al. Antarctica as an exploration both downstream and after mixing with nonacidic wa- Ice navigation. Sea ice. Drift. Wind factors. Antarctica
frontier hydrocarbon potential, geology, and haz- ters. -Russkaya Station.
ards. Edited by B. St. John, Tulsa, OK. American As- Herrmann. R., et al, Aqua fennica. 1989. 19(2), p. 87 - Data from observations of sea ice movement. carried out on the9Aikhail Somoit during its forced drift ii the icmnit) of Rus-
sociation of Petroleum Geologists. 1990. p.101-125. 94. 25 refs. ska)a Station in 1985. are anal)zed. Statistics on the ice drift
Refs. p.122-125. Klemm. K., Tacken. E. speed. stability, direction and on wind effects are presented A
Butterworth, P.J. DLC GB727.4.A65 quantitative assessment is made. using a correlation method, of
Exploration. Hydrocarbons. Stratigraphy. Tectonics. Snowmelt, Water pollution, Runoff. River flow. Hy- the drift and surface circulation variables
Marine geology. Natural resources, Antarctica--An- drogeochemistry, Precipitation (meteorology).Chemi- 46-1562
tarctic Peninsula. cal properties. Morphologic properties of the Pacific ice massif.
46-1548 46-1555 tMorfologicheskie osobennosti Tikhookeanskogo

Petroleum geology from the CIROS-i drill hole. Perturbation based model of heat-induced suppres- ledianogo massiva 1.
McMurdo Sound: implications for the potential of the sion of river ice. Krivoshein. VK.. Sovetsc ia antarkticheskaia ek-
Victoria Land Basin, Antarctica. Sarraf. S., et al. Nordic hydrology. 1987. 18(4-5). speditsiia. Trudy'. 1990. Vol.89. p.80-89. In Russian.
Collen. J.D.. et al. Antarctica as an exploration frontier p.221-236, 12 refs. 18 refs.

- hydrocarbon potential. geology, and hazards. Edit- Saleh, W. Sea ice. Ice breakup, Ice formation, Ice volume, South

ed by B. St. John. Tulsa. OK. American Association of River ice. Ice melting. Water temperature. Waste dis- Pacific Ocean, Antarctica--Bellingshausen Sea, An-
Petroleum Geologists, 1990. p.143-151. 57 refs. posal. River flow, Heating. Ice control. Mathematical tarctica-Russkaya Station.
Barrett. P.J. models. Ice forecasting. Based on Meteor satellite data. a study is reported of the saria-

bility of horizontal dimensions of ice blrcks of the Pacific ice
Exploration. Marine geology. Hydrocarbons. Drill 46-1556 massif. the Bellingshausen Sea and the Russkaya Station area,
core analysis. Bottom sediment. Natural resources. Forecasting watercooling in the Kattegat, the Ore- from Nov 1982 ti Mar 1983, Ice cover changes, from the
Stratigraphy, Gcochemistry. Antarctica -McMurdo sund, the Belt Sea and the Arkona Basin. onset or melting to the formation of new ice. and the intensity
Sound. Omstedt, A., Nordic hydrology. 1987, 18(4-5). p.247- of the breakup. are discussed and showin in graphs. It is found

4 9258 4 ret's, that the larger blocks of ice disintegrate faster than those of465854 S ea .-small size which, in turn. freeze more intensely Ice coverInerlo oSea water. Cooling. Water temperature. Sea ice distri- disintegration begioi ori month earlier in the BellingshausenInterrelation of glaciotectonic and glaciodepositional bution. Ice formation. Forecasting. Surface tempera- Sea than in the Russkaya Station area.processes within the glacial environment.Mathematical models. Baltic Sa. 46-1563
Hart. J.K.. et al. Quaternary sczience retieus. 1991.
10(4). p.335-350, 106 refs. 46-1557 Spatial and temporal variability of ice concentration
Boulton. G.S. Transport and chemodynantics of organic micropollu- in the South Pacific Ocean. •Prostranstvenno-vre-
Ice sheets. Ice deformation. Sediments. Tectonics. tants and ions during snowmelt. mennaia izmenchivost' splochennosai I'da v tik-
Glacial geology. Schondorf, T.. et al. .Nordic hydrology. 1987. hookeanskom sektore It zhnogo okeana1 .

18(4-5). p.259-278. 51 refs. Krivoshein, V.K.. Sotetskaia antarkticheskaia ek-46-1550 Herrmann. R. speditsiia. Trudy. 1990, Vol.89. p.8 9
-

9 8
. In Russian.

Element distribution of some soils of continental Snowmelt. Runoff, Snow impurities. Snow composi- 6 refs.
Chile and the Antarctic Peninsula. Projection to at- inon. Pollution. Meltwater. Chemical analysis. Metam- Sea ice. Ice volume, Ice density. South Pacific Ocean,
mospheric pollution. orphism (snow). The effect of different ice concentrations on general ice condi-
Carrasco. M.A.. et al, It ter- air. and soil pollutionr tions in the Pacific section of the southern ocean, during
1991. Vols.57-58. p.

7 1 3
-

72 2
, 16 refs. 46-1558 changes of total ice volume. is evaluated. The correlation be-

Prendez. M. Thirty-first Soviet Antarctic Expedition. Winter tween the ice surface area and different density, and their
Geocryology. Soil chemistry. Air pollution. Antarctica studies of 1985-1987. [Tridtsat" pervaia Sovetskaia changes in time. is calculated and shown in graphs
-- King George Island. Antarctica-- Doumer Island. antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia. Zimovochnye is- 46-1564
The elemental content of some soils ofcointinental Chile and the sledovaniia 1985-1987 gg.1. Giant icebergs in the Weddell Sea. tGigantskie ais-
Antarctic Peninsula are reported, The elements Al. Cr. Mn. Sovetskaia antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia. Sovetskaia bergi moria Ueddellaj.
Fe. Co. Ni. Cu, Zn. Cd and Pb ctre analyzed. Tracc lemients antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia. Trudy, 1990. Vol.89. Bessonov. VI.. et al. Sotetskaia antarkticheskaia ek-
differed among soils. The values for Cd are greater than those 124p.. In Russian. Refs. passim. For individual see speditsiia. Trudy. 1990. Vol.89. p.99-108. In Russian.
reported elsewhere. The organic matter content uasobsered F-45240. F-45243, F-45247 through F-45250. 1- 5 refs.
to hase a great rinportance in the Antarctic Peninsula soils 45239, 1-45241, 1-45242. 1-45244. 1-45246 and J- Morozo%. EL.. Provorkin. A.V.
Differences between local element contents and the rican con-
centratitin values for the terrcstrial crust were found. In order 45245. or 46-1559 through 46-1565. Icebergs. Drift. Ice shelves. Calving. Antarctica-
to get a better determination if the origin if the aertsol. the Dubovtsev. V.F.. ed. Weddell Sea.
enrichment facttor used as a criterion ti establish the origin of Expeditions. Ice navigation. Polar regions. Calving of the Larsen and Filchner ice shelves., resulting in 3
the trace elements in the atriospheric aersiols should he recal- This volume contains information on observations and results giant icebergs drifting in the Weddell Sea. were obsersed by
culated based on the local soil. (Auth.) if scientific efforts carried out by the 31st Soviet Antarctic satellite in 1986: their trajectory was followed through May

Expedition in the winters of 1985-1987 on the antarctic conti- 1988. Thecausesiofthecalringsarediscussed. and dataon the46-1551 ent and surrounding waters. Seasonal activities and organiza- iceberg drift are presented.
Direct ultratracc determination of cadmium in an- tuon of the expedition. including logistic support and contact 46-1565
tarctic and Greenland snow and ice by laser atomic with non-Soict expeditions. are outlined in the first part (if the Effect of coastal configuration on the ice regime of
fluorescence spectrometry. boork. The second part consists of 12 individual papers giving
Bolsho%. M.A.. et al. Analytica chimica acta. Oct. the scientific results of projects in meteorology, synoptics. geo- antarctic marginal seas. oVriianin konfiguratsii pobe-21.199. 21 !1-2. p 16-17. 2 res.phys•ics. oceanology, and climatology. rezh'ia na ledovy! rezhim okrainnykh antarkticheskiksh
21. 1991. 251(1-2). p. 169- 175. 27 ref'.pyics. ienlryadciailg.morel

3 .Ice sheets. Snow. Minerals. Chemical composition. Ice 46-1559 Koroekov. A.I. Sovctskaia antarkricteskaia ekspedit-
spectroscopy. Antarctica Wilkes Land. Greenland. Radar observation of icebergs in Alasheyev Bight. siia. Trudy. 1990. Vol.89. p. 108-117. In Russian. 19
Results If the first direct measurements if Cd ot antarctic and [Radiolokatsionnye nabliudeniia za alsbergami v za- rets.
greenland ancient ice and recent rno% at ultratrace levels if live Alasheeva].S ie.
ultrasensitie laser-escited atomic fluoresccnce spectrometry Mikhailov. N.F.. Sotkaia anarkicheskaia Ice sheets. Polynyas Coastal topographic fa-
with clectrothermial atoilzation are presented. Lltratrace pedisiita. Trudy. 1990. Vol.89, p.42-45. In Russian. Fr atn"cIncentratiun Cd st-idards allowed calibration if the spec- From a review.of pertinent literature, the configuration and
trornetcrr dontothcO I pg(d glecl. The limit orfdetectron Electronic equipment. Icebergs. Radio communica- dynamics of the coastal ce cover, the surface ocean circulation
was found to be as low as about 0.01 pg Cd g using 50-microlit- tion. Antarctica Alasheyex Bight. and the prevailing coastal winds arc found to be important
cr sam;'!c voluines. which rorrespoitls to a minimum detected Data on the direction, speed and height of about 200 icebergs physical and geographic factors in the formation and develop-
Cd absolouecrsi)bv 0 5fg sarna•santarctic and (Green- drifting during Isf8 in Alasheyev Bight 70-150 km from the mcnt of polynyas. The ice conditions in the Somos and
land samples aere then analyzcd rithout ans preliminary pre-. coast. monitored by radio located in the vicinity of Mohldech- .Amundsen Sea. from the Meteor satellite data obtained on Feb
concentration step IA/uth ) naya Statirn. are discussed and their trajectories are illustrated 18 and 19. 1987. are illustrated
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Shelf, Canadian High Arctic. 46-1908 mente des Isstlichcri Arktischen Oceans1Jeffries, M.O.. ci al. Journal oif glaciotlogy. 1991, Lightweight mobile work shelter for cold weather and Bohrmann. If., Berichie zur Potlar, urschung. 199).
37(126), p.247-260, 36 refs. remote sites. No.95, 1 33p., In German with English summary.
Sersiin .V l.. Kroiuse, HIR.. Sackinger. W.M. U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory. Port Hue- Refti. p.103-113.
Ice islands, Ice elitres. Ice shelves. Microistructure, Ice neme, CA. NCEL techdarta sheet. Nov. 1991, Bottoim sediment, Quaternary deposits. Paleir-
grorwth. Stratigraphy. Mass balanc - .Physical peroper- Nri.91-04, 2p. climatoulogy, Glacial deposits, Ocean bottorm, ice raft-
ties. Drill corre analysis, Canada Norrthwest Territit- Porrtable shelters, Cold weather survival, Corld weather ing, Radioactive age determination. Geoichemistry.
ties Ellesmere Island. otperatiton, Logistics. Stratigraphy.
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46-1916 46-1923 these reportrs. the progress and current suite of teseatch. pio-
Energy exchanges and ablation rates on the debris- Contribution to knowledge of the vertical movement grain details. funding, research directions, anit recomrmenda-

coveed akhot Pkisan.component of the ice supply of the Paaterxe Glacier. clude Environmerial Affairs arid Cionservation, BITM ASS Eix-
.'vlttsin, L.. tal. Zejtsi.hrift llir Gletscherkunde 1Ein Beitrag zur Kcnntnis der vertixalen Bewegung- cctic Seals, Southern Occan Evatogy. Antarctic. Sea Ice An-
und Glazialgerrleiic. 1989. 25(l). p.17-32. With Ger- skomponente und des Eisnachschubs an der Pas- tuncut, Climate Research. fltviOiira Ot the Cesiu1,.
miat summary. I5 refs terzce3 , Pals oenro~rrnments Oaf the Southern High "Ltuiide$ G(OS(,.
Gardner, J.S. Tintor W., et a1, Zeitschriff Air- Gletscherkunde tund and Structure and Evolution Oif the Antarctic Lithosrphere
Glacier ablation. Glacier surveys, Sediments, Glacier Glazialgeologie. 1989, 25(l), p.131-13 7, In German. 46-1931
heat balance. Heat flux. Surface energy. Gla-ial geolo- 9 refs. SCAR bulletin No.103. Oct. 1991.
gy, Me tcrrrilog:cal factors, Pakistan. Wakonigg, H. Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research. Polar re--

Glacier mass balance, Glacier oscillation, Glacier abila- cord, Oct. 1991, 27(163). p.S37 3-37 5.
46-19 17 tion, Periodic variations. Research projects, Stations.
Modeling glacier i'tcouations in the Sor Rondane. 46-1924 A list is pro,,tWed of names and geiigraphi, voordniatcr iof %ta
Dronning Maud Lard, iantarctica. Terminus of Chogo-Luagma Glacier in 1989. 1Bericht tions, of SCAR nations opcraling in the Antarctic duinge~ the
Pattyn, F.. et al. ZcLschrifft Air Glc-tscherkunde tind 1989 Uber dlas Chogo-Lungma-Gletscherende tim winter 1991 Accompanying the list is a 1- page Iiriedrasitng

Glazalgoloic.198. 20).p-3347.Wit Geman Karkorm],sketch nap of Antarctica showing these StRati-s in relation to
Glazalgirlrgic 199. 511) p.3-4. Wih Grma Karkorm 3 ,each other. Insets show the oceanic statisons north of 60S and

summnary. 14 refs. Kick, W., Zeitschnift Air Gletscherkuande und Glazial- on heavily populated King George I
Huybrechts. P.. Decleir. H. geologic, 1989, 25(l). p.139-145, In German with 4693
Glacier otscillattiot, Ice sheets, Glacial geology, Glacial English summary. 9 refs.4613
deporsits, Paltclihmatitlogy. Mathematical models 'Glacier oscillation. Glacier surveys, Glacier mass al- Polesapat J Science, thrive on, thin2 ice54. .p27
Mrountaini glaciers, Anttarctica- Queen Maud Land. ance, Photogrammetric surveys, Periodic variations. Pal7,8.. cecJn 7 92 5(02.p2~sMorairnic depiisiis fouatd ahiove the present glacier sarface n the 46-1925 Rsac rjcs c hes
central Siir Rmmndatme Miiuntains gise evidenice tittiormer glacia- Basal stress distribution of iee stream E, Antarctica Rhesauhrchpommets, Ice sheests. frwrh nbi oaflr it i this paper, an attempt is made To interpret thewe oh- inferred bycontrol msethods. Thegioashar commentes onat the stat sotresac~ha ind~c hih pxc

tuemle llacict fluctuatmions To tertns if enviroinmetntal change. MacAycal, D.R., Journal of geophysical research, creasing fanding, research is stilt vigioros Besides the T~rin,
lii dl. this, a numnerical flliilinc mtodel. takiuig intir account Jan. 10, 1992, 97(B1), p-59

5-603, 14 refs- cranch, three other tactors tend toi intrcoduce drflicultie. nit,
thcrnimtyttarnis atti acouapled ice shelf, has been developed
arid is applied to svir nutlet glaciers throrugh the mnountait Rheology, Imaging, Spaceborne photography, Flow cold regions research programs~ the dissoilutionx ,l the S-icrie

range- Gunrtrvtadhirccn and lecrirming~shreen It is firand that rate, Ice surface, Velocity measurement. Basal sliding. Union; the closingldrassdown rrf military facilitiest in aLtcti and

ls' cI ice ietperatmircs. reduced accumulattirn. anrd a driip in sea Antarctica-West Antarctica. antarctic regions, and the increased inflaence ,,f the LPA with

levl c-.rr1,cspmnding tor typical glaciat cirndtitions acciount frrr a The irregalar spatial distribation and velocity independeirce of its strong emphasts an perotectioin of the polar nvrirnotents
S51-200 in rise in glacier level. From a cirmpartsorn oif these basal friction deeived from Landsat measured surface nelocity Several examples of the importance of porlar research are cited

rcssits *sitd. a palacrrge'mgraphtcar recirnstructtirn for a "man- suggest that ice stream flow is nor citntrolled by the properties 46-1933
nriornt glacial stage tie Jv-sningshreen by Hirakasca et a]. 11989) rifa defoemable basal till alone. Raigi bedrock substrata may Oxygen supersaturation in ice-covered antarctic
it is argus',] that their miorainic depstrvst relate Toi an earlier cotntact the base of the ice stream in small (<t100 sr kin) areas lakes: biological versus physical contributions,
(rTI,/,ril tluciatin itiveling a tall-gravis i~c'sheet. (Atith ) where the velocity field displays strong noeticity and where the

ice stream sarface appears rampled in Landsst images. (Aalh.) Craig. H_, et al, Science, Jan. 17. 1992, 255(5042).
46-198 461926p.318-321, 7 refs.

Seasonal an4n6rn a futatos9n2c6xcag Wharton. R.A., Jr., McKay, C.P.
Effect of glacier wind on local climate, turbulent heat Sao lan tenulfucainsnieexh ge Lake ice, Water chemistry, Limniilogy, Antarctica
fluxes and ablation, between the Arctic Basin and the straits of th Hoare, Lake.
Ohata. T., Zc-ifscht-ift tbr Glerscherkunde und'Glazial- Canadian Archipelago. Freezing in ice-covered lakes causes dissolved gases it) become
gettltgic. 1989., 25(l), p.49-68. With German sum- Mironov, E.U.. et al, Polar geography and geology. supersaturated while at the same time remirving gases trapped
mary. 26 refs. Apr.-June 1991, 15(2), p.132-143, Translation Of lz- in the ablating ice cover Analysis otf N 2. 02. and Al in biub-
Glacier ablatiton, Wittd factirrs, Glacial meteorology. vsiaVsesoiuznogo geograficheskogoa obshchestva bles from Lake Hotare ice shiows that while 02 ts aboiat 2 4 times
Ice beat flux, Turbulent boundary layer. Ice air inter- 122(6):544-553, 1990. 21 refs. supersaturated in the water beow the ice, only II" it the 02
face. Glaciololgy, Air temperature. Uralon. N.S. inpuit to This take is due t, briloagical acitcry 89" oI The 02 is

Sea ice distribution. Drift. Seasonal variations, derined from meltwater inflmiw. Trapped babbles in a sublim.
ing ice coner prtvinde a natural 'tluiusmter' far gas exchange

46-1927In Lake Hoaste as much as 70ýý (if the total gas liss may occur
seis6fth tu19e1on9icke Environment and age of marginal formations of the b advection through the ice cirver. including about 75 :if theMass balance sreofteSuahrSnbik e last ice sheet in the southeastern Kola Peninsula. W~2. 59%, of the 02. and 57"; of the Ar losses The remairnitg

1958/59 to 1987/88-.computation of the mass bal- Bakhrnutov. V.G., et al, Polar geography and geology, gas fractions are removed by respiration at the loiwer boiundary
ance 1980/81 to 1987/88 and 1958/59 to 1962/63. Apr.-June 1991, 15(2), p.144-153, Translation ofGeo- (02) and by miolecular exchange with the atmoesphere in the
[Die Masscnbilanzmcessreihe voin Stubacher Sonn- mnorfologiia. No.2:52-59, 1991. 6 refs. peripheral summer moat aroiund the ice tAuth
blickkees 1958/59 his 1987188 Die Berechnung der Ice sheets, Ice structure, Ice dating, Age determina- 46-1934
Mlassenbilanz 1980/81 bis 1987/88 und 1958/59 bin tion, USSR-Kola Peninsula. Repeated compression-annealing experiments on
196r2/63], 46-1928 anisotropic core ice.
SJUialgc ,tliii. 1989. 25(l), ple.69-89. In Germnd~ with imatc conditions in areas with glaciers in the west- Huang,."MH-I. ct al. Antarc'iic research. June 1991.
Enageloish su 9mary 20() r -9-9efsera.wt erns sector of the Arctic and the Tyan'-Shara' during 2(1), p.22-29, 12 refs.

Englsh ummry. 0 rfs.the last millennium (a reconstruction based on den- Wang, W.T., Li. J.. Li, G.Glacier mass balance. Glacier orscillation, Measure- drochronology). Strain tents, Orientation, Graia size. Recrystallizatton.
menet, Glacier surveys. Glacictlogy. Adantienko, V.N,, et al. Polar geography and gelg. Three runs I6 samplest of repeated uninsial coimpression ax-

Apr-Jue 191,15(). ~l5 -16 Tansatonlofgy, nealing experiments werecitnd..ted imnacreep testing machineApr-Jue 191.15(). .15-16, Tansatin o a- ithaloadingaccuracyof te ar-2 y-.C Theitstedsam-46-1920 vestlia Vsesoiuznogo geografteheskogo obshchestva pies were cut from BH-Q ice core Results shiow that under
Mass budget of Filleekkees (Stuhach Valley, Hobe 123(3):2 16-225, 1991. warm temperature and large lind, the initial features of struc-
Tauern) 1979-1988. 1Massenhaushaltswverte corn Fil- ll~rchenko, IU.A. tare and fabric disappear. a small circle girdle fabric with fine
leckkees (.:tubachtal. Hohec Taucro) 1979-1988), Climate. Glaciers. Age determination. Trees (plants). equigranular grains appears, and a multi-maxtima fabric devcl-
Slupctzky I., Zciftschrift flor Glctscherkunde und Gla- 46-192 opstaowmeeslenr. Analysis rrf structure and fabric shiows that

-C-- -1~. the formation mechanism of new fabrics in these experiments
ita/geiilrgie. 1989. 25(l), p.

9
1-96, In German with Kinematics of sea ice and atmospheric conditions in is principally recrystatlizattion. With the repetittion if c

English summary. 5 refs. the Antarctic. presston-annealing, the drlfer~ences in the fabric oif the six
Glacier mas- balance. Measurement. Glacier surveys. Enomoto. H., Zofrcher geographische Schriften. samples are reduced, their rheirtigical behaviir tends, To be
Cvrrrelation. Glacier oiscillatiorn, Periordic variations, 1991. No.42, 185p., Refs. p.167-172. uniform, and their grain size dei-reases iowards a steady state

DLC GB 2597.E56 1991 value. tAuth. mod.)

46-1921 Sea ice distribution. Seasonal variations, Atmospheric 46-1935
Explanatory note on the map "Glaciers at Kitzstein- circulation. Atmospheric pressure. Ecological observations on coloured layer of coastal
horn 1982" 1:5000. [Begleitwortc zur Kante '"Glet- The relationships between the atmosphere and sea ice condi- fast ice in Great Wall Bay, King George Island, An-

schegebel itzteihijr 192 l500jtions around Antarctica are discussed. The main features of tarctics.H..rebc citztihr 1a 82 1:i5schrif Ar lechrnd heuannual and intra-annual nariations in the stateottheseaice Lu. P.D., et al, Antarctic research. June 1991. 2(l).Sloper/ky.H, etaZishittrG tcekud alre derived from satellite data, anmd these are axedo to describe
und Glazmialgcetlogic, 1989, 25(l). p.

9 7
-

1 10, In Ger- the mechanisms which relate annual sea ice changes to atmo- p-
39

-
4 5

. 23 refs.
man with English summary. 17 refs. spheric circulation. The majoxr result of this study in the dis- Zhang. K.C., Huang. P.P.. Watanabe. K.
Puruckherr. R. civery if the si- mrtnth periodicity in the lower troposphe ric Colored ice, Algae. Sea ice. Ice: compeisition. Antuec-
Glacier mass balance, Topiographic maps, Glacier sur- circulation which is neither obvious nor dominant. This less tics-Great Wall Station.
veys. Glacier surfaces, Pheitogrammetric surveys.' crrnsprcuaiois periodic change in circulation. howener, enerts an Marine biological and envirornmental investigattions ifrice and

important effect an the seasonat nariations in ice conditions. coastal wiaters off the Great Wall Statire were carriedoiut frorm
especially the area covered. which in turn produces an impor- Nov. 17. 1958 to Mar. 3. 1989 The fast ice covered the inner

46-1922 rant effect tin the antarctic climate. The circulatiirn ctimpo- pant of the Great Walt Bay until mid-Dec., with the ice Thick-
Commntson ma oftheOdeninkl Gac~r fre- next is identified as the atmospheric convergence line which nress ranging frirm 90 toi 
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0cm, including 

2
0Ocm rif struw circerCommets o a mp ofthe denwnkelGladenwinr- withall folloiws or is to the north of the antarctic periphery, A 5 cm brown layer rccurred in the middle part iof an ice corefield 1:5000. tErlauterungen cur Karte des Oewn wihseasonal movements following changes in sea level collected urn Nitv. 20, and twir briown layers~ occurrird in the

kelkees-Vrrrfeldcs 1:5000). pressure. interior af ire cores collected on Nov 17. 20 and 26 In ciom-
Slupetzky. H-.. et al, Zcitschrift Air Gle:.xchcrkunde 46-1930 parison toi the water ciolumn. chlirriphyll-a cioncentratiorn in fast
und Glan'algciletgic, 1989, 25(1). p. I I1- 122. In Ger- SCAR bulletin No.102. July 1991. ice was higher, ranging frorm 2 55 tir 56 84 mg cu in. andirccur-
man with English summary. 12 refs. Scientific Committee ton Antarctic Research, Polar re- ring in the middle layers orf the ice rather t han in britTorm layers

AschribrcrierJ..flam efl. f. cod. uly1991 27162, p.73-83.as often observed in other coarstlh areas. MeaosureIments if
Avclenbcrmer,3.. ammrle II cor. Jly 991 27(62) p.73-83.temperature, transparency, nutrients and chlurnrphyjll-a in the

Glacier mass balance. Tiopographic maps, Glacier stir- Meetings. Research projects. Sea ice. Climate, waler column are presented in tables. Mrcrrralgal assemblagecs
veys. Gilacier surfaces. Phrilegra nmmetric surveys. Mo- This issue contains reports made to SCAR by -neral specialists in fast ice and in the water column oif (;reat Wall Bay are
ratines. groups when they mel in Sao Paulm,, Brazil is July 1990. Ia reponied. (Auth. mod)I
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46-1936 46-1943 enhanced ozone depetion in high-latitude inter Bcciue ioi
Encyclopedia of earth system science. Glacial lake. the radianvC temperature difference between the ground onoPSC layers. the presence of PSCs can result in signtficant
N ierenberg, W.A., ed, San Diego, Academic Press, Elson, J.A., Encyclopedia of earth system science, cooling of the cloudlayer and changesin transport circulation
1991, 4 vols.. Refs. passim. For selected papers see Vol.2. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- (Auth)
46-1937 through 46-1957 or A-45471, F-45472, F- demic Press, 1991, p.347-360. 6 refs. 46-1950
45474, F-45476. F-45478, F-45479, 1-45477, J-45473 Glacial lakes, Pleistocene, Lacustrine deposits, Glacial Sea ice.
and J-45475. deposits. Weeks, W.F., Encyclopedia of earth system science,
DLC QES.E514 1991 46-1944 Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca-
Air ice water interaction, Sea ice, Global change, Ice Glaclotectonie structures and landforma. demi'- Press, 1991, p.39-52, 13 refs.
sheets, Ocean currents, Climatic factors, Icebergs, Aber, JS., Encyclopedia of earth system science, Sea ice, Sea ice distribution, Ice microstructure. Ice
Cloud electrification, Glacial lakes, Antarctica. Vol.2. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- models, Remote sensing, Ice formation.
This 4-volume set contains a general article on Anttactica as demic Press, 1991, p.361-378, 8 refa. Sea ice, any form of ice found at sea that originated from the
well as 7 other articles dealing with that continent on such
topics as climate-ice interactions, the impact of deglaciation on Tectonics, Landforms, Ice cover effect, Glaciation. freezang of seawater, has historically been the least studied of all

the phenomena that hale a significant effect on the surface heatocean circulation, Antarctic Bottom Water, icebergs, and the 46-1945 balance of the earth- Because the logistic and operational
West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Each article consists of an outline Ice age dynamics. problems that produced this neglect hase recently lessened.
that lists the main subject headings, a paragraph or series of
paragraphs defining the primary subject of the article, the main Maasch, K.A., Encyclopedia of earth system science, considerable information is now available on the nature and
text, bibliographic references, and a glossary of significant terms Vol.2. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- behavior of this unusual material as well as its role in influencingthe weather, the climate, and the oceanography of the arctic and
in the contest of their use in the article. The final feature of demic Press, 1991, p.559-569, 5 refs. antarctic regitons and possibly of the planet as a whole. Authn
Vol.4 is a detailed subject index. (Auth.mod.) Pleistocene, Ice age theory, Climatic changes, Carbon mood.)

46-1937 dioxide, Models. 46-1951
Air-sea-ice exchange processes. 46-1946 Sea level fluctuations.
Smith, S.D., Encyclopedia of earth system science, Icebergs. Peltier, W.R., Encyclopedia of earth system scienct.,
Vol.l. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- Ackley, S.F., MP 2998, Encyclopedia of earth system Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca-
demic Press, 1991, p.53-59, 7 refs. science, Vol.2. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San demic Press, 1991, P.53-61. 9 refs.
Air ice water interaction, Sea ice, Pack ice, Icebergs, Diego, Academic Press, 1991, p.571-582, 11 refs. Isostasy, Sea level, Ice melting.
Heat flux, Water waves, Analysis (mathematics). Icebergs, Origin, Drift, Iceberg towing. 46-1952

46-1938 lceberg are the floating remnants of ice produced on the conti- Sedimentary geofluxes, global.
Antarctica. nents in glaciers, ice sheets, and ice shelves that originate as Andrews, J.T., Encyclopedia of earth system science.snow compressed into ice. They differ from sea ice, which alsoWeller, G., Encyclopedia of earth system science, floats in the ocean in cold regions, in that sea ice is produced Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca-
Vol.l. Edited by W.A. Nicrenberg, San Diego, Aca- by the direct freezing of seawater. Icebergs are a unique part demic Press, 1991. p.

93
-

10 1. IS refs.
demic Press, 1991, p.89-100, 8 refs. of the earth's hydrologic cycle. The cycle is initiated asocean- Glacial deposits, Sediments. Ice rafting.
Ozone. Sea ice, Air pollution, Global change, Ice ic evaporated moisture which is condensed, frozen, and deposit- 46-1953
sheets, International cooperation, Boreholes, Antarc- ed as snow precipitation on the continents and compressed into Snowmeit and the ionic pulse.
tica. ice by a 100 m or so of overburden snow. The ice flows to the

ocean in ice streams or glaciers that are driven by gravity and Bales, R.C., Encyclopedia of earth system science,
Antarctica is a continent of 14 million square kilometers located that densify and deform as the ice migrates (they behave as Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego. Aca-
in the Southern Hemisphere, surrounding the South Pole. A slowly moving rivers of ice). The cycle is completed by the ice demic Press, 1991, p.199-207, 3 refs.
layer of ice up to 4 km thick lies over about 98 percent of its breaking off into the sea as icebergs, which then melt slowly in Snowmelt, Runoff. Ions. Ion density (concentration),
area. It is the coldest, highest, and driest continent on earth, the ocean. For the dominantly ice portion of the hydrologic Ice air interface.
surrounded by 18 sq km of pack ice each winter. In the total cycle the time scales are typically from decades to thousands of
earth system. Antarctica's role is to act as one of the earth's years, compared with the annual or slightly longer time scales 46-1954
"refrigerators," affecting both the global oceanic and atmo- more typical of the water-based hydrologic cycle in lower lati- Soil water. liquid, vapor, and ice.
spheric circulations. Its large ice sheet stores detailed records of tudes. Icebergs in Antarctica, Greenland, Alaska, and other Black, P.B., MP 2999, Encyclopedia of earth system
past atmospheric chemistry and global climates, and contains northern hemisphere regions are discussed in this article, science, Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg. San
enough water to raise global sea level by some 60 m. The an- (Auth.mod.) Diego, Academic Press, 1991, p.

2 59
-
2 6 9

. 4 refs.
tarctic ice sheet has affected the climate of the world and the
development of terrestrial and marine biota. Present-day An- 46-1947 Soil water, Adsorption, Capillarity, Ice water interface,
tarctica provides unique conditions for investigating the effects Paleoclimatic effects of continental collision and Analysis (mathematics).
of anthropogenic atmospheric pollutants, such as the green- glaciation. 46-1955
house effect and the ozone hole. (Auth.) Kelley, P.H., et al, Encyclopedia of earth system Water geochemistry.

46-1939 science, Vol.3. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Kitano, Y., Encyclopedia of earth system science,
Arctic. Diego, Academic Press, 1991, p.543-550, 6 refs. Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego. Aca-
Weller, G., Encyclopedia of earth system science, Raymond, A. demic Press, 1991, p.44

9
-462, 5 refs.

Vol.l. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- Glaciation, Paleoclimatology, Paleobotany. Water chemistry, Snow composition. Ice composition.
demic Press. 1991, p.101-I 11, 5 refs. 46-1948 Geochemistry, Metals.
Climate, Ocean currents. Sea ice, Permafrost distribu- Polar regions, influence on climate variability and 46-1956
tion, Global change, Ecology, International coopera- change. Weather and climate modification.
tion. LeDrew, E.F., Encyclopedia of earth system science, Dennis, A.S., Encyclopedia of earth system science.

46-1940 Vol.3. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg. San Diego. Aca-
Climate-ice in'i.'actions. demic Press, 1991, p.64 7 -65 9 , 10 refs. demic Press, 1991. p.4

7
1-481, 4 refs.

Barry. R.G., L.:.yclopedia of earth system science, Sea ice distribution, Ice cover effect, Snow cover ef- Weather modification, Cloud seeding. Artificial nu-
Vol.l. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- feet, Global change, Climatic changes. cleation, Ice nuclei, Silver iodide. Hail prevention.
demic Press, 1991, p.517-524, 11 refs. Thefundamentalthemeofthisarticleistheeffectofthecharac- 46-1957
Snow cover effect, Ice cover effect, Climatic factors, teristics and spatial patterns of ice and snow, in the arctic as well West Antarctic Ice Sheet.
Land ice, Ice volume, Sea ice, Permafrost, Glacier ice. as antarctic regions, on climate from a regional to a global scale.The physical processes affecting the variability and change of Long, WE., Encyclopedia of earth system science.Snow and ice are significant elements of the hydrosphere that climate are highlighted. The study of the effect of this variabil- Vol.4. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg. San Diego. Aca-
undergo marked seasonal and long-term changes in extent and ity and change on other life and physical processes on this demic Press, 1991, p.493-502. 11 refs.
thickness. Snow forms in the atmosphere and where it falls on planet is a major component of the global change research agen- Ice sheets. Geography, History, Ecology. Global
land may persist as a snow cover or a glacier, whereas sea ice da. (Auth.mod.) warming, Climatic changes, Sea level, Antarctica-
grows principally by freezing of water in bulk. The variability
of snow and ice cover arises from the proximity of mean terres- 46-1949 West Antarctica.
trial temperature to the freezing point of water. The presence Polar stratospheric clouds. The West Antarctic Ice Sheet is a marine ice sheet that includes
of snow and ice modifies the global climate system through a Fahey, D.W., et a], Encyclopedia of earth system Antarctica's great ice shelves. The ice sheet is nourished by
complex series of interactions. Data are provided on the ice snow accumulation and ablated dominantly by calving. Enig-
volume in Antarctica and the extent of sea ice in the Southern science, Vol.3. Edited by WA. Nierenberg. San matic ice streams are also common. Because marine ice sheets
hemisphere. (Auth.mod.) Diego, Academic Press, 1991, p.661-672, 10 refs. are delicately balanced ice bodies extremely susceptible to cli-

Kawa, S.R. matic and sea level changes, much investigation and interest are
46-1941 Cloud physics, Aerosols, Stratosphere, Particles, directed toward evaluating the history of the sheet and its rela-
Deglaciation, impact on ocean circu..ation. Chemical composition, Lidar. tionship with the climate and the sea level
Jansen, E., Encyclopedia of earth system science, Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are a special class of stmo- 46-1958
Vol.2. Edited by W.A. Nierenberg, San Diego, Aca- spheric aerosol that is observed in the winter stratosphere at Shore-junctions of earth dams in permafrost. LBere-
demic Press. 1991, p.35-46, 16 refs. high latitudes. The clouds are limited to the polar regions be- govye soprit,"'-niia gruntovykh plotin v usloviiakh
Ocean currents, Meltwater, Salinity, Climatic changes. cause of the combined requirement of very low temperatures vechnol mcrzlolyj,
The climate system responds in a nonlinear fashion to the cli- and sufficient amounts of the condensing species, water vapor
matic forcing imposed by increased insolation during deglacia- and nitric acid. The presence of PSCs has been documented Belan, V.I., Moscow, Energoatomizdat, 1991. 125p.,
tions. The ocean is an important factor for determining this re- by a variety of satellite, balloon, aircraft, and ground-based oh- In Russian. 79 refs.
sponse. To understand the way climate changed during these servations. The co-condensation of water and nitric acid pro- Earth dams, Joints (junctions). Permafrost beneath
transitions, it is necessary to understand the role of the oceans- duces PSC particles composed of the nitric acid trihydrate structures, Analysis (mathematics).
.including Antarctic Bottom Water, assa mediaorrof both gradu- phase at temperatures several degrees above the frost point.
.ancudn abruptclimaote change. autamod or of d-Below the frost point, PSCs form as ice particles containing 46-1959
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Soil ratcr Agriculture. Water balance, Vegetation fac- Clouds (meteurology), Precipitation (meteorology), Brazil, Symposium, Dec 11-15. 1988 Edited b)
tors. Snow melt, Surface drainage, Evapotranspiration, Snowflakes. Snow crystal growth, Simulation. Weath- M.P. Bordas and D.E. Walling. p 191-205, With
Mathemnatical models. Meteorological data. er forecasting, Coalescence, Supercooling. French summary. 10 rcfs.
46-2008 Alvera, B., Pugdeflibregas, I.. Gallart, F
Use of stable isotopes in quantifying groundwater dis- 46-2018 Snowmelt. Sediment transport, Runoff. Suspended
charge to a partially diverted creek. Has hall suppression in eastern Yugoslavia led to a sediments. Water erosion, Drainage.
Space, M.L.. et al, Journal of hydrology, Dec. 1991, reduction in the frequency of hail?.
129(1-4). p175 193, 14 refs. Mesinger, F., et al, Journal of applied meteorology, 46-2027
Ingraham, N.L., Hess, J.W. Jan. 1992, 31(l), p.104-111. 13 refs. ETA (Erosion Transport Accumulation) systems,
Ground Aater, Isotope analysis, Surface drainage, Wa- Mesinger. N. their classlicatloa. mapping and i unagement.
tersheds, Snowmelt, Snow composition, Stream flow, Hail prevention, Performance, Cloud seeding, Silver Engelen, G.B., et al, Internaoonau -Iss..ociaon of H,-
Flow measurement. Hydrogeochemistry. iodide. Weather modification, Periodic variations, Sta- drological Sciences. IAHS publication. 1988,
46-2009 tistical analysis. Synoptic meteorology. No.174, Sediment budgets. Proceedings of the Porto
Identifying ice floes in satellite images. Alegre, Brazil, Symposium, Dec. 11-15. 1988 Edited
Banfield. J.D , et al Naval research reviews. 1991. 46-2019 by M.P Bordas and D.E. Walling, p 397-41:. W'ith
43(2). p,2-11, 19 refs. Insights into the cryoprotective mechanism of di- French summary. 3 refs.
Ratlery. A. . methyl sulfoxide for phospholipid bilayers. Venneker, R.G.W.
Sea icc. Ice floes. Spaceborne photography. Detection, Anchordoguy, T.J., et al, Cryobiology. Oct. 1991. Sediment transport, Water erosion. Alpine glaciation.
('lasifications. Image processing. Resolution. Data 28(5), p.46

7
-473, 22 refs. Drainage.

processng. Cecchini, C.A., Crowe, J.H., Crowe, L.M.
46-2010 Cryobiology. Frost protection, Freeze thaw tests, Solu-

46-01 tions, Ion exchange. Chemical analysis, Molecular 46-2028
Growth of wing cracks and the brittle compressive stutuoge. CrComparison of the sediment transport and yield char-
failure of ice. structure ateristics of two adjacent glacier basins, Val d'Hlr-
Schulson. E M , ct al, ,

4
cra merallurgica et mater;aliz, ens, Switzerland."Nov 10)1. 3901I). p.2651-2655. With French and 46-2020 Gurnell, A.M., et al. International Association if H).-

German summaries 14 refs. Rate analysis of freeze drying of a model system by drological Scicnces. JAHS publication. 1988.
Koehn. 6 A , Jones. D A., Fifot. D.A. a uniformly retreating ice front model. No.174, Sediment budgets. Proceedings of the Porto
Ice strength. Ice cracks, Crack propagation. Brittle- Kumagai. H. et al, Agricultural and biological chemis- Alegre, Brazil. Symposium, Dec. I1-IS, 1988 Edited
ncss, Dynamic loads. Sliding. Ice friction. Compres- try, Mar. 1991, 55(3). p.731-736, 11 refs. by M.P. Bordas and D.E. Walling, p 431-441. With
si•e properties. Photography Nakamura, K., Yano. T. French summary. 8 refs.
46-2011 Freeze drying, Freezing rate, Simulation. Freezing Warburton, J., Clark, M.J.theres ffront, Thermal conductivity. Frozen liquids. Manufac- Subglacial drainage. Meltwater. Sediment transport,W'hy hre' a. Journal of chemical e turing. Porous materials. Suspended sediments. Mountain glaciers. Alpine
(oikern. 'A,.H.,.taJuna fceia education.
Oct 1991. 68(10). p.925. glaciation. Water erosion.
Holmes, L.i.. Jr. 46-2021
Education. Hoarfrost, Ice formation. Surface tempera- Rate analysis of the freeze drying of liquid foods by 46-2029
rure. Heat transfer a modified uniformly retreating ice front model. Rapid motion of the 1989 arctic ozone crater as

Kumagai. H., et al, Agricultural and biological chemis- viewed with TOMS data.46-2012 try, Mar. 1991, 55(3), p.737-742, 11 refs. vee ihTM aa
Handling dry ice in a grade school setting. trymMr. 99, Ya(o, p.rBunn, FE., et al. Canadian journal of ph'siccs.

Nakamura, K.. Yano, T. FecBerger. T,(.. et al. Journal of chemical education. Freeze drying, Freezing rate, Simulation, Thermal Aug.-Sep. 1991. 69(8/9), p.1087-1092. With French
Oct. I991, 68(10). p.868, conductivity, Phase transformations, Freezing front, summary. 14 refs.
Mellon. EK.. Bare. W'D, Fhater content Thirkettle m F.W.. Evans. W.F.J .
Dry ice (trademark), Experimentation, Safety, Educa- Frozen liquids. Mathematical models, Ozone, Atmospheric composition. Stratosphere.
ti4n Remote sensing.46-2022 The data from the NIMBUS-7 TOMS instrument were used to
46-2013 Multiple processes in the formation of subarctic pod- study the arctic ozone layer in late winter and spring, 1 989 This
Adsorption of water vapor on dihydroxynaphthalene zols in Greenland. paper presents an analysis of TOMS total ozone %alues. to pro.
isomers and iteat effects of their wetting. Jakobsen, B.H., Soilscience, Dec. 1991, 152(6), p.414- duct a picture of the morphology of the arctic stratospheric
Kharchenko. E.V.. et al, Soviet progress in chemistry. 426, 25 refs. ozone crater ..i wifter-spnng 1989. The arctic crater formed
1N89. 55(6!. p.21-2

4
. Translated from Ukrainskif Soil analysis, Organic soils, Podsol, Soil formation, Su- in late January when the vortex moved off the pole to over

Scandinavia. The TOMS data clearly shoaw the arctic ozone.khrnicheskil zhurnal. 8 refs. barctic landscapes, Soil profiles, Ion exchange. Soil crater feature over Scandinavia and the western Soviet L(on.
Skorobogat'ko. E.P.. Kolomiets, N.A.. Nikeshina. I.V. textures. Greenland. on February 2. 1989 It later mosed south to Baffn Island and
Cloud physics. Ice formation. Organic nuclei, Hetero- then. in March. down over Toronto. and eventually to tiesiern
gcneous nucleation. Adsorption. Water vapor. Cloud 46-2023 Canada. near Edmonton. A similar unexpected crater was pre-
seeding. Chemical analysis, Supercooling. sent in the Antarctic fall, on March 15. 19q9  This phenome-X-ray microanalysis of frozen fluid inclusions, non is mainly produced by dynamic uplift, but there ma) be
46-2014 Ayora. C., et al. Chemical geology, Dec. 5. 1990, ozone depletion occurring as well owing to reduced tempera-
Observational study of a convective internal bound- 89(1-2). p. 1

3
5-148. 39 refs. tures (Auth.)

ary layer over Lake Michigan. Fontarnau. R.
Chang. :.S., t al, Journal of the atmospheric sciences, Frozen liquids. Geochemistry. Cryogenics. Frozen 46-2030
Oct. 15. 19919 48(20). p.2265-22

7 9, 56 refs. ground chemistry, Microanalysis, Mineralogy, X ray P e n g a c m
Braham. RR, Jr. analysis, Chemical composition, Metals.
Snrowstorms. Lake effects. Precipitation (meteorolo- ture anomalies in the tropical Pacific on global ozone.
gy). Synoptic meteorology. Boundary layer. Clouds Komhyr, W.D., et al. Canadian journal of physcs.

46-2024 Aug-Sep. 1991, 69(8/9), p.1093-1102, With 1rench(meteorology). Convection. Aerial surveys. Liquid Hydrological characteristics as a determinant ofsedi- summary. 47 refs.
\4 ater content. ment delivery in watersheds. Oltmans, S.J., Grass, R.D.. Leonard, R.K.
46-2015 Matherne. A.M.. et al. International Association of Ozone. Atmospheric composition. Stratosphere. Sea
Density-functional theory of freezing and properties Hydrological Sciences. IAHS publication. 1988. water, Surface temperature.
of the ordered phase. No. 174, Sediment budgets. Proceedings of the Porto A significant negative correlation exists between Jun -Aug sea
Singh. Y , Physics reports. Sep, 1991, 207(6), p.

3 5
1- Alegre, Brazil. Symposium. Dec. 11-15, 1988. Edited surface temperatures (SSTs) in the eastern equatorial Pacific

444. 337 refs by M.P. Bordas and D.E. Walling. p.8
9

-
9
6, With and 15-31 Oct. total ozone values at South Pole. Antarcti.a

Freezing. Theories. Analysis (mathematics). Liquid French summary. 5 refs. SSTsin the eastern equatonal Pacific were anomalousl wuarmer
.olid interfaces, Molecular structure, Phase transfor- Prestegaard. K.L. by O.67C during 1976-1987 compared with 1952-i175 Quasi-
mati--is. Liquid phases. Solid phases, Thermodynam- Snowmelt. Sediment transport. Runoff. Suspended biennial oscillation (Q8O) easterly winds in the equatorial

Pacific stratosphere were generally stronger after 1975 than
ics. sediments. Watersheds. Ground water, Water erosion. they were before that time. Poor to the early-to-mid 1()70s the
46-2016 trend in global ozone was generally upward, but then turned
Evaluation of the potential for wintertime quantita- 46-2025 downward. Dunng 15-31 Oct 1988. total ozone at South Pole,
tive precipitation forecasting over mountainous ter- Monitoring programme of sediment transport in which had decreased from about 280 Dobson units (DtL prior

to 1980 to 140 DU in 198", suddenly recovered to 250 DL.
rain with an explicit cloud model. Part I: two-di- Norwegian rivers, though substantial ozone depletion by heterogeneous photo-
mensional sensitivity experiments. Bogen. J., International Association of Hydrological chemical processesinolving polar stratospheric cloudsasstmill
Meyers. M.P.. etal. Journal of applied meteorology. Sciences. IAHSpublication. 1988. No. 174. Sediment evident in the South Pole ozone .ertical profiles. Theseobser.
Jar 1992. 31(0). p.26-50. 38 refs. budgets. Proceedings of the Porto Alegre. Brazil, vationssuggestthatthedownwardtrendinozoneiobservedover
Cotton. W.R. Symposium. Dec. I -I15. 1988. Edited by M.P. Bor- the globe in recent years may have been at least partially
Clouds (meteorology). Wind (meteorology). Precipita- das and D.E. Walling. p. 149-159. With French sum- meteorologically induced, possibly through modulation by thewarmer tropical Pacific ocean waters of QBO easterly winds attitn (meteorology). Waather forecasting. Topographic mary. 7 refs. the equator, of planetary waves in the extratropics, of the in.-
effects. Simulation. Snow pellets. Meteorological fac- Glacial rivers, Sediment transport. Water erosion. Sus- teraction of QBO winds and planetary wanes, and of HadleN
toro. Ice crystal growth. Mountains. pended sediments. Meltwater. River basins. Cell circulation. (Auth.rnod.)
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46-2031 dal in shape There are 3 known cec rises on Filchner- Ronne 46.2041
Global ozone trends from a reanalysis of TOMS data. ice shelf Kurff, Henry. and Berkncr I Ice rumples are distn- Satellite image maps: an interpretation aid and plaa.

guished by a characteristic crevasse pattern and a rise in tnet
Canadian journal of physics, Aug.-Sep. 1991. surface The criterion for distinguishing between Ice rumples nine tool for glaciology.
6910 9). p 1103-1109, With French summary. 16 and an ice rise is the direction of ice muoement Drgitally an- Sievers, J., et ad, Filchner-Ronnc Ice Shelf programme.
rels. hanced Landsat images have revealed extenrse ice rumples on Report 3 (1986), comptied by H. Kohtien. Bremerhas-
Bunn. F.E.. Walker, A.E. FdchnerlceShelf Some200kmwestofBerknerl ,Doakelce en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
Ozone, Atmospheric composition, Stratosphere. Glo- Rumples extend over an irregularis -shaped area with dimen- Research, 1986. p43-46
hal change. sions of about 100 x 30 kIn. Grindel. A.
Analyses of 10 years of daily average total ozone data for Maru DLC G890.F55R47
lSandOct 10 were carried out Thesedayswerechosenasthey Spaceborne photography, Imaging, Data processtng,
correspond, respectively. to the maxima in occurrence of the 46-2037 Glaciology, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarc-
polar ozone thinning phenomena in the northern and southern Grounding zone of Rutford Ice Stream, Antarctica. tica-Ronne Ice Shelf.
polar regiats. The wli.th wh7 TOMSdataprovide o oothe Doake, C.S.M., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, The problems of making maps in Antarctica. rnc/uding the lack
best data sets available with which to monitor global ozone
depletion. Correcting for the TOMS dnft in the 1979-1988 Mar. Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerhav- of enough ground control, the determination of fixed poirts and
15 and Oct. 10 data shows that a global ozone depletion is en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine the bndging of vast snow and ice covered areas with no fix
occurring at the rate off0 2245ý per year. These analyses show Research, 1986, p.15-19, 1 ref. point, are discussod. A method with ,hich. in generalt twill
that the main mum ozorie-depletion rate occurs in the polar zone DLC G890.F55R47 be possible to overcome some of the problems and which is
containing the ozone thinning phenomena. The southern zone Imaging, Spaceborne photography, Grounded ice, Ice based only on digital processing. is outlined
depletion rate is some three times greater than the northern surface Radio echo soundings, Antarctica-Rutford 46-2042
(I 06'; compared with 0.39", per year), and the rate in the
southern zone remains significantly above the global depletion Ice Stream. Discharge of ice into the Filchner-Ronne ice shelves.
rate. even during absence of the ozone thinning phenomenon A grounding line was first located on Rutford Ice Stream by McIntyre, N.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,
(0.47" per year). This decrease is alarmingly greater than pre- using tiltmeters Enhanced Landsat images have since re- Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerha%-
dicted by scenario models. (Auth. mod.) ealed a complex surface morphology for distances up to 100 en. Alfred Wegener Instttute for Polar and Martne

km downstream which has been interpreted as idicating inter a rch, 1986. p4r 14 refs.46-2032 -ittent grounding Several radio-echo sounding flights have Research. 1986. p.4
7

-52. 14 refs
Polar ozone depletion: current status, yielded ice thickness in this area and the echo characteristics DLC G890.FS5R47
Canadian journal of physics, Aug.-Sep. 1991, help discriminate between areas where the ice is floating and Drainage, Ice sheets, Mass balance. Velocity measure-
69(8,9). p. 1110-1122, With French summary. 96 where it is grounded Features of this part of the ice stream ment, Glacier surveys. Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf.
refs. draining from Ellsworth stountains into Ronne Ice Shelf are Antarctica--Ronne Ice Shelf.
McConnell, J.C.. Beagley, S.R., Evans, W.F.J. described. For the calculation of balance discharges and selocities. the
Ozone. Atmospheric composition, Stratosphere. antarctic ice sheet was divided into drainage basins contributing
Rapid springtime depletion of column ozone is observed over to the discharge of ice through 36 major outlet glaciers and ice
the Antarctic during the austral spring. A much weaker 46-2038 streams Of the 36 drainage basins which together drain 59,7
springtime depletion is Observed in the Arctic This depletion Flowline oal Ronne Ice Shelf. of the entire ice sheet. 9 discharge into the Frlchner-Rtine ice
results from a complex chemical mechanism that involves the Jenkins A., Flchner-Ronne Iceshelf system. These ar lised in a table along with and
catalytic destruction of stratospheric ozone by chlonne in the t A., ciled I Shelf programme, R v elocity estimates
colder regions of the polar winter vortices. The magnitude of port 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Bremerhaven,
the spring depletion is much greater in the Antarctic than the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- 46-2043
Arctic due toi the greater stability and longer duration of the search, 1986, p.

2 0
-
2 7

, 4 refs. Ice core studies on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.
southern polar vortex The magnitude of the antarctic ozone DLC G890.F55R47 Graf, W., et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,
depletion has been increasing since 1979 and its current deple- Ice shelves, Flow measurement, Air temperature, Ice Report 3 (1986). compiled by H Kohnen, Bremerhar.-
lion in October 1990 amounts to 60%. (Auth-mod.) surface, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica- en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
46-2033 Ronne Ice Shelf. Research. 1986. p.

5 3
-

5 7
. 2 refs.

SPEAM-I (sunphotometer Earth atmosphere mels- Duringthe 1985/86seasonastudywassstartedontheicemove. DLC G890.F55R47
urement) observations of high-altitude ozone from ment on Ronne Ice Shelf along a flowline from Rutford Ice Ice cores, Snow accumulation. Ice composition. Ice
STS 41-G. Stream grounding line to the ice frint. A single stake was shelves. Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica--
McElroy, C.T.. et al, Canadian journal of physics, placed every 25 km and its position and elevation fixed by a Ronne Ice Shelf.

pMagnavox MX1502B satellite surveyor. A strain rosette. con-Aug.-Sep. 1991. 69(8/9), p.1123-1127, With French sisting of a pattern of four stakes, was placed every 50 km A During the 1983 84 field season on the Frlchner-Ronne Ice
summnary. II refs. 10 m temperature was recorded at every site and stake heights Shelf. an extended glaciological program wv.ý. carried out rom-
Ozone, Atmospheric composition, Stratosphere, were measured for accumulation studies. Toenableamoreac- prising snow pit studies along the Filchner-i-fraverse and ice
Meteorological instruments. curate determination of accumulation rate a 5 m core was recou- core drilling at grid point 340. at a distance iif 220 km from the

The sunphotorimeter Earth atmosphere measurement (SPEAM- ered for oxygen isotope analysis. The preliminary, results pre- ice edge. This paper presents preliminary results if the anal-
I) experiment was flown on the United States space shuttle sented here comprise the 10 m temperatures and surface ysis of the 0-18 content of this core. camed out to get informa-
Challenger in Oct 1984 as part of a group of Canadian experi- elevations recorded at each site. (Auth mod.) tion about the structure of the ice shelf
mnets referred to as CANEX-I. Measurements of the solar in- 46-2044
tensity were made through the orbiter side-hatch window at Ice core drilling on Dolleman Island.
various wavelengths in the visible and near-ultraviolet during a 46-2039 Peel, D.A., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Re-
number of terminator crossings, using a hand-held interference
filter photometer Observations at 315 and 324 nm were Glaciological study of the Rutford Ice Stream. port 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Bremerhaven.
analyzed to give vertical profiles of ozone at b3.4S. 91.96E, Vaughan, D.G., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re-
These profiles are compared with data from the literature. The Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Bremerhav- search. 1986. p.58-61.
success of this experiment points the way to the use of small en. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine DLC G890.F55R47
instruments to make accurate but inexpensive observations of Research, 1986, p.28-36. 1 ref. Ice cores, Drill core analysis. Drilling, Paleoclimatolo-
the composition of the upper atmo3phere. (Auth.mod DLC G890.F55R47 gy. Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarcica-
46-2034 Ice surface. Glacier flow, Basal sliding, Mapping, An- Ronne le Shelf.
Tiles from ice time. tarctica-Rutford Ice Stream. Dnlling activities on Dolleman 1. in 1986 formed part of a
Monastersky, R., Science news, Sep. 14, 1991, The British Antarctic Survey first conducted glaciological field- continuing program to study the past climate of the Antarctic
140( 11 ), p. 168-172. work on the Rutford Ice Stream in 1978-80 when a triangulation Peninsula. The aim is to reconstruct a palaeiclimatic record
Ice cores, Ice sheets, Climatic changes. Ice drills, scheme was installed in the grounding zone. During the aus- which will help to connect similar records from the interior of
Greenland. tral summer of 1984/85 a four-man party returned to the Rnj- the ice sheet with thoee from lower latitudes Dolleman I.

ford to establish a new triangulation scheme upstream of the which is situated on the east coast of the peninsula, has a pseu-46.2035 first. The new scheme consists of 173 snow and rock stations, do- continental climatic regime dorrinated by persistent sea ice
Filehner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Report 3 with roughly 3 km separation. There isa central longitudinal in the Weddell Sea and the influence oif cold, stable winds
(1986). line 112 km long. lying approximately along a fowline down the draining across the Ronne Ice Shelf from the interior of the
Kohnen. H., comp., Bremerhaven, Alfred Wegener In- glacier. From this branch 3 transverse schemes, which extend continent. It is expected that climatic records from the site
stitute for Polar and Marine Research. 186. 113p., across the ice stream into the regions of high shear rate. The will relate closely to those from the Ronne and Filchner ice
Refs. passim. For individual papers see F-45491 most obvious feature on the transverse profiles, which are pre- shelves, The site satisfies several important criteria for deeper

sented in figures, is a deep trench running down the western side drilling. it is a symmetrical dome feature with, a maximum icethrough F- 45508 and J-45509, or 46-2036 through 46- of the ice stream. Preliminary results of mass flux analysts are depth of about 460 m. It is expected that a core drilled to be-
2054. presented in a table, drock will yield a datable time srrir. thrroghr mrrz :hain 1000
DLC G890.F55R47 years.
Research projects. Ice shelves, Glaciology, Antarctica 46-2045
- Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf. 46-2040 George VI Ice Shelf: a temperate ice shelf.

Part of the 2nd International Workshop of the Filchner-Ronne Glacioiogical geodesy on Filchner Ice Shelf 1983-86. Paren, J.G., et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro-
Ice Shelf program, held in Cambridge. England. on June 4-5
1986. was devoted to outlining the progress made in the pro- Kock. H.. et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, gramme, Report 3 (19861, compiled by H. Kohnen,
gram since 1985. This volume contains short preliminary re- Report 3 (1986). compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerhav- Bremerhaven. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and
ports of recent investigations made as part of the program, en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Marine Research. 1986. p.62-6
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46-2036 Research, 1986, p.3
7

-42, 4 refs. Cooper. S.
Ice rises and ice rumples. Wiegand. A. DLC G890.F55R47
Swithinbank, C., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro- DLC G890.F55R47 Ice water interface, Ice shelves. Ice thermal properties.
gramme. Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Rheology. Strain tests. Ice shelves, Velocity measure- Ice salinity. Water temperature. Antarctica George
Bremerhaven, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and ment. Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica- VI Ice Shelf.
Marine Research. 1986. p. 11- 14, 3 refs. Ronne Ice Shelf. George VI Ice Shelfon the west coast( ftheAntarctic Peninsula
DLC G890.F55R47 This geodetic contribution to the glaciological investigation of is unusual, unlike other ice shelses which are underlain by sea
Ice shelves. Ice surface, Imaging. Ice physics, Rheolo- the Filchner Ice Shelf co -sists of determining the ice shelf inn- water barely aboue freezing. the sea water under the ice shelf isIcenshelve%.rcet sfache, Im Ice She s, Atrcti- tion and strain behavio;. Deformation figures were established up to 3 deg above freezing. The thermal regime rif this ice shelfgy. Antarctica--Fiichner Ice Shelf, Antarctica- a grid and measured in two expeditions, with a number of is being studied. as is the oceanographic citculation beneath it
Ronne Ice Shelf. redundant observations in ordler to get high reliability. The ice It is found that heat from the sea and frim the percolation of
Ice rises are dome-shaped ice caps grounded on shoals within motion and stain behavior were determined by comparing the meltwater at the upper surface progressisely warms the ice
ir at the seaward edge of ice shelves; they are generally ellippoi- coordinate sets of both surveyings. shelf At mid-depth, the coldest level in the ice shelf, the re-
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corded temperatures were -6 C off Moore Point. -4 C off carse cant response in tidal species 3 to 7. These harmonics are prac- 46-2055
Point and. near the northern ice front, between -I b C and -1,8 tically absent from records further north on the west coast of the
C. depending on the time of year Antarctic Peninsula, but are present in all tidal height records Measurement of deformations in buried pipeline.

from George VI Sound. A strong ter-diurnal signal also teco Teskey. W.F.. et al, Journal ofsara-eying engmnerfing,
46-2046 in the tidal currents under the ice shelf, An anelastc comp,,- Feb. 1992, 118(l). p. 1-10. 8 refs.
Glaciological research on the Norwegian Antarctic nent a the deformation of the ice at the grounding line is Bayly. D.A.. Colquhoun. IR.
Research Expedition (NARE) 1984/85. tentatively proposed as the mechanism responsible Underground pipelines, Settlement (structural). Sur-
Orheim, 0., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re- veying, Deformation, Design, StructuIal analysis. Cold
port 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerhaven, 46-2051 weather operation.
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- Ice rumples between Korff and Henry ice rises. 46-2056
search. 1986, p.64-6

7
. Smith. A.M.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Constitutive model for ice.

DLC G890.F55R47 Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerhav- Khoo, H.A.. et al, Journal oftengine, -ing mechanics,
Spaceborne photography. Ice shelves, Mapping. Ice en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Feb. 1992, 118(2), p.

2 5 9
-

2 79. 22 ref
surface, Rheology, Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf. Research. 1986. p.85-90. 4 refs. Hrudey, T.M.
Antarctica- Ronne Ice Shelf. DLC G890.F55R47 Ice strength. Ice mechanics, Ice models. Viscoelastici-
The NARE glact, logical research relevant to the Filchner- Ice shelves. Flow rate. Strains. Ice surface, Bottom ty, Ice deformation, Strains, Stress strain diagrams.
Ronne Ice Shelf program included developments in use of topography. Antarctica-Korff Ice Rise, Antarctica- Mathematical models, Mechanical properties.
Landsat thematic mapper and multispcctral scanner images to Henry Ice Rise.
map surface features and ice flow in Queen Maud Land, and
studies of calving and underwater melting of tce fronts in the The Doake Ice Rumples are a grounded area of ice of approxi- 46-2057
Weddell Sea area. mutely 2300 sq km between Korff and Henry ice rises. Unlike Microphysical structure and evolution of a central

ice rises, which generally exhibit independent (tnos regimes, ice Sierra Nevada orographic cloud system.
46-2047 rumples merely reduce ice shelf flow. Ice flow over the Doake Rauber R. M.. Journal of applied meteorology, Jan.
New aeromagnetic and bedrock elevation data from Ice Rumples is important to the flow regime of the whole of 1992. 31(l). p.3-24, 48 refs.
the area around Hang Nunataks. West Antarctica. Ronne Ice Shelf. Together with Korff and Henry ice rises they Clouds (meteorology). Precipitation (meteorology).Garrett. S.W., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, resrrict the flow of much of the ice entering the southern partof the ice shelf to less than half the ice shelf width. To insesti- Cloud physics, Ice crystal growth, Topographic ef-
Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen. Bremerhav- gate this flow a stake scheme was established over the Doake fects, Wind direction. Aerial surveys. Temperature ef-
en. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Ice Rumples in 1983. Ice surface and basal topography over the fects.
Research, 1986. p.

6 8
-

7 1
, 2 refs. Doake Ice Rumples are shown.

DLC G890.F55R47 46-2058
Bedrock. Topographic surveys, Geophysical surveys. 46-2052 Prediction of reservoir bank transformation in the
Ice surveys, Antarctica-Haag Nunataks. Finite element modelling of the Filchner-Ronne Ice region of development of permafrost.
During the 1983-84 season of the joint BAS-USAP investiga- Shelf. Kagan, A.A.. et al, Hydrotechnical construeaon.
tion of the tectonic esolution of West Antarctica. 5000 km of Lange, M.A.. et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro- Oct. 1991. 25(4). p.189-193s, Tra.islated from Gi-data were retrieved from the area betw.een the Antarctic Penin-
sula and the Earseorth Mountains, at the head of Ronne Ice gramme, Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen drotechnicheskoe stroitel'stvo, Apr., 1991. 6 refs.
Shelf, including ct e thickness information and magnetic meas- Bremerhaven. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Krivonogova, N.F.

Shel, icluingicethiknes inormtio an manetc mas-Reservoirs. Frozen ground mechanics, Bank protec-
urements. The bedrock topography map confirms that Rut- Marine Research, 1986. p.91-101, 8 refs. tn aer ways),rPermaro st transforan, Fre-
ford Ice Stream, Carlson Inlet. and Evans Ice Stream occupy MacAyeal. D.R. tion (waterways), Permafrost transformation, Fore-
linear depressions with steep escarpments. Between the ice DLC G890.F55R47 casting, Cold weather construction, Geocryology, En-
streams are blocks showing elevations between -500 m and 500 Ice models, Ice shelves, Mapping, Flow rate, Ice water gineering geology, Electric power.
m. The dramatic bedrock topography may indicate that much interface, Strains, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. An- 46-2059
of the rifting associated with the formation of the troughs now ica-Ronne Ice Shelf. New technique for measuring the dynamic Young's
occupied by the tce streams occurred during the Cenozoic. tarct

Finite element models of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf are pre- modulus between 295 and 6 K.
46-2048 sented. Themaioraimofthisstudyistoevaluatedifferent ice Zhang, J.,etal, Cryogenics, Oct. 1991,31(10),f.884-
Sea bottom topography beneath Ronne Ice Shelf, An- thickness distributions in the light of presently available field 889, 13 refs.
tarctica. data. Radio-echo data of two German expeditions (1983/84 Nyilas, A., Obst. B.
Herrod. L.D.B,, Filchnier-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, and 1985/86) led to the hypothesis that a previously acceptedReport 3 (1986). compiled by H. Kohnenl Bremerhav- ice thickness map might be incorrect. In particular. the new Cryogenics, Temperatureeffects. Metals. Elasic prop-

data seemed to indicate that the earlier mapped thin ice regions erties. Strain measuring instruments, Strains, Vibra-
en. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine in the central parts ofthe Ronne Ice Shelf may actually be much lion, Structural analysis.
Research, 1986, p.

7 2
-
8 0

, 20 refs. thicker. The supposed bottom signals in the thin ice regions are 46-2060
DLC G890. F55R47 now believed to indicate the interface between regular ice and
Bottom topography. Ocean bottom, Ice shelves, An- an as yet undefined (possibly saline) ice layer. The differences Freezing of supercooled water.
tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica-Ronne Ice between the newly proposed ice thicknesses and earlier esti- van der Elsken, J., et aIJournal ofmolecular structure.
Shelf. mates are found to be sufficient to alter the dynamic regime of Nov. 18, 1991, 250(2-4), International Symposium on
Bedrock elevation data were collected during oversnow geo- the ice shelf and should be discernible in numerical models. Hydrogen Bond Physics. Barga. Italy. Sep. 11-14,
physical traverses in summersof 1982-83 and 1983-84, totalling 1990. Proceedings. Edited by AJ. Barnes. et al,
3.500 km and ranging across the ice shelf from Ronne Ice Front 46-2053 p.

24 5
-
2 5 1. 7 refs.

to the Ellsworth Mountains. The new data are combined with On the flow within the transition zone between ice Dings, J.. Michielsen, J.C.F.
data previously collected on bedrock elevations and oversnow sheet and ice shelf. Water structure, Hydrogen bonds. Freezing, Super-
ice thickness measurements over the grounded ice areas. The Herterich, K., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, cooling, Shear properties. Phase transformations,
combined data set has been contoured, and a figure revealing, Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Bremerhav- Thermodynamic properties. Temperature effects.
for the first time. details of the bedrock surface beneath the
Ronne Ice Shelf is presented. In addition, analysis of the seis- en, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine 46-2061
mic movement at each station has allowed an independent esti- Research, 1986, p.102-106, 2 refs. H-bond dynamics in well-characterized supercooled
mate of the total ice thickness over the central area where thin DLC G890.F55R47 and glassy aqueous solutions.
ice was first reported by Robin et al. (1983). Ice shelves, Ice sheets, Ice models, Velocity measure- Dupuy, J.. et al. Journal of molecular structure,
46-2049 ment, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica- Nov. 18, 1991, 250(2-4), International Symposium on
Central part of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf. Ronne Ice Shelf. Hydrogen Bond Physics, Bartss, Italy. Sep. 11-14,
Thyssen. F., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, The flow within the transition zone between ice sheet and tee 19 PrThysseport F.(9, compil edby .ohne n, IceBShelproameh shelf located around the grounding line has been derived from 1990. Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes. et al,
Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Brmerhav- the force balance and flow in two dimensions. For simplicity. p.

3
15-328. 16 refs.

en. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine temperature and density were assumed to be homogenous. Jal, J.F.. Chieux, P., Dianoux. A.J.
Research. 1986. p. 8

1-83. The main results are: in all cases investigated so far, the transi- Solutions, Relaxation (mechanics). Hydrogen bonds.
DLC G890.F55R47 tion flow is increasing downstream with large flow gradients Water structure, Molecular energy levels. Supercool-
Ice shelves. Measurement, Ice surveys. Ice cover around the grounding line: the width of the transition zone is of ing. Phase transformations, Temperature effects, Ther-

the order of the ice thickness, with higher values in the case ofthickness. Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica basal sliding; the vertical and horizontal structure within the modynamic properties.
-Ronne Ice Shelf. transition zone. although of glaciological significance, do not 46-2062
Aerial measurements in 1983/84 showed that the electromag- affect the vertically integrated mass balance very much. Study of statics and dynamics of hydrogen bonds
netic reflection soundings (EMR) did not give the correct ice (Auth.)
thickness in the central part of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf. using neutron scatering.
This is indicated in an enclosed figure. In 1985/86 a group of Sacchetti. F., Journal of molecular structure. Nov.
researchers was successful in penetrating the central part of the 46-2054 18, 1991, 250(2-4). International Symposium on Hy-
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf by a melt borehole, giving an ice Oceanographic research during NARE-84/85. drogen Bond Physics. Barga, Italy. Sep. 11-14, 1990.
thickness of 465 m in this area. Its location is indicated in Foldvik, A., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re- Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes. et al. p.329-336.
another enclosed figure. Thus theice thickness, as deduced by port 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, Bremerhaven, 8 refs.
additional aerial measurements and the borehole results, is near Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- Hydrogen bonds, Neutron scattering. Ice physics.
460 m and not 200 m as deduced from electromagnetic reflec- search. 1986, p.107-109. Molecular structure, Molecular energy levels, Vibra-
tions only. Mlclrsrcue oeua nrylvl.Vba

DLC G890.F55R47 tion, Ice structure.
46-2050 Ice shelves, Ice water interface. Flow measurement.
Tidal spectrum underneath antarctic ice shelves. Ocean currents, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. An- 46-2063
Pedley. M.. et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro- tarctica--Ronne Ice Shelf. Some aspects of hydrogen bonding in the phases of
gramme. Report 3 (1986), compiled by H. Kohnen, The physical oceanography work during NARE-1984/85 wasa water.
Bremerhaven. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and follow-up of previous work in the Weddell Sea. In particular Whalley. E.. et al. Journal of molecular structure,
Marine Research, 1986, p.

8 4
. the work was centered on further investigations of the flow of Nov. 18, 1991. 250(2-4). International Symposium on

Paren, J.G.. Potter, J.R. Ice Shelf water out of the Filchner Depression which was dis- Hydrogen Bond Physics. Barga. Italy. Sep. 11-14.
DLC G890.F55R47 covered during NARE-76/77. One year of currentmeter 1990. Proceedings. Edited by A.J_ Barnes. et al,

moorings showed that this flow of supercooled water most prob-
Ice shelves. Tides. Ice cover effect, Ice deformation, ably represents a major contribution to the process of bottom p.337-3491 24 refs.
Antarctica-George VI Ice Shelf. water formation; the volume leaving the shelf break is about 10 Hydrogen bonds. Water structure. Molecular struc-
A year-long tidal record has been obtained from beneath times the volume flux of the Amazon River. The temperature ture. Solid phases, Phase transformations. Ice physics.
Gcorge VI Ice Shelf; an unusual feature ofthe record is a signifi- is below -1.9 C. Molecular energy levels. Temperature effects.
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46-2064 46-2072 spheric C02 levels b' cutcrme weathering of a supercontlnent
Vibrational density of states of the hydrogen sites in Effectiveness of snow fences in agricultural fields. at low latitudes. Most Phancrozoii glaiation ia, caused by

the combined effects of we-atnerirj of an eeuatied
hydrogen-bonded molecular solids, [Ob effektivnosti snegozaderzhaniia na selskok- supercontinent (Pangeaf and polar positioning The Cenotiic
Andreani. C., et al. Journal of molecular structure, hozialstvennykh poliakhl, glaciation may be related to high iatitudes of some continental
Nov. 18, 1991, 250(2-4), International Symposium on fetropavlovskaia, M.S., cc al. Leningrad. Gidrologi- massesand reduced C02 te'elsdae ti enhanced weathering ot
Hydrogen Bond Physics, Barga, Italy, Sep. 11-14. cheski institut. Trudy. 1991. Vol.346, p.57-66, In the continents. which beiornte emergent as the Atlanti O~can
1990. Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes, et al. Russian. 7 refs. floor ages. cools and sinks In the short term. the 'iLitt Ice
p.385-393. 13 refs. Dushko, N.B.. Kaliuzhnyt. I.L. Age" climatic cycle suggests warming for about the nest l.0it.J)a'cas Global cooling should 1.1l.o. as the Earth de,,ocndimo
Merlo. V., Postorino. P.. Ricci. M.A. Snow fences. Soil water. Analysis (mathematics). the next severe glaciation predicted bfolo ilankth irt~h theor
Hydrogen bonds, Molecular structure, Molecular en- 46-2073 Antheopogenic contribution to the greenhouse bfaect ihould
ergy levels, Ice structure. Neutron scattering, Spectra, Calculating the thermal regime of soils in areas with enhance the short-term warming trend The repeated Nycle otProton transport, Ice relaxation, snow fences. lRaschet temperaturnogo rezhima Cenozoic glaciations will end with the initiation it subduction

46-2065 pochv v usloviiakh snegozaderzhaniia], along the Atlantic margins (Auth mod I

Model for low frequency Raman scattering in hydro- Lavrov, S.A., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskii instirtut.
gen-bonded solids. Trudy. 1991, Vol.346. p.67-74. In Russian. 3 refs. 46-2081

Dimartino. V., et al, Journal of molecular structure, Soil temperature. Thermal regime, Cryogenic soils, Geological perspective on climatic change: computerNo''.18,191,2502-).IntrntioalSyposumon Analysis (mathematics), Snow fences. simulation of ancient climates.
Nov. 18, 1991, 250(2-4). International Symposium on AFawcett, P.J.. et al, Geoscience Canada. Sep. 1 Q91.
Hydrogen Bond Physics, Barga, Italy, Sep. 11-14. 46-2074 18(3), p.111-l17, 25 refs.
1990. Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes, et al. Analyzing the effect of snow cover impurities on its Barron. E.J.
p.395-401. 9 refs. melting rate. tOtsenka vliianiia zagriazneniia snezh- Climatic changes, Paleoclimatology. Models.
Mazzacurati, V.. Merlo. V.. Ruocco, G. nogo pokrova na intensivnost' ego taianiiaj. Global climate models are ased it make predictions lir possible
Hydrogen bonds. Molecular structure. Ice spectros- Shutov, V.A., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskh institut. future climatic changes. but their abiity wi sim..late inmatic
copy, Ice structure. Latticed structures, Light scatter- Trudy, 1991, Vol.346, p.75-,6. In Russian. 12 refs. states other than the present day is not ciell constrained The
ing. Spectra. Proton transport. Snow cover, Snow melting, Snow impurities. Analysis sedimentary record cinrirs a wealth of information on past

(mathematics), Statistical analysis. global climatic change. From this one can get a gt id idea oi
462066 46.2075 what past climatic extremes %ere. and some idea of their under-

Caormeri gasing causes. By simulating the climate of a past time. oneCalorimetric glass transitions in the amorphous forms Method of determining the heat balance components can ealuate the abilit) (f a climate model a represent a i imat-of water. a comparison, of snow cover in the snowmelt period. [Metodika ic state substantially different from the present day At pre-
Mayer. E.. Journal of molecular structure. Nov. 18, opredeleniia sostavliaiushchikh teplovogo balansa sent. models are not well utilized to reproduce a global
1991, 250(2-4), International Symposium on Hydro- snezhnogo pokrova v period snegotaianiia], climatology for a particular time period, Rather. the models
sen Bond Physics, Barga. Italy, Sep. 11-14, 1990. Shutov. V.A., Leningrad. Gidrologicheski2 institut. are used for sensitiaty expeiriments. One gealtigic factor is
Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes, et al, p.403-411, Trudy. 1991. Vol.346. p.8

7
-96, In Russian. 14 refs. varied (e.g.. geography or C t2 lesel) while all others ate held36 refs.ccsnt Intiwa.teeectnthclmtofcngg

Water structure, Phase transformations, Ice structure, Snowmelt, Snow cover. Heat balance, Snow air inter- that one factor can be tented, and insights into the mechanismsAmorphous ice. Temperature effects, Ice physics, face, Analysis (mathematics), Statistical analysis. of global change are gained. The results are then comparedTemperature effecmnt Ic proper- 46-2076 with the geologic record. Two case studies are giten as esam-TemperatureWays of improving instruments for contact analysis of pies They range through both polar regions during the Creta-ties. Wceous and Late Pleistocene. showing the march of temperature
the physical-mechanical properties of snow. tPuti from a global verspective: the) serve as guides for assessing the

46-2067 usovershenstvovaniia priborov dlia kontaktnogo nature of fua . global conditions. tAuth. mod.)
Ice nucleation in aqueous electrolytes by light scat- opredeleniia fiziko-mekhanicheskikh svolstv snega].
tering observation. Bellinson. M.M., et al, Leningrad. Gidrologicheski 46-2082
Fornazero. J., et al. Journal ofmolecular structure. institut. Trudy, 1991. Vol.346, p.

9 7
-102. In Russian. Minimization and recycling of drilling waste on the

Nov. 18, 1991, 250(2-4), International Symposium on 7 refs. Alaskan North Slope.
Hydrogen Bond Physics, Bsarga, Italy, Sep. 11-14, Klimin, A.I., Ovcharenko, V.G.. Samotlov, R.S. Schumacher. J.P..etal, Journalofpetroleum rechnolo-
1990. Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes. et al, Indicating instruments, Snow mechanics. Snow phy- gy. June 1991, 43(6). p.722-729, 9 refs.
p.421-430. 19 refs. sics. Malachosky, E., Lantero. D.M., Hampton. P.D.
El Hachadi, A.. Dupuy, J. 46-2077 Oil wells, Drilling. Waste disposal. Envirornmentai im-
Solutions. Ice formation. Heterogeneous nucleation, Deformation of snow cover under static loads. pact. Cold weather operation. Chemical analysis. Pc-
Homogeneous nucleation. Supercooling, Temperature tDeformatsiia snezhnogo pokrova pri staticheskikh troleum industry. United States-Alaska-- Prudhoe
effects, Light scattering. Ice physics. nagruzkakh]. Bay.

46-2068 Bolotnikov, G.I., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskhi in-
Investigations of the formation process of snow cover stitut. Trudy, 1991, Vol.346, p.103-106, In Russian. 46-2083
in an unirrigated farming zone. [Issledovaniia prot- 2 refs. Viscous-inviscid interaction due to the freezing of a
sessov formirovaniia snezhnogo tnokrova v zone bogar- Snow deformation. Snow cover. Static loads, liquid flowing on a flate plate.
nogo zemledelita]. 46-2078 Higuera, F.J.. Physics of fluids .4. Dec. 1991. 3(12).
Petropavlovskaia. M.S., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskii Analyzing the effect of a shock wave on snow cover. p.2875-2886, 25 refs.
institut. Trudy, 1991, Vol.346, p.

3
-
2 1

. In Russian. 6 (Otsenka vozdelstviia udarnol volny na snezhnyl Laminar flow. Liquid cooling. Liquid solid interfaces.
refs. pokrovs. Solidificatioer. Heat flux. Boundary layer. Plates, Anal-
Snow water content, Snow cover, Water reserves, Delarov, D.A., et al, Leningrad. Gidrologicheskh in- ysis (mathematics), Viscous flow.
Snowdrifts, Snow cover distribution. stitut. Trudy, 1991, Vol.346. p.

10 7
-

1 22
, In Russian.

46-2069 2 refs. 46-2084
Kaliuzhnyl, I.L. Assessing the strengths and limitations of low-tem-Formation and calculation of snow reserves in agricul- Snow cover. Snow mechanics, Snow strength, Snow perature cutings.

tural fields with snow fences and evaluating the effec- density. Shock waves. Snow water content, Analysis Hughes, J.D.. et al. Journal of protectite coatings &
tiveness of these measures. 1Formirovanie i raschet (mathematics). linings. Feb. 1990. 7(2), p.12-1

4
.

snegozapasov na sel'skokhoziafstvennykh poliakh so Kaminski. W.W., Gaschke.9Bloodgcod. D.T.
snegozaderzhaniem i otsenkaeffektivnostietikh mero- rrelation between the turbulence coefficients in Protective coatings. Cold weather performance. Res-

Kaliuzhnyf, IL.. et al, Leningrad. Gidrologicheski vertical heat flux and moisture in the surface layer of ins.
institut. Trudy. 1991, Vol.346, p.22-34, In Russian. air. CO sootnoshenii koeffitsientov turbulentnosti v

13 refs. vertikal'nykh potokakh tepla i vlagi prizemnogo sloia 46-2085
Shutov, V.A.. Delarov, D.A. vozdukhaj, Canadian experience: cold weather curing coatings.
Snow water content. Snow fences. Analysis (math- Postnikov, A.N., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskia in- Witter. J.. Journal of protective coatings & linings.
ematics). Snow cover. straut. Trudy, 1991, Vol.346, p.123-125. In Russian. Nov. 1991. 8(11), p.

3 4
-
3 9

.
I ref. Protective coatings. Steel structures, Cold weather

46-2070 Heat flux, Turbulence, Analysis (mathematics), Tur- performance. Chemical composition.
Calculating snow evaporation in fields with snow bulent flow, Snow cover effect, Water vapor.
fences. tRaschet ispareniia so snega na poliakh so 46-2080 46-2086
snegozaderzhaniem]. Geologic record of glaciation: relevance to the climat- Other options and concerns for coating under cold
Shutov, V.A., Leningrad. Gidrologicheskh institut. ic history of earth, weather conditions.
Trudy. 1991, Vol.346, p.

3 5
-

4 5
, In Russian. 5 refs. Young. G.M., Geoscience Canada. Sep. 1991, 18(3), Hare. C.. Journal of protective coatings & linings.

Snow fences, Snow evaporation, Snow cover, Analysis p. 100-108, 89 refs. Nov. 1991. 8(11), p.
3 6

-
3 7

.
(mathematics). Climatic changes, Glacial geology, Paleoclimatology, Protective coatings. Cold weather performance. Clas-

46-2071 Geochronology. sifications.
Analysis of water vapor diffusion (in the example of The geologic record suggests that the surface of the planet hashad a remarkably stable thermal history. This stability is re-field investigations in Northern Kazakhstan). [Ot- markable because of an inferred 30% increase in solar luminosi- 46-2087
senka diffuzii vodianogo para (na primere polevykh ty since Early Archean time. The glacial record provides some Regional hydrclogic and carbon balance responses of
issledovanif v Severnom Kazakhstane)], of the best evidence of thermal perturbation. The major cause forests resulti;,li from potential climate change.
Delarov. D.A., et al, Leningrad. GidrologicheskPi in- of glaciation may be the periodic reduction of atmospheric Running. S.W., et al. Climatic change. Dec. 1991,
stitut. Trudy. 1991, Vol.346, p.46-56. In Russian. C02. which is linked. via plate tectonics, to the weathering 19(4), p.349-368. 44 refs
I I refs. cycle. Early Proterozoic glaciation may have occurred because Nemani. R.R.of the combination of enhanced weathering of new cratons, andKaliuzhnyL I.L. the faint early sun. Associated highly weathered rocks may re- Climatic changes. Growth, Biomass. Trees (plants).
Water vapor, Vapor diffusion, Soil water. Snow cover fleet the high C02 content of the atmosphere tare Protero- Forest ecosystems. Water balance. Snowmelt. Photo-
effect. Analysis (mathematics). zoir glaciation is explained as being due to lowering of atmo- synthesis, Simulation. Global warming.
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46-2088 46-2097 46-2105
Application of physical adsorption thermodynamics Characteristics of a high-latitude fluvial environment: Periglacial landforms in the northern part of the
to heterogeneous chemistry of pola, stratospheric the river Oulankajoki, NE Finland. Greater Xingan Ranges, China.
clouds. Koutaniemi. L.. International geomorphology 1986. Zhu. J.H.. International geomorpholopg 198b Inter-
Elliott, S., et al. Journal of atmospheric chemistry. International Conference on Geomorpholog), 1st, national Conference on Geomorpholog). Ist. L noiser-
Oct. 1991. 13(3), p.211-224. 45 refs. University of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. sity of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985. Proceed-
Turco, R.P., Toon. O.B., Hamill, P. Proceedings. vol.l. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches- ings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardincr. Chichester. LK,
Polar atmospheres, Cloud physics, Atmospheric com- ter, UK. John Wiley & Sons, 1985. p.571-574. 3 refs. John Wiley & Sons, 1985. p.281- 2 84
position. Ice vapor interface, Adsorption, Chemical Rivers. Ground water. Snowmelt. Ground thawing, Periglacial processes, Landforms. China Greater
analysis, Chemical properties. Thermodynamics, At- Frost penetration, Ground ice, Flooding, Finland- Khingan Range.
mospheric density. Oulankajoki River. 46-2106
46.2089 Palsas and mineral permafrost mounds in northern
Repair and maintenance of refrigerated warehouse 46-2098 Quebec.
floors. Bank erosion and frost action: an example from South Allard. M.. et al, International geomorphology 1986.
Schafran. B.F., et al, Journal of protective coatings & Wales. International Conference on Geomnrphology. 1st.
linings. Mar. 1991. 8(3). p.6 0-64. 9 refs. Lawler, D.M., International geomorphology 1986. University of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985
Armstrong, C.W. International Conference on Geomorphology. 1st, Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches-
Floors, Industrial buildings. Refrigeration. Mainte- University of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. ter, UK, John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.285-309. Refs.
nance. Protective coatings. Concrete slabs, Tempera- Proceedings, vol.l. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches- p.29 7-300.
ture effects. ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons, 1985, p.5 75-590. I8 refs. Seguin. M.K.. Levesque. R.
46-2090 Frost action, Erosion. Banks (waterways). Ice needles. Landforms. Periglacial processes, Discontinuous per-
Imaging atom-probe analysis of a vitreous ice inter- Ice models, Mathematical models, United Kingdom- mafrost, Geomorphology.
face. Wales. 46-2107
Panitz, J.A.. et al. Surface science. 1991, 246(1-3,. Use of strain gauges for experimental frost weather-
p.163-168, 14 refs. 46-2099 ing studies.
Stintz. A. Changing fluvial processes in a small lowland valley Douglas. G.R.. et al. International geomorpholog.
Vitreous ice, Imaging, Probes. Ice spectroscopy. Ice at the end of the Weichselian Pleniglacial and during 1986. International Conference on Geornorphologý.
solid interface, Layers, Spectra. Metals. Surface prop- the Late Glacial. 1st, University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 19)85
erties. Vandenberghe. I., International geomorphology 1986. Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chichcs-
46-2091 International Conference on Geomorphology. 1st. ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.605-621. 22 rcfs.Radiobrightness decision criteria for freeze/thaw University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21, 1985. McGreevy. J.P., Whalley. W.B.boundaries. Proceedings, vol.l. Edited by V. Gardim-. Chiches- Frost weathering. Strain measuring instruments. Ther-ouendorier. ter, UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985, p.731-744i, 29 refs. mal stresses. Freeze thaw cycles, Cracks.Zuerndorfer, B.W., et al. IEEE transactions on gen- Geomorphology, Valleys. Paleoclimatology. Rivers, 46-2108
science and remote sensing. Jan. 1992. 30(1), p.89- Glacial deposits, Glacial erosion.
102. 34 refs. Glacial troughs caused by steep rock, forms.
England. A.W. Lassila, M., International geomorphology 1986. In-
Soil classification, Terrain identification. Radiometry, 4t,-2100 ternational Conference on Geomorphology. 1st. L ni-
Remote sensing. Frozen ground, Brightness. Thawing. Rlationship between discharge and suspended sedi- versity of Manchester, UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985. Pro-
Correlation. Soil water. Surface properties. ment in a small nival subarctic catchment. ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chichester.
46-2092 Threlfall, J.L.. International geomorphology 1986. UK, John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.663-674. 31 refs.Comaro olntt'rnationa; Conference on Geomorphology. 1st. Glacier beds. Landforms. Glacial erosion. GlacialComparison of agorithms for retrieval of snow water Uni '-rsity of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. geology.
equivalent from Nimbus-7 SMMR data in Finland. Prceedings. vol.1. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches- o4
Hallikainen. MT.. et al, IEEE transactions on geo- ter. UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985. p.823-841. 33 refs. 46-2109
science and remote sensing. Jan. 1992. 30(l). p.124- Suspended sediments. Correlation, River basins Surge moraines.
131, 10 refs. Snowmelt, Snow hydrology, Channels (waterways). Drozdowski. E.. International geomorphologý 1986.
Jolma. P.A. International Conference on Gcomorphology. 1st.
Radiometry. Remote sensing. Snow cover structure. University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985.
Snow water equivalent. Brightness. Statistical analysis, 46-2101 Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches-
Accuracy, Surface properties. Geomorphology of a compressional plate boundary, ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.675-692. 29 refs
46-2093 Southern Alps, New Zealand. Moraines, Hummocks. Glacier surges.Human9 b dWhitehouse. I.E., International geomorphology 1986.Human body detection in wet snowpaek by an FM- International Conference on Geomorphology. 1st. 46-2110CW radar. University of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. Facies analysis and depositional models oif Vistulian
Yamaguchi. Y.. et al, IEEE transactions on geoscience Proceedings. vol.1. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chiches- ice-marginal features in northwestern Poland.and remote sensing. Jan. 1992, 30(1). p.186-189, 5 ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.8 97 -924. Refs. Kozarski. S.. et al, International geomorphology 1986.
refs. p.919-924. International Conference on Geomorphology. Ist.
Mitsumoto. M.. Sengoku. M.. Abe, T. Geomorphology, Isostasy. Glacial geology. Sedi- University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985.Radar echoes. Avalanches. Snow cover structure, Sub- ments, Landforms, Plates. Avalanche erosion, Glacial Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches-
surface investigations. Accidents. Detection, Human erosion. New Zealand-Alps. ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons, 1985. p.693-710. 34 refs
factors. Simulation. Sensor mapping. Kasprzak. L.
46-2094 46-2102 Geomorphology. Glacial geology, Glacial deposits. Ice
Canadian East Coast radar trials and the K-distribt- Gully evolution in response to both snowmelt and cover. Ice models. Poland.
tion. flash flood erosion, Wn. Colorado. 46-2111
Nohara. T.J.. et al, IEE proceedings-F. Radar and Faulkner, H.. International geomorphology 1986. In- De Geer moraines in Finland.
signalprocessing. Apr. 1991. 138(2), p.8 0 -8 8 . 21 refs. ternational Conference on Geomorphology, 1st. Uni- Zilliacus. H.. International geomorphology 1986. In-
Haykin. S. versity of Manchester, UK. Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro- ternational Conference en Geomorphology. 1st. Uni-
Sea ice. Icebergs. Radar echoes. Scattering, Ice detec- ceedings, vol.l. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chichester. versity of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro-
tion. Resolution, Polarization (waves), Statistical anal- UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985, p. 94 7 -9 6 9. 26 refs. ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chichester.
ysis. Remote sensing. Gullies. Snow erosion, Water erosion. Flooding, Snow- UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p. 7 11-724. Refs. p. 721-
46-2095 melt, Hydrology. Snow water equivalent. Models. 724.
Structural studies of water and other hydrogen-bond- Moraines, Geomorphology. Glacial deposits. Finland.
ed liquids by neutron diffraction. 46-2103 46-2112
Dore. J.C.. Journal of molecular structure. Nov. Approach to the identification of morphoclimates. Review of controversial issues related to the Late
18.1991. 250(2-4). International Symposium on Hy- Ahnert, F., International geomorphology 1986. In- Palaeozoic glaciation of southern South Australia.
drogen Bond Physics. Barga. Italy. Sep. 11-14. 1990. ternational Conference on Geomorphology. 1st. Uni- Bourman. R.P., International geomorphology 1986.
Proceedings. Edited by A.J. Barnes, ct al, p.193-211, versity of Manchester, UK. Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro- International Conference on Geomorphology. 1st.
54 refs. ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chichester. University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985.
Hydrogen bonds. Liquids. Amorphous ice. Neutron UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985, p.159-188, 13 refs. Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches-
diffraction. Molecular structure. Supercooling, Water Statistical analysis, Rain. Freeze thaw cycles, Frost ter, UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p. 725-742. Refs.
structure. Liquid phases, Temperature effects. weathering. Wind velocity. Climatology. p.739-742.
46-2096 Glaciation. Glacial geology. Terrain identification.
International geomorphology 1986. Proceedings of 46-2104 Landforms. Glacial deposits, Australia.
the First International Conference on Geomorpholo- Geomorphology of the Hengduan Mountains, China. 46-2113
gy. Liu, S.Z., et al. International geomorphology 1986. Glaciers of the southern Lyngen Peninsula, Norway.
International Conference on Geomorph logy. 1st. International Coference on Geomorphology. 1st, Gordon. J.E., et al. International geomorphology
University of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985, University of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. 1986. International Conference on Geomorphology.
Chichester, UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985, 2 vols.. For Proceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches- 1st, University of Manchester. UK. Sep. 15-21. 1985.
selected papers see 46-2097 through 46- 4119. ter. UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985, p.229-237. Proceedings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chiches-
DLC GB400.2.158 1985 Zhong, X.H. ter. UK, John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.7 43-7 58. 13 refs
Geomorphology. Glacial geology. Glacial erosion, Geomorphology. Glacial geology. Mountains. Ter- Whalley. W.B.. Gellatly. AF.. Ferguson, R.I
Glacial deposits. Paleoclimatology. Periglacial pro- races, Cirque glaciers. Pleistocene. China-Hengduan Glacier surveys, Glacier mass balance. Glacier abla-
ccsses. Moraines. Mountains. tion. Norway--Lyngen.
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46-2114 the 1987i88 season. The complete data set comprises -8 sites The ratio of the stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen. the H.
eo aith known velocity, ice thickness, surface elevanon. surface 3 content and the elevoiolytica; couductisit) of the melted sam-Paace-environment Of the last glacial (")81i) stage in temperature and accumulation rate. In addition, at 17 of the pies were determined. T'he analytical results together %ith theNorth China. sites strain rates and rotation rates are also known, calculated deuterium excess are shown The mean acunumula-

Sun, J.Z.. et al. International geomorphology 1986. tion rate for the period 1952- 1985 s"as calculated !o be 24
International Conference on Geomorphology, 1st, 46-2122 WE. with a relatise large standard deviation of 6 ým AE
University of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. Recent investigations of surface undulations where The accumulation rates show a decrease, significant on a 95'/
Proceedings. vol.2 Edited by V. Gardiner, Chiches- Rutford Ice Stream enters Ronme Ice Shelf. confidence level, from 1952 to 1985 with 0.23 cm WE per )ear
tcr. UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985. P.763-773, 27 refs. Jenkins, A., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re-
Li. X.G. port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bremerhaven, Al-
Paleoclimatology. Vegetation. Trees (plants), Plants fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, 4,&2126
(botany). Glaciation. Permafrost, Pollen, China. 1990, p. 12-17, 3 refs. Preliminary results of British Antarctic Survey field-
46-2115 DLC G890.F55R47 work on Ronne Ice Shelf 1988/89.Esals n oTopographic surveys, Ice surface, Spaceborne photog- Vaughan, D.G., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,Establishment of soil cover on tills of variable texture raphy, Mapping, Antarctica-Rutford Ice Stream, An- Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven.and implications for interpreting paleosols-oadiscus- tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica-Ronne Ice Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re-Gellatln . International geomorphology 1986. Shelf. search, 1990, p.50-51, 3 refs.G tlNtvA- R. International C rn o geomorphology 1s86. Downstream of the grounding line on Rutford Ice Stream a DLC G890.F55R47International Conference on Geomorphology, lst, distinctive pattern of surface undulations extends more than Velocity measurement, Strain tests, Ice models, IceUniversity of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21. 1985. 150km intothe iceshelf. The troughsare upto 30m deepand
Proceecings. vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chiches- correspond to areas of thinner ice which are characterized by shelves, Rheology, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf.
ter, UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.

7 7 5
-

78 4
, 22 refs. complex basal radar reflections. This and the fact that surface Antarctiia-Ronne Ice Shelf.

Soil texture, Loess, Soil formation, Moraines, Soil dat- elevations in these depressions are above those required for To provide realistic input values for medium scale modeiuing. or
ing. Glacial deposits. Glacial geology. hydrostatic equilibrium, initially led to the conclusion that these valuable testing data for larger scale modelling of the Ronne Ice

areas were grounded. However. comparison of a 1986 SPOT Shelf, it was proposed to establish 12 strain rosettes in the
46-2116 image of the area with a 1974 Landsat image revealed that the region. Logistical limitations dictated that this figure he re-
Quaternary problems in the German alpine foreland. topographic features are moving with the ice shelf. Detailed duced to 6. The most important 6 sites were visited during the
hognet. K_. gItl:: tis'ao, iirphology 1986. In- studiesofsomeofthemost nrominent featureswere underraker. lQ88/89 season. -d strain rosettes and z- - - ý -
ternatioi•.. Confc.c.. C-eororphology, 1st, Uni- dunng tue i1,67ai88 tinid season. These incviuusc the measure- stalled at each. It is hoped that the surve) markers used will

ment of surface elevation and ice thickness along a number of remain visible for at least two years and that at least one res isrtversity of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro- profiles which were accurately fixed by Magnavox. willbepossible. Remeasurementoftheexposedlenvthsofthe
ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner. Chichester, survey markers will provide a measurement of the local ac-
UK. John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p,785-795, 19 refs' 46-2123 cumulation at each site. another important parameter in the
Pleistocene. Alpine glaciation, Palcelimatology, Ice velocity, flow line, and deformation determination input required for modelling.
Quaternary deposits, Terraces. from GPS and Transit at Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf.
46-2117 Hinze, H.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re-

port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bremerhaven, Al- 46-2127Re-examination of the Dimlington Stadial glaeigenis fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Ic- an interaction on Rnne Ice Shelf Antare-sequence in Holderness.190p.83,1res c--caineatoonRw IeS lfAtr-

Foster. C.T., International geomorphology 1986. In- 19ca.90.81 2Re.
ternational Conference on Geomorphology, 1st, Uni- DLC G890.F55R47 Jenkins, A., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re--Velocity measurement, Ice deformation, Ice shelves, port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bremerhaven, Al-versity of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro- Spaceborne photography, Data processing, Antarctica frdW enrnsiteorPlrndMieRsach
ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chichester, SpFilchnerbome phogp, DatapRonesing Anactc fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research.
UT Jorhn Wiley & Sons. 1985. p.829-842. 33 refs. 1990, p.52-54, 3 refs.G d Two satellite systems, the Transit or Navy Nacigation Satellite DLC G890.F55R47Glac ial deposits, Lthology, Subglacial observations, System (NNSS) and the Global Positioning System- Naviga-
Boreholes, Models, Glacial geology. United Kingdom. tine System with Time and Ranging (NAVSTAR/GPS). are Ice shelves, Botto;n topography, Ice melting. Ice water
46-2118 compared in terms of satellite positioning and working features. interface, Water temperature, Antarctica-F-ilchner
Glacial geomorphology, Quaternary glacial sequence It is suggested that the GPS allows a faster, more precise and Ice Shelf. Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf.
and palaeoclimatic inferences in the Ecuadorian continuous position determination than the Transit-NNSS. Detailed glaciological measurements have been made at 28 sites

To achieve similar position accuracy for absolute coordinates as lying on an approximate flowline extending 760 km -crossAndes. well as for relative. the two systems require an observation span Ronne Ice Shelf from the grounding line of Rutford Ice Stream.
Clapperton. C.M.. International geomorphology 1986. of 1/2 to I day with NNSS and 1/2 to 1 hour with GPS. It Doppler satellite surveying has enabled ice velocities and sur-
International Conference on Geomorphology. 1st, is pointed out that the GPS satellite configuration, as it is today, face elevations to be calculated at each site. and at 17 of them
University of Manchester, UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. is limited in such a manner that only during special hours, ice deformation rates have been derived from repeated meas-
Proceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chiches- depending on the geographic location of the user. is satellite urements of local stake networks. Calculations indicate basal
ter. UK, John Wiley & Sons, 1985, p.

84 3
-
8 70 . 44 refs. positioning possible during a window of radio visibility, melting in excess of t m/a over the first 100 km of the flowline

Geomorphology. Glacial geology, Quaternary depos- 46-2124 downstream of Rutford Ice Stream. Melting continues at alesser rate over the next 200 kin before freezing ýorrmcntecs.its, Paleoclimatology. Glacial erosion, Moraines, Gla- 520 year temperature record of a 100 m core from the Freezing then dominates up to the final 100 km before the ice
ciers, Landforms, Ecuador-Andes. Ronne Ice Shelf, Antarctica (extended abstract). front, resulting in the accumulation of a layer of saline ice up
46-2119 Graf, W., et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, to 40 m thick. This is rapidly removed as melt rates i iease

Inventory of caves in the county of Visternorrland, N. Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bremerhaven, to over 6 m/a at the ice front. Profiles of ice shelf thickness
Sweden. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- and sea-bed topography are illustrated.
Sjoberg. R. International geomorphology 1986. In- search, 1990, p.41-45, 4 refs,
ternational Conference on Geomorphology, 1st, Uni- Reinwarth. 0., Moser, H.
versity of Manchester. UK, Sep. 15-21, 1985. Pro- DLC G890.F55R47 46-2128
ceedings, vol.2. Edited by V. Gardiner, Chichester, Temperature variations. Ice shelves, Ice cores, Paleo- Glacial geodetic investigations on Filchner-Ronne Ice
UK, John Wiley & Sons. 1985. p. 1191-1198, 7 refs. climatology, Ice composition, Antarctica-Filchner Shelf 1989/90.
Ice caves, Caves, Geomorphology. Sweden. Ice Shelf, Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf. Moiler, D., et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro-
46-2120 Indications for climatic changes during the last 520 years were gramme, Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bre-

inferred from the 0-18 contents of a 100 m ice core from the merhaven, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Ma-Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Report 4 RonnelceShelf. Thecorewasdrilledduringthe 1983/84 sea- rine Research, 1990, p.55-59.
(1990). son by a German antarctic field party at point 340 (55.4E. Ritter, B.
Miller. H.. ed, Bremerhaven, Alfred Wegener Institute 78.6S) and dated using the seasonal variations of the 0-I8 DLC G890.F55R47
for Polar and Marine Research, 1990, 135p., Refs. contents. h spans a time of 520 years and dates back to 1461
passim. For individual papers see 46-2121 through A.D. The 0-18 time series, derived from the 0-18 profile, re- Ice shelves, Ice melting, Geodetic surveys, Topograph-

flects first of all the decrease of 0.18 content in the catchment ic maps, Antarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica-46- 2142 tr F-45515 through F-45536. area of the core extending from the drilling site 250 km to the Ronne Ice Shelf.
DLC G890.F55R47 sovth and shows secondly. a large scatter from year to year. The data required for the modelling of melting rates of the ice
Research projects. Ice shelves. Glaciology. Antarctica For a climatological interpretation, the 0-18 series has to be near a projected borehole at 77S-52.5W are outlined. As
- Filchner Ice Shelf, Antaretica-Ronne Ice Shelf. corrected for continental effects on the delta 0-18 values, heights above sea level are available only at a very few points
This volume contains summaries of papers presented at the 3rd. 46-2125 near the ice front, and cannot be derived by satellite positioning.
4th and 5th International Workshop of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Isotopic and stratigraphical Interpretation of a 16 m two height profiles along flowlines are projected and shown inShelf program held in Oslo on June 13-14, 1988; in Bremnerhav- enab rz syI(xtddasrc). a figure-

en (in June 22-23. 19,89: and in Cambridge on June 27-28 1990 firn core nearby Druzhnaya I (extended abstract),
respectively The papers include preliminary results of recent Graf. W., et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,
,nvestigations made as part of the program. 'nd plans for future Report 4 (1990), edited I,, H. Miller, Bremerhaven,
viirk Alfred Wegener Institute for Polor and Marine Re- 46-2129

46-2121 search, 1990, p.46-49, 4 refs. ERS-l altimeter activities in Antarctica.
Glaciological fieldwork on Ronne Ice Shelf, 1985-88: Reinwarth, 0., Oerter, H., Diurgerov, M. Bamber, J., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re-
some preliminary results. DLC G890.F55R47 port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. Al-
Jenkins, A.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re- Snow composition, Fim stratification, Isotope anal- fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research.
port 4 (1990). edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven, Al- ysis, Snow accumulation, Ice temperature, Antarctica 1990, p.

60
-

6 1, 2 refs.
fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, -Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf. DLC G890.F55R47
1990. p.

7
-11. 5 refs. During Feb. 1986. approximately 2.5 km south of the Soviet Ice shelves, Topographic maps, Spaceborne photogra-

DLC G8gO0.F55R47 summer station Druzhnaya I. the Wallofa 5m deepsnowpir was phy, Antaretica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica-
Ice shelves. Velocity measurement. Strains. Ice sur- sampledatintervalsof5cm, andfromthebottomofthesnowpit Ronne Ice Shelf.

- a firn core was drilled to 16 m depth. For analysis, the core A brief resume is given of previous ice sheet altimetric studiesface, Antarctica Filher Ice Shelf. Antarctta- mwas later subsampled in 2.4 cm intervals in the laboratory. undertaken by the Mallard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL)
Ronne Ice Shelf. Stratigraphical features (grain size, wind and ice crusts, density) over the Larsen ice shelf, using Seasat data to indicate the
During the 19-5 96 and 1986,87 field seasons a widely spaced and the temperature of the firn were determined. The density potential of the instrument. Some details of the ERS- I mission
stake h•nhc %as estabhlshed along a flrwlinr on Ronne Ice increases from 0.400 at I m depth to 0.600 g/cu cm at 16 m are given, including orbit scenarios, instrument and product

6;h,-f extending frin the Rittlird Icc Stream grounding line to depth. The temperature profile reveals temperatures decreasing details. The altimeter ice sheet validation requirements are dis-
the i•e front The scheme was revisited and resurveyed during from -I 1.0 C to -24.5 C and a 10 In temperature of -24.0 C. cussed. (Auth.)
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46-2130 46-2135 46-2139
Unmanned submersibles: the development of AUTO- Two thematic satellite image maps of Filchnerschel- Structures and dielectric properties of meteoric and
S•UlR within NERC, UK. feis at 1:250,000 scale. marine ice in the central part of the Filchner-Ronne
Paren, J.G0, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re- Sievers, J., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Re- Ice Shell.
port 4 (1990). edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven, Al- port 4 (1990). edited by H. Miller, Bremerhaven, Al- Blindow, N.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,
fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research. fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven,
1990. p.62-65 1990, p.86-87. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re-
DLC G890.F55R47 DLC G890.F55R47 search, 1990. p.104-108, 1 ref.
Ice shelves, Research projects. Subglacial navigation, Spaceborne photography, Mapping, Ice shelves, An- DLC G890.F55R47
Oceanographic surveys, Instruments, Antarctica- tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica Ronne Ice Ice shelves. Ice structure, Dielectric properties. An-
Filchncr Ice Shelf. Antarctica--Ronne Ice Shelf. Shelf. tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica- Ronne Ice
In 1987 a five year program was approved by the UK Natural In continuation of a research program for antarctic thematic Shelf.
Environment Research Council (NERC) to develop an an- mapping conducted at the lnsiiiut fUr Angewandie Geodaie. Ground based electromagnetic reflection IEMR)measuremenis
manned autonomous submersible craft iAUTOSUB) for twno satellite imat: maps have been published. They are the using a 40 MHz monopulse sounder with high resolution vwere
,rccanographic research. ALTOSUB would be required ito do experimental re-,lt of preserving the image character of the carried out in the central part of ihe Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf
news sv•rk. impossvible using conventional techniques, providing satellite imagery in the maps and of enhancing the thematic (FRIS) during an oversnow- traverse of the German FRIS Expe-
opportunities for the Fichner- Ronne Ice Shelf program. glaciological information content by graphical elemernts. dition, 1989t90 In this area. a basal layer of marine ice with
Specifications for an under-ice AUTOSUB have been sketched thickness up to 400 m was revealed by aerogeophysical incas-
out with the Scott Polar Research Institute and the British An- urements. Between the western and eastern part. the meteoric
tarctic Survey: the specificatiott agreed upon is outlined, ice has a minimum thickness of less than 100 m. and the inter.

face meteoric marine exhibits a complicated and irregular

46-2136 structure on both sides of this minimum.
46-2131 Digital Antarctic Coastline: a project of topographic-
Contemporary and Cenozoic glaciomarine processes glaciological interpretation and digitisation of the 46-2140
of Antarctica: the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, coastal region of Weddell Sea. Temperature profiles and investigation of the ice-
Hambrey. M.J.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Heidrich, B.. et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro- shell/ocean boundary using hot water drilled holes:
Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven, gramme, Report 4 (1990). edited by H. Miller, Bre- report of field work on FRIS 1969/90.
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- merhaven, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Ma- Grosfeld, K.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme,
search. 1990. p.66-67. rine Research, 1990, p.

8 8
-
9 0

. Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven.
DLC G89O.F55R47 Sievers, J., Thiel. M., Schenke. H.W. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re-
Research projects. Ice shelves. Glacial deposits. An- DLC G890.F55R47 search. 1990, p.109-111, I ref.
tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica-Ronne Ice Ice shelves. Mapping, Spaceborne photography, An- DLC G890.F55R47
Shelf. tarctica-Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica--Ronne Ice Ice shelves, Thermal drills. Subglacial observations,
The sedimentological aspects of ice shelf studies, the geological Sfhelf Temperature gradients, Ice water interface, Antarctica
importance (if glaciomarinie sediments and ice shelf work re- An outline is presented of a project of topographic interpreta- -Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf.
quired to address sedimentoilgical problems are briefly re- lion and digitization of the coastal region of western New During the German FRIS field season of 1989-9l90. several hot
viered. A proposal currently under review by the UK Natural Schwabenland. Coats Land and Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf: the water drill-holes were made in the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf
Environment Research Council is outlined, involving collabora- outlined area is shown in a sketch. Some 80 Landsat-MSS with intent to investigate the temperature-depth profile and the
tion between German and British marine geologists. geophysi- scenes are being used to interpret the imagery. The interpreta. bottom melting rate. The drilling equipment and method used
cists. and glaciologists. with the aim to investigate by means oif tion is based on an object catalogue comprising topographic- are described. Using the hot neater drilling technique, access
shallow- coring and geophysical surveying the area off the glaciological features listed in this report, was gained to the sea underneath the ice shelf: initial measure-
Ronne Ice Shelf- ments were taken. It is expected that re-measurements in two

or three years will yield a reliable melting rate to an accuracy
of 0.2 m.

46-2132
Glaciological data. 46-2137 46-2141
Graf. W.. et al. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, MSSL Science Plan: calibration and validation of sa- One-dimensional model of ice shelf-ocean interaction.
Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven, tellite remote sensing data over polar regions. Jenkins, A.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Re-
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- Bamber. J.L., et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf pro- port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. Al-
search. 1990, p.68-72, 8 refs. gramme, Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller, Bre- fred Wegener Institute for Polarand Marine Research.
Wagenbach. D. merhaven. AlfredWegener lnstitutefor Polarand Ma- 1990, p.112-119, 18 refs.
DLC G890.F55R47 rine Research, 1990, p.91-97, 6 refs. DLC G890.F55R47
Snow accumulation, Snow composition, Snow density, Ridley, J.K., Mantripp, D.R. Ice shelves. Ice models, Ice water interface, Ice melt-
Firn, Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica- DLC G890.F55R47 ing, Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica-.
Ronne Ice Shelf, Mapping, Data processing, Snow surface, Remote Ronne Ice Shelf.
Compilation of data on snow- and firn densities, accumulation sensing. Models. Antarctica--Filchner Ice Shelf, An- Results from a one-dimensional modei of ice shelf-ocean in-
rates and snow chemistry from the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf. tarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf. teraction have been presented, which show good agreement

with previous observations made on Ronne Ice Shelf TheseEkstrOm Ice Shelf and Ritschrr Upland is reported. Results MSSL's aim is to provide an improved understanding of the sults illustrate the role played by the ice shelf basal gradientare presented in tables and in figures. The data are based on microwave (and infrared) behavior of snow so that remote sens- in controlling the flaw of Ice Shelf Water and hence in modify.
snowpit samples. shallow firn cores Itypically drilled to t0 i it

ing data over snow-covered surfaces can be eploitedaccumulation and ablation.depth) and ice cores (drilled to depths greater than 20 dY. The imum benefit. In the pursuit of this objective. t: is planned to There are potential instabilities in the system: increased meltingdensities of the snowpit samples were determined by density undertake comprehensive measurements of relevant surface near the grounding line of an ice shelf will increase the basalProbes 6 cm in diameter. that of the cores by weighting core and sub- surface parameters characterizing the microwave re- gradient, which will lead to a further increase in basal meltingsamples up t 80 cm in lengthi The snow and firn were dated sponse. These data will be used as inputs for modelling the die- in a positive feedback loop. Such effects can only be investi-usig the seasonal variation of stable isotope ratio (H-21H- I and lectric and scattering behavior of snow. Results of this proce- gated with the help of a model describing the complete ice shelf-0- 18 0- 16)i. dure will be compared with data from ERS- I and other remote ocean system. Coupling of this one-dimensional oceanograph-
sensing satellites, and used to provide a more complete ic model to an ice shelf flowline model seems to be a realizable
description of the spatial and temporal variation of surface snow goal.

46.2133 conditions. They will also improve the accuracy of existing
measurement techniques such as elevation and mass balanceGlaciological data: geodetic measurements. estimates from altimeter data. It is intended that this work will 46-2142

Hinze. H., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, Re- be of considerable benefit to the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf Glaciologic and oceanographic studies on Fimbulisen
port 4 (1990). edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. Al- program. A topographic map of the ice shelves will be
fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, produced with anticipated elevation accuracy of better than I during NAOE 1989/90.
1990. p.

7
3. m. (Auth. mod.) Orheim, 0., Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Re-

DLC G890.F55R47 port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. Al-
Ic sheve. ecy e r e Gfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research,
Ice shelves. Velocity measurementi Gravity. Antarc- 1990, p. 12 0

- 13 1
, 8 refs.

tica--Filchner ce Shelf, Antarctica--Ronne Ice Shelf. DLC G890.F55R47
A list of publications is given of studies on the Filchner- Ronne
Ice Shelf elocities and strains, surface elevation and geoidal 46-2138 Ice shelves, Subglacial observations. Boreholes, Ice
models. Glaciological work at Filchner-Ronne ice shelves dur- water interface, Antarctica-Fimbul Ice Shelf.

ing the 1989/1990 field season. The objective of this program was to investigate the processestaking place underneath an ice shelf. Fimbul Ice Shelf. which
Oerter. H.. et al, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme, is 130 km wide. was selected because it has a size similar to

46-2134 Report 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. many of the ice shelves around Antarctica. The main effort
Glaciological satellite image map series Filchner. Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re- was to drill through the inner part of the Fimbul Ice Shelf.
Ronne- Sehelfeis 1:2,000,000. search, 1990, p.

9 8
-103. 3 refs. conduct under-ice sampling, and deploy sub-icc instrumenta-

Sievers, J.. Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf programme. Re- DLC G890.F55R47 tion. Installing the instruments required a hole with a 0.2 m
port 4 (1990), edited by H. Miller. Bremerhaven. Al- Ice shelves, Ice cores. Drill core analysis, Electrical working diameter that could be guaranteed foe many hours.
fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, resistivity, Ice composition, Antarctica-Filchner Ice The field work and some preliminary results are described.
1990, p.84-85. Shelf. Antarctica-Ronne Ice Shelf.
DLC G890.F55R47 From Jan. 4 through Feb. 18. 1990. a ground program was 46-2143
Research projects. Spaceborne photography. Map- carried out on the Filchner-Ronne ice shelves, including ice Ecosystem of arctic sea ice. tEkosistema arktichcs-

core drilling and hot water drilling at the drill camp site, as well kogo morskogo I'da],ping. Ice shelves. Antarcticah Filchnr Ice Shlf. An- as geodetic measurements, radio echo soundings, snow-pits and Mel'nikov, I.A.. Moscow, AN SSSR Institut okeanolo-tarctica -Ronne Ice Shelf 10 in cores along a traverse route. In this report, a summary gil. 1989. 191p.. In Russian with English summary and
The concept of a cooperative cross-disciplinary project has been is given of the activities concerned with ice care drilling and
dev eloped to publish a series of thematic satellite image and line glaciologicalfield work. The radioechosounding program and table of contents. Refs. p.159-170.
maps if Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf at 1:2 million scale. The par- hot water drilling program are described separately in this Ecosystems, Sea ice. Plankton, Ecology. Plants (bota-
ticipating disciplines and coillaborators are listed. volume. ny), Marine biology. Microbiology.
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46-2144 46-2151 with a high-resolution inexpensive radar system The formna
Railroads in river valleys. Zheleznye dorogi c d.li- Luminescence dating of Quaternary sediments tion of la)enng boundaries. their resultant electomagnetic di-nakhlroads inrivervallv Luminescencedatiung o terny sm e n. ontitiwty and their detection by reflected energ are prement-nakh rek], [Lumineszenzdaticrung quartArer Sedimente], ed. Large returns from depths corresponding t). reasonable po-
Pereselenkov. G.S.. Moscow, Transport. 1991. 343p.. Stoltz. W.. et al. lsofopenpraxis, 1990, 26(11), p.506- stiorts for annaal layers were found The average accumula-
In Russian. 115 refs. 511, In German with English summary. 96 refs. tion rates calculated trom the radar returns agree with those
Railroads, Valleys. Embankments, River ice. Flooding, Krbetschek, M. measured in a previouas pit study done in the same area The
Roadbeds, Countermeasures. Design. Analysis (math- Quaternary deposits, Age determination, Lumines- dete-tron of the annual accumulation layers with this system
ematics). cence. ScdirnenLs, Glacial deposits. implies a simple. menpespcns mobile radar could be ued to

profile large areas, allowing the distorting effects of local
46-2152 topography to be removed This type of system with a

46-2145 Sticking probability of H and D atoms on amorphous concurrent pit study could proirde insight into the effect of sub-
On the nature and significance of the Antarctic Slope ice: a computational study. surface strata on spacebornr or airborne mtcrorwave remote
Front. Buch, V.. et al. Astrophysical journal, Oct. 1. 1991, sensing (Auth)
Jacobs, S.S., Marine chemistry, Nov. 1991. 35(1-4), 379(2)Pt.1, p.647-652, 37 refs.
p.9-24, 46 refs. Zhang, Q.
Ocean currents. Hydrography. Sea ice. Extraterrestrial ice, Amorphous ice, Ice physics, 46-2159
The region near the edge of the continental shelf around An- Molecular structure, Coalescence, Ice vapor inter face, Paleothermometry by control methods.
tarctica is the primary site for renewal of antarctic surface wa- Molecular energy levels, Temperature effects, Simula- MacAyeal. D.R., et al. Journal of glaciology. 1991.
ters and the deepest layers of the World Ocean Here the Cir- lion. 37(127), p.326-338, 14 refs.
cumpolar Deep Water (CDW) reservoir anproaches the sea Firestone. J.. Waddington. ED.
surface and is transformed into a sariety of surface, slope and 46-2153
shelfwaters. It is the locus of enhanced exchange of heat, salt. Quaternary permafrost in China. Paleoclimatology, Boreholes, Temperature measure-
gases and freshwater between the o-,ean, atmosphere, sea ice Zhou. Y.W., et al, Quaternary science reviews. ment, Ice temperature. Ice sheets, Surface tempera-
and glacial ice. and of nutrient and particulate material trans- 1991. 10(6), p.511-517, 31 refs. lure, Temperature variations, Accuracy. Analysis
port on and off the continental shelf. Rejuvenated near-sur- Qiu, G.Q., Guo. DX. (mathematics), Greenland.
face waters here mix back into the deep ocean to modify the
CDW and form Antarctic Bottom Water The Antarctic Slope Permafrost distribution, Quaternary deposits, Pleisto-
Front is a common oceanographic feature near the shelf break cene, Periodic variations, Paleoclimatology, Geo-
and has a major bearing on these processes. This cryology. China. 46-2160
topographically controlled front is marked by strong subsurface 46-2154 Freezing-rate effects on the physical characteristics
gradients in ocean temperature and chemistry. and by stronger
alongshore currents than most of the adjacent continental shelf Parametric estimation of the sequence of transitions Of basal ice formed by net adfreezing.
It is one of the preferred routes for icebergs moving westward between crystallographic phases. Hubbard, B.. Journal of glaciology. 1991, 37(127),

along the continental margin. and is characterized by regionally Liakhov. G.A., et al, Soviet physics-Lebedev Insti- p.
3 3 9

-
3 4 7

. 35 refs.
lower wuinter sc- z..oser. There is significant evidence for tute reports. 1989, No.1 1, p.19-23, Translated from Glacier ice, Glaciology, Glacier beds. Ice formation,
regionally higher biological productivity along the Antarctic Kratkie soobshcheniia po fizike. 6 refs. Regelation. Freezing rate. Freezing front. Subsurface
Slope Front. (Auth.t Mazro D.M. investigations, Ice crystal structure.

Ice physics, Ice crystal structure, Phase transforma-
46-2146 lions, Solid phases. Classifications. Molecular struc-
Voyage of iceberg B-9. lure, Anisotropy. Liquid phases. 46-2161
Jacobs, S.S., American scientist, Jan.-Feb. 1992, 46-2155 Non-climatic control of glacier-terminus fluctuations
Vol.80, p.32-42, 21 refs. Simple model of qhock-wave attenuation in snow, in the Wrangell and Chugach Mountains, Alaska,
Icebergs. Ocean currents, Drift. Johnson, J.B., Jo.,rnal of glaciology. 1991. 37(127). U.S.A.
Iceberg B-9 broke off from the Ross Ice Shelf in Oct. 1987 at MP 3012, p.303-312, 12 refs. Sturm, M.. et al, Journal of glaciology. 1991.
a shelf indentation known since 1908 as the Bay of Whales It p
wasinitially 154 km long (size of Long Island) with a deep keel Snow cover effect, Snow compaction, Shock waves, 37(127), MP 3013. p.34 8 -3 5 6 . 49 refs.
which caused it to drift with deep sub-surface currents rather Wave propagation, Attenuation, Explosion effects, Hall. D.K., Benson. C.S. Field. W.O0
than with the surface winds. An Argos system transmitter was Snow mechanics. Mathematical models. Glacier oscillation. Glacier tongues. Glacier surveys,
dropped on B-9 and locked in to TIROS. enabling precise, con- A simple momentum model, assuming that snow compacts Glacier flow, Volcanoes. Tidal currents. Meltwater.
tinuous tracking. The twists and turns of the drift course are along a prescribed pressure-density curve, is used to calculate Runoff. Periodic variations, United States-Alaska-
discussed and some of the unknowns of its voyage are noted; the pressure attenuation of shock waves in snow. Four shock- Wrangell Mountains.
specifically, it is not easily determined if an iceberg is grounded loading situations are examined; instantaneously applied pres- Fluctuations of glacier termini were studied in two regions a
or beset in the pack. B-9 has broken into three sections. B-Pa, sure impulses for one-limensional. cylindrical and spherical Alaska. In the Wrangell Mountains. 15 glaciers on Mount
b. and c. B-9c is the smallest segment and appears to be shock-wave geometries, and a one-dimensional pressure im- Wrangell. an active volcano, have been monitored over the past
trapped behind B-gb near Cape Hudson on the George V Coast. pulse of finite duration. Calculations show that for an instan. 30 years by surveying. photogrammetry and satelltte. Results,
All three pieces were sighted in the fall. 1991. taneously applied impulse the pressure attenuation for one-di- which are consistent between different methods of measure-

mensional. cylindrical and spherical shock waves is determined ment, indicate that the termini of most glaciers were stattonary
46-2147 by the pressure density compaction curve of snow. The shock- or retreating slightly. The terminus fluctuations of six tide-
Trace metal distributions at an Arctic Ocean ice is- wave pressure in snow for a finite-duration pressure impulse is water and near- tide-water glaciers in College Fjord. Pnnce

determined by the pressure impulse versus time profile during William Sound. have also been monitored since 1931 by sursey.land. the time internal of the impulse. After the pressure Impulse ing. photogrammetrv and, most recently, by satellite imagery.
Yeats, P.A., et al, ilfarine chemistry, May 199 1, ends, shock-wave pressure attenuation is the same as for an Harvard Glacier. a 40 km long tide-water glacier. has been
33(3). p.261-2

7
7, 30 refs. instantaneously applied pressure impulse containing the same advancing at an average rate of nearly 20 m/yr since 1931.

Westerlund. S. total momentum. Pressure attenu. tion near a shock-wave while the adjacent Yale Glacier has retreated at approximately
Ice islands, Metals. Hydrography. Chemical composi- source, where the duration of the shock wave is relatively short, 50 m /yr during the same period though, for short periods. both
tion. is greater than for a shock wave farther from a source where the oftheserateshavebeen much higher. The striking contrast be-

shock wave has a relatively long duratln. Shock- wave at- tween the terminus behavior of Yale and Harvard Glaciers.
tenuation in snow can be delayed or reduced by increasing the which parallel each other in the same fiord, and are derised

46-2148 duration of a finite-duration pressure impulse. A sufficiently from the same snowfield, supports the hypothesis that their
Application of pile foundations with grillage in frost long-duration impulse may result in no shock-wave pressure terminus behavior is largely the result of dynamic controls rath-
zone of heaving soils, attenuation in a shallow snow cover. er than changes in climate.
Shuliat'ev, O.A.. et al. Soil mechanics and foundarion 46-2156
engineering. Sep. 1991, 28(2). p.59-62. Translated Observations on Speke Glacier, Ruwenzori Range,
from Osnovaniia, fundamenty i mekhanika gruntov. Uganda. 46-2162
Mar.-Apr., 1991. 2 refs. Kaser, G., et al. Journal of glaciology. 1991, Stratigraphy, stable isotopes and salinity in multi.
Kuzevanov, V.V., Kemerov. V.D. 37(127), p.313-318, 26 refs. year sea ice from the rift area, south George VI Ice
Cold weather construction, Dislocations (materials), Noggler. B. Shelf, Antarctic Peninsula.
Pile structures. Foundations, Frost heave, Counter- Glacier surveys, Glaciology, Glacier oscillation. Tison, J.L.. et al. Journal of glaciology. 1991.
measures. Frozen ground mechanics. Engineering Mountain glaciers, Periodic variations, Glacier mass 37(127). p.357-367, 23 refs.
geology. Mechanical tests. balance. Glacier tongues, Climatic factors. Uganda- Morris. EM., Souchez. R.A.. Jouzel. J.

Speke Glacier. Sea ice. Ice shelves. Ice cotes, Stratigraphy. Isotope
46-2149 46-2157 analysis. Ice growth, Drill core analysis, Ice melting.
Aqueous propylene-glycol concentrations for the Fracture of ice on scales large and small: arctic leads Ice water interface.
freeze protection of thermosyphon solar energy water and wing cracks. Results from a detailed profile in a 5.54 m multi-year sea-tce
heaters. Schulson. E.M., et al, Journal of glaciology. 1991, core from the rift area in the southern part of George Vt Ice
Norton, B., et al, Solar energy, 1991, 47(5). p.375-382, 37(127), p.319-322. 12 refs. Shelf are presented. Stratigraphy. stable isotopes and Na con-
10 refs. Hibler. W.D., Ill. tent are used to investigate the growth processes of the ice cover

and to relate them to melting processes at the bottom of the iceEdmonds. J.E.J. Sea ice. Ice cover strength, Ice cracks, Ice mechanics, shelf. The thickest multi-year sea ice in the sampling area ap-
Water pipes. Antifreezes, Frost protection, Radiant Crack propagation. Stress concentration. Cracking pears to be second-year sea ice that has survived one melt
heating, Cold weather performance, Solar radiation. (fracturing), Mechanical test. Loading. season. Combined salinity stable-isotope analyses show large-
Simulation, Freezing points. 46-2158 scale sympathetic fluctuations that can be related to the origin

Snow-stratification investigation on an antarctic ice of the present water. Winter accretion represents half of the
462150 ic core length and mainly consists of frazil ice of normal sea-water46-2150 stream with an X-band radar system. origin. However, five major dilution events of sea water, with

Fracture toughness and defect assessment of low-tem- Forster. R.R., et al, Journal of glaciology. 199 1, fresh-water input from the melting base of the ice shelf reaching
perature carbon steel flanges. 37(127). p.323-325, 11 refs. 20'- on two occasions, punctuate this winter accretion. Two
Bartlett, R.A., et al, International journal of pressure Davis, C.H., Rand, T.W., Moore, R.K. of them correspond to platelet-ice production, which is often
vessels and piping, 1991, 48(3), p.

26 3
-
2 9

1. 21 refs. Glacier surfaces, Fim stratification. Snow cover struc- related to the freezing of ascending supercooled water from the
pipi . . Bwng . bottom of the ice shelf. Brackish ice occurs between 450 andFrost. SR.R, Bowen, P. ure, Snow surveys. Subsurface investigations. Radar 530 cm in the core. It is demonstrated that this results from

Gas pipelines, Steel structures, Low temperature tests, echoes, Layers, Snow accumulation, the freezing of brackish water (Jeffries and others, 1080) formed
Joints (junctions), Cracking (fracturing), Impact tests, An X-band FM-C% radar was used to determine the feasibility by mixing of normal sea water with melted basal shelf ice. with
Microstructure. Specifications, Liquified gases, of observing annual snow accumulation layers in Antarctica dilution percentages of maximum 80% fresh water. (Auth)
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46-2163 46-2169 46-2174
Surficial glaciology of Jikobshavns lsbrae, West 1990-1991 Australia Antarctic Research Program. l•'aes distribution resulting from sedimentation
Greenland: part I. Surface morphology. Initial summary of research activity. under polar interglacial dilinatic conditions within a
Echelhneyer, K.. et al, Journal of glaciology, 1991. Australia. Antarc'tic Division, Kingston. Tasmania, high-latitude marginal basin. MeMurdo Sound, An-
37(127), p.368-382. 33 refs. 1992, 207p. taretica.
Clarke. T.S.. Harrison. W. D Research projects, Extaeditions, Bartek, L.R., et a1. Geological Soci'et) of z.4mne•a
Glacier surveys. Glacier surfaces. Surface structure. Brief summaries are provided of research conducted during the Specialpaper. 1991. No.261. Glacial marine sedimen-
Glacier thickness. Glacier flow. Glaciology. Glacial 19885 winter and 1990-1991 summer by ANARE in chemistr), ration; paleoclimatic significance. Edited b) J B And-
hydrology. Calking. Slope orientation, Greenland. earth sciences, logistics, environmental studies. glaciolog). his- erson and G.M. Ashley, p 2

7-49
. 61 refs.

tory, human biology and medicine, life sciences, mapping, Anderson, J.B.
46-2164 meteorology, oceanogi-phy. physics, political science, psy-
Snow-accumulation variability from seasonal s chology and personnel Each summary shows. with sariations. Glacial deposits. Marine deposits. Bottom sediment

e title, principal investigator with affiliation, location of research Paleoclimatology. Drill core analysis. Ice rafting. Stra-
observations and firn-core stratigraphy. eastern site, project description, aim of research. field %ork carried out. tigraphy, Antarcttca- McMurdo Sound.
Wilkes Land, Antarctica. difficulties enc.auntered. significance of findings, planned dis- A detailed stud) of cores and high-resolution seisrsn. da o-
Goods% in. I.D.. Journal of glaciology. 1991. 37(127). semination of results, and scientific equipment used. Follow. lected in McMurdo Sound was conducted to improse utidcr.
p.

3 8 3
-38

7
. 7 refs. Ing the summaries are two appendices an author index and standing of the facies architecture resulting from scdimentarii.r

Snow accumulation, Snow stratigraphy. Firn stratifica- addrcsses of principal investigators, under polar interglacial conditions Serneroa:. .-,-
tion. Glacier ntass barlirnce, Atmospheric circulation, 46-2170 deposited within a marginal basin, under polar inrergiachi-I -Jtemperate glacial regimes. can be distinguished l•i thr prercec
Isotope analysis, Scs.,,ral variations. Drill core anal- Arctic obligation. Report of the U.S. Arctic Re- of a diverse array of facies and an absenr of thihk and a idc-
ysis. search Commission to the President and the Congress spread clayey silt facies in the polar interglacial deposits ihir-
Annual ac, umulation records aere derived fronr two firn cores of the United States of America for the period I Octo- teen facies hase been observed in the cores riecrcd Iri,
drilled In eastern Wilkes Land The accumulation records, ber 1990.30 September 1991. polar interglacialdcosits m McMurdo Sound Sedmntoro
spanning the period 1930-85. show that annual accumulation t -arterglaide sisth in cS Sound bedrCPiiriov
has increased by 25' from 1960 to 1985. resulting in the highest U.S. Arctic Research Commission. Washington. D.C., of sedentgravity of depsids Thick eddced tbidity,
accumulation rates In the 55 year records. Annual accumula- Jan. 31. 1991. 39p., Refs. passim. cohesionlesn debris flows, and densits mToddfied gare td,,u

tion layers acre identified in the firn cores using a firn-strati- Research projects. Natural resources. Economic de- have been deposited on and at the base oti the eastern sliope MI
graphic mordet (based on the observed characteristics and saris- velopment. Environmental protection. International the sound. while thinly bedded. voarse-gramed. and five
bility of the seasonal Snow- surface laver). together with season- cooperation. Legislation. Organizations. grained distal turbidites occur tit the central basin Aithin the
al oxygen-isotope ratiis ýhe accumulation records support Erebus Basin. sedimentary deposits consist prniarllý M
other evidence for a similar recent increase across Antarctica. 46-2171 diatomaceous ooze and mud. and coarse-grained ice-ratted de
The greater increase oier the long- term mean for 1930-85 in Physics of climate. bhes The facies of the basin also shoiw an irtertngaing
eastern Wilkes Land auas observed on a northeast aspect slope Peixoto, J.P.. et al, New York, American Institute of relationship with the sediments of the eastern and aestern
near Terre Adelie. It is suggested that the increase is the resultof changes in the general attnospheric circulation pattern which Physics. 1992, 520p. (Pertinent p.207-215.302-307,- slopes of the sound Sedimentation on the western soipe ,,tMcMurdo Sound is dominated by depositon of ice-tufted
have produced a higher annual frequencv of precipitation 353-364). Refs. p.

4 9 7
-

5 0 7
. eolian debris from the south, primary coliuan deportiin.

events. (Auth. mod.) fort. A.H. turbidites with sources on the wcue-7 shelf ar-A slope. 2-d a
Atmospheric physics. Atmospheric circulation, Air ice minor amount of ice-rafted eolian debris from the utrn

46-2165 water interaction. Snow cover, Ice cover. Sea ice. Hy. Deposition of ice-rafted debris from the west and coarse i-c-
Duration of the active phase on surge-type glaciers: drologic cycle. rafted debris from the McMurdo Ice Shelf comprise the eriniarv
contrasts between Svalbard and other regions. modes of sedimentation on the upper portion ý.f the a,,s,..

Dowdeswell. J.A.. et al, Journal of glaciology, 1991, 46-2172 slope and the western shelf (Auth mod )
37(127), p.388-400. 59 refs. Glacial marine sedimentation; paleoclimatic signifi-
Hamilton. G.S.. Hagen, J.0. canee.
Glacier surges. Glacier surveys. Glacier flow. Glacier Anderson, J.B., ed. Geological Society- of America.
mass balance. Periidic variations, Time factor, Glacier Special paper. 1991, No.261. 232p.. Refs. passim. 46-2175

oscillation. Norway--Svalbard. For individual papers see 46-2173 through 46- 2186 or Laminated sediments in prodeltaic deposits. Glacier
E-45550 through E-45552 and F-45549. Bay. Alaska.

46-2166 Ashley. G.M., ed. Phillips. A.C.. ct al. Geological Society of .Amerca.
Thermal behaviour of glacier and laboratory ice. Glacial deposits, Marine deposits. Bottom sediment. Specialpaper. 1991. No.261, Glacial marine sedimen-
Nye. J F.. Journal of glaciology. 1901, 37(127), p.401- Paleoclimatology. Sediment transport. Stratigraphy. tation; paleoclimatic significance. Edited by J.B. And-
413. 22 refs. Thechaptersinthisvolumedealwiththegeneraltopicofglacial erson and G.M. Ashley, p.51-60. 25 refs.

Glacial hydro!ogy• ice water interface. Glacier heat marine sedimentation and stem from a symposium held at the Smith, N.D.. Powell. R.D.

balance. Thermal diffusion. Melting points, Ice tem- 1988Geological Society of America annual meeting in Denver. Glacial deposits, Marine deposits. Bottom sediment.
perature. Thermal analysis. Impurities. Mathematical An objective of the symposium was to attempt to identify sedi- Sediment transport. Deltas. Sedimentation. Outwash.
models. Tmentary criteria and facies models that can be used to charac- Stratigraphy. United States-Alaska--Glacier Bas.models. terize the glacial-climatic setting of ancient sequences. Four of

46-2167 the papers presented are pertinent to Antarctica.

Estimating ice temperature from short records in 46-2173
thermally disturbed boreholes. Sedimentary facies associated with Antarctica's float- 46-2176
Humphrey, N.. Journal of glaciology. 1991. 37(127). ing ice masses. Ice-proximal sediment accumulation rates in a tem-
p. 4 14-4 19, 7 refs. Anderson. J.B., et al, Geological Society of America. perate glacial fjord, southeastern Alaska.
Glacier ice. Boreholes. Ice temperature. Temperature Specialpaper. 1991, No.261, Glacial marine sedimen. Cowan. E.A.. et al. Geological Society of America.
measurement. Sensors. Forecasting, Accuracy. Ther- tation; paleoclimatic significance. Edited by J.B. And- Specialpaper. 1991. No.261. Glacial marine sedimen-
mal analysis. Mathematical models. Antarctica-ice erson and G.M. Ashley, p.1-25, 51 refs. tation; palcoclimatic significance. Edited by J.B. And-
Stream B. Kennedy. D.S., Smith. M.J., Domack. E.W. erson and G.M. Ashley, p.61.73. 49 refs.
A technique to estimate undisturbed ice temperature is dis- Glacial deposits. Marine deposits. Bottom sediment. Powell. R.D.
cussed for sensors placed in boreholes that have been heated to Ice shelves. Paleoclimatology. Ice rafting. Glacier Glacial deposits. Sediment transport. Bottom sedi-
the melting point during drilling, and for which only a limited tongues. Drill core analysis. ment. Outwash, Sedimentation. Marine deposits. Ice
time span of temperature record is available. A short tempera- The largest floating ice masses of Antarctica are the Ross. rafting, United States--Alaska--Glacier Bay.
tare record after the hole refreezes commonly results when Ronne-Filchner, and Amery ice shelves, which are the floating
using hot- water or steam drills, where measurements are con- extensions of the ice sheet and occur at the confluence of large
strained by logistics. ice deformation, sensor drift or other prob- ice streams. In the Ross Sea, surface sediments consist of
lems. or where the refreezing time is long because of near- diatomaceous glacial marine sediments. These sediments are 46-2177
freezing ice temperatures or large hole sizes. Short data re' relatively thin over most of the continental shelf, where they Grounding-line systems as second-order controls on
cords are also typical in ongoing drilling programs where rest in sharp contact on basal tills. Transitional glacial marine fluctuations of tidewater termini of temperate gla-
temperature information may be necessary for the program sediments are rare. and basal tills grade offshore into bioclastic
itself It is shown that estimates of undisturbed temperatures carbonates. These stratigraphic relations imply that the ice tiers.
can he made from records of temperature that estend only sheonaet .was taigahcrltin ml~t h c
marginally beyond the initial refreezing. Complex ffects of sheet was fully grounded on the shelf during the last glacial Powell. RD.. GeologicalSociety-ofAmertca. Special

e s maximum, and that seaward of this expanded ice sheet the sea paper. 1991. No.261. Glacial marine sedimentation;hole size. heating history, and the thermodynamic and floor was starved of terrigenous sediment. The retreat of the paleoclimatic significance. Edited by J.B. Anderson
geometncal effectsofa movingboundary (the freezing borehole ice sheet from the continental shelf was so rapid that sub-ice and G.M. Ashley, p.

7 5
-

9 3
. 86 refs.

walls) are important to temperature decay immediately after shelf sediments were not deposited. Rapid retreat is expected Glacial deposits, Bottom sediment. Sediment trans-
freeze-up, so that the standard technique of comparn.g within a foredeepened shelf setting. Fringing ice shelves repre-
temperature decay to an inverse of time model is not applicable, sent the second most extensive bodies of floating glacial ice in port. Glacier oscillation, Marine deposits. Glacier
and comparison has to be made to a numerical model of heat Antarctica. The Larsen Ice Shelf has associated with it an exten- tongues, Glacier mass balance. United States- -Alaska
flow to a refreezing borehole Data from Ice Stream B, sive diamicton facies. These diamictons are overlain by -Glacier Bay.
Antarctica. are compared to the numerical model to illustrate predominantly terrigenous glacial marine sediments whose
the technique. Da:a arc aNo zompared to simpler (inverse grain size shoiws clear influence of marine currents on sedimen-
time) thermal models. and a potential for error is pointed out, tation. The third type of ice shelf setting studied (the George
since a short data recitd can be spuriously matched with the Vt Ice Shelf) is confined by valley walls. It is the only one of 46-2178
simpler one or two free-parameter models. (Auth. mod.) the three examples studied in which an ice shelf recessional Glacial marine sedimentation from tidewater glaciers

lithofacies is clearly recognized. This lithofacies is composed
46-2168 of transitional glacial marine sediments that grade upward into in the Canadian High Arctic.
Effleient method for a delayed and accurate charac- terrigenous muds. which are inferred to be derived from subgla- Stewart, T.G., Geological Society of America. Spe-
terization of snow grains from natural snowpacks. cial meltwater outflow. The sub-ice shelf facies is overlain by cial paper. 1991. No.261. Glacial marine sedimcnta-
Brun. E., et al. Journal ofglaciologyy 1991. 37(127), diatomaceous muds and oozes, which indicates open-marine tion; paleoclimatic significance. Edited by J.B. Ander-
p.

4 2 0
-
4 2 2

. 4 refs. conditions. lcetongues. whilesmsllinsize.,representasignifi- son and G.M. Ashley. p.95-105.62 refs.
Pahaut. E. cant mode of ice drainage from the antarctic continent. The Glacial deposits. Bottom sediment. Marine deposits.Snow crystal structure. Snow morphology, Sampling, two examples studied include the shelf areas adjacent to the Sedi a nspo rt. Pot simeto tari poty.
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of the data suggests that the seasonally corrected extent has sphere acts as a blanket that keeps the Earth's surface warmer 46-2315
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Boca Raton. F-, Bellhaven Press. Lewis Publishers, search Expeditions. 46-2320
1991, p.90-106. 41 refs. Australia. Antarctic Division. Kingston. Tasmania, Some notes on glacial geomorphology in the inner
Sea level. Precipitation (meteorology). Climatic 1991, 293p., Refs. passim. For selected papers see B- part of St. JonsfJorden, Svalbard.
changes. Ice sheets, Mass balance. 45579 through B-45593, E-45576. E-45577. H-45578, Kverndal. A.L. Polar research. Dec. 1991. 9(2). p.215-
A cential issue in sea level predictions is to determine better the J-45594 through J-45596 and K-45597. 217, 5 refs.
sign and magnitude of antarctic ice solume changes and their Research projects, Ice, Polar regions. Glacial geology, Glaciers.
time-scales. In the short term the increase in precipitation
over the ice sheet %ill be the pr-,-cipal response to a warming Rer-arch projects are described, proposed to be conducted by
climate. and this effect is ýIr-.d, ,I- -ered On the basis that A' `,E during the summer of 1991-92 and winter of 1992. in 46-2321
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overthe next 500 •earsor more. ice flow ailladjust toenhanced 46-2310 Weddell Sea. A station has been established on an ice flow
ocean and atmospheric w-arming. with an increase in the dis- Velocity of dislocations in crystals of HCI-doped ice. measuring 2 mi x I mi x 7 ft to study heat exchange between
charge of ice stored on the continent to the sea. Initially this Shearwood. C., et al. Philosophical magazine 4. the ocean and the atmosphere and how the intervening ice
is p.;-dicted to occur through a thinning and retreat of ice Jan 1992, 6 influences that exchange The scientists also hope to learn
thelves ýnd ice streams. with possible consequent davdown of Jan.worth, R.p -6. more about the formation and dispersal of antarcpsb bottom
Ice in thL interior of West Antarctica. Although rates are not Whitworth R.W. water a significant factor affecting global climate
known and available glaciological models are still primitive. Doped ice. X ray analysis. Hydrogen bonds. Ice phy-
some studies show that sea level rise could be of the order of 2 sics, Orientation, Ice crystal structure, Dielectric prop-
mm yr once this process has been initiated. erties, Ice relaxation, Low temperature tests. 46-2322
46-2306 Vapor diffusional growth of free-falling snow crystals
Stepped response of ice sheets to climatic change. 46-2311 between -3 and -23 C.
Sugden, D.E., Antarctica and global climatic change, First Landsat multi-spectral scanner images of the Takahashi. T.. et al. Meteorological Society of Japan.
edited by C.M. Harris and B. Stonehouse, London, Canadian Arctic north of 80 deg N. Journal Jan. 1991.69(0). p.15-30. With Japanese sum-
Boca Raton. FL. Bellhaven Press. Lewis Publishers. Jeffries. M.O., et al. Polar record. Jan. 1992. mary. 27 refs.
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Ice sheets, Ablation. Climatic changes, Topographic Reynolds. G.J.. Miller. J.M. Falling snow. Snow crystal growth. Snow cry~tal strut-
effects. LANDSAT, Arctic landscapes, Glacier surfaces, lure. Vapor diffusion, Snow air interface. Temperature
The purpose of this paper is to suggest that topography brings Snacebome photography, Imaging. Glaciology, Geo- effects, Cloud chambers. Velocity.

non-linearities into the process of ice sheet growth and decay. morphology.
It introduces thresholds of stability and instability which cause 46-2323
a stepped response to climatic change. This type of behavior has 46-2312 Two different stages in polar stratospheric clouds
long been postulated on the basis of field evidence, and is readi- Supercooling and freezing in the main stem of Va- events: lidar backscatter of particulate matter and
ly modelled when detailed topography is included as a boundary lencia orange trees. temperature in antarctic stratosphere.
condition. This conclusion is important when predicting the Yelenosky. G.. Cryobiology, Aug. 1991. 28(4). p382- l -
response of the antarctic ice sheet to climatic change Itim- GAsaaka. Y., et al, Afeteorological Society of Japan.
plies that any change in ice extent or its effect on global sea level 390. 28 refs. Journal. Jan. 1991.69(1). p.
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may not be regular but stepped. This is particularly possible in Cryobiology, Plant tissues. Frost resistance. Super- mary. 37 refs.
the case of the west antarctic ice sheet, a maine ice sheet which cooling, Ice formation, Ice nuclei. Damage. Tempera- Hayashi. M.
is prone to calving instabilities. It also implies that it is neces- ture effects. Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric composition. Cloud
sa"ry to introduce the unique topography beneath the ice sheet physics. Aerosols. Heterogeneous nucleation. Lidar.
in a modelling strategy designed to identify any thresholds of 46-2313 Backacattering. Chemical analysis. Ozone. Stratos-
instability. (Auth.l 27-28 October 1986 FIRE cirrus case study: retrieval phere, Antarctica-Shows Station.

46-2307 of cloud particle sizes and optical depths from com- Two different types of aerosols were obsersed during Polar
Strategies for mitigating impacts of climatic change: parative analyses of aircraft and satellite-based infra- Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) events at Show-a Station using a
the science and the challenge. red measurements. lidar. Thermodynamical discussion on particle forms in the
Hickman, J.S.. Antarctica and global climatic change. Hammer. P.D.. et al. AMonthly weather review-. July antarctic winter stratosphere suggests that these to types•were
edited by C.M. Harris and B. Stonehouse. London, 1991, 119(7), p.1673-1692. 37 refs. possibly nitric acid trihydrated (NAT) crystal and ice crystal.
Boca Raton. FL. Bellhaven Press, Lewis Publishers. Valero. F.P.J., Kinne, S. and in the early stage of a PSC event most of the particles are

NAT; in the fully developed stage the major component is ice1991. p.169-176,2 ref. Cloud physics. Radiometry. Aerial surveys. Ice crys- ccrystals. Early stage PSCs sometimes contained an ice crystal
Climatic changes. Atmospheric composition, Eco- tals. Ice crystal optics, Radiance. LANDSAT. particle particlelayer. possibly due to water vapor input from the tropos-
nomic development, size distribution, Infrared reconnaissance. phere: the ice particles appear without nucleation on NAT par-
Some of the historic milestones in climate research are pointed ticles The region where PSCs particles can acti-ely form cx-
out: the Ist and 2nd Polar Years. the IGY. detection and meas- 46-2314 panded to the tropopause in the fully developed stage of PSCs.
urement of atmospheric C02. World Weather Watch (WWW). Deicing without defoliating. Particle descent from the stratosphere to the troposphere is
Global Atmospheric Research Programme fGARP). World Cli- Fritzsche, C.. American city & countj; Jan. 1992, certainly active under such conditions, hence this motion is an
mate Research Programme. and the Intergovernmental Panel important sink of stratospheric particulate matter and related
on Climate Research (IPCC). having a V'nowledge assembling 107(1). p.40-42.44. gases. Denitrification of the stratosphere due to these factors
and assessment function The certain knowledge can be Road icing, Ice removal. Salting. Environmental im- will be an important process in influencing antarctic ozone
summed up in two simple statements. One is that the atmo- pact, Vegetation factors. Damage. Countermeasures. (Auth. mod.l
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Microbial processes and plant nutrient availability in Cloud cover, Radiometry, Detection, Radiation bal. imagery clearly showed the dry air behind the front and provid-
arctic soils,.ed information that was not available with any other imagery

incaicang-ssante, Polar atmospheres, Snow cover effect, Remote channel. A second example of a Noah Atlantic polar lowNadelhoffer, K.J.. et al, Arctic ecosystems in a chang- sensing, Scattering, Albedo, Solar radiation. shows the contaminating effect of cloud when deep atmosphernc
ing climate; an ecophysiological perspective. Edited This paper shows that clouds can be monitored over the polar systems are being examined. (Auth. mod.)
by F.S. Chapin Ill, et al, San Diego, CA, Academic regions with respect to their occurrence and water phase, using
Press. 1992. p.281-300. Refs. p.295-300. the multispectral data of the AVHRR onboard NOAA satel- 46-2393
Giblin. A.E.. Shaver, G.R., Linkins, A.E. lites. Estimates of cloud transmittance for the total downward Pattern recognition analysis of polar clouds during
Cryogenic soils. Nutrient cycle. Tundra. Ecosystems, olar radition appear feasible, while no method has yet been summer and winter.
Soil microbiology, Plants (botany). developed to estimate the downward atmospheric radiation. Ebert. E.E.. International journal of remote sensing,

(Auth. mod.) Jan. 10, 1992. 13(l), p.9 7-109. 28 refs.
46-2379 46-2388 Polar atmospheres. Cloud cover, Spaceborne photog-
Nitrogen fixation in arctic plant communities. Sea ice distribution in the Greenland and Barents raphy, Radiometry, Classifications. Image processing.
Chapin. D.M.. et al, Arctic ecosystems in a changing Seas based on satellite information for the period Synoptic meteorology. Seasonal variations.
climate; an ecophysiological perspective. Edited by 1966-89. A pattern recognition algorithm is demonstrated which class,.
F.S. Chapin Ill, et al, San Diego, CA. Academic Press, Eckardt, M., et al, International journal of remote ties eighteen surface and cloud types in high-latitude AVHRR
1992, p.301-31 9 , Refs. p.31 7 -319. sensing, Jan. 10, 1992. 13(1), p. 23 -3 5 , 12 refs. imagery based on several spectral and textural features, then
Bledsoe. C.S. Gallas. J.. Tonn, W. estimates the cloud properties (fractional coverage. albedo. and

brightness temperature) using a hybrid histogram and spatialEcosystcms, Climatic changesT Nutrient cycle, Soil Sea ice distribution. Ice detection, Radiometry, Space- coherence technique. The summertime tversion of the al-
composition, Carbon dioxide, Bacteria, Plants (bota- borne photography, Image processing, Ice edge, Sea- gorithm uses both visible and infrared data (AVHRR channels
ny). sonal variations, Meteorological data. 1-4). while the wintertime version uses only infrared data
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(AVHRR channels 3- 5). Three days of low-resolution 46-2399 46-2409
AVHRR imagery from the Arctic and Antarctic during Jan. and Mass movement deposits an the Karakoram Moun- Monte Carlo study of a simple model bulk-ice-lb sys-
July 1084 were analyzed for cloud type and fractional coverage. tas: the ment characeits r ognt te PaT m ting or a conan volume .
The analysis showed significant amounts of high cloudiness in taiuS: their sedimentary characteristics, recognition tem: P-T melting behavior at constant volume.
the Arctic during one day in winter The antarctic summer and role in Karakoram landform evolution. Han. K., et al, Physical roiewe B. Jan 1992, 45(1)1,
scene was characterized by heavy cloud cover in the southern Owen. L.A., Zeitschrift tbr Geomorphologie, Dec. p.29-35, 25 refs.
ocean and relatively clear conditions in the continental interior 1991. 35(4), p.401-424, With German and French Hale, B.N.
A large region ofextremel) low brightness temperatures in East summaries. 27 refs. Ice physics, Ice models, Ice melting, Computerized
Antarctica during winter suggests the presence of polar stratus- Mountains, Mass movements (geology). Sediment simulation, Molecular energy levels, Phase transfor-
pheric cloud. Auth.) transport, Landscape development, Glacial Geposits, mations. Liquid solid interfaces. Temperature effects.

46-2394 Geologic processes, Geomorphology. Pakistan. Molecular structure.
Cloud distribution in the Antarctic from AVHRR 46-2400 46-2410
data and radiation measurements at the surface. Stratified talus deposits near the Gaspo Peninsula Densities of vibrational states and beat capacities of
Yamanouchi, T.. et al, International journal of remote (Quebec, Canada). Itboulis stratifies actifs prds de crystalline and amorphous H20 ice determined by
sensing. Jan. 10. 1992, 13(0), p. 111-127,20 refs. Manche- dEp~e. Gasp~sie (Quebec, Canada)]. neutron scattering.
Kawaguchi, S. H~tu, B., Zeitschrift Air Geomorphologie. Dec. Klug D.D., et al, Physical review B. July 1, 1991,
Polar atmospheres, Cloud cover, Detection, Radiome- 1991, 35(4), p.439-461, In French with German and 44(2u11, p.841-844, 2D refs.
try, Spaceborne photography. Image processing, English summaries. 25 refs. Ice physics, Cubic ice, Amorphous ice, Neutron scat-
Brightness, Climatic factors, Antarctica-Showa Sta- Talus, Periglacial processes. Slope processes. Sedimen- tering, Heat capacity, Ice density, Molecular structure,
tion. tation, Snow cover effect, Geocryology. Low temperature research.
Cloud distributions ssere analyzed from the AVHRR data of the 46-2401
NOAA satellite received at Showa Station in Antarctica. Al- Post-glacial rebound and asthenosphere viscosity in 46-2411
gorithms to derive cloud amount using the brightness tempera-
ture difference of infrared channels 3 and 4. or 4 and 5 were Iceland. Low energy (<I eV) electron transmission through
assessed by comparing the satellite cloud amount to the manual Sigmundsson, F., Geophysical research letters, June condensed layers of water.
cloud amount and the downward longwave radiation at the 1991. 18(6), p.t 131-11

3
4, 24 refs. Jo, S.K., et al, Journal of chemical physics, Apr. 15,

ground surface. Cloud amounts obtained by the brightness Ice sheets, Glacier mass balance, Glacier oscillation. 1991. 94(8), p.5
7

61-5
7

64. 32 refs.
temperature difference of channels 3 and 4 in summer agreed lsostasy. Tectonics, Viscosity, Geologic processes. Al- White, J.M.
with the manual cloud amounts at the surface, and were highly titude, Iceland. Ice physics, Amorphous ice, Metals, Phot,..,.,
correlated with the downward longwave fluxes. Cloud reactions, Electrical resistivity. Ice electrical proper-
amounts from channels 4 and 5 showed a rough agreement with 46-2402 ties Scattering. Deuterium oxide ice.
the surface cloud amounts. Distributions of cloud derived Automatic classification procedure for coping with
from the pilot datasets were examined. (Auth. mod.) clouds in LANDSAT TM data. 46-2412

46-2395 Schanzer, D.L.. Canadian journal of remote sensing. Finite element method for snow melting and waterUse Jan. 1992. 18(1), p.
3 0

-4 3
. With French summary. 28 infiltration in a layered subfreezing snowpack.

arctic low. Trefs. Tseng, P.H., Boulder, University of Colorado. 1991.Claud. C.. et al. International journal of remote sens- LANDSAT, Cloud cover, Detection, Classifications, 180p., University Microfilms order No.DA9132626,Jlan, 10. 19 al, p.129nat 139.l 12l ref ns - Radiance, Snow cover effect, Image processing, Space- Ph.D. thesis. Refs. p.170-180.ing. Jan. 10, 1992, 13(l), p.129-139, 12 refs. borne photography, Analysis (mathematics), Visibili- Snow melting, Snow hydrology. Snow permeability.Scott, N.A., Chedin. A. ty.
Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric disturbances. Space-. Snow heat flux. Snow thermal properties Seepage, Ice
borne photography, Sounding, Cloud cover, Detec- 46-2403 water interface, Mathematical models, Snow cover
tion. Image processing. Science issues relating to marine aspects of the cryos- structure.
Global observations from the satellites of the TIROS- phere: implications for remote sensing.
N/ NOAA series over polar regions, where the in situ measure- Barber, D.G., et al. Canadian journal of remote sens- 46-2413
ments are scarce, constitute a valuable source for the study of ing, Jan. 1992, 18(l), p.46-54. More effective de-icing with less salt. Final report
mesoscale meteorological phenomena after conversion of these Sea ice, Classifications, Remote sensing, Geophysical of the MINSALT-project, summary.
observations to atmospheric and surface parameters. The 31 surveys, Physical properties, Design criteria, Meet- Oberg, G., et al, Sweden. Statens vig- och trarikin-
(Improved Initialization Inversion) system. which relies on a stir
pattern-recognition-type approach. has been applied to NOAA- ings, Air ice water interaction. ut. VTI rapport. 1991. No.369 SA, 58p.Gustafson, K., Axelson, L.
9 and NOAA-10 passes of both hemispheres and at different 46-2404 Road icing, Road maintenance. Salting. Chemical ice
periods of the year. Results show that the 31 method is able Calcium magnesium acetate deicer. prevention.
to idtntify cyclonic conditions. Comparisons between re- Fritzsche, C.J., Water environment & technology,
trieved products and conventional products show a good agree- Jan. 1992, 4(1) p.44-51. 46-2414
ment. The first assimilation experiments of 31 temperature -
profiles into a fine mesh model seem promising. (Auth. mod.) Road icing, Ice removal, Salting, Environmental im- Glaciers of the Swiss Alps 1979/80 and 1980/9I.

pact, Countermeasures, Water pollution, Chemical tDie Gletscher der Schweizer Alpen 1979/80 und
46-2396 analysis. 1980/81,
Use of a simultaneous physical retrieval scheme for 46-2405 Aellen, M., Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesell-
satellite derived atmospheric temperatures: Weddell Conditioning of excess activated sludge by freezing schaft. Gletscherkommission. Glaziologisches Jahr-
Sea, Antarctica. and thawing. Changes in the settling characteristics buch. Bericht, 1988, No. 101 / 102, 144p., In German
Lachlan-Cope, T.A 7ternational journal of remote of the sludge floc. and French with English summary. 25 refs.
sensing, Jan. 10. 19. 13(1), p.

1 4 1
-

15 4
, 10 refs. Kawasaki, K., et al, International chemical engineer- Glacier surveys, Glacier oscillation. Mountain gla-

Polar atmospheres, A:r temperature, Temperature ing, Oct. 1991, 31(4). p.
70 1

-
7 0 7

, Translated from ciers. Glacier mass balance, Switzerland.
ti.asurement, Sounding, Radiometry. Statistical anal- Kagaku kogaku ronbunshu, 1990, Vol.16, No.1. 14 4
ysis. Correlation. Antarctica-Weddell Sea. refs. 46-2415 a
Atmospheric temperature retrievals obtained by a simultaneous Matsuda, A., Ide, T., Murase, T. Morphology and flow conditions in mountain
physical scheme and a statistical scheme are compared using Sludges, Freeze thaw cycles, Waste treatment, Freez- streams: a method to determine residual runoff.
data gathered over the Weddell Sea during Jan. 1986. Ground ingrate, Sediments, Performance, Physicalproperties, tMorphologie und Stromungsverhalltnisse in Gebirgs-
truth data were obtained from radiosonde ascents. The statisti- bachen: ein Verfahren zur Festlegung von Restwas-
cal approach gave errors smaller than those of the physical Gravity. serabflftsen],
method. Several modifications to the physical scheme were 46-2406 Schalchli, U., Zbrich. Eidgenissische Technische
tried but, although some individual retrievals did show an im- Endothermic wetting effect and the mechanism of the Hochschule. Versuchsanstalt Air Wasserbau. Hydrolo-
provement. the errors were still greater than for the statistical
scheme. The results are for retrievals over the sea or low-lying ace-forming action of AgI. gie und Glaziologie. Mitteilungen, 1991, No.113,
coast; it is expected that the physical scheme will give better Smorodin, V.E., Colloid journal of the USSR. Sep. 112p., In German with French and English summaries.
results than the statistical scheme over the high antarctic pia- 1991, 53(2), p.

2 4 9
-

2 5 6
, Translated from Kolloidncl 24 refs.

teau. asit allowsforthe effect ofground elevation in thetemper- zhurnal, Mar.-Apr., 1991. 25 refs. Stream flow, Runoff forecasting. Flow measurement,
ature profile determination. (Auth.) Water films. Substrates, Silver iodide, Ice formation, Statistical analysis, Meltwater, Switzerland.

Wettability. Ice nuclei, Surface structure. Thermody-46-2397 namics, Temperature effects. 46-2416
Use of climatological observations as ground truth for Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment
distributions of minimum temperature derived from 46-2407
AVHRR data. Recombination injection of charge carriers in ice. Program; Final reports of principal investigators,

McClatchey, J.. International journal of remote sens- Petrenko, V.F., et al, Soviet physics-solid stare, Vol.74. Anchorage, AK, U.S. National Oceanic and

ing. Jan. 10. 1992, 13(1), p. 155-163, 22 refs. Oct. 1990, 32(10), p.1711-1714, Translated from Fizi- Atmospheric Administration. Arctic Environmental
Surface temperature, Snow cover effect Radiometry ka tverdogo tela. 7 refs. Assessment Center. Oct. 1991, 534p., OCSIMMS 91-

Surfce empratre, nowcovr efect Raiomtry0085, Refs. passim. Contains 7 papers.
Temperature measurement, Brightness, Climatology. Chesnakov, V.A.
Accuracy, Temperature variations. Ice electrical properties, Charge transfer, Electrical Air ice water interaction, Drift, Ship icing. Ocean

resistivity. Ion density (concentration), Molecular en- waves, Ocean currents, Storms, Marine meteorology.

46-2398 ergy levels, Electrical meast ement, Ion exchange. Sediment transport, United States-Alaska-Norton

Hammer blow seismic investigations in the high 46.2408 Sound. Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Sea.

ranges of northern Tibet. tHammerschlag-seismische Nature of carriers in ice. 46-2417
Untersuchungen in Hochgebirgen Nord-Tibets], Petrenko, V.P., et al, Soviet physics-solid state, Satellite daytime image classification for global stud-
Ortlam. D.. Zeitschrift 1Ar Geomorphologie, Dec. Aug. 1990, 32(8). p. 1374-1377. Translated from Fizi- les of earth's surface parameters from polar orbiters.
1991, 35(4), p.385-399, In German with English and ka tverdogo tela. 12 refs. Gutman, G.G., International journal of remote sens-
French summaries. II refs. Chesnakov, V.A. ing. Jan. 20, 1992, 13(2), p.20 9

-234. 24 refs.
Rock glaciers, Seismic surveys. Geocryology. Quater- Ice electrical properties, Electrical resistivity, Proton Spaceborne photography, Classifications, Radiometry.
nary deposits. Permafrost distribution, Portable equip- transport. Charge transfer, Ice physics, Electri i) Radiation balance. Image processing. Cloud cover,
ment, Geologic surveys, Tibet. measurement. Temperature effects. Snow cover effect, Insolation. Surface temperature.
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46-2418 46-2424 46-2428
Surficial geology of the Canadian eastern arctic and Interrelationship between the ice and hydrometeoro- Spectral albedo of the antarctic snow surface. [Spek-
polar continental shelves, logical processes in the southern ocean. [0 vzaimos- tral'noe al'bedo zasnezhennoi poverkhnosti Antark-
Andrews, J.T.. et a), Continental shelf research, viazi ledovykh i gidrometeorologicheskikh protsessov tidyj,
Aug.-Oct. 1991, 11(8-10), Canadian Continental Shelf v lUzhnom okeanel, Sakunov, G.G., et al. Vsesoiuznyi simpozium
Seabed Symposium. Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Oct. 2- Liubarskit, A.N.. et al, Vsesoiuznyl simpozium "'Meteorologicheskieissledovanina v Aniarkttik.' 3rd.
7, 1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L. Amos and M. "Meteorologicheskie issledovaniia v Antarktike," 3rd, Leningrad. Oct. 22-24. 1986 Sbornik dokladov (All-
Collins. p.791-819. Refs. p.814-819. Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986. Sbornik dokladov (All- Union Symposium "Meteorological investigations in
Marine geology, Ocean bottom, Bottom sediment. Union Symposium "Meteorological investigations in the Antarctic", 3rd. Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986
Sediment transport, Ice scoring. Stratigraphy, Ocea- the Antarctic", 3rd, Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986. Proceedings). VolI, Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat.
nography, Marine deposits. Proceedings). Vol.1, Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat, 1990, p.1 10-115, In Russian. 6 refs.

1990, p.26-29, In Russian. 4 refs. Snow surface, Snow air interface, Albedo.
Romanov, A.A., Chepurina, M.A. Spectral measurements ot surface albedo. -onducted aL Molo-

46-2419 Sea ice, Ice volume, Seasonal variations, Meteorologi- dezhnaya. Vostok and .Mirn Stations tirom Dr, 1984 h, Mar
Sedimentation on the Canadian Beaufort Shelf. cal factors. 1985, are discussed. Tabulated results. shon n diitc. ,un alt-
Hill, P.R., et al, Continental shelf research, The mechanism of interseasonal and interannual 4,.riations of rude, integral albedo. uaselength, cloudiness and snow srfac
Aug.-Oct. 1991, 1 1(8-10), Canadian Continental Shelf sea ice formation in the southern ocean and its individual sec- characteristics, are presented. The highest %nlues %ere re-,,rd-

Seabed Symposium, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Oct. 2- tors is investigated. An analysis is made confirming the link ed on Jan. 30 and Mar 7 on a calelength of 11lo) rr0n For

7, 1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L, Amos and M. between the ice regime variations and the thermal and circula- another version of this paper see 17F-40179 or 43-4541
Collins, p.821-842. Refs. p.840-842. lion regimes of sea and air. The significance of the ice cover

as one of the basic components of the antarctic climatic system
Blasco, S.M., Harper, JR., Fissel, D.B. is pointed out.
Marine geology, Ocean bottom, Marine deposits. Sedi- 46-2429
mentation. Bottom sediment, Ice scoring, Sediment Properties of atmospheric processes over the south
transport. Oceanography, Ocean currents, Beaufort polar region and their influence on ice conditions in
Sea. 46-2425 the antarctic seas in 1983-1985. fOsobennosti atmos-

Atmospheric precipitation in Antarctica and its long- fernykh protsessov nad iuzhnol pofiarnol oblast'iu i ikh
term variability. tAtmosfernye osadki v Antarktide i vlianie na ledovye usloviia antarkticheskikh morel v

46-2420 ikh mnogoletniaia izmenchivost'), 1983-1985 gg.),
Chemical interactions and sediments of the western Briazgin. N.N., Vsesoiuznyl simpozium "Meteorologi- Riabkov. G.E., et al, Vsesoiuznyl simpozium
Canadian Arctic Shelf. cheskie issledovaniia v Antarktike," 3rd, Leningrad. "Meteorologicheskie issledovaniia v Antarktike," 3rd.
Macdonald. R.W., et al, Continental shelf research. Oct. 22-24. 1986. Sbornik dokladov (All-Union Sym- Leningrad, Oct. 22-24. 1986. Sbornik doklado% (All-
Aug.-Oct. 1991, 11(8-10), Canadian Continental Shelf posium "Meteorological investigations in the Antarc- Union Symposium "Meteorological investigations in
Seabed Symposium, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Oct. 2- tic", 3rd, Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986. Proceedings). the Antarctic". 3rd. Leningrad. Oct. 22-24. 1986.
7,1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L. Amos and M. Vol.1, Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat, 1990, p.30-34, In Proceedings). Vol.1, Leningrad. Gidrometeoizdat.
Collins, p.843-863. Refs. p.859-863. Russian. 6 refs. 1990. p.168-1

7
1, In Russian. 4 refs.

Thomas. D.J. Precipitation (meteorology), Snowfall, Statistical anal. Bozhkov, A.T.
Marine geology, Ocean bottom. Geochemistry, Ice ysis. Ice conditions. Sea ice distribution. Atmospheric cir-
scoring, Sediment transport, Bottom sediment, Marine Different methods for the correction of atmospheric precipita- culation. Ice air interface.
deposits, Climatic changes, Arctic Ocean. lion data are investigated. The variability in monthly totals of The relationship between atmospheric processes anui sea ice

precipitation at antarctic stations is analyzed. The dependence conditions in 1983-1985 is discussed. The dominant role of at-
of statistical characteristics of precipitations on their calendar mospheric circulation in the deviation of ice processes from

46-2421 duration is determined, which permits one to assess the accura- tong-term average conditions is established The role oi ther-
cy of the precipitation monthly total values. The increasing mal and dynamic factors in the inertia of ice phenomena is

Engineering concerns for the Canadian Arctic conti- trend of rrecipitation is measured from the long- term fluctua- evaluated.
nental shelf, tions. A direct relation is found between increasing air temper-
Kamphuis, JW., Continental shelf research, ature and precipitation volume.
Aug.-Oct. 1991. 11(8-10), Canadian Continental Shelf
Seabed Symposium, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Oct. 2- 46-24307. 1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L. Amos and M. Link between atmospheric and ice processes and navi-Collins, p.885-895, 25 refs. gation in the Pacific sector of the Antarctic in 1985-Marine geology, Engineering geology, Offshore drill- Penetration of solar radiation into the artificially 1986. ED sviazi atmosfernykh i ledovykh protsessov

ing, Ocean bottom, Offshore structures, Ice loads, De- compacted snow of runways. [Proniknovenie sol- v tikhookeanskom sektore Antarktiki s navigatsiiu
sign criteria. Artificial islands. nechnol radiatsii v iskusstvenno uplotnennoe 1985/86 gýj,snezhnoe pokrytie VPP1 , Lutsenko. E.I., Vsesoiuznyl simpozium "Meteorologi-

Nazarov, V.D., Vsesoiuznylsimpozium "Meteorologi- cheskie issledovaniia v Antarktike." 3rd, Leningrad.
46-2422 cheskie issledovaniia v Antarktike," 3rd, Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986. Sbornik dokladov (All-Union Sym-
Towards an understanding of sediment deposition on Oct. 22-24, 1986. Sbornik dokladov (All-Union Sym- posium "Meteorological investigations in the Antarc-
glaciated continental shelves. posium "Meteorological investigations in the Antarc- tic". 3rd. Leningrad, Oct. 22-24, 1986. Proceedings).
Syvitski. J.P.M., Continental shelf research, tic". 3rd, Leningrad, Oct. 22-24. 1986. Proceedings), Vol.1, Leningrad. Gidrometcoizdat. 1990, p.17 1-174.
Aug.-Oct. 1991, ll(8-10),Canadian ContinentalShelf vol.l !eningrad. Gidrometeoizdat, 1990, p.68-71, In In Russian. 6 refs.
Seabed Symposium, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Oct. 2- Pust . Atmospheric circulation, Ice navigation. Sea ice distri-
7. 1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L. Amos and M. Ice ru.. days. Safety, Snow compaction, Temperature bution. Ice edge, South Pacific Ocean.
Collins, p.89 7 -9 37, Refs. p.932-937. effects, Antarctica-Molodezhnaya Station. Synoptic and satellite data obtained during the POLEX- South-
Ice sheets, Ocean bottom, Sediment transport, Marine A comparative study of solar radiation penetration and weaken- 86 expedition, on atmospheric processes and sea ice distinbution
geology, Ice shelves. Quaternary deposits. Marine ing coefficient values of naturally compacted versus artificially over the western portion of the South Pacific Ocean. are

compacted snow of the Molodezb -..a runway is discussed. It analyzed. A cause-effect relationship is found beireen atmo-deposits, Stratigraphy. is found that, although the runwa,. - 'urfacs ayer permits great- spheric anomalies observed in Feb. 1986 and those observed in
In this paper a simple vertical stratigraphic sequence of Quater- er radiation penetration than thar of the naturally compacted sea ice distribution. The nature of the turain area of cyclogene-
nary deposits is recognized on 20 glaciated shelves from around snow, it slows down the radiation percolation to the underlying sis in the investigated region is considered.
the world reflecting the transition from the most recent glacial layers of the structure, protecting them from excessive solar
to interglacial period. This sequence includes some or all of heat and providing greater safety for aircraft operations.
the following: ice-contact (ice-deposited andlor ice-loaded)
sediments; ice-proximal sediments; ice-distal sediments: para- 46-2431
glacial coastal sediments: and post-glacial sediments. Typical- e i h t c c e
ly. the sequence overlies sedimentary rocks on the outer shelf 46-2427 Denudation in the cryolithozone; collected scientific
and a mixed bedrock basement on the inner shelf. The relative papers. tDenudatsiia v kriolitozone: sbornik nauch-
volume of these deglacial units provides important clues for the Approximate evaluation of climatic system suscepti. nykh trudovj.
reconstruction of ice sheet dynamics. Outstanding seismos- bility to its radiation parameters in the Golitsyn- Mel'nikov. P.1.. ed, Moscow. Nauka. 1991. 153p.. In
tratigraphic problems include: distinguishing ice-loaded glacial- Ginzburg model. tPriblizhennaia otsenka chuvst- Rursian. Refs. passim. For individual papers see 46-
marine sediments from subglacially deposited till: distinguish- vitel'nosti klimaticheskol sistemy k ee radiatsionnym 2432. through 46-2447.
ing till from other ice-contact deposits such as grounding-line parametram v modeli Golitsyna-Ginzburga]. Popov, Al.. ed.
fans; and distinguishing till from non-glacial debris flow VoskresenskPp. Al., et al, Vsesoiuznyl sed.pozi:r r
deposits. The incorrect identification of till provides poor data "Met saledovanila v Antarkttke.' Rd ,
constrol on ice sheet reconstruction, ice sheet properties and eSpeproperties.
dynamics, especially as related to sediment transport. (Auth. Leningrad, Oct. 22-'14 1t086. Sbornik dokladov (All- Lithology. Water erosion, Permafrost weathering, Sea-
mod.) Union Symposium -: -or,- 'cal investigations in sonal freeze thaw, Hydrothermal processes.

the Antarctic", 3rd, Leningrad. Oct. 22-24. 1986.
Proceedings). Vol.1. Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat.

46-2423 1990, p.9 8-101, In Russian. 4 refs.
Physical processes of seabed disturbance during ice- Baranov, G.I., Liubarskil, A.N. 46-2432
berg grounding and scouring. Climatic changes, Ice cover effect, Snow cover effect, Cryogenesis and chemical denudation. (Kriogenez i
Woodworth-Lynas, C.M.T.,et al, Continental shelf re- Solar radiation, Model,. khimicheskaia denudatsiia].
search. Aug.-Oct. 1991, 11(8-10), Canadian Continen- Using a simple Golitsyn-Ginzburg model of the global thermal Konishchev. V.N.. Denudatsiia v kriolitozone: sbornik
tal Shelf Seabed Symposium, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, regime, the susceptibility of the climatic system to basic radiao nauchnykh trudov (Denudation in the cryolithozone;
Oct. 2-7, 1989. Proceedings. Edited by C.L. Amos ton parameters is evaluated. It is found that the climatic sys- collected scientific papers). Edited by P. L Mel'nikov
and M. Collins, p.

9 3 9
-
9 6 1

, 24 refs. tem is least susceptible to the integral function of transmission, and Al. Popov. Moscow. Nauka. 1991, p.
4
-

9
. In Rus-

and most susceptible to the incoming radiation, at the upper
Icebergs, Ice scoring, Sediment transport, Marine atmospheric boundary. Variations of relative susceptibility of sian. 9 refs.
geology. Ocean bottom, Bottom topography, Ice solid the climatic system induced by snow and ice edge variations are Permafrost weathering, Runoff. Ions, Water erosion.
interface, Oceanography. Labrador Sea. calculated for the last 75.000 years. Freeze thaw cycles. Hydro thermal processes.
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46-2433 46-2440 46-2447
Reflection of denudation processes in the composition Fractional sorting of material as a factor in cryogenic Deteriorated sagging dolerites and their role in relief-
and structure of surface deposits in Central Yakutia. denudation. (Fraktsionnaia sortiroska materials kal formation on a trap-rock plateau in the Central
1Otrazhenie protseSSo, dcnudatsii v sostave i stroenti faktor kriogennol denudatsii], Siberian Plateau. tRazrushennyc prosadlochnse do-
sklonosykh otlozhenil Tsentral'not lAkutii], Zhigarev, L.A., Denudatsija v kriolitozone; sbornik lerity i ikh rol'v rel'efoobrazo% anti na trapposotn plato
Zigert, Kh.. et al, Denudlatsiia v kriolitozone; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Denudation in the cryolithozone; Srednesibirskogo ploskogor'ia].
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Critical cooling rates to avoid ice crystallization in deposits. Stratigraphy, Paleoclimatology. Coastal 46-2528
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Georgsson, L.S., et al. Jibkull, 1985, No.35, p.51-60, analysis, Scanning electron microscopy, Cracking
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tares. Ice edge contact. A brittle failure process model.
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46-2510 gy, Glacier surveys, Gullies, Iceland. 46-2532
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46-2511 wash, Lichens, Volcanic ash. Iceland. 46-2533
Historical development of the proglacial landforms of 46-2523 Numerical solution of phase change problems: an
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landic summary. 40 refs. Icelandic summary. 2 refs. Garon. A.
Glacial geology. Glacial deposits, Glacier oscillation, Ashwell. 1. Phase transformations. Liquid solid interfaces. Heat
Glacier surveys. Moraines. Outwa-h, Periglacial pro- Subglacial drainage, Glacial hydrology, Glacier sur- transfer, Boundary value problems. Analysis (math-
cesses. Iceland. veyq. Iceland. ematics), Accuracy.
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46&2534 46-2545 46-25S0
X-ray and neutron scattering studies of the structure Thermal properties of organic latent cold storage Strandline Glacier (Victoria Land, Antarctica). varia-
of water in a hydrogel. materials, ton of the ice-cliff margin 1987-1988.
Bosio. L., et at. Chemical physics letters, Jan. 3. Bulgrin, R., et al. Journal of thermal analysis, Jan. Baront, C., Societ Geologica ltlana. Rome
1992, 188(1-2),p. 113-118, 10 refs. 1991,37(l), p.155-169, With German summary. 28 Mfemorie, 1988, Vol.43, Meeting on Earth Science in
Johari, G.P., Oumezzine, M., Teixeira, J. refs. Antarctica. Siena, Sep. 27-28, 1988 Proceedings.
Water structure. Molecular structure, X ray diffrac- Naumann, R., Emons, H.H.. Holfter, U. p.149-154, With Italian summary lb refs
tion, Ice crystal optics. Cubic ice. Polymers, Hydrogen Cold storage, Materials, Solutions. Freezing points, Glacier surfaces, Glacier oscillation, Glacial deposits,
bonds, Thermodynamics, Low temperature research. Melting points, Thermal properties, [hermal analysis, Measurement, Mapping, Antarctica-Terra N,,sa
46.2535 Water content. Bay.
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cover distribution. Ice surveys, Snow surveys. 5th, Miami, FL, 1990. Vol.1. Edited by TN. cliff retreat of 29 or since that time (Auth)
46.2536 Vezirollu, New York, Hemisphere Publishing Corpo. 46-2551
Surface cooling by transpiration of a freezing liquid, ration, 1990, p.531-540, 12 refs. Image processing techniques applied to LANDSAT
Schindel, L., et al, Journal of thermophysics, Singh, R., Chaudhary, D.R. MSS images of Victoria Land, Antarctica.
Jan.-Mar. 1992, 6(l). p. 158-160, 4 refs. Frozen ground thermodynamics, Soil tests, Thermal Bianchi, R., et al, Sociert Geologica Italians. Rome
Driftmyer, R. conductivity, Soil temperature, Soil freezing, Water Memorie, 1988. Vol.43, Meeting on Earth Science in
Liquid cooling, Heat transfer, Coolants, Radomes, content, Temperature effects, Temperature measure- Antarctica. Siena, Sep. 27-28. 1988 Proceedings.
Porous materials, Ice formation, Transpiration, Ice ment, Phase transformations, Thermal properties. p.155-163, With Italian summary. 10 refs.
solid interface, Wind tunnels, Simulation. Spacecraft. 46-2547 LANDSAT, Mapping, Topographic maps. Image
46-2537 Freezing in the boundary layer over a flat plate. processing, Antarctica-Victoria Land.
Ice nucleation: a test to probe the packing of amphi- Carlomusto, L., et al, Miami International Symposium Preliminary results are presented of research focusing in the
philic alcohols at the oil-water interface. on Multiphase Transport and Particulate Phenomena, production of antarctic image maps in cartographic projrc.ýto be used for photointerpretation and for the compilation ofPopovitz-Biro, R.. et al, American Chemical Society. 5th, Miami, FL, 1990. Vol.2. Edited by T.N. thematic maps. To achieve this it was necessasr to remour
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Ice nuclei, Solutions, Molecular structure, Ice forma- D'Agostino, P.. Pianese, A., De Socio, L.M. order to extract spec'- onr 2ýation F'vvpies o, the results
tion, Heterogeneous nucleation, Two dimensional nu- Stefan problem, Heat flux, Laminar flow, Liquid solid that can be obtained by the application of these image pricess-
cleation, Freezing points, Probes. interfaces, Freezing points, Boundary layer, Analysis ing techniques to LANDSAT MSS magr of Antarcticaate
46.2538 (mathematics), Boundary value problems.
Eurasian snow cover, Indian monsoon and El Niho/- 46-2548 46-2552
Southern Oscillation-a synthesis. Hells Gate and Backstairs Passage ice shelves, Vic- Thermal regime formation of deep fresh-water bodies.
Khandekar, M.L., Atmosphere-ocean. Dec. 1991, toria Land, Antarctica. tProtsessy formirovaniia termicheskogo rezhima
29(4), p.636-647, With French summary. 24 refs. Geologic Ialiana, Rome. glubokikh presnovodnykh vodoemov,
Snow cover effect, Snow cover distribution, Atmo- Memorie, 1988, Vol.43. Meeting on Earth Science in Boiarinov. P.M., et al, Leningrad. Nauka, 1991. 17
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spheric circulation. Precipitation (meteorology), Cli- Antarctica, Siena, Sep. 27-28, 1988. Proceedings, In Russian. 198 refs.
matic factors, Weather forecasting, Wind factors, Cor- p.12
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-144, With Italian summary. Refs. p.143-144. Petrov, M.P.relation, Statistical analysis. Ice shelves, Glacier ice, Glacial deposits, Ice dating, Thermal regime, Lakes, Subglacial observations, Up-

46-2539 Topographic surveys, Glacial geology, Antarctica- welling, Surface temperature. Water temperature.
Sensitivity of ADOM dry deposition velocities to Hells Gate. Antarctica-Backstairs Passage Glacier. Temperature variations, Analysis (mathematics). Iso-
input parameters: a comparison with measurements Marine specimens mixed with supraglacial debris occur at the therms.
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4 7p. (Perti-Air pollution, Forest canopy, Snow surface. Snow im- obtained from shells mixed with supraglacial debris. The nent p.100-120,150-192). In Russian with English

purities, Chemical properties, Simulation, Forecasting, dates. uncalibrated. range from 1550 + /- 174 (GX-14625) to summary and table of contents. Refs. p.225-244.
Accuracy. 2780 + /- 145 (GX-14097) yr B.P. Topographic surveys and Quaternary deposits. Pleistocene. Faleoclimatology,
46.2540 C-14 datings were used to obtain preliminary values of some

glaciological parameters of the HGIS (ice thickness, velocity, Alluvium, Glaciation, Glacial erosion.Example of attenuation by wet snow on a radar dome. ice growth and ablation rates). The ice thickness of the south-
Donaldson, N.R.. Atmosphe.-e-occan, Dec. 1991, erm part of the HGIS has been estimated at 63.5 m (eastern 46-2554
29(4), p.699-71 1, With French summary. 14 refs. margin) and at 34.5 m (western margin). The surface velocity Adaptability of meadow plants in the cryolithozone.
Radomes. Radar echoes, Wet snow, Snow cover effect, has been estimated at about 3 m/yr at the eastern margin of the tAdaptivnost' lugovykh rasteni) v kriolitozonej.
Attenuation, Wave propagation, Wind factors, Per- HGIS. The ice growth rate has been estimated at 12.2-25 Denisov, G.V., etal. Novosibirsk, Nauka, 1991. 254p..
formance. cm/yr at the western side of the ice shelf. A minimum rate of In Russian with English summary and table of con-about 5 cm/yr has been recorded at Hells Gate East. The abla- tents Refs p238-244
46-2541 tion rate has been estimated only at Hells Gate West. where it
Snow plows and blades--agency users rate best. Bet- ranges from 16.5 cm to 36.3 cm/yr considering the ice lost in Strei'tsova, V.S.
ter roads. Mar. 1992, 62(3), p.

2
5-26. the last 3 km, on the basis of the difference between the calculat- Plants (botany), Meadow soils. Saline soils. Cryogenic

Roads, Snow removal. Machinery, Cold weather per- ed thickness of the HGIS with respect to different velocity soils, Grasses.values. A very small ice shelf (4-5 sq km) has been recordedformance. in a cove near Backstairs Passage. an historic site of the Heroic 46-2555
46-2542 Age. The occurrence of dirt cones and fossiliferous sediments Mechanics of deformable ice. [Mekhanika defor-
Estimating the atmospheric deposition of organoblo. on the ice surface of the Backstairs Passage cove implies an ice miruemogo Ida1 ,
rine contaminants to the Arctic. shelf nourished by bottom freezing, which entrained sediments Epifsnov, V.P., Itogi nauki i tekhniki. Seriia gliatsi-and shells at its grounding line. Shells samples produced uncalCotham. W.E., Jr., et al, Chemosphere. 1991, C-14 ages ranging from 1435 + /- 120 (GX-14064) to2265 + ologiia, 1991, Vol.8. 199p., In Russian with English
22(1-2). p.165-188, Refs. p.184-188. /- 140 (GX-14075) yr B.P. Only a minimum value for the summary and table of contents. Refs. passim.
Bidleman. T.F. ablation rate can be estimated; it ranges from 2 cm to 2.7 cm/yr. Ice physics, Ice mechanics, Ice deformation. Ice acous-
Air pollution, Forecasting, Polar atmospheres, Atmo- depending on the range of cal AD ages. (Auth. mod.) tics. Compressive properties, Avalanche mechanics.
spheric composition, Scavenging, Chemical proper- 46-2549 Avalanche forecasting, Fracturing. Indicating instru-
ties. Snowfall, Precipitation (meteorology), Water pol- Holocene environmental changes at Terra Nova Bay ments, Analysis (mathematics).
lution, Environmental impact. (Victoria Land, Antarctica). 46-2556
46-2543 Orombelli, G., Societh Geologica Italians. Rome. World Ocean experiment;, USSR participation in the
Snow crystals of "double gohei twin" types. Memorie, 1988, Vol.43, Meeting on Earth Science in World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE).
Kikuchi, K., et al, Hokkaido University. Journal of Antarctica, Siena, Sep. 27-28, 1988. Proceedings, tGlohal'nyl eksperiment po tsirkuliatsii okeana; pro-
the Faculty of Science. Series VII (geophysics), p.145-147, With Italian summary. 5 refs. grammauchastiiaSSSR v globsl'nom eksperimente po
Feb. 1991. 9(l), p.51-66. 19 refs. Glacial geology, Paleoclimatology, Gcomorphology, tsirkuliatsii okeana (VOSEb,
Snow crystal structure, Snow crystal growth, Sam- Glacier ice, Ice shelves, Antarctica-Terra Nova Bay. Kamenkovich. V.M., ed, Moscow, Mezhduvedomst-
pling. Temperature effects, Snow physics, Orientation. The Holocene history of Terra Nova Bay was dominated by the vennyl geofizicheskil komitet, AN SSSR. 1990. 131 p.
46-2544 following events: deglaciation of the coastal area and iowering (Pertinent p.37-52,107-124,131). In Russian with Eng-of the outlet glaciers, isostatic uplift and shoreline changes, lish table of contents. Refs. passim.Correlation between pore structure and low-temper8- fluctuations of local glaciers. ice shelves and snow fields, lake
ture dilatation of hydrated cement pastes and mortars level variations and sporadic outburst floods, and return of life Ocean currents, Oceans. Air ice water interaction. Ice
-effect of cement type. on land and in the coastal waters. The deglaciation was ac- cover effect, Sea ice, Heat flux, Salinity.
Wagner, Z.E., Journal of thermal analysis, May complished about 7000 yr BP when the first penguin rookeries Descriptions of the international World Ocean Circulation Ex-
1991. 37(5), p.10 53-1064, With German summary. were already present. Minor glacier and ice shelf advances periment program and the Soviet programs and institutes ines-17 refs. have occurred since about 5000 yr B.P. A small glacier near ligating general ocean circulation are presented. Pertinent top-CEdmonson Point experienced an advance of about 130 m later ics include: structure, variability, and dynamics of the AntarcticCement admixtures. Mortars. Frost action, Porosity, than 700 yr B.P. In the present century, local glaciers and the Circumpolar Current waters: ocean-atmosphere interaction, the
Frost resistance. Thermal expansion, Correlation, Hells Gate ice shelf appear to be retreating while small lakes formation of water masses, and the role of ice n thewe processes:
Temperature effects, have slightly increased their levels. (Auth.) and meridional heat and salinity transfer
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46-2557 46-2564 46-2568
Aerosol and climate. 1Acrozol' i klimat], Improved salting out extraction-preconcentration Automotive and construction equipment for arctic
Kondrat'ev, KIA.. ed, Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat. method for the determination of nitroaromatics and use; materials and problems.
1991. 541p. (Pertinent p. 191- 2 5 1), In Russian. Refs. nitramines in water. Diemand. D . US. Army Cold Regions Rescr, f2 •no
passim. Miyares, PH.. et al. L.S. Arm) Cold Regions Re- Engineering Laboratory Technical Lhgeot. \'o,
Aerosols, Polar atmospheres, Air pollution, Optical search and Engineering Laboratory. Special report. 1991. TD 91-05. 23p.. ADA-244 835. 16 rcls
properties, Haze. Climatic changes. Oct. 1991, SR 91-18. 3
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p. ADA-245 491. 40 refs. Construction equipment. Cold weather opcrition

Jenkins. T.F. Cold weather performance. Corld "eaiher -nstr-
46-2558 Explosises. Water pollution. Military operation. Water tiod. Motor vehicles. Temperature eflects. \lcloi.
Problems in atmospheric electricity; collected arti- content, Ground water, Laboratory techniques. Plastics. Brittleness. Cracking lfracturingi
cles. [1voprosy atmosfernogo elektrichestva; abornik An improved salting-out estracion-precon, cntration. RP- The objective of this digest is to prt i tds•i,-.... ,,ic
statei1, lIHPLC.UV protouol to, the determination of nitroaroiiatics and generai types of problems that will hr efl ,...ncr-t - :
Stepanenko. V.D.. ed, Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat nitramines in water was developed The method involsen sara- tle and construction equipneni nthen ,crsd nPr tnc c•!r0c,.,1990.ing7p ., In Rs n iFgrase lcdrpaermisee4: rating a tn rioL water sample with NaCn and extracting with ae t
1990, 187p., In Russian. For selected papers see 46- a:etonitrile IACN0. Collected extracts are then preconcentrat- and problems of metals are diussed first, hoi-.ed •-, o;. -
2559 through 46-2562. ed and solvent exchanged to water ia a Kuderna-Danish slon of plastics and elastomeis
Atmospheric electricity. Cloud electrification, Cloud evaporator Analysis involves solute focusing by introducing an
physics, Storms. Charge transfer, Ice physics. Precipi- t 100-mL sample onto a LC-8 (7.5-cm. 3-micron) column eluted
tation (meteorology). with water, MeOH and THIF (0 7 27T8:.1 5iv s ' at 2 0 46-2569

mL min followed by UL detection at 254 nmo A direct injec- Controlling the thermal regime of tunnels in sesere
tion RP-HPLC-LV %water method was developed concurrently. climatic conditions. [Lpravlenir tepoiv vii rc.himron•46-2559 employing the same separation and detection techniques

Electrification of convective clouds in a natural devel- Both methods are applicable for simultaneous determination of tonnelet % surovykh klimaticheskikh uslosiikhl.
opment cycle and during seeding (aerial surveys). RDX. INB. DNB. 2.4-DNT. 2,6-DNT. 2- Am-DNT and 4- Gendler, SG., Transportnoe stroritel'sri. No%

1Elektrizatsiia konvektivnykh oblakov v estestven- Am-DNT. and HMX (salting-out only) with reporting limits 1991. No.11. p.26.27, In Russian 4 refs Fi-r a
noma tsikle razvitiia i pri vozdelstviiakh (samoletny ranging from 0,006 to 0.27 micrograms L for the salting- out related article see 44- 4483method and 0 12 to I 07 micrograms L for the direct iejection Thermal regime. Railroad tunnels. .Analkss ridlrath.issiedovaniia)], method. The salting-out extraction procedure is suitable for ematics), Cold weather operation. Maintenance. .Ar
Gal'perin, S.M., et al, Voprosy atmosfernogo elektri- derermination of HMX. RDX. TNT. 2.4-DNTand 2.6-DNT at
chestva; sbornik statel (Problems in atmospheric ierc- concentrations below the health advisory and water quality crit- temperature.
tricity; collected articles). Edited by V.D.Stepanenko. eria proposed by the USEPA and Oak Ridge National Labora.
et al. Leningrad. Gidrometeoizdat, 1990, p.

7
6-102, In tory 46-2570

Russian. 67 refs. Jet-stream technology in construction. [Struinaia
Kashleva, L.V., Mikhailovskil, IUP.. Stepanenko, 46-2565 tekhnologiia v stroitel'stse1 .
V. D. One-dimensional temperature model for a snow ':sv- Korolkov. V.N.. Transporrnoi stroitclstii. NV,
Cloud electrification, Cloud physics. Precipitation er; technical documentation for SNTHERM.89. 1991. No. 11. p. 36

-
3 9

. In Russian 4 refs
(meteorology), Heat transfer. Aerial surveys. Cloud Jordan, R.. L'.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Hydraulic jets. Cold weather constructiit. Founrda-
seeding. Isotherms, Statistical analysis, Ice crystal nu- Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Oct. 1991, tions.
clei. SR 91-16, 49p., ADA-245 493, Refs. p.46-49.

Mathematical models, Snow cover, Mass balance,
46-2560 Snow compaction. Computerized simulation. Fluid 46-2571
Development of discharge phenomena in clouds, flow. Phase transformations. Metamorphism (snow). Planetary waves and interannual ozone anomalies in
(Razvitie razriadriykh iavlenil v oblakakh 1. Frozen ground mechanics. polar regions.
Adzhiev. A.Kh.. et al. Voprosy atmosfernogo elektri- This report provides technical documentation for the computer Zhadin. E.A., Akademiia nauk SSSR I/z cstit a
chestva; sbornik statet (Problems in atmospheric elec- code SNTHERM.89. which is a one-dimensional mass and en- Atmospherc and oceanic physics. No% 19901Pub
tricity; collected articles). Edited by V.D.Stepanenko, ergy balance model of snow and frozen soil. The model is June 91). 26(11). p.84

7
-8

5
0. 22 refs Translated froitstructured using a simplified mixture theory and addresses cou- Akademiia nauk SSSR. Izvestua. Fzinka atmisferset al. Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat. 1990, p. I I1-119, pled mass and heat flow. phase change and snow meramor- okeana

In Russian. 6 refs. phism. The underlying theory and numerical equations are pre-
Cloud electrification. Cloud physics. Storms. Ice crys- sented. Included are detailed descnptions of the computatirn of Ozone. Mathematical models, Polar atmirspheres. At-
tal nuclei, the energy fluxes at the atr,snow interface and of optional rou- mospheric circulation. Temperature effects. Water

tines for estimating short- and long-wave radiatron on temperature. Temperature variations.
46-2561 horizontal and sloped surfaces. The problem of ozone anomalies in the polar reg;ins ,t ,hc

46-561northern and southern hemispheres is discussed ilnp..i*.soCharge transfer mechanism during the interaction of are advanced to cpthain the iizone hole- i Anuarcisd a •ý,. ihcice particles. tM~ekhanizm peredachi zariada pri 46-2566 aeavno oepanteooehl' n.na•. :dte
iceparticles. te khanm peedaci ad t Field screening method for 24-Dinitrotoluene ioi.interannuaal ozone trends in the polar regiions M, the rtirhe
vzaimodelstvii ledinykh chastitsso. hemisphere. Data supporting a wane h)pothcsis ,, Ihc ,rigiri
Klimin, N.N., Voprosy atmosfernogo elektrichestva: Jenkins. T.F.. et al. L'.S. Army, Cold Regions Research of ozone anomaties and related variations in arnitopated hng
sbornik statel (Problems in atmospheric electricity; and Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Oct. penod sanations in sea temperature ar, offered Cal~ulati-.,
collected articles). Edited by V.D.Stepanenko. et al. 1991. SR 91-17. 1 lp.. ADA-245 492. 12 refs. of the effect of sea temperature anomalies .in le•sircam ,z-on

Walsh. M.E. transfer in a linear model of stationary pla.ietar, whaecs hucLeningrad. idrometeoizdat Soil pollution. xplosivs, Military operation. demonstrated that anomalous sariatins in the ozciaer m
be related to geographical variations if thermal ictream, the

Cloud electrification. Cloud physics. Storms, Charge A simple field screening method was developed to detect the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio and the El Nif., rheriomnzin
transfer, Ice physics, Ice electrical properties, presence of 2.4-dinitrotoluene (2.4-DNr) in soil. The method (Anthemod.)involves extraction of 2.4-DNT from the soil with acetone.

generation of a bluish-purple Janowsky complex by addition of
46-2562 potassium hydroxide and sodium sulfite. and estimation of con- 46-2572
Study of atmospheric electricity in Eastern Siberia. centration by measuring the absorbance at 570 nm with a bat- Bifurcation of the thermohaline ocean circulation and
tlssledovanie atmosfernogo elektrichestva v Vostoch- tery-operated spectrophotometer. While the extent of color
not Sibirij, development is also somewhat dependent on the moisture con- the ice ages.

a- tent of the soil. analysts can visually detect concci,.:.aions of 2 Kagan. B.A.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Izvestitsa.Filippo-. A.Kh.. Voprosy atmosfernogo clcktrichest- micrograms per gram or greater in the soil. The acetone ex- Atmospheric and oceanic physics. Non. 19-)0(Pub.
va; sbornik statel (Problems in atmospheric electricity; traction step was shown to extract at least 80' of the 2.4-DNT June 91). 26(11). p.857-864. 5 refs. Translated from
collected articles). Edited t:2' V.D.Stepanenko. et al, present in a series of field contaminated soils. A 30-minute Akademiia nauk SSSR. Izvestiia. Fizika atmosfcrN i
Leningrad. Gidrometeoizdat, 1990. p. 176-186. In Rus- reaction time is required after addition of the reagents, and the okena.
sian. 1 refs. color. once formed. is stable for at least 60 minuten. after filtra-
Atmospheric electricity. Polar atmospheres. Math ltion. The presence of TNT. tetryl. TNB and 2.6-DNT will Maslova. N.B.. Sept, V.V.

result in a positive interference with this method. High Ocean currents. Sea water. Water temperature. Salini-ematical models, Snowstorms, Fronts (meteorology). concentrations of copper in the soil may result in negative ty. Analysis (mathematics). Air water interactions.
interference by inhibiting the formation of the Janowsky

46-2563 complex or by complexing with it to modify its visual
Construction guidelines for oil and gas exploration in absorbance characteristics. 46-2573
northern Alaska. Autooscillations of the thermohaline circulation with
Crory. F.E.. U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and 46-2567 asymmetric ocean distribution in northern and south-
Engineering Laboratory. Report., Nov. 1991, CR 91- An analysis of the stress wave in solids (SWIS) finite ern hemispheres.
21. 83p., Refs. p.81-83. element code. Sept. V.V.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Izirc-ita At-
Environmental impact, Ice runways, Cold weather Faran, K.J.L., U-S. Army Cold Regions Research and mospheric and oceanic physics. Nov. 1990(Pub
construction, Snow roads, Cold weather operation, Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Nov. June 91), 26( 1), p.
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8 70. 5 refs. Translated from
Aircraft landing areas, Petroleum industry, Gas pro- 1991, SR 91-21, 32p., ADA-245 921. 6 refs. Akademiia nauk SSSR. lzvestiia. Fizika atmosfers. j
duction, Design criteria, Tundra, Permafrost. Wave propagation, Stresses, Mathematical models. okeana.
This report addresses the unique problems associated with oil Computer programs. Ocean currents, Sea water. Water temperature. Salini-
and gas explorations in northern Alaska and provides back- The Stress Wave in Solids (SWIS) finite element code is a ty. Mathematical models, Air ice water interaction
ground information on the climate and environment, including versatile program in that it can solve problems in one. two or The evolution of the thermohaline ocean circulatiin •ithn the
the permanently frozen ground that exists throughout the area. three spatial dimensions. Although the code assumes linear limits of a simple three-box model of the climatic ocean-armo-
Information on exploration efforts in the 1940s and 1950s is elasticity and isotropic materials, it can solve problems in re- sphere-glacier system is studied, When ocean distribution 1s
also included to demonstrate what happens when summertime gions containing up to 9 different material types To demon- asymmetric relative to the equator. the thermohalin, circulation
operations disturb the surface vegetation and thermal regime of strate its utility. SWIS has been used to solve 3 classical wave has four stable steady states. It is shown that siutiins of the
the frozen tundra; this is the reason why such operations are no propagation problems. one-dimensional longitudinal displace- nonstationary equations contain autooscillations with a peri-l
longer permitted. Separate chapters are provided on the de- ment. impulse along the length of a cantilevered beam and of approximately 80 kyr. which causes a periodic chanige of the
sign. construction and operation of winter trails, roads, airfields Lamb's problem. This report describes how to use SWIS by regimes of the thermohaline rcean circulation Dura.mis of
and drill pads. inc'uding a separate chapter on their abandon- summarizing the contents of the input and output files. Discus- the existence of separate circulation regimes. as ell a. heir
ment. Emphasis is placed on how, why and when to perform the sions of damping factors, computation times and comparisons sequences, depend crucially on the relauon of the areas ofrl ¢-
various tasks to successfully accomplish an exploration, to other solutions are aisat ,, 5juded, and land i both hemispheres (Auth I
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46-2574 46-2580 46-2587
Proceedings of the 2nd Glacier Bay Science Symposi- Suspended sediment dynamics of glacial deltas: im- High performance concretes; a state-of-the-art re-
um. plications for maintenance of submarine channels, port.
Gla~.er Bay Science Symposium. 2nd, Glacier Bay Phillips. A.C., et al, Glacier Bay Science Symposium. Zia. P.. et al, .ational Reszr'h (i ncii nsrratrp,
Lodlge. Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve. Gus- 2nd. Glacier Bay Lodge, Glacier Bay National Park High a) Rce-sarch PrOgram.r 4 iwhs ron. D C Re-
tavus, AK. Sep. 19-22. 1988. Anchorage. AK. Alaska and Preserve, Gustavus. AK. Sep. 19-2,. 1988 Pro- port, 1991. SHRP-C FR-91-103, \ ar p . Refs p R l-
Regional Office. National Park Service. U.S. Dept. of ceedings. EditedbyAM. Milner and J.D Wood.Jr., R 26
the Interior. 1990, 165p.. Refs. passim. For selected Anchorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office, National Leming. M L. Ahmad. S H
papers see 46-2575 through 46-2585. Park Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1990, p4

7
-49, Concrete pavement,., Concrete strength. Con•rciv d.u

Milner. AM.. ed. Wood. J.D., Jr. ed. 8 refs. rability. Frost resistance, Analysi, Imatnenaticsl,
Glaciers. Glacial deposits. Sedimentation, Deltas, Mo- Smith. N.D. Freeze thaw tests. Water C.ement ratio
ratnes. Suspended sediments, Channels twaterways), Suspended sediments. Deltas, Channels (waterways).
Tides. Water chemistry- Ground water. Glacier osciJ- Tides. United States -Alaska--Queen Inlet 46-2588
lations. United States Alaska Glacier Bay. Summary report on asphalt properties and relation-

46-2581 ship to pavement performance: literature review.
Circulation and suspended sediment dynamics in Finn. F N.. et al, National Researh (oun,/i Strate-

46-2575 McBride Inlet, a tidewater glacial fiord. Sic Hjghway Research Program. D4ashcnigtoti DC
Gravity, gravity-change, and other geophysical meas- Cowan. EA.. et al. Glacier Bay Science Symposium, Report. 1990. SHRP-A IR-90-0!5. Vat p, Refs
urements in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve. 2nd. Glacier Bay Lodge. Glacier Bay National Park p 6 1-6 19.
Barnes, D.F.. Glacier Bay Science Symposium. 2nd. and Preserve. Gustavus, AK, Sep. 19-22. 1988. Pro- Yapp. M T . Coplantz, J S. Durram. AZ
Glacier Bay Lodge. Glacier Bay National Park and ceedings. Edited by A.M. Milner and JD. Wood. Jr.. Bituminous concretes. Concrete pavements. Concrete
Preserve, Gustavus, AK, Sep. 19-22. 1988. Proceed- Anchorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National durability. Concrete strength. Frost resistane, Cold
ings. Edited by A.M. Milner and J.D. Wood. Jr.. An- Park Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 1990. p.50-55, weather performance.
chorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National Park 7 refs.
Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1990. p.12-18. 30 Powell. R.D.
refs. Suspended sediments. Upwelling. Glaciers, Plankton. 4Cv2589

Gravity. Gravity anomalies. Tectonics, Isostasy, Sea Meltwater, United States--Alaska- McBride Inlet. Cool thermal storage by vacuum freezing of s mter
level. Tides. Geophysical surveys. Glacier thickr.ss, with constant volume rate of sublimation.

Unied tats Aask- GacirBy.Y eh. H.M..¢t al. Energy constersion and management,
Lnited States Alaska- Glacier Bay. 46-2582 Jan. 1992. 330). p-5 1. 57. 9 refs

Iceberg-rafted debris in McBride Inlet. Glacier Bay. Cheng, C. ).
46-2576 Alaska. Cooling systems. Heat recovery. Ice (water storage).

Gottler. PF..ea, GlacieBayciVacuum freezing. Ice sublimation. Thermal coniduc-
Physical factors influencing stream development in 2nd. Glacier Bay Lodge. Glacier Bay National ParkVacuum An g.ysis Itbemat
Glacier Bay National Park. Alaska. and Preserve. Gustavus. AK. Sep. 19-22. 1988. Pro-
Sidle. R.C.. et al, Glacier Bay Science Symposium. ceedings. Edited by A.M. Milner and JD. Wood. Jr.. tion.
2nd. Glacier Bay Lodge. Glaciez Bay National Park Anchorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National
and Preserve. Gustavus, AK, Sep. 19-22, 1988. Pro- Park Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 1990. p.56-61. 46-2590
ceedings. Edited by A.M. Milner and J.D. Wood. Jr.. 6 refs. let detector.
Anchorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National Powell. R.D. McClellan. J.M.. Fbing. Jan. 1q91. 118 1. p96-

9 8
Park Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 1990. p. 19-25, Glaciers. Ice rafting, Sedimentation. Glacial deposits. Aircraft icing. Ice detection. Safety
9 refs. Bottom sediment. United States -- Alaska--McBride
Milner. A.M. Inlet. 46-2591
Streams. Suspended sediments. Ice erosion. Channel Fortified LEWICE with viscous effects.
stabilization. Vegetation factors. United States--Alas- 46-2583 Cebeci. T.. et al. Journal of aircraft. Sep 1991.
ka Glacier Bay. Effects of surging on a proglacial lake: Carroll Gin- 28(9). p.564-5
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cier, Wachusett Inlet. Chen. H.H.. Alemdaroglu. N.
Smith, ND., Glacier Bay Science Symposium. 2nd, Aircraft icing. Ice forecasting. Ice accretion. Air flow.

46-2577 Glacier Bay Lodge. Glacier Bay National Park and Ice surface. Performance. Computerized simulation,
Groundwater flow systems and geochemistry near the Preserve. Gustavus, AK. Sep. 19-22. 1988. Proceed- Ice air interface.
margin of the Burroughs Glacier. ings. Edited by A.M. Milner and J.D. Wood, Jr., An-
Simpkins. W.W.. et al. Glacier Bay Science Symposi- chorage, AK. Alaska Regional Office. National Park 46-2592
um. 2nd, Glacier Bay Lodge. Glacier Bay National service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 19.0. p.62-66. 4 Secondary electron yields of solar system ices.
Park and Preserve. Gustavus. AK. Sep. 19-22. 1988. refs. Suszcynsky. D.M . et al. Journa: of ge,.phs-sical re-
Proceedings. Edited by A.M. Milner and ,.D. Wood. Glacier surges. Glacial deposits. Lacustrine deposits, search. Feb. 25. 1992. 97(E21. p.
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619. 44 refs

Jr.. Anchorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National Sedimentation. Glacial lakes, Moraines. Glacier Borovsky. J.E.. Goertz. C.K.
Park Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 1990. p.26-

3
3, tongues. United States--Alaska--Carroll Glacier. Extraterrestrial ice. Simulation. Radiation absorption

22 refs. Ice electrical properties. Electrical resistisits. Electric
Mickelson. D.M. 46-2584 charge. Scanning electron micrcscop). Electrical
Ground water. Geochemistry. Weathering. Moraines. Advance of glacial tidewater fronts in Glacier Bay. measurement. Microstructurc
Glacial deposits. Meltwater. Water chemistry, United Alaska.
States Alaska Burroughs Glacier. Powell. R.D.. Glacier Bay Science Symposium. 2nd. 46-2593

Glacier Bay Lodge, Glacier Bay National Park and
Preserve. Gustavus. AK, Sep. 19-22. 1988. Proceed- Testing and design of single piles with allowance for

46-2578 ings. Edited by A.M. Milner and J.D. Wood, Jr.. An- creep.
Vialov. S S., ct al, Soil niecninics and foundation engi-Malaspina Glacier radar study: a SLAR investigation chorage. AK. Alaska Regional Office. National Park neering. Nov. 1
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91.28(3). p 104-110. Translated from

of glacial and periglacial features. Service. U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 1990. p.67-73. 20 Osnovaniia. fundamenty i mekhanika gruno. May-
Jones. J.E.. et al. Glacier Bay' Science Symposium, refs. June. 1991. 8 refs
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lions. Light effects, analyzes the chemical processes which appear to account for

ozone depletion, and details meteorological variables which are 46-2696
46-2682 implicated in the attenuation of atmospheric gases. (Auth. Ice technology for hazardous waste management.
Sensitivity of the Southern Hemisphere circulation to mod.) Dash. J.G.. Waste management. 1991. 11(4), p. 183-
leads in the antarctic pack ice. -189, 30 refs.Simmonds, I.. et al, Royal Meteorological Soc4ety. to Waste treatment, Environmental protection, Safety,Quarterly I.oural.July1991,o1ologicalPt ociep .003 Program to correct anomalous subsurface tempera- Artificial freezing, Soil freezing. Cryogenics, Linings,Quarterly journal, July 1991, 117(501)PtrB, p.1003- ture gradients resulting from surface temperature Subsurface structures. Leaching. Design.1024, 33 refs. variations. Sbufc tutrs ecig ein
Budd, W.F.vaatos
Buddl Air ice Mickus, K.L., et al, Computers & geosciences. 1991, 46-2697Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric circulation, 17(7), p. 9 9 5
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, 20 refs. French Polar Expeditions. (Expeditions Polaires
water interaction, Polynyas, Sea ice distribution, Sur- Baker, M.R. Franqaisesl, Paris. 1987, n.p., In French.
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lion Model (GCM) with this fraction set to 5.50. 80 and 100%. 46-2688 mal biology, population dynamics, physiology, meteorology.
The mean surface temperatures and the surface atmospheric Mixed-phase microphysics and cloud electrification, and polar engineering. Temperatures rarely rise above 0 C.
temperatures over the sea ice increased as the water fraction Williams, E.R., et al, Journal of the atmospheric may drop to -35 C, and usually range bet.een -10 and .20 C.
increased and the largest changes were simulated adjacent to sciences, Oct. 1, 1991, 48(19), p.2195-2203, 45 refs. Winds are usually 50 to 80 km/h with gusts up to 200 krhT
the coast. Significcnt anomalies in the surface heat fluxes, par- Zhang, R., Rydock, J.P. site plans of the station in 1962 and 19857 and a brief chronolo-
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easterlies between about 40 and 60S with westerly anomalies tent. 46-2698
further to the south. The surface pressure at high latitudes ap. IAHR-recommendations on testing methods in ice;
pears to change in a consistent fashion with the fraction of open 46-2689 6th report of the Working Group on Testing Methods
water, with the largest changes occurring in the Weddell and Numerical-experimental study of the interaction of in Ice.
near the Ross Seas. Some of the feedbacks which may enhance flat ice fields with a cylindrical support. Hausler, F.U., ed, Sapporo. Japan. [
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the responses here. but which are not included in this model. are
discussed. (Auth. mod.) Danilenko, V.I., et al, Mechanics of solids, 1990, refs. Presented at the IAHR Ice Symposium, Sap-

25(6), p.185-189, Translated from Mekhanika tver- poro, 1988.
46-2683 dogo tela. 5 refs. Ice sampling, Ice coring drills, Ice cutting, Augers. Ice
Multi wavelength measurements of atmospheric tur- Rogachko, S.I. refrigeration. Ice strength.
bidity and determination of the fluctuations in total Sea ice, Ice cover strength, Ice solid interface, Ice
ozone over Antarctica. breaking, Ice loads, Ice mechanics, Cracking (fractur- 46-2699
Singh. R.. et al. Atmospheric environment. Mar. ing), Mechanical tests, Offshore structures. Measurement of icing-related parameters on an
1992, 26A(4). p.52
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Pasricha, P.K., Sharma, M.C., Srivastava, B.N. 46-2690 Lozowski, E.P., et al, Edmonton, University of Alber-
Polar atmospheres. Ozone, Photometry, Aerosols, At- Ion elution and release sequence from deep snow- ta, Nov. 25, 1988, 83p., I ref. Final report to the U.S.
mospheric density. Solar radiation, Turbidity. Periodic packs in the central Sierra Nevada, California. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
variations. Berg, N.H., Water, air, and soil pollution, Jan. 1992, Laboratory, Hanover, NH.61(1-2), p.139-168, 22 refs. Zakrzewski, W.P.
wavelengths duerig eanuemberfndiabeen epdi t Aaro- Snow cover, Snow composition, Impurities, Precipita- Ship icing, Sea spray, Ice detection, Ice accretion,wavelengths during a number of Indian expeditions to Antarc-
tica. Measurements have also been made over the ocean on a tion (meteorology), Runoff, Ion diffusion, Chemical Drops (liquids).
cruise to one of the expeditions. Both the optical depth (a(H)) properties, Snow hydrology, Air pollution, Ion density
and the turbidity (T) due to atmospheric haze aerosols have (concentration). 46-2700
been computed over the ocean and over Antarctica. In gener- CTD data-KongsfJorden. Spitsbergen. August
a1. the values of the optical depth are higher at lambda = 368 nm 46-2691 1991.
than at lambda= 500 sin. The values of the optical depth (icd Polarization lidar technique for cloud research: a re- Gilmour. P., Scott Polar Research Institute. Sea Iceturbidity) are also higher over the ocean than over Antarctica.

Based on the measurements made at lamtda= 368 and 500nto, view and current assessment. Group. Technical report. Jan. 1992. No.92-1, 28p.. 1
'he exponent alpha = 2 describes the wavelength dependence of Sassen, K., American Meteorological Society. Bulle- ref.
the optical depth. This wavelength dependence of the optical tin, Dec. 1991, 72(12), p.1848-1866, 62 refs. Oceanographic surveys, Sounding. Water tempera-
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nm. The corresponding value of the selective absorption due sensing, Ice crystal optics, Polarization (waves), Scat- tongues. Norway-Spitsbergen.
to ozone is much greater than the aerosol optical depth a(H). tering, Precipitation (meteorology).
The relative variability in the measured intensity at lamb-
da=310 nm. at a zenith angle of 60 deg, during this period is 46-2701
observed to be about 14%. The relative variability in the total 46-2692
Ozone Obtained from in situ measurements with the Total Trace elements in snow samples from the Scottish thesou o expertise in Australit . Antarctica and
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) for the same period is Highlands: sources and dissolved/particulate distri- Lyons, D.J., ed, Hobart, University of Tasmania. Insti-
about 3%. It is shown that the wavelength lambda=310 nm. butions. lute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies
which is towards the upper limits of the UV-B band that is Jickells, T.D., et al, Atmospheric environment. Feb. (IASOS), 1991, 52g.
highly absorbed, is perhaps best suited to monitor fluctuations 1992. 26A(3), p.393-401, 42 ref5.
in the total ozone. This technique is likely to be more effective cmotn Imu(3is Aerosols, rt of Organizations, Research projects.during the local spring period of Sep.-Nov. over Antarctica, Snow cover. Snow composition, impurities, Aerosols, This is a directory of organizations and indiiiduals based in
where the phenomenon of the ozone hole occurs. (Auth. Sampling, Chemical properties, Air pollution, Atmo- Tasmania and interested in Antarctica. Included are indexes
mod.) spheric circulation, Solubility. of 127 individuals, their organizations. and their fields of work.
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p.439-442. Stresses in the multiycar ak¢ 200 m Irt,m the edge oA rhc ttls
Isard. SA. Development of phytoplankton during the late win- reached 150 kPa during extreme detormatii, c•tls. A ihi,
Podsol, Soil formation, Distribution, Climatic factors, ter/spring transition in the eastern Weddell Sea (An- few meters of the edge and in adjacenl fir•l-r car i bihct s-snow lt Snowl m oner eD t.SiisributionClimatic Getogra. tarctica). tDie Entwicklung des Phytoplanktons im ceeded 350 kPa ott seseral odcsons (400 kPa in one 1Ivti.v r
phyS eewm age. neOstlichen Weddellmeer (Antarktis) beim Lbergang during local ice failure events Thermall, tdcued stresses 4a
phy. Seepage. vzurm FrUhjahr], shallow depths in the multiyear ice were sautscd fh) rapid te-m
46-2792 Schrek, R., mhchre zur Polarforschung. 1991w peraturec changes, and could be nearly as large as stresses ob-

Schaek.R..BenhtezurPolrfosclwtg 191, ervd during deformation The sertical distribution of
Effects of the arctic sea ice on the variations of alnO- No.94, 195p., In German with English summary. serve d with the type of deformation etro i. but thestresses variedwihheteofdorton¢nlbu h
spheric general circulation and climate. Refs. p.181-191. largest values w ere always obscrsed in the upper hulf or the l¢c
Huang. S.S.. et al. Acta meteorologica sinica, 1992. Plankton, Sea ice, Ice melting, Polynyas. Antarctica-- sheet Stresses due to deformation were rapidly, attenuated
6(l). p. 1-14, 17 refs Weddell Sea. away from the edge of the floe Sear the edge. hinc-i,
Yang, X.Q.. Xic. Q. The distribution and species composition of ph)to- and recorded stresses agreed well with those obsersed it the

Aitnospheric circulation, Sea ice distribution, Ice protozooplankton were investigated in relation to the hydro- adjacent first- year ice Thes two locuiits als,. cxpciienved

cover effect. Climatic factors, Surface temperature. Air graphic and sea ice regimes in the Wcddell Sea in late winter, twice daily oscillations of abtiut 50 kPa % hih are aplare•nri

ice water interaction, Weather forecasting, Climatic Their growth and development during the wintet-spring trans'- tidal or menrally induced

changes. lion were also studied, Furthermore, the condition of the win-
ter phytoplankion and the role of enhanced light levels in coast-

46-2793 al polynyas, intrusion of meltwater and of "seeding" cells into 46-2804
Numerical study for mechanism of the effect of north- the upper water layers during the transition to the spring situa- Frost heave susceptibility of highway bridge founda-

ert summer arctic ice cover on the global short-range tion were evaluated. Investigations were carried out between tion in seasonal frost region.

climate change. the beginning of Oct. and mid-Dec.. before and during the Dat. H.M., et al. Coldregions.scieztc' and te'chnotlg).
Ni. YQ., et al, Acta meteorologica sinica. 1992. course of sea ice melting, during the second leg of the Winter Feb. 1992. 20(2). p.141-14b. 8 refs.

Weddell Sea Project (WWSP. 1986) on R V Polarstern Two
6(1). p.15-24. 16 refs. long sections through the pack ice of the eastern Weddell Gyre Wang, XL.
Z:rang, Q., Li. Y.D were conducted during Oct. and Dec. on the way to and from Foundations. Soil mechanics. Frost -asc. Soil tcsts.

Climatic changes. Polar atmospheres. Sea ice distribu- the polynyas along the southeastern coast Transects Classifications. Bridges. %ater contcnt. Anai)sis

lion. Ice cover effect. Atmospheric circulation, Air ice perpendicular to the coast were carried out tiff Dreseher Inlet (mathematics).
water interaction. Periodic variations. Mathematical in he coastal current Ithree before and three during sea ice

models, Air temperature. melting). Before the onset of ienting, several stations were
also carried out in the very southern coastal polynys regions. 46-280S

46-2794 The area of investigation can be separated into three zones: the Experimental research on gas hydrate decomposition
Winter atmospheric circulation in the Arctic Basin northern sea ice edge zone, (54,5S-60S), the pack ice girdle of in frozen rocks.
and possible relationships to the Great Salinity the eastern Weddell Gyre (60-70S), and the polynyas oser the

Anomaly in the northern North Atlantic. ctastal current in the southeastern Weddell Sea (70-77S). Ershovb E.D.. e2 al. Cold regions scinc.e and tehnhlh-
Anomly n th nother Noth Alanic.gy. Feb. 1992, 20(2). p. 147-156. 14 retlY.

Serreze. MC.. et al. Geoiphysical research letters, 46-2799 lAkushev. V.S.
Feb. 7. 1992. 19(3). p.

2 9 3
-
2 9 6

. 17 refs. Antarctic ice sheet and environmental change: a Frozen rocks. Low temperature tests. H)dratcs. (aGas
Maslanik. J.A.. Barry. R.G.. Demaria. T.L. three- dimensional modelling study. inclusions, Decomposition. Frozen ground therinody -
Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric circulation. Sea ice Huybrechts, P., Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1992, namics. Natural gas. Temperature effects. Sands
distribution. Ice cover effect. Salinity, Atmospheric No.99, 

2 4
1p.. With German summary. Refs. p.223-

pressure. Synoptic meteorology, Periodic variations. 241.
Water temperature. Ice sheets. Paleoclimatology. Models. Environments. 46-2806
46-279S A qualitative description is given of the role of the antarctic ice Modeling temperature distribution, energy and mass

sheet in the global environment system, and the possible modes flow in a (phase-changing) snowpack. i. Model and
Isotopes and climates. of interaction are discussed. It is investigated using a high- case studies.
Bowen, R.. London, Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd.. resolution 3-D flow model covering the entire ite domain. Bader, H.P.. et al. Cold regions -cicn'c and technolo-
1991. 483p., Refs. passim. This model incorporates a coupled ice shelf, grounding- line
DLC QC884.B613 1990 dynamics. basal sliding and isostatic bed adjustment. It has gy. Feb. 1992 20(2). p.157-181. 25 reftl

Isotopes. Isotope analysis. Paleoclimatology. Climatic fall coupling between thermal field and ice flow. and the ice Weilenmann. P.
sheet geometry is freely generated in response to specified envi- Snow cover stability. Snow temperature. Termiperatuic

changes, Ice cores Ice composition Global warming ronental conditions. The model is driven by changes in sea distribution. Mass flow'. Snow melting. Heat balance.
Pleistocene. Oxygen tsotopes. Environmental factors, level, surface temperature and mass balaoiss. A set is of eli- Surface tetopeatutrc. Matheniutical irodcls. Siot. air

46-2796 matic experiments is performed, in which the model is used to interface.
Abundance and distribution of tintinnid ciliates in an examine the ice sheet during the last glacial-interglacist cycle

ice edge zone during the austral autumn. This involves a sensitivity study with respect to changing envi-
ronmental conditions and a time-dependent simulation of the 46-2807

Buck. K.R.. ct al, Antarctic science. Mar. 1992, 4(l). last glacial cycle. Fluctuations are essentially controlled by Modeling and experimental studies of frost heave in-
p.3-8,. Refs. p.7-9. variations in eustatic sea level, whereas typical glacial- intergla-

Garrison. D.L.. Hopkins. T.L. cial changes in temperature and ice deposition rates tend to eluding solute effects.

Sea ice. Microbiology. Cryobiology, Antarctica- balance one another. On the shortergreenhouse warming time Padilla. F.. et al. Cold regtons science and technii(lii.

Weddell Sea. scale, the model response is determined by changes in the mass Feb. 1992, 20(2). p.183-194. 25 refs.

Tintinnid ciliates were present throughout the upper (100 m) balance. As long as the temperature rise is below 5 C. the an- Villeneuve. J.P.
waler cilumn if the ice-edge zone when sampled in autumn tarctic ice sheet will probably grow, because melting at the ice Soil freezing. Frost heave. Stitl water mrigration. Ice
18t6 in the Weddell Sea. Biomass ranged from 0.02 micro- sheet edge can still be offset by higher deposition rates on theCl under the sea-ice to 1.3 micrograms C/I in the ice- plateau. The hypothesis ofa catastrophic collapse of the West pressure. Interstitial ice. Heat transfer. Seepage. Math-grams Antarctic ice sheet is not supported by the model results ematical models. Freezing front.
free water column. Cymatncylis. Codonellopsis. Laackmaniel- presented in this study. (Auth. mod.)
/a and a small Salpingella were the most abutidant and/or larg-
est biomass contributors. The under ice assemblage was char- 46-2800 46-2808
acterized by low biomass and dominated by small species (Sal- Sediment-laden sea ice in the East Greenland Cur- Cold and humid environment simulation for de, anti-
pingella and Codonellopsis): the ice edge stations were rent icing fluids evaluation.dominated by these same taxa but in higher abundances ' while e.othe mpen water assemblage was characterized by high biomass Fretzdorf. S.. et al. Berichte zur Polarforschung. Laforte, J.L.. et al. Cold regions science and tcchntlh-

and dominated by Cymatocyli.s. the largest taxon. All taxa 1991, No.93. p.33-37. gy. Feb. 1992. 20(2), p.195-206. 6 refs.
exhibited maximum concentrations in the upper 50 m of the Rumohr, S. Louchez. P.R.. Bouchard. G.
water column. Both krill and snips grazed upon the Sea ice. lee cores. Sediments. Greenland Sea. Aircraft icing. Antifreezes. Ice remosal. Hoarfrost.
Cvmatcylihs and Ciodnellopsis without preference in both the Cold weather performance. Ice formation. Simulation.
ice covered and open water regimes. (Auth.) 462801
46-2797 Remote sensing of the sea in solid and liquid form. Specifications. Humidity.

Biochemical composition and photosynthate distribu- Garrity. C.. et al. Berichte zur Polarforschung. 1991,

tion in sea ice microalgae of McMurdo Sound. An- No.93, p.41-49. 46-2809
tarctica: evidence for nutrient stress during the spring Remote sensing, Sea water. Sea ice. Ice floes, Mi- Physical and mechanical properties of Hobson's

bloom. crowaves. Choice Ice Island cores.

Lizotte. M.P.. et al, Antarctic science. Mar. 1992. 46-2802 Poplin. I.P.. ct al. Cold regions sciencc and tfcrhnohi-

4(l), p.23-30, Refs. p.29-30. Limit equilibriunm of ice jams. gy, Feb. 1992, 20(2). p.207-223. 19 refs.

Sullivan. C.W. Michel. B.. Cold regions science and technology. Ralston, T.D.

Sea ice. Algae, Photosynthesis. Antarctica--McMur- Feb. 1992, 20(2). p.107-117. 27 refs. Ice islands. Ice floes. Strain tests. Ice cores. Drill core

do Sound. River ice. Ice jams, Ice breakup, Ice pileup, Static sta- analysis. Ice cover strength. Physical properties. Tern-

The nutrient status of microalgae inhabiting sea ice in McMur- bility. Ice cover strength, Hydraulics. Analysis (math- perature effects, Ice forecasting.
do Sound was evaluated during the peak and decline of the ematics). Flood forecasting.
spring bloom in Nov. and Dec. Natural populations of mi-
croalgae were analyzed for C. N. chlorophyll a. protein, lipid, 46-2803 46-2810
polysaccharide. and low-molecular-weight carbohydrate con- Stress measurements in drifting pack ice. On the constitutive modeling of transient creep in
tent. and for the distribution of C-14-labelled photosynthate Tucker, W.B., et al, Cold regions science and technolo- polycrystalline ice by S. Shyam Sunder and M.S. Wu.
into macromolecular fractions. Ratios of N:C and protein to gy. Feb. 1992, 20(2), MP 3029, p.l 19-139, 28 refs. Aubertin, M.. Cold regions science and technil/igi .
carbohydrate (PR:CHO) were similar to values reported for Perovich, D.K. Feb- 1992, 20(2), p.225-227, 19 refs. For paper under
nutrient-limited phytoplankton. Biochemical ratios and C-14- , P
photosynthate allocation patterns suggest that microalgae from Sea ice, Pack ice, Thermal stresses, Stress concentra- discussion see 45-1618.
cingelation ice habitats may be more nutrient-stressed than tion, Ice pressure. Ice cover strength. Ice deformation. Ice crystals. Ice creep. Ice models. Ice mechanics.
those from underlying platelet ice habitats. This evidence sug- Measurement. Temperature effects. Analysis (mathematics). Ice plasticity.
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Nov. 1991, No, 11, p. 1-3. In Russian. Larouche. P., et al. Journal of physical oceanography.
Cost analysis. Economic development. Gas produc- Moisture transfer. Vapor transfer, Heat transfer, Ice air Feb. 1992. 22(2). p.196-206.35 refs. For another ver-
tion, Petroleum industry, interface, Glacier mass balance. sion see 46-1467.

The annual net atmospheric transports of water vaporand latent Cariou, C.
46-2841 heat poleward across 70S are estimated using the latest compila-tion of surface mass balance for the antarctic ice sheet and new Pack ice, Oceanography. Ice edge. Water waves. WaveFrost heave in tunnels. [Moroznoe puchenie v ton- estimates of precipitation and evaporation in sectors of the propagation. Radar photography. Image processing.
ncliakhl, southern oceans and of seaward drifting snow transport in par. Synthetic aperture radar, Spectra. Resolution.
Poliankin, G.N.. et al. Transportnoe stroitel'stvo. ticular sectors of the ice sheet. The mass and energy exchange
Sep. 1991, No.9, p.26-27, In Rossian. 3 refs. rates at theice sheet-atmosphere and ocean- atmosphere inter- 46-2056
Glavatskikh. V.A. faces are integrated strictly for areas within that latitude. The Environmental radiocesiam in subarctic and arctic
Frost heave. Tunnels. esnimates of net southward water vapor transport 16.6 kg/mvs) Alaska following Chernobyl.

and latent transport (18.9 MJ;m/s) are larger than reported in Baskaran. M., et al. Arctic, Dec. 1991. 44(4). p.346-
44-2842 all preceding studies, based on atmospheric advection and mois.
Technology for making concrete with frost-resi ture data collected at stations located between 66S and 80S. and 350, With French summary. 19 refs.

T os istt are generally in agreement with those based on surface mass Kelley. 1J... Naidu, A.S.. Holleman. D.F.admixtures. tOsobcnnosti tekhnologii prigotovieniia balance data and seaward drifting snow transport across the ice Fallout, Radioactivity. Ecosystems, 6ampling. Ensi-
hetona s protivomoroznol dobavkoit. terminus which extends between 65S and 79S. (Auth.) ronment~l impact. Atmospheric circulation. Ecology.
Safonov. V.S., et al. Transpormnoe stroitel'tto. Jan. 46-2851
1991. No. 12, p.24-28. In Russian. 5 refs. Longitudinal floating structures-new concepts in 46-2857
Concrete admixtures, Countermeasures, Frost resist- river ice control. Cryostability of lattices in freeze-thaw processes, ac-
ante, Concrete freezing. Calkins. D.J., Canadian journal of civil engineering, cording to H-2 NMR data.

46-2843 Dec. 1991, 18(6), MP 3030, p.
9 3 3-

9 39
, With French Grigor'ev, V.IU., et al, Colloidjournal of the USSR.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of percussion rippers summary. 14 refs. Nov. 1991, 53(3), p.391.394,Translated from Kolloid-
designed for frozen ground. tOtsenka effektivnosti River ice, Ice jams, Ice prevention. Ice control. Float- nil zhurnal. 12 refs.
udarnykh rykhlitelel merzlogo gruntas. ing structures. Hydraulic structures, Ice cover thick- Nikolaev. B.P., Shliakov, A.M.
Nedorzov, IA., et al, Transportnoe stroilelstsvo. ness, Flood control, Design. Colloids, Heavy water. Cryogenics. Nuclear magnetic
Jan. 1991, No.12, p.29-30, In Russian. Ice control structures placed in the stream'wise direction of a resonance. Stability. Freeze thaw tests. Hygroscopic

Zavolokin. L.M.. Panin, I.A. river were analyzed to determine the effectiveness in reducing water, Protective coatings, Adsorption. Chemical
ice jam thickness. The theory describing the thickness for analysis.Machinery. Cold weather performance. Frozen 'wide" river icejams was modified to analyze these longitudinal

ground strength, types, providing the computational verification that ice jam 46-2858

46-2844 thicknesses could be reduced where the mode of ice cover thick- Heat transfer enhancement in the direct contact
B f s i M d p ening is internal collapse. These longitudinal structuresappear melting process.Bridges for Western Siberia. [Musty dlia Zapadnol to provide a new tool for modifying the river ice regime at Saito, A., et al. International journal of heat and mass
Sibiri]. freeze-up and possibly at breakup. By 'increasing the ice jam
Vladimirskil. S.R., et al. Transportnoe stroitelstvo, thickness, which leads to lower stages' the structures have the transfer. Feb. 1992. 35(2), p.295-305, With French,

Jan. 1992, No.l. p.29-31. In Russian. potential for decreasing ice jam flrod levels. The structures' German and Russian summaries. II refs.
Zyrianov. V.A. ability to function is independent of the flow velocity, and these Hong, H., Hirokane, 0.structures should perform in rivers with velocities greater than Ice melting, Topographic effects. Phase transforma-
Bridges, Cold weather construction, Permafrost the usual limitation of roughly I mis associated with conven- tions, Ice solid interface, Heat transfer. Surface tem-
beneath structures. Frost heave. Design. tional cross-channel ice booms. Other possible applications in- perature, Surface structure, Ice heat flux, Analysis

elude controlling ice movement at outlets from lakes, enhancing (Mathematics).
46-2845 river ice cover progression. or even restraining the ice cover at
Best way to develop the North. tKak luchshe os- breakup. A U.S. patent application has been filed jointly by the 46-2859
%aivat' Sevro). author and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.4625 Freezing of a paraffin flow downstream of an abrupt
Kotliakov. V.M.. ct al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Vest- 46-2852 expansion.
nik. Sep. 1991, No.9. p.5

7
-64. In Russian. Freeze-thaw sludge conditioning and double layer Myrumi T.A.. ct al. Internationaljournal of heat and

Agranal, G.A. compression. mass transfer. Feb. 1992, 35(2). p.421-431, With
Economic development. Environmental impact, Envi- Vesilind, P.A.. et al, Canadian journal ofcivil engineer- French. German and Russian summaries. 26 refs.
ronmental protection. ing, Dec. 1991. 18(6). MP 3031. p.

10 7 8
-

10 8 3
, With Thumma, S.

46-2846 French summary. I1 refs. Laminar flow. Freezing points, Hydrodynamics. Phase
From the Pamirs to the North Pole. [ot Pamira do Wallinmaa. S., Martel, C.J. transformations. Fluid dynamics. Heat transfer, Liquid
Severstgo poliusa]. Sludges. Waste treatment. Freeze thaw cycles, Ion dif- solid interfaces. Joints (junctions).
Grigorcv. A.A.. Akademlia nauk SSSR. Votniu] fusion. Freezing points, ilygroscopic water, Salinity,
Sep. 1991. No.9, p.106-110. In Russian. Coalescence. Freeze drying. 46-2860
Expeditions. History. Freeze-thaw conditioning of water and wastewater sludges is Antarctic lessons on prefabrication.

known to be an effective and economical means of promoting Incoll, P.G., (Melbourne, Australian Construction
46-2847 dewatering when natural freezing is employed. When sludge Services, 19913. 10 leaves. 4 refs.

freezes both the suspended and dissolved silids are rejected byLithogenic characteristics of deposits of the mountain the growing ice front. Particlcs trapped in ice have a very thin Cold weather construction, Construction materials.
glaciation subformation in Zailiysky Alatau. tOso- layer of surrounding water which does not freeze at normal Prefabrication. Antarctica.
bennosti litogeneza otlozhenil subformatsii gornogo temperatures. Dissolved solids are thought to accumulate in The architect author discusses some of the things learned from
oledeneniia Zaililskogo Alatau], this layer, causing an increase in the ionic strength of the water, a number of years working on antarctic construction projects.
Shipulina. V.G.. et al, Inzhenernaia geologiia. Apr. This may cause compression of the double layer, leading to Despite numerous disadvantages, the advantages inherent in
1991. No.4. p.25-37. In Russian. 19 refs. neutralization of repulsive forces, thus promoting aggregation, prefabricated construction still make this the construction

In order to test this hypothesis, ionic strength was increased by method of choice Cited especially are the ease of replacementEngtl's c A.A o adding sodium chloride (NaCI) to water and wastewater sludges of building elements and better original quality of materials and
Mountain glaciers, Moraines, Glacial deposits. Li- and measuring dewaterability (filtration) with a capillary suc- work at factory sites, as opposed to the uncomfortable and even
thology. Lacustrine deposits. Glacial lakes. tur time (CST) apparatus. Four different kinds of sludge were dangerous antarctic venues.
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46-2861 46-2868 eaieý In the Northern Hemisphere the large land rnasses- w

Use of satellite based information in snowmelt run-off Transport of C02 into arctic and antarctic seas: middle a"d high latitudes impose an oscrwhelmmg irna, aninn-.1 %a~e on the circulation. although locally there arc apprcciA
studies. similarities and differences in the driving processes- ble scmn-annhal components (Auth e
Upadhyay, D.S., et al, Mausam, Apr. 1991, 42(2), Anderson, L.G., et a), Journal of marine systems,
p.187-1

9
4, With Hindi summary. 6 refs. Jul) 1991, 2(1-2). p-81-95. 39 refs. 46-2874

Snow hydrology, Snowmelt, Runoff forecasting. Jones, EP. Mesoscale eddies and chimneys in the marginal ice
Spaceborne photography, Radiometry, Snow cover Biomass, Carbon dioxide. Air ice water interaction, zone.
distribution, Seasonal variations, Meteorological data. Atmospheric pressure. Vapor transfer, Surface waters, Sandven. S.. et a1, Journal of marine systems. July
46-2862 Sea water, Air pollution. Convection. 1991. 2(1-2), p. 195-2Uo, 51 refs.

Organchlorine pesticides and polychlorinated The transport of C02 from the atmosphere to the surface water Johannessen. 0.M. Johannessen. J A.

in the Arctic Ocean food web, of the ocean is driven by the difference in partial pressure of Sea ice, Ice edge, Ocean currents. Water temperature.
biphenyls C02 at the air-sea interface. Since the antmospheric partial Ice water interface. Stratification, Oceanography. Cli-Hargrave. B.T.. et al, Archives of environmental con- pressure of C02 is neariy ,,nstant over periods of the order of matic factors, Models.
tamination and toxicology. Jan. 1992, 22(l), p.41-54, exchange times. changing onditions of the surface of the ocean
Refs. p.

5
2-54. dominate the exchange process. In polar regions, the partial 46-2875

Sea water, Water pollution. Biomass, Hydrocarbons, pressure of C02 in the ocean is decreased mainly by two pro- Bio-physical oceanographic interactions at the edge
Ice sampling, Sea ice, Subglacial observations. Envi- cesses a decrease in temperature and biological productivity, of

Both take place in the Arctic and Antarctic. In the Arctic- l, o the arctic ice pack.ronmental impact. Ice bottom surface. Chemical com- vertical transport of cooled surface water by deep convection Niebsuer. H.J.. Journal of marine systems. July
position. occurs mainly in the Greenland Sea and penetrates to a large 1991, 2(1-2), p.

2 0 9
-

2 3 2
, 49 refs.

46-2863 depth, while in the Antarctic the deep convection does not Oceanography. Sea ice distribution, Ice edge, Ocean
Strategies of survival in plants of the Fennoscandian primarily reach the same depths. Biological production is sig- currer's. Ice water interface, Biomass, Seasonal variA-
tundra. nificant for the vertical transport of carbon in both the Arctic lions.and Antarctic; however, in the Arctic the production is mainly
Sonesson, M., et al, Arctic, June 1991,44(2). p.

9 5
-105. oser the large shelves, while in the Antarctic it takes place About 7% of the world ocean is subject to the seasonal adxance

Refs. p.103-105. mostly over the deep ocean. In addition to cooling. surface and retreat of sea ice. Physical processes at Ice edges, nteract-
Callaghan, T.V. water can also increase its density by salt addition from ice ing with biological phenomena, have been observed to promote

Tundra, Plant ecology, Ecosystems, Cold weather sur- formation. When this happens over the shelves, high densit phytoplankton blooms in both the Arctic (s g., Bering and
vival, Growth, Snow cover effect, Seasonal variations, shelf bottom waters are formed that might be enriched in total Greenland Seas) and the Antarctic This interactim occursVegetation G thrSnsw cocarbonate due to decay of organic matter at the sediment sur- primarily in spring with the retreating and melting sea ice laying

"patterns, face These high down low-salinity derived stratification that reduces mixing in
Vegetation ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ae.Ths hg density bottom waters flow towards the deep tepoetn.wihecuae htpako lo

46-2864 ocean, mixing with surrounding waters during transit and end- the photic zone. which encourages a phytoplankton e loom
Copepods in ice-covered seas--distribution, dapta. ing up at a matching density surface. This process seems to be However, other physical processes such as oceanic edd)s and
lions to seasonally limited food, metabolism, growth quantitatively more important in the Arctic than in the Antarc- f

tic. Total alkalinity, total carbonate, calcium, oxygen. saliniy ice edge. This paper reviews biophysical oceanographic and
patterns and life cycle strategies in polar seas. and temperature data from several expeditions in the Arctic and meteorological interactions observed in both the eastern
Conover, R.I., et al. Journal of marine systems. July the SWEDARP M8tt9 expedition in the Antarctic are used in (Greenland Sea) and western (Bering Sea) Arctic Comper-
1991, 2(1-2). p.1-41, Refs. p.35-41. this discussion. (Auth. mod.) sons of the physical and biological characteristics for these
Huntley, M. areas, as well as additional comparisons with the Barents Sea

Marine biology Plankton. Ecology, Sea ice, Ice cover Prdctvt and antarctic waters and other regions of the world ocean areMarineProductivity of sea ice algae: in situ vs. incubator presented. An estimate of some outstanding marginal ice edge
effect, Biomass. Subglacial observations, Light effects, methods. research problems is also included. (Auth. mod)
Oceanography. Smeth, researc p l is also iu (Auth. mod)
In the polar seas. the combination of a shallow. generally stable Smith, R.E.H., en al, Journal of marine systems. July 46-2876
mixed layer with a close proximity to abundant food make the 1991, 2(1-2), p.

9 7
-110. 43 refs. Tracers of near-surface, halocline and deep waters in

under-ice zone a suitable nursery for both pelagic and benthic Herman, AW. the Arctic Ocean: implications for circulation.
species. an upside-down benthos for opportunistic substrate Sea ice, Algae, Ice bottom surface, Photosynthesis, Jones, E.P., et al. Journal of manne systems, July
browsers, and a rich feeding environment for species often con- Biomass, Ice cover effect, Marine biology, Sampling, 1991, 2(1-2), p.241-255. 34 refs.
sidered to be neritic in iemperate environments. Where the ice Ecosystems, Correlation. Anderson, L.G., Wallace, D.W.R.
cover is not continuous there may be a retreating ice edge that

facilitates the seasonal production of phytoplankton primarily 46-2870 Ocean currents, Chemical analysis, Sea ice distribu-
through increased stability from the melt water. Ice edge Under-ice physical oceanographic processes. tion, Ice cover effect. Hydrography, Meteorological
blooms similarly encourage secondary production by pelagic Prinsenberg. S.J., et al, Journal of marine systems, factors, Geochemistry, Water temperature.
animals. The rate of growth of arctic or antarctic zooplankton July 1991. 2(1-2). p.143-152, 8 refs.
is not so important as assuring a high level of fecundity when ly R.G. 46-287
maturity comes. Overwintering is probably not a great hard- Ingram, R.Cf
ship and diapause may not be a useful strategy, because the Sea ice, Ice water interface. Ocean currents, Ice cover Characteristics of an ice-forming aerosol, created by
environmental temperature is constantly near the freezing point effect, Subglacial observations, Oceanography, Buoy- teristiki e'doobrazuiushchego aerozoliar sozdavaemogo
of sea water. and basal metabolism accordingly low. Nonethe- ancy, Seasonal variations. Friction. sennym genoratoro asrosom vozdavhem
less. feeding behavior and metabolic rates have strong seasonal samoletnym generatorom v skorostnom vozdushnom
signals. In the absence of other stimuli, light must be involved 46-2871 potoke1 .
in the transformation from winter to summer metabolism and Characteristics of the turbulent oceanic boundary Bakhanova, R.A., et al, Ukrainski) regional'n5) nauch-
vice versa. but the mechanisms still remain obscure. This layer under sea ice. Part 1: a review of the ice-ocean no- issledovateiskil sidromereorologicheskPI institut.
paper describes the diserse growth and adaptation process of boundary layer. Trudy. 1991, Vol.242. p.102-110. In Russian. 4 refs.
copepod species in polar oceans. (Auth. mod.) Shirasawa, K., et al, Journal of marine systerris. July Aerosols. Ice formation. Ice nuclei, Airborne equip-
46-2865 1991, 2(1-2). p.153-160, 47 refs. ment.
Ice algal photosynthesis at Resolute and Saqvaqjuac Ingram, R.G.
in the Canadian Arctic. Sea ice, Ice water interface, Turbulent boundary layer, 46-2878
Bergmann. M.A., et al. Journal of marine systems, Hydrodynamics, Ocean currents, Ice cover effect, Ice Frost resistance of concretes with low water-cement
July 1991, 2(1-2), p.

4 3
-

52
, 15 refs. bottom surface, Buoyancy, Surface roughness. ratios. tMorozostollost" betonov s nizkimi vodot-

Welch. H.E., Butler-Walker, J.E., Siferd, T.D. 46-2872 sementnymi otnosheniiami3.46-872Zinov, I.A., et al, lzvestiia vysshikh uchebnykh
Sea ice, Algae, Ice bottom surface, Photosynthesis, Characteristics of the turbulent oceanic boundary zivdIA. eto al. Ja 1992, N c.-bn
Biomass, Snow cover effect. Marine biology, Ecosys- layer under seaice. Part 2: measurements i. south.. p.53-57. In
teins. Seasonal variations, east Hudson Bay. Gorbunov, S.P., Trofimov, B.IA.
46-2866 Shirasawa, K.. et al, Journal of marine systems, July Frost resistance. Concretes, Concret•e strength.
Sea ice macrofauna in the Antarc.w•c and the Arctic. 1991. 2(1-2). p.1

6
1-16

9, 13 refs.
Gulliksen. B., et al, Journal of marine systems, July Ingram, R.G. 46-2879
1991. 2(1-2). p.53-61, 48 refs. Sea ice. River flow, Turbulent boundary layer. Ocean Effect of the thermal regime in large diameter wells
Lbnne, O.J. currents. Ice water interface, Hydrodynamics. Flow on drilling and the quality of sampling during the
Sea ice. Biomass, Marine biology. Ice cover effect, rate, Subglacial observations, Buoyancy. exploration of frozen placers. 1Vliianie temperatur-
Classifications, Ecosystems. 46-2873 nogo rezhima v skvazhinakh bol'shogo diametra na
In this paper, sea ice faunal assemblages with invertebrates and Review of the surface climate of the Southern Hemi- burenie i kachestvo oprobovaniia pri razvedke mer-
fish are recorded both in the Antarctic and the Arctic. Primary zlykh rossypel],
structuring factors of the assemblages are age and drift pattern sphere and some comparisons with the Northern Minakov, V.M., et al, Izvestia vysshikh uchbnykh
of the ice. hydrography and water currents in the immediate Hemisphere.
vicinityoftheice. and distance to the benthic habitat. Alloch- Van Loon, H., Journal of marine systems, July zavedem). Geologiia i razvedka, Mar. 1991, No.3,
thonous sympagic organisms (temporary occupants of the ice) 1991, 2(1-2), p.1

7
1-1

9
4, 14 refs. p.118-126, In Russian.

are recorded both in the Antarctic and the Arctic. They may be Polar atmospheres. Climatology, Surface temperature, Morozov, I.V., Sirotkin. A.O., Marsev, A.I.pelago-sympagic or bentho-sympagic according to their habitat Ice aoseres, Corratoogy ton Thermal regime. Temperature effects. Drilling. Sam-
when not living in the ice. Examples of pelago-sympagic or- Ice covee effect. Heat Seansnar variatisns,
ganisms from the Antarctic are the krill (Euphausia superba) Temperature variations.
and the notothenoid fish Pagothenia borchgrevinki; examples This review points out features in the annual curves of some ematics), Air temperature, Frozen rock temperature.
from the Arctic are the polar cod (Boreogadas saida) and cope- climate elements on the Southern Hemisphere which differ 46-2880
pods (Calanus glacialis). (Auth. mod.) from their counterpart on the Northern Hemisphere. Among 1992 Subzero Engineering Conference Proceedings.

the topics are the effect on the surface air temperature of the
46-2867 different proportions of land and water at corresponding lati- Subzero Engineering Conditions Conference Proceed-
Atmospheric boundary layer measurements over sea tudes, including the decreasing annual temperature range with ings, Helsinki. Finland, Feb. 3-6, 1992. Warrendale,
ice in the Sea of Okhotsk. increasing latitude in the temperate regions of the Southern PA. Society of Automotive Engineers, Feb. 1992,
Shirasawa. K., et al. Journal of marine systems, July Hemispherewhichisfoundonlyinlimitedopen-oceanareason 329p., P-248. For individual papers see 46-2881
1991, 2(1-2). p.63-79. 60 refs. the Northernllemisphere. Thechangeofsealevelmeanpres- through 46-2914.
Aota. M. sure in middle and high south latitudes through the year is Cold weather operation. Cold weather performance.
Sea ice distribution, Ice cover effect, Boundary layer, dominated by a semi-annual wave which changes phase near 60

S from equinoctial maxima in the north to solstitial maxima in Motor vehicles. Engines, Diesel engines. Low temper-
Ice air interface, Drift. Ice surveys, Radar echoes, Ice the south. A dominant semi-annual wave in the wind and the ature tests, Lubricants. Fuel additives, Coolants, Cool-
heat flux. Wind factors, Surface roughness. Antarctic Circumpolar Current is associated with the pressure ing systems, Heating.
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46-2881 46-2890 46-2899
Single-cylinder engine facility to study cold starting Improving the operation of gasoline and methanol System approach to safe winter driving coasidera-
-results with propane and gasoline. fuelled spark ignition engines under Canadian winter tions: the visual system.
Quader, A.A., Subzero Engineering Conditions Con- conditions. Ntemi, P R, Subzero Engincenng Conditions 'ontit-
ference. Helsinki. Finland, Feb. 3-6, 1992. Proceed- Gardiner. D.P.. t al, Subzero Engineering Conditions ence. Helsinki. Finland. Feb. 3-6. 1992 Proccedinj,.
ings, Warrendale. PA, Society of Automotive Engi- Conference, Helsinki, Finland, Feb. 3-6. 1992 Pro- Warrendale. PA. Society of Automotive Enginec's.
neers. Feb. 1992. p.1-13. 6 refs. ceedings. Warrendale. PA. Society of Automotive En- Feb. 1992, p. 191-197. 38 refs
Engines, Cold weather performance, Low temperature gineers. Feb. 1992. p. 105-114. 31 refs. Cold weather operation. Safety. Frost
tests. Cold weather operation, Engines. 46-2900

46-2882 46-2891 Study of automotive gear lubrication at lowi tempera-

Heating systems for cold starting of IC engines. Optimizing three-way catalyst emission control sys- tares.

Stecki. J.S.. ct al. Subzero Engineering Conditions tern for low ambient temperature operations. KtrCofene Hfl , Fow aSbiero tennerie Conitions. - ence, Helsinki, Finland. Feb. 3-6. 1992 Procecdings.
Conference. Helsinki, Finland. Feb. 3-6o 1992. Pro- Laurikkon c .. Subziro Engineering Conditions Confer- Warrendale. PA. Society of Automotiie E.ngvccrr
ceedings, Warrendale, PA. Society of Automotive En- ence, Helsinki. Finland, Feb. 3-6, 1992. Proceedings, Feb 1992. p.199-206. 3 refs
gineers, Feb. 1992. p. 

15
-

2 3
. 7 refs. Warrendale, PA. Society of Automotive Enginec-s, Cold weather performance. Lubticants. Motor ,chi-

Cichocki, W.. Garbacik, A., Szewczyk, K. Feb. 1992, p. 115-122. 25 refs.
Diesel engines, Cold weather performance, Low tem- Engines. Cold weather operation. Air pollution. Low des, Low temperature tests
perature tests. Electric heating, temperature tests. 46-2901

Factors affecting pempability and cold cranking in
46-2883 46-2892 heavy duty diesel truck engines at low ambient tern-
Measurement of regulated and unregulated emissions Some aspects on the function of the after-market cata- peratures-part 11.
at low ambient temperature. lyst in Finnish urban traffic. Alexander. A.G., ct al, Subzero Engineering C( ndi-
Nylund, N.-O., et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions Aitta, E.. et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions Con- tions Conference, Helsinki. Finland. Feb 3-b. 14•2
Conference, Helsinki. Finland, Feb. 3-6. 1992. Pro- ference. Helsinki, Finland, Feb. 3-6. 1992 Proceed- Proceedings, Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotise
ceedings, Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive En- ings, Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive Engi- Engineers. Feb. 1992, p.20

7
-2? l. I I refs

gineers, Feb. 1992, p.25-31, 16 refs. neers, Feb. 1992, p.123-129. May. C.J.. Smith, C.R.
Low temperature research. Low temperature tests, En- Haataja. i.. Halme. K. Diesel engines, Cold weather opei.tion. Cold ,caihcr
gines, Cold weather operation, Air pollution. Motor vehicles, Air pollution, Cold weather operation, performance, Motor vehicles. Viscoslty.

46-2884 Carburetors. 46-.902

Diesel engine cold starting: combustion instability. 46-2893 Importance of lubricant low temperature perform.

Hencin, NA., et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions Emissions and fuel consumption at FTP test cycles ase to vehicle operation or will it still go when it's
eat30 below?".

Conference, Helsinki, Finland, Feb. 3-6, 1992. Pro- +22C and -2C from vehicles equipped with block May, C.J., ct al, Subzero Engineering Conditions Con-
ceedings. Warrcndale, PA. Society of Automotive En- beaters.
gineers, Feb. 1992. p.33-48, 11 refs. Leso.A.SbroEgnrigCdtosCn- ferece.cc Helsinki. Finland. Feb. 3-6. 1992 Procerd-giner, Fb.199. .3348 11res.Laveskog, A.. Subzero Engineering Conditions Con- lugs, Warrendale, PA. Societyv of Auiomoti•c Engi-
Zahdeh, AR., Yassine. M.K., Bryzik, W. ference. Helsinki, Finland, Feb. 3-6. 1992. Proceed- ngs rebd92e.2PA , SociefAn
Diesel engines, Cold weather performance, Cold ings, Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive Engi- Smin . C.R.
weather operation. nears. Feb. 1992. p.131-138. Smith. C.R.Coldweaherperormnce Moor ehiles Ai polu-Cold weather operation. Cold weather performance.

46-25Cold weather performance, Motor vehicles, Air polu- Motor vehicles. Lubricants. Low temperature tests

Spark plug fouling: a quick engine test. 46-2903
Quader, A.A.. et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions 46-2894 Development of vehicle design criteria for cold weath-
Conference, Helsinki, Finland. Feb. 3-6, 1992. Pro- Fast auxiliary defrosting/heating system. er operation.
ceedings, Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive En- Boltz, N., et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions Con- Leice, T.E., et al, Subzero Engineering Conditions
gincers. Feb. 1992. p.
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, 10 refs. ference, Helsinki, Finland, Feb. 3-6, 1992. Proceed- Conference, Helinki. Finland. Feb. 3-6. 1992 Pro-
Dasch. C.J. logs. Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive Engi- ceedings. Warrendale. PA. Society of Automotive En-
Low temperature tests, Engines. Cold weather per- neers. Feb. 1992. p. 139-147. gineers. Feb. 1992, p.225-228.
formance. Renner, M., Koch, P. Winger, H.W.

Motor vehicles, Heating, Defrosting, Cold weather op- Cold weather operation. Motor rehicles, Design crit-
46-2886 eration. Coolants. cris.
Neste's solution to computerize CEC cold driveability 46-2904
and CEC cold operability tests performed in chassis 46-2895 Evaluation of adaptability of construction of automo-
dynamometer. Protection of glazing of vehicle cabins from frosting tiv c owadsp erbtionstiuothen of di.
Kolhanen. A.. et al. Subzero Engineering Conditions up in conditions of low temperatures (up to minus tions as per test results.
Conference, Helsinki, Finland. Feb. 3-6. 1992. Pro- 60C). Bczverchil, S.F.. et al, Subzero Engineering Condi-
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Geophysical experiments and observations made in 6 boreholes was the Nenall Glacier in the Asgard Range. The major goal of
46-2936 about 1.060 m deep. drilled on ice stream B in the 1989-1990 the 1988-1989 field program wis the collection of tino cores.
Late Cenozoic glacial history of the Terra Nova Bay season, are discussed from the following points of interest: sam- 150 and 175 ms deep. respectively.
region, northern Victoria Land, Antarctica. pling of subglacial material, till thickness, ice deformation till
Orombelli. G.. et al, Antarctic Journal of the United deformation. basal sliding. and basal water pressure and hydrau- 46-2947

States. 1990, 25(51. p.51-52. 7 refs. lic conductivity. Ice movement and mass balance at the Allan Hills
Denton. G.H. 46-2942 Icefield.46-2942Schultz. L.. et al, Antarctic Journal of the United
Glacial geology. Glacial deposits, Glacier surfaces. Ice Studies of internal layering and bedrock topography States. 1990, 25(5) 5.Ant4rcti9 reol
sheets, Antarctica Terra Nova Bay. on ice stream C, West Antarctica. Stats 19 0. 25(5) .p .
In Jan and Feb 1989 and 1990 an investigation %as carried out Jacobel, R.W., et al, Antarctic Journal of the United GAnierbtiOn. Dliere s blto eamie pst ongtudial rofles(ifoutlt gacirs hatGlacier ablation. Glacier mass balance. Velocity meas-iii esamine past hirgirudinal prirfiles iif ouatfet glaciers that States. 1990, 25(5). p.82-85. 5 refs. ueet nacia.AlnHls
drained through the Transanta[tiCU Mountains into Terra Nova States. 1.990, 25().p.8-8, 5D.L. s uremcnt, Antarctica--Allan Hills
Bad A i ell defined erosional trlinic wiith distinct upper Nos Hodge. S.M. Wright. DL. In an attempt to provide a quantitative measure of ablation and
Boa Ar eits isnetcd eitoalpine ridges and sptrs on valley wall, Bottom topography. Glacier thickness, Mapping, An- ice tow. a triangulation network across the Allan Hills Icefield

alongside Reeves. Priestley. and Campbell Glaciers. A figure tarctica-West Antarctica. was established in 1978. The mean annual ablatiin rate of
sho-, that Reeves (ilacier was thicker along its entire length During the 1987-1989 field seasons, surface-based ice radar about 4.5 cm, y, measured in 1988. is found ti be comparable
shen it stitti at the rerra Noia drift limit, with the greatest proifiling studies were done on ice streams B and C. This article it) that measured in previius years The horizontal ice move-
thickening in coastal regions where grounded ice filled the Terra summarizes progress to date on the analysis of a portion of the ment of the individual stations is shown in a figure At the
Nitta Bay Analysis of the ifllustration leads ito the conclusion data acquired near the Upstream C camp in 1988-1989. One most westerly stations, the ice moues about 60 cm y in an
that hr trimhine may be metachronous: old near the coast and of the figures presented shons a contour map and mesh diagram almost northern direction Most if the meteiorites found are
Late Ausconsin. and even Early Holocene. in the interior. of ice thickness heneath the center portion of the strain grid where tee velocities drop to less than 8 cm y
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refs. cial observations, Glacier melting, Water storage, Gla- liashers, 1991. p.
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Antarctica -- Filchner Ice Shelf, Antarctica--Ronne Environmental regulation of nitrogen fixation in a 46-2968
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conservatnon equation with respect to the melting rate under- ).Caseldine C. Environmental change in Iceland: past
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Flhis paper presents a review of past, present, and future satellite time and place they are needed in Antarctica. Certainly this The lecture summarizes the consumption and treatnlrit of
s.stcms. methods and techniques of interpretation and potential means meticulous planning and the proper use of all kinds of materials and the ,aste production by antarctic researih stai
applications to the study of the polar oceans. Among the satel- highly specialized sea, air and land transportation, including the tions and presents feasible techniques to reduce. reusc re. %,r
lite-borne sensors examined are passive sensors, typified by mi- development of transport technologies appropriate for use in and treat the unneeded matenrals Stress is put on propv•sals to
cTrosave and infrared radiometers, and active sensors, as repre- the rigorous antarctic environment. It also means facilities de- improve the operation of essential technical components or an
sented by synthetic aperture radar. The performance of these sign. construction and maintenance; communications including antarctic research station as power generation stations water
instruments in the remote sensing of sea ice properties and the use of space technologies; field operations under extreme supply and waste water treatment systems under the aspects of
biota. in both the Arctic and Antarctic, is emphasized. (Auth. conditions; innovative provisions for health care and safety, and recycling and mimmization of local pollution Problems ,f the
mod.) the extraordinary extension of both new and proven methods treatment of solid and chemical wastes under the conditions in

and technologies for the protection of the environment in An- Antarctica are discussed (Auth)
46-2997 tarctica. In short, antarctic logistics comprise everything that is
Convection and deep water formation in the Arctic required to work efficiently when time is of the essence, to be 46-3007
Ocean-Greenland Sea system. transported to and from. and to survive in safety and reasonable Fuel spill clean-up in the Antarctic.
Rudels, B., et al, Journal of marine systems, Aug. comfort in one of the harshest and moat remote areas of the Wilkniss, P.E., et al. Symposium on Antarctic Logis-
1991, 2(3-4), p.435-450, 46 refs. world. In twenty- eight papers and two abstracts, this sympoai- tics and Operations, Fourth. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990.
19adfusel, D.4am delves into such logistical aspects of antarctic science as the
Ocean en, . wenvironment, energy alternatives, communications, satellites, Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeirs. and
Ocean currents, Convection, Sea water freezing, Oces- transportation, and architectural psychology. A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grifica e Editora Ideal.
nography. Hydrography, Stratification, Heat loss, 46-3003 Ltda, 11991], p.52-65.
Water temperature, Flow rate, ~Chiang, E.
Water teCurrent developments in environmental protection at Fuels, Pollution, Ice shelves, Ice sheets.
46-2t pi Terra Nova Bay Station. In this paper experiences with seineral fuel spills and the lessons
Evolution of the upper water layer in the marginal ice Cervellati, R., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logistics learned during attempts to clean up their aftermaths are de-
zone, austral spring 1988, Scotia-Weddell Sea. and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. scribed. To illustrate the unique aspects of response and clean-
Veth. C., Journal of marine systems. Aug. 1991, Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, AJ. Teixeira, and up, examples ofspills are selected that occurred in three distinct
2(3-4), p.451-464. 25 refs. A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grifica e Editora Ideal. antarctic environments-marine. coastal. ice shelf, coastal, and
Sea ice distribution, Ice water interface, Ice melting, Ltda, [1

9 9
13, p.1-14. antarctic ice sheet, polar plateau. All of these accidents hair

Hydrography, Water temperature, Surface tempera- Metalli, P., Testa, L. been publicized and described in telesision. radio, newspapers.scrienific articles. and other publications. This paper foc:uses
lure, Biomass, Oceanography, Wind factors, Antarc- Waste disposal, Water treatment, Aerosols, Antarctica ocn thei inside story- namelyn the epi periences papm the %icc,-

tica--Weddell Sea. -Terra Nova Bay. point of national antarctic program management and related
In this paper. a one-dimensional turbulent erosion model is Environmental safeguard procedures of the Italian Antarctic aspects. (Auth.)
presented to study the temporal behavior of the upper layers of Program at Terra Nova Bay are reviewed. Members of theex-
the water column in the marginal ice zone during ice retreat. pedition are trained and bound to follow a code of conduct. 46-3008
Input parameters in the model are the regular meteorological Local waste production is kept to a minimum. Figures are Technology limited to the measures for environmen-
observations on board, global radiation and ice cover estimates, given for the last expeditions. Wastes are sorted according to tal protection in Ad6lie Land.
The model results are validated by comparison with CTD pro- type, only partly disposed of after treatment in the Antarctic Engler, M., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and
files measured during repeated sections through the marginal Treaty Area by means of an incinerator and a water treatment Operations. Fourth. Sao Paulo, Brazil. 1990. Pro-
ice zone of the Weddell-Scotia Sea sector of the southern ocean plant, and mostly returned to Italy. The Station environmental
over a six week-period in the austral spring. 1988. (Auth. impact is evaluated by monitoring the airborne particulate (ta- ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira. and
mod.) bles on elemental composition are given) and the effluents ofthe A.N. Fowler, Brasilia. Brazil, GrAfica e Editora Ideal,

46-2999 above plants. (Auth.) Ltda, [19913, p.66-
7 1.

Simple ice-ocean coupled model for ice drift in mar- 46-3004 Cold weather construction, Waste disposal. Aircraft

ginal ice zones. New Zealand antarctic research programme waste landing areas. Environmental impact, Antarctica-

Tang, C.L., et al, Journal of marine systems, Aug. management procedures. Adelie Coast.
1991, 2(3-4). p.465-4

7
5, 27 refs. Geddes, D., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and As part of the French engineering program in Adelic Land. all

possible measures are being taken to protect the natural cnmi-
Fissel. D.B. Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- ronment. These measures involve compensatory actions it,
Sea ice, Ice water interface. Turbulent boundary layer, ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and ease the habitat disruption for creatures which hase established
Drift, Ocean currents. Ice cover effect. Wind factors, A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grfitca e Editora Ideal, colonies in the area where an airstrip is being built They also
Mathematical models, Velocity. Ltda, t1

9 9
13, p.15-24. provide for undertaking technological studies to find better

46-3000 Waste disposal, Sewage disposal, Education. ways to dispose of the various kinds of waste products which
The3000 aaccumulate from the nature of the environment itself and its

Plankton distribution and the impact of copepod Themainelmentsofthewastemanagementproceduresarethe isolation. To compensate for bird colon) disturbance, zones• separation of waste into three categories-burnable, non- havebeen set asideasartificial nesting sitesforAdlticpengus.grazing on primary production in Fram Strait. Green- burnable, and hazardous-and the subsequent disposal of each snow petrelse and cape pigeonsf and access routes for emperor

land Sea. category of waste. Burnable waste is burnt in a high-tempera- pe treis ane pigeons, A access ras fo empe
Hirche. H.J.. et al, Journal of marine systems, Aug. ture. double-burning incinerator at Scott Base. while all other penguins have been laid out. A proposal has also been made

1991, 2(3-4), p.
4 7 7

-
4 9 4

, 41 refs. dry waste is returned to New Zealand by either aircraft or ship abnt w til l ome a basreene of waste man-
for ispoal.Wher posibl. maeria whch isutal for rhcy agement will provide for recycling of waste %aster, global treat-

Baumann, M.E.M., Kattner. G., Gradinger, R. fo disposal. Where possible, material which is suitable for recy-Auth
Marine biology, Plankton. Biomass. Ice cover effect, cling (e.g. aluminum cans) is handled separately. With only mod.)

Seaice Ic egeOcenorapy, renlad Sa, minor exceptions, waste generated in field camps is returned to iSea ice. Ice edge. Oceanography, Greenland Sea. Scott Base for disposal through the above system. (Auth.) 46-3009
46-3001 46-3005 Vertical axis wind turbine with integrated magnetic
Influence of oceanographic processes on pelagic- Environmental management of Australia's antarctic generator.
benthic coupling in polar regions: a benthic perspec- program. Heidelberg, G.. et al. Symposium on Antarctic Logis-
tive. Sayers, J.C.A., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and tics and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo. Brazil. 1990.
Grebmeier. I.M., et al, Journal of marine systems, Operations, Fourth. Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990. Pro- Proceedings. edited by H. Kohnen. AJ. Teixeira. and
Aug. 1991. 2(3-4), p.495-518, Refs. p.514-518. ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and A.N. Fowler. Brasilia, Brazil, GrAfica e Editora Ideal.
Barry. J.P. A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Griffica e Editora Ideal, Lida, [1991), p.72-82. 2 refs.
Marine biology, Biomass, Nutrient cycle, Ice cover Ltda, 11991], p.26-40. Wind power generation. Electric equipment. Antarc-
effect, Oceanography, Ocean bottom. Waste disposal, Environmental protection, Legisla- tica-Georg von Neumayer Station.
A major difference between the Antarctic and Arctic is that the tion, Education. Favorable annual wind conditions at the Neumayer winter sta-
nearshore deep Antarctic is characterized by relatively high Operational guidelines and environmental impact assessment lion suggest the use of wind turbines as alternative energy re-
benthic abundance and biomass despite low water column pro- procedures have been developed to implement and supplement sources. This is to reduce the fuel consumption and conse-
duction, suggesting that stability, low disturbance levels and existing Australian environmental legislation, Antarctic Treaty quently the emission of the station. A smaller amount (if fuel
cold temperatures enable benthic organisms to grow larger than Recommendations and obligations under other international being stored would simultaneously minimize the potential ha?-
in the Arctic. Both physical and biological disturbance levels agreements. Management plans for stations are being devel- ards of fuel spills. As a first step towards this goal. a prototype
are high in the marginal seas of the Arctic and may directly oped. Environmental awareness is encouraged and developed in of a Vertical Wind Turbine (VA WT) with a maximum pow er
influence benthic productivity. The relationship between pri- expeditioners, starting at the recruitment stage. The expedi- output of 20 KW has been developed as a joint project between
mary production and sedimentation of organic material to the tioner induction program involves progressively more detailed the Alfred-Wegener-Institute. Germanischer Lloyd. Hoch-
benthos is nonlinear due to its dependence on the role of the instruction on environmental management. A more intensive schule Bremerhaven and Heidelberg Motor. The rigid rotor
pelagic food web. This review discusses the pelagic system training program on environmental responsibilities is given to consists of three straight steel rotor blades; the diameter of the
with respect to how it impacts the net food supply reaching the Station Leaders, Station Environment Officers and Inspectors rotor is 10 m with a swept area of 56 sq m, The rotor is

beStttoon Aedes mainio obvirotiee isicr tod demonstrat thsnluneobcenthos. A major objective is to demonstrate the influence of appointed under Australian Antarctic environment protection mounted on a telescopic tower. The permanent magnetic ring
oceanographic processes on pciagic-benthic coupling in polar legislation. Vessels under charter are required to comply with of the running field generator is integrated into the support
regions from a "bornom-up" perspective. using benthic studies strict requirements for the handling and disposal of shipboard structure of the tower, while the stator is mounted to the tower
from various regions in both the Arctic and Antarctic. wastes. Waste management plans for stations require the seg- A pitch control and yawing system are not required. The
Similarities and differences in oceanographic processes, benthic regation of materials for either local incineration in high ten- whole system has only one rotating part. The wind turbine.
abundance and biomass. and benthic carbon cycling within perature incinerators or retrograding to Australia. All waste which was tested in 1990 on a special test site on the German
these polar marine systems are discussed and areas for further tips were closed in 1985 and a program of returning waste North Sea coast, is scheduled to be integrated into the diesel
research identified (Auth mod.) materials, tothemaximumpracticableextent, and rehabilitating electrical system of Neumayer Station in 19ql for further

46-3002 the landscape is underway. The Australian Antarctic Division testing. (Auth. mod.)
Proceedings of the Fourth Symposium on Antarctic is also paying particular attention to improving procedures for 46-3010
Logistics and Operations, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 16 to 18 the transport, handling and storage of fuels. (Auth.) New designed wind generator for Antarctica.
July 1990. 46-3006 lshizawa, K., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
Kohnen. H., ed. Brasilia. Brazil, Grifica e Editora Recycling and optimized utilization of materials at and Operations, Fourth. Sao Paulo. Brazil. 1990.
Ideal Ltda, t

1 9 9 1
). 312p., For individual papers see antarctic research stations. Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.. Teixeira. and

46-3003 through 46-3030 or G- 45950 through G- Stephan, B., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and A.N. Fowler. Brasilia, Brazil. Grlifica e Editora Ideal.
45977. Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- Ltda, (1

9 9
1). p.

8 3
-
9 5

.
Tcixeira. AJ., ed, Fowler. A.N., ed. ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and Kimura, S., Takanaga, T.
Logistics, Buildings. Maintenance. Transportation, A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grifica e Editora Ideal. Wind power generation. Electricity. Antarctica--
Environmental protection. Lida, [1991], p.41-51, 3 refs. Asuka Station.
The scope of antarctic logistics and operations involves provid- Waste disposal, Sewage treatment. Fuels. Engines, A new wind generator for Antarctica %as designed, taking past
ing the correct materials, supplies and provisions at the correct Sludges. problems into consideration Main improvements are as fol-
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litos (1) fixed pitch and fixed yaw control, 12) permanent mag- and elevation drive mechanisms tan operate at an air tempera- rhe British Antarctic Sursey needed to replace the I-b-buit
net esxeter for the AC generator, and (3) a nmtonopole type lower tare of -45 C All structures are divided into pieccs which Jon Bi&-,,, in order to meet expanding needs lt( the recilI of
for miniral snow drift it? the leeward The output power will can he transported by the icebreaker Shirteas and casil) reassen- the five unrtarctti stationis arid to enhance its limiited maniie
be about I kW at 20 m s of wind speed The generator is bled. (Auth) rcsearch capabilit) A dual-rolecs.v 1 with imp-red i•c apa-
planned to be installed and operated at Asuka Station in 1 99l 46-3015 but,) and enhanced turgti-tnammmg capatitý, initding the abili-
(Auth i Scientific gols and technical design for the combined tr I transport aianiiiri turbine fuel in bulk was sought to ad

Sieantific g I and taectnical desigrnd fotthecobion. d dress the researh objectises. a reprcemiatiae group ol users it46t3011 GermAa ERS-VLB. antarctic ground station' the existing L K research %essel flett war asked to define aPotential for renewable energy sources in the Antarc- Nottarp, K.. et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logistics scientifi, specification Cr•-rling urrtnr requiretnems and an-
tic. and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990. ticipated de-ripnelrt•is in marine scietc- through the cxs-p•nrd
Sheinsteln, A.S.. et al. Symposium on Antarctic Logis- Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira. and life span oi the vessel the ost sgniifigait aind ultiini•et•
tics anu Operations. Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil. Grefica c Editora Ideal, most espeirsii aspect 4f the rcsultant specifitatofn %as theProceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixcira, and Ltda. (1991], p.13

5
-142. demand for limitation of underwater radiated noise during rc-A.N. Fovieri Braslia. Brazil, Grffica e Editora Ideal, Reiiger, K.D. search cruises The sessel is being cinsructrid lith large

Lida, Fonler, radiBzl. 13 reft. e rworking deck and tahb,,atiiiy alres. i.,phisliiared and
Ltda, 19i91]. p.

9 6
.
1 0 5

. 13 rats. Electronic equipment, Remote sensing. Data process- comprehensise data acqaisitroir and proc.esing taculiii-s. and
Shpil'rain. EE. ting, Spacecraft. Antarctica Bernardo O'Higgins largely single-berth scientifi, a4omumrtmdation (Auih mod )
Wind power generation, Solar radiation. Electricity. Station. 46-3020
The potentia fior use of solar and wind energy systems in the The Federal Republic of Germany will install during the antarc- Design of an ocean-research and logistics support yes-
Antarctic was anal)zed. Based on a specially designed proie- tic summer 1990!91 a combined system for ERS satellite data
daee. annual solar radialtir intake on inclined solar collectors reception and VLBJ measurements at the Chilean antarctic base sel for the Italian scientific base in Antarctica.
was obtained and their optinal orientation was defined. Advan- Bernardo O'Higgins in a cooperatise project. The paper de- Orlandini, F.. et al. Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
tages of the use of solar heating systems are shown. Economical scribes scientific goals and the chosen technical design for this and Operations. Fourth. Sat) Paulo. Brazil. 1990
perfirirances oif solar and wind piower systems. are gien. The complex installation. (Auth) Proceedings. edited by H. kohnen. A J, Teixcera. and
potentual for low temperature sources is discussed. (Auth.) 46-3016 A.N. Fowler. Brasilia, Brazil. Grifica e Editora Ideal,
46-3012 Air cushion vehicle transport in Antarctica: from con- Ltda, t19911, p.

9 
91-205

Project and management criteria and scientific sup- cept to reality. Cordano, A.
port to integrated communication system of Italian Winter, BW., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and Ships. Logistics, Oceanographic ships.
Antarctic Research Program. Operations. Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- The development if the Italian scientific base and rrleiant re-
Blasi. L., et al, S. mposium on Antarctic Logistics and ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. AJ. Teixeira, and search acrites require the epliiiation if a specially designed
Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grefica e Editora Ideal, sessel, The ship's design was defined taking int, acctunt eZ-ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira, and Ltda, 11991], p.144-160, 10 refs. pecrincegainedin preirous expeditions, dcseioprciit piogramiiof the Italian base in Antarctica. and research actilities to be
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil. GrAfica e Editora Ideal, Air cushion vehicles, carried out Consequently,. the tesscl's design criteria were dc-
Ltda, [1991], p.106-117. The paper considers the design criteria that went into selecting seloped and defined on the basis of the mission profile lAuth I
De Simone. M., Testa. M. an air cushion vehicle and its delivery at McMurdo Station
Radio communication, Equipment, Antarctica -Terra The arrival of the air cushion vehicle was only the beginning. 46-3021
Nova Bay. an evaluation and operational plan to use this unique cehicle R/V Aranda on the Weddell Sea in season 1989-90.
The Project criteria of theminmgrated communication systens of had to be developed. A summary of the operational statistics MAlkki, P.. et al. Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
the Italian Antarctic Research Program are presented. These and review of some of the missions accomplished by the cehicle and Operations, Fourth. Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990.
systems include different kinds of installations so that transinis- are made in conjunction with a slide tresentation if actual Proceedings. edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira. and
sions can be carried out on HF. VHF. UHF and satellite bands, missions in the McMurdo area. The travel capability in re- A.N. Fowler. Brasilia -Brazil. Grafica c Editora Ideal,
Also presented are the integration problems of various systems gards to surface conditions encountered is also discussed A
and the completions made according it different needs due to review of modifications made to the existing vehicle and Ltda. (1991]. p.206-219.

the extreme environmental and climatic operation conditions. changes recommended for future air cushion vehicles pruicured Niemistb. L.. Arcs. E.
Particular care has been devoted ti solving engineering prob- for antarctic research ts expand its operational capabilities are Logistics. Ships. Research projects. Instruments.

tems due ti the installation if large dimension antennas. Also included in the presentation. The conclusion shiows that the The FINNARP-89 expedition consisted of tw o secttions re-
described is the future develtipment of lines of telecommunrca- air cushion vehicle is a means by which science researchers and search carried out at Aboa research statiin and the marine
ton activity with particular attention ti digital transmission in logistical support can have increased mobility over the antarctic research progiam based on a new research el escl The manne
HF and satellite bands. Research activities which support the terrain. This isaccomplished with improved safety fir its users research program was carried out on the % rildct[ Se-a in the
communication systems in Italy and in Antarctica are dis- at little or no operating cost increase. (Auth 19lQ8-90 season. There were sescn marine recay. h pligrairs
cussed. with emphasis on propagation and research ton the phy- 46-3017 In all about 8sl"; of the programs and samplings ptanmed were
sics irf the ionosphere. (Aut) mod.) Antarctic fields. carried out. The nwc research vessel especiall) tailored ito ma-
46-3013 Mellor, M., MP 3032. Symposium on Antarctic Logis- rine research was a compromise between a large and a small

vessel in many respects During the expedition. hoiiwcr,
SARSAT beacon use in Antarctica. tics and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. shortcuts, restrictions and i limitatin in equipment and instru-
Dougherty, T., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logis- Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Tcixeira, and ments wncc observed The total time period tor the expedition
tics and Operations. Fourth, Sato Paulo, Brazil, 1990. A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Gr/fica e Editora Ideal, was 150 days and fore esecutmiun of scientific prigrami. Sbh days
Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira, and Ltda, 11991], p.162-173, 7 refs. It was observed that tmin mart) scientific progrgians %ere unclud-
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, GrAfica e Editora Ideal, Runways, Sniow strength, Bearing strength, Surface ed. the time table was tix -ight and smie iof the protects ran iut

iof time. Future expeditions like this should not be disided in
Lida, [1991j. p.118-12 6. roughness. tw-io parts so coiperration between sarious ptroects could be
Nitschke. R. Following a summary of recent U.S. air activities in Antarctica. made more effective. The pro)ects in operatiin could alsi be
Rescue operations, Spacecraft. Radio communication, aircraft runways are considered. Various airfield options from more flexible. Some parts of the communicatrn system wereThe tUnited States Antarctic Prigrgam (USAP) began e g open-field landings to conventional paved runways are dealt not satisfactory and should be revicwede equipping with. the relevant factors being given in tables that cover (a)
selected remote scientific field parties with Search and Rescue construction and maintenance and b) operations. Bearing 46-3022
Satellite (SARSAT) beacons during the 1989-90 austral sum- capacity, rutting resistance. surface roughness and runway di- On development of a preventive maintenance pro-
met season These beacons ioffer a tremendous potential for mensions are discussed. It is concluded that a system of hard- gram for McMurdo Station, Antarctica.
mobile remote teams to transmit their precise location and an surface runways for conventional aircraft is technically feasible. Martin. A.G., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and
emergency notification to their home base without use of VHF. (Auth,)
UHF or HF communications. This capability is particularly Operations. Fourth, Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990. Pro-
valuable as a means to increase the safety net for scientific 46-3018 dings edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira. and
investigators during the coming years of increasing solar flare Improvement of methods for construction of high- cAcN. F ede Br B l.Kohfen a e TEitoraC al.A.N. Fowler. Brasilia, Brazil. Gr:•fica e Editora Ideal.
activity with its negative impact oni HF propagation. Two strength aerodromes in Antarctica. Ltda, (1991), p.

2 2 0
-
2 3 3

.
years of investigatmon. research and trials, with lessons learned Kliuchnikov, G.IA., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Buildings, Equipment. Vehicles. Maintenance. Logis-
along the way, led to the decision to acquire the beacons and Logistics and Operations. Fourth, Sao Paulo, Braztl t
deploy them in the field. There have been some growing pains. 1990. PrOced ing F S tics
More is being learned about their use and about a number of 1990. Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teix- This presentation covers the development of a preventive
problem areas, including hazardous cargo designation, closing etra. and A.N. Fowler, Brasilia. Brazil, Grfifca e Edito- maintenance program at McMurdo Station. The presentation
the communmcation lIooip back to the home station, and neces- ra Ideal, Ltda, (19913, p.174-180. outlines the objectives of a preventive maintenance program
sary international coordination for testing. (Auth. mvid.) Klopov, V.P., Aver'ianov, V.G., Petrov. V.N. and provides an overview of the department for which the pre-

46-3014 Runways, Aircraft landing areas, Snow (construction ventive maintenance program was de-eloped The prcsenta-
Multipurpose satellite data receiving system con- material), Snow strength. tion then provides a brief chronological sequenceif events that

took place during the development process. Next it rcviews
structed at Syowa Station. The example of the structure of snow and snow/ice surfaces thesix computer mordules that are the nucleus of the preventive
Ejiri. M., ct al. Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and created for the first time at the Molodezhnaya AMC for IL- maintenance program. The presentation concludes by tdenti-Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990. Pro- 18D aircraft with take-off mass ofb64 t isshown. Thestructure fying some of the benefits the preventive maintenance programconsists of the following layers: a protective layer of fresh snow has provided, offers several practical suggestions, and identifies
ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and with any strength; surface made of strengthened firn and snow; problems to be aware of. (Auth.)
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil. Grfifica e Editora Ideal, artificial foundation made of firn and snow; artificial foundation
Ltda. (1991], p.12

7
-1

3
4. made of strengthened firs; and natural foundation of firs with 46-3023

Takeuchi. S., Sato. N. proven strength. The strength of layers decreases from the Design guidelines of antarctic buildings for wind loads
Radio communication, Radomes, Electronic equip- upper layer downwards in accordance with the regularities of and snow drifting.
ment, Antarctica--- Showa Station. reduction of stresses with the change of snow/firs cover depth. Kim. D.H.. et al. Symposium on Antarctic LogisticsStresses were determined by equipment consisting of membrane and Operations. Fourth. Sao Paulo. Brazil. 1990.
A Multipurpose Satellite Data Receiving (MSDRw system with gauges and different amplifiers of electric signals. The total
a large dish antenna of I I i in diameter was built at Shows thickness of strengthened snow layers was 

7
0 cm and was equal Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen. A.J. Teixeira. and

Station. In the austral summer 1988. the foundation for the an- to the active depth of aircraft wheel impact. (Auth. mod.) A.N. Ftowler. Brasilia. Brazil. Gr~fica e Editora Ideal,
tenna structure was constructed, together with a building of 120 Lids. [1991], p-2 3 4.2 4 5. 13 refs.
sq m and a cable duct of about 80 m. In 1989 the system was 46-3019 t d
completed with the installation of the parabolic antenna and Development, design and construction of an antarctic Kwok, K.C.S.. Rohde, H.F.
radome (17 min diameter) on the foundation. It has been ope- research and supply vessel. Cold weather construction. Buildings, Wind
rating by receiving and processing S-and X-band data from Jones. D.. Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and Op- (meteorology). Snowdrifts.
satellites since Feb. 1989. This system also has the capability erations. Fourth. Sao Paulo. Brazil, 1990. Proceed- This paper describes a wind tunnel study to evaluate the wind-ti receivecadsignal fromsradioisourcesmandocanrbenusednasbarver

in recbaselinea sinterferometer ri determine the precised apsiti very ings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira. and A.N. d infed loads and snowdrift f sormatiin aroiund a number of
lon baeieitreoee odtrietepeiepsto different shapes iof elevated buildings fire antarctic use A I 50

;if Shows Station. The antenna system was designed to satisfy Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grhfica e Editora Ideal. Ltda, scale boundary layer wind model was generated in a clorsed&
hbesecinditions the radomecanstandablizzardofamaximum [1991), p.181-190. circuit bomundary layer wind tunnel at Sydney Utnversity. Aus-

wind speed of 60 m/s; the antenna structures including azimuth Ships, Icebreakers. tralia. A force balance was used iti measure the acrodynamuc
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forces on the cles.red models. Coefficients of mean drag. lift, main unit contains the complete power generation, air tempera- ice stream By contrast. Otly : part in l0.000.000 of the mo-
and standard deviations of drag and lift are presented. Snow- turf regulation, a central micro-VAX computer and additional tion of ice stream B is due to slip on faults lAuth
drifting sitmulations were performed by using sodium bicarbon- electronic racks. Five kilo. atts of electrical power (220 V AC.
ate as a snow model. A Moire fringe camera, image-grabbing 50 Hz) are available for about one year of continuous operation. 46-3033
system and contour analyzing software were used to analyze the In late 1990 the station will be placed close to the German
data. The result showed that elevated antarctic buildings are Georg von Neumayer base to collect meteorological, oceano- Full-scale testing and data analysis of the shaftliae
recommended to have chamfered or radiused corners. The graphic and glaciological data- These data are stored internally and noizle dynamics in ire on the M.V. lkaifnk.
chamfer or radius should be as large as practicable. given the but also telemetered via the polar orbiting bidirectional satellite Final report.
restrictiin on the internal layout of the building. It was also TUBSAT to Bremerhaven. (Auth.) Cowper, D.N.B.. et al, Transport Canada. Publica-
evident that the buildings should be raised above ground to tion, May 1990, TP 10402E, 179p., With French sum-
auoid the attachment of snowdrifts against the building at the 46-3028
leeward side. (Authl) Influence of architectural theory on the design of Aus- mary. 43 refs.

tralian antarctic stations. Ritch, R., Comfort, G., Murray, A.
46-3024 incoll, P.G., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and Icebreakers, Ice breaking. Ice navigation, Ice loads,
Settlement and deformation of buildings at Asuka Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- Tests, Propellers, Performance.
Station. ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira. and
Ishizawa, K., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logistics A.N. Fowler, Brasflia, Brazil, GrAfica e Edilora Ideal, 46-3034
and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Ltda (1991), p.28

7
-303, 19 refs. Effect of length of freezing period on durability of

Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and Cold' weather construction, Buildings. concrete.
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia. Brazil. GrAfica e Editora Ideal, Habitabilitytheoriesofarchitecturaldesignareusedasthebasis Stark, D., Portland Cement Association. Research
Ltda. t

1 9 9 1
], p.246-256. of a thesis which states that the correct architectural design of and development bulletin, 1989. RD096.01T. 9p.,

Hannuki, T., Sano, M., Kusunoki, K. a building can create a positive effect on the morale of its occu- With French, Spanish, and German summaries. 3
Buildings, Snowdrifts, Settlement (structural), Antarc- pants. This effect is of more value to buildings in Antarctica refs.
tica---Asuka Station. than in any other place on Earth. Applications of these theories Concrete freezing, Concrete durability, Freeze thaw
The buildings at Asuka Station were erected on the ice sheet to the design of Australia's antarctic buildings in the 1980s are
between Dec. 1984 and Feb. 1987. Those buildings for living described, and a project to assess their effect on the morale of tests, Ice accretion. Air entrainment.
quarters, power plant. observation hut, workshop and passages the occupants is suggested. (Auth.)
are now almost buried in the snow. Measurements on the 46-3029 46-3035
movement and settlement of buildings in relation to ice sheet New concepts for Antaretica. te l u o tw
flow and snow accumulation have been carried out every year Bardin, V.I., et a], Symposium on Antarctic Logistics Muhon,0.
since 1985. Horizontal northward movement of the living Mthonen, A.. Helsinki University of Technology.
quarters was about 1.0 mra. Settlement of buildings was no- and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Laboratory of Naval Architecture and Marine Engi-
ticeable in the first year. but decreased gradually. Uneven set- Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and neen'ng. Report, 1991, M-109. 116p.. PB92-127380,
tlement within a hut was observed, being due to the difference A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Grhfica e Editora Ideal. 6 refs.
in the snow accumulation on the windward and leeward sides Ltda, [1991], p.305-307, 2 refs. Ice navigation. Ice loads, Tanker ships. Ice pressure,
of the hut; snow drift on the lee side sometimes reached 5 m Sheinstein, A.S.
above the undisturbed surface. (Auth.) Cold weather construction, Research projects, Inter- Ice conditions, Metal ice friction, Finland.

46-3025 national cooperation. 46-3036
Description and design criteria of the Italian base in New research programs and design concepts for Antarctica Yukon Territory snow survey bulletin and water sup-
Antarctica: A.I.M.. automatic integrated module, were suggested at the Soviet-American seminar for Architec-
Lori, A., et al, Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and ture in Extreme Environments. which was held in Moscow in ply forecast, April 1, 1992.

Apr. 1990. This paper discusses Antarctic Planetary Testbed Canada. Indian and Northern Affairs. Water Re-
Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Pro- (USA) and Design of the Antarctic Polar Station Based on sources Division, Whitehorse. 1992. 27p.ceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and Energy Saving Options (USSR) concepts. Snow surveys, Snow water equivalent, Runoff fore-
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, Gr~fica e Editora Ideal.Ltda, (1 991], p.257-271. 46-3030 casting, Canada--Yukon Territory.
Voli, D., Zucchelli, M. Pilot solar water heater testing in Antarctica.

Equipment. Electric power. Antarctica-Terra Nova Sheinstein, A.S., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics 46-3037
Bay. and Operations, Fourth, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Determinig the intrinsic permeability of frazil ice.
Italian scientific teams have been working now in Antarctica for Proceedings, edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and Part 1. Laboratory investigations.
six years. The summer base has grown during these years and A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil, GrAfica e Editora Ideal, White, K.D., U.S. Army Cold Regions and Engineer-
all building plans are practically finished. Design criteria and Ltda, 11991], p.

3 0 8
-

3 1 2
, 1 ref. ing Laboratory. Report. Dec. 1991, CR 91-23. 15p..

development plans have been strongly affected by the extreme Heating, Solar radiation, Water supply. ADA-248 325. 17 refs.
environmental conditions. During the summer there is little A solar water heater has been designed for harsh environments. Frazil ice, Permeability. River ice. Ice mechanics,
time available for operations. This has not only heavily in- The ;zsults of testing a pi'ot water heater at Molodezhnaya Laboratory techniques.
fluenced the development of the buildings, but also limited the Station are discussed. The results indicate that in Antarctica The intrinsic permeability of frazil ice describes the capacit for
duration of scientific activities. Even those activities which do a flat plate solar collector could be used for water heating to flow through the ice matrix and can be used to estimate the
not require personnel. such as the recording of environmental temperature levels of 50-60 C. It was shown that in polar re- porosity of the deposit. There are no existing in- situ tests for
data. have been discontinued when all personnel leave Antarc- gions an inclined collector discretely moving to track the sun determining the intrinsic permeability of a frazil ice deposit
tica for the winter. The Antarctic Project has decided, after re- would receive higher solar radiation than fixed collectors. The borehole dilution test. an in-situ, relatively nondestructive
quests from the Italian scientific community, to develop an (Auth. mod.) test often used in soils testing, was modified for use in frazil ice
automatic system capable of generating electrical energy for In this test the dilation of a dye tracer introduced iii a bore-
nine months of the year to permit the collection of data and its 46-3031 hole made in laboratory frazil ice deposit was measured over
transmission to Italy. (Auth.) Dynamic ice structure interaction; theory and ap- time. The test results were used to find the seepage velocity

46-3026 plications. through the frazil deposit, from which the intrinsic permeability
FINNARP 88 construction activities. Eranti, E., Finland. Technical Research Centre (Val- is calculated using the Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation to
Nordlund. O.P.. Symposium on Antarctic Logistics tion teknillinen tutkimuskeskus). VTT publications, flow between two reservoirs. The results from the laboratory
and Operations, Fourth. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. 1992. No.90, 82p., Ph.D. thesis to be presented at the experiments indicate that the test may be modified for use as anin-situ method to determine intrinsic permeability in frazil ice

Proceedings. edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and Helsinki University of Tech.,ology. 62 refs. deposits.
A.N. Fowler, Brasilia, Brazil. Grfica e Editora Ideal, Ice loads, Ice solid interface Ice pressure, Offshore
Ltda. [199 1). p.272-277. structures, Ice cover strength, Ice deformation, Dy- 46-3038
Cold weather construction, Buildings, Traverses, An- namic loads, Analysis (mathematics). Joint United States-Canadian obscuration analysis
tarctica-Aboa Station. 46-3032 for smokes in snow (JUSCAN OASIS): smoke week
The Finnish Antarctic Station Aboa comprises one half of the Microearthquakes as indicators of ice stream basal XI data report.
Nordenskibld base located at the mountain base (about 73S. conditions. Perron, F.E., Jr., ed, U.S. Army Cold Regions and
13W), the other half being the Swedish station Wasa. Thesta- Anandakrishnan, S., Madison, University of Wiscon- Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Jan. 1992, SR
tions were built during the austral summer of 1988-89 to serve sin, 1990, 137p., University Microfilms order No.- 92-01, 106p., ADB-162 747, 2 refs.
the national research programs of both countries independently.
The design principles and the equipment for the station are DA9106667, Ph.D. thesis. 66 refs. Hardenberg, M.J., ed.
described. The construction work on the site was completed in Ice sheets. Glacier flow, Basal sliding, Icequakes, Gla- Military operation, Military equipment, Cold weather
just 30 days by a structural engineer, an electronics engineer, a cier beds, Earthquakes, Seismic velocity, Mathemati- operation, Snowfall, Snow surface temperature. Snow
mechanical technician, and a medical doctor. The transports- cal models, Antarctica-West Antarctica. physics, Snow cover effect, Statistical analysis.
tion effort to haul 7 living containers. 4 ISO containers, a cotn- During the 85-86 and the 88-89 antarctic field seasons, an The Smoke Week XI field trials were conducted jointly by the
munication tower, a steel arch garage tent. fuel. food and equip- earthquake detection array was deployed at Upstream B and United States and Canadian governments at the Defense Re-
mint for two coming seasons (a total of more than 100 metric Upstream C camps on ice streams B and C. respectively. A search Establishment Valcartier (DREV). Quebec, Canada.
tons) 150 km inland in close collaboration with the Swedes, is possible explanation is presented for the difference between ice during Feb.-Mar. 1989. The Project Manager, Smoke/Obscu-
described. The heat and electricity generation at the station streams B and C, West Antarctica. ice stream B is moving at rants (PM Smoke), and the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and satellite communication and radio equipment are discussed. a velocity of 450 m/yr yet neighboring ice stream C is moving and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) were the U.S. sponsor-
(Auth. mod.) at less than 10 m/yr. It has been suggested that the high ing organizations, while other government agencies and con-

46-3027 velocity of ice stream B is due to a thin dilatant bed beneath the tractors cooperated. The objectives of the field study were to
ice stream that shears and deforms readily, thus allowing the I) determine the effects of cold weather and falling snow onAutonomous antarctic observing station, rapid motion. It is hypothesized that this dilatant layer once electro-optical and laser weapon systems with and without ob-

Tog, H., Symposium on Antarctic Logistics and Oper- existed beneath ice stream C; currently, however, it is of lower scurants. 2) study the synergistic effects of snow and the
ations, Fourth. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1990. Proceedings, porosity and greater strength than the equivalent layer beneath dissemination of smoke and obscurants. 3) extend to cold and
edited by H. Kohnen, A.J. Teixeira, and A.N. Fowler, ice stream B. Thus ice stream C cannot deform its bed and snow conditions the search, detection and acquisition study
Brasilia. Brazil, Grhfica e Editors Ideal, Ltda, move rapidly. Rather. the driving stress of the ice produces objectives of Smoke Week X conducted at Fort Huachuca, AZ.

71991]. shear fracture and faulting within the thin till layer beneath the during Sep.-Oct. 1988.4) assess under cold climatic conditions
t ice. A seismograph array was built specifically to record the the field performance of inventory and developmental visual

Monitors, Telemetering equipment, Electronic equip- high-frequency microearthquakes at Upstream B and Upstream and infrared screening materials, and 5) acquire data on the
ment, Data transmission. C camps. The microearthquakes recorded by this array were effects of smokes and obscurants on target contrasts in snow
This paper describes the development of an automatic unattend- located and the source fault-plane was determined. The spec- environments. This data report presents information fathered
ed platform for multi-purpose applications in polar regions. tra of the arrivals were used to determine thesource parameters. at Smoke Week XI by CRREL personnel, including field data
The platform consists of a 10' measuring container and two Analysisofmicroearthquakerecordsindicatesthat 1-25%ofthe collected on meteorology, snow characterization and
symmetrically mounted fuel tanks in 10 standard frames. The motion of ice stream C is due to slip on faults at the base of the atmospheric propagation.
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46-3039 46-3046 46-3057
Notes for cold weather military operations. 150 years since G.G. Hilistrtm's studies on ice break- How cold can It get.
Richmond, P.W., ed, U.S. Army Cold Regions and up dates as climatic indicators. Phillips, D., Canadian geographic, Dec. 1991,
Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Dec. 1991, SR Kajander, J.M., Conference on climate and water, Hel- 111(6), p.8-9.
91-30, 58p., ADB-162 421, 32 refs. sinki, Sep. 11-IS. 1989. Vol.1, Helsinki, 1989, p.

3
29- Records (extremes), Air temperature, Canada.

Military operation, Logistics, Water supply, Cold 337, 18 refs. 46-3058
weather survival, Cold weather operation, Snow (con- Ice breakup, Climatic changes, History, River ice, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers reaps many GIS re-
struction material). Freezeup. wards.
The effect of cold weather on personnel and equipment must be 46-3047 Bruzewicz, A.J., GIS world, Mar. 1992, MP 3033.
considered during planning and preparing for military opera- Winter ice 1919/90 along the German coast between p.

4
4-50.

tions. A large amount of information and a number of special
techniques have been developed at CRREL for conducting op- the Ems and Trave rivers. tDer Eiswinter 1989/90 im Research projects, Data processing, Remote sensing,
erations in the cold. Much of this information has been incor- deutschen Ktastengebiet zwischen Ems und Trave], Mapping, Environmental impact, Computer programs.
rcoated into Arm, doctrine as doctrinal publications have been Koslowski, G., Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschri4 46-3059

updaL,. or rewritten. lhe purpusc ui this report is to provide 1990, 43k2), p.89-9C, in (.erman. 4 r.t-s. Systematic consideration of the enlvionment in the
a fairly comprehensive compilation of cold weather operational Ice conditions, Sea ice, Air temperature, Atmospheric development of smart weapons systems.
procedures and techniques and to consolidate, in one place, pressure, Germany. Link, L.E., Jr., etal, Miltay engineer, Aug. 1991, MP
recent achievements that are not published in a doctrinal LE .
source. This report is divided into two parts. Part I contains 46-3048 3034, p.

1 4
-

1 5
.

current U S. Army operational doctrine; excerpts of cold weath- Winter ice 1988/89 along the German coast between West, H.W.
er doctrine are presented for operations that are particularly the Ems and Trave rivers. tDer Eiswinter 1988/89im Infrared photography, Detection, Military research.
sensitive to cold regions effects. Part 2 is a compilation of deutschen Kilalengebiet zwischen Ems und Travel, 46-3060
knowledge from other sources, particularly from research pro- Koslowski, G., Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschrint, Operation of materiel at extremely low temperatures.
grams conducted by the CRREL, to provide further information
on special techniques and methodologies for conducting 1989, 42(l), p.17-19, In German. 3 refs. Diemand, D., Military engineer, Aug. 1991, MP 3035.
military operations in the cold. The following broad areas are Ice conditions, Sea ice, Air temperature, Atmospheric p.24-25. 4 refs.
dis-uvscd planning, mobility. countermohility. survivability, pressure, Germany. Cold weather performance, Military equipment, En-
dccontamination, water supply and communications. 46-3049 gine starters, Lubricants, Fuels.

Hydrographic investigations of Kangerdlugssunq 46-3061
46-3040 (West Greenland) as part of the International Green- Infrared roof warranty inspection.
Engineering geocryology: a reference manual. tlnz- land Expedition EGIG 1959. tDie hydrographische Korhonen, C.J., Military engineer, Aug. 1991. MP
henernaia geokriologiia: spravochnoe posobiel, Untersuchung des Kangerdlugssuaq (Westgronland) 3036, p.32-33, 4 eels.
Ershov, E.D.. ed. Moscow, Nedra, 1991, 4

39
p., In im Rahmen der Internationalen Grtinlandexpedition Roofs, Moisture detection, Infrared photography.

Russian. 40 refs. EGIG 19591, 46-3062
Engineering geology, Geocryology, Economic devel- LtlIthe, H., Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschrift. Progress in the improvement of HDS performance.
opmcnt, Environmental protection, Frozen rocks, Per- 1989, 42(2), p.81-101, In German with English and Marsh, C.. et al, Military engineer. Aug. 1991. MP
mafrost thermal properties, Ground ice, Permafrost French summaries. 13 refs. 3037, p.34-35.
beneath structures. Ocean currents, Oceanographic surveys. Icebergs, Segan, E.G., Phetteplace, G.E.

Calving, Water temperature, Salinity, Drift, Green.. Heating, Heat transmission, Military facilities, Water
46.3041 land. pipelines.
Analysis of extensive contamination of snow cover by 46-3050 46-3063
metals in proximity to sources of industrial waste. Katabatie wind on melting snow and ice surfaces (11); Remote sensing of the Alaskan and Persian Gulf oil
tAnaliz prostranstvennogo zagriazneniia snezhnogo app.icLAtion of a theoretical model, spill.
pokrova metallami vblizi istochnikov promyshlennykh Ohata, T.. Meteorological Society of Japan. Journal, Link, L.E., Jr., et al, Military engineer, Aug. 1991, MP
vybrosov], Feb. 1989, 67(I), p. 

11 3
-

12 2
, With Japanese summary. 3038, p.52-53.

Sataeva. L.V., etal. Moscow. Instituteksperimental- 17 refs. McKim, H.
no) meteorologii. Trudy. 1990, Vol.17(145), p.22-28, Glacial meteorology, Ice air interface, Wind Oil spills, Remote sensing, Spaceborne photography.
In Russian. 4 refs. (meteorology), Snow air interface, Heat flux, Math- Data processing.
Mcl'chakov, IU.L.. Malakhov, S.G. ematical models. 46-3064
Snow impurities, Snow cover, Environmental impact, 46-3051 Discussion of "The effect of latex gloves and nylon
Metals. Katabatic wind on melting snow and ice surfaces (I); cord on ground water sample quality".

stationary glacier wind on a large maritime glacier. Parker, L.V., Ground water monitoring review. Fall
46-3042 Ohata, T., Meteorological Society of Japan. Journal, 1991, MP 3039, 2p., 13 refs. Original article by J.L.Analysis of avalanche incidence along the Bay~k- Feb. 1989, 67(1), p.

99
-112, With Japanese summary. Canova and M.G. Muthig appeared in Ground water

Turochak-Artybash highway. tAnaliz lavinoo- 32 refs. monitoring review, Spring 1991, Vol.11, No.3, p.
9 8

.
brazovaniia vdol' avtodorogi g. Bilsk- s.Turochak- Glacial meteorology, Ice air interface, Wind Soil pollution, Ground water.
s.Artybash1, (meteorology), Mountain glaciers, Snow air interface, 46-3065
Chubenko, A.G.. et al, Zopadno-sibirskii regional'nyl Ice melting, Snow melting.
nauchno- issledovatel'skii gidrometeorologicheskil in- Perfance houng btu sn i
stitut. Trudy-, 1991. Vol.97, p. 7 1-8

0. In Russian. 4 46.3052 tary family housing units.
efs. Lagoons in cold climates and their performance in Phetteplace, G.E., et al, MP 3040, Solar engineering,
Nochevalov, IU.V. Saskatchewan. New York, American Society of Mechanical Engi-
Avalanche formation, Avalanche forecasting, Ava- Mathavan, G.N., et al, Western Canada Water and neers, 1992, p.

37 7
-
3 8 3

, 6 refs.
lanche mechanics, Snow accumulation. Sewage Conference, 1989. Proceedings, 1989, p.51- Ueda, H., Carbee, D.

66, 30 refs. Heat recovery, Cooling systems, Heat sinks, Heat
Viraraghavan, T. sources, Military facilities, Residential buildings.

46-3043 Sewage treatment, Microbiology, Water treatment, As part of a program to demonstrate appropriate technologies
Problems in avalanche research. tProblemy is- Ponds, Water chemistry, Ice cover effect, Cold weath- for saving energy in military facilities, 10 ground-coupled. wa-
sledovaniia snezhnykh lavina, rr performanc, ter-to-air heat pump systems have been installed at Ft. Polk,
Fomin. A.G.. Zapadno-sibirskii reional n4 nauchno- rncLA. The systems were insvalled in homing units that are three-
issledovatel'skiTi gidrometcorologicheskh institut. 46-3053 bedroom. two-story residences with four residences per build-
Trudy. 1991, Vol.9", p.

8 0
-
8 4

, In Russian. Impacts on river discharge of changes in glaclerized ing. Each heat pump system is coupled to two clsed-loop ver-
Avalanche mechanics, Avalanche forecasting. components of mountain basins. tical exchangers of 61-m (200-ft) depth. Five of the systems

Johnson, P.G., et al, Water pollution research journal have desuperheater domestic hot water heat recovery units.
46 of Canada, 1987, 22(4), p.518-529, 20 refs. The performance of each of the 10 heat pump systems is being

3044David, C. closely monitored. In the heating mode both units with desu-Questof determining thermal-energy resources of D avds,C prheater and anits without achieved COPs (coefficients ofQuestion Meltwater, Glacial rivers, Subglacial drainage. Moun- performance) averaging 3.5. In the cooling mode. the average
climatic proeseses in cryolithozone econditions. K tam glaciers, Alpine glaciation, Runoff forecasting. COP of units equipped with desuperheaten was 3.0. while thosevoprosu oh opredelenii teploenergeticheskikh resursoveqi sprer

klimaticheskikh protsessov v usloviiakh kriolitozo- 46-3054 without desuperheaters achieved an average COP of 2.5.
ny], Non-stationary creep behavior of floating ice beams 46-3066
Karnatsevich, I.V.. Zapadno-sibirskii regional-ny7 under lateral loads. Development of field screening methods for TNT, 2,4-
nauchno- issledovatel'skii gidrometeorologicheskil in- Hui, D., et al. Internationaljournal of solids and struc- DNT and RDX in soil.
stitut. Trudy. 1991, Vol.97, p.

8 9
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97
, In Russian. 22 tures, 1987, 23(11), p.14

8 5
-150

3
, 56 refs. Jenkins, T.F., et al, Talanta, 1992, 39(4), MP 3041,

rcfs. Xirouchakis, P.C., Chen, Y.H. p.419-428, 27 refs.
Radiation balance, Climate, Heat balance, Air temper- Ice creep, Ice cover strength, Ice loads, Analysis Walsh, M.E.
ature, Analysis (mathematics). (mathematics). Soil pollution, Soil chemistry, Explosives, Chemical

46-3055 analysis, Detection.
46-3045 Density of columnar-grained ice made in a laboratory. Simple field-screening methods are presented for detecting 2.4.-
Studying the maximum capacity of the liquid phase in Nakawo, M., National Research Council, Canada. 6-TNT, 2,4-DNT and RDX in soil. A 20-g portion of soil is

extracted by manually shaking with 100 ml of acetone for threemelting snow and slush ice when calculating Its Building research note, 1980, No. 168, 8p., 15 refs. minutes. After the soil settles, the supernatant is filtered and
strength. tK otsenke predel'nogo soderzhaniia zhid- Artificial ice, Ice density, Ice growth, Ice structure. divided into three aliquots. Two aliquots are reacted with
kol fazy v taiushchem snezhnom i shugovom r'du pri 46-3056 potassium hydroxide and sodium sulfile to form the red-colored
raschete ego prochnosti], Electric potential of a rubbed ice surface. Janowsky complex when 2,4,6-TNT is present or the blue-pur-
Ergin, V.P., Zapadno-sibirskil regional'nyl nauchno- Takahashi, T., Journal of the atmospheric sciences, pie complex when 2.4-DNTispresent. Thethirdaliquotofthe

extract is passed through a strong anion exchange resin toissiedovatel'skit gidrometeorologicheskh institut. Nov. 1969, Vol.26, p.1
2 5 9

-1
2 6 5

, 11 refs. remove nitrate and nitrite, Then the extract is acidified and
Trudy. 1991, Vol.97, p.

9 7
-104, In Russian. 5 refs. ice electrical properties, Ice crystal collision, Electric RDX is reduced with zinc to nitrous acid, which is reacted with

Liquid phases, Snow melting. Slush. potential, Ice friction, Ice surface, a Griess reagent to produce a highly colored azo dye. Concen-
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tiiis I IN 1 2,4-ON* I anid RDX are estimated fro~nt their relates the partittion oiefficients in the two systemttws *MIo8P- 4(. 307S
ahv,,ihuiicrs at S40r. S70 arrd 5117 nort. respectively Detectionu (mis - 0727 lolgPltrwl * 0 395 to 10742. where n risthe niumbier Moin bonayse e oraini u ln
limitsr irc abutu I mirrtrgrari~g fir 2.4.6-TNT and RDX arrd of nitro~ giroups pet ring flovigbudrw.piefomto ntraln

uhrti 2 ioiir,rgrarrisg for, 2,4-I NT Concentration estimnate' f637 lber.MR.MP30. umrcl ehosnth-
irir riduirlyes..rreat wllwit lboatry nayss. Coupled vertical and horizontal galloping. inal problems. Vol.VII, cdried by R W Lcwts. ct al.

46.3067 Jones, K.F.. Jo~urntal of cngitrenzrg mechanics. Jan. Swansea. Wales. Pincridge Press. 1991, p 101-1ll, 14
Experimental study of electromagnetic wave propaga- 1992, 1 18(l), MP 3047. p.92-107, 26 refs. refs.
tion in dense random msdini. Power line icing. Ice loads, Wind pressure, Vibration, Turbulent flow. Ice formation. Liquid solid interfaces.
Kioh, G.. Rates in random media. 1992, Vol.2, MP Analysis (mathematics). Phase transformations, Heat transfer. Boundary value
3042, p.

3 9
-

4 8
. 12 refs. I Galloping cart occur when wind blows in uce-coitted condluc- problems, Mathematical models.

Wave propagation, Radar echoes, Electromagnetic torn. in thin paper, the linearized coupled vertical-honzontall For solidification pruccnuen invirqlvngfuid flow in the melt, the
properties. Scattering, galloping equations are derived and the erglenvalueso defining tbe nature of the flow field baa a profound influence on the configu-
Ciontrolled experiments bave been conducted to measure the motion are dcitmoinedl analytically. The intrinaic couplin¶ be' ration of the solid-liquid interface, especially when the flow in
prorpagatioin oif synthetically generated pulses to dense random tween the vertical arind horizontal equations reqitires that t ete turbulent, In order to invsntigate aolidification problems in
media The densxe media were prepared by embedding spheri- be no vertical motion it the honzont~al mutton is constrained turbulent flow a numerical moving boundary method is pre-
cnl dielectic scaltefers in a hominogeneous bach~iouiru m-iii n. Furthermore, vertical jallirpinS may be minitiad bY n horizorntal ro .5'4 fP arl- !;." lie '.1 :. I -.. tesr It is the
ihe vtie arid violitme fractrion rrf the scatterers were the con- displacement orvelucrty. liretiolution 0t thcei erivaltcue l fiseqinieh'mtotoS-ld tesltino hetru
tirilled parameters A netwoirk analyzer-based system operst- tion indicates that the cioupled galloping criterton ma,, be either firnt muowingd mesh mertho toficld the acltos Thtimnpor thne oubf
rig ii thr trequency diomain was used ti measure the electric more ire less stringent than Den Hartogls criterion -the gallop- tn lwfeda ati h acltosTeipitneo

fie Ld CIC rliteit 411dt rrunimrttd by slab-shaped samples of dense ting trajectiory is either a straight tine at a small ariglctth including detailed calculations in the flowa field is illustrated in
imediu as the siiiiic saigal was swept frirm 26.5 trt40 GHz An vertical. itt under more eatreme coniditionis, defines an cnpuptal paran lpatsTapplicattr nilig iceforir~ninilutae turbuen rcflwn btwee
invers hiurrer tranisfirmr was used tot cinvert the frequency envetlipe. Solutions are obtained for fiour cases chosen frum paralle plthesretheapical ition oillustatIed heroies repretints them
L10.11.11i ciposc iniv to time diimain pulse waveform.. T'he time the literature tio Illustrate the effect of drifferent cormbinations itf freezing of norw- insa unifiorm duct a ith unrifoirm bouundary crindi-
dlirruaiii rcsprinse was then used tio iobtain pulse propagattion vAlues iof the aerodynamic parameters tiorit
vclhiciy atiu attenuationr in the cointrolted samples. T'he en- 46-3073
peturtrtitul result% ute shiwn tir be in general agreement with passive microwave remote and in siftu neasurements
dti-einseiuitin theiories of arctic and subarctic snow covers in Alaska. 46-3076
46-3068 Hall, D.K.. et al. Remote sornsing (if environment, Atcptnnevrnetali.ae cagsi h
Effective dielectric constant of amedium with spheri- 1991. Vcil.38. MP 3048, p.161-172, 46 refs. detiecptiong enpairiyonmentarly reltruschanges theto
cal inclusions. Sturm, M.. Chacho. E.F.. Jr. deteeto aailt fetrirituio eeto
Koih, 6 , IEEEktran~sacitionsron gcoscicncc and remote Snow surveys. Snow coiver distributioin, Snow depth. sPeck. L., MP 3051, Nourthbrooik, IL, Institute itf Nu-
sertsing. Jan. 1992, 300l), MP 3043. p.184-186,.8 refs. Snow stratigraphy, Snow density, Snow temperature, clear Material Management. 1991. p 546-550, 4 refs.
Dielectric prioperties. Wave propagation. Radar Microwaves. Radiometry. United States Alaska. Presented at the 32nd annual meeting. New Orleans,
echitri, Microiwaves. Between !It and 19 Mar 19818. airboirne and satellite passive July 2-31. 1991.
I hr MtuswIvl-6aiuritt theiory is frequently used tio predtct the microwave measurements were acquired simultaneoiusly with
elfectivr. it rthe average. dlielectric cionstant rif a mixture citm- ground measurementsoif deptht. density arid stratigraphy iif the Detection. Warning systerms. Site accessibility, Could
priseit sI vyheicut inctusiions embedded in a hiis medium The %niiw in central and niirthern Alaska. Five aircraft flights were weather tests.
Oltect, iririmdiumn theiiry assumes% that the violume fractioin ic- floiwn airing a norrth-south transect between aboiut 147N and Changes in detectioin capability due ri winter and tiariitrirnal
cLipir. bv the spherical incluslions is small and that the size of 152W. and extending from aborut 63N (soiuth of Fairbanks, AKI enviroinments have been determined tior seseral euiterir irntru-

rileris using cinroirlled samples have shiown that the Maxwell- Micrirwave Radriometer IAMMR) rin-briard oiperating at 92. 37, and long-term mirnitiringof ID~S perfirmance Thesechange.o
t.arneti theiory is applicable up toi an inclustion voilume iractirun 21, and t18 (Hz. Passive micriowave data firom the satellite- have been evaluated in terms% (if ecittrtinmentat effects in the
iil I 2 At higher vorliume tractiorns. the effective dietectric corn- btorne Special Senosit Mictriwave Imager fSSMII, operating at pheniomeniolirgy by which each IDS detects an intruder This
siurit appear% toi he dependent tin thy inclusiorn sizes 85.5, 37. 21. 18, and 10 6Hz. were obtained cioncurrently. A paper summarizes the dependence if detection capability tin

46-3069 goord correspoindenice in brightness temperature (TB) trends be. oiperating environment It iderntfies the site ciinditriona
Perfrmane asessentof fur nvirnme ta ween the aircraft and satellite data was fiound Hoiwever. an (weather. snus cvcer. froizen . thawed stare (if the grorund) that
Perfrmnne asessmnt o fou envronmntal expected inverse cirrrelatiion between depth hioar thickness and shoruld he mornitiored sii iirder toi anticipate when and what

analytical contract laboratories. TB was nvrt tfound tur be strong. A persistent TB minimum in changes in detection capability are incurring (larded by an
.McGee. I.E.. ct al, Amecrican en virrinmczt al laborato- boith the aircraft and the satellite data was detected aloing the awareness itf IlS perrormance as a function iof the eniviriin-
ry. Feb. 1992, 4H I), MP 3044, p. I1- 19, 3 refs. niorthern fooithills irf the Brinks Range. tn an area located at me-it, security persionnel may avorid vulnerahilities in detecitirn
Girant, C.L... Jenkins, T.F., Stutz, M.H. abotiu 69N. 149W. the TB a~s recoirded frorm the aircraft mi- capability by adjusting IDSwsnsirtiuty tri maintain the required
Chemtical analysis. Soil chemistry. Soil pollution, critwave sensor droipped by 55 K. Satellite micritwave measure- prorbability of detectiion withiout incurring unacceptable nut-

Labratris. nvronentl mpat.ments shoiwed a TB decrease iot up tio 45 K at approxnimately the sance alarm rates
l~ahrratiric. Enironenta impct.same liocatioin. Snowi pit measurements did nut reveal niotable

46-3070 differences in %niow characteristics or depth in this locattion
Speciflcation-bnsed modified control limits in quaality An examinatrion rif passive microrwave satellite data truom 1978
control of trace chemical analyses. tio 1987 revealed that similar trw late-winter TB values were 46-3077
Grant, .CL., et al, Asstuciatirun of Official Analytical fiound in apprioximately the samet locatioins as those observed in Relaxation of the second moments in rapid shear

Mar. 1988 Accorrding to the satellite data, the zime itt trw TB flows of smooth disks.
Chemrists Intrernahional, AOA C International jour- develoips as the snrw deepens, and reaches the loiwest values in Louge, M.Y., et at. MP 3052. U.S./Japan Counference
nzal, 1992, 7501), MP 3045, p.39.45, It refs. Mar. iTtApr. each year. The causeof thisTB minimum is an- rsn the M icro- Mechanics oif Granular Materials. 4th.
,Mc(uec. I.E .. Jenkins. T. F.. Stutz, M.H. knotwn, but thought tithe related iti snoiw stratigraphy. The rb- Ptdm Y u.47 91 rceig,19,9.
Chemnical analysis, Statistical analysis, Laboratory served dlifficulty in relating the grorund measurement's toi data Ptdm Y u.47 91 rceig.19,9.
techniques. ciollected using aircraft and satellite passive microwavec sensoirs 2 refs..

Shcshat XandR cart wee ued o mintin nd aliate is attributed tri the fart that the snorw depth and character are Jenkins. iT.. Hospkins, M.A.
Sheshai XandR cart wee ued o mintin nd aliate highly variable in central and nortihern Alaska. This variabiliy Shear flow. Avalanche modeling. Mathemattcal mod-

idata quality (ot percent recoivery estimates tot 8 analytes deter- is exemplified in the field measarements as well as in the passive els.
irirrid by 4 proicedures used rioutinely in 4 commercial taborato- mirwv esrmns

ir- user a 
2
-ycar periyd. Hoiwever, because range (R) c iciwaemesueens This paper coimpaete the results imf numerical simulations for

snates (if uncertainty did not include lot-to-lirt calibration saris. 46-3074 twio-dimensrional. rapid, homvogeneouas shear fluws iof identicat
bility. approimarntely 24', of the lits were "out-ot-contrtil." Dynamics of Infrared and millimeter-wave environ- smooith ineolasitic disks with the predictions irf Jenkins and Rich-

Ihauhr opestnaddeviatioins for Sf0) reetblt nntisesfrcnesm aioman for the relaxattion iof the secirnd moments of the celiocity(rpheailt metaitr pIssues standardimlaton distribution functioin fiflliwing a homorgencous hut aimsritrirpicwithin loil. S(tL) (calibration variability), and S(R) (reprodaci- Davis. R.E., et al, MP 3049, Ground Target Modeling disturbance of their steady values Fur nearly elastic disks, thebitityI. which represents% the tiotal variability. Valaes of S(O) and Validation Conference, 2nd. Pruoceedings, Hough- time-histitry iif the relaxatioin is in excellent agreement with the
urnd SXIj were generally similar in size although there were
soicin substantial differences between analytes and between ton, Michigan Technolrogical University. Aug. 1991, theorry in bioth its dense and dilute limits However. deviations
lahioratiories fire a given avalyte When control limits were 

15p., 18 refs. are observed in the case (if inelastic particles.
hasei]l(in reproduacibility rather than repeatability , only about Boyne, H.S., Nagle, I.A.. Link, L.E., Jr.
I,-; (if the iris were irut-uif-cnintrol.- Honwever, these limits are Radar echoes. Snow cover effect, Environment simu-
less coinvenienit iii coimpute at the bench, within-lot precisuiont lation, Infrared reconnaissance, Snow thermal proper- 46-3078
es timates are still required, and there is stilt no information on tes em rauem
data acceptability Capability estimates froim the grand mean tis eprtr esaurement, Surface temperature, On the structure of 3D shear flows.

- 3 SIRI Were siurprisingly consistent tint the 8 analytes. Backscattering. Hopkins, M.A., et al. MP 3053. U.S./Japan Confer-
These calues coiupled with data quality orbjectives suggested tbe The U.S. Army Conld Regioins Research and Engineering ence on the Micro-Mechanics of Granular Materials.
82-I15-; range as the specificatioins fur acceptable individaal Laboratiory (CRREL) is conducting research to understand and 4th, Potsdam, N Y. Aug. 4-7. 199 1. Proceedings, 1991.
rcct,rsrrie A combriinatioin of repeatability limits plus predict the interaction tnt electrormagnetic radiation with cold 9.,1res
inolifleul limirt,%anchorred tin specifications retains the simplicity regions envirnrurments TheCIRRELeffortsareACOMponentof Jenins II .refs. -Y
,if range comipuitatrions while toffering substantial administrative the U S. Army Corps of Engineers Scene Dynamics Program Shenkns flT.. Avlou he. modlnSai.ia nlss
sivataniges I/samples are given tin illustrate these points. whichisdlesigned to measure the environmental conditions dur. ha lw vlnh oeig ttsia nlss

46-3071 ing seeker/wrsensr field tests, to identify mechanisms by which This paper decribecs an investigatnion iot structure in monderately
the envirtinment affects performance, and tin devetlip a suffi- dilute three-dimen~sional shear flow-s Structure is defined as a

Apparent donor-acceptor Interaction betweenl 1111 cient characterizatioin of the envirtinment to mondel the electro- dynamic inbinmogenricty itt fluctuatioin in the spatial crinecntra-
tronromatics and acetonltrile. magnetic backgronund respoinse, The environmental effects lion field. Numerical experiment.% aire performed with large
L-eggelt. D.C.. et al, Journal of solution chemistry. can then be assessed quantitatively and incoirponrated into the numbers (if identical frictiornless. inelastic .. heres, The
1992. 2101j. MP 3046, p.105-108, 11 refs. senisor system design. During the winters oif 1988, 1990, and spheres are contained inna fully periondic cubic control nvilume.
Miyarcs. P.11., Jenkins. T.F. 1 991, CRREL cionducted field tests tin monitoir backgrotund A state tnt shear s maintained in the cintritl vonlume by mosing
Hlydrongen bionds, Solutioins, Chemical properties. Ex- scene dynamics during the Joint Munitions Test and Evaluatioin the upper periodic nimage in nine direction and the loiwer image

Program Office (CHICKEN LITLE JPOl captive flight teats in the opposite directiion. As the coefficient nit restitution of
plonsives. Water chemistry. Hydrocarbons. at (irayling, Mt. This paper presents an analysis oif the effects the spheres is lonwered, cinrditrions in the controlt volume deviate
Ithe panrtitioning behavior (if ntttn-atomatici in octanonl-water uf enviroinmental processes on sensor performance based on the from a state of simple shear, exhtibiting strong wavelike fluctus-
and ucetirnutrule NaCI-saturated water was examined. The nitro 1990 data. The impact of envirornmental variability on infra- ttinns in the concentration. sitress, and veloncity fields Visual in-
grourip countributrion is uippiuite in the two systems. from which red and millimeter-wave systems will be stressed. A decision spection (if the spatial co~ncentratioun field reveals a strong tend-
two difnferent boindinug mechanisms were inter ed. In addition tree appronach us used tio classify expected senrsor system per- ericy tint spheres with a uriw coefficient tnt restitution inn form
ti- vitcurffecits h, iucaniil-watet system is characterized by. H- formance as a tunctiorn of near-surface meteiorological dense cliouds The clouds are, in general, oriented such that
hninditit gif water tin the nitroi gronups, while in the acetinnitrtlc/- conditions which affect the surface energy exchange. Issues they are aligned with the mean velocity and normal tin the
Nat I-saturated water sysntem clectrinu dounor-acceptort crumplex- flit distributing this approach spatially toi mixed background directionr tnt the Mean velocity grautient created by thre musing
arrion pred-rlrnunts. A linear free-energy relatiounship which scenes% will be discussed. peruiodic timages (if the cointrol volume
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Marion, G.M.. et al, Arid soil research and rehabilita- age sludge. APIWA reporter. Sep. 1991, 58(9). p.14-15.20.
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Nutrient cycle. Soil profiles, United States-New Sewage disposal, Sludges, Soil chemistry. Plant physi- Planning increases efficiency of snow, ice ?peratioas.
Mexico. ology, Plant tissues, Revegetadion, Waste disposal, Jonas, D.L.. American Public Works .4sso•aiatr-
Spatial variability in CaCO3 solubility is an important factor in Land reclamation. APIWA reporter, Sep. 1991, 58(9). p. 16-1
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.

parameterizing simulation models and designing experiments. A long-term experiment was conducted to determine the distri- Road maintenance, Weather forecasting, Snow remov-
The objective of this study was to quantify the spatial vanabili- button of sludge-borne metals applicd to a revegetated acidic
ty, both horizontal and vertical, in CaCO3 solubility in a Chi- dredge spoil disposal site. The initial soil was infertile and al. Ice control.
huahuan Desert soil. CaCO3 solubilities were estimated in 1:5 highly acidic (pH 2.4). Sewage sludge and lime were applied 46-3090
soil:sater suspensions. Soil horizon extracts were generally in 1974 at the rates of 100 and 23 metric tons, ha. respectively, Combatting ice dams and sliding snow on roofs.
supersaturated with respect to calcite. The mean (+ -1 SE) and tilled into the soil toadepth of 20cm. In 1974 anadjaci.at ToLiass-r W 4-ericar? PAitslic Worki 4s.xisarion
pfAP(CaCO_', tot lh, A. A1(k I i, arid d(k2l nouiz-i"CC ,rc 5.cJ site was also revegseated with topsoil and ",Wae but L.uioui
(0.055).8.19 (0.019). and 8.26 (0.015). respectively. Thedif- sludge. Soil and plantswere sampled 2.4 and l yr following APWVA reporter, Sep. 1991, 58(9), MP 3060, p.

18 1 9
.

ferences in pIAP between the A and B horizons (vertical varia- seeding. After 16 yr the total and DTPA-extractable Cu. Zn. Roofs, Ice control.
bility) were statistically significant; these differences could be Cr. Pb. Ni and Cd decreased in soils to nearly the levels of the 46-3091
due to organic matter inhibition of calcite precipitation, control soils. Concentrations of metals in plants also de-
Supersaturation with respect to calcite and vertical variability in creased. Decreases in tissue concentrations ranged from 40 to Analysis and modeling of the river ice breakup and
CaCO3 solubility needs to be explicitly considered in simula- 70% for Cu, Cr, Pb, Ni and Cd and up to 90% for Zn. The re- jamming process and its effect on flooding.
tion models. The standard errors in plAP (horizontal suits showed that a single 100 metric tons/ha application of Guo, Q.Z. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota.
variability) were greatest for the A horizons and decreased with sewage sludge containing high concentrations of metals was a 1991, 158p., University Microfilms International
increasing soil depth. Given the inherent variability in CaCO3 cost-effective method for improving plant growing conditions order No.DA9205445. Ph.D. thesis. 86 refs.
solubility. a large sample size is necessary to detect small on highly acidic soils.
differences in CaCO3 solubility for this Chihuahuan Desert soil. River ice, Ice breakup, Ice jams, Flood forecasting.
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Can long-path FrlR spectroscopy yield gas flux 46-3092
measurements through a variance technique. Diamictites of late Pliocene age in western Iceland.
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Introne. D.S., Van Cleve, K. horizontal averaging paths of up to I km. If the FTIR could Norddahl, H.. Jokull, 1990, No.40, p.27-50, With Ice-
Soil chemistry. Geochemistry, Revegetation. Isotope also measure the variance in gas concentrations, one could con- landic summary. 78 refs.
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On the river floodplains of interior Alaska. forests exist on tion--degrades its response to the high-wavenumber turbulent 46-3094
calcareous, alluvial soils. The objectives of this study were to fluctuations that contribute to the variance. In this paper, the
determine the stable C-13 and 0-I8 isotopic composition of authors use a model for the three-dimensional scalar spectrum Early Holocene degladatton n central Iceland.
CaCO3 along a plant primary successional sequence (250 yr.) to look at the effects of this volume averaging on the FTIR's Kaldal, I., et al. .Okull. 1990. No.40. p.51-66, With
and to examine possible mechanisms controlling the formation ability to measure gas concentration variance. The modeling Icelandic summary. 46 refs.
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the mean soil delta C-13 PDB (-4.3 to -4.0 per mill), while the irrevocably degraded. Analysis identifies experiments that can 46-3095
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The chemistry prvogram itt WWGS 89 was designed it) provide saincieint rfethed andde SeansmOptica mpectasurementscnsise of tion. Survival. Nutrient cycle. Ecology. Marine biolt-
an accurate, precise set of chemical data in itrder toi quantify the essential ajnti)teotclmasrmnswsacmlt yWeddell Gyre circulatiion and the heat. salt, and chemical trans- characterization itf the physical state and structure oft the ice. Recent investigatiotns indicate that antarctic marine phytte
tsorts relatzd iti it at the end oif the awinter season. The surface This was accoimplished by taking two ice cores from each site. Planktoin are presently UiV stressed The extent hit which in-
mixed layer was foiund to be nearly homtnogeneous vertically in When snow- citver was present, its depth and stratigraphy a-err creasing UV radiatioin diminishes the ability of phytoplankttin
osygen and nutrient coincentrations. Dissotlved onygen was un- also recorded. Sno~w enter petiperties were characterized in totfin C02 and -or leads it, changes in their spiecies coinpositiiln
dersaturated below the pack ice. hut nitclear trend ut increasing terms ot depth. density. grain size, and temperature for each I. equivocal. The citli-nial stage in the life cycle of the alga

(itdeceainguncrstuatin ithloctin ws eenalng helayer. Phottographs a-cre also taken at each site and a general Phaeo~tiyrsti pouchetii is ione of the major ciipimnceets oif the
mIn tresansectfrctions the Anarci ein sula o thi CapdelG Ntrs-egt descriptioin of the ice. snotw-. and sky conditions was recorded. blooim, It has been found that this alga produces esiracellular

Inth haliaseton hemanboyit teWedll(yre is products which are strongly LV-B absorbing. When expossed
easily distinguished from the utiulfowing western bitundary cur- 46-3193 to increasing levels (if tiV-B radiation. survival of antarctic
rent in the nirtrhw-est and the inflowing cotastal cnrren t in the Radar backscatter measurements during the Winter colonial Phaeocystis a-as significantly greater than citlinies of
soiutheast. Each terminus iif the transect a-as characterized by ,~cathis species from temperate waters and of the single-eciled stage
very deep mised layers, and iinly in the central gyre a-eie there Wedel yre Study. of its life cycle which produces no LVBasrigcompounds
significant accumnulation% iif nitrite antd ammotnium The ana- Lytle, VA.I.et al, Ant arctic journal of the United Stat es, oPhaeisystvs is.1pparently a minor dietary component of antarc.-
lyses (if nutrient citncentratiotns in ice core subsainples revealed 1990. 25(5). MP 3064. p. 123-125, 5 refs. tic krnill. Eimphau~sia superba, and its nutritional value to cray-
ctonsiderable variability. Aimmonium ctoncentratitons u-eie Jezek. K.C.. Geigineni. S.P.. Moore. R.K.. Ackley. S.F. tacca is repoirtedly Iiw-. Phytoplanktetn. principalty diatoims.
usually nmuch higher thant in the underlying surface waters, and Sneow. Sea ice, ice surface. Radar. Ice cover thickness, together with fecal pellets and multed estiskelctons vtf grazers

ofenhiishaerehtdgete aiblt than didnoma theate am othmervntls Ice cuompositeion, lee density. Antarctica-.Weddell ctontribate mosmitofthe particulate carbon flus from the euphotic
Phsht xiie rae aiblt hnddtette ui-Sa zine to deep water, If the speeies compoisition of antarctic

enis There did not appear toi be a strong coirrelatioin mif . a
nutrtient coincentrations with ice structure oii testure. Data primarily taken over first and sectind year ic duin the phytoplanklein were to shift in favor (it Phsneicj-tnsu at the en-

Weddell Sen cruise of F.S. Piilarstern inSep and Ocedar989gte pense if diatomns. changes tot pelagic trophic interactioins as well
46-3189 discussed. Radar measuremnicrts were coep te. i ct. juare as vertical carbon flun would be likely.
Sea-ice studies on the Winter Weddell Gyre Study, tion with detailed snow and ice measurements,. including snow
1989. and ice thickness. surface roughness, salinities. and densitiesMeese. D.A., et al, Antarctic jtournal erf the United One (if the salient features found in the Weddell Sea second 46-3199
States. 1990. 2 5(5). MP 306 1. p. 116-117. 4 refs. year ice, in cointrast to arctic secoind year ice, was a deep snow Effect of climatic change on farming and soil erosion

Govoi, W.,Lyte. . I, Caffy. .. ckly. .F. coter which depressed the ice surface below sea level, causing in southern Greenland during the last thousand years.
Iceni cores. Icesurey. VIce phffysics., Rkemot Sensng brine to infiltrate minto the snotw and creating a highly saline layer Jakobsen. B.H.. International Conference on the RoleIcewcoSea, Icesuvy. Ice o position, Reoesnig at the snow ice interface. An associated slash layer was oh- of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fairbanks.Sno. Sa ie. ce ompsiton-served where the snoiw had been flonoded hat had not refroize". June I11-15. 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fairbanks. Uni-
The U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Because of either the high salinity layer or the presence ofsluash
Laboratory participated in the Winter Nkeddell (lyre Study, at the snow, icte interface observed in the Weddell Sea, the radar versify of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.406-410. 5 refit.
1989 oin both the Pitlarstern and the -Anadermi Fcdorot.. On penetration depth is less, leading to areduction in titlame scat- Climatic changes. Soil erosion History. Agriculture.
the Polacciern. remtnie sensing witik was perti med with ta- itlring relative lto arctic sea ice Greenland.
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46-3200 46-3206 which could provide a small but significant offset to the sea level
Trajectory analysis of the atmospheric carbon dioxide Long-term monitoring of airborne pollen in Alaska rise eptected from ocean thermal expansion and melting of
bimodal distribution in the Arctic. and the Yukon: possible Implications for global temperate glaciers (Auth mod.)
Higuchi, K., et al, International Conference on the change. 46-3212
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, I air- Anderson, J.H.. International Conference on the Role Post-Cromerian rise in sea level.
banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks. Olausson, E., Intemational Conference on the Role of
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.412-415, 3 June 1-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fairbanks, Uni- the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fairbanks, June
refs. versity of Ala-ka, Dec. 1991, p.453-459, 14 refs. 11.15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks. University
Trivett, N.B.A. Pollen, Global change. Atmospheric composition, of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.496-498. 11 refs.
Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric circulation. Atmo- Phenology. Paleoclimatology, Sea level, Pleistocene.
spheric composition. Carbon dioxide. The intensified cooling in the Northern Hemisphere during the46-3207 Elsterian-Saslan ice ages (isotopic stages 22-i) resulted in a
46-3201 Potential effects of global warming on calving cari- reduction of the antarctic ice sheet by 10-15 million cu km.
Microbial mineralization in soils and plant material bou. equal to a rise in sea level of about 40 in This rise in sea lev el
from Antarctica. Eastland, W.G., et al. International Conference on the changed the hydrography of the Black Sea daring the late Pleis-
Bblter, M., International Conference on the Role of Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair- tocene warmer times, caused anoxic conditions in the eastern
the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fairbanks, June banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair Mediterranean during the corresponding warming-up phaes.
11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, University banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.460-464, 25 a Pacific i wao the Arcic Ocean s the present sill depth of the
of Alaska. Dec. 199). p.418-422 13 refs. refs. Bering Strait is about 50 m) The increased supply of less sa-
Soil microbiology, Soil chemistry, Lichens, Antarctica White, R.G. line water strengthened the halocline in the Arctic Ocean. in-
-Wilkes Land. Antarctica-King George Island. Snow melting. Phenology, Global warming, Animals, creasing the sea ice there and, by higher alheds. its ciooing
The process of microbial mineralizanti-rn was analyzed in soil Tundra, Vegetation factors. effect on the adjaceuit continents lAuth
samples and plant material, mainly lichens, from the maritime
and continental Antarctic to esamine effects of temperatue and 46328 46-321346-32JSResponse of permafrost to changes in paleoclimate.
moisture. Three methods were used: total C02-evolution and Growing season length and climatic variation in Alas R Osterkamp, T.E., et al, international Conference on
biological oxygen demand as a measure of general metabolic
activity, and remineralization of C-14 labeled glucose (whict~ ka.
may serve as a model for dissolved organic matter) as a measure Sharratt, B.S., International Conference on the Role of banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
of the activity of heterotrophic microorganisms. These methods the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, June banks University of Alaska, Dec. 1991. p.505-507. 3
are used as indicators for different fractions of organic material 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks. University refs.
and microbial populations. A comparison of the results of of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.465-467, 11 refs. Gosink, J.P., Fei, T., Zhang, T.
these methods snowed that the portion of respired material Climatic changes, Phenology, Air temperature, Sea-
from C- 14 labeled glucose may even exceed the totally metabol- Permafrost thickness, Paleoclimatology, Soil air inter-
ized material. These data differ with respect to the parent sonal variations, Growth, United States-Alaska. face.
material, and thus give an indication of itr quality and the acual
activity of the bacterial population which is considered to be 46-3209 46-3214
mainly responsible for the turnover and mineralization of dis- State and dynamics of snow and ice resources in the Antarctic glacial geologic record and GCM modeling:
solved organic matter. (Auth.) arctic region derived from data in the World Atlas of a test.
46-3202 Snow and Ice Resources. Elliot D.H.. ct al, Intenational Conference on the
Effects of point source atmospheric pollution on bo- Kotliakov, V.M.. et al, International Conference on the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair-
real forest vegetation of northwestern Siberia. Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- banks June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
Vlasova. T.M., et al. International Conference on the banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fair- banks' University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.508-516.60
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991. p.477-480, 6 refs.banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2 Fair- refs. Bromwich, D.H., Harwood, D.M.. Webb, PrN.
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.423-428, 4 Dreler, N.N. Atmospheric circulation, Paleoclimatology. Glacier
refs. Snow cover distribution, Glacier surveys, Ice surveys, formation, Ice sheets. Glaciation. Glacial deposits,
Kovalev, B.I., Filipchuk, A.N. Snow surveys, Meltwater. Maps. Marine deposits, Models, Antarctica.
Air pollution, Forest tundra. Atmospheric composi- 46-3210 A recent GCM (General Circulation Model) study of antarctic
tion, Plant ecology. Plant physiology, Human factors, Mass balance of Antarctica and sea level change. glaciation by Oglesby concluded that oceanic heat transport is
Forest ecosystems. USSR- Norisk. CR erelatively unimportant in the development and maintenance of

Bentley, C.R., et al, International Conference on the antarctic glaciation; height and polar position. not the Antarctic
46-3203 Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- Circumpolar Current, have led to thermal isolation: and surface
In the footsteps of Robert Marshall: p-oposed re- banks. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- elevation may be crucial for glaciation. Model results are here
search of white spruce growth and movement at the banks. University of Alaska. Dec. 1991, p.

4 8
1-4

8 8
, 46 evaluated against the Pliocene geologic record for Antarctica.

tree limit, central Brooks Range, Alaska. refs. The Sirius Group. widely distributed in the Transantarctic
Droessler, T.D.. International Conference on the Role Giovinetto, M.B. Mountains. contains diatom floras suggesting open marine con-

ditions in interior East Antarctica as recently as about 3 m.y a,of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, Glacier mass balance, Sea level, Glacier surveys, Ice If the dating of the Sirius is correct and uplift rates hate not
June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, Uni- sheets. Ice shelves, Icebergs. Antarctica. been an order of magnitude higher, then polar location and
versity of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.431-4

3
4. 20 refs. The overall mass balance of the antarctic ice sheet has been elevation cannot be primary controls on the formation and

Forest lines, Climatic changes. History, Growth, Vege- estimated by comparison of the best available data on input in subsequent fluctuations of the ice sheet. The cause of this dis-
tation patterts. United States--Alaska-Brooks the form of snowfall with output in the form of ice flux through crepancy between modeling results and observations can be
Range. gates at or near the margin of the ice sheet. Surface melt is a sought in limitations to the model (NCAR CCMI) used b,

negligible contributor to mass balance and has been ignored. Oglesby. Recent work with a coupled atmosphere-,cean
46-3204 Bottom melt under large ice shelves remains a major source of GCM indicates that the atmosphere and ocean are strongly
Changes in the source/sink relationships of the Alas- uncertainty. It is concluded that there is probably an excess linked in high latitudes, and that this interaction is a dominaiil
kan boreal forest as a result of climatic warming. input of 2-25% of the total input, equivalent to a sea level aspect of climatic variation on (at least) a decadal time scale.
Yarie. J., et al, International Conference on the Role lowering of 0.1-1.1 mm/yr. Although errors remain, it Initial results indicate that GCM performance generally needs
of the Polar Regions in Global Chang-. Fairbanks becomes increasingly clear that an antarctic contribution to to be enhanced and, in particular, that realistic interactive atmo-a . current ýea level rise is unlikely. A reported iceberg flux that sphere-ocean models are needed. An improved geologic data
June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks. Uni- is larger than the mass input is attributed to a non-equilibrium base, particularly with respect to age determinations and
versity of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.436-439. 11 refs. breakback of the fronts of the ice shelves. (Auth.) amounts and rates of uplift, would facilitate model validation.
Van Cleve. K. (Auth. mod.)
Atmospheric compositior Forest ecosystems. Global 46-3211
warming. Climatic changes, Taiga. Biomass, Plant Impact of global warming on the antarctic mass bal- 46,3215
physiology, Nutrient cycle. Carbon dioxide, Photosyn- ance and global sea level. Glacier terminus fluctuations in the Wrangell and

thesis. Budd. W.F., et al. International Conference on the Chugach mountains resulting from non-climatic con-
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- trois.46-3205 banks, June 11-15. 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fair- Sturm, M., et al, MP 3065. International Conference

Holocene meltwater variations recorded in antarctic banks. University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.
4 8 9 -4 94. 21 on the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change.

coastal marine benthic assemblages. refs. FairbAnks, June I1 -15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
Berkman. P.A., International Conference on the Role Simmonds. I. banks, University of Alaska. Dec. 1991, p.519-523. 26
of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, Glacier mass balance, Sea level. Global warming, Ice refs.
June 11-15. 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2. Fairbanks, Uni- sheets, Atmospheric circulation. Air ice interface, Hall, D.K.. Benson, C.S.. Field. W.O.
versity of Alaska, Dec. 1991. p.440-449. 57 refs. Polar atmospheres, Antarctica. Glacier oscillation, Glacier flow. Volcanoes. Mountain
Glacier melting, Paleoclimatology, Bottom sediment, The present antarctic net accumulation and coastal ice flux each glaciers, Glacier surveys. Glacier beds, United States
Ice sheets, Meltwater. Marine deposits. Fossils, Global amount to about 2000 cu kmn/yr. both of which on their own -Alaska.
warming, Antarctica--McMurdo Sound. would equate to approximately 6 mm/yr of sea level change. Non-climatically controlled fluctuations of glacier termini %ere
Climate changes can influence the input of meltwater from the The present rate ofsea level rise ofabout 1.2 mm/yr is therefore studied in two regions in Alaska. In the Wrangell Mountains.
polar ice sheets. In Antarctica. signatures of meltwater input equivalent to abou, 20% imbalance in the antarctic mass flanes. eight glaciers on Mt. Wrangel!. an active solcano. hare been
during the Holocene may be recorded in the benthic fossils The magnitude of the changes to the antarctic precipitation and monitored over the past 30 years using terrestrial surse, Cs. aerial
which exist at similar altitudes above sea level in emerged be- evaporation have been studied by a series of General Circula- photogrammetry and digitally registered satellite images Re-
aches around the continent. Interpreting the fossils as meliwa- tion Model experiments. using a model which gives a reasonable sults, which are consistent between different methoids if me&%u-
ter proxy records would be enhanced by understanding the simulation of the present antarctic climate, including precipita urement, indicate that the termini of most glaciers %ere stat/in-
modern ecology of the species in adjacent marine environments. tion and evaporation. The experiments examine the changes ary or had retreated slightly However. the termini of the 30-
Characteristics of an extant scallop assemblage in West in the antartic precipitation (P) and evaporation (E) resulting km-long Ahmna Glacier and the smaller Center and South
McMurdo Sound have been evaluated acrossa summer meltwa- separately from decreasing incrementally the antarctic sea ice MacKeith glaciers began toadvance in the early I 9,Os and have
ter gradient to provide examples of meltwater records that may concentration and from global warming accompanied by de- advanced steadily at rates between 5 and 18 in yr since then
be contained in proximal scallop fossils. Integrating environ, creased sea ice cover. For total sea ice removal the changes These three glaciers flow from the summit caldera of Mt WX ran-
mental proxies from coastal henthic assemblages around An- obtained were P:+23%; E:-8%; (P-E):+485%. For global gell near the active North Crater. where increased solcanic
tarctica, over ecological and geological time scales. is a warming with sea ice reduction by about two thirds the changes heating since 1964 has melted over 70 millton cum of ice The
necessary step in evaluating the marginal responses of the ice were P: +47%; E: + 22%; (P-E):+68 t. This latter increase in authors suggest that volcanic meliwater has changed the basal
sheets to climate ch3nges during the Holocene. (Auth.) mass flux is equivalent to about 4 mm/yr of sea level lowering conditions for the glaciers, resulting in their advance In Col-
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Ilge Fjord, Prince William Sound. the terminus fluctuations of core data is consistent with GCM simulations giving a 3-4 C 46-3229
two tidewater gla-ers have been monitored since 1931 by warming for a future doubled atmospheric C02. (Auth. mod.) Paleoenviroamental data from less-investigated polar
terrestrial surveying, photogrammetry. and most recently, from
satellite imagery Harvard Glacier. a 40-km-long tidewater 46-3223 regions.
glacier. las been advancing steadily at nearly 20 m/yr since Canadian ice caps - sources of environmental data. ofmhe, RoA., Internalional Conference on the Role
1931, while the adjacent Yale Glacier has retreated at Coaince caps as sntesaof environmen the
approxsimately 50 myr during the same period. though for short Koerner, R.M., et al, International Conference on the ofute Polar, RegiPonsedings GloblChng. Fairbanks. Ui
periods both rates have been much higher The striking Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fa1rbarfs. Lt-
contrast between the terminus behavior of Yale and Harvard banks. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- versity of Alaska, Dec. l991, p.611-616. 14 refvcontastbeteenthe ermnusbehvio of uleandHarardPaleoclinmatology, Ice cores. Isotope analysis, Fossil
Glaciers, which parallel each other in the same fford. and are banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.576-581, 30 ice, Permafrost originc Antarctica-sNovolazarelskssia
derived from the same snow field, supports the hypothesis that refs.
their terminus behavior is the result of dynamic controls rather Alt, B.T., Bourgeois, J.C., Fisher. D.A. Station.
than changes in climate. Ice cores, Paleoclimatology. This paper discusses the oxygen-I18 variations it ,nitrmcdiat-c

46-3216 depth ice cores from smaller ice caps of Svalbard and tro.m the
marginal area of the antarctic ice sheet, covering the tue span

Climate-related research in Svalbard. 46-3224 from 1000 to 8000 years B.P. All profiles studied dearly re-
Sand, K., et al, International Conference on the Role Two-million-year-old inct fauna from north Green- flect the main climatic events during this time intcrval Hoi-
of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, land indicating boreal conditions at the Plio-Pleisto- ever, small shifts in time exist between details on diflerent
June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, Uni- cene boundary. curves. Most probably this is due to certain asynchronitv in
versity of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.525-531, 14 refs. BOcher, J., International Conference on the Role of the climatic changes in the various regions. For paleochmatuc and

Ha .JO.. K.. Brnten. E. Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, June II- paleopermafrost reconstructions. the isotopic contens tf pol,
Hagen. . Rpp, Kgonal wedge ice seems to be most promising The attempts to
Research projects, Polar atmospheres, Climatic 15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, University of use isotopic records from segregated ice for palcoenvtronmental
changes, Glacier surveys, Permafrost, Atmospheric Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.582-5 84, 14 refs. research is also discussed. (Auth. mod)
composition, Norway--Svalbard. Paleoclimatology, Fossils, Paleobotany, Greenland.
46-3217 46-3225 46-3230
Paleotemperature reconstruction for freeze-thaw pro- Record of global change in circum-antarctic marine Little Ice Age glaciation in Alaska: a record of recent
ceases during the late Pleistocene through the Holo- sediments, global climatic change.cene-

Romanovskil, V.E., et al, International Conference on Barker, P.F., et al, International Conference on the Calkin, P.E., ct al, International Conference on the
the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair-
banks. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2 Fair- banks, Jun, 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.537-542, 15 banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.586-592, 50 banks, University of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.617-625. 64
refs. refs. refs.
Maksimova. U.N., Seregina, N.V. Pudsey, C.J., Larter, R.D. Wiles, G.C.
Paleoclimatology, Climatic changes, Permafrost distri- Paleoclimatology, Bottom sediment, Marine deposits, Paleoclimatology, Climatic changes, Glacier oscilla-
bution. Permafrost forecasting, Soil air interface, Gla- Global change, Antarctica. tion, Glaciation, Global change, Mountain glaciers.
cier oscillation, Surface temperature. Prograded sediments of the antarctic continental shelf and slope Glacial deposits, United States-Alaska.

contain a record of glacial/interglacial changes in ice sheet
46-3218 volume. Modem piston-coring techniques are capable of re-
Freezing and thawing of soils under the influence of vealing changes over the last glacial cycle in some detail, in 46-323100 and 90-year periods of temperature ctuation suitably expanded sections. At lower sediment accumulationa 9y p o ot e ur rates, a less detailed but longer record can be obtained. It can Two late Quaternary pollen records from the upper
Romanovskil, V.E., et al, International Conference on already be shown that, at and around glacial maximum, ground- Kolyma region, Soviet northeast- a preliminary re-
the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- ed ice sheets extended to the antarctic continental shelf edge, port.
banks. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- the marginal sea ice zone lay tip to 5 deg farther north, and Anderson, P.M., et al, International Conference on the
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.543-548, 11 Weddell Sea Bottom Water flow was far slower than at present. Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair-
refs. These have implications for the carbon cycle in the oceans,
Garagulia. L.S., Seregina, N.V. which is of considerable importance in global change. (Auth. banks, June 11-15r 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-

PemfotfrcatnCiaiocags ae od.) banks: University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.628-632, 21
Permafrost forecasting, Climatic changes. Paleo- md)refs.
climatology, Soil air interface, Mathematical models, 46-3226 Paleoclimatology, Palynology, Lacustrine deposits,
46-3219 Paleoclimatic significance of high latitude loess Bottom sediment, Paleobotany. Drill core analysis.
Microbiological weathering of silicates in permafrost. deposits. Vegetation patterns, USSR-Kolyma River.
Kol'chugina, T.P., et al, International Conference on Beg&t, J.E., International Conference on the Role of
the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, June
banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- Il-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, University 46-3232
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.549-551, 1 of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.594-598. 32 refs. Deglaciation and latest Pleistocene and early Hobo-
ref. Paleoclimatology, Loess, Eolian soils, Quaternary cene glacier readvances on the Alaska Peninsula: re-
Fedosova, S.P. deposits. cords of rapid climate change due to transient changes
Permafrost weathering, Soil microbiology, Frozen in solar intensity and atmospheric C02 content?.
ground chemistry. 46-3227 Pinney, D.S., et al, International Conference on the
46 Global change and thermal history as recorded by Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair--3220 northern North American tree-ring data. banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fair-
Palynological data as tools for interpreting past cli- Jacoby, G.C., et al, Internatioral Conference on the banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.634-640, 20
mates: some examples from northern North America. Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- refs.
Anderson, P.M., International Conference on the Role banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- Begtt, J.E.
of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, banks. University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.599-605, 30 Paleoclimatology, Glacieroscillation. Glacial deposits.
June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, Uni- refs Solar radiation. Carbon dioxide, Atmospheric compo-
versity of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.557-564. 39 refs. D'Arrigo, R.D. sition, Polar atmospheres, United States--Alaska--
Palynology, Paleoclimatology, Paleobotany, Plant Paleoclimatology, Phenology, Climatic changes, Sur- Alaska Peninsula.
ecology, Fossils, Phenology, Vegetation patterns. face temperature, Growth, Global change, Forest
46-3221 lines, Trees (plants).
High-latitude tree-ring data: records of climatic 46-3233
change and ecological response. 46-3228 Project CELIA: Climate and Environment of the Last
Graumlich, L.J., International Conference on the Role Spatial and temporal characteristics of the Little Ice Interglacial (Isotope Stage 5) in Arctic and Subarctic
of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, Age: the antarctic ice core record. North America.
June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, Uni- Mosley-Thompson, E., et al, International Conference Brigham Grette, J., et al, International Conference on
versity of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p. 565- 569 , 17 refs. on the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair-
Paleoclimatology, Phenology, Plant ecology, Climatic Fairbanks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fair- banks, June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2. Fair-
changes, Growth, Vegetation patterns, Forest lines, banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.6 0 6-6 10 , 18 banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991. p.644-648, 17
46-3222 refs. refs.
Polar ice cores: climatic and environmental records. Thompson, L.G. Paleoclimatology, Research projects, Glacier oscilla-
Lorius, C., International Conference on the Role of the Paleoclimatology, Ice cores, Climatic changes, Isotope tion, Air ice water interaction. Permafrost distribution.
Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks. June 11- analysis, Dust, Antarctica-Siple Station, Antarctica Isotope analysis, Polar atmospheres.
15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fairbanks, University of -Amundsen-Scott Station.
Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.570-575, 44 refs. This paper examines the temporal and spatial characteristics of

the dust and delta0-18 information from antarctic ice cores. 46-J234Ice cores, Paleoclimatology, Antarctica-Vostok Sta- Substantial differences exist in the records. For example, a Proxy late Holocene climatic record deduced from
tion. 550-year record of deltaO-18 and dust concentrations from northwest Alaska beach ridges.
Ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica provide multiple Siple Station suggests that warmer, less dusty conditions pre-
prosy records of climatic and environmental parameters. The vailed from A.D. 1600 to 1830. Alternately, dust and deltaO- Mason, O.. et a], International Conference on the
deltaO-18 or deltaD records from the Vostok ice core strongly 18 from Amundsen-Scott Station indicate that opposite condi- Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair-
suggest the role of insolation orbital forcing, as well as a close tions (e.g., cooler and more dusty) were prevalent during the banks. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
relation between temperature and greenhouse gas concentra- Little Ice Age (LIA). Three additional records provide further banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.649-657. 57
tions C02 and CH4 concentrations increase by about 40% support for the LIA temperature opposition between the An- refs.
and 100% during glacial-interglacial transitions, respectively. It tarttic Peninsula region and East Antarctica. In addition, peri- Jordan, J.W.
appears likely that fluctuating greenhouse gas concentrations ods of strongest LIA cooling are not temporally synchronous Paleoclimato
have had a significant role in the glacial-interglacial climate over East Antarctica. These strong regional differences dem- logy. Shoreline modification, Marine
changes by amplifying, together with the growth and decay of onstrate that a suite of spatially distributed, high resolution ice deposits. Beaches. Shore erosion. Sea level, Offshore
the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, the orbital forcing. Cli- core records will be necessary to characterize the LIA in landforms, Sediment transport. United States- Alaska
mate sensitivity to greenhouse forcing estimated from paleo-ice Antarctica. (Auth. mod.) -Seward Peninsula.
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46-3235 warming phenomenon xssuoxited with planetary wave events 46-3246
Holocene loess and paleosols in central Alaska: a could be significantly disturbed by ozone depletion in the Volcanic eruption events ad the variations in sarfaceantarctic atmoipheic, leading to appreciable perturbations in Vocai eruptin teovent andh lthte vriations i ufc
proxy record of Holocene climate change. the general circulation. (Auth. toa b a air temperature over high latitude regoais.
Bigelow. N.H., ct al, International Conference on the Jta. P.Q. International Conference on the Role of the
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- Polar Regions in Global Change. Fairbanks. June I I-
banks. June I 1-15. 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair- 46-3241 15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fairbanks. LUnisersitt of
banks. University of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.658-662,24 Individual particle analysis of the springtime arctic Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.
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relf, aerosol, 1983-1989. Polar atmospheres. Volcanic ash. Atmospheric corn-
Beget. J.E. Sheridan, P.J., et al. International Conference on the position, Air pollution, Volcanoes. Surface tempera-
Palcoclimatology, Loess, Eolian soils, Stratigraphy, Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- ture, Air temperature.
Soil dating, Radioactive age determination, United banks. June lI-15. 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- 46-3247
States Alaska. banks, University of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.708-715.23 Satellite and slow-scan television observations of the

46-3236 rhfs. rise and dispersion of ash-rich eruption clouds from
Arctic haze and air pollution. Schnell, R.C.. Kahl, J.D. Redoubt Volcano. Alaska.
Pacyna, J.M., et al, International Conference on the Polar atmospheres, Air pollution, Atmospheric com- Kienle. J.. ct al, International Conference on the Role
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- position, Haze, Aerosols, Atmospheric circulation, of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks,
banks. ,'unc I 1-15, 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fair- June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2. Fairbanks. Uni-
banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.674-680,55 versity of Alaska. Dec. 1991, p.
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r es. 46-3242 Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric composition. Vol-
Shaw. G.E. Deposition of metals from the atmosphere at the Par ash eres . Atmospher io Vor-
Air p• lution, Haze. Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric North Pole compared to background regions of the canic ash. Volcanoes, Air pollution. Atmospheric cir-

nortwestrn USR.culation, Stratosphere, U~nited States Alaska--Re-composition. Global change. northwestern USSR.doubt. Moun.46-323"/ Adamenko. V.N., et al, International Conference onPolar climate iteration?, the Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- 46-3248
Pogair AW., et al, MP 3066. Internalional Confer- banks, June I1-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- Bromine and surface ozone atmospheric chemistry atence on the Role of the Polar Regions in Global banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.716-719, 6 Barrow, Alaska during spring 1989.
Change, Fairbanks, June 11-)5, 1990. Proceedings. 'Sttrges, W.T., et al, International Conference on the
Change, Fairbanks, June y of-. Alaska, Prceedi99s, Kondrat'ev, K.IA., Siniakov, S.A. Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair-
Vol.2. Fairbanks, Unive~sity of Alaska, Dec. 1991, Polar atmospheres, Air pollution, Atmospheric corn- banks, June 11-15. 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2. Fair-
p.6
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Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Air position, Precipitation (meteorology), Atmospheric banks, University of Alaska. Dcc. 1991, p.
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51-755, 9
masses, Air ice water interaction. Aerosols, Atmo- circulation. refs.

Schnell, R.C., Landsberger. S.
spheric circulation. Antarctica - Amundsen-Scott Sta- Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric composition, Ozone,
tion 46-3243 Photochemical reactions. Air pollution. United States
A cointinuous series of surface observations began at South Pole Seasonal change and chemical state of polar stratos- -Alaska--Barrow,
in 1974 and have continued to the present. Although a largeseasonal varititon it aerosol concentration is present, little pheric aerosols.
year-to-year variation in mean seasonal aerosol concentration Iwasaka, Y., et al. International Conference on the M r e i a r o
iccurred prior to 1-82. During the mid-1980s. a consistent Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair- Measured trends in stratospheric ozone.

diminutiot) ofmean annual acrosolconcentration wasobserved. banks, June 11-15. 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- Stolarski, R.S., ct al, Science. Apr. 17, 1992,or 256(5055), p.342-349, Refs. passim.
and a concurrent reduction in sodium concentration in snow banks, University of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.
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Ozone, Stratosphere, Atmospheric composition.
and firn %as reported, The decrease in aerosol concentration refs. . Ozone. S ase, Atmospher composition.
was greatest in Ilate winter and spring, concurrent with de- rRecent findings, based Ats both ground-based aid satellite ntas-
creases in mean air temperature and mean wind speed. This Polar atmosperes, Atmospheric composition. urements. have established that there has been an apparent
paper describes concurrent aerosol and meteorological data col- Aerosols, Stratosphere. Ozone, Seasonal variations, downward trend in the total column amount of ozone over mid-
lee'ted at South Pole from 1974 through 1987 and presents Antarctica--Showa Station. latitude areas of the Northern Hemisphere in all seasons. Meas-
several analyses attempting to verify if these changes do reflect Winter enhancement of stratospheric aerosols was measured at uremcnts of the altitude profile of the change in the ozone
a persistent %sariation in the properties of the antarctic continen- Showa Station by lidar. Electron microscope observation of concentration have established that decreases arc taking place
tal air mass. Additional analyses, using upper air and automat- individual particles, collected in the winter arctic stratosphere in the lower stratosphere in the region of highest ozone concen.
ic weather station data. attempt to identify circulation changes with a balloon-borne impactor, suggested that particles contain- tration. Analysis of updated ozone records through Mar
related to these changes in aerosol concentration. (Auth. mud.) ing nitric acid were formed during the cold winter season, and 1991. including 29 stations in the former Soviet Union. and

46-3238 the appearance of such particles was an important process caus- analysis of independently calibrated satellite data records from
Sog the winter enhancement of polar stratospheric aerosols, the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer and StratosphericRole of the polar regions in the global carbon cycle An externally mixed state of nitric acid and sulfate particles was Aerosol and Gas Experiment instruments, confirm many (if the

and related climatic changes. observed in the region of 18.8-19.6 km (the upper region of the findings originally derived from the Dobson record concerning
Borisenkov, E.P., International Conference on the sulfate particlelayer)during the measurements of Jan. 31. 1990. northern mid-latitude changes in ozone The data from many
Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fair- One possible explanation of this is nitric acid particle sedimen- instruments now provide a fairly consistent picture -if the
banks, June 1 1-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- tation, which is considered to be an important process causing change that has occurred in stratospheric ozone levels An an-
banks. University of Alaska. Dec. 199 1, p.687-

6 9
2, 21 denitrification of the polar stratosphere and polar ozone deple- tarctic o~one hole update is included and several of the graph

refs. tion. (Auth. mod.) figures extend the survey tv about 65S, (Auth mid )

Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Atmo- 46-3250
spheric circulation, Climatic changes, Air water in- 46-3244 Oxygen supersaturation in ice-covaired antarctic
teractions, Carbon dioxide. Global warming. Math- Tropospheric nitrogen oxide measurements at Bar- lakes- biological versus physical contributions.
ematical models, Palcoclimatology. row,Craig, H. et al Science. Jan. 7. 1992 255(5042),
46-3239 Jaffe, D.A.,etal, International Conference on the Role p,318-321. 8 refs.
Review of arctic gas hydrates as a source of methane of the Polar Regions in Global Change. Fairbanks, Wharton, R.A.. Jr., McKay. C.P.
in global change. June 11-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2. Fairbanks, Uni- Lake ice. Lake water, Oxygen. Water chemistry. An-
Kvenvolden. K.A., International Conference on the versity of Alaska. Dec. 1991, p.
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-
7 3 4 , 14 refs. tarctica-.Hoare. Lake.

Role of the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fair- Honrath, R.E. Freezing in ice-covered lakes causes dissolved gases to becomesupersaturated while at the same time removing gases trapped
banks, June 1I-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol.2, Fair- Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Air pol- in tse ablating ile cover Anamysis ofN2 g2.andsAr intbpb-
banks, University of Alaska. Dec. 1991. p.696-

7
01, 34 lution, Ozone, Haze, United States-Alaska-Barrow. bles from Lake Hoare ice shows that. while 02 is 2.4 times

refs. supersaturated in the water belhw the ice, only I Ii, of the 02
Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Global input to this lake is due to biological activity: 89' of the 02 is
warming. Climatic changes, Natural gas, Hydrates, 46-3245 derived from meltwater inflow Trapped bubbles in a sublim-
Subsea permafrost. Soil air interface. Ozone evolutio.- peculiarities in the polar regions: ing ice cover provide a natural "fluxmcter'" for gas exchange: in

analysis of observational data d ts of modeli Lake Hoare as much as 70;ý of the total gas stis may occur by
46-3240 lyl andesulsm ng advectin through the ice cover, including 75"; of the N2. 59%
Depletion in antarctic ozone and associated climatic Mokhov, 1.1., International Conference on the RoIc- t. i f the 02, and 571, of the Ar losses The remaining gas frac-
change. the Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, June tions are removed by respiration at the lower boundary 102)
Lal. M.. International Conference on the Role of the I 1-15, 1990. Proceedings, Vol,2. Fairbanks, University and by molecular exchange with the atmosphere in the peri-
Polar Regions in Global Change, Fairbanks, June II- of Alaska, Dec. 1991, p.736-740. 7 refs. pheral summer moat around the ice. (Auth.)

15. 1990. Proceedings. Vol.2, Fairbanks, University of Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Ozone. 46-3251
Alaska. Dec. 1991, p.703-

7 0
6. 15 refs. Analysis of zone evolution characteristics in intra-annual evo- RV PolArstern Antarktis X/3-5 1992. Bremethaven,

Ozone, Polar atmospheres. Global warming, Climatic luti"' of latitude-altitude and latitude-longitude atmospheric Alfred-Wegener-Institut fUr Polar-und Mecresfor-ozone concentration fields was carried out using a special meth-changes, Atmospheric composition. Atmospheric cir- od of amplitude-phase characteristics. TOMS satellite ozone schung, 1992, 43p., With German summary.
culation. Stratosphert. data for the period 1978-1987 were used in the analysis. Corn- Expeditions, Sea ice. Ice formation. Research projects.
The potential climatic effects of changes in the concentratioin of parison was made with results of analysis of total ozone evolu- The German antarctic marine science program aboard FS Po-
greenhouse gases on thermal structure itf the antarctic atmo- tion based on data obtained from the World Data Center of larstern. Mar. through Aug. 1992. is presented. The cruise leg
sphere are examined. usitg both steady-state and time-depend- Ozone and from the Main Geophysical Observatory for the ANT X/3 commences in Cape Town. South Africa. on Mar. 27.
cat climate midels. When the greenhouse effects of increases period 1973-1985 at 133 Northern and Southern Hemisphere 1992 and ends there on the May 19. 1992 The cruise track
in methane, nitrous oxide. carbon dioxide and chlorofluorocar- stations. Latitude-altitude characteristics of the evolution of extends SSW-ward to the vicinity of Neumayer Station for stud-
buns in association with decrease in ozone at the levels of max- ozone concentrations from different satellite data are compared iesat the ice edge. The major goal of this part of the expedition
mum concentratiin are incorporated in radiative flux computa- with results of simulations using a two-dimensional photo- is to obtain a comprehensive picture of physical, chemical and
utitus for the antarctic region. the net result is a surface warming chemical model of the atmosphere. There are large differences biological processes associated with the onset of sea ice firma-

which is in fair agreement with that inferred from mean in ozone evolution in polar latitudes of the Northern and lion. Additional programs include a study (f the continental
antarctic temperature series. The stratospheric cooling due to Southern Hemispheres in different stratospheric layers and for water boundary in the eastern Weddell Sea. recovery and de-
the ozone hole phcnomenon is not restricted only to the low and different seasons. It was noted that the "Thzone hoile" ployment ofsediment trap touxrungs, programs tin fish physiolo-
middle stratosphere but also extends deep into the upper phenomenon is more pronounced in the Antarctic than in the gy. deep sea benthos and deep sea microbiology A core goal
antarctic stratiispherc. particularly it the beginningoftNov. In Arctic. Comparison with resultsofstandard harmonic analysis ofANT X/4 is the ground truth program for the ERS-I. SAR
view oi this it is citsidered possiblc that the piluarstratospheric was also carried nut. (Auth.) and ATSR instruments, the RAR on the Russian OKEAN
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satellite. the NOAA-A%'HRR and the DMSP-SSM 1. Several 46-3260 46-3267
characteristics of sea ice and snow such as salinity- and Condensation and sublimation of H20 ice in apace. Anchorage stormwater permit requirements.
temperature-profiles, pore-size, texture, density dielectric
constant and small-scale surface roughness, will be determined Kouchi, A.. Dynamic processes of material transport Dunfee, R.B.. Alaska water issues. Fairbanks. .Ameri-
for improsements of algorithms for satellite measurements, and transformation in the earth's interior. Edited by can Water Resources Association. Alaska Section
The main goal of the cruise leg ANT X 5, which is scheduled F. Marumo, Tokyo. Terra Scientific Publishing Corn- University of Alaska. Water Research Center, 1992
to start at Puerto Madryn on Aug. 8, 1992 and to end at Punta pany, 1990. pA
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Arenas on Sep, 26, 1492, is a marine geological survey on Extraterrestrial ice, High pressure ice, Ice physics. Ice nual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992.
transects in the southern Argentine Basin. the eastern Georgia sublimation, Condensation, Vapor pressure, Amor- Water pollution, Environmental protection, Legisla-
Basin and in the area of the South Sandwich Trench and theScotia Sea insolving isotope. mticropalcontohugical and phous ice, Simulation, Low temperature research. tion, Cost analysis, Runoff, Drains. Municipal engi-sedinieutological im estigations 46-3261 neering.
46-3252 Atmospheric aerosols--global climatology and radia- 46-3268
Chlorofluorocarbons, stratospheric ozone, and the an- tive characteristics. Wetlands and urban stormwater, water quality option
tarctic ozone hole. d'Almeida, G.A., et al, Hampton, VA, A. DEEPAK or regulatory nightmare.
Rowland. F.S., Environmental conservation, Publishing. 1991. 

5
61p., Refs. passim. Bacon, T.R., Alaska water issues. Fairbanks. An.erican

Summer 1988, 15(2), p. l01- 115, 69 refs. Koepke, P.. Shettle, E.P. Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. Uni-
Atmospheric composition, Chemical composition, DLC QC882.42.D35 1991 versity of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992, p.69-
Stratosphere, Ozone. Aerosols, Climatology, Solar radiation, Classifications, 83. 14 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska Section
The momentous subject of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Radiation absorption, Polar atmospheres, Atmospher- annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992.
their effect on the biosphere's stratospheric ozone shield is ic density. Transmissivity, Scattering, Statistical anal- Wetlands, Water pollution, Environmental protection.treated rather generally. but in sufficient depth where necessary ysis, Air pollution.
in three main sections dealing with (i) scientific background and Thisgislation, Runoffb Water treatment, Mlnicipal ensi-
current status of ongoing investi1 ation. (ii) the major technolog- This book fills a current need for global aerosol climatology neering.
ical uses of CFCs and available or foreseeable alternatives to The authors have carefully reviewed most of the available
them. and (iii) the policy status and regulatory activity involv- aerosol measurements. After describing the various sources ofing present or proposed future restrictions in CFC emissions, aerosols and the characteristics needed in a climatology, they 46-3269
The general areas of major concern focus on the twin roles of define 22 aerosols and components by their size distribution and Travel distancea of coarse sediment particles in rivers.
ozone as: (a) a stratospheric shield against the penetration to the their refractive index from 0.3 to 40 microns. These compo- Burrows, R.L., et al, MP 3068, Alaska water issues,
Earth's surface of biologically damaging ultraviolet radiation in nents are used in enternal mixtures to build 12 aerosol types. Fairbanks, American Water Resources Association,
the 280-320 nm wavelength band (designated as UV-B), and(hl distnbutedovertheglobeinbinsof degnSdegand3or4 Alaska Section. University of Alaska, Water Re-the conversion of this energy absorbed by ozone into a stratns- altitude layers; the time resolution is a month. and the effect of rch Center, 1992. p.89-90, 7 refs. Presented at the
pheric heat-source. A decrease in total ozone in the atmo- relative humidity is included. This basic aerosol climatology sea
sphere permits increased penetration of LV-B in the ratio of- is then used to compute radiative characteristics, based on Mie AWRA Alaska Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10,se in 03r+e 2 in UV-B. The majordirecteffectsofincreased theory; some maps arc presented as examples of this large data 1992.
UV-B on man are increased incidences of skin cancer and eye set This book is an invaluable document to modellers and to Chacho, E.F., Jr.. Emmett. W.W.
cataracts, and perhaps some suppression of the immune system. ,]I those who need information on the atmospheric aerosols, It Sediment transport. Suspended sediments, River flow.

also provides a framework for further work by the international
46-3253 community in its efforts to combine current and future aerosol 46-3270
Organic carbon sorption in arctic and subalpine measurements into an interactive database. (Auth. mod.) r o wr t o hLarge volume water export poten . ,-rum southeast
spodosol B horizons. 46-3262 Alaska.
Dahlgren, RA.. et a. Soil Science Society of America. Alaska water issues. MP 3067, Fairbanks, American Noll, R., et al, Alaska water issues, Fairbanks, Ameri-
Journal. Sep.-Oct. 1991, 55(5), p.1382-1390, 42 refs. Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. Uni- can Water Resources Association, Alaska Section.MarrePt, D.S . versity of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992, University of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992,
Podsol, Soil water. Soil chemistry. Absorption, Soil 209p., WRC-1 14, Refs. passim. Proceedings of the p.
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formation. Solubility. Biomass, Chemical properties, AWRA Alaska Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, nual meeting, Apr. 9-10. 1992.
Temperature effects, Organic soils. 1992. For sejected papers see 46-3263 through 46- Davidge, R.
46-3254 3276. Water reserves, Natural resources. Economic develop-
Freezing effects on aggregate stability affected by Chacho. E.F., Jr., ed. ment, N• rine transportation, Tanker ships, Legisla-
texture, mineralogy, and organic matter. Water pollution, Water chemistry, Water reserves, tion, IntL.national cooperation, United States-Alas-
Lehrsch. G.A., et al, Soil Science Society of America. Wetlands, Soil pollution, Water treatment, Permafrost ka.
Journal. Sep.-Oct. 1991, 55(5), p.
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Sojka, R.E., Carter, D.L., Jolley, P.M. 46-3271
Soil tests, Soil aggregates, Soil texture, Frost action 46T3263 White phosphorous contamination of an Alaskan salt
Stability, Soil freezing, Freeze thaw cycles Water con Thermal analysis of a buried chilled pipeline at marsh: Eagle River Flats.tent. stream crossings. Collins, C.M., et al, MP 3069, Alaska water issues,Rockwell, M.L., et al, Alaska water issues, Fairbanks, Fairbanks, American Water Resources Association,
46-3255 American Water Resources Association, Alaska Sec- Alaska Section. University of Alaska, Water Re-
Inertially coupled galloping of iced conductors. tion. University of Alaska, Water Research Center, search Center. 1992, p.99. Presented at the AWRA
Yu, P., et al, Journal of applied mechanics. Mar. 1992, p.5-12, 10 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alas- Alaska Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992.
1992. 59(1). p.1
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. 13 refs. ka Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992. Racine, C.H., Walsh, M.E.
Shah. A.H., Popplewell, N. Carlson. R.F. Wetlands, Soil pollution, Environmental impact, Ex-
Power line icing, Stability, Ice loads. Oscillations, Gas pipelines, Underground pipelines, Pipeline freez- plosives, Bottom sediment, Military facilities, United
Wave propagation. Analysis (mathematics), Counter- ing, River crossings, Soil freezing, Artificial freezing, States-Alaska-Fort Richardson.
measures, Mechanical properties. Liquefied gases, Thermal analysis.
46-3256 646-3272

646-3264 Climate change and arctic hydrology.
Geometrical approach assessing instability trends for Effect of ultrasound on polynuclear aromatic hydro- Alimehandani, S., Alaska water issues, Fairbanks,
galloping, carbons in aqueous media. American Water Resources Association, Alaska Sec-
Yu, P., et al. Journal of applied mechanics, Sep. Wheat, P.E., Alaska water issues, Fairbanks, American tion. University of Alaska, Water Research Center,
1991, 58(3), p.784-791, 10 refs. Water Resources Association. Alaska Section. Uni- 1992, p.101-111, 14 refs. Presented at the AWRA
Popplewell. N., Shah. A.H. varsity of Alaska, Water Research Center. 1992, p.13- Alaska Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992.Power line icing, Ice loads, Stability, Wind factors, 18, 46 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska Section Global warming, Polar atmospheres. Permafrost 9 y-
Oscillations, Analysis (mathematics), Countermeas- annual meeting. Apr. 9-10, 1992.ures Phsica prpertes.drology, Soil air interface, Atmospheric circulation,ures. Physical properties. Cavitation, Waste treatment, Underwater acoustics, Ground thawing.
46-3257 Pollution, Mass transfer, Chemical properties.
Continuous measurement of the depth of water table 46-3265 46-3273
(inundation) in wetlands with fluctuating surfaces. Seasonal dissolved inorganic nitrogen utilization in a Properties of arctic wetlands.
Roulet, N.T.. et al. Hydrological processes, subarctic Alaskan lake. Rovansek, R.. Alaska water issues, Fairbanks. Ameri-Oct.-Dec. 1991. 5(4), p.399-403, 7 refs. Gu, B.. et al, Alaska water issues, Fairbanks. American can Water Resources Association, Alaska Section.
Hardill, S.. Comer. N. Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. Uni- University of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992,
Wetlands. Peat, Water table, Measuring instruments, versity of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992, p.23- p. 113-119, 9 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska
Design. Sensors, Subarctic landscapes, Hydrology. 52. 50 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska Section Section annual meeting. Apr. 9-10. 1992.
46-3258 annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992. Wetlands. Permafrost hydrology. Suprapermafrost
Contingency planning prevents million-dollar freeze- Alexander, V. ground water, Soil air interface.
damage losses. Water chemistry, Nutrient cycle, Lake water, Ice
Leone, R., Pulp & paper, July 1991, 65(7). p.106-109. cover effect, Plankton, Seasonal variations. 46-3274
Manufacturing, Freezing. Damage, Countermeasures. Kenai River water quality investigation: annual prog-
Winter maintenance. 46-3266 ness report, 1999-1"0.

Thermally modified sand: an earth friendly alterna- Litchfield, V.P.. et al, Alaska water issues. Fairbanks,46-3259 tive for treatment of icy roadways. American Water Resources Association. Alaska Sec-
Wave-induced roll motion beneath an ice cover. Gilfilian. R.E., Alaska water issues, Fairbanks. Ameri- tion. University of Alaska. Water Research Center,
Melsom. A., Journal uifphysical oceanography, Jan. can Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. 1992. p.12 5
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Ocean waves. Ice water interface, Subglacial observa- p.55-58, Presented at the AWRA Alaska Section an- Kyle, G.B.
tions. Wave propagation. Ocean currents, Ice cover nuai meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992. River basins, Water chemistry. Water pollution. Water
effect. Sea ice. Stratification. Attenuation, Analysis Road icing. Sanding, Road maintenance, Artificial reserves. Natural resources. United States-Alaska-
(mathematics), Active layerý freezing. Kenai River.
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46.3275 piedmont glacier durmg late Wisconsin time, unlike the 46-38
Overview of the water resources of the coastal plain situation farther south where alpine glacier termini in the Dry UItr-trace analysis of heavy metals in ice and snow
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Valleys were less extensive than now during late Wisconsin from the Antaraic a Greenland.

Trawicki. 3M., Alaska water issues, Fairbanks, Ameri- ie. (Auth. mod) Boutron, CFh , e i al Anta i. Mar. 1992, 20G3).

can Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. 46-3281 p.M24-M27, 16 refs.
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, 17 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska (Greece). tOsservazioni sulle tracce glaciali del M. Air pollution, Snow impurities, ice sheets. Metals.
Section annual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992. Timfi, Catena del Pindo (Grecia)], Chemical analysis, Sampling, Drill core analysis, Polar
Water reserves, Permafrost hydrology. Wetlands, Per- Palmentola, G., et al. Comirtao glaciologico italiano. atmospheres. Laboratory techniques.
mafrost beneath lakes. Permafrost beneath rivers, Ice Bollettino. Ser. 3. Geografia fisica e dinnamica quater- A record of the changes in concentrations of Pb. Cd. Hg and
cover effect, Hummocks, United States-Alaska- naria, 1990, 13(2), p.165-170, In Italian with English otherheav, metalsintheatmosphereufbothhemispheresfiom
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. summary. I I refs. prehistoric times to the present has been preserved in the
Arctic6 BationalFWildlifenuefuge..summary.,IF.successive dated ice and snow layers deposited in the large
46-3276 Bocnzi, F., Mastronuzzi, G., Tromba, F. Greenland and antarctic ice caps. This paper describes the
Evaluation of precipitation measurements in the Arc- Glacial geology, Moraines, Quaternary deposits, laboratory techniques required to decipher these archives.
tic. Greece-Pindus. which has proved to be a major analytical challenge, due to the
Clagett, G.P.. Alaska water issues, Fairbanks. Amen- unique purity of polar ice and snow. At the extremel low .un-

46-3282 ctions involved, clean laboratories and ultrasensitiv andcan Water Resources Association, Alaska Section. Structural determination of the Val Pisella Rock GIn- contamunation-free analytical techniques are required (Auth.University of Alaska, Water Research Center, 1992, *ie (UprVlelii tl)bymasoeoelectri- rood.)
p.
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, 19 refs. Presented at the AWRA Alaska cer (Upper Valtellinataly) bylmeansiofg e t-

Scinannual meeting, Apr. 9-10, 1992. Cal sounding. Results and problems. 1Dcterminaz-Section a aone della struttura interna del Rock Glacier di Val
Precipitation gages, Snowfall, Snow survey tools. Pisella (Alta Valtellina) attraverso sondaggi elettrici 46-3289
Snow water equivalent, Tundra. verticali. Risultati e problemi1 , Icing test on a horizontal axis wind turbine.
46-3277 Resnati, C.,etal, Comitatoglaciologicoitahiano. Bol- Rong, J.Q., et al, Wind engineering, 1991, 15(2).
iolocene variations of the Vedretta della Lobbia lettino. Ser. 3. Geografia fisica e dinamica quater- p.109-113, 7 refs.

(Adamello Group, Central Alps). 1Variazioni oloce- n'ria, 1990, 13(2), p.171-177, In Italian with English Bose, N., Brothers, C.. Lodge, M.
nichc della Vedretta della Lobbia (Gruppo dell- summary. 23 refs. Wind power generation, Electric equipment Perform-
'Adamello, Alpi Centrali)], Smiraglia, C. ance, Electric power, Ice accretion. Propellers, Freez-
Baroni, C.. et al, Comitato glaciologico italiano. B0l- Rock glaciers, Periglacial processes, Sounding, Geo- ing rain, Simulation, Air flow
lettino. Set. 3. Geografia fisica e dinamica quater- electricity, Electrical resistivity. Permafrost thickness,
naria, 1990, 13(2), p. 
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- 119, In Italian with English Italy-Valtellina.

summary. 42 refs. 46-3290
Carton, A. 46-3283 Development and low temperature test of the genera-
Paleoclimatology, Moraines. Glacial geology, Lichens, Periglacial deposits in Sardinia: the blockstreams tor of a wind turbine system for Antarctica.
Geomorphology, Age determination, Italy-Alps. near Pranu Mannu. Kimura, S., et al, Wind engineering. 1991, 15(2).
46-3278 Ginesu, S., Comitate glaciologico italhano. Bollet- p. 1

14-127, 6 refs.
Glacial traces in the "Parco Nazionale d'Abruzzo" tino. Ser. 3. Geografia fisica e dinamica quternar f a, lshizawa, K., Susuki, K.
area (Central Apennines): preliminary note. tLe 1940, 13(2), p.1

7
9-181. With Italian summary. 10 Electric equipment, Electric power, Wind power gen-

tracce glaciali nel Parco Nazionale dAbruzzo (Appen- rfs. eration, Cold weather performance, Design, Wind fac-
nino Centrale): nota preliminarel, Penglacial processes, Pleistocene, Italy-Sardita. tors, Low temperature tests.
Cinque, A., et al, Comitatoglactiologico italiano. Bol- 46-3284 This paper describes the low temperature testing of a wind
lettino. Ser. 3. Geografia fisica e dinamica quater- Preliminary measurements of the northern gaucier of turbine system to be utilized for producing and supplying elc-naria,1990. 3(2).p.121-33, InItalin withEnglis Tarn~at mesurerincitte norterno.ser trcitynt anmobervatontcam cincAnarctia.gThegeneraoriin
naria. 1990, 13(2), p. 121-133, In Italian with English Tam Flat (Victoria Land, Antarctica). aMtsure stalled in the wind turbine system was newly designed Test
summary. 32 refs. preliminari sul ghiacciaio settentrionale di Tarn Flat results indicate that the generator will perform efficiently even
Pleistocene, Glaciation, Italy-Apennines. (Terra Vittoria, Antartide)1 , in the low temperature corresponding to that of the obser ation
46-3279 Meneghel, M., Comiftao glacialpgico italiano. Bol- camp. (Auth. mod.)
Greenland lee-Core Project. A program of drilling lettino. Set. 3. Geoagrafia fisica e dinamica quater-
in the lee Cap by the European Science Foundation. naria, 1990, 13(2), p.183-185, In Italian with English
Ell Progetto GRIP: Greenland Ice-Core Project. Un summary. 8 refs. 46-3291
programma di perforazione della calotta groenlandese Glacier surveys, Glacier tongues, Glacier oscillation, Upper ocean general circulation model for climate
organizzato dalla European Science Foundationl, Glacier ablation, Glacier alimentation, Glacial ero- studies: global simulation with seasonal cycle.
Maggi, V., Comitatoglaciologicoitaliano. Bollettino. siop., Antarctica-Victoria Land. Yuen, C.W., et al, Climate dynamics, Feb. 1992,
Ser. 3. Geografia fisica e dinamica quaternara, The work reports the survey made onasmall glacier mainly fed 7(1), p.1-18, 60 refs.
1990. 13(2), p.135-138. In Italian with English sum- bywindblownsnowinthedeglaciatedareaofTarnFlat, during Cherniawsky, J.Y., Lin, C.A., Mysak, L.A.
mary. 10 refs. the 5th Italian expedition of the Programma Nazionale di Ri- Climatology, Ocean currents, Simulation, Atmospher-
Paleoclimatology, Drilling, Ice cores. Greenland. cherche in Antartide. A net of 15 stakes has been placed on ic circulation, Sea ice distribution. Climatic factors,

the glacier to measure deformations, velocity, and accumulation Heat balance, Air ice water interaction, Periodic vansa-
46-3280 and ablation rates. To check the position of the snout 5 points
Late Cenozoic glacial history of the Terra Nova Bay have been arranged. This glacier. because of its small size, tions.
region, northern Victoria Land, Antarctica. could give clear evidence of even weak environmental changes. In this paper the global ocean circulation with a seasonal cycle
Orombelli. G.. et al. Comitato glcpinlogico italiano. (Auth.) has been simulated with a two-and-a-half layer upper-ocean

model. This model was developed for the purpose of coupling
Bollettino. Ser. 3. Geogratia fisica e dinamica quater- 46-3285 to an atmospheric general circulation model for climate studies
naria, 1990, 13(2), p. 139-163, With Italian summary. Case of sudden evolution of Monviso glaciers: the ice on decadal time scales. A thermodynamic sea-ice model is
33 refs. avalanche of Upper Coolidge Glacier. tUn episoeio coupled to the mixed layer. The model is forced at the surfaceBaroni. C.. Denton. G.H. with seasonally varying (a) observed wind stress. (b) heat fluxes.Gacial g..eoogy, Paeoci , Gparossistico ncll'evolizione dei ghiacciai del Gruppo as defined by an atmospheric equilibrium temperature, and (c)Glacial geology, Paleoclimatology, Geomorphology, del Monviso: il crollo del Ghiacciaio Superiore di Coo- Newtonian-type surface salt fluxes. The overall global distri-
Ice sheets, Climatic changes, Alpine glaciation, An- lidge], butions of mixed layer temperature. salinity and thickness are
tarctica-Terra Nova Bay. Antarctica-East Antarc- Mortara, G., et al, Comitato glaciologico italiano. favorably reproduced. Sea ice distributions agree well with ob-
tica. Bollettino. Sec. 3. Geografla fisica e dinamica quater- servations except in the interiors of the Ross and Weddell Seas.A realistic time rate of change of heat storage is simulated.Glacial geological and geomorphological research in the Terra eria, 1990, 13(2), p. 187-189, In Italian with English Ahr sas realistic tierate ofrcangeportfro heat storg high smlatetdes
Nova Bay region was undertaken to decipher late Cenozoic ice- na There is also realistic heat transport from low to high latitudes.
sheet behavior in northern Victoria Land. The work is part of summary. 4 refs. (Auth. mod.)
a continuing program to understand and anticipate the response Dutto, F.
of the antarctic ice sheet to climatic change. The Transantarc- Avalanche formation, Avalanche mechanics, Climatic
tic Mountains irland of Terra Nova Bay exhibit four major factors, Italy-Alps. 46-3292
landscapes: 1) deep troughs propagated inland by headward
cutting; 21 well-developed alpine glacial topography (with 46-3236 Arctic radiation deficit and climate variability.
cirques. ridges, horns, and spurs); 3) relict summit mesas; and Reports in the glaciological survey of 1989. tRela- Graf, H.F., Climate dynamics. Feb. 1992, 7(1). p.19-
4) undulating coastal piedmonts that are tilted seaward. Trim- zioni della campagna glaciulogica 1989j, 28, 44 refs.
lines superimposed on the alpine and outlet-trough topographymark the maximum possible expansion of the northern Victoria Armando, E., et al, Comitato glacialagica taliana. Climaticchanges. Air temperature, Snowcoverdistri-
Land ice cover since erosion of the alpine topography. Thisex- Bollewno. Scr. 3. Geogralfiatisicacdinam icaqquater- bution, Solar radiation, Radiation balance, Aerosols.
pansion was minor in the upper reaches of outlet glaciers and naria, 1990, 13(2), p.191-239, In Italian. Atmospheric attenuation, Volcanic ash. Simulation.
in mountain accumulation areas while it represented great Smiraglia, C.. Zanon, G. Climatic factors.
thickening in the co-tal area. There is no definitive evidence Glacier surveys, Glacier oscillation, Climatic factors.
that the East Anxe ic ice sheet overrode northern Victoria
Land nunataks or ii,:- 'ains. Several glacial drifts have been 46-3287 46-3293
differentiated. Terra Nova Bay drift (late Wisconsin) is well- Motion of a granular avalanche in an exponentially Numerical modeling of the onvective snow cloud
exposed and preserved along coastal ice-free areas, where it was
cut beginning 7,000-8.000 yr B.P. by beaches now up to 30 m curved chute: experiments and theoretical predic- over the Sea of Japan-precipitation mechanism and
above present sea level. The Terra Nova drift limit can be tions. sensitivity to ice crystal nucleation rates.
traced far inland aling the main glaciers. During late Wiscon- Hutter, K., et al, Royal Society of London. Philo- Ikawa. M., et al, Meteorological Society of Japan.
sin time. the glacier thickening was greatest in coastal regions. sophical transactions, Jan. 15, 1991, 334A(1633), Journal, Dec. 1991, 69(6), p.
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where a grounded piedmont glacier filled Terra Nova Bay. p.93-138, 23 refs. summary. 39 refs.
The Terra Nova piedmont glacier was probably part of a ma- Koch, T. Cloud physics, Precipitation (meteorology). Snow pcl-
rine-based ice sheet in the inner Ross Embayment. High-
elevation striations in the Eisenhower Range seem to have been Avalanche mechanics, Avalanche forecasting, Rheolo- lets, Ice crystal growth, Cloud droplets, Weather fore-
carved during Terra Niova glaciation. If so. local mesa ice caps gy, Internal friction, Mass flow, Simulation, Math- casting, Simulation, Meteorological factors. Homo-
and mountain glaciers expanded to feed the Terra Nova ematical models, Correlation. geneous nucleation.
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46-3294 46-3303 Ing Chlorophylla shv'eda direct reiaton with prmary po.-

Interfacial and bulk electrolyte properties in frozen Simple mathematical model for rime and glaze-ice ductiof yanrdman bmnerse relation with Mg.sugShting-the release
elecrolte tudes, ccrtio du to reeingrai on hozonai ane of Mg from biogenic matter Offshore. phosphate-phosphoruselectrolyte studies. accretion due tacreei, rain on a horizontal plane (PO4-P as significantly, correlated witrate-hr

Borkowska. Z., et al. Electrochimica acts, Mar. surface. (NO3-N) and inversely correlated with primar) productisi)
1992, 37(3), p.565-56 8, 24 refs. Poots, G., et at, Atmospheric environment, Apr. and chlorophyll a. indicating the utilization of P04-P during
Cappadonia, M., Slimming, U. 1992, 26A(6), p.1029-1040, 30 refs. high production. Significantly elesated conceritrauions of
Frozen liquids, Dielectric properties, Ice electrical Skelton, P.L.I. chlorophyll a. primary productisity and Mg. marked by a con-

properties, Clathrates, Hydrates, Charge transfer, Ice accretion, Liquid solid interfaces, Glaze, Hoar- saidrable decrease in nutrients. were observed at a frontal zone
Water structure, Electrical resistivity, Layers, Proton frost, Phase transformations. Raindrops, Heat transfer, beiween 64 and 62S (Aiih mod
transport. Power line icing, Mathematical models. Boundary 46-3312

value problems. Source and calving of ice island ARLIS-Il.
46-3295 46-3304 Jeffries. M.O., Polar record, Apr. 1992, 28(165).
Chemistry of a near-shore lake region during spring Red Dog: Cominco's arctic experience pays off again. p.137-144, 15 refs.
snowmelt. Kral, S., Mining e&gineering, Jan. 1992, 44(1), p.43. Ice islands. Calving, Glacial geology, Origin.
Gubala, C.P., et a[, Environmental science & technolo- 49, 2 refs. 46-3313
gy, Dec. 1991. 25(12), p.2024-2030, 38 refs. Mining, Cold weather operation, Quarries. Mixing characteristics of submerged and surface was-
Driscoll, C.T., Newton, R.M., Schofield, C.L. 46-3305 tewater outfalls at McMurdo Station.
Lake water. Chemical properties, Water pollution, Field measurement of anchor forces, ground tempera- Railsback, S.F., Polar record. Apr. 1992, 28(165).
Snowmelt, Snow impurities, Runoff, Limnology, tures, and pore-water pressures behind a retaining p.149-154. 7 refs.
Ecology, Sampling, Hydrology. structure in northwestern Ontario. Ice melting, Ice water interface, Wastes. W ater treat-

Eigenbrod, K.D., et at, Canadian geotechnical journal. ment, Computerized simulation, Antarctica-McMur-
46-3296 Feb. 1992, 29(1), p.112-116, With French summary. do Station.
Chronology and sources of anthropogenic trace met- 6 refs. The mixing characteristics of the existing surface wastewater
als in sediments from small, shallow arctic lakes. Burak, J.P. discharge and a proposed submerged wastewater outfall at
Hermanson. M.H., Environmental science & tech- Supports, Anchors, Soil pressure, Frost action, Loads McMurdo Station are compared The wastewater is a combi-
nology, Dec. 1991, 25(12), p.20 59 -2064, 50 refs. (forces), Soil temperature, Mechanical properties, Pile nation of sanitary sewage and brine from a desalination plant

Dispersion from a proposed submerged (U 5 m-deep) outfall was
Lake water, Metals, Water pollution, Bottom sedi- structures. simulated using theCORMIXI computer model The mixing
mient. Air pollution, Waste disposal, Sampling, Sew- 46-3306 characteristics of the surface discharge were estimated from

age, Lacustrine deposits. Effects of fireezing on the infrastructure of clay roads visual observations and a conceptual analysis. The wastewater
in Quebec. tEffets du gel sur lea infrastructures rou- was found to be less dense than ambient seawater From the

46.3297 tieres argileuses au Quebecl, submerged outfall, the effluent is predicted to be diluted by
ratios ranging from 80:1 to 450:1 between the point of discharge

Fractionation of cesium isotopes and Sr-90 in snow- Roy, M., et al, Canadian geotechnicaljournal, Feb. and the point where the effluent plume begins to spread out
melt run-off and lake waters from a contaminated 1992, 29(1), p.131-142, In French with English sum- underneath the sea ice. The vanation in dilution depends
Norwegian mountain catchment. mary. 10 refs. mostly on tidal current speed, and dilution of the wastewater

Salbu, B., et al, Journal of radioanalytical and nuclear Roadbeds, Subgrade soils, Damage, Frost action, with desalinator brine is predicted to provide onl) minor reduc-
chemstsry- -aiicles. Jan. 1992, 156(1), International Freeze thaw cycles, Bearing strength, Mechanical tionsin concentrationsoftheeffluent The heat content of the
Conference on Low-level Measurements of Actinides properties, Excavation. discharge plume from a submerged outfall is enpected to cause

at least partial melting of the sea ice from underneath A sur-
and Long-lived Radionuclides in Biological and Envi- 46-3307 face discharge provides much less mixing with ambient water
ronmental Samples, 3rd, Bombay, India. Jan. 29-Feb. Effect of microcracking on the deformation of ice. before the effluent spreads along tidal cracks and underneath
2, 1990. Proceedings. Edited by N.P. Singh, p.7-20, Jordaan, I.J., et al, Canadian geotechnical journal, the sea ice. The submerged discharge is expected to confine
16 refs. Feb. 1992, 29(1), p.143-150. With French summary. settleable wastewater solids to a benthic area near the outfall.

but a surface discharge allows solids to settle over a wider areaBj~rnstad, H.E., Briltain, J.E. 18 refs. lAuih.)
Lake water, Runoff, Fallout, Snow impurities, Radi- Stone, B.M., McKenna, R.F., Fuglem, M.K.
oactive isotopes. Snowmelt, Sampling, Water trans- Ice deformation, Ice mechanics, Ice strength, Cracking 46-3314
port. Colloids, Watersheds. (fracturing), Rheology, Analysis (mathematics). Ice Depositional environment in and paleoglacial setting

solid interface, Dynamic loads, around Marian Cove, King George Island, Antarctica.
46-3298 46-3308 Hong, S.M., et al. Korean journal of polar research.
Freeze concentration beats the heat. Sensitivity of soil freezing simulated by the SHAW Dec. 1991, 2(2), p.73-85, In Korean with English sum-
Rosen, J.. Mechanical engineering, Dec. 1990. model. Mary. Refs. p.83-85.
112(12), p.46-50. Flerchinger, G.N.. American Society of Agriculrural Glacial deposits. Paleoclimatol-)gy. Glacier oscillation,
Freezing. Manufacturing, Freezers, Performance, Cost Engineers. Transactions, Nov.-Dec. 1991, 34(6), Antarctica-Marian Cove.
analysis. p.
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, 27 refs. Core sediments of Marian Cove are classified into 3 sedimen-
Soil freezing, Frost penetration, Simulation, Soil tern- tary facies: waterlain till of the lower part. accumulated lust

,Frost forecasting, Hydrology, below the grounding line; interlaminated ice-proximal deposits
46-3299perture, Accuracy, of the middle part. formed by the combination of underwater

Inelastic mncoherent neutron scatteriang study o Physical properties. flow and iceberg dumping; and compound glacial-marine sedi-
Ihl, 11, IX, V and VI in the region from s0-dy oV 46-3309 ments of the upper part. deposited at a sedimentary en viron-
Li. J.C., et at Journal of physics: condensed moer, Benefits of wheat stubble strips for conserving snow ment similar to the present. These facies. to.ard the top, are

Li. .C. etalJoural f pysis: cndesedmaterchatracterized by the sequence of depositional events formed by
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gy, Mar. 1990, 38(1). p. 1

7
-27

, With French summary. models. Sakai, H.
41 refs. 46-3377 Impurities, Remanent magnetism, Firm, Depth hoar.
Marine deposits. Bottom sediment, Palcoecology, Abbreviated test report for the technical feasibility Dust, Volcanic ash, Snow impurities.
Stratigraphy. Sea level, Exploration, Fossils, Upwell- test of the Lightweight Extreme Weather Shelter Magnetization process of dirt-snow containing fine-grained
ing. Crude oil, Beaufort Sea. (LEWS). magnetic minerals was investigated in order to understand the

San Giorgio, D., U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Corn- acquisition mechanism of natural remanent magnetization46.3369 mand. Cold Regions Test Center. Report, Apr. (NRM) by dirt-ice layers in Antarctica. Two types of NRM
Hydraulic/geomorphic relationships in a braided to 1992. USATECOM Proj No.8-ES-975-LEW-003, acquisition mechanisms in the geomagnetic field (GMF) aremadrin transition. proposed: (I) magnetic grains align along the GMF when theymeandering 21p. + appends. drop onto the surfaces of underlying snow due to vaporization
Neill. C.R.. ct al, MP 3074, XXIV IAHR Congress, Portable shelters, Military equipment, Snow loads, of snow; (2) the magnetic grains are rotated to align in the GMF
Madrid, Sep. 9-13, 1991, Madrid, International As- Cold weather tests. direction on the snow surfaces b) the torque with the GMF and
sociation for Hydraulic Research, 1991, p.A/139- - the NRM. The compaction of the natural snow at formation
A/ 147. 9 refs. 46-3378 of depth hoar works to flatten the NRM direction. Probably
Collins, C.M. Progress report on analysis of differential attenuation the antarctic dirt-ice has acquired NRM during the periods of
River flow, Sediment transport, Channels (water- radar data obtained during WISP-91. accumulation of snow and magnetic grains and formation of the
ways), Flood control, Hydraulics, United States- Martner, B.E., et al, U.S. National Oceanic and Atmo- depth hoar. The NRM of dirt-snow and -ice are useful for un-
Alaska-Tanana River. spheric Administration. Environmental Research derstanding the glacial dynamicý and paleomagnetism of the

Laboratories. Wave Propagation Laboratory. antarctic ice sheet. (Auth. mod.)
46-3370 NOAA technical memorandum, Oct. 1991, ERL
Skiing: the shortest path is not the fastest. tSki: le WPL-215, 4

3
p., PB92-133800. 13 refs. 46-3386

chemin le plus court nest pas le plus rapide], Kropfli. R.A., Ash, L.E., Snider, J.B. No summer lay-ups with new icebreakdng/support
Rcinisch. G., La recherche. Mar. 1992, Vol.23, p.356- Aircraft icing, Ice forecasting, Radar echoes, Radi- ship.
357. In, French. 4 refs. ometry. Supercooled clouds. Unfrozen water content, North. R.. Offshore. Mar. 1992, 52(3). p.101-102.
Skis, Snow surface. Atmospheric attenuation, Data processing. Icebreakers, Ships. Pipe laying.
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46&3387 46-3398 46-3403
Ont the frozen force between snow and ethylene tetra- Spae" radar observation of the dyaamics of the ice Hydrothermal regime and ice formation in the central
fluoride resin. coast and the drift of icebergs in the Antarctic. part of the Akademinya Nauk Glacier. Severaaya Zea-
Kobayashi. S., et al. Niigata University. Research Krovotyntsev, V.A., et al. Soviet journal of remote lyn. [Gidrotermichesk~i) rezhim i l'doobrazosanie v
Institutle for Hazar ds in Snowy Areas. Annual rcporl, sensing, Feb. 1992, 9(4), p.672-6 8 7, Translated from tsentral'nol chasti lednika Akademoi N auk no, Severnol
1990. No.12.p.I-6.7rcib. For another sourcescee46- Isslediovanic Zemli iz kosmosa, 1991. 16 refs. Zemlel,
2246. For an earlier Japanese version see 43-3523. Milekhin, O.E., Popov, V I., Spiridonov. 112G. Zagorodnov, V.S., et al, Akademuis nauk SSSR. In-
Satow, K. Spaceborne photography, Calving.l Icebergs, Drift, stitut geograrii. Materuisy Ilistsiologcheskik is-
Snow loads, Ice adhesion, Roofs. Plastics snow fric- Radar tracking. Side looking radar, Velocity measure- siedovatib. Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.36-43, In Russian with
tion, Resins. Snow removal. ment. Ice surveys. English summary. 18 refs.

Radar observations from oceanographic satellites are used to Glacial hydrology, Ice formation. Hydrothermal pro-
46-3388 observe the dynamics of the ice coast of Antarctica and the cesses, Snow accumulation, Firn stratification.
Characteristics of Icing observed at the Hoghetta ice breaking away of gigantic icebergs The paper describes a digi-
dome in northern Spitsbergen. tat radar map of Antarctica at 3rcm wavelength, generated in
Izumi, K., Niigata. University. Research Institute 1986- The trajectory of the drift of a gigantic iceberg in the 46-3404
for Hazards in Snowy Areas. Annual report, 1990, Ross Sea is reconstructed for the period from 1988 to 1989. Cryogenic structure of loose sediments in Spitaber-

No.1. p7-l, 7ref. Fr anthe sorcesee46-The paper considers the dynamics of the breaking away of three gen. (Kriogennoe stroenie rykhlykh otlozhenii
N 12207.7-3 giganticnohr ouc se46 icebergs in the Weddell Scain 1984-1990. The sires hibrgn,
Icing. Ice accretion. Meteorological factors. Ice air in- oficeber aondithen caracdtermistics ofthei rfti wne n Vtiurin. B.1., Akademnai naukl SSSR. Institur geo-
terface, Glacial meteorology. Impurities. Norway- wnecodtnsaeeerid.Ath)graffi. .4fatrenly ghatsiologicheskikh issiledo~anA.
Spitsbergen. 4339Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.43-49, In Russian with English

46-33"summary. 13 refs.
46.3389 Propagation velocityr of electronmagnetic waves inI gla- Sediments. Geocryology. Permafrost, Glacial depos-
Geochemlcal study of ground water recharge and ciers as an indicator of their hydrothermal state, its. Lacustrine deposits. Alluvium.
movement in Nagaooka area, structure and regime. lSkorost'rasprostraneniia elek-
Sato. 0., et al, Niigata. University. Research Insti- tromagnitnykh voln v lednikakh kak pokazatel' ikh
tute for Hazards in Snowy Areas. Annual report. gidrotermicheskogo sostoianiiia, stroeniia i rezhima], 46-3405
1990. No.l12, p.45-55, In Japanese with English sum- Vasilenko, E.V., et alAkademiianaukSSSR.. Instit -utSefoilain ofaswlarinnavach
mary. 17 refs. geografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- catchanent and the mechanisma of slab avalanche for-
Suzuki. K. sledovanit. Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.3 -17 , In Russian with maation. 1Avtokolebaniia snezhnogo plants v lavinos-
Ground water. Geochemistry. Soil pollution Water English summary. 41 refs. bore, volnovody v snezhnol tolshche i mekhanizin
chemistry, Water pollution, Fallout, J&pan-_Nagaoka. Macheret, ((T IA., Monhalevskll, M.I10. obrazovaniia plastovykh lavin1.

Glaciers. Electromagnetic properties, Water content, Kazakov, N.A., et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut
46-3390 Velocity measurement, Hydrothermal processes. geograli- Materialy Slhatsiologicheskikh is-
Meteorological data at Yamakoshi, Niigata Prfc sledlovanhi. Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.49-57. In Russian with
ture, during the winters of 1985-1986 and 1996-1987. 46-3400 English summary. 19 refs.
Irumi. K.. et al, Niigata. University. Research Insti- Fatr n h aua ytmo lie aito.Dreviki. N.R.
lute for Hazards in Snowy Areas. Annual report. (0 faktorakh i prirodnol sisteme gornogo oledene- Avala, nche mechanicsh.AvlnhfomtnOcla
1 990, No. 12, p.7 9-92 . In Japanese. 4 refs. niiaj,tinSosragrhy
Kobayashi, S.. Aoyama. K. Verkulich,.SR.. et al.Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut
Meteorological data. Snow accumulation. Air temper- eorfi Mtray gitsloihkih Is- 46-3406

atue, intr.Japn-Nigas refctue.sledovanfl, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p. 17-2 3 , In Russian with Impact Of an avalanche on an obstacle. lDavlenie

46-3391 English summary. 13 refs. snezhnol laviny na prepiatstviej,
fluctuations in the warming etfecf ofoceans on global Moskalenko, 1.0. Runich. AN.,. Akaderniia nauk SSSR. Institot geo-
climate. 1Kolebaniia otepliaiushchego vllianiia okea- Alpine glaciation, Mountain glaciers. Climatic factors. 9g1f~i Mate ia/y ghasrsiologicheskikh 1,sidovrnt),

no agoblnlklmtGeomorphology, Geologic processes. Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p.57-66, In Russian with English
nov a glbalnl klmat.summary. 31 refs.

Aleksecv. G.V.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Dok- Avalanche mechanics, Snow compression, Snow plan-
lady. Sep.-Oct. 1991, 320(l), p. 70 -7 3. In Russian. 46-3401
Podgornyl. I.A.. Sviashchennikov, P.N. Glaclocllmiatic characteristics of antarctic glaciers as ticity. Snow loads. Mathematical models.
Global change. Global warming. Ocrans, Mathemati- a reflectfon of general planetary atmospheric pro-
cal models, Water temperature, Climatic changes, Air cesses. tGliatsioklimaticheskie kharakteristiki an- 46-3407
water interactions. Air temperature. tarkticheskikh lednikov--otrazhenie obshcheplainetar- Role of superimposed ice in mass transfer of glaciers

46.392nykh atmosfemykh protsessovj, in continental regions. [Rol* nalorhennogo I'da v
46-3392Z7kharoý, V.G., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- massooibmene lednikov kontinental'nykh ralonov).

Ciarlaod. a Finnish-bulls coastguard vessel for Swe- stitut geografi. Materiaiy giiatsiologicheskikh is- Mikhalenko. V.N.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. In-
den. sledovanit. Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.2 3 -2 9. In Russian with stitut geografli. Matenialy gliarsiologicheskiikh is-
Lenton. H.T., Maritime defence. Feb. 1991, 16(2), English summary. 25 refs. sledovanh, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.67-7 1.In Russian with
p.3 8. Khmelevskaia. L.V. English summary. 13 refs.
Ships. Design. Specifications, Ice navigation. Atmospheric circulation, Snow accumulation, Glacier Ushnurtsev, S.N.

46-3393 oscillation. Mass transfer. Glacier thickness, Glacier tongues. Ice
Small, multi-purpose, arctic patrol vessel. The main features of the global circulation of the atmosphere formation, Glacier melting. Glacier oscillation. Gla-
Lenton. H.T.. Maritime defence. Feb. 1991, 16(2), are meridional and zonal forms of transfers, It is noteworthy cier mass balance.

p.39.thai the interrelations between their duration are sot permanent
DesignIce navgation, and respond to climatic fluctoations. This relationship also4630

Ships. ein Specifications, Ienvgto. changes throughout the year, especially in spring and ins autumn4630
46334daring transitional periods of the rearrangement of the boric Glacloteetonic formations in the Cherskiy Range
46-394field of the Earth. This is mainly caused by the abrupt changle (Ulakhan-Chistayskiy Ridge). tGliatsiotcktoni-

.'Polar Circle," a high-spec replacement for "Endur- of the polar night by the polar day. seasonal changes Cof the cheskie obrazovaniia v gornof sisteme Cherskogo. khr.
ance". underlying surface, the growth of temperature contrasts and Ulakhar.-Chistal],
Lenton. Hr.., Maritime defence, Nov. 1991, 16(l11), some other factors. Considerable temperature contrasts con- Spektor. V.B., et al, Akardemija nauk SSSR. Institut
p.35 7 -3 58. tribute to the development of active meridional transfers, in the

Icerekes.Deig. peifcaioscourse of which the synchronism of the atmospheric circulation geogirafli Mat erialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-
Icebeakes. esig, Spcifcatins.of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres is pronounced. sledovarth, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.7 1-74. In Russian with

46-3395 Analysis of the perennial changes in the duration of spring and English summary. 3 refs.
Enhancement of photoyield associated with disrup- pre-winter circulation seasons ofrthe Northern Hemisphere and Terskikh. S.N.

tio ofboningdurng dsobat sulimtio, long-term changes in the antarctic glacier fluctuations and snow Glacial geology. Tectonics.tionof ondng urig adorbte ublmaton. accumulation in Ccv -al Antarctica have shown that a certain
Chakarov. D.V., et al, Surface science letters. Nov. relationship exists between the two latter properties. This rela-
1991. 258(1-3), p.1-69 1I-1-696, 21 refs. tionship is based on the dependence of the disintegration of the 46-3409
Ho. W. floating part of Antarctica on the rate o~fcyclonic activity. In- Cirques and glaciers of Tenlanyy Range. (Katy tHed-
Ice physics. Ice sublimation. Hydrogen bonds, Decom- terpretation of the data has shown that in 1881-1970 the long- niki khrebta Tenianyll,
position. Raito bopin ufc .pris term changes in the duration oif spring and pre-wintier circult- Sedov R.V., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo-

Spc radiemeation abecsortin Sufc rpris ion seasons of the Northern Hemisphere and the changes i ~ aeil lssooihs~ sldvnt
Spectra. Temperature effects. ~glacioctimatic indices of Antarctica were synchronous and re. grafi Maeaygitsooihsih sldvn)
46-396flected the global nature of seasonal atmospheric processes of Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p.7 4-78, In Russian with English

Cahdi6 rte-33frie-ongsIs.Mtr6hp the transitional periods. lAuth. mod.) summary. 4 refs.
Cathdicprotctin fo ic-gong sips Motr sipGlacier surveys, Cirque glaciers. Glacier ablation.

Apr. 1989. 70(829), p.17-18.
Ships. Icebreakers, Corrosion, Countermeasures. Elec- 46,3402
tric equipment, Design, Cold weather oprto. Characteristics of the atructure and ice formation con- 46.34 10

opeatin. ditions in a firm pack on the Austfounna, Nordaustlan- Mass balance of the Pervenets Glacier in the Chukot-
46-3397 det. tOsobennosti stroeniia i uslovil l'doobrarovaniia skiy Highland. 1Balsns massy lednika Pervenets na
Detection of hail on radar images. v firnovol tolshche Vostochnogo ledianogo polia na Chukotskom nagor'e],
Bukharov. M.V.. Soviet journal of remote sensing, Severo-VostochnoY Zemie1. Secdov. R.V.. et al, Akademniis nauk SSSR. Inst itut
Feb. 1992, 9(4). p.652-664. Translated from Issledova- Sinklevich, S.A., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institutgeo- geografih: Maferialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-
nie Zemli ir kosmosa. 1991. 9 refs. grafli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanii. sledovanil. Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.79-8 1, In Russian with
Hail clouds. Remote sensing, Radar photography. De- Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.29-36, In Russian with English English summary.
tcction. Scattering. Image processing. Side looking ra- summary. 12 refs. Turenko. S.A-, ivankin, A.A.
dar. Precipitation (meteorology). Firn stratification. Ice formation. Ice structure. Glacier mass balance, Glacier ablation.
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46-3411 46-3418 46-3425
Nitrogen compound content in glaciers on the south- Insoluble inicroparticles in the bottom part of an ice Current state and prospects ine the de~velopment of the
em slope of EI'brus. tSoderzhanie soedineni] azota v core from the Austfonna, Nordausianadet. (Nerast- GIS -Glaciologyt". [Oblik iperspckti'.) sozdanila
lednikakh iuzhnogo sklona El'brusa]. vorimyc mikrovkliucheniia v pridlonnot chasti ledian- GIS "Glatsiologiia"1 ,
Bazhev, A.B.. et al. .4kademiia nauk SSSR. Irsistie nogo kerna vostochnogo ledianogo polia nat Severo- Knizhnikov, ELF.. et al, Akademiij iaulk SSSR. In-
geografli. Alaterialy ghiatsiologicheskikh is- vostochnol zemle], stitut geografli. Materialy gliatsiologichesidh is-
sledovanji. Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.82-86, In Russian with Arkhipov, S.M., et al, Akademnija nauk SSSR. In- siedovani2. Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p 13

5
-140, In Russian

English summary. 13 refs. stitut geografihi Afarerialy gliarsioiogicheskikh is- with Englhsh suummar). I1 I efs.
Ice composition, Glacier ice. Firn stratification. sledovani, Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.115-119. In Russian Kravtsosu. %. 1.

with English summary. 5 refs. Glaciology. Data processing. Computer programs.
46-412Ice cores, Pollen. Microclement content, Ice composi- Computer applications.

C46-b34 evli1aCua2a gair.thrnbl tion, Particles, Microanalysis, Scanning electron mi-tornby'lsve chn c Caucazsia oglairo~ hroy croscopy. 46-3426
skil gorizont v osceKvasoolcdnikal, GIS *Glaciology": the "Snow cover" subsystem.
Popovnin. V.V.. Akademiia nauk. SSSR. Institutgeo- EG15 "Gliatsiologiia": podsistema "Snczhnyi pol.-
gratli. Materialy gliarsiologicheskikh issledovani). 46-3419 ros"1]IOct. 1990, Vol.70, p.86-92. In Russian with English Excessive pressure in the pores of a snow cover. tOb Tsarev. B.K.. .Akademniia nauk SSSR. Institut geo-
summary. 1 7 refs. izbytochnomn davlenli v porakh snezhnol tolshchij. grafli M~atenaiy gsitasioiogicheskilth jssleorani),
Environmental impact, Ice physics, Glacier ice. Radi- Samofliuk, V.I., Akadermiia nauk SSSR. Institugco- Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p. 14 1-144, In Russian with English
oactivity, Fallout. grafli. Matrenaly giiarsiologicheskikh issledot'ani., summary. 9 refs.

Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.1 119-12 1, In Russian with English Snow cover. Data processing, Computer programs.
463413summary. 3 refs. For an earlier version see 44-356. Computer applications.46-3413Snow cover, Snow density, Porosity, Atmospheric

Map of dynamic conditions in the bed of early ice prcssure, Thermodynamics. 46-3427
sheets in USSR territory. (Karla dmnamicheskikh us- GIS "Glaciology'": the "Glaciers" subsystem. (GIS
lovil na lozhc drevnikh lednikovykh polcrovov na ter- "Gliatsiologiia": podsistemaLenk.
ritorii SSSR], 46-3420
Balseva, V.A.. et al, Akademnija nauk SSSR. Instibtu Reconnaissance studies of the Lunnyy Dome. Kuz'michenok, V.A.. Akadenzta nauk SSSR. Institut
geogratfli. Materialy giiatsiologicheskikh is- tRckognotsirovochnye issledovaniia na kupole Lun- &eo ai Alat erialy gliamowiogicheskikh is-
sledovanh, Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.93-95, In Russian with nyl1 , sledovanh, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.144-1SO. In Russuiai
English summary. 5 refs. Sin'kevich, S.A., et al, Akademiia nauk SS5R. In- with English summary.
Tarusov, ANV. stitiit geografli. M~ateriaiy gfiatsiologicheskikh is Data processing, Glacier mass balance. Glacier sur-
Pleistocenc, Paleoclimatology, Ice cover. Mapping. sledovani,, Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p.121, In Russian. veys, Computcr programs. Glacier oscillation. Com-

Korolev. P.A., Smirnov, K.E. puter applications.
Glacier ice. Thermal regimc. Firn stratification, Ice 46.3428

46-3414 cores. s Gcoog"th Aaace" ubyem
Transformation of the geochemical characteristics of ~GIS "Glacsiologyi": podisem"vaanhs susi ystem
snow cover doring an ablation period. [Preobrazova- 46-342 Kratsoa. VI., et al Akadsemia n'auk SSR Is uru
nie gcokhimichcskikh kharaktcristik snezhnogo pok- Has42 Euoencoeainbgni nacia KN- gorafiiov. V.I.,etaly glemia naigichSkikh Isis.t
rova v period abliatsii1 , HsErpa oprto eu nAtrtc.[a cgal. Mtnl h~ilgcekk s
Arkhipov, S.M., et al, Akademifia nauk SSSR. In chalo evropelskogo sotrudnichestva v Antarktide?]. sledovanis. Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p. 15 0-1 52, In Russian
stitut geografin. Materialy glisarsioiogicheskikh is- Kotliakov. V.M., Akademtija nauk SSSR. Institur with English summary. 7 refs.
siedovani), Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.95-101, In Russian geografii Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- Kanaev. L.A.
with English summary. I I refs. sledovanAh, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.122.156, In Russian. Data processing. Avalanches, Computer programs.

EseA.V., Vostokova. T.A. International cooperation. Meetings. Ice cores, Ice Avalanche forecasting, Mapping. Avalanche engineer-
Snow covcr, Geochcmistry, Snow composition, Abla- tices,~ Paleoclimatology. Antarctica-East Antarc- ing, Computer applications.

toFin Snow srtgahy Ion dcnsity (cn' nta tc, Antarctica-West Antarctica, Antarctica-
tion). ir. srtgay cner-Dome A, Antarctica-Queen Maud Land. 46-3429

lin.This is a report on the seminar "The Paleoclimaie of Antarctica Cartographic data in the GIS "Glaciology". [Karto-
Based on Ice Core Data" held in Grenoble, France. Oct. 29-30, gralicheskais informatsiia v GIS "Gliatsiologiia'j.

46-3415 1990. .Twenty representatives from 7 different European Kuzriaichcnok. V.A.. Akademija nauk SSSR. Institur
Daily variations in the snow surface roughness param- countries. as well as from Australia, the U.S.. U.S.S.R. and geografii. AMaterisly gliatsiologicheskikht is-
eter in Severnaya Zemlya and in Antarctica. [Su- Japan participated. As a result of thin meeting, the following sledovanij. Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.152-156, In Russiankho paamera herkhoatoci neznolpo-priorities were established: deep ice core drilling of Dome A. with English summary. 3 refs.tochnyl ko aaer hrkoaot nznlp-encompassing at least 2 climatic cyctes; deep drilling of the
verkhnosti na Severnol Zemle i v Antarktidej, Queen Maud Land plateau along with a study of recent pro- Data processing, Computer programs. Glacier oscilla-
Arapov, P.P.. et al, Akademifia nauk SSSR. fnstitut ceases in this part of East Antarctica; and combined inestiga- lion, Topographic maps, Mathematical models.
geografii. Matenialy gliatsiologicheskikh is. tions in West Antarctica with deep ice drilling, to study rapid4630
sledovaniji. Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.101-104, In Russian changes in "marnse" ice sheets.4643

withEngish ummry. 1 rfs.Using topographic mapping of the glacio-nival belt as
writhEglish suM may.1 e data for the Geographic Information System "Glaci-

KrglA .46-3422olg" Tpgaihko atgaioai va-
Snow surfacc, Surface roughness, Diurnal va.-iations, Recent tendencies and problems in the development no-logtsia'. o 1T ograft sko artsogralifrovansie niva
USSR-Severnaya Zemlya. of geo-information systems, and their role in Interns- no-giaspehiangoS poias-sosifratsio nnogo~j
The data processing of gradient measurements made in the tionni Geosphere-Blosphere Program studies. obcspecheniioa, GIS. e a~liAadsieiis aukSS .Innear-glacier layer of the atmosphere o eeny elaadrmny cdnsiipolm avti geoinformat. n -irut geografii. Miaterialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-Antarctica has shows that considerable changes in snow surface sionnykh sistem, ikh rol' v issledlovaniiakh po Mezh- sjledovanji. Oct. 1990, Voi.70. p.157-164, In Russianroughness occur throughout a 24 hour period. It is concladed dunarodnol geosferno-biosfcrnol programmej, wt nls umr.1 eathat daily changes of the snow roughness parameter in the polar woitahv Anglis Akudmary. n12 refs.nstf
regions are connected with the alternation of evaporation and KskrvANladni auSSR Istu Topographic maps. Data processing, Computer pro-
sublimation with recrystallization. These processes influence ScOgrailfi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- gas lce uvy.Muti lces lce
the variations in the aerodynamic resistance coefficient of the siedovanit, Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.124-127, In Russian surfaces, Glacier tonureys. onangaces lce
elements of snow surface microrelief. causing the fluctuations in withces Englieh sumaryuesef.
this parameter. lAuth. mod.) Data processing, Global changc, Computer applica- 46-3431

lions. Probability estimation of snow cover capacity on
46-3416 mountain slopes from satellite data as one of the GIS
Studies of the debris-containing ice core from the 46-3423 tasks. 1Veroiatnostnaia olsenka stepeni zasnezhen-
Vavilov Ice Dome. lIssledosvaniia kerna morenoiso- Structure and hardware of geo-lnformation systems. noahj gomnogo regiona po sputnikovoT informatsii kak
derzhashchego l'a lednika Vavilova], [Slruktura i tekhnicheskoe obespechenie gcoinfor- odna iz zadach GISj.
Bol'shiianov, D.IU., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- matsionnykh sistcm], Pichugina, EL.. et al.Akademiia nauk SSSR. Instil ut
stitut gceograffi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- El'man, R.I., Akademniia nauk SSSR. Institut go geo'grafli. Matenaly gliatsiologicheskikh is.
sledovani,. Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.105-110, In Runsian grafli. Materialy glialsiologicheskikh issledos'anhs, sledovann. Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p.164-169. In Russian
with English summary. 5 refs. Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.128-131, In Russian with English with English summary. 8 refs.
Klement'ev, O.L., Korotkov. I.M., Nikolaev, V.I. summary. 1 ref. Taarev, B.K.
Ice cores, Ice composition. Boreholes. Data processing, Computers. Computer applications, Snow cover distribution, Snow cover stability. Data

Mapping. proccssing. Computer programs, Computer applica-

46-3417 lions. Analysis (mathematics), Statistical analysis.
Current state and trends of the glaciation on Bennett 46-3424 46-3432
Island for the last 40 years. 1Sovremennoc soasoianie Using satellite data in geo-information systems. [Is- Prospects for the development of the local glaciologi-
itcndentsii oledleneniia o.Bennetta za poalednie 40 pol'zovanie aerokosmicheskot informatsii v geotnfor- cal GIS for the Dzhanknat Glacier. [Perspektivy soz-

let], matsionnykh sistemakh]. daniia gliatsiologicheskof G15 lokal~nogo urovnia dlia
Verkulich,.SR..etlal. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut Garelik, I.S., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo- lednika Dzhankuatj,
geograrli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- grafli. Materialy gliatsiologichcskikh issledovanir. Popovnin, V.V., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Inst it utgeo-
s/edovtanit, Oct. 1990. Vol. 70, p. I I1- 115, In Russian Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p. 132-135, In Russian with English gralli. Marenialy gliatsioiogicheskikh issledlovaini).
with English summary. 3 refs. summary. 8 refs. Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p. 169-178, In Russian with Etiglish
Krusanov, A.G., Anisimov, M.A. Data processing. Remote sensing, Computers. Coin- summary. 10 refs.
Glaciation. Glacier surveys, Glacier mass balance, puter programs, Image processing, Spaceborne pho- Data processing. Computer programs. Computers,
USSR-Bennett Island. tography. Computer applications. Glacier surveys.
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46-3433 46-3441 46-3450
Local geo-informatlon system project on alpine haz- Annotated list of Soviet literature on glaciology for Annotated bibliography of Soviet literature on glaci-
ards. 1Proekt lokal'nol geoinformatsionnol sistemy 1988. [Annotirusanny! spisok sovetskol literatury po ology for 25 years (1956-1980); part I. [An-
stikhilrto-razerushitel'nykh protscssov v vysokogor'e1 . gltatsiologii zs 1988 god], notirovannaia bibliografiia s..meiskoi iiteratur) p..
Baldina. E.Ar. Akadermija nauk SSSR. Institrutgeo- Kotliakov. V.M., ed. Akademina nauk SSSR. Institut gliatsiologii za 25 let 0i956-1980). 1 chast). .4kale-
grafli. Mfaterialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledoianii. geograrfii Materially gliatsiologichecskikh is- miia nauk SSSR. Institut geografu. Matc-riali giat-
Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p,17 8 -18 2, In Russian with English sledovanii. Oct. 1990. Vol.70. p.20 7-241, In Russian. siologicheskikh issledoianit. Sep. 1983. %'ol -it. 2 87p
summary. 3 refs. Preface in Russian and English. 618 refs- In Russian % ith English table of contents. Refs p I -
Data processing, Computer programs. Countermeas- Chernova, L.P., ed. 285ý
ures, Aerial surveys, Computerized simulation, Coin- Bibliographies, Glaciology. Bibliographies. Glaciology. Snow physics. Stioa com-
puter applicaticois, !.a.~nAvalanches, Mudflows. position, Ice physics. Ice composition. Sno% coscr.

46-3442 Sea ice. Avalanches. Riser ice. Lake ice
4oeligflw ovrvocni34na Scientific workshop on glaciology at the Institute of 46-3451Mdligglacier fo ovr olai cne.Geography. lNauchnyl seminar po gliatsiologii v In- ioaebblgrpyfSoetierteongc-
tModelirovanic rastekaniia lednikov na vulkaniches- stitute geografti AN SSSRI. .4kademita nauk SSSR. Anttdbbigah fSoitltrtr ngai
kikh konusakhj. Instigut geografiii. Mat erialy gliatsiologicheskikh is noliogy for 2 yeligars i (1956-1910) pieartu 2. ABenkevich, VY.V. et al. .4kademiia nauk SSSR. lIn- sledovani). Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p. 24 2. In Russian. ntivaaibbigrii oesiltraryp
stitut grografli. Afatcnialy gltatsiologicheskikh is- Meetings. Glaciology. Research projects. gliatsiologii za 25 let (1956-1980): 11 chast). .Aidd-
sledovanih. Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.182-181, In Russian rmija nauk SSSR. Institut geograt-h. Matearialy Slimi-
with English summary. 9 refs. siologicheskikh isskdovanii. Dec. 198,SI1984).

Bozins0. N. Neede. v0.46-3443 Vol.49. 287 p., In Russian with English table of con-Glacieril surges Glcere'v osilaton, Vocne. Iah nterfacial melting of ice in graphite and talc pow- tents. Refs. p 1-218,GairsreGairoclainVocneMt.ders. Bibliographies. Glaciology, Naleds. Ground ice. (ila-ematical models. Maruyama, M.. et al. Journal of crystal growth. ciers. Ice sheets. Paleoclimatology
Mar. 1992, 118(1-2), p.33-40, 28 refs.

46-3435 Bienfait, M.. Dash. 3.G.. Coddens. G. 46-3452
Information resource center on engineering research Soil science, Ice melting, Porous materials. Unfrozen Freezing point depression in a bottle of soda.
in construction. (Organizatsiia informaisionno-resur- water content, Ice solid interface, Neutron scattering, Bare, W.D.. Journal of chemical education. Dec
snogo tsentra inzhenernykh izyskanil v stroitel~stve1 , Temperature effects. Physical properties. 1991. 68(12), p.103 8. I ref.
Andreev. OP.. et al, Akademija nauk SSSR. Institur Solutions. Vapor pressure. Freezing points. Education.
geogratyi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh I. s 46-3444 Experimentation. Laboratory techniques. Carbon di-
sledovani), Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.187 -192, In Russian Cytladmlclrsrcueo iyrxnp-oie
with English sumimary. 4 refs. Cythaleand isomeslectlof structure on dice-formingp oie
Grakovich, V.F. taeeioes Efetostutronc-omng46-3453
Data processing. Computer programs. Computers, poete.Mcoaetaigo os ilcrcmtras
Data transmission. Computer applications, Engineer- Blsi.V.K., et al, Journal of strucrural chemistry. Mcoaetaigo oa ilcrcmtras

ing Costrctin.Mar. 1991, 31(5), p. 7 91-795, Translated from Zhurnal Pangrle. B.J., et al, Chemical engineering communica-in, ontucio.strukturnol khimii, Sep.-Oct.. 1990. 9 refs. tions, Feb. 1992, Vol. 112, p.39-53. 17 refs.
Hydrocarbons, Molecular structure, Aerosols, Ice Frozen liquids. Radiation absorption. Thaaing rate.

Fis4 dsusino-tenain436cilgca I crystal nuclei, Ice crystal growth, Aerosols, X ray'anal- Microwaves, Solid phases, Thermal conductivity.
First iscusson onthe naionalglacioogica GIS yis, Clud sPhase, ytransformations. traAnalysisns, (mathematics),ancsDie-

(Geographic Information System] project. [Pervoe yss lu edn.Hdoe od.lectric properties.
obsuzhdenie proekts natsional'nol gliatsiologicheskol46344-44
G1s],46344645
Kra~vt~sova. V I..Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo- Influence of the cooperative effect on the geometry of Coupled simulations of water flow from a field-investi-
grati. Matenialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledlovanii. an 1H30 + soliton and activation barrier to proton gasted glacial till slope using a quasi-two-dimensional
Oct. 1990, Vol.70. p.192-194, In Russian. - transfer in an ice crystal, water and heat model with bypass flow.
Data processing. Computer programs. Computer ap- Isaev, A.N., et al, Journal of structural chemistry, Espeby, B., Journal of hydrolog). Feb. 1992.
plications, Glaciology, Meetings. July 1991. 32(l), p.64- 70, Translated from Zhurnal 131(1-4), p.105-132. 49 refs.

strukturnol khimii. Jan.-Feb., 1991. 22 refs. Soil water, Forest soils. Water transport. Runoff.
46-3437 Levin. A.A. Snowmelt, Slopes, Porosity, Hydrology. Simulation
Two projects from the Greenland Ice Sheet mnvestiga- Ice crystal structure. Molecular structure. Proton
tions. 1Dva proekia issledovanif lednikovogo shchita transport, Hydrogen bonds, Charge transfer, Ice phy- 46-3455
Grenlandiij, sics, Simulation, Chemical properties. Defects, pH-regime and water chemistry of two temporarily

Kotlako, VM.,et a, Aadeniii nak SSR.In-acidified streams in the Bavarian Forest,
stitut geograrli. Materialy gliarsiologicheskikh is- 46-3446 Kgl . taAci o ldoilgc 91
sledovanii, Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.195-198, In Russian. Solid solutions, clathrate structures, and vibrational 122(2), p.177-197, Refs. p.193-197.
Zagorodnov. V.S. spectra of plastic crystals of HCI04.5.SH20. Schmitt, P.
ice sheets, Research projects, Greenland. Karelin, Al.., Journal of structural chemistry, 'Sep. Limnology. Water chemistry, Chemical properties.

1991, 32(2). p.199-208, Translated from Zhurnal Snowmelt, Snow impurities, Water pollution. Runoff,
46-3431 strukturnol khimii. Mar.-Apr., 1991. 21 refs. Hydrogeochemistry, Surface waters. Air pollution.
International symposium on the "Interaction of Clatheates. Solid phases, Hydrates, Molecular struc- 46-3456
Glaciation with the Ocean and Atmosphere". ture. Ice spectroscopy, Spectra, Cryogenics, Stability. Freezing of isolated thylakoid membranes in complex
tMezhdunarodnyl simpozium -Vzaimodeftsvie Radiation absorption, media. S. Differential cryoprotection by sucrose.
oledenenila s okeanom i atmosferol'j, proline and glycerol.
Glazovskit, A.F., Akaderniia nauk SSSR. Institut 46-3447 Santarius. K.A., Physiologia plantarum. Jan. 1992.
geografli. Matcnialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- North-east Greenland shelf north of 79N: results of a 84(l). p.8 7-93. 29 refs.
sledlovanli, Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.198-202, In Russian. reflection seismic experiment in sea iee. Plant tissues. Cryobiology. Solutions. Frost resistance.
Air ice water interaction, Sea ice. Ice air interface, Hinz, K.. et al, Marine and petroleum geology. Nov. Antifreezes. Protection. Permeability. Temperature ef-
Meetings. 1991. 8(4). p.461-4 6 7 , 14 refs. fects, Plant physiology.

Meyer, H.. Miller. H.
46-3439 Marine geology, Bottom topography. Seismic surveys. 46-3457
Second Terskol scientific workshop: the Geo- infor. Seismic reflection. Ocean bottom, Subglacial observa- 1990-a year of change in hydrocarbon-geological ac-
mation system "Glaciology". 1Vtorof Terskol'skil tions, Ice cover effect, Data processing. Geologic tivities at the Geological Survey of Greenland.
nauchnyl seminar: Geoinformatsionnaia sistema structures, Greenland. Pulvertaft, T.C.R.. Granlands geologiske under-
Gliatsiologiia'), s0gelse. Rapport, 1991, No.152, p.11-13. 14 refy..

Kravtsova. VI.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institurgeo- 46-3448 Exploration. Geological surveys. Petroleum industry.
grafli. Materially gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanil. Production of low pour point transformer oils. Hydrocarbons, Natural resources, Greenland.
Oct. 1990, Vol.70, p.203-205, In Russian. Samedova, Fl.., et al, Chemistry and technology of 46-3458
Glactology, Data processing, Computer applications, fuels and oils, Mar. 1992. 27(7-8). p.363-365. Trans-Eauaon fthhyrcbnpteilosoe
Meetings. lated from Khimiia i tekhnologiia topliv i masel, July. novah-astio Gretenlandrcbo potetiaonhor

1991. 5 refs. nrhes reln 7-5)
46-3440 Crude oil. Electric equipment, Manufacturing Vis Stemnmerik, L.. et al, Gr~nlands geologirske under-
Joint Committee on Antarctic Research. IV Mezh- cosity. Cold weather performance. Electrical inua IsCgisiasen. Rappor. 1991ck. So.52p136.6rf.
duvedomstvennot komissii po izucheniiu Antarktikil, tion, Physical properties. Temperature effects. Cxpristionsn. F.G..ocarboni. S.ua rsuce.Go
Bardin, V.I., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut geo- Exloriation.vHydrocnarbns.Naulreocs.G-
grafli Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanj). 46-3449loiasuvy.Gennd
Oct. 1990. Vol.70, p.20 6. In Russian. Low-energy electron-energy-loss spectroscopy of am- 46-3459
Meetings, Research projects, Antarctica. orphous ice: electronic excitations. Devonian basin project, north-east Greenland-a
This brief article is a report nn the activities of the Joint Corn- Michaud, M., et al, Physical review A, Nov. 1, summary.
mittee for April and June 1990. The Committee recommends 1991. 44(9), p.5624-5627. 33 refs. Larsen. P.H., et a]. Gronlends geologisvke under-
research to he directed toward such topics as upper atmospheric CloutiePSnh Lsges.Rpot191.N.52p.72017rf
physics, solar-terrestrial relationships. the ozone layer, the comt- ePSnhL bes.Rpot 91 o12 .72.1 e
position and physical-chemical characteristics of ice, the evo- Water structure. Amorphous ice. Ice electrical proper. Olsen. H.
lution of glaciation. periglacial processes, and the biosphere, ties, Ice spectroscopy, Charge transfer. Molecular en- Stratigraphy. Geological surveys, Tectonics. Explora-
including problems in ecology and human adaptation. ergy levels, Radiation absorption, Ice physics. Spectra. tion. Sedimentation. Paleoclimatology. Greenland.
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46-3460 46-3412 4&-34#0
North-east Greenland project 1988-1990. Application of stochastic simaulation to climatic- Power transmission line maaintenance information
Henriksen, N.. Gri~nlands geologiske undeirsogelse. change studies. system for liokusea line with snow accretion monitor-
Rapport. 199 1, No. 152. p.24-29, 16 refs. Woo, M.K., Climatic change. Apr. 1992. 20(4), p. 313- ing capability.
Exploration, Geological surveys. Research projects, 330, 23 refs. Sato, K_. et a). IEEE transiactons on pokscr delitcr.
Greenland. Climatic changes. Air temperature. Precipitation Apr 1992. 7(2), p.946-951. 4 refs,

(meteorology), Forecasting, Simulation, Snow ac- Atsumi, S.. Shibata. A.. Kanecmaru, K
46-3461 cumulation, Carbon dioxide. Global warming. Math- Transmission lines. Winter maintenancr, Sno, a,:-
Hydraulics and hydrology on the Inland ice. ematicaJ models. Temperature variations, cumulation, Ice accretion, Monitors. Sensors. Dctec-
Thomsen, H.H., et al, Grbnlands geologiske uider- 46-3473 tion, Design, Photographic techniques.
sogeise. Rapport, 1991, No.152, p.36-38, 15 refs. Scattering of elecotroagmeltic waves fro, a dense
Olesen, G.B. mediunm consisting of correlated Mfie scatterers with 46-3481Glacial hydrology, Glacier surveys, Subglacial drain- siz distributions and applications to dry snow. Icshesadietrms:hogsonheCdfl-
age. Meltwater, Electric power, Hydraulics, Green- Tsa~ng, L., et aI, Journal of electromagnetic waves and Ieset n c tem:togt nteCrilr
land. apiain.1992, 6(3), p2 65-286. 29 rfs ali Ice Sheet Symposium.

appliatios. ,rca.Mathews, W. H.. Geogratphie physique ez Quaterrms-e-.
46-3462 Kong, J.A. 1991, 45(3), Cordillerant Ice Sheet Symposium. % an-
Chkange in the status of the Greenland Inland Ice Radio waves, Wave propagation, Scattering, Snow cur.British Columbia. May 1990, Edited by L E.
Weidick, A., Grdinlands geologisike undersogelse. cover effect, Attenuation. Dielectric properties, Den-Ja'onJrciap2367WthFehsu ar
Rapporr. 1991. No.152, p.39-41, 8 refs. Iit (msvlm) eoesnsn.Aayi mt- 1 reis.
Glaciper surveys, Glacier oscillation. Greenland. ematics). Pleistocene, Ice sheets, Glacier flow,. Glaciation. Ter-

46-3474 minology. Accuracy. Mountain glaciers, Glacial geoio-
46-3463 Evidence for recent warming from perturbed geother- gy, Geomorphology, Antarctica -- Ross Ice Shelf
Economic miineral resources: activities in 1990. mal gradients: examples from easterni Cans". This paper comments on preconceptions about c at is incani bs
Schdnwandi, 1-1K., Grimnlands geologiskv under- Mareschal, I.C., et al, Climate dynamics. Jan. 1992, he terms "Cordillrian Ice Sheet and' e treats (,onicrip..-
.sigelse. Rapport. 1991, No.152, p.41-46, 15 ref's. 6(3-4), p.135-14 3, 25 ref's. ra 0) antarctic. ice streams are described The Littian
Exploration, Minerals, Natural resources. Gold. Eco- Beltrami, H. Channiel and troughs crossing ihe continensia -e shell bteevcc

nomic development, Greenland. Climatic changes, Temperature measurement. Bore- Vantcoa'er and Queen Charlotte Is. are saase~oed as cJia
holes, Snow cover effect. Surface temperature, Tem- for the travis of past ice streams tAuih

46-3464 perature variations, Global warming, Geothermy.
Black Angel lead-zinc mine 1973-90. 46-3475 46-3482
Thomassen. B., Grontlands geologiske undersi)gelse. Evidence for an early Holocene climatic optimum in Cordilleran Ice Sheet. one hundred and fifty years of
Rd.pport. 1991, No. 152, p.46-50, 14 refs. the antarctic deep ice-core record. exploration and discovery.
Mining. Minerals. Economic development. Explora- Clais. P., et al. Climate dynamics. Jan. 1992. 6(3-4). Jackson. L.E.. Jr., el al. Grograpliec phvsiqui ei Qua-
tion. Natural resources. Greenland. p. 169 -17 7. 60 refs. ternaire. 1991. 4513). Cordilleran Ice Sheei S) mptisi-

46-465Ice cores, Paleoclimatology, Glacier ice, Drill core um, Vancouver, British Columbia. May 1990. Edited
4ra6 na-3o465 es ndsuh renad analysis, Isotope analysis, Zitic ibtngcs. Air tern- by L.E. Jackson, Jr. et al. p.269-280, With French andOrnaentl sonesin estandsout Grenlnd. perature,.Temperature variations. Correlation. Antarc- German summaries Ref's. p.277-280.
Garde, A.A., et al, Gronlandsgeologiske unders6gelse. tica-Vostok Station. Clague. 3.3.
Rapport. 1991. No.152, p.50-55, 3 ref's. This paper is focased on ihe Dome Cand Vostok cores and on Pleistocene, Glacier flow. Ice sheets. Glaciationn, (la-
Bugnon. C.. Gothenborg. J. a new 850-rn long ice core drilled oui at Kornsomolskani hy ihe cier oscillationi, Glacial geology. Geomorpholog).
Exploration. Minerals. Natural resources, Economic Soviet Antarctic Expeditions in an aiiempi io clarif) stable Mountain glaciers.
development. Greenland. isotope content in terms of air temperature variations. These

three sizes are located in East Antarctica on the antarctic pla-
46-3466 teau, in a region essentially undisturbed by ice-flow conditiions. 639Geochmicalmappng: dstribtionof god, . so that their detailed inicrcomparison may allow the identifici:a -3.Geocemial appng:distibuionof old aisfenic, tins of the climatically significant isotopic signal. Results corn, Conceptual model for growth and decay of the Cor-
antimony and tantalum in south Greenland. pare well with the proximal rec!ords of Southern Hemisphere dileran Ice Sheet.
Steenifelt, A., et al. Granlands geologiske under- high latitudes, and support the existence of a warmer "climatic Fulton, Ri.., Geographic phisique eti Qua ternairc-.
si~gelse. Rapport. 1991, No.152. p.55-61. 29 ret's. optimum"between 10 and 6ka yBP. Maximumitemperatures 1991. 45(3), Cordilleran Ice Sheet Symposium. V an-
Tukiainen. T. are reached iusst at the end of the last deglaciation. which ce's- cover. British Columbia. May 1990. Edited by L E.

Explortion.Minerls. GochemstryNaturl re-firms previous observations at high latitudes, in contrast with acsonr.ealp 2 8 -6.itFechndGmn
soures, Gold. Geological maps, Greenland. later dates for the Atlantic and hypsithermal optima in Europe JcsummaJrie. eS ral.p.826,WtFrnhadG mn

and North America. (Ault, i od.)sumre,1rf.

46-3467 46-3476 Pleistocene, Ice sheets. Glacier oscillation. Glaciation.
Registration of kimberlites and other potentially dia- Map, airphoto and field results on the Pleistcee Glacial geology, Models, Mountain glaciers. Geomor-
mend-bearing rocks in Greenland. snow-line in the Andes. tKarten-. Lut'tbild- und Feld- phology.
Larsen. L. M.. Grfinlands geologiske undcrsbgelsc. befunde zur picistozgnen Schneegrenze in den An-
Rapport. 199 1, No. 152, p.61-65, 26 refs. denj, 46-3484
Exploration. Minerals. Geochemistry, Geological Schulz. G., Petermanrns Ge-ographische Mitteilungen. Modeling the Cordilleran Ice Sheet.
maps. Natural resources, Greenland. 1991. 135(3), p.209-2 16. In German with English and Roberts. B.L.. Geographic physique et Quaternaire.

Russian summaries. 20 refs. 1991. 45(3), Cordilleran Ice Sheet Sympossium. Van-
46-3468 Pleistocene. Snow line, Mountain glaciers. Glaciation. couver. British Columbia. May 1990. Edited by L.E,
Present-day expansion of the southern part of the Cirques, Photointerpretation, Andes. Jackson. Jr. et al. p.28 7-299, With French and German
Inland Ice. 46-3477 summaries. 37 refs.
Weidick. A., Griynlands geologiske undersogelse. Distributed snowmelt simulations in an alpine catch- Pleistocene. Ice sheets. Glacier flow, Glacier oscilla-
Rapport. 1991. No. 152, p.7 3-79. 23 ret's. ment. 1. Model evaluation on the basis of snow cover tion. Glacier mass balance. Computerized simulation.
ice sheets, Glacier sot seys. G la,*:2, os.,ilAation, Climat- patterns. Glacial geology. Topographic features.
ic changes. Greenland. Bldsachl. G., et al, Warer resources research. Dec.

1991. 27(12), p.3171-31 7 9 , 49 refs.
46-3469 Kimobauer, R., Gutknecht. D. 46-3485
tce drilling and mass balance at Pikitsoq, Jakob. Snow hydrology. Radiation balance. Snowmelt, Simu- Glacier physics of the Puget lobe, sauuthwest Cordill-
shas-n, central west Greenland. lation, Runoff forecasting, Snow cover distribution. eran Ice Sheet.
Thomsen. H.H.. et al, Grbnlands geologiske under- Watersheds, Topographic effects Albedo. Mathemati- Booth. D.B.. Geographic physique ct Quatcrrisirc.
sigelse. Rapport, 199 1. No. 152. p. 80-84, 9 refs. cal models. 1991, 45(3). Cordilleran Ice Sheet Symposium. Vsan-
Olesen. 0.8.. Braithwaite, R.J.. Bbggild, C.E. 463476 couver. British Columbia. May 11,90. Edited by L.E.
Glacier surveys. Glacier mass balance. Subglacial D 6 ~e h Jackson. Jr. et al, p.301-315. With French and German
drainage, Ice temperature, Ice sheets, Greenland. uisriuted nowmetasimulations ininal~pine catch smais.Rf.p.-335

ment. 2. Parameter study and model predictions. Plemaisoene. Glaiaton Iceshet,3laia3g1lg.
46-3470 lildschI. G.. ci al, Rater resources research, Dec. litcn. Glacialin hydrology.sSub lacial driae geolsnte.
Snow and avalanche. Annual report 19,89-90. 1991. 27(12). p.3181-3188, 17 refs. Water pesrIeslditfaC
Colorado Avalanche Information Center. Denver, Gutknecht, D., Kimnbauer. R.prsueIcsointfa.
Colorado Geological Survey, June 1990, S9lp. + afi- Snow hydrology. Snow cover distribution. Snowmelt.
pends. Simulation. Snow water equivalent. Runoff forecast- 46-3486
Snow surveys, Avalanches, Avalanche forecasting. ing. Watersheds. Topographic effects, Albedo. Ac- Glaeiolacustrmne sedimentation during advance and
Snowfall, Snowstorms, Accidents, Safety, United curacy. retreat of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet in central British
States-Colorado. 46-3479 Columbia.

Effect of oil viscosity on transformer loading capabili- Eyles. N.. et al, Geographic physique et Qua ternaire.
46-3471 ty at low ambient temperatuires. 1991, 45(3). Cordilleran [ce Sheet Symposium. Vsan-
Snow and avalanche. Annual report 1988-89. Aubin, J., et al. IEEE transactions on power delivery, couver. British Columbia, May 1990. Edited by L.E.
Colorado Avalanche Intormation Center, Denver, Apr. 1992, 7(2), p.516-524. 7 refs. Includes discus- Jackson.Jr. et alp.317-33 1, With French and German
Colorado Geological Survey. June 1989. 48p. + ap- sion. summaries. 42 refs.
pends. Langhame. Y. Clague. 3.3.
Snow surveys, Avalanches. Avalanche forecasting. Electric power, Electric equipment. Electrical insula- Pleistocene. Lacustrine deposits, Ice sheets. Glacia-
Snowfall, Snowstorms, Accidents. Safety, United lion. Crude oil, Loading, Viscosity, Cold weather per- tion. Glacial geology. Sedimentation. Glacial deposits,
States -Colorado. formance. Temperature effects, Thermal analysis. Glacier oscillation. Geomorphology.
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46-3487 46-3493 46-3498
Climatic conditions in the western and northern Cor- Wind loads on and snowdrift around antarctic build- Influence of grounded ice hummocks oa pipelines.
dillera during the last glaciation: paeoecological evi- ings. Polomoshnov, A. M et a&, Pacific Asia Offshore Mc-
dence. Kim, D.H., et al. Pacific, Asia Offshore Mechanics chainics Symposium. First. Seoul. Korea, June 24-28.
Mathewes. R.%&., Gecographte physique et Quaoer- Symposium, First. Seoul, Korea, June 24-28. 1990. 1990ý Proceedings, Vol.J Edited b) J S. Chung ci
nairi, 1991. 45(3), Cordilleran Ice Sheet Symposium. Proceedings. Vol. 1. Edited by JS. Chunget ad. Gold- al. Golden. CO, International Society of Offshore and
'sattcou% er, British Columbia, May 1990. Edited by en. CO. International Society of Offshore and Polar Polar Engineers. 1990, p.

4
01-

4
0

7
. 7 refs

L.E. Jackson. Jr cc al. p,333-339. With French and Engineers, 1990. p.45-50, 18 refs. Truskov, P A, lAkunin. L.P.
German summaries. 60 rels Kwok, K C.S.. Rohde. H.F DLC TCl665.P3- 1990
Pleistocene. Ice sheets. Paleoccology. Paleochmatolo- DLC TCI665.P34 1990 Offshore structures, Lnderground pipelines. Ground-
gy. Gcoinorphilogy, Buildings. Cold weather performance, Snowdrifts, ed ice, Sea ice. Ice sconng. Hummocks. Trenching.
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reproducible than solid-liquid extraction. Clean-up of extracts Buiarelli. F., et al. Antarctica Project. Environmental Fairchild, and Buckley formations. The Pagoda Formation is
was effected on a Florisil column which in experimental condi- impact: chemical methodologies, tRome, Italian Re- composed of sheared gray-green diamictite with minor amounts
tions eliminates interferences due to other chlorinated pesti- search Council. 1991], p.589-593, Reprinted from of sandstone, siltstone and shale, and is interpreted to be a
cides. PCB determination and identification were performed Annali di chimica, 1991, Vol.81(7-8 and 9-10). 3refs. glacial deposit. The Mackellar Formation is composed of in-
by high resolution gas-chromatography (HRGC) and terbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale, and is interpreted to
HRGC!FT-IR spectrometry respectively. The results oh- Cartoni. G., Vicedomini. M., Zoccolillo, L. be ashallow deltaic deposit. The Fairchild Formation isdomi-
tained showed for the area under study a typical value of 0.6 Water pollution, Limnology. Meltwater, Human fac- noted by sandstone beds and is interpreted to be a braided
ngl las total PCB concentration and a temporary local increase tors, Antarctica-Terra Nova Bay Station. stream deposit. The Buckley Formation consists of sandstone
up to 1.7 ng/I which may be due to pack melting. Distribution The procedure used for the analysis of antarctic samples of with lesser amounts of siltstone. shale, and coal and was formed
among congener classes showed a chlorination level similar to surface fresh water taken during the 1988-89 Italian expedition by braided stream systems and the associated floodplain deposi-
that observed for oceanic waters and centering on three to penta is reported. After solvent extraction, samples were examined tion. The ine-grained intervals of the Pagoda. Mackellar.
substituted isomers. (Auth.) to evaluate the presence of some chlorinated pesticides by GC Fairchild. and Buckley formations have mean TOC zontents of

with ECD and GC-MS. Many small peaks with retention 0.20%. 0.33%. 0.98%. and 21.64%. respectively. These large-
46-3532 times in the PCB and chlorinated pesticides range were oh- scale (interformational) differences in the mean TOC content of

Organic compounds in sea water and pack ice in Terra served in GC-ECD. None of the observed peaks among the unaltered samples are interpreted to record an upsection
Nova Bay (Antarctica). chlorinated pesticides was identified by SIM-GC-MS. The de- increase in regional productivity, consistent with the general

tection limit of 8 chlorinated pesticides including lindane and pattern of climatic warming and the decay of the
Desideri, P., et al. Antarctica Project. Environmental p.p'DDT. obtained by SIM-GC-MS, is reported. (Auth.) Carboniferous: Permian ice sheet. (Auth mod.)
impact: chemical methodologies. (Rome, Italian Re- 46-3541
search Council. 19911, p.3 9 5 -416, Reprinted from 46-3537 West antarctic rift system: a review of geophysical
Annalidichimica, 1991, Vol.81(7-8 and 9-10). 5refs. Contributions to antarctic research II. investigations.
Lepri, L., Checchini. L. Elliot, D.H., ed, American Geophysical Union. An- Behrendt, J.C., et al, American Geophysical Union.
Water pollution, Ice composition, Ice melting, Sea wa- tarctic research series. 1991, Vol.53, 112p., Refs. pass- Antarctic research series. 1991, Vol.53. Contributions
ter, Chemical composition. Antarctica-Terra Nova im. For individual papers see 46-3538 through 46- to antarctic research II, p.
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1 
12. 159 refs.

Bay. 3541 or E-46172, E-46174, E-46175 and F-46173. Tectonics. Earth crust, Geophysical surveys, Subgla-
Sea water and pack ice samples taken from Terra Nova Bay Research projects, Geology, Antarctica. cial observations. Geochronology, Continental drift.
during the 198V89 4th Italian expedition to Antarctica were This is one of a series to present the results of the U.S. Antarctic Antarctica-West Antarctica.
anulyzed by using High Resolution Gas Chromatography Research Program. The volume contains four papers on the The west antarctic rft system extends over a 3000 x 750 km.
(HRGC) and GC-MS. Several biogenic and anthropogenic or- The west ac ticred area m ethens Sea to x 750gkm.
ganic compounds were identified in the two matrices. Some pedogenic linkage between arctic and antarctic desert soils; largely ice-covered area from the Ross Sea to the Bellingshaus-
classes imf organic compounds were more prevalent in pack ice laio rates of ice fields near the Allan Hills; paleoenviron- en Sea. A spectacular rift-shoulder scarp extends from north-
thans the se a woater coundserthe pack and et in thepseawattack te interpretation of fine-grained Permian elastics from the em Victoria Land-Queen Maud Mountains to the Ellsworth-than in the sea water under the pack. and in the sea water taken menaroe ernie reinVnihews nacicrf ytm

at the surface during the natural melting process of the pack. region: and the west antarctic rift system. Whitmore-Horlick Mountains. The Transantarctic Mountains
The results were compared with those obtained from the sea have been rising since about 60 Ma at episodic rates of the order
water samples taken during the previous expedition (1987/88). 46-3538 of I km/m.y. most recently since mid-Pliocene time rather than
(Auth.) Pedogenic linkage between the cold deserts of Antarc- continuously at the mean rate of 100 / mmy. There is a possi-

tica and the polar deserts of the high Arctic. ble synergistic relation between episodic tectonism in the west
46-3533 Tedrow, J.C.F.. American Geophysical Union. An- antarctic rift system and the waxing and waning of the antarctic

ice sheet since Oligocene (or earlier) time Large offset seismic
Air-sea exchange in antarctic environment and snow tarctic research series. 1991, Vol.53, Contributions to profiles indicate 17-21 km thickness for the crust in the Ross
microcomponents. antarctic research II, p. 1-17. 99 refs. Sea. A regional positive gravity anomaly throughout the Byrd
Loglio, G.. et al, Antarctica Project. Environmental Desert soils, Cryogenic soils, Soil chemistry, Soil cltrs- Subglacial Basin indicates that the crust is approximately 20 km
impact: chemical methodologies. tRome. Italian Re- sification, Soil formation. thick, rather than the 30 km reported in earlier interpretations
search Council. 1991]. p.453-46

7
. Reprinted from The cold deserts of Antarctica and the polar deserts of the high The west antarctic rift system is due to a continuation of Gond-

Annali di chimica. 1991. Vol.81(7-8 and 9-10). 12 Arctic have cryogenic soils with desertlike features. Both see- wana breakup that started in the Jurassic, proceeded clockwise
refs. tory have soils with a mineral appearance, desert pavement, around East Antarctica. is still active and may have been so

Air water interactions. Sea water. Chemical analysis, small to nonexistent organic components, and low ground tem- since the late Mesozoic. (Auth. mod.)

Water pollution. Aerosols. Snow impurities. Antarc- peratures. Both are underlain by permafrost and are subject to 46-3542
cryogenic processes. Whereas virtually all of the soils in An- Analysis of the causes of damage to mooring struc-Mico-Terra Nova Bay, Antarctica-aMelbourne. tarctica are well drained, in the high Arctic they are not. Polar tares in the Far North. 1Analiz prichin ava- pri-

Mount. desert soils generally have a more acid reaction than cold desert
The process of the air-sea exchange of matter was studied in soils, Moisture regimes are quite different in the two sectors. chal'nykh sooruzhenil Kratnego Several.
Terra Nova Bay seawater with the aim of characterizing the Cold desert soils have a dry condition even down to the frost Omel'chenko, IU.M.. Issledovaniia inzhenernykh soo-
antarctic marine environment The samples were collected table. Polar desert soils above the receding frost table are usu- ruzhenil' i peregruzochnogo oborudovaniia morskikh
during the rxpcditmons of 1988-1989 and 1989-1990. The ally quite wet. The humus component in cold desert soils is portov: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Studies of engi-
presence of surfactant and fluorescent materials is evidenced in usually nil. but in the polar desert soils it is commonly as much neering structures and overloaded facilities in sea
the snow On the basis of laboratiry experiments. a photo- as 1l: to 2' or higher. Whether there are enough distinct dif- ports- collected scientifc papers). Edited by P.I.
chemical effect on these components is suggested for high-alti- fcrences between the two soils to recognize two different
tude snow depositions, Laboratory investigations on the forma- categories remains somewhat moot. After equating all lAkovlev, Moscow, Mortekhinformreklama. 1991,
tion (if sea-water aerosol appear useful for a better understand- information, however, one appears to be justified in tentatively p.31-33, In Russian. 6 refs.
log of natural aerosol transport (Auth ) recognizing two distinct soils. (Auth. mod ) Moorings. Cold weather operation. Damage.
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46-3543 46-3549 The power needed to operate conunuousl) in 3 t first )¢er ievel
Durability aud reliability of the rolling stock of rail- Frost resistance of dispersed-reinforced concretes i' " 3 fn Was estmated at 6 5 Ma. the %escl wiae found tobe able to ram through a 38 ft 0l 1 mn) keel ridge. finallý, whenroads. Prochnost' i bezotkaznost' podvizhnogo sos- with admixtures ofsurfaetanti LMorozostolkost'dis- ramming in 6 ft thick level jte at an impact speed oge. kil 13 1
tava zheleznykh dorog1 . persno-armirovannykh betonov s dobavkami poverk- m/s) at full power, the %'cbs

1 
was predicted t) penctiatc b)

Savos'kin, A.N.. et al, Moscow, Mashinostroenit. hnostno-aktivnykh veshchestvl, about one-third of a ship length into the ice (Auth i
1990, 286p. (Pertinent p.1

7
1-188), In Russian. 25 Sercnko, AF., Progressivnaia ekhnologiiabetonadlia

refs. transportnykh sooruzhenil i konstruktsi); sbornik 463555
Fatigue (materials). Life (durability). Railroad cars, nauchnykh trudov (Developing concrete technology Mountain climatology and past and potential future
Railroad equipment, Railroads, Cold weather opera- for transportation structures and construction; c'n.c- climatic ehan-es in moanta regions a review.
lion. Cold weather performance, Temperature effects. ed scientific papers). Edited by ONV. Kuntsevich, Barry, R.G.. Mountain research and development.

Leningrad, LIIZhT. 1991, p.34-
39

, In Russian. 2 refs. Feb. 1992, 12(1), p.
7

1-86, With French and Gierman
Frost resistance, Concrete admixtures, Reinforced summaries. Refs. p.83-86.

46-3544 concretes, Surfactants, Concrete freezing. Mountains, Climatology, Climatic factors. Climaticchanges, Glacier oscillation, Snow, depth, Peritdic
Long range forecasting of water temperature in the 46-3550 variations, Meteorological data.
Barents and Norwegian Seas. (O dolgosrochnykh Effect of low temperatures on the hardening of ce-
prognozakh temperatury vody v Barentsevom i Nor- ment systems. 1Vliianic ponizhennykh temperatur na 46-3556
vezhskom moriakhl, tverdenie tsementnykh sistemj, Seasonal variation in daily temperature ranges.
Seriakov. El., Leningrad TSt. Petersburgi. Gi- Popova. O.S..etal. Progressivnaiatekhnologiiabetona Ruschy, D.L., ct al, Journal ofc/imate. Dec. 1991.
drometeorologicheskh nauchno-issledovatel'ski dlia transportnykh sooruzhenif i konstruktsil; sbornik 4(12), p.1211-1216, 14 refs.
(sentr SSSR. Trudy. 1991. VoL314. p.112-121, In nauchnykh trudov (Developing concrete technology Baker, D.G., Skaggs, RH.
Russian. 7 refs. for transportation structures and construction; collect- Air temperature, Climatology, Seasonal a, iations.
Long range forecasting. Water temperature, Sea water ed scientific papers). Edited by O.V. Kuntsevich, Snow cover effect, Albedo. Solar radiation. Cloud cos-
freezing, Mathematical models, Barents Sea, Norwe- Leningrad, LIIZhT, 1991, p.40-

4 3
, In Russian. 2 refs. Cr, Meteorological data, Diurnal variations.

gian Sea. An, S.P. 46-3557
Cement admixtures, Temperature effects, Dielectric Non-methane hydrocarbons in the arctic atmosphere

46-3545 properties. at Barrow, Alaska.
Developing concrete technology for transportation 46-3551 Doskey, P.V., et al, Geophysical research letters,
structures and construction; collected scientific pa- Numerical analysis of the migration of gold in snow Feb. 21, 1992, 19(4). p.

38 1
-
3 84 , 23 refs.

pers. [Progressivnaia tekhnologiia betona dL~a trans- cover, cKolichestvennaia otsenka migratsii zolota v Gaffncy, J.S.
portnykh sooruzhenil i konstruktsil; sbornik nauch- snezhnom pokrove], Atmospheric composition, Air pollution, Hydrocar-
nykh trudov], Fedoseeva, V.I., et al, Geokhimiia, Nov. 1991, bons, Sampling, Aerosols, Chemical analysis. Haze.
Kuntsevich.O.V.,ed, Leningrad, LlIZhT, 1991, l09

p., No.1], p.1656-1660, In Russian. 12 refs. United States-Alaska--Barrow.
In Russian. For selected papers see 46-3546 through Fedoseev. N.F. 463358
46-3550. Analysis (mathematics), Gold, Snow cover, Snow Making winter work pay.
Concrete freezing, Concrete admixtures. Concrete du- composition. Snow impurities. Migration. Frohmadkr, D.w , Aberdeen's magazine of masonrp
rability. Frost resistance, Cement admixtures, Porous 46-3552 construction, Nov. 1991, 4(11), p.43

3
.435.

materials, Plastics, Rheology, Surfactants. Use of scrap rubber In asphalt pavement surfaces. Cold weather construction, Masonry. Protection, Cost
Eaton, R.A., et al, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research analysis.

46-3546 and Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Dec. 46-3559
Determining the parameters of dispersed porous 1991, SR 91-27, 1

4
p., ADA-249 505, 14 refs. Stable and metastable phases of water adsorbed on

materials added to concrete to increase its frost resist- Roberts, R.I., Blackburn, R.R. Cu(l11).
Tires. Bitumens, Rubber. Road icing, Concrete Pave- Hinch, B.J., et al, Journal of chemical physics. Feb.

ance. tOpredelenic parametrov dispersnykh poris- ments, Rubber ice friction. 15. 1992. 96(4), p.3262-3
2

68, 21 refs.
tykh materialov, vvodimykh v beton s tsel'iu povy- Scrap tire rubber was mixed into an asphalt concrete weaning Dubois, L.H.
sheniia ego morozostolkosti]. course to study the effect of ice disuonding from the pavement
Kuntsevich. O.V., et al, Progressivnaia tekhnologiia surface under traffic. Rubber contents of 0 3, 6. and 12% by Ice physics, Ice spectroscopy. Ice solid interface.
betona dlia transportnykh sooruzhenil i konstruktsil; weight were studied. Initial laboratory ice disbonding test re- Molecular structure. Molecular energy levels, Surface
sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Developing concrete tech- suits led to the development of a new paving material. Chunk properties, Adsorption, Surface energy. Low tempera-
nology for transportation structures and construction; Rubber Asphalt Concrete (CRAC), that uses larger pieces of ture research, Stability.
collected scientific papers). Edited by O.V. Kunl- rubber in a much denser asphalt concrete mix. Strength values
slevicte Lentingrad. LpphTrs1991.E p-y, InORusn. Ku doubled and ice disbonding performance was enhanced. 46-3560
sevich, Leningrad, LIIZhT, 1991, p.3-7, In Russian. 5 Changes in extractable phosphorus in Alberta soilsr efs. 46-3553 drn h alwne-pigitrue
Tkachuk. M.E. Creep and yield model of ice under combined stress. during the fall-winter-spring interlude.
Concrete admixtures. Concrete durability, Coi.crete Fish, A.M., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and N . M., Fb a 9, C m 3(3-nsi s37i3 13 and
freezing. Frost resistance. Porous materials. Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Dec. 1991, plant analysis, Feb. 1992, 23(3-4). p.337-343, 13 refs.

SR 91-31, 14p.. ADA-249 788, 36 refs. Malhi, S.S., Robertson, J.A.. Zhang. M.
Ice models. Ice creep. Compressive properties. Stress Organic soils, Soil science, Soil chemistry. Soil anal-

46-3547 strain diagrams, Mathematical models. Ice deforma- ysis, Soil freezing, Sampling. Temperature effects. Nu-

Frost resistance of concrete in structures at the Koly- tion. trient cycle, Accuracy, Agriculture.

ma Power Plant. [Morozostolkost' betona sooruz- Constitutive equations and strength criteria have beer. devel- 46-3561
henil Kolymskol GES], oped for ice in a multiaxial stress state. The equations devel- Cold weather checklist.

oped describe the entire creep process, including primary, sec- Frohmader, D.L., Aberdeen's magazine of masonryKuntsevich. C.V.. et al, Progressivnaia tekhnologiia ondary, and tertiary creep, at both constant stresses and con-
betona dlia transportnykh sooruzhenil i konstruktsif; stant strain rates in terms of normalized (dimensionless) time. construction, Nov. 1990, 3(1 1), p.503-504,
sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Developing concrete tech- Secondary creep is considered an inflection point defining the Cold weather construction, Masonry, Temperature ef-
nology for transportation structures and construction; time to failure. The minimum strain rate at failure is described fects, Countermeasures.
col-cted scientific papers). Edited by O.V. Kunt- by a modified Norton-Glen power equation, which, as well as
sevich, Leningrad, LIIZhT. !991. p.16-20, In Russian. the time to failure, includes a parabolic yield criterion. The 46-3562
1ref. yield criterion is selected either in the form of an extended von Accelerating admixtures for cold weather concreting.Mises-Drucker-Prager or an extended Mohr-Coulomb rupture Scanlon, J.M., et al. Aberdeen s concrete constructrn.
Frishter. V.IU. model. The criteria take into account that at a certain magni- Mar. 1990. 35(3), p.287-294. 5 refs.
Frost resistance, Concrete freezing, Concrete struc- lude Of mean normal stresses the shear strength of ice reaches Ryan. R.I.
tures. a maximum value due to local melting of ice. The model has Winter concreting, Concrete admixtures. Compos.-

been verified using test data on the yield of polycrystalline ice Win
at-I 1.8 Candon creepofsaline iceat -SC. both under triaxiat tion, Concrete curing, Temperature effects. Cold

46-3548 compression. weather performance, Physical properties. Concrete

Flfect of superplasticizer-based complex admixtures 46-3554 freezing.
on the rheological properties of concrete mixtures and Tests in ice on an antarctic research vessel model. 46-3563
the system of parameters of conditionally closed Tatinclaux, J.-C., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research Tilt-up under the big-top.
pores in fine-grained concrete with respect to its frost and Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Feb. Frohmader. D.L.. Aberdeen s concrete constructin.
resistance. EVliianie kompleksnykh dobavok na os- 1992. SR 92-03, 41p., ADA-249 789. 6 refs. Mar. 1991. 36(3), p.257-258.
nove superplastifikatorov na reologicheskie svoistva Ships, Icebreakers, Design, Models, Pressure ridges, Winter concreting. Cold weather construction, Shel-
betonnykh smesel i sistemu parametrov uslovno zamk- Tests. ters, Protection.
nutykh por melkozernistogo betona v sviazi s ego A new antarctic research vessel to be chartered by the National
morozostolkost'iu]. Science Foundation was designed and is under construction by 46-3564
Poltavchenko. A.N.. c al. Progrcssivnaia tekhnologiia North American Shipbuilding, Inc.. Larose. LA. A full model Problem clinic: thawing frozen subgrades..4 berdeen s

test program was required by NSF to verify that the proposed concrete construction, Aug. 1991. 36(8). p.625-626.betona dlia transportnykh sooruzhenif i konstruktsil; design would meet the vessel operational requirements. In par- Cold weather construction, Subgrade preparation.
sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Developing concrete tech- ticular, the ship is to break 3 ft (0.9 m) of ice at 3 kn (I.5 m/s) Winter concreting, Artificial thawing, Thaw consoli-
nology for transportation structures and construction: continuously and break through pressure ridges with a 6 ft (1.8 dation. Soil tests.
collected scientific papers). Edited by O.V. Kunt- m) sail and a 20 ft (6.1 m) keel. Ice model tests were made in
sevich, Leningrad, LIIZhT, 1991. p.
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34
, In Russian. CRREL's ice .owing tank. The test program included resist- 46-3565

2 refs. ance and propulsion tests in level ice. tests in ridges and ram- Using aweepers for snow removal.
uming tests in ice floes of up to 6 ft (1.83 m) in thickness. The T s. s., Abrden pemetai c

Serenko, A.F. test results described in the report indicate that the proposed Thomas, J., Aberdeen's pavement maintenance. Sep
Frost resistance, Concrete freezing, Concrete admix- ship design with 8.8 MW of power availaule at the propeller 1991, 6(7). p.258-259.
tures, Rheoiogy, Plastics, Cements. would meet or exceed all operational requirements in ice. Road maintenance. Equipment, SnoA removal.
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46-3566 antarctic research programs, an outline draft report from the 46-3584Winter products. Aberdeen s pavement maintenane workshop on the Ecology of the Antarctic Sea-Ice Zone, end Effec of atmospheric c n dioxide coacetrtonOcnt.r 199o.uc(. pberdeen's-t maintenance. reports from sub-groups on fish and krill biology and physiolo-
Oct. 1991, 6(8). p.300-301. gy A number of annexes and appendices in ths portion present on continental glaciation of the Northern Hemi-
Cold weather operation. Road maintenance, Snow re- details on the subjects discussed in the above report, including sphere.
moval, Equipment. a full report of the Workshop on the Ecology of the Antarctic Verbitskil, M.IA., et al, Journal of geophyswal re-
46-3567 Sea-Ice Zone, held in Trondheim May 18-21, 1990. The sec- search, Apr. 20, 1992, 97(D5), p.5895-5909, 49 refs,
Mountain glacier systems, their structure and evolu n nd portion of this issue consists of the Group of Specialists on Oglesby, R.J.Southern Ocean Ecology report of the meeting held in Bremer- Glaciation, Ice sheets, Atmospheric composition, Icetion. [Gornye lednikovye sistemy, ikh struktura i haven, Germany, Sep. 17-18, 1991, with a review of the EASIZ
evoliutsiia], Implementation Workshop and advice to SCAR on Implemen- volume, Climatic changes. Snow accumulation, Car-
Glazyrin, G.E., Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat, 1991, ration of the EASIZ Programme. Here also a number of ban dioxide, Periodic variations, Ice models, Isostis)
108p., In Russian. 137 refs. annexes and appendices expand on the subjects dealt with in the
Mountain glaciers, Firn, Glacier surveys, Climatic fac- above report, including a full report of the EASIZ Programme
tors. Glacier oscillation, Glacier formation. Glacier Implementation Workshop. held in Bremerhaven Sep. 14-16. Analytical results of soil, stream sediment, pannedsurfaces. 1990. concentrate, and water samples from the Lik deposit,

northwestern Brooks Range, Alaska.
46-3568 46-3576 Briggs, P.H.. et al, U.S. Geological Surte). Open-file
Drilling wells during changes in the aggregate state of Flow rates at signalized intersections under cold win- report, 1992, No.92-15A. 53p., I 1 refs.
rocks. 1Burenie skvazhin v usloviiakh izmeneniia ter conditions. Exploration. Minerals, Geochemistry, Water chemis-
agregatnogo sostoianiia gornykh porod], Botha, J.L., et al, Journal of transportation engineer- try, Soil chemistry. Tundra. Chemical analysis. United
Kudriashov, B.B., et al, Leningrad, Nedra, 1991, ing, May-June 1992, 118(3), p.439-450, 6 refs. States-Alaska--Brooks Range.
295p., In Russian. 81 refs. Kruse, T.R.
Chistiakov, V.K., Litvinenko, V.S. Transportation, Highway planning, Road icing, Vehi- 46-3586
Frozen rock strength, Frozen rock temperature. Ag- cles, Cold weather operation, Forecasting, Safety, Sediment of Prince William Sound, beach to deep
gregates, Rocks, Rock mechanics. Mathematical mod. Flow rate, Temperature effects. fjord floor, a year after the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
cls, Drilling, Wells, Firns Phase transformations, Ar- 46-3577 Carlson, P.R., ed, U.S. Geological Survey. Open-filetificial melting, Ice melting, Snow melting. Surfaceenergy budgets over alpine tundra in summer, report, 1991, No.91-631, lOlp., Refs. passim.Oil spills, Bottom sediment. Water pollution. Ocean46-3569 Niwot Ridge, Colorado Front Range. bottom, Environmental impact, United States-Alas-
Thermophysical-chemical processes during freezing Greenland, D., Mountain research and development, ka-Prince William Sound.
and thawing of bottom sediments in arctic seas. ETer- Nov. 1991, 11(4), p.339-351, With French and Ger-
mofiziko-khimicheskie protsessy pri promerzanii i man summaries. 31 refs. 46-3587
protaivanii donnykh osadkov arkticheskikh morel], Alpine landscapes, Alpine tundra, Evapotranspiration, Directory of environmental data banks on northern
Zhigarev, L.A., Inzhenernaia geologiia, Nov.-Dec. Surface energy. Snow cover effect, Heat flux, Surface Quebec.
1991. No.6, p. 4 1-48 , In Russian. 22 refs. temperature, Vegetation factors, Microclimatology, Environment Canada. Quebec Region. Eniron-
Bottom sediment, Ocean bottom, Freeze thaw cycles, United States-Colorado--Front Range. mental Assessment and Northern Quebec Affairs
Thermal analysis, Salinity, Chemical composition, Branch, Quebec, 1992, 103p., 5 refs.
Ions, Minerals. 46-3578 Environmental impact, Data processing. Regional
46-3570 Challenge of designing and operating ground-based planning. Organizations, Research projects, Bibliogra-
Submarine type of cryodiagenesis. [O submarinnom observational instruments in alpine terrain. phies.
tipe kriodiageneza], Joss, J., Meteorologische Rundschau, Oct. 1991,
Popov. A.., lnzhenernaia geologiia, Nov.-Dec. 44(5), p.133-138, With German summary. 17 refs. 46-3588
1991, No.6, p.49-55, In Russir.,. 15 refs. Measuring instruments, Alpine landscapes, Cold Propagation and scattering of microwaves and milli-
Diagenesis. Marine geology, Geocryology, Pleisto- weather performance, Design criteria, Weather sta- meter waves in snow based on dense random media
cene. Marine deposits. tions, Meteorological data, Icing, Weather observa- theory.
46.3571 tions, Sensors. Tsang, L., Seattle, University of Washington. Apr. 15,

1992, 8p., 32 refs.
Regional assessment of the frequency of exogenic geo- 46-3579 Snow density, Snow temperature, Snow surveys. Mi-
logical processes in southern Eastern Siberia. [Opyt Solute accumulation and compartmentation during crowaves, Wave propagation, Scattering, Radiometry,
regional'nol otsenki intensivnosti proiavlcniia ek- the cold acclimation of Puma rye. Remote sensing, Statistical analysis.
zogennykh geologicheskikh protsessov na iuge Vos- Koster, K.L., et al, Plant physiology, Jan. 1992,
tochnot Sibirij, 98(1), p.108-113, 24 refs. 46-359
Litvin, V.M., lnzhenernaia geologiia. Nov.-Dec. Lynch, D.V. Adding up admixtures.
1991, No.6, p.72-81, In Russian. 9 refs. Plant tissues, Cold tolerance, Acclimatization, Plant Tarricone, P., Civil engineering, May 1992. 62(5).
Geologic processes, Geocryology, Permafrost. physiology, Chemical properties, Freezing, Solutions, p-4 8-5 1-
46-3572 Damage. Concrete admixtures. Antifreezes.
Regularities in the origin and development of hazard- 46-3580 46-3590
ous geological phenomena during the building of tun- Pile foundation construction characteristics in the Yukon Territory snow survey bulletin and water sup-
nels. tO zakonomemostiakh vozniknoveniia i raz- Alaska oil pipeline, ply forecast, May 1, 1992.
vitiia opasnykh geologicheskikh iavlenif pri strou- Fedorovich. D.I., et al, Soil mechanics and foundation Canada. Indian and Northern Affairs. Water Re-
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46-3595 46-3605 natain were determined toi periods when the ice arch wasIce composition and glacier dynamics. Faint young sun climatic paradox: a simulation with present or absent The esisteuve so the ice arch can be predict-
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Characteristics of weathering of basic rocks in Arctic. Into the river be described quantitatively. This paper analyzes processes. July-Sep. 1991. 2(3). p.18
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46-3618 100m higher than at present Since then, the ice sheet has re- region These spatial differences may influence development
Observations of aeolian transport and niveo-aeolian treated to a level somewhat higher than at present. (Auth. of the respective summer pelagic communites (Auth)
deposition at three lowland sites, Canadian Arctic Ar- mod.)
chipelago. 46-3626 46-3630
Lewkowicz, A.G., et al, Permafrost and perrglacial Snow fence guide. Dimethyisalonaiopropioaate (DMSP) in ice algae
processes. July-Sep. 1991, 2(3), p.197-210, With Tabler, R.D, National Research Council, Strategic and its possible biological role.
French summary. 42 refs. Highway Research Program. 1991. Kirst. G.O., Ct al, Marine chemistry. NoN. 1991,
Young, K.L. SHRP-W/FR-91-106, 61p., A 21-mn VHS video cas- 35(1-4), Symposium on Biochemistry and Circulation

ofPWF-1-0.1- WaA Masses inS vihoas SoteWOen.Jl 9Periglacial processes, Eolian soils, Wind erosion, Snow sette. "Effective snow fences," is also available as a of cater Masses in the Southern Ocean, July 1990
cover effect, Sediment transport. Soil erosion. Season- supplement. p Edited 27 refs.
al variations, Slope processes, Canada--Ellesmere Is- Snow fences, Road maintenance, Blowing snow. p.3 8 1-388.27 rcfs.
land. Snowdrifts, Protective vegetation, Forest strips. Sea ice, Algae, Ice composition.

Durng the EPOS I expeditton (leg 1. 1986) into the Veddell
46-3619 46-3627 Sea the dtmethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) contents of %art-
lee-wedge casts of Wiseonsinan age in eastern Ne- Total organic carbon in the sea-ice zone between Ele- ous ice-algal assemblages and phytoplankton populations in the
braska. phant Island and the South Orkney Islands at the open water and in the tce edge zones aere investigated. The
Wayne, W.J., Permafrost and penglacial processes, start of the austral summer (1988-89). chlorophyll a content in the ice samples was 25-70 ttmes higher
July-Sep. 1991, 2(3), p.2 11-223, With French sum- Prego, R., Marine chemistry, Nov. 1991, 35(1-4), than that of the open water column, and ahout 100-390 morethan in the under-ice water column The DMSP content intnary. 68 refs. Symposium on Biochemistry and Circulation of Water ice-algae was about 20-56 times higher than in the open water.
Continuous permafrost, Wind factors, Pleistocene, Masses in the Southern Ocean, July 1990. Proceed- and 107-245 than in the under-ice water There was no stnct
Patterned ground. Periglacial processes. Permafrost tngs. Edited by P. Trdguer and B. Queguiner. p.18 9- (linear) correlation between pigment content and DMSP con-
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climatology, Geocryology. Sea water, Chemical composition, Hydrography, Sea companied by high DMSP content. The sanability of DMSP

ice, Antarctica-Elephant Island, Antarctica-South data can be explained by variation in species composition
Especially high concentrations were obsersed in samples where

Localization, genesis and thawing of several naleds in Orkney Islands. Phaeocystis poucheri was present In ice DMSP may hase a
the northern Yukon (Canada). 1Localisation, gen6se During an antarctic survey carried out on board on R i V Profes. twofold biological role: as an osmolyte and, or as a cryoprotect-s- t Siedkecki (26 Dec. 1988-18 Jan. 1989) seawater samples ant (antifreeze). (Auth.)et woute de quelques naleds du nord du Yukon (Cana- were collected from nine depths, from the surface to 150 m. at
da)1 . 29 stations near the pack-ice in a zone of the Weddell-Scotia 46-3631
Lauriol, B., et al, Permafrost and periglacial processes, Confluence between Elephant I. and the South Orkney Is. The Modelling ice sheet dynamics.
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Cinq-Mars, J.. Clark, I.D. pling area. coming from the Drake Passage and Weddell Sea. namics, Feb. 1992, 63(1-4). p.29 -6 5, 53 refs

are well-defined, using silicate as a tracer. The concentrations Ice sheets, Ice models, Glacier flow, Viscous flow,Naleds. Bedrock, Ground water, Icing, Periglacial pro- of TOC are higher than 100 microM and are associated with low Thermal conductivity, Heating, Mathematical models,
cesses. Geocryology, Drainage. Isotope analysis, Riv- silicate concentrations. However. in the deep water influenced Ice temperature, Basal sliding.
ers. by the Weddell Sea the concentrations of TOC are about 30
46-3621 microM. (Auth.) 46-3632
Ploughing blocks of the Tien Shan. 46-3628 Mars: where the sky is falling.
Gorbunov. A.P., Permafrost and periglacial processes, Modelling carbon cycling through phytoplankton and Dyer, A., Weatherwise, Dec. 1991-Jan. 1992, 44(6),
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July-Sep. 1991, 2(3), p.24 5 -252. With French sum- and microbial loop dynamics in the marginal ice zone of the ologiia rastenil. 20 refs.
mary. 23 refs. antarctic ecosystem has been established on the basis of physi- Vavilin, D.V., Kafarov, R.S., Venediktov, P.S.

cal and biological measurements carried out in the marginal ice Plant tissues, Photosynthesis, Cold tolerance, Lu-Pingos, Permafrost dating, Palynology, Periglacial pro- zone of the Scotia-Weddell Sea sector of the southern ocean minescence, Freeze thaw tests. Damage, Temperature
cesses, Continuous permafrost, Marine geology, Per- during sea ice retreat 1988 (EPOS I and 2 expeditions). Ap- effects, Light effects.
mafrost physics, Geomorphology, Ground ice, Pleisto- plication of this model at latitudes where sea ice retreat occurs
cene, Greenland-Disko Island. and in adjacent open sea and permanently ice-covered areas 46-3634

demonstrated that the marginal ice zone is a region of enhanced
46-3623 primary and bacterioplankton production. Combining the re- Proton magnetic tesonance of water with changes of
Changes to the permafrost environment after forest suats of the phyto- and bacterioplankton models allowed the hydration in trees during winter.
fire. Da Xi'an Ridge, Gu Lian mining area, China. quantitative estimate of the carbon fluxes through the lower Manuil'skil, V.D.. et al, Soviet plant physiology,
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Permafrost transformation, Thermal regime, Forest web. However, total net microbial food web secondary produc- transport, Mathematical models. Proton transport,
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mental impact, Revegetation, Physical properties, resources available to krill and other zooplankton. (Auth.)
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Permafrost and ground ice conditions reported during Regional relationships between biological and hydro- Effect of temperature on photosynthesis and carbon
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tills which show various degrees of weathering. According to gellates were present, while the dominant autotrophic organ- 46-3637
the degree of weathering, tills are classified into 5 exposure isms in the water column were nanoflagellates. Ammonium Surface albedo measurements at 53N latitude.
stages (relative ages). On the basis of height and age data of values were relatively high in the Winter Water layer in the Angle. R.P.. et al. Atmospheric environment. June
tills, the glacial history in the central Stir Rondane is construct- central region, indicating heterotrophic activity. 1992, 26A(8). p. 1545-1547, 17 refs.
ed as follows: a large part of the mountains was once covered Mesozooplankton was dominated by copepods, which can in Brcnnand. M.. Sandhu. H.S.
with an ice sheet (prior to 4 Mal: the ice sheet retreated inter- turn be divided into two groups: overwintering. inactive
mittently prior to I Ma: in the first half of the last one million Calanus acurus were found in the Warm Deep Water. whereas Albedo, Air pollution, Surface energy. Snow cover ef-
years. the ice sheet was stagnant or re-advanced. forming lateral actively feeding Calanus propinquus were most abundant in the fect, Photochemical reactions. Solar radiation. Ozone,
moraines in some places, and the ice sheet surface was about upper 120 m of the water column under the sea ice in the central Climatic factors, Seasonal variations.
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46-3638 vice, ADONIS --inserted into a hole drilled into the ice--and the upper ice brine community ta the land-fast ice at Me Mutdo
Hard road to yams], its operating method are described. It is pointed out that the will be an excetlent model system in which to iniestigate themethod provides valuable qualitative information on nucroalgal adaptations of sea ice microorganinsms to transitions between
Kurnosov, M.. Soviet shipping, 1988, 8(3). p.34-35. distributions within the platelet layer, Judging from spest-d planktonic and ice-bound existence
Marine transportation, Cold weather operation, Logis- irradiance and from chlorophyll and inorganic nutriens profdie.
tics. Ice cover effect, Icebreakers, USSR Yamal it was determined that the distributions of algae in the platelet 46-3652
Peninsula. ice appear to be c3ntrolled by light, not by autrient availabihty. Seasonal changes in cell size and abundance of bac-

It was noted that in the upper platelet ice. nitrate is depleted in46-3639 the presence of high ammonium concentrations terioplankton during the Pkaeoc.stids sp. bloom in
Arctic navigation: problems of two seaways. MeMardo Sound.
Young, OR., Soviet shipping, 1991, No.3, p.35-37. 46-3647 Putt, M., et al, Antarctic journal of the Lnited Stales.
Marine transportation, Cold weather operation, Inter- Temperature dependence of the photosynthetic 1990. 25(5), p, 199-201. 8 refs.
national cooperation, Human factors, Economic anal- parameter alpha in antarctic sea-ice microalgae. BOrsheim, KY., Miceli. G., Stoecker. D.K
ysis, Arctic Ocean. Robinson, D.H., et al, Antarctic journal of the United Cryobiology, Bacteria, Biomass. Antarctica - McMur-States, 1990, 25(5), p.188-191, 7 refs. do Sound.
46-3640 Sullivan, C.W.
Sorption of metribuain and metolachlor in Alaskan Cryobiology, Microbiology, Algae, Photosynthesis, 46-3653
subarctic agricultural soils. Antarctica- McMurdo Sound. Estimation of cold hardiness of Douglas-fir and En-
Graham, J.S., et al. Weed science, Jan.-Mar. 1992, To characterize the temperature dependence of alpha (linear gelmaan spruce seedlings by differential thermal
40(l). p.155-160, 27 refs. portion of the photosynthesis-irradiance curve) and, through a analysis of buds.
Coon, J.S. systematic approach, to identify the temperature sensitive steps Tinus, R.W., et al, Annars of applied biology, Apr
Soil chemistry. Organic soils Soil pollution. Leaching, responsible for the observed effect, fresh samples of sea-ice
Soil temperature, Subarctic landscapes, Adsorption, microalgae, collected from beneath approximately 2 m of con- 1985, 106(2), p.393-39

7
, 8 refs.

Temperature effects, Vegetation factors, Agriculture. gelation ice at McMurdo Sound during the 1988-1990 field Bourque. J.E., Wallner, S.J.
seasons, were analyzed. The temperature sensitivity of alpha Trees (plants), Freeze thaw tests. Cold tolerance. Plant

46-3641 appears to be at a site affecting the measured values of quantum tissues, Freezing points. Thermal analysis. Tempera-
Sea ice thickness distribution in the Greenland Sea yield. It is suggested that the temperature sensitivity of alpha ture effects, Revegetationr
and Eurasian Basin, May 1987. may be only an apparent change, caused by overlaying carbon
Wadhams. P., Journal of geophysical research, Apr. fixation from the light-independent beta-carboxylation pathway 46-3654
15. 1992, 97(C4), p.5331-5348, 37 refs. onto the light-dependent reductive pentose phosphate pathway. How hardy trees survive winter.
Sea ice, Ice cover thickness, Subglacial observations, 46-3648 Tinus, R W., World & 1, Jan. 1988. 3(l), p 

19 8
-

19 9
.

Ice bottom surface, Ocean currents, Acoustic meas- Bacterioplankton abundance and productivity at the Trees (plants), Cold weather survival, Cold tolerance.
urement, Distribution, Oceanographic surveys, Statis- ice-edge zone of MeMurdo Sotand, Antarctici. Damage, Plant physiology, Supercooitng.
tical analysis, Greenland Sea. Gustafson, D.E., Jr., et al, Antarctic journal of the
46-3642 United States, 1990, 25(5). p.191-193, 15 refs. 46-3655
Interannual variability of monthly southern ocean ice Anderson, M.R., Rivkin, R.B. Simple method for evaluating whole-plant cold hardi-
distribution. Bacteria. Biomass, Ice edge, Plankton, Marine biology, ness.
Parkinson. C.L., Journal of geophysical research. Antarctica--MeMurdo Sound. Rietveld, W.J., et al. Tree planters* notes. 1987.
Apr. 15, 1992, 97(C4). p.5349-5363, 27 refs. The distribution of bacterioplankion and phytoplankton at the 38(2), p,

16
-

18
, 4 refs.

Sea ice distribution, Radiometry, Spaceborne photog- ice edge during the late spring and early summer, prior to the Tinus, R.W.
rahy Sen i nSanlvritionsaioer, pceon Climatic- delivery of Phaeocystis sp. into McMurdo Sound, is discussed. Trees (plants), Cold tolerance, Freeze thaw tests,raphy. Sensor mapping, Seasonal variations, Climatic Vertical profiles of planktonic biomass, collected during late Damage, Temperature effects. Laboratory techniques,
changes, Microwaves. Oct. and late Nov, 1989 at 4 stations along an east-west transect
The region of the southern ocean exhibiting interannual varis- at the ice edge, are presented in figures. At all stations. the dis- Plants (botany).
bMait in monthly averaged sea ice distributions has been tribution of bacteria was vertically uniform within the upper 100
mapped and analyzed. using data from the Nimbus 5 Electrical- m. Bacterial abundance and productivity increased over the 46-3656
ly Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) and the Nimbus season. On an areal basis, phytoplankton biomass was 5 to 15 Harvest the snow.
7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR). times greater than bacterial biomass. Eftink, B., Successful farming, Feb. 1989, 87(2), p.

6
0.

Over the 13-year record from the two instruments, interannual 46-3649 Water storage, Snow retention, Snowdrifts. Snow
variability is particularly high for the early summer month of
Dec. This area of Dec. variability is almost three times the Fate of bacterial production in MeMurdo Sound in fences, Design, Wind factors, Agriculture.

ocean area consistently having ic-covcrcd coniditions in the 13 the austral spring.
ESMR SMMR Decembers. In contrast, in mid-winter the Anderson, M R., et al, Antarctic journal of the United 46-3657
area of consistent ice coverage far exceeds the area of variabili- States, 1990, 25(5), p.193-1

9
4, 11 refs. Contribution of glaciology to the All-Union and inter-

ty. uhich. in spite of the much greater ice coverage overall, is Rivkin, R.B., Gustafson, D.E., Jr. national programs on environmental studies tVklad
not as large as the area of variability in Dec. The mid-winter gliatsiologii vo Vsesoiuznye i mezhdunarodnye pro-
variability is confined to (1) a ring of variable width around the Bacteria. Cryobiology, Antnrctica-McMu gramog vo otuznye t m ed y pr
edge tif the ice pack and (2) the location of the 1974-1976 As part of a project examining the nutrition of planktotrophic gramy izucheriia okruhaiushchel sredyi.
Weddell polynya. The images and plots provide a succinct suni- echinoderm larvae, the abundance and production of potential Kotliakov, V.M., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut
mary of the range of spatial distributions of southern ocean sea prey for the larvae were measured in McMurdo Sound. Because geografli. Mateniaiy gliatsiologichesk•kh is-
ice during the ESMR and SMMR time periods. They can baeteria may provide an important source offood, theirdivision sledovanh. May 1989, Vol.66. p.5-10. In Russian with
hence be used as a convenient base for comparisons with future rates during the spring, and the potential loss to bacterivores. English summary.
sea ice distributions in the effort to identify occurrences of were calculated at a site 8 km north if Hut Point. Results show Glaciology, Global change. Research projects. Ecolo-
climate change. (Auth. miod.) that bacterioplankton were relatively constant throughout the

study period. Bacterial abundances show-d no seasonal trend, gy"
46-3643 although the bacteria were actively growing throughout the
Turbulent heat flux in the upper ocean under sea ice. spring. Division rates ranged from 0.1 to 1.1 doublings per 46-3658
McPhee, M.G., Journal of geophysical research, day; the average division rate was 0.6 doublings per day. It is Some results of a scientific-statistical analysis of
Apr. 15, 1992. 97(C4), p.5365-5379, 25 refs. concluded that grazing by bacterinvores must be responsible for glaciological science in the USSR. lNekotorye re-
Sea ice, Subglacial observations, Ice cover effect, Tur- maintaining bacterial abundances relatively constant. zul'taty naukometricheskogo analiza gliatsiologiches-
bulent diffusion, Ice heat flux, Ice water interface, 46-3650 kol nauki v SSSR].
Ocean currents, Water temperature. Turbulent bound- Seasonal pattern of bacteria and net nano- and pico- Kvon, IA.D., Akademila nauk SSSR. Institut geo-
ary layer. Analysis (mathematics). phytoplankton in McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, dur- graft. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanh.

46-3644 ing the austral spring. May 1989, Vol.66. p.10-16. In Russian with English
Low-frequency vibrational motion of arctic pack ice. Rivkin, R.B., et al, Antarctic journal of the United summary. 11 refs.
Dugan, J.P., et al, Journal of geophysical research, States, 1990. 25(5), p,195-196, 12 refs. Glaciology. Research projects, Data processing.
Apr. 15. 1992, 97(C4) p.5381-5388, 25 refs. Anderson, M.R., Gustafson, D.E., Jr. . -3659
DiMarco, R.L., Martin, W.W. Bacteria, Plankton, Cryobiology, Biomass, Antarctica 46Siei l

Sea ice, Air ice water interaction, Pack ice, Vibration, -McMurdo Sound. Snow and ice phenomena and their possible role in

Low frequencies, Wave propagation, Velocity meas- As part of a multidisciplinary study of nutritionofplanktotroph- the formation of atmospheric C02. (Snezhno-le-

urement, Acoustic measurement, Spectra. ic echinoderm larvae in McMurdo Sound, the distribution and dovye iavleniia i ikh vozmozhnaia rol v formirovanii
abundance of bacteria and several size classes of phytoplankton atmosfernogo C02].

46-3645 are reported in this article. It is found that the abundance of Losev, K.S.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. institur geo-
Modeling deep convection in the Greenland Sea. potential prey for planktotrophic echinoderm larvae in McMur- gralMi. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanti.
Halkkinen, S.. Journal of geophysical research. Apr. do Sound during the study period was low. and that approxi- May 1989. Vol.66. p.16-21. In Russian with English
15. 1992, 97(C4). p.5389-5408, 36 refs. mately 60% of the chlorophylla wasless than 10 microns. Sea-

sonaI patterns of bacteria and chlorophylla and phaeopigments summary. 5 refs.
Mellor, G.L.. Kantha, L.H. in the plankton during the period from Sep. to Dec. 1989 are Glaciers, Carbon dioxide, Snow cover effect, Sea ice.
Ocean currents. Convection. Ice water interface. Sea shown in figures. Ice air interface. Snow air interface.
ice. Upwelling, Water temperature, Ice cover effect,Mathematical models, Turbulent exchange. 46-3651 46-3660Flagellate- and ciliate-dominated microbial communi- Ice ages, carbon dioxide, and the Milankovich as-
46-3646 ty in the land-fast ice. tronomical hypothesis. 1Lednikovye periody,
Studies on the nutrient status in sea ice and underly- Stoecker, D.K., et al, Antarctic journal of the United uglekislylgaziastronomicheskaia gipoteza Milankovi-
ing platelet layer of McMurdo Sound. States. 1990, 25(5), p.197-199, 7 refs. cha],
Arrigo, K., et al, Antarcticjournal of the United States, Buck, K.R., Putt, M. Verbitskil, M.IA., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In-
1990. 25(5). p.185-188, 10 refs. Cryobiology, Sea ice, Microbiology, Antarctica- stitut geografii. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is-
Dieckmann, G.. Gosselin. M., Sullivan, C.W. McMurdo Sound. sledovanh, May 1989, Vol.66, p.21-25. In Russian
Biomass. Microbiology, Cryobiology, Sea ice, Algae, A unique flagellate and ciliate-dominated sea-ice microbial with English summary. 7 refs.
Ice composition. Antarctica-McMurdo Sound. community, in the brine channels and pockets of the upper
To better understand the development and growth of the sea- congelation ice during the late spring and early summer in east- Chalikov, D.V.
ice microbial community, the nutrient environment of the plate- ern McMurdo Sound, is described. The community characteris- Carbon dioxide, Paleoclimatology, Climatic changes.
let ice and the tipper water column were studied in McMurdo tics are presented in a table; scanning electron micrographs of Mathematical models. Ice cover effect. Air ice water
Sound between Sep 2h and Dec. 3. 1989. A new sampling de- critically point-dried organisms are shown. It is believed that interaction.
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46-3661 46-36"9 46-3676
Occurrence and development of mountain glacier sys- Water balance of basins of small glacial rivers in the Climatic variability of sea ice in the Arctic Oceana
tems (statistical modelling). 1Vozinknoveniic irazvi- Greater Caucasus. jVodnyf balans b_ýctrov malykh based on data from mathematical maodelling.
tic gornykh lednikovykh sistem (statisticheskoc lednikovykh rek Bol'shogo Kavkaza), tKlimatichcskaia izmenchisost' niorskikh I'dos
frodeliroVaniel 1 , Shcngeliia, R.G.. Akademiia njuk SSSR. Institut Scemerogo Ledositogo okeana po dannym maternaL,-
Glazyrin, G.E.. Akademinianauk SSSR. Institut geo- Seogral i. Materi sly giiatsiologicheskikh is- cheskogo modelirovanuisj.
graliii. Alatrialy gliaisiolooicheskikh isslcdovarnt) sledovant), May 1989, Vol.66. p.73-79, In Russian Appel', I.L.. ct al. Akademita nauk SSSR. lnstitur
May 1989, Vol.66, p.26-3 1, In Russian with English with English summary. 22 refs. geografii.Matenialy gliaLsiOolopcheskikh is-
summary. 9 ref's. Glacial rivers. Water balance, Rivcr basins, Hydrolo- siedevanh. May 1989, Vol.66. p.1 116-120. In Russian
Mountain glacicrs, Mathematical models, Glacicr for- gy, Snow melting, Glacier melting, Meltwater, Runoff. with English summary. 16 refs.
mation, Glacier oscillation. River basins. Gudkovich, Z.M., Petrov, VN.M

46-3662 Air ice water interaction, Sea ice, Climatic factors,
Development of a concept of external mass exchange 46-3670 Mathematical models, Ice cover.

in lacer ystms frm aglaiertoa gacir sstet.Glacial runoff of the Sary-Dzhaz River in Central
In glacie r systvems: fom glaciner glacirsystoe. Tien Shan, tLednikovyl stok r.Sary-Dzhaz v Tsen- 46-3677
tedaikviti prcstav:tledni a o t neshnem vo msisobmene tral'nom Tian'-Shane]. Fluctuations in ice conditions and properties of snow

Diurgerov, M.B.. et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. jn Dikikh, AN., et al, Akademifia nauk SSSR. Institut cover in the Western Arctic. 1Kolebaniia ledositosti
stitut geografli. Matcenaly gliatsiologicheskikh is- geografli. Materialy gliarsioiogicheskikh is- i kharaktcristik snezhnogo pokros a v. Zapadnoi Ark-
sledovanri. May 1989, Vol.66. p.31-38, In Russian sledovani.. May 1989. Vol,66, p. 7 9-85 , In Russian tike),
with English summary. 16 refs. with English suimmary. I I refs. Briazgin, N.N.,ecial. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut
Mikhalenko, V.N. Dikikh, L.L. geografli. Materiaiy gliatsiologichesikih is-
Glacier mass balance, Glacier alimentation. Glacier RunoffGlacial rivers, Glacier melting, snow melting. siedovani), May 1989. Vol.66. p-121-126. In Russian

oscilaton. lacer alaton.with English summary. 13 refs.
oscilaton, lacer alaton.Voskresenskil. AlT. Dement'ev, A.A.

46-3663 46-3671 Snow c~'ver, Ice cover. Solar radiation, Sea ice, Sea-
Hydrological regime of glaciers during the evolution Changes in meteorological characteristics in the sonal variations.
of glaciation. cGidrologicheskil rezhim lednikov v us- regime of the Abramov Glacier sand the runoff in its
loviiakh evoliutsii oledeneniiaj, basin. tlzmeneniia meteorologicheskikh kharaktcris- 46-3678
Konovalov, V.G., Akademija nauk SSSR. Institj., tik, rezhima lednika Abramova i stoka v ega baa- Stable accumulations of ice in the World Ocean- [L~ s.
geograi0. Mafenialy giarsiologticleskikh 1s- selnej, totchivye skoplrniia Ida v Mirovomn okcane1 .
sledovanii. May 1989. Vol.66. p,38-43, In Russian Adzhiumerov,N.R.,etal.AkademiianaukSSSR. In~. Sinirnos, V.I., Akademijai nauk SSSR. In~stirul geo-
with English summary. 4 refs. ati.tut geogratii. Mateniaiy gliarsiologicheskikh is- grgrii. Material) ghartsiologicheskikh issledoiaaii.
Glacial hydrology, Glacier oscillation, Glacier sledovanh,, May 1989, Vol.66. p.85-93, In Russian My18,Vl6,p1 7 12 nRsinwt nls
tongues, Glacier ablation, Glacier alimentation, River with English summary. 12 refs. summary. 15 refs-
basins. Analysis (mathematics). Glacial meteorology. Runoff, Mass transfer, Glacier Sea ice, Pack ice, Ice cover thickness. Snow depth.

46-3664 ablation, Glacier mass balance, Climatic factors, Cloud4637
Role of snow cover melting in the formation of the cover. Priaciples of logistics and provision of scientific mnfor-
temperature field above continents. tRol' taisniia mation in the prevention of nalleds, tPrintsipy or-
snezhnogo pokrova v formirovanii temperaturnogo ganizatsii i nauchno-informatsionnoc obespechenie
polia nad kontineniami]. 46-3672 brb aeim]
Krcnke. A.N., et al, Akademijia nauk SSSR. Institut Characteristics of glacier development under condi- orb Aes naedi.R.Aami1, nuSSR nmug
geografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- tions of active volcanism. Osbnot aviale- grafii Material), gliarsiologicheskikl issledoi anh.
stedovanil, May 1989, Vol.66. p.43-51, In Russian nikov v usloviiakh aktivnogo vulkanizmaj,Ma 9,'o
with English summary. 10 refs. Vinogradov, V.N.. et al, Akademija riauk SSSR. in- Ma 99 1o.66. p.13343)8. in Russian wit English

LokionvaE.M sttutgeografli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh is- summary. 20 refs.

Snow cover effect, Snow melting. Heat balance. Snow sledovanh, May 1989. Vol.66, p.93-99, In Russian NldCutresrs cnIedtcin

air interface, with English summary. 10 ref's. 46-3680
Murav'ev, lAD. Dtriigtetruetfue fsnil n a

46-3665 Volcanoes, Glacier oscillation, Moraines. Glacier ice, Dtriigtetruetfue fsnil n n
Multidisciplinary glaciological studies in Svanetia in Ice composition, tent bent from gradient observations data during gla-
1986. [Kompleksnye gliatsiologicheskie issledovaniia cial inversions. tOb opredeienii turbulentnykh poto-
v Svanetii v 1986 goduj, kov iavnogo i skrytogo tepla po dannym gradientnvkh
Serebriannyl. L.R., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- 4&-3673 nrab ,PPe l .ue~ v uslov iiah lenikvkh iSSR ersii 3.
stitut geogralii. Mate-riaiy giiarsioiogicheskikh is Zonal features of glacial climate, ice formation and Acorapo. P.. acei al. , Akdeistia nauk esR. ins-iu
sledovam'i, May 1989. Vol.66, p.52-59, In Russian runoff from glaciers in Central Altay. tZonal'nye egai. Mtray girilgcekk s
with English summary. 3 refs. oonntiedioookmaaldoravnia sledovani), May 1989, Vol.66, p.138-142, In Russian
Grlov, AN.,V Gobcdzhishvili, R.G.. Tareeva. A.M. stoka ast lednikovog v snrlinm ata~, Idorzvni with English summary. 8 refs.
Glacier formation, Glacier oscillation, Glacier KngelhnyY AM.,. Morachevtkit V.G.SS.Inti
tongues. Glacier thickness, Glacier melting. Glacier NaohyIK.Aaefanu SR ntttThermodynamics. Latent heat. Heat flux. Turbulent

icGace blto.geografliz. Matenaly Sliatsiologicheskikh is flow, Phase transformations. Analysis (mathematics).
iceGlacer blaton.sledovanil. May 1989, Vol.66, p.99-105, In Russian Ice surface, Glacier surfaces.

46-3666 with English summary. 12 refs.
Characteristics of the formation of natural disasters Glacial meteorology, Runoff, Glacier melting. Ice for- 46-3681
in Georgia in 1987. [Osobennosti formirovaniia stik- mation. Firn stratification. Glacier surveys. Antifreeze-thermal core drilling in arctic ice sheets.
hiinykh iavlenil v Gruzii v 1987 g.], [Antifriz-termicheskoe kernovoc burenie arktiches-
Svanidze, G.G., et al, Akademija nookSSSR. lnsritut kikh pokrovnykh lednikovj,
geografli. Mareriaiy gliarsiologicheskikh is- 46-3674 Zagorodnov. V.S.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Jnstirut
siedovanii, May 1989, Vol.66, p.60-65, In Russian Thickness of mountain glaciers: methods of calcula- geograflli. Matrenaly glialsiologicheskikh is-
with English summary. tion, resultant errors, and ways of reducing them. sledovanii. May 1989, Vol.66. p.143-149. In Russian
Avalanches, Records (extremes), Snowfall, Snow 1Tolshchina gomykh lednikov: raschetnye metody with English summary. 5 ref's.
depth. opredeleniia, voznikaiushchie oshibki i puti ikh omen'- Antifreezes, Boreholes. Ice coring drills. Thermal

46-367 heniial, drills, Ice cores, Drilling fluids, Glaciers.
Mastrnfr6fgacesinte66c7u.rasob Nikitin S.A., et al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. Inst it of
Mens trdniferof glaciers1 in heCgcaus.flis M~terialY gli-tsiologicheskikh is- 4&682~3
Tsmanldis, V.h, talkadeia akSSR]nso sledovanh,. May 1989. Vol.66, p.105-108. In Russian Approximate analysis of a core taken to study the
georafiat Ma.,teraly gldeiiarsiiogchskik Intiu with English summary. 8 ref's. structure and temperature regime of the Austfornna.

gegnli Russianlitiooicesih " Osipov. ANV. [Ekspress-analir kema dlia irucheniia stroeniia i iem-sledovanh. May 1989, Vol.66, p.66 -7 0. InRsim Glacier thickness, Glacier surveys, Analysis (math- peraturnogo rezhima vostochnogo ledianogo polia].with English summary. I ref. enmatics), Radio echo soundings, Accuracy. Zagorodnov. V.S., et al. Akademniia nauk SSSR. In-
Gacirms aacGairtnus lacial lhA. ritru geografli. Materialy gliatsio/ogicheskikh is-
drlgGlacier m bain ass balancer, Glacier toges slcialh- siedovani,, May 1989. Vol.66, p. 149-158. In Russian
drtgGairalation. MastnfeGcirsi- 46-3675 with English summary. 15 refs.

Using radar to study the structure of snow-firn se- Arkhipov. S.M.
46-3668 quence. 1Opyt ispol'zovaniia radiolokatora dlia izu- Ice cores. Drill core analysis, Boreholes. Ice density.
Resources o( snow and glacial meltwvaters in the cheniia siroeniia snczhno-firnovoi iolslichij. Ice electrical properties. Electrical resistivity. Climatic
Caucasus. tResursy talykh snegovykh i lcdnikovykh Gromyko. A.N, ei al. Akademniia nauk SSSR. In- factors. Ice temperature, Ice composition.
vod Kavkazal. stitut getigraffi. Matcrialy gliarsiologicheskikh is-
Vladimirov. L.A.. ci al, Akademiia nauk SSSR. In- sledovant), May 1989, Vol.66. p.108-116. In Russian 46-3683
stitut kf,-ýt ,Iiat~siohwgirheskikh is- with English summary. 9 refs. Attributes of avalanche forecasting. lAtributy prog-

sledovani). May 1989, Vol.66, p.7 0-7 3, In Russian Vasilenko. E.V., Macheret, It.LIA.. Moskalevskit, noz lavinj,
with English summary. 6 refs. MAIU. Kanaev. L.A., Akademuiia nauA SSSR. Institrt geo-
Dzhavak hishvili. A-.,I. Zakarashvili. N .N. Radio echo soundings. Firn stratification. Electromag- grafli. Materialy gliatsiologicheskikh isskedoianih.
Sjownielt. Snow melting, Glacier melting, Runoff'. netic properties. Glacier alimentation, Wave propaga- May 1989. Vol.66. p.159-164, In Russian. 19 ref's.
Snow hydrology. Glacial hydrology. tion, Analysis (mathematics). Avalanche forecasting. Analysis (mathematics).
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46-3684 46-3691 46-36"1
Morphology of ice-catchnsenta in Antarctica. IMor- Symposium on glaciotectonics in Poland. tSimpozi- Medvezhiy Glacier is advancing (end of Ma), 1969).
fologiia ledosbornykh basselnov Antarktidy]. urn po gliatsiotektonike v Pol'shej. 1Lednik Medvezhil nastupact (koncts mata 1989
Glazovskil. A.F., et al, Akademniia nauk SSSR. In- Grosval'd, M.G.. AkaJ~emifi nauk SSSR. Instiuiw g,),.
sewut geog-atin Alaterialy ghatsittlogichesl ibh ts- geografih. Mat eraly gliaisirrlgwchcskkh is- Osiposa, G. B., ctital. .iadorintia nauk SSSR. Insutut
sledoaant). May 1989, Vol.66, p-165 -168. In Russian sledo.arniiL May 1989, Vol.66, p.l195. In Russian. geograflh. Afaterialy gliatsfologigheskukh is -
with English summary. 2 refs- Meetings, Tectonics. Glacial geology. sledoi~ant). May 1989, % ol.66. p 235-236, In Russian
Zakharov. V.G. Tsvectkov, D.6 . Morotzis, V It . Kcrnossis. G.A.
Glacier alimentation. Glacier mass balance. Glacier Glacier oscillation. Glacier toingues. Glacier surfaces.
ice, Ice accretion. Ice volume. 46-3692 Gairfo
Data were used to arrange the ice basins of Antiarctica accrird- Isotope-oxygen compsto fgon c.[stp

Ing to their itarine' terrestrial portion ratios. and ii compare the no-kislorodnyl sostav podzemnykh Idov1 . 46-3699
results of this ranging with the ice discharge rate Trtee types Vasil'chuk, ILK.. A4kademija naijk SSSR Institut Late Weichoselian glacial mauimumn on western Spits-
of glacier basins were distinguished miarine. transitional. and geografli. Material 'v gliatsiologicheskikh fs- bergen inferred froam offshore sediment cores.
terrestrial. They *ere recognized by means of ice volume skedovanhi May 1989. Vol.66, p.196-210, In Russian Svendscn. 1.I.. et al. Marine Sctliigy. Feb. 29. 1992.
ratio. This ratino was estimated as the ice volume on the be- with English summary. 48 refs. 104(1l4), p. 1-l1i. Rets. p. 15-l1.
droci. above sea level divided by the ice volume on the bedrock yeniooececmoiinGrudc.Pls- laatn. liton.Mrnegmlg.Glil
belowealevlsnea c bale Teellueinto feaarnh ypbasin.iotpe, TebomostiolrondicePlatiGlcitinPlestcmarinenegclotypeaia
basins varied from 01.7 t0 to 2 10. tfmr transitional type from tocene. Geocryology. Ice wedges. Isottope analysis. geology. Sedimentation. Drill core analysis. Bottom
8 t0 it) 27,10. and hor terrestrial type froim 146 10 it) 249 10, sediment, Age determination. Griiunded ice. Nimrwa)
Specific ice discharge through a unit width iif catchment margin Spitsbergen.
was highest in marine basins. This is 2-J trimes higher thai, in 46,36934630

tansittirnal basins, and 10-25 times higher than in terrestrial Soviet glaciological studies in 1988. 1Sovetskie gliat- Nularpwre ceraer f umns hipn
basins. (Anib mod Isiologicheskie issledlovaniia v 1988 godu], Ncerpwrdieraeso umnkSipn

Kotliakov, V.M., et al. Akademiia nauk SS5SR. In- Company.
46-3685 stitut geograflij. MaieriaJl. glistsiologicheslilh is- Demi'anchenko. V., et al . Stiowt shipingtn 1991I,
Meteorological conditions in the area of Adishi Gln- sledorcanii. May 1989, Vol.66, p.211-221, In Russian. No2 p2-23.
cier in the summer of 1986. (Meteutrologicheskie us- Solomina. O.N. Kovalenko. V., Shershnev. V.
lusviia v ralone lednika Adishi letom 1986 g.1, Research projects. Glaciotlogy, Glaciers. Snow cover, Marine transportatiyin. Icebreaker'. N uclear Power,
Tareeva, A. M..et al,Ak~ademnijanauk SS.SR. Institut Avalanches, Ice composition. Mathematical models. Specificatiutns, Safety
gcografli. Matc-rialy, gliatsiologicheskikh is- Engineering geology, Ground ice, Ice physics, Snow 46-3701
sledovani), May 1989, Vol.66. p.168-172, In Russian composition, Antarctica. Influenre of clear felling on temperature and vegeta-
with English summary. 6 refs. This article is a listing, with brief descriptions. irf 1988 Soviet tion in an esker area at Laninmi. southern Finland.
Karalashvili, T.V. gtacioliogical research projects that tioik place in the Caucasus. Tikkanen, M., et al. Fennia. 1991. 16911). p. 1-24. 55
Glacial hydrology. Glacial meteomrology, Wind veloci- Central Asia. Khibin Mountajirs, Siberia. the Far East. Kam- refs.
ty, Glacier surveys. chatka. the Arctic. and Antarctica. The general subjects in. Herikkila. R.

chided mathematical mudeling in glaciiitogy. ice physics. sniow Mcotmtlg.Fot eeatr atr.Tp
46-3686 and ice ciompoisitiion. glaciers. snow coicer and avatanches, meng. Mi -ciaoo rsVeeainfcos oo

Katabatic wind and its effect on air temperature dis- neering geiiliigy. glacial geiilogy and palerigeiitogy. glacier fliiw, graphic effects. Air temperature. Plant eciltigy, Snowo
ground ice, riser and lake ice, and nateds. For the Arctic. the coiver effect. Priotective vegetatioin. Trees (plants).tributlon in the Adishi Mountain Glacier basin during priitects included glac.iation and ice cores The psojecos fur Temperature variations.

aperiod of ablation, (Stcikivyi veter i ego vliianic na Antarctica were: glacier oscillatiion, glaciiimerteoriilogical iibser- 46-3702
raspredelente temperatury vozdukha v gorno-ledniko- sutions. glacroclimatic eoning, drilling (if the ice sheet atr Viistokl
vom basseine Adishi v period abliatsii1 , Station. zoning ot antarctic glaciers, ice Core analysis at Domne Pattern and process of present tree-limits in the
Loktionova. E.M., Akadcrnria nauk SSSR. Instil ~t B. atid paleomiciatic reciinstruction. Tikrna region, southern Swedish Lapland.
gcograffi. Alatcrialy gliatsiologicheskikf is- Kullman. L., Fnnroa. 1991. 169(11. p.2 5-38. 62 refs.

sledsani. My 189. ol.6. . 17181, I Rusian 46-694Foirest lines. Vegetation patterns. Trees (plants), Tern-
with English summary. 7 refs. Present state and prospects of glaciological studies in Apirnue effscaes, Altitde.eClimaticftors. Grweden.Glacial meteorology. Glacier ablation, Wind velocity. China. tSosttuianie i perspektivy gliatsiologicheskikh Alieanspsgedtrnto.Swd.
Air temperature, Temperature distribution, Tempera- issledovanil v iq 46-3703
ture gradients. Wind (meteorology). Xie. Z.C., Akademija nauk SSSR. Institut gc-ografii Tropospheric ozone varniations in the Arctic during

Materialy gliatsieilogicheskikh issledovani~r May 4anuary 1990.
46.3687 1989, Vol.66, p.222-227, In Russian. 16 refs. Hiifmann. D.J.. ci al. Planetary and spvcc science.
Thermal evidence of pollution in snow cover. tTe- Research projects, Glaciology. Feb.-Mar. 1992. 40(2-3). p.203-210. 20 rcfs.
plovoc proiavlenie zagriazneniia snezhnogo pok- Ferguson. E.E., Johnston. P.V.. Matthews. W.A.
rova]. Porlar atmospheres. Atmoispheric coimposition. Ozone.
Khodakov. V.G., et al, Akaderniia nauk SSSR. In- 46-3695 Air pollution, Air temperature. Photochemical reac-
stitul gcografli. Materialy gliatsiologic-heskiklt is- Tien-Shan Glaciological Research Station of the In- tions, Atmospheric attenuation, Temperature effects.
sledovani,. May 1989. Vol.66, p.181-185, In Russian stitute of Glaciology and Geocryology of the Academy Temperature inversion. Periodic variatioins.
with English summary. 8 refs. of Sciences of the Chinese Peoples' Republic. [Tian- 46-3704
Il'ina. E.A., Sosnovskil, A.V. shanskaia gliatsiologicheskaia stantsiia instituta gliatst- Clay minerals of four soils formed in colian and tephra
Snow impurities. Snow thermal properties. Snotw melt- ologii i geokriologii Akademii nauk KNR1 , . materials in Iceland.
ing, Mathematical models, Snow cover. Alzin. V.B., Akademiia nauk SSSR. Insti tut gco- Wada. K.. et al. Geoderma. Mar. 1992. 5213-4). p.351-

46368grafli. Materially gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanh. 365. 23 refs.Evlain6h- acrcyo3vlaceveoiy8sia May 1989. Vol.66, p.22 7 -2 30 . In Russian. Clay minerals. Soil formation. Etilian soils. Weather-
tions in the deceleration zone. EK ritsenkc tochnosti Gancie.rGsurvelsdGlacerticnes Glaciameeoromasghal ing. Soil erosion. Mineralogy. Volcanic ash. Soil pro-
opredelenjia skorosti laviny na uchastke tormoz- ac.GailhdooyGailmeorog, files. Glacial deposits, Iceland.
heniial, 46-3705
Andreev. ILXB.. et al, Aademija nauk SSSR. Inst itut 46-3696 Solar radiative fluxes for broken cloud fields above
geografii. Materialy gliatsiologichcskikh is-. Comments on "Antarctic-type ice sheets in the reflecting surfaces.
sledovanii. May 1989. Vol.66, p.185-18 7 , In Russian Northern Hemisphere (toward a global glacial theo- Barker. H.W., ci al. Journail of the atmnospheric
with English summary. 2 refs. ry)" by M.G. Grosival'dl. sciences. May 1, 1992. 49(9), p.749- 761I. 32 refs.
Boizhinskit, A.N. Chizhov. OP.. Akadcmia nauk SSSR. Inst itut grm(- Davies, J.A.
Avalanche mechanics. Mathematical models. Veloci- gralfi. Materialy gliatsioilogichcskikh issledovanrif. Cloud cover, Remote sensing. Albedo. Solar radiation.
ty. Accuracy. Avalanche forecasting. May 1989, Vol.66. p.23 2-233 , In Russian. 12 refs. Radiation balance. Reflectivity, Surface properties.

For original Russian article see 43-3299. Climatology. Ice cover effect, Analysis (mathematics).
46-3689 Ice age theory, Ice sheets, Glaciation. Paleoclimatolo- 46-3706
Destructive long-distance effects of avalanche nir gy. Glacial geology, Glacier formation. Atmospheric concentrations of submieron contact-
waves, tO razrushitel'nom dal'nttdetstvii vozdushnol freezing nuclei.
volny lavinj,ctlA-dminu-SR ntti 46-3697 Deshler, T.. et al, Journal of the atmospheric sciences.

geografli. Matcrialy gliatsiolemgicheskikh i- Soviet-French Workshop on the Results of Cores May I, 1992, 49(9). p.773-784, 64 refs.
sledovant,. May 1989. Vol.66. p.187-191, In Russian from Antarctic Boreholes, May-June 1989. 1Sovct- Vali, G.

wit Enlis smmay. res.sko-frantsuzskil seminar po ittigam issledovanil Cloud physics. Heterogeneous nucleatimin. Ice crystal
wozitEngklis summary 3oinvkl refs Skhn .. ledianogo kerna iz antlark ticheski kh skvazhin. 30 growth. Freezing nuclei, Aerosols, Supercooiling,

oChiokid AN..ets Rodioervsuie MVfct, Furhanong L.A..
Avalanche mechanics, Avalanche wind, Avalanche maia-9 iiunia 1989 g.],Coddolt.Tmeaur fet.Fezn ae
modeling. Glazovskit. A.F.. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut 46-3707

geogratli. Materialy gliatsiologichcskikh Is - Potential for photoinhibition of Pinus sylvestris L.
46-3690 sledoivanji, May 1989, Vol.66, p.234, In Russian. seedlings exposed to high light and low soil tempera.
Regional genetic classification of naleds. (Regional'- Meetings, International cooperation. Borcholes. Ice ture.
naia gcncticheskaia Iklassiflkatsiia naledel], cores. Drill core analysis. Glribal change, Paler,- DeLucia. E.H.. el al. Jorurnal of experimental botany.
Rivkin, F.M.. Akadecniia nauk SSSR. institut geo- climatology. Antarctica- Vostok Station. May 1991, 42(238). p.6l11-617. 44 refsi.
grarli. Afatcrialy gliatsiotrmgichcskikh issledoranii. The central torus mit this workshop was the analysis mfitce core Day. T.A.. Oquist, G.
May 1989, Votl.66. p. 192-195. In Russian with English dat a friom Vostok Station in terms of limng-term global changes Trees (plants), Plant physiology. Photimsynthesis, Light

sumr.8 refs. in the paleolimnate and enviromnment, This brief repoirt lists the efcs oltmeaue eprtr fetSosummary. ~~~~~~~~~~~~participants in the wimrkshimp and presents the highlights of their efcs oltmeaue eprtr fet.So
Naleds. Icing. Classifications, Ice accretion. Water hal- findings. It concludes with fturae plans mmo drill ice cores in cover effect, Water transport, Plants (botany), Subsur-
anc2,. Adelie Cimast. Dimme C, and Greenlanid face structures.
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46-3706 oceans predict. Phytoplankion remote sensing pigment retoe- 46-3721
Pal algorithms show significant differentiation from temprate Crystal polarity: a window on ice nucleation.Plant tissue impedance and cold acclimation: a re- al ndl.Tepeetyrcmedd cemtig Cyslport:awnownienueto.ocean models. The presently recommended water-leasin

aludysis. radiance algorithm for Coastal Zone Color Stunner data proc- McBride. J.M.. Science. May 8, 1992, 256(5058),
Zhang, M.l.N.. et al. Journal of e.xperimenrtal botany. essing underestimates surface piguient concenraations by more p.

8
14, 4 refs.

Feb. 1992, 43(247), p.263-266, 12 refs. than a factor of two for the polar observations reported here Polarization (charge separation). Ice crystal nuclei.
Stout, D.G.. Willison, J-H.M. The observations are interpreted in the context of variations in Nucleation.
Plant tissues, Plant physiology. Acclimatization, Elec- pigment-specific particulate absorption which have been de-
trical properties, Electrical measurement, Models, scribed elsewhere. Specifically. the magnitude of pigment- 46-3722
Simulation, Cold tolerance, Temperature effects. specific absorption coefficient in the blue is hypothesized to be Role of crystal polarity in alpha-iamino acid crystalssmaller for polar regionts due to significant pigment Packaging
46-3709 effects, and a relatively small amount of detntal absorption for iaduc•d nucleation of ice.
Temporal variations in water quality and fluvial ero- compared to phytoplanikton absorption Implications for Gavish, M., et al, Science. May 8. 1992. 256(5058).
sion in a small drainage basin in southern Flisind. remote sensing of phytoplankton pigments and pigment-based p.815-818, Refs. passim.Tiknin .smalldrainage 1990. i8n pouth29, 46nla . models of light propagation in the ocean are discussed. (Auth. Ice crystals, Nucleation, Ice composition. PolarizationTikkanen. M., Fennia. 1990, 168(l), p.1-29, 46 refs. mod.) (charge separation).
River basins, Runoff, Sediment transport, Snowmelt, 46-3me16Water erosion, Floodii.- Surface waters, Diurnal Near-surfac circulation over the Yermak Plateau in 46-3723
variations, Snow water equivalent, northern From Strait. Model for vertical frazil distribution.
46-3710 Manley, T.O., et al, Journal of marine systems. Liou, C.P., et al. Water resources research. May
Polar cloud and surface classification using AVHRR Mar. 1992, 3(1-2), p.10

7
-125, 21 refs. 1992, 28(5), MP 3080. p.132 9

-1
3

3
7

. 30 refs.
imagery: an intercomparison of methods. Bourke. R.H., Hunkins, K.L. Ferrick, M.G.
Welch, R.M.. et al, Journal of applied meteorology, Ocean currents, Hydrography, Water temperature, Ice Frazil ice, Ice formation. Turbulent flow. Water flow,
May 1992, 31(5). p.40 5

-420, 35 refs. cover effect, Salinity, Temperature effects, Stratifica- Buoyancy, Ice water interface, Ice models. Ice struc-
Cloud cover, Arctic landscapes, Radiometry, Space- tion, Fram Strait. ture, Analysis (mathematics), Supercooling.
borne photography, Classifications, Image processing, 46-3717 In this paper, a model is presented for the evolution of frazil
Ice cover effect, Data processing, Accuracy, Climatic On the mesoseale structure of the frontal zones in the over depth and with time in a turbulent flod. The net upward
changes. Nordic seas. migration due to buoyancy of the frazil is opposed b) intermit-

tent mixing induced by large energy-containing eddies. A sur-
46-371I1 Rodionov, V.B., Journal of marine systems, Mar. face renewal modei is used to describe the effects of large eddy
Narrowband to broadband conversion with spatially 1992, 3(1-2), p.12

7
-139, 22 refs. mixing. Parameters that represent an entire water body are ob-

autocorrelated reflectance measurements. Ocean currents, Hydrography, Water temperature, tamed by averaging those of discrete water columns, using a
Li. Z.Q.. et al. Journal ofapplied meteorology. May Sea water, Salinity, Stratification, Stability, Oceanog. probability density function. These parameters include the
1992, 31(5), p.421-432, 27 refs. raphy, Remote sensing, Greenland Sea. concentration profile, the surface age. and the surface layer

thickness. A dimensionless surface renewal frequencl charac-
Leighton. H.G. 46-3718 tenzes the frazil distribution at eouilibrium. (he rate of heat
Geophysical surveys, Spectra, Radiometry, Space- Time-dependent depth-integrated barotropic physical loss from the water surface, the surface renewal frequenc). and
borne photography, Albedo, Cloud cover, Ice cover model of the Beriag/Chukehi Seas for use in ecosys- the critical surface layer thickness determine whether the frazil
effect, Data processing, Correlation, Accuracy. tem analysis. will evolve toward a well-mixed equilibrium state or a layered
46-3"12 Shuert, PG., et al. Journal of marine syst ems. Mar. state. The model provides a physical basis for understanding

35-1 ethe transition between these states, consistent sith existing em-Heat transfer on accreting ice surfaces. 1992, 3(1-2), p.141-161, 35 refs. pirical critena and field data.
Yamaguchi, K., et al, Journal of aircraft, Jan.-Feb. Walsh, J.J.
1992, 29(1), p.108-113. I1 refs. Ocean currents, Air water interactions, Atmospheric 46-3724
Hansman, R.J., Jr. pressure, Ecosystems, Biomass, Velocity measure- Streninflow and sediment transport responses to
Aircraft icing, Surface roughness, Ice accretion, Glaze, ment, Mathematical models, Wind factors, Bering Sea. snow fencing a rangeland watershed.
Heat transfer, Turbulent boundary layer, Ice models, 46-3719 Sturges. D.L., Water resources research. May 1992.
Air flow, Ice forecasting, Ice air interface. Distribution of the two types of ice diatom communi- 28(5), p.

134 7
-

13 56
, 38 refs.

46-3/13 ties in the Antarctic. Snow fences. Watersheds, Stream flow, Sedimentrevsied cMeguro, H, et al. Journal of marine systems, Mar. transport, Snowmelt, Runoff. Water storage, Snow re-Sverdrup revisited. critical depths, maximum chloro- 1992, 3(1-2), p.163-168, 26 refs. tention, Performance.
phyll levels, and the control of southern ocean produc- Fukushima, H., Matsuda, T.
tivity by the irradiance-mixing regime. Marine biology, Algae, Distribution, Sea ice, Snow 46-3725
Nelson. D.M.. et al. Limnology and oceanography, cover effect, Biomass, Ice bottom surface, Ice struc- Fractographic examinations of fracture in polycrys-
Dec. 1991, 36(8), p. 1650-1661, 51 refs. ture, Antarctica-LLUtzow-Holm Bay. talline S2 Jee.
Smith. Wa., Jr. - Geographical distributions for two types of ice algal assem- Wei, Y.C., et al. Journal of materials science. Nov.
Sea water, Sea ice, Plankton, Chemistry, Antarctica- blages, "surface type" and "bottom type" are described for the 1, 1992, 26(21), p.5733-5740. 26 refs.
Weddell Sea, Scotia Sea. antarctic sector (35-45E) around Luttzow-Holm Bay. The sur- Dempsey, J.P.
A reformulation of Sverdrup's criticaldepth calculation, using face type was found in a wide belt in the outer pack ice while Ice crystal structure, Ice mechanics. Cracking (fractur-
recent optical and physiological information, is developed and the bottom type was 'ound in the narrow band of fast ice near ing), Ice strength. Orientation, Surface structure. Thin
applied to data from the southern ocean. Comparisons between the ice shelf or in the ay. The surface type was characterized
calculated critical depths (Zc) and mixed-layer depths (Zm) by a thick snow cover on thin sea ice, and the bottom type sections, Ice cracks, Brittleness.
indicate that both the marginal ice zone and the open waters of typically had thin snow cover on thick ice. The circumpolar
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current provide favorable irradi- continuity of meteorological conditions around the continent. 46-3726
aice-mixing regimes for the initiation and early development of and similar floral compositions between these samples and sam- Soil drying and rewetting, or freezing and thawing,
phytoplankton blooms in summer. i.e. Zc>Zm when phyto- pies collected near Palmer Peninsula by other investigators, affects soil solution composition.
plankton biomass is low and the water clear: that when ice-edge suggests that the similar distributional pattern may be common Walworth. IL., Sol Science Society of America.
blooms develop, Zr shoals to depths about equal to Zm. imply- in other regions of Antarctica. (Auth. mod.) Journal, Mar-Apr. 1992, 56(2). p.433-437, 25 refs.
ing that phytoplankton standing stocks in ice-edge blooms may 46-3720 Soil tests. Accuracy, Soil water, Storage. Freeze thaw
be self-limiting as a result of reduced penetration of irradiance; Weddeil-Scotia marginal ice zone: physical oceano- cycles, Chemical composition. Temperature effects.
and that the highest chlorophyll levels that can be sustained in
summer in open waters not stabilized by meltwater are 1.0 graphic conditions, geographical and seasonal varla- Sampling.
microgram/liter in the Weddell and Scotia Seas. and may be less bility.
in areas that experience stronger winds. (Auth.) Muench. R.D., et al, Journal of marine systems, 46-3727

46-3714 Mar. 1992, 3(1-2), p.1
6 9

-182, 22 refs. Planktonic bioluminescence in the pack ice and the
On estimating spatial and temporal variations in the Sea ice distribution, Ocean currents, Advection, Ice marginal ice zone of the Beaufort Sea,
properties of ice in the polar oceans. water interface, Water temperature, Ice cover effect, Lapota, D., et al, Marine biology. Apr. 1992.
Maykut. G.A., et al. Journal of marine systems, Ice edge, Oceanography, Seasonal variations. Antarc- 112(4), p.665-675, 38 refs.
Mar. 1992, 3(1-2), p.41-

7
2, Refs. p.69-72. tica--Weddell Sea. Rosenberger, D.E., Lieberman. S.H.

Grenfell, T.C., Weeks, W.F. Physical oceanographic conditions were measured in the Wed- Sea ice, Marine biology, Plankton, Luminescence. Ice
dell and Scotia Sea marginal ice zones (MIZ's) during 1983. cover effect. Biomass, Ice edge. Pack ice. Oceano-Sea ice distribution. Remote sensing. Physical proper- 1986 and 1988. The field work encompassed spring. autumn

ties, Ice models, Ice forecasting, Ice cover thickness, and mid-winter periods and included retreating, advancing and graphic surveys. Beaufort Sea.
Air ice water interaction, Thermodynamics, Tempera- steady-state ice edges. Observed upper ocean structures,
ture effects, which typify MIZ's and reflect input of low salinity water from 46-3728

melting ice, included low salinity layers, lenses and fronts. An Dielectric constant of ice at 26.5.40 GHz.
46-3715 upper mixed layer was always present and was generally more Koh, G., Journal of applied physics, May 15, 1992,
Predictive bio-optical relationships for polar oceans fully developed in autumn and winter than at other times of 71(10). MP 3081, p.5119-5122, 7 refs.
and marginal ice zones. year. Conditions in the deeper waters reflected regional oceanc• Ice physics, Radiation absorption. Ice electrical prop-
Mitchell, B.G., Journal of marine systems, Mar. graphic processes, and significant differences were present be. erties, Dielectric properties, Microwaves, Wave props-
1992, 3(1-2), p.91-105, Refs. p.104-105. tween the Weddell and Scotia Seas. The colder, denser Wed-

Sea ice, Biomass, Plankton, Optical properties, Sea wa- dell water appeared to have mixed isopycnally with deeper gation, Attenuation, Remote sensing. Electrical meas-
te, Attenuation, Radiance, Remote sensing. Ice edge. water in the Scotia Sea, present there at depths exceeding 500 urement.

m. The Scotia Sea was dominated by strong gradients and en- The complex dielectric constait. epsilon = epsilon + i epsilon.,
Marine biology, Antarclica-Drake Passage. ergetic mesoscale features, with currents exceeding 50 cm/s. of ice at 26.5-40 GHz was determined using free-space meas-
An analysis of more than 500 stations from polar seas was The northwestern Weddell Sea had. in contrast, current speeds urement technique. A network analyzer-based system was
undertaken to evaluate predictive models linking in situ phyto- well below about 5 cm/s and small to negligible lateral water used to measure the phase velocity and attenuation of a synthe-
plankton pigment concentrations to measurable optical parame- property gradients. These observations suggest that the Weddell sized pulse propagating in bubble-free ice which was grown
ters. The data set consists of profiles of spectral downwelling western boundary current was weaker than has been estimated from distilled de-ionized water. Based on the phase velocity
irradiance. upwelling radiance, chlorophyll and phaeopigments in the past. In addition. scant evidence was found of deep measurement, epsilon' was determined to be 3 155 and virtually
from 3 cruises to the Antarctic Peninsula, one cruise to the winter convection in the Scotia Sea. a process which has been independent of frequency. The loss factor in ice was observed
Barents Sea and one cruise to Fram Strait in the Greenland Sea. hypothesized in the past to contribute to deep water formation, to be frequency dependent so that epsilon" increased from ap-
The pigment-specific diffuse attenuation coefficient for polar No evidence was found during winter 1988 in the Scotia Sea of proximately 0.002 at the lower frequencies to 0.004 at the high-
regions is significantly smaller, particularly in the blue region of the modified water known as Weddell-Scotia Confluence water. er frequencies. No rt-mperature dependence of epsilon' and
the spectrum, than previous statistical models for temperate (Auth. mod.) epsilon" was observed at ice temperatures of -2 5 and -15 C
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46-3729 46-3739 Ferrell site The big difference between F-errell and Pcigasnos
Frequency and wavelength dependent dielectric per- Frequency of ice-wedge cracking (1967-1987) at sites is n the maxiumui wind spteed tot each month The-c

mittvityof wter.Garr Islnd.westrn rtic oast Canda. ager taimain wind spieed for the period Feb ihrioughOi~t 1489
millvit of ate. Gary slad. wsten Articcoat. Cnad. , 3 n shigher at Pegasus site than at Ferrell Site

Berolini. D., et al. Mlolecular physics, Apr. 10, Mackay. J.R., Canadian journal of earth sciences.
1992. 75o-5), p.10 6 5-10 8 8, 33 refs. Feb. 1992. 29t2), p.2 36-24 8 , With French summary 4(,3747
rani, A. 35 refs. Enginteerig geology in the USSR; Urals. Taymyr,
Water structure. Moiecular structure, Supercooling. Ice wedges, Cracking (fracturing), Patterned ground, and the Kazakh folded region. lnzhenernaruia geolo-
Molecular energy levels, Dielectric properties, Spec- Continuous permafrost, Snow cover effect. Classifica- gria SSSR; Ural, Taimyr i Kazakhiskaua skladchatraa
tra. Low temperature research. Simulation, Analysis tions, Periodic variations. Paleoclimatoiogy. Polygonal strana1 ,
(mathematics), topography. Pecherkin, I.A.. ed, Moscow, Nedra, 1990, 407p. In

46-3730 46-3740 Russian. 81 refs.
Energy density effecta In the formation of orai Thermanl regime of latertidnil permafrost, George Dubelkovskit, 5.0.. ed. Bochkarev, V.P.. ed
residues in frozen methane by MeV ions. River estuary, Ungava Blay, Quebec. Engineering geology. Hydrogeology, Ground water.
Kaiser, R.I., et al, N uclear instruments and methods in Allard, M., et al. C'anadian journal of earth sciences, Geocryology, Ground ice, Cold weather operation
phy~sics r-esearch. Mar. 1992, B65(1-4). International Feb. 1992, 29(2), p.249-2 5 9. With French summary.
Coinference on Radiation Effects in Insulators. 6th, 22 refs.4638
Weimiar, Germany, June 24-28, 1991. Proceedings. oteRSgiMK Geochemistry of the snow cover in Yakutin. 1Geok-
Edited by E. Glaser et al, p.463-46

7 . 18 refs. Permafrost beneath rivers, Estuaries, Thermal regime, himiia snezhnogo pokrova lAkutii2 .
Lauterwein. I , M11ller, P., Roessler, K. Littoral zone, Discontinuous permafrost, Freezing Makarov, V.N., ct al, Yakutsk. Institut mer-
Hydrocarbons. Extraterrestrial ice. Simulation Points, Geomorphology. Landscape d evelopment. zlotovedeniia SO AN SSSR. 1990. 148p,. In Russian.
Ciairiua irradiation, Ionization. Chemical cu .oi Tem perature effects. Refsý p.l14
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utio, Spectra, Radiation absorption. 46-3741 Fedoseev. N.F , Fedoseeva. V 1.

Delta slope processes and turbidity currents in pro- Geochemnistry, Snow cover. Snow composition. Mi-
46-3731 deltaic submarine channels, Queen Inlet, Glacier croclement content. Snow impurities
.Newest antarctic research vessel passes mid-point in Bay, Alaska. 46-3749
construction. Sea eC~hniology Juine 1991, 32(6), p.4 9 - Phillips. A.C., et al. Canadihan journal ofearth sciences, Problems in the mechanics of perennially frozen
S1 Iian. 1992, 29(l), p.9 3-10 1. With French summary. rcs Vpoymkaiimooenmrlk
Ships. Design. Icebreakers, Specifications. 35 refs. rcs ~poymkaiirnoocnrirlk
Ilisi pnaperi nlcrihc. the perforniance capabilities oftihe Na- Smith. N.D. gornykh porodj.
ih,,rnc' B Palumcr. a research vessel currentily under cotnstruc- Dets eiettasot ie lw ubdt.Izakson, V.IU., Yakutsk, IAkutskit nauchnyl tscntr.
1miii piiiinunin I'), delivery toi the National Scien c Fonundation lC twtr SubsurfaceRusin.10 rfs

l ain. 144i2 t he ship, with ivebtecaking capabilities is des- Iaicr melting, Melts r Susrfc in990,tins Froen9ock, Inrussin. 102k srenthRcs.cais
micii tin, neplnyiteiti in Antarctica to facilitate the Fitanda-. Tidal currents, Boittom sediment, Slope proicesses. Phase transformations. Plastic deformation, Rheoluigy.
ttnnr.. Arnitarn.lic Resenarich Prigram. 46-3742 Thermal properties.

Winter transport of Chernobyl radionuclides from a46-3732 Lksietnd.montane catchment to an Ice-covered lake. 46-3750
Recent GetLksietnd.Brittain. J E . et al, Analyst, Mar. 1992, 117(3), Col- Snow cover and seasonal freezing of soils in northern
Hlanison, H.P.. ei al, American Meteitrological Society. loquium Spectroscopicum Internationale tCSl) Pee- Tien Shan. 1Snczhnyt psiktov i sezonnuic prttmerzattte
Bulletin. May 1992. 73(5), pm.577-584, 27 refs. Symposium on Measurements of Radionuclides after gruntov Severnogo Tian'-Shania].
Hlansoin. (.S.. Yoot. B.H. the Chernobyl Accident. Bergen, Norway, June 6-8. Severskil. I V , et al, Yakutsk, Institul mer-
Ilakun ice. Ice surveys, Ice cionditiions, Seasonal varia- 1991, p.515-519, 12 ref~s. zoloovirdeniia SO AN SSSR. 1990, 181p.. In Russian.
tionts. Climatic changes, Air temperature, Statistical Bjornstad, H.E.. Salbu. B.. Oughton. D.H. 120 refs.

anaysi. Goba wamin. GeatLaks.Fallout, Lake ice. Water transport. Runoff. Icc cover Severskil. EN.

46-3733 effect, Isotope analysis. Limnology. Sampling, Seasoin- Snow cover distribution, Snow cover effect, Snow
Nutrient relations of mountain birch growth at and al variations. depth, Cryogenic si-ils, Seaso.-ni freetie thaw. Soitu
below the elevational tree-line in Swedish Lapland. 46-3743 freezing.
Sveibyttbritssiin B., et al, Functional ecology, 1992, Adsorption of stratospherieally important molecules
26(2). p.2 13-220l. 14 refs. on thin D20 ice films using reflection absorption in 46-3751
Niirdell. 0- Kauhanen. H. frared spectroseopy. Computer solution ofsa geofiltration system when es-
plant ecoiltigy. TFrees (plants). Forest lines. Growth, Horn, A.B., et al. Chemical Society. Londotn. Fara- taiblishing infiltration water intakes under conditions
Temnperature effects, Nutrient cycle. Sotil chemistry, day Transactions, Apr. 7,.1992. 88(7), p.1077- 1078,.18 of natural and controlled seasonally freezing surface
(ilitbal warming. Altitude. Sweden. refs. runoff. 1Rcshenie na EVM zadach geoifl'tratsii pri

Chesicers. M.A.. McCoustra. M.RS.. Sodeau. J.R. obosnovanit infilltratsirtnnykh sodozaborov , us-
46-3734 Deuterium oxide ice. Scavenging. Adsorption. ice loviiakh estescvcnntgo i reguliruemrrogo sezronnit-pro-
Miceofungal communities of a mixed mire in northern vapor interface. Cloud physics. Hydroigen bonds, merzaemogo poverkhnostnogo) sttikal.
Sweden. Chemical properties. Ice spectroscopy. Ozone, Probes. Zil'berg, V.5., et al, Mateinaticherskoc modeltrovanic
Nilssoin. M.. ci at. Canadianjtournal ouf botany. Feb. gidrogeologicheskikh prot~sessos; shornik nauchnykh
1992, 70(2). p.7-7,Wt rnhsummary. Wate ad4 rtinonth Osu4ae trudos (Mathematical modelling oif hydruigetiltgical

raahef.,s lert. Wat. F~adhsorp, o e n a he Surac scifnce,.a 91 processes; collected scientific papersj. Edited byi
Buat, F, S~ersrilm, B Fosc S.,et l, urfae siene. My 19). O.F. Vasil'ev, Novosibirsk, Institut guidodinamiki SO0

Swamps, Wetlands. Fungi. Plant ecology. Pest, Water 247(2-3), International Seminar tin Surface Physics. AN SSSR. 1984, p.67 ,77 , In Russian.
table, Distributioin, Sampling, Microbiology. 14th. Przesieka. Poland, May 21-26. 1990. Proceed- Velikina. G.M., Kolesov, A.A.

ings. Edited by M. Stetlicka et al, p.269-273, 24 refs. Water intakes. Mathematical models, Seepage, Corn-~
46-3733 H-enzler. M. ueprgasSesnlfezthwRno.
l'hacogalcra and Galerina in arctic-subarctic Alaska High pressure ice, Adsorption, Ionization, Surface ptrpormSaoa reeta.Rnf
(U.S.A.) and the Yukon Territory (Canada). properties. Substrates, Ice spectroscopy, Defects, Low 46-3752
Hlirak, E.. ei al, Canadian journal rtf botany. Feb. temperature research, Spectra. Evolution of the soil cover in the Kolyma-!ndigirka
1992,7(0(2). p.41 4-433. With French summary. Refs. 4&-3745 Lowland In the Late Pleistocene and Holocene.
p.4 3

1I-433. Mans balance of West Gulkana Glacier. 1Evoliutsiia pochvcnnego pokrova Kitlymo-Indigir-
Miller. O.K.. Jr. Chambers. F.B.. et al, Geuographical review-, Jan. skot nizmcnnosti v pozdnem plelstiutsene i golotsenc1 .
rTundra, Sotil surveys. Fungi, Classifications, Plant 1991, 81(l). p.70-86, 34 refs. Gubin, S.V., Prostranstvenno-vremennaia tirganizat.

ectoltigy, Bitigetography, Meadow soils. Sampling. Marcus. M.G., Thompson. L.S. siia i funk tsionirovanie pochv; sbornik nauchnykh tru-
Glacier mass balance, Glacier surveys. Glacier oiscilla- dov (Space-time organization and functioining of sotils.

46-3736 t ion. Climatic changes. Mountain g~aciers. Global collected scientific papers). Edited by IN. Ivaniuc,
Icebreaker systems shcw innovations in engineering. warming, United States Alaska West Gul'ana Gla- Pushehino, Nauchnyl tsentr biologichcskikh is-

11Hitrainl ue19,4() .43. cier. sledovanif AN SSSR, 1990. p. 124-130, In Russian. 7
Icebreakers. Perfotrmance, Instruments, Computer ap-4636res

plictitns.Wind speed events and winid direction at Pegasus site Pleistocene, Cryogenic soil;. Tundra. Soil fotrmatiotn

46-3737 during 1989.
Nlasa-Yards to build icebreaker for USSRi.HSB inter- Stearns, .CR.. et al, Antarctic journal of the United 46-3753
natioinal. Jan. 1991, 3911 1). p.43. States. 1990, 25(5), p.258-262. 3 refs. Cryogenic physical-chemical soil processes and the
Icebreakers. Cotnstructiotn. Specifications. Weidner, G.A. problem of soil conservation in the Arctic. tKriogcn-

Wind velocity, Wind direction, Ice runways, Site sur- nyc fiziko-kthtmichcskiei pochvennye protsessy t prob-
46-3738 veys, Weather stations. Potlar regions. Antar ,ctica . lema okhrany pochv Arktikil.
Theory of two-dimensional nonlinear waves In liquid Ross Ice Shelf. Ostroumov, V.E., et al, Prostranstvennit-vrrimncrnata
covered by ice. On Jan 22, 19891. an autimtinaic weather station unit IPegasus, organizat~siia i funktsionircvanie pochv; sbttrntk
Marchenkit. AN.V, et al, Fluid dynamic~s. Jan. 1992. sitet was installed un the Ross Ice Shelf between the ice shelf nauchnykh trudov (Space-time organization and func-
2614), p.

5 8
0-

5
8

7
, Translated frotm Akademiia nouk edge and White atid Black islands at the blue ice regio being tioning of soils; collected scientific papers). Edited

SSSR. Mekhanilma zhilkiisti i gaza. July-Aug.. 1991, civsidered tor art aircraft runway. The purposeioftihe weather by IV. Ivanov. Pushchino. Nauchny t sentr bitiltgi-
15 refs. station aniti was tot mornitunr the mneteiirology iof the blue ice cheskikh issledovanit AN SSSR. 1990. p. 168-1

77
, In

Shrira. V.I. region iii find out if the site is satisfacitiry for aircraft operaturns Russian. 12 refs.
Ice sheets. Fluid dynamics, Ice water interface. Wave Tabulated data are presented ihowmitg the mean temperatiure. Makeev. 0 V.mean wind -speed. maximum temoperaiure. and maxiumat wind
prorpagatiorn, Damping. Stresses, Mathematical mod- speed for Pegasus and nearby autoumatic weather siationa units Soil conservation. Cryogenic seoils. Soil physics. (leo-
els, Theirry. The average wind speed is 0 9 mi, less at Pegasics site than at cryology. Soil composition. Freeze thaw cycles.
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46-3754 46-3759 following topics. shelf physiography and the ongin and daeslop-
Wager regime of cryogenic soils. tVodnyl rezhim Mesozoic tholeiitie igneous rocks in AnrctiCa= t ment of major morphological features on the shelf, results of

multichannej seismic reflection and seismic refraction surveys.
merzlotnykh pochv1, Ferrar (Super) Group md related rocks. with cmphasis on the sedimentary basins of the shelf, h)drocar-
Khudiakov, 0.1., Prostranstvenno-vremennaia or- Tingey, R.J., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by R.J. bon proSpectCiVty of the shelf: implications of seismic data and
ganizatsiia 1 funktsionirovanic pochv; sbornik nauch- Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.1 5 3-174, sediments obtained in piston cores and DSDP and ODP cores
nykh trudov (Space-time organization and functioning Refs. p.1

7
0-1

7
4. to the origin and development of Antarctica's glacial manratie

of soils; collected scientific papers). Edited by IV. Geological surveys, Geochronology, Geochemustry, setting, and sedimentation on the antarctic continental shelf
lvanov. Pushchino, Nauchnyl tsentr biologicheskikh Magma, Lithology, Mineralogy, Tectonics, Antarc-
issledovanil AN SSSR, 1990, p.

2
1
0

-221, In Russian. tica. 46-376
2 refs. This chapter is essentially a hterature review of the Mesozoic C f ration a structure of the subglla crust.
Cryogenic soils, Water balance, Taiga, Soil water, tholeiita distribution and exploration, covering volcanic rocks,
Freeze thaw cycles, Water content, Hydrogeology. maric intrusive rocks, and petrogenesis and tectonics. In the Bentley, C.R., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by RJ.

concluding comments, it is pointed out that the antarctic Jur.is- Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p335-364,
sic tholeiites are subdivided on a geochemical basis into a Tran- Refs. p.358-364.

4-3755 santaretic Mountains sub-province showing similarities with the Subglacial observations, Glacier thickness, Bottom
Tasmanian dolerites. and a Weddell Sea sub-province showing topography, Earth crust, Geophysical surveys, Isosta-

Geology of Antarctica. similarities with the Karoo tholeiites in South Africa. The geo-
Tingey, R.J., ed, Oxford monographs on geology and chemical composition of the Transantarctic tholeii1cS-Lthe Fcy- sy, Ice sheets, Glacier beds, Antarctica-East Antarc-
geophysics, No.17. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, rar Group-opens the question of crustal contamination and tics, Antarctica-West Antarctica.

680p.. Rcfs. passim. For individual papers see 46- derivation from an anomalous mantle source in the genesis of On the premise -hat the most important characteristic of the

3756 through 46-3769 or E-46335 through E-46342, mafic magmas. The Weddell Sea tholeiites ace found to have subglacial antarctic crust is the fundamental difference betcer.
a more normal composition and petrogenesis. East and West Antarctica, an analysis is made of the differences

E-46345 through E-46353, F-46344 and L-46343. regarding subglacial topography, seismic refraction measure-
Geological surveys, Geochronology, Stratigraphy, 46-3760 ments, surface waves, body waves, and gravit)y Also found of
Tectonics. Geochemistry, Ice sheets, Lithology, Paleo- Geology and crystallization of the Diafek intlrusion. particular interest is the boundary zone between East and West
climatology, Continental drift, Geophysical surveys, Ford, A.B., ct al, Geology of Antarctica. Edited by Antarctica; the work carried out in this region, and other re-
Exploration, Marine deposits, Subglacial observations R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.175- gions of interest, is reviewed. Itas noted that East AntarcticaFposs tis , Antarctica 214, Refas. p.210-214. is truly continental. whereas W'est Antarctica is some kind ofFossils, Antarctica. breln.tegooia aueo hc sbigvgrul
The 19 chapters of this volume are arranged into 5 parts. The Himmelberg, G.R. borderland, the geological nature of whtch c is beig vigorously
first 9 chapters describe Antarctica's geological and geophysical Geological surveys, Stratigraphy, Geochemistry, Geo- compared with about 40 km in East Aniarctica. and that the
framework; Ch. 10 and II focus on the geological record of chronology, Magma, Lithology, Mineralogy, Antarc- boundary between the two Antarcticas is abrupt, which is inter-
Antarctica's Cenozoic and continuing glaciation. Various as- tica-Pensacola Mountains. preted as indicating that the change in crustal thickness is also
pects of antarctic paleontology are reviewed in Ch. 12-16, and The Dufek intrusion is a stratified body of chiefly gabbroic sudden.
Ch. 17 and 18 address the question of Antarctica's resource cumulates with minor interlayers of anorthosite, pyroxenite.
potential Recovery of meteorites from the antarctic ice cap is and magnetite, and a layer of granophyre capping the cumulate
discussed in Ch. 19. A tectonic map of the Scotia Arc region, sequence. Present studies show that the rocks form a differen- 46-3765
located in the back pocket of this volume, is included. tiation sequence comparable in many aspects of mineralogy and Cainozoie history of the antarctic ice sheet.

petrology to sequences in thoroughly studied layered intrusions. Denton, G.H., et al, Geology of Antarctica. Edited
In addressing the question of resources, it is pointed out that

46-3756 many factors hinder a realistic estimation of the Dufek resource by R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.
3 6 5

-

Regional geology of Archaean and Proterozoie rocks potential, a chief one of which is its general concealment by ic; 433, Refs. p.419-433.

in Antarctica. present studies have not yielded indications of platinum-group Prentice, M.L., Burcklc, L.H.
elements or any other metal concentrations of economic signifi- Ice sheets, Ice age theory, Paleoclimatology, GlacierTingey. R.J., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by R.J. cance in the Dufek intrusion, oscillation, Geochronology. Glaciation, Antarctica.Tingey. Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1991. p.1-73. Refa. 46-3761 The introductory and concluding pages of this chapter analyze

p.5 8-7 3

Geological surveys, Geochronology, Stratigraphy, Be- Tectonic development of the Scotia are region, the importance of antarctic ice sheet history, and its new, direc-

drock. Lithology, Geological maps, Antarctica. Barker, P.F., et al, Geology of Antarctica. Edited by ,ions, through three examples illustrating its key role the ice age

A rview. compiled from information published by geologists R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.215- mystery, the origin of Man. and the effect of increased atmo-
spheric C02. The supporting discussion includes a description

from most of the nations that have, or have had, antarctic #eo- 248, Refas. p.
2 4 4

-
2 4 8

. of the present antarctic cryosphere. the ice sheet fluctuations
logical research programs, is presented. The following regions Dalziel, I.W.D., Storey, B.C. from Late Quaternary through Late Neogene and Tertiar), the
are described, from west to east. West Antarctica; the Shack- Tectonics, Continental drift, Geochronology, Geo- threat to the antarctic ice sheet stability from C02-induced
letin Range and Coats Land; western, central and eastern physical surveys, Ocean bottom, Bottom topography, warming of the lower atmosphere, and how this could affect the
Qucen Maud Land; Enderby and Kemp Lands; Mac. Robertson Scotia Sea, Antarctica-Antarctic Peninsula. future behavior of the ice sheet, A working hypothesis for how
Land; Princess Elizabeth Land; Vestfold Hills; the Shackleton antarctic ice sheet history relates to the deep-sea delta 0-18
Ic Shelf Hunger Hills region; Wilkes Land; Adlie Coastand tn discussing the Scotia Sea basin it is noted that the Scoti record and hominid evolution in Africa is illustrated, and five
King George V Land; and the Trsnsantarctic Mountains A Ridge is composed at least partly of fragments of an original "c" a
di ussion of the Precambrian geology of Antarctica concludes continental connection between South America and the An- possible tests of the hypothesis are offered,
thiscu fte rri, gtarctic Peninsula. All these aspects of regional tectonic evolu-this chapter. tion, starting with Gondwanaland reconstruction and the devel-

opment after bh'ak-up of the intra-Gondwanaland ocean, are 46-37"6
described in the first section of this account. In the next sec- Calnozoic glacial record in south Victoria Land: a

46-3757 tion, the evolution of the Pacific margin is considered, linking geological evaluation of the McMurdo Sound drilling
Late Proterozoic-Middle Palaeozoic rocks of Antarc- the onshore geology to the subduction history where known, projects.
tics. Finally, the evidence bearing on Scotia Sea evolution is de- McKelvey, B.C., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by
Laird, M.G., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by R.j. scribed and, starting at the present day. a series of R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1991. p.434-
Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.

7 4-
1

19, reconstructions are given which become increasingly 454, R p.449-454.speculative back in time. 44 es .4
Refs. p. 110.11 9 . Glacial deposits, Bottom sediment, Drill core analysis,
Geological surveys, Stratigraphy, Geochronology, Li- 46-3762
thology. Geological maps, Antarctica. Marie Byrd Land volcanic province and its relation to Paleoclimatology, Glaciation, Glacier oscillation, Stra-
Most oif the known uppermost Proterozoic and Lower Palcozic, the Calnozoic west antarctic rift system. tigraphy, Geochronology, Antarctica--McMurdo
rocks of Antarctica outcrop in, or adjacent to, the Transantarc- LeMasurier, W.E., et al, Geology of Antarctica. Ed- Sound, Antarctica-Victoria Land.

To gain understanding of two maior geological events, the de-tic Mountains. They are exposed in major Late Proterozoic lied by R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, velopment of the antarctic ice sheet and the uplift of the 3000
and Early Paleozoic fold belts which border the Precambrian p.

2
49-284, Refs. p.

2 8
1-284. km long Transantarctic Mountains, stratigraphic data were oh-

metamorphic shield of East Antarctica. The only known fos- Rex, D.C. tained through three major drilling projects: tLe Dry Valley
siliferous Early Paleozoic rocks younger than Late Cambrian Tectonics, Geochemistry, Geochronology, Volcanoes. Drilling Project, the McMurdo Sound sediment and tectontcarc ol]istoliths from one locality in northern Victoria Land.However. unfosiliferonus formations overlying dated Cambrian Lithology, Geological surveys, Antarctica-Marie study, and the Cenozoic investilgations in the western Ross Sea.
sequences in the Ellsworth and Pensacola Mountains and in the Byrd Land. The geological setting and drill site descnptions are given.
sNimrodGlacies i egion E aore anOdoaca tais aMost of the six drill sites reviewed provide considerable detail
Nimrod Glacier region are of Ordosician-Silurian age, and a The Marie Byrd Land province provides various examples of of aspects of the Cenozoic glacial history, and the Cenozoic
latest Cambrian or Ordovician age is also likely for the Leap interrelationships between rift tectonics and volcanism. This glacial regime is discussed. Included in the discussion are a
Year Group of northern Victoria Land. chapter focuses mainly on province-wide field. petrological and stratigraphic and structural consideration about Pliocene se-

chronological relationships, the nature of the rift environment. quences at the sites; comments on provenance trends reflected
and the relationships between tectonics and volcanism. A in the petrographic data from all sites, and geological features

46-3758 database of K-Ar ages supports interpretations of glacial histo- of the Sirius Group and the Victoria Land Basin
Devonian to Jurassic Beacon Supergroup of the Train- ry, rates of vertical tectonic displacement, and the chronologic

development of the province. The discussion relates primarily
santarctie Mountains and correlatives in other parts to major element chemistry; a supplementary table, diagrams,
of Antarctica. and brief comments about trace element characteristics are 46-3767
Barrett, P.J., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by R.. provided. Isotopic data provide basic constraints on the nature Scientific studies relevant to the question of Antarc-
Tingey. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.120-152, of the source region and allow inferences to be made by analogy tica's petroleum resource potential.
Refs. p. 147-152. with other rift systems. Behrendt, JI.C., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by
Geological surveys, Stratigraphy, Geochronology, 46-3763 R.J. Tingey. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.588-
Glaciation. Paleoclimatology, Antarctica-Transan- Antarctic continental shelf: results from marine geo- 616, Refs. p.610-616.
tarctic Mountains. logical and geophysical investigations. Exploration, Hydrocarbons, Natural resources. Geo-
This review outlines the history of Beacon investigations, cur- Anderson, J.B., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by physical surveys, Offshore drilling. Stratigraphy. An-
rent lithological and time correlations within the Beacon, and R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.285- tarctica.
Ihe paleogeographic history of Antarctica during Beacon times 334, Refas. p.326-334. After some economic considerations and a brief description of
from 400 to 180 m.ya. The chapter ends with a discussion on Marine geology, Bottom topography, Marine deposits, environmental concerns, the geology of Antarctica with athea gegrph of theo tonography regio dourinon Beaco sedmeentarythe geographysettinghe antarctic bregn petduring Beacdata from times;its Glacial deposits, Exploration, Ocean bottom, Geo- map of its bedrock topography and locations if sedimentary

tetoicsetig ssugete b ptrgapicdaa ro phe basins inferred from geophysical data-is summarized Geo-
Beacon strata: and the value of the Beacon Supergroup as a physical surveys. Sounding, Subglacial observations, physical studies. multichannel seismic reflection surveys, and
record of climatic history over a period of 200 million years. Antarctica. drilling studies are reviewed. Doubt is e"pressed at the end of
during which the antarctic continent lay almost entirely in its This chapter summarizes some of the important findings of the chapter that any actual economic development of petroleum
prcsent polar position, research on the antarctic continental shelf and addresses the resources is likely for several more decades
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46-376" 46-3772 46-3782
Metallc and mon-metallic mineral resources of An- Northern tens: methane flux and climatic change. Zooplahkton retained in Seaential sediment trapi
tarctica. Roulet, N.T. et al, Tellus. Apr 1992. 44B(2), p.100- along the Beaulort Sea shelf break during winter.
Rowley, P.D.,etal. Geology of Antarctica. Editedby 105, 35 refs. Forbes. JR.. et ad, Canadian journal of fishenes and
R.J Tingey. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p.617- Moore. T.. Bubier, J., Lafleur, P. aquatic sciences. Apr. 1992. 49(4), p.b63-670, With
651, Refs. p.639-651. Wetlands. Soil air interface. Water table, Climatic French summary. 33 refs.
Williams, P.L., Pride, D.E. changes, Carbon dioxide, Hydrocarbons, Atmospheric Marine biology, Plankton. Distnbution. Sampling, Ice
Exploration, Minerals. Natural resources, Geological composition, Soil temperature, Hydrology, Subarctic cover effect. Ecosystems. Ocean currents, Seasonal
surveys. Geochemistry, Lithology, Coal. Antarctica. landscapes. variations.
This chapter summarizes the known occurrences and deposits 46-3773
of metallic and non-metallic minerals in Antarctica and at-
tempts to describe them within an overall framework of ore Thre-dimensional reconstruction of single particles 46-3783

genesis. The term mineral "ocurrence' refers to small embedded in ice. Ambient noise measurements froa 100 Hiz to 80 kHz
amounts of a mineral that in larger volumes in other parts of the Penczek. P., et al, ULtramicroscopy. Jan. 1992, an an AlasLan fjord.
world has been mined or is an indicator of a mineable deposit. 40(1), p.

3 3
-
5 3

. 40 refs. McConnell, SO., etal. Acoustica Societ) ofAmerica.
In contrast, a mineral 'deposit indicates a more substantial Raderm~cher. M.. Frank, J. Journal, Apr. 1992, 91(4)Pt.l. p-1990-2003. 25 refs.
quantity of some mineral, although no deposits yet found in Vitreous ice, Electron microscop), Cryobiology, Schilt, M.P.. Dworski, 1.G.
Antarctica can be commercially esploited. Mineral reserves' M Cre L o Underwater acoustics, Sound transmission. Air %ater
are known. identified deposits of mineral-bearing rock that can Image processing, Molecular structure. Laboratory
be extracted profitably with existing technolog) and under pre- techniques, Particles, Stereomapping. interactions. Acoustic measurement. Snowfall. Wind
sent economic conditions, no reserves exist in Antarctica. 46-3774 factors, Attenuation, Temperature effects. Seasonal
Mineral resources' consist of mineral deposits that may eventu- 'CO2L, an automated, all-balance for td variations.
ally be recovered; these include known deposits that are not
economically or technologically recoverable, and inferred ying the effects of elevated C02 and global climate 46-3784
deposits that have not yet been discovered. A list of reports change on unmanaged ecosystems. Role of sea ice in structuring antarctic ecosystems.
which summarize resources such as sand and gravel, manganese Oechel. W.C., et al, Functional ecology, 1992, 6(l), Eicken. H.. Polar biology, Apr. 1992, 12(1). EPOS
nodules on the ocean floor, icebergs for fresh water, and geo- p.86-100, 36 refs. European eolarstem.Study, Proceedings. No I. p.3-
thermal energy. is given. Environmental tests, Soil air interface, Tundra, Simu- 13. Refs. p.
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lation, Climatic changes, Carbon dioxide, Ecosystems. Ice cover effect, Sea ice. Ecosystems. Cryobiology,
Temperature effects, Global change, Vapor transfer. Marine biology, Antarctica--Weddell Sea.Meteorites from Antarctica.Photosynthesis. Sea-ice growth may divide an oceanm ecosystem into two dis-

Cassidy, W.A., Geology of Antarctica. Edited by 46-3775 similar compartments the water column, aith primar) pioduc-
R.J. Tingey, Oxford, Cliatidon Press. 1991, p.652- Cooling a modern plant for a week at a time with ice' ton controlled by the reduction of irradiative fluxes due to the
666, 29 refs. Lueders, D., Contol engineering. Mar. 1992. 39(5) sno*-laden sea-ice cover and thermohaline con ection. and theI pore space within the ice with incorporated organisms switching
Glacier flow, Ice sheets, Ice dating, Glacier surfaces, p. 14-15. from a planktonic to a "kryohalne" mode of life In the ice.
Mineralogy, Impurities. Antarctica. Industrial buildings, Cooling systems, Ice makers, Ice physical boundary conditions are set by the irradiance. which
The Antarctic Ice Sheet contains areas where ice is flowing (water storage), Temperature control, Performance, is controlled by the optical properties of snow and cce. and the
either only very slowly. or not at all because of barriers either Computer applications. ambient temperature which controls saliitry and brine volume
neithr. sonry vryding slowly ohsurface. Cm t aplctos sitPartly due to the high levels of biomass within the sea-ce sys-near, or protruding above, the surface. If such sires also are an- 46-3776 tem. interaction between different groups of organisms concen.
dergoing active ablation, o. ice is being exposd continually at Power requirements and resistance to motion of oil trates on the planar environment predefined by the ice coverthe surface. Meteorites fall continually over Antarctica and -c
generally are carried towards the sea by the moving ice. Those snad conveyors during winter operations. As a result of regional strau.uring of ecosystems, four sea-ce
that are carried to the ablation zones described above, however. Golosinki, T.S., et al. CIM bulletin. Apr. 1992. regimes may be recognized: seasonal pack ice, coastal zone,
are uncovered at and stranded on tse surface, along with other 85(959). p.45-51, 12 refs. perennial pack ice, and marginal ice zone. These regimes are
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orought about by ice-cover seasonality and ice drift In corm-its existence as an area of little or no flow. The meteorites Mining, Machinery, Cold weather performance. Pe- parison with open-ater pelagic ecosystems. sea ice appears of
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therefore are very old falls and thus form a unique subset of the tects. s..uciure and enhances C .ivgrv. t eic.luci tn.ab!a,
world's meteorite collection. Measured terrestrial ages of an- 46&3777 (Auth. mod.)
tarctic meteorites range between 10,000 and 950.000 yrs. Heat flow and subsurface temperature as evidence for 46-3785
Meteorite stranding surfaces are areas where ancienc meteorite f hN mt da
falls are preserved and where ancient ice is accessible for sam- basiniscale ground-water flow, North Slope of Alaska. Nanogrnm determiation of indium using epithermal
pling. Current work is directed toward determining the ages Deming, D., et al. Geological Society of America. neutrons and its application in potential source con-
of ice samples from these stranding surfaces. (Auth. mod.) Bulletin, May 1992, 104(5), p.528-542. Refs. p.541- tribution function of airborne particulate matter in

542. the arctic aerosol.
Sass, J.H., Lachenbruch, A.H.. De Rito, R.F. Landsberger. S., et al. Nuclear science and engineer-
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Glacier fluctuations on South Georgia during the Heat flux, Temperature gradients. Subsurface investi- Hopke, P.K.. Cheng. M.D.
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Gordon, J.E.. et al, Antarctic science, June 1992. 46-3778 vation analysis. Air pollution. Laboratory techniques,
4(2), p.215-226, 34 refs. Surface form of the southern Laurentide ice sheet and Accuracy, Atmospheric circulation.
Timmis. R.J. its implications to ice-sheet dynamics.
Glacier oscillation. Climatic factors. Glacier thickness. Clark. P.U.. Geological Society cf America. Bulletin, 46-3786
South Georgia. May 1992. 104(5). p. 5 9 5-6 0 5 , Refs. p.604-605. Viewing ice crystals using polarized light.
South Georgia is a highly glacierized island with a range of Ice sheets, Ice models. Pleistocene. Glacier flow. Geo- Kinsman. EM.. Science PROBE. Apr. 1992, 2(2).
glacier types including corrie. valley and tidewater ice bodies. m
Glaciologically, it occupies a strategic location between South morphology, Surface structure, Ice air interface. Slid- p.56-58, 2 refs.
America and the Antarctic Peninsula and is potentially an imn ing, Ice pressure. Education. Experimentation, Ice crystal structure. Ice
po.tant locality for establishing glacier-climate relationships in 46-3779 crystal optics. Photographic techniques, Polarization
the region. Baseline surveys of ice front positions and ice sur- Studies on the nature of sulphur in peat humic acids (waves).
face profiles have been repeated to determine recent changes in from the Fraser River Delta, British Columbia.
several glacier types. Corrie and small, land-base. valley gla- Low the foral B niironme Ma.
ciers have continued to thin and recede during the period of Lowe, L.E.. Science of the total environment. Mar. 46-3787
study. following an advance during the 1930s. Their behavior 15, 1992, 113(1-2), Symposium on Humic Substances, Making and photographing snowflake replicas.
primarily reflects the efrects of seasonal temperature variations Miami Beach. FL, Sep. 10-15, 1989. Edited by P.G. Benko. J.J.. Science PROBE. Jan. 1992. 2(1). p.7 3-
in controlling net balances, and particularly the climatic warm- Hatcher. p. 133-145, 16 refs. 76.108, 6 refs.
ing since 1950. Thelarger valley and tidewater glaciers display Peat, Organic soils. Soil analysis. Wetlands. Deltas Education, Laboratory techniques. Snowflakes. Ice
a lagged response and in the 1970s were at their most advanced Soil chemistry. Chemical analysis. Soil composition' crystal replicas, Ice crystal structure. Photographic
positions since the Little Ice Age of the 17-19th centuries S
However, in the last few years they too h/,ve commenced to thin Environmental impact. techniques, Preserving, Snow optics.
and recede. (Auth.) 46-3780 46-3788

Climatic change since Little Ice Age recorded by Canadian Arctic Meteorite Project (CAMP): 1990.

46-3771 Dunde Ice Cap. Cresswell. R.G., et al. Meteoritics, Mar. 1992.
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East Antarctica. Xie, Z.C., Wu, X.L., Thompson. L.G,Goreast Antarctica. scince. Z.C.. 1992, 4(L), Thomps. LExpeditions. Sediments, Research projects, Ice sheets.
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234, 8 refs. changes, Air temperature, Temperature variations. Ice Scattering electron microscopy.
Ice dams, Hydrology. Erosion. Antarctica-Vestfold dating, Oxygen isotopes.
Hills.
An ice dam with a former impoundment volume of I I million 46-3781 46-3789
cu is reported from the Vestfold Hills. The ice of the dam Adsorption of water vapor by iron oxides. 3. Inelas- Observation of high ice particle concentration in con-
was derived from wind-drifted snow subsequently changed into tic incoherent neutron scattering from water ad- vective cells and cloud glaciation evolution.
ice by normal summer melt and freeze processes. The refor- sorbed on magnetite: evidence for an icelike structure. Gayet, J.F.. et al, Royal Meteorological Society.
marion (after 179 and 1987)and failureofthisicedam (during Clarke. N.S.. et al. Langmuir. Feb. 1992, 8(2), p.
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1987 and 1990) indicates the Potential for the release of geo- 649. 12 refs. 190, 28 refs.
morphologically significant flows in a polar climate. The or'- Hall. P.G. Soulage, R.G.
gin of a nearby fluvially eroded channel is attributed to the
rcleaseofan ice-dammed impoundment. The potential of such Water structure. Surface structu-e. Ice structure, Neu- Cloud physics. Ice formation. Particle size distribu-
flows for reworking glacial debris may be important when con- tron scattering, Adsorption, High pressure ice. Spec- tion. Aerial surveys. Ice air interface. Ice crystal nu-
videring the sedimentology of former proglacial areas. (Auth.) tra, Low temperature research. Correlation. clei, Precipitation (meteorology). Snow pellets
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vostolk ice cites, and deep sea sediments sh%4o that ens ron- ground is discussed fects.
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lAuth mod ) Hydi-aulic jets, Buoyancy, Reservoirs. Ice cover effect* ment of Geography and Oceanography. University

Water temperature. Stratification. Ice water interface College. Australian Defence Force Academy. Canber-
46-4014 Temperature gradients, Mathematical models. Lake ra. 1991, 119p.. Refs passim. For individual papers

Acoustic and seismic signals from snow avalanches, ice. see 46-4032 through 46-4037 or E-46482 through E-
Firstov. P.P.. et al. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Doklady. 46-4023 464m2.
Earth science sections. Apr. 1992, 312(1.6), p. 12-15, Discrete element modeling of granular flows. DLC QE696.Q353
7 refs. For Russian original see 45-321. Babi6, M., Potsdam. Clarkson University, 1990.180p. Research projects. Glacial geology, Quaternary depos-
Sukhanos, L.A.. Pergament. V.Kh.. Rodionovskil. University Microfilms order No.AAC9102986. Ph.D. its Geochronology. Antarctica.
M. V. thesis. For abstract see Dissertation abstracts inter- is. G echronoy Aarctica.This is a coliectitn of papers presented at a sympo•siumn held in
Acalanche triggering, Snoiw acoustics, Acoustic meas- national, Sec. B, Feb. 1991. p.3970. Canberra on Dec 6-7. 1990. toiresie, the status .,fQuaternar,
urement. Sound transmission. Seismic reflection. Rheology, River ice, Ice water interface. Fluid dynam- research in the Australian Antarctic Territory In addition to
Snoiw air interface, Wave propagation. ics. Ice jams. Mathematical models. Viscoelasticity. I t full-length papers, the volume contains a list (if participants
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and I2 recommendations of the meeting These rn•ormmenda- from ice marginal Iandforms suggest that the deglaciation ot the 46-4039
tiots outline needs that *vi have to he met for continued sus- % estfold Hills consisted of a rapid early Holocene retreat ot the Modeling the effect Of Wiater Climate on high- elevs-
cess in Quaternary research in Antarctica margin of the Sorsdal Glacier south of its present position.

followed by a read, ance. The questions raised by this work ate tion red spruce shoot waler contents.
46-4032 dn r hmovingtowardare-examinationofthcpatternandtimisgofthe Boyce. R.L.. et al. Forest science, Dec 1941. .3"7bl.
Field evidence on Cuinnzoic history and landforms in Holocene deglactation of the Vestfold Hills, it is suggested that p 1567-1580. 41 refs.
the northern Prince Charles Mountains, East Antarc- the most productive way to proceed is through a study on the Friedland. A.J. Webb, E.T.. Herrick. G T
tica. raised beaches and isostatic history of the area (Auth mod I Forestry. Cold tolerance, Trees (plants). Desiccation,
Adamson, D., et al, Quaternary research in Australian Transpiration, Water balance. Temperature effects,
Antarctica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson 46-4035 Meteorological factors. Simulation.
and S. Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3, Depart- Examples of ice damming of lakes in the Vestfold 46-4040
ment of Geography and Oceanography, University Hills, East Antarctica, with implications for land- Prospects for using nuclear reactors on arctic trans-
College, Australian Defence Force Academy, Canber- seal; development. port ships.
ra, 1991. p.5-14, 6 refs. Gore, D.B., Quaternary research in Australian Antarc- Dolgov, V.N.. Sovjet atomic energy. Feb. 1992.
Darragh. A. tica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson and S. 71(2), p.611-

6
14. Translated from Atomnaia energiia

DLC QE696.Q353 Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3. Department of 6 refs.
Glacial geology. Limnology. Quaternary deposits. Geography and Oceanography. University College. Marine transpoc-tation. Submarines. Nuclear power.
Landforms, Mountain glaciers. Antarctica--Prince Australian Defence Force Academy. Canberra. 1991, Engines. Design, Subglacial navigation. Standards.
Charles Mountains, Antarctica--Beaver Lake. An- p.37-44, 5 refs. Performance, Icebreakers.
tarctica Radok Lake. DLC QE696.Q353
Field observations of glacial deposits, fossil marine mollusca. Ice dams, Lake ice, Glacial deposits, Floods. Antarc- 46-4041
palaeo-topography., lake bath)metry. and present glacial and ica-Vestfold Hills. Radioactive contamination of the Arctic Ocean, based
non-glacial landforms vwere carried out in 1988-89 in the noi th- t fd iR ationtain oteA iOcnbs
err Prince Charles Mountains flanking the western side of the A large. abandoned channel in the Vestfold Hills is largely On observations in 1985-1987.
Lamsibert Glacier and Amery Ice Shelf. The area studied was attributed to repeated failure of an ice dam. Peak discharge of Nikitin. A.I, et al, Soviet atomic energs. Feb 1942,

from Doers Base ii, Else Platform and south to Nilsson Rocks. one flood -as estimated at 57 cu m s, and the total flosod 71(2). p.68
7
-6

9
0, Translated from Atormnaia energsia

fiocussing on the Beater Lake-Radok Lake region and nearby volume was estimated at 820.000 cu m. Reconstructed in- 9 refs.
massifs. The distributtim of till and marine fossils, the under- poundment volume is comparable to the volume of water Sea water. Fallout. Water pollution. Radioaictive isis-
water ee-rhape and great depth (to at least 230 in below pre- released during the 1987 failure of a nearhy ice dam. Near topes. Sampling. Racioactive wastes. Periodic v aria-
,ciii sea lesel) of Pagodroma Gorge across the flour of Beaver Boulder Hill in the southeast, and possibly also in the west of tions, Chemical composition.
Lake. and non-glacial landforms are consistent with the Beaver the Hills. these floods have been important mechanisms for
Lake area (Amery Oasisi. being unaffected by erosive fast flow- reworking and concentrating glacial debris, creating large al- 46-4042
ing ice of major outlet glaciers since at least late Tertiary time luvial fans. (Auth.) Ice-ocean coupled model for the Northern Hemi-
A palano land surface that predates probable late Tertiary fos- sphere.
siliferous till has been identified. Local mountain glaciers are 46-4036 Cheng, A.. et al. Geophysical research lerters. Ma.x
nov. contained within their lateral and terminal moraines. Large
regional glaciers. tributary to the Lambert Glacier and Amery Raised beaches of the Bunger Hills, Antarctica. 4. 1992, 19(9), p.901-

9
04. 13 refs.

Ice Shelf. are now recessive with ice surfaces from a few to over Colhoun. E.A.. et al, Quaternary research in Australi- Preller. R.H.
100 in below most recent lateral moraines, The observations an Antarctica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson Ice forecasting. Ice models. Sea ice distribution. Atmo-
are consistent with minimum rather than maximum models of and S. Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3, Depart- spheric circulation, Air ice water interaction. Drift,
the antarctic ice sheet during Quaternary glacial periods. ment of Geography and Oceanography. University Mathematical models, Wind factors.
(Auth. mod I College, Australian Defence Force Academy, Canber- 46-4043

46-4033 ra. 1991, p.
7

9-84, 9 refs. Assessing the sensitivity of Canada's ecosystems to
Glacial history of the Lambert Glacier, Prince Adamson, D.A. climatic change.
Charles Mountains area, and comparisons with the DLC QE696.Q353 Rizzo. B., et al, Climatic change. May 1992. 2111).
record from the Transantarctic Mountains. Ice cover thickness, Geomorphology, Glacial geology, p.
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, 38 refs.

Mabin, M.C.G.. Quaternary research in Australian Antarctica--Bunger Hills. Wiken. E.
Antarctica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson Raised beaches are widely distributed in the Bunger Hills and Ecosystems. Climatic changes, Global warming. Ensi-
and S. Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3. Depart- are of middle to late Holocene age. They usually occur up to ronmental impact. Classifications. Carbon dioxide.
ment of Geography and Oceanography. University 8.5 m (maximum 1O m) above H%. M and have been uplifted at Landscape types. Simulation. Seasonal variations.
College. Australian Defence Force Academy. Canber- 1.6 m'ka during the last 6000yrs. The oass wasappromimate-

ly its present size by 5600 yrs B.P. and the Antarctic Ice Sheet 46-4044
DLC 1991, 53 21redge has remained almost stable since. Total Holocene uplift Sound of ice break-up and floe interaction.
DLC QE696.Q353 is estimated at 47 m. Early Holocene beaches remain below Xie. Y..et al AcousticalSocietof.4menca. Journal.
Glacier surfaces. Glacier oscillation. Mountain gla- present sea level. Last glaciation ice cover was thin It is es- Mar. 1992..91(3) p.1423-1428. 14 refs.

ciers. Ice sheets. Glacial geology. Antarctica-Lam- timated to have been more than ISO m but probably not over Farmer, D .M .

bert Glacier. Antarctica--Prince Charles Mountains. 300 m. (Auth.) Farmer, D.M.

Antarctica--Transantarctic Mountains Sea ice. Ice breakup. Ice acoustics. Underwater alous-

C of phase response of ice sheet and local alpine glaciers has 46-4037 tics, Ice friction. Wave propagation, Subglacial obser-
L.ci demonstrated from the Transantarctic Mountains. In this Raised beaches. Late Quaternary sea-levels and de- rations. Mathematical models. Cracking (fracturing).
area, large East Antarctic Ice Sheet outlet glaciers drain through glacial sequences on the Victoria Land coast, Ross 46-4045
the Transantarctic Mountains to feed into the Ross Ice Shelf Very low frequency ambient noise at the seafloor
Evidence exists that during the Last Glaciation the ice sheet Sea, Antarctica.
expanded by only 30-100 m while its outlet glaciers thickened Kirk, R.M., Quaternary research in Australian Antarc- under the Beaufort Sea icecap.
by 800-1000 m in their lower reaches in response to widespread tica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson and S. Webb. S.C., et al. Acoustical SocietJ of" America.
grounding of the Ross Ice Shelf. No similar pattern has been Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3, Department of Journal. Mar. 1992. 91(3). p.1429-1439. 35 refs.
observed in the Northern Prince Charles Mountains-Amery Ice Geography and Oceanography. University College. Schultz. A.
Shelf area. On Fisher Massif lateral moraines indicate an ice Australian Defence Force Academy. Canberra, 1991, Sea ice, Acoustic measurement. L nderwater acoustiý s.
surface increase cif less than 100 m in the region of the present Ice cover effect. Sound transmission. Very Isiw fre-
Lambert Glacier grounding line. Further down glacier around p.85-105, 15 refs.
Beaver Lake there is ni evidence for an increase in surface DLC QE696.Q353 quencies. Wave propagation. Spectra. Subglacial oh-
eletation of either the Lambert Glacier or the large outlet gla- Geomorphology. Sea level, Ice cover thickness. Gla- servations, Seismic reflection.
ciers. This suggests that during the Last Glaciation the Amery cial geology, Antarctica-Victoria Land, Antarctica- 46-4046
Ice Shelf did not become grounded, and the Lambert Glacier Ross Sea. Calculating the regimes and rate of growth of hail.
system was responding differently from the outlet glaciers that The paper describes the character and distribution of raised 1Raschet rezhimov i skorosti rosta gradas,
drain iito the Ross Emhayment urea. (Auth. mod.) coastalfeaturesrangingfrom +2mto +32maltitudealongthe Bekriaev. V.I.. et al. Leningrad [Sankt-Pecterburg).

46-4034 Victoria Land coast and on islands of the Ross Sea. The disir- Glavnaia Seofizicheskaia observatoriia. Trudv
Geomorphic development of the Vestfold Hills: ques- bution of features is discussed with respect to ice-sheet recon- 1991n Vol.538, p.42-56i In Russian. 7 refs.
tions regarding Holocene deglaciation. structions and to sea-level change models Problems inherent
Fitzsimons, SJ.. Quaternary research in Australian to this line of investigation include dating of the marine limit, Gurovich, M.V.

and distinct spatial grouping of the coastal land form types. Hailstone growth, Hailstones, Hail clouds, Analysis
Antarctica: future directions, edited by D. Gillieson These problems notwithstanding, distinctive patterns of ridge (mathematics). Models.
and S. Fitzsimons. Special Publication No.3. Depart- heights and sequences occur that are similar to those expected
ment of Geography and Oceanography, University from sea-level change models. It is concluded that Ross Sea ,6-4047

College. Australian Defence Force Academy, Canber- ice volumes at 18.000 yr B.P. have been over-estimated in geo- Remote radiometric determination of characteristics

ra, 1991, p.25-35. 9 refs. physical modelling of global Holocene relative sea-level of artificially compacted snow covers in Antarctica

DLC QE696.Q353 changes, and that ice thicknesses on the central Victoria Land [Distantsionnoe radiometricheskoe opredeienie kha-
Landforms, coast have been over-estimated in ice mass reconstructions. rakteristik iskusstvenno uplotnennykh snezhnykhPaleoclimatology. Quaternary deposits. Acceptance of a smaller ice mass and local thickness necessi- pokrytil v usloviiakh Antarktidyl.

Ice shets, Glaciers. Age determination, Antarctica-- tates re-interpretation of the deglacial sequence in the Ross Sea
Vestfold Hills. embayment and considerably increases the pertinence of the Tarabukin, LA., et al. Leningrad fSankt-Pererburgi.

Four mechanisms of moraine development in the Vestfold Hills. raised beach record to this exercise. (Auth. mod.) Glavnaia geolizicheskaia observatoriia. Trudy.
inferred from analysis of the ridges and ice marginal deposition- 1991. Vol.538. p.5

7
-
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0. In Russian. 7 refs.
al processes. are small push moraines. larger moraines that form Galkin. S.I.
by erosion and redepisition of large blocks of fjord-bottom 46-4038 Remote sensing. Radiometry. Snow compaction.
sediment, ice-contact screes and fans. and moraines that form Characterization of individual fine-fraction particles Snow density. Snow physics. Microwaves. Infrared
ahsng the axisl areas of major englacial folds. The principal from the arctic aerosol at Spitsbergen, May-June radiation. Aircraft landing areas. Runways. Analysis
trend of the major moraines of the hills together with an analysis 1987. (mathematics), Electromagnetic properties. Radiation
of their sedimentary structures and C-14 dates from marine Anderson, J.R.. et al, Atmospheric environment, measuring instruments. Visibility, Antarctica--Mol-
shells suggest that most sf the ridges have been formed by June 1992, 26A(9). p.1
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.t38 refs. dezhnaa Station.

.sorthwesterly flowiwg ice that excavated glaciomarine sediment Buseck, P.R., Saucy. DpA. , Pacyna, J.M. tnveniig ati ond
from fiords Taken together. the mapping of glacial deposi- Ivsiaos were Saucte Dn an area I n a f

tional landforms and observations sif ice marginal depositional Atmospheric composition, Air pollution, Aerosols. heavy-awheeled airplanes at Molodezhnaya Staiin and inclad-

processes suggest that the Vestfold Hills may have been glaciat- Sampling, Marine atmospheres, Chemical composi- ed radiometric and glaciological studies. The inerreclation.
ed by a marginal expansion of the Sorsdal Glacier. C-l4 dates tion, X ray analysis. Particles. ships of the characteristics of thermal microwase emissions of
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artificially compacted snow with its physical characteristics 6eil Further work on -m& a capica-ic.e gauge to measure 46-4059
were studied. Results showed that it is poissible to romtor the salt watcr fevels needs to be coildui'cd before the eqiwpment i Groundwater response to snowmelt in a mountainous
density characteristics of runways of snow airfields using an redeplo)ed at sca
eisting radiomettic device The radiometer car, be used for 46-4052 watershed.

Flerchtnger, G.N et al, Journal ot hjdrologs. Mayortentationdarig movement under candittis cf poor visibdi- 0.45- to )lA-micron spectra of Prudhoe crude oil and 1997 133(3-4). p.2
9

3-311. 14 refs
of beach materials in Prince William Sound. Alaska. Coole), KR., Ralston. DR,46-4048 Taylor. S../_.S. Armny Cold Regions Research and En- A• ateraheds, Snovmelt, HI~drogeolog.y, Ground ,Adler.

Radiophysical investigations of the characteristics of gineer. . LaboSatorlt. Special reionrt. Apr 1992. SR Seepage, Runoff, Aater level. Stream flow,
cloudy atmosphere in Antarctica. (Radiofizicheskie 92-05. l

4
p._ ADA-251 911, 14 refs.

issledovanie kharakteristik oblachnol atmosfery , us- Spectra. Oil spills, Ensvronmental impact. Ensiron- 46-4060
losiiakh Attarktidy1 , mental tests, Pollution. Comparison of lake-effect snow precipitation rates
Bannikov, V.I., et al, Leningrad [Sankt-Peterburgl. The spectral response in the visible and netr-,nfrared was e- determined from radar and aircraft measurements.
Glavnaia geofizicheskaia observatoriia. Trudy, lengths of 045 to I 10 rmcrirol ofd!fterent arniurnts of Prudhoe Braham. R R.. Jr., ei al, Journal ofapplied zrtrreoroiti-
1991, Vol.538. p.71-75, In Russian. 3 refs. crude oil on water Asd measured Spectral refiectande meas- g). Mar. 1992. 3143). p.23

7
-246. 40 refs

Galkin, S.I.. Tarabukin. I.A uremenis were made of selected beaches and beach materials i Kristosich. DA R , Dunge). M. J
Cloud droplets, Convection, Aircraft icing, Remote Pritice hilliam Sound to provide ground truth data for the Precipitation (tneteorology), Snowfall. Lake effects,
sensing, Water content, Cold weather operation. An- MEIS It imagery collected during the E,ion iald-z spTil z Particle size distribution, Aerial surves. Radar

spectral mixing model wau used to predict how different echoes Snowflakes. Correlation. Spectra, Weather
taretica -Molodezhnaya S-tion. amounts ot oil would change the spectra of beach materales io S
Results from combined passive-actise remote sensing observa- Prince William Sound. forecasting.
tions of convcttie cloudiness in the area of Molodezhnaya 46.4061
Station are presented. The presence of droplets in clouds at 46-4053
loit temperatures, with the water content being greater than Evaluation of a pneumatic guy-line deicing boot. Air temperature and radiation depressions associated
0.05 gicu cm. can cause aircraft icing Govoni, I.W., et al, L.S. Army Cold Regions Research with a snow cover.

46-4049 and Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Feb. Baker. D.G. et al, Journal of applied merteoroiigj.

Variations in the attenuation and radar reflection co- 1992. SR 92-04, 
7

p., ADA-252 013, 2 refs. Mar 1992. 310). p.24
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5
4, 24 refs

efficients of millimeter and submillimeter waves due Franklin, C.H Ruschy. DL., Skaggs, R.H. Wall, D B
to the temperature of cloud droplets. Elzmenenie ko- Icing, Ice loads. Ice prevention. Ice removal. Snow cover effect. Air temperature. Temperature

etttsientov raslablentia i radiolokatsionnogo otraz- During the two %inter field seasons of 1,486-86. a S m-long variations. Solar radiation. Radiation balance. Surface

heniia millimetronykh i submillimetrovykh van - pneumatic cable deicing bhoot was tested and evaluated bh temperature. Climatolog). Atbcdo. Periodic' iaria-
CRREL at the sumitt oif Mt Washington. NH Favorable re- tions.

temperatury kapel' oblaka], sults from this pilot stud> led it the development of a tiger ri14l
Alvazian, G.M., Leningrad (Sankt-Peterburgi. m) pneumatic hbot This longer bitot. w..!ch was used itt en. 46-4062
Glavnaia geofizicheskaia obsertatoriia. Trudy. tirely encase one of the gua lines supprrting a 9 m-high loiwer. Mechanism of increase in freeze resistance of syn-
1991, Vol.538, p.91-96, In Russian. 7 refs. was esaluated at the summit of Mt WAashirgton during th, thetic latices under the influence of modifying none-

Atmospheric attenuation. Radar echoes. Cloud drop- 1987-88 icing season The performance of both pneumatic lectrolyte additives.letmos, ph ysic , Rtuadion. Ravarechoes. Clou cabledetcmng botsduranggasriet• oftcingcondittonsindicates Kiselea. 0G.. ei al. Colloid ournal of the L SSR.lets, Cloud physics. Radio waves. that this simple. :ost-effectimc methodof ice prentctrion on gua Mar 1992. 53(5), p 716-7 18. Translated from Kolloid-
46-4050 wires may be suitable for practical application ni zhurnal. 5 refs.
Precision analysis and recommended test procedures 46-4054 Kor)stmna. L A.. Egoroa, S E, Neimanr RE
for mobility measurements made with an instrument- Model for vertical frazil distribution. Solutions. Colloids. AntEreezes..deimntures. Freezing
ed vehicle. Liou, C P.. et at, Z.. Arm"y Cold Regions Research points Stability. Temperature effects. Adsorption
Shoop. S.A., L.'S. Army" Cold Regions Research and and Engineering Lahoratory. Repxort. Apr 1992, CR p S i e e t p
Engineering Laboratory. Special report. Apr. 1992. 92-04. 14p.. ADA-251 519. 30 refs.

SR 92-07, 4
7

p.. ADA-252 014, 10 refs. Ferrick, M.G. Modelling the leaching of radionuclides from soil by
Statistical analysis. Accuracy. Measuring instruments. Frazil ice, Turbulent flow. Mathematical models. rainwater and meltwater.
Vehicles, Cold weather operation. River ice. Borzilot. V.A.. et al. Rarer resources. Mar. 1992.
This report addresses the precision (if mobility measurements A model is presented for the evolution of frazil liver depth and 180), p.2

7
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7
8. Translated from\ Voidn) e resursy 4

made using an instrumented vehicle Systematic errors were with time in a turbulent flow. The net upward migratorn due refs.
documented and new techniques established to eliminate or ri buo)ianc) of the frazil is opposed b) intermittent mising Vozzhennikois. 0.1 . Dragoliubosa. I V . Nortiskii.
minimize these errors. An increase in the precision and ac- induced by large energy -containing eddies A surface renewal M A.
curacy of mobility measurements will allow the successful put- model is used to describe the effects of large eddy mrixing Watersheds. Fallout, Radioactis e isotopes, Leaching,
suit of new research efforts of concern to cold regions mobility. Parameters that represent an entire water lbody are obtamed by Runoff. Snorwmelt. H)drogeochemistrN. Precipitatitin
such as the resistance measurements oif trailing tires and terrain averaging those of discrete water columns using a probabhls imeteorology-I. Forecasting
resistance on shallow snow or winter sods Systematic errors densit> function These parameters include the concentrat on
due iti calibration methods, temperature, vehicle speed and profile, the surface age. and the surface layer thickness A di- 46-4064
weight distribuotin were observed and quantified. Based in mensionless surface renewal frequency characterizes the frazil Radar reflectivity in snowfall.
these results, suggested techniques to eliminate or minimize distribution at equilibrium The rate of heat loss from the Matres o,. SA . IEEE transaczi,'•-s tin goi-oscietnce and
these errors and improve precision are as follows 1) The water surface, the surface renewal frequenc), and the critical remote sensng. lay 1992. 30(3). p 454-461. 22 refs
method of calibration lair, static or rolling) should be chosen surface layer thickness determine whether the frazil w ill ctol re
based on the objective of the experiment Calibrating the vehicle torward a wcll-mixed equilibrium state it a la~ered state The Precipitation tmeteorology ). Radar echoes. Snow-
while it is rolling yields the most consistent results from test to model pritidesa physical basis for understanding the transition flakes. Falling snoe. Backscattertng. Reflectis it\.
test. however. static calibration is needed to measure the total between these states. consistent with existing empirical criteria Snow optics, Snow densit). Analysis (mathematics)
resistance of the vehicle runming gear 2) Because tif the wide and field data. 46-4065
range of temperatures considered in cold regions testing and the 46-4055 Sea ice classification using SAR backscatter statis-
temperature sensitivity of the equipment, the vehicle and all
equipment should be operating and temperatures stabilized Processes of turfexfoliation (Rasenabschilung) in the tics.
before vehicle calibration and testing begins. If the weather high Venezuelan Andes. Nystueit J.A.. et al. IEEE transactions on geioscicnce
changes significantly during the course of the tests, it should be Pcrez. F.L., Zeitschrift ftr Geomorphologie. Mar. and remote sensing. May 1992. 30(3). p,502-50
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noted and the vehicle should be recalibrated 3) The vehicle 1992. 36(1). p.81-106. With German and French sum- refs.
must be on as level and smooth a surface as possible because the maries. Refs. p. 104-106. Garcia. F.W.. Jr.
load on the wheels is estremely sensitve to weight distribution Periglacial processes. Soil erosion. Geocryology. Ice Sea ice. Ice conditions. Statistical analysis. Classifica-
land lilt) it the vehicle. Small variations in the weight distribu-
tion are also reflected in the contact area of the tires. 4) Mobil- needles, Mountain soils. Vegetation patterns. Frost tions, Airborne radar, Synthetic aperture radar. Back-
ity testing procedures should routinely include a hard surface heave. Terraces, Geomorphology. scattering. Image processing, Radar photograph).
motion resistance measurement for each set of test conditions 46-4056 Resolution, Ice navigation.
to serve as a reference for the terrain mobility measurements Latent- and sensible-heat polynya model for the 46-4066
and as a comparison between data sets. North Water, northern Baffin Bay. Methods for digital analysis of AVHRR sea ice im-

46-4051 Mysak. L.A.. ct al. Journal of physical oceanography, ages.
Ship icing instrumentation. June 1992. 22(6). p.596-608, 23 refs. Burns. B.A.. et al, IEEE transactions on gcoscience
Walsh, M.R.. et al, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research Huang, F.T. and remote sensing. May 1992. 30(3). p.589-602. 35
and Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Apr. Polynyas, Sea ice distribution. Air ice water interac- refs.
1992. SR 92-06, 40p.. ADA-251 346, 3 refs. tion. Ocean currents. Ice edge, Wind factors. Latent Schmidt-Grottrup. M.. Viehoff, T.
Morse. J.S., Knuth. K.V., Lambert, D.J. heat, Upwelling, Mathematical models. Sea ice. Ice conditions. Spaceborne photography.
Ship icing, Ice accretion, Spray freezing, Sea spray, 46-4057 Radiometry. Image processing, Resolution. Polynyas.
Design, Ice models. Measuring instruments. Modeling pack ice as a cavitating fluid. Ice navigation. Cloud cover.
To gather empirical data on ship superstructure icing upon Flato, G.M.., et al, Journal ofphysical oceanography. 46-4067
which to base and verify a computer model that can be used to
predictic ngevents. the U.S Army Cold Regions Research and June 1992, 22(6), p.626-651, 23 refs. Effect of wind on FM-CW radar backscatter from a
Engineering Laboratory was asked by the U.S. Navy David Hibler, W.D., Ill. wet snowcover.
Taylor Ship Research and Development Center to create a Ice models, Pack ice, Sea ice distribution, Fluid dy- Koh, G., IEEE transactions on geoscience and remple
prototype system capable of collecting relevant spray and icing namics. Cavitation, Ocean currents, Air ice water in- sensing. May 1992. 30(3). MP 3085, p.619-621. 9 refs.
data on ship decks during cold- eather cruises. The resulting teraction. Mathematical models, Thermodynamics. Snow cover, Radar echoes, Backscattering. Snow
ship icing instrumentation can be divided into two parts; a video Rheology. water content, Wet snow. Snow' evaporation. Wind
system to obtain a visual record of spray and icing. and several
stand-alone instrumented units to obtain quantitative data. 46-4058 factors, Microwaves. Snow air interface.
The units are capable ofmeasuring liquid water content ofspray "Acidic episodes" in surface waters in Europe. The most important factor affecting the micromaw c properties
fluxes in either the horizontal or vertical directions. measuring Davies, T.D., cc al, Journal of hydrology. Mar. ofa snowcoveris the liquid water conient (snow wetness) An
ice accretion in either direction, and monitoring several other 1992. 132(1-4), p.25-69, Refs. p.63-69. FM-Cm (26 5,40 GHz) radar has been used to investigate the
parameters such as temperature and power level. Problems as- Tranter, M., Wigington, P.G.. Jr.. Eshleman K.N. influence of snow wetness on the magnitude of radar backsCat-
soriated with salt water rendered riocst of the spray data collect- ter from a snowcover. The radar backscatter measurements
ed during a cruise aboard the tSCGC Midgert unusable. Surface waters. Snow impurities, Chemical properties. from a wet snewcover on a windy day suggest that eaporatrvue
Some problems with surface roughness may have dcgraded the Air pollution. Snowmelt. Precipitation (meteorology), cootling due to the wind may reduce the amount of liquid water
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1992. 97(I), p 485-493. 23 refs. mee clhuds occurred predominantly in winter and the latter in temperature is similar ut) that derived from a simple model in
Banasar. J.R . Koiplik. J spring and fall The higher type clouds are related to the warm which an air mass is progressively cooled under Rayleigh condi-

front of a itrw pressure system The activilt of lorwer type tions as it motes toward the inland plateau This also suggestsFreezing. Phase transformarons. Liquid cooling. Fror- clouds is relate,] to the temperature and humidity in the clouds that delta 0- 18 values are closely related to condensation tem-
en liquids. Liquid solid interfaces. [.a)crs. Computer- rhesccooditionus may be connected w ith the area of sea ice perature at the top taf the inversion layer where Snow precrpita-
ized simnulation. Phyical prioperties. (Am h I trt is formed (Auth I
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46-4411 ice concentration It is difficult to obtain atmospheric 46-4425
Bare ice fields developed in the inland part of Antarc- parameters oser the ice sheet and sea ice. on account of their Residual circulations calculated from satellite datL

high and %ariabic brightness temperature (Authil t s icltosclultdfo aelt aa
tica. their relations to observed temperature and ozone
Takahashi, S., et al. NIPR Symposium on Polar 46-4416 distributions.
Meteorology and Glaciology. Proceedings. No.5. Preliminary study of katabatic wind by using NOAA Geller. MA.. et al. Journal of the armcispheric
Tokyo, National Institute of Polar Research. 1992, AVHRR data. sciences. July 1, 1992. 49(13). p.11

2 7
-1137ý 20 refs

p.128-13
9. It refs. Seko, K., NIPR Symposium on Polar Meteorolog) and Nash, ER., 'WAu. M F.. Rosenfield, J.E.

Endoh. T.. Azuma. N., Meshida. S. Glaciology. Proceedings. No.5. Tokyo. National In- Atmospheric circulation. Ozone. Polar atmospheres.
Ice sublimation, Climatic factors, Ice surface. Snow stitute of Polar Research. 1992, p. 167-173, 14 refs. Atmospheric composition, A-r temperature, Tempera-
accumulation, Mass balance, Antarctica --SOr Ron- Spaceborne photography. Photointerpretatton. Radi- ture distribution. Statistical analysis.
dane Mountains. ometry, Wind (meteorology). Ice sheets, Antarctica -- Monthly mean resi,lual circulations acre caulated tworn eight
Observations of a bare ice field u ere carried out at Seal Rock Shssa ation. ycars of satellite data The dabatlic circulati-n is asualJ , toui.nd
in the Sor Rondane area A !arge subhlnatiin rate. •,OO t 280 The behastot of katabatlc umttds un the antarctic ice sheet can togiseagoti approximation to the residual bir ulanion hut this
inrm a. w3as observed on the bare ice field. Air temperature on be monitored from NOAA A% HRR data Katabatic wind is is not always the case In particular an cnampls is ,hoin at
the bare ice %as about I C higher than that on the snow surface. obsersed as fluctuations of brightness temperature otn the ther- 6hS and 30 mb uhere the diabatic and residual circulas,,...,
The large sublimation rate %as explained by the Iowl albedo of mal infrared channel The structure of the fluctuation reeali s..-% %ery different annual saritnn Correlations betueen
bare ice: its salue was roughly estimated from heat budget con- a well-defined streak feature, . ind direction and wind speed the crrical component of the residual circulation and tempera-
siderations The bare ice fields were classified into 4 typ Ies ac- can he nii,,iored from the satel' *,images The fluctuation of lure and ozone indicate that )carly suriuatons of temrperature,
ciirding to origin, (Auth.) brightness temperature is probably caused by fluctuation in at higher latitudes are under radiatise comrl. except during

wind velocity lAuth.) stratospheric warmrings A ine to two month phase lag is sccn
46-4412 46-4417 in the annual %ariation in the totai ozone at hi0\ with respectto the maximum downw.ard residual motkons This phase lagDistribution of surface conditions of ice sheet in End- Comparison of four cold hardiness tests on three west- Is greater at 60N than at rS There tis Tehidsne at WSil a
erby Land and East Queen Maud Land, East Antarc- era conifers, greater downward trend in the mean zonal )zone maxima than
tica. Burr, K.E., et al. Western Forest Nurser) Council thercsintheminima A decreasing trend in ihe maximum de-
Furukawa, T.. et al. NIPR Symposium on Polar Meeting. Tumwater, WA. Aug. 12-15. !986. Fort Col- scending motion is seenr o accompany the ozone trend at bOS
Meteorology and Glaciology, Proceedings. No.5. lins. CO. U.S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest iAuth mod)
Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research, 1992. and Range Experiment Station, 1986, p.87-9 5. 26 refs.
p.140-144. 9 refs. Tinus. R.W.. Wallner. S.J.. King. R.M. 46-4426
Watanabe. 0.. Seko. K.. Fujii. Y. Cold tolerance. Plant physiology, Acclimatization, Quaternary geology of western and central North
Ice surface. Snow surface. Ice sheets. Antarctica- Plant ecology. Plant tissues. Trees (plants). Frost re- Greenland.
Enderby Land. Antarctica--Queen Maud Land. sistance, Growth. Kelly, M._ et al, Denmark. Grtnlands geoloigt.ske un-
Data on surface features collected by the Japanese Antarctic dersigelsc. Rapporr. 1992. No.153.34p.. With Danish
Research Expedition JARE) along traverse routes were com- 46-4418
piled to understand their aerial distribution in Enderby Land Evaluation of snowmelt lysimeters in an Arizona and Inuit summaries, 63 refs.
and East Queen Maud Land. This area can be divided into mixed conifer stand. Bennike, 0.
three regions on the basis of the regional characteristics if sur- Gottfried. G.J.. et al, Hydrology and water resources Geological surveys. Quaternary deposits. Glacial
face features. The results will be useful for deducing the aerial in Arnzona and the Southwest. 1980. Vol.10, p.221- geology. Marine deposits. Glacial deposits, Stratigra-
distribution of surface features from satielite images. (Auth.) 229, 7 refs. phy. Geochronology. Glaciation. Fossils. Greenland.

46-4413 Ffolliott. P.F.
Air bubble formation process observed in the G6 an- Snowmelt. Runoff. Snow samplers, Forest strips, Snow 46-4427
tarctic ice core. hydrology, Seepage. Forecasting heavy snow events in Missoula, Mon-
Mitani, A.. et al, NIPR Symposium on Polar 46-4419 tana.
Meteorology and Glaciology. Proceedings. No.5, Future climate in the Nordic region; survey and syn- Richmond. M., U.S. Vational Oceanic and Atmri-
Tokyo, National Institute of Polar Research. 1992, thesis for the next century, spheric Administration. National Weather Ser.ice.
p.145-149, 5 refs. Alexandersson, H.. et al, Suedish 11ceteorological and Western Region. VO.4A technacal memorar ýurm.
Shoji. H.. Fujii. Y. Hydrological Institute. Reports. Mfeteorology and May 1992. NWS WR-217, 6p. + appends, 4 refs.
Ice cores. Bubbles. Paleoclimatology, Ice dating. Ice climatology. 1992. SMHI RMK. No.64. 46p.. With Snowstorms. Weather forecasting. United States -..
density. Swedish summary. 44 refs. Montana.
Air bubble formation processes were investigated on a 1.00 m- Dahlstram. B.
long ice core from G6. Antarctica. rhe observational results Global warming. Climatic changes. Polar atmospheres, 46-4428
resealed clearly the fic-stage process of air bubble entrapment. Air ice water interaction. Taku Glacier.
The pore space was closed off at a depth of 72 m. which yields
about a 470 year age differenct between air bubbles and the ice. 46-4420 Motyka, R.J.. et al. Alaska. Division of Geological
estimated under an assumption of 9 cm of ice/year as the ac- Performance degradation of helicopters due to icing- and Geophysical Surveys. Information circular.
cumulation rate. tAuth. a review. t1 9 90 ]. No.34. n.p.. 5 refs.

Korkan, K.D., ct al, 41st annual forum and technology Trabant, D.C., Nol!. R.S.. Post. A.
46-4414 display. Fort Worth. TX. May 15-17. 1985. Alex- Glacier surveys. Glacier oscillation. Glacier alimenta-
Ice layer observations in the G6 antarctic ice core. andria, VA, American Helicopter Society. 1985.2 1p., tion. Calving. United States--Alaska-Taku Glacier.
Shoji, H.. et al. NIPR Symposium on Polar Meteorolo- 52 refs, For another version see 40-4184,
gy and Glaciology. Proceedings. No.5. Tokyo. Na- Dadone. L., Shaw, RJ. 46-4429
tional Institute of Polar Research. 1992, p.150-155, 4 Aircraft icing, Helicopters. Cold weather performance. Infiltration into frozen soil as affected by ripping.
refs.
Murata. K.. Fujii. Y. 46-4421 Pikul, J.L.. Jr.. et al. American Society of Agricultural
Ice cores. Layers, Paleoclimatology. Performance of ice-strengthened ships in the north- Engineers. Transactions. Jan.-Feb. 1992. 35(1). p.8 3-
Ice crust layer studies were carried out on a 100 m-long ice core er" Baltic Sea in winter 1991. 90. 20 refs.
from G6. Antarctica. Light table observations were conducted Kujala. P.. et al. Helsinki University of Technology. Zuzel. J.F.. Wilkins. D.E.
to measure the depth, thickness. orientation and shape of each Laboratory of Naval Architecture and Warine Engi- Agriculture. Frozen ground physics. Soil tests. Me-
ice layer. The results were analyzed for the depth variations neering. Report. 1992, M- 117, 80p. + appends.. 8 chanical tests. Seepage. Runoff. Countermeasures.
to obtain information on past ice sheet surface conditions. No refs. Permeability. Porosity. Flow measurement.
indication was obtained of any distinctive change in snow sur- Sundell, T.
face conditions for the last several hundred years at the G6 site. Sund
(Auth.) Ice navigation. Ships, Metal ice friction. Ice breaking, 46.4430

Ice conditions. Ice solid interface. Baltic Sea. Ice floe identification in satellite images using math-
46-4415 46-4422 ematical morphology and clustering about principal
Analysis of MOS-I MSR data received at Syowa Sta' Factors affecting frost susceptibility and heaving curves.
tion. Antarctica. pressure in soils. Banfield, J.D.. et al. American Statistical 4ssociation.
Yamanouchi. T., et al, NIPR Symposium on Polar Kujala. K., Acta Universitatis Ouluensis. Series C. Journal. Mar. 1992. 87(417), p.7-16, 31 refs. For
Meteorology and Glaciology. Proceedings. No.5, Technica, 1991, Vol.C58. 

9
9p. + appends.. Refs. p.92- another version see 44-1599.

Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research. 1992. 99. Raftery. A.E.
p.156-166, 14 refs. Soil freezing. Frost heave, Frost resistance. Soil Sea ice, Ice floes. Remote sensing. Detection, Ice edge.
Oshiyama. T., Wada. M. streng'.h. Soil pressure. Unfrozen water content. Math- Image processing. Statistical analysis. Ice navigation.
Brightness. Sea ice, Water content, Water vapor, ematical models.
Meteorological instruments. Data processing, Space- 46.4423 46-4431
craft. Antarctica-Showa Station.
Atmospheric parameters and ground surface information are Sharing knowledge, sharing resources: a plan for a Polaris update.
obtained using the MOS-l MSR data received at Showa Sta- Canadian Polar Information System. Keen. A.J., CIMbulletin. June 1992. 85(961). p.51-S

7
.

tion. Several difficulties have appeared in the process of deriv- Minion. R.. et al, Calgary. Alberta. Arctic Institute of 3 refs.
ing water vapor amount and liquid water content. One is the North America. 1991. 4

7
p.. 25 refs. Mining. Cold weather operation. Underground facili-

antenna temperature, which includes large bias error: this Goodwin. R. ties. Design. Permafrost beneath structures, Perma-
causes the largest uncertainty. Also. the antenna temperature Research projects. Organizations, Cost analysis. Data frost preservation. Metals.
near the coast of the antarctic continent was greatly affected by processing. Canada.
high brightness temperature of the ice sheet owing to the anten-
na side lobe, which caused difficulties in comparing with 46-4424 46-4432
ground- based observations as a validation. In the normal con- Theories of competitive cloud droplet growth and Modernizing and retrofitting ice skating rinks.
dition. for the present example, water vapor amount ranged their application to cloud physics studies. Blades, R.W.. ASHRAE journal. Apr. 1992, 34(4).
from 04 to 1.4 gisq cm and liquid water content from 0 to 14 Fukuta- N., Journal of the atmospheric sciences, p.34-42. 7 refs.
mg sq cm. However. there was fiund a band of high liquid July N. 1992. 49(13)
water content in some paths, corresponding to a high brightness July 1, 1992 .49(13), p. 1107-1114, 16 refs. Buildings. Indoor climates. Refrigeration, Ice makers,
temperature of about 190 K Atmospheric water vapor or liq- Cloud droplets. Cloud physics. Supersaturation. Con- Design, Cost analysis, Maintenance. Heat sources, Ice
uid water affects the estimation of surface conditions such as sea densation. Analysis (mathematics). air interface. Air temperature.
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46-4433 tton avas tntentionally limited to lateral mosetent of the ice 46-4448
Age-related differences in frost sensitivity of the ugatist a ýcertcal structure It is these results that can be most Structure and strength of first-year ice ridges in the
photosynthetic apparatus ot two Plagiomnium spe- easily extended to ice-ice interaction cents, Baltic Sea.
cies. Lepp.ranta. M., et al, Cold regions science and tech-
Rutten, D., et al, Planta. May 1992. 187(2). p.224-22 9. 46-4444 nology. June 1992, 20(3). p.295-311. 31 refs.
31 refs. Mathematical model for the prediction of tempera- Hakala. R.
Santarius. K.A. tore in a dry snow layer. Sea ice. Ice cover thickness, Pressure ridges, Ice struc-
Mosses. Damage. Plant tissues. Freeze thaw tests, McComb. T.J.L., et al, Cold regions science and tech- ture. Ice strength. Ice surveys. Physical properties. Re-
Cold stress. Frost resistance, Photosynthesis. Cold nology, June 1992. 20(3). p.
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-

25 9
. 29 refs. search projects. Ice navigation.

weather tests, Chlorophyll, Temperature effects. Snow surface temperature, Diurnal variations, Snow 46-4449
46-4434 physics, Forecasting, Radiation balance, Meteorologi- Snowmelt among the western Tianshan Mountains in
Zero-discharge direct-contact freezing/solar cal factors, Thermal analysis, Layers, Mathematical China.
evaporator desalination complex. models, Snow thermal properties. Liu, Z.C., et al, Cold regions science and technology.
Madani. A.A.. Desalination, Feb. 1992, 85(2), p. 17 9 - June 1992, 20(3). p.313-314, 2 refs.
195. 29 refs. Sun, L.. Cai. G.T.
Water treatment. Design, Desalting. Sea water freez- 46-4445 Snowmelt, Snow surveys. Mountains, Radiation ab-
ing. Slush. Environmental impact. Thermodynamics, Performanceofathermosyphonwitha37meter-long, sorption, Snow thermal properties. Albedo. Snow
Brines. Water supply. Ice water interface, horizontal evaporator, cover stability, Forecasting.
46-4435 Haynes, F.D.. et al. Cold regions science and technolo- 46-445046-4435gy,. June 1992, 20(3), MP 3107, p.261-269, 12 refs.
Aircraft icing handbook. gy. lune 1992, 20(3), MP On the constitutive modeling of transient creep inHeinich A .. t e. L.S.Fedral.4 iaton dmiis-Zarling. J.P., Gooch. G.E.
Heinrich. A. M.. et al. IS. Fed-ral.I tiation Adminis- Permafrost preservation, Temperature control. Pipes polycrystalline ice: reply to the comments of M. Aub-
trition. Technical Center. Technical report. Mar. (tubes), Refrigeration. Simulation. Permafrost heat ertin.
1991, DOT, FAA CT-88 8. Var. p. (3 vols.) ADA- transfe Thermalconductivity. Cold weather perform- Wu. M.S.et al. Cold regions science and technolg.
238 039 through ADA-238 041, Refs. passim., ance, Soilstabilization, Designv Icegrowth Heatrsinks. June 1992. 20(3). p

3 15
-

3 19
. 15 refs. For article

Aircraft icing. Ice accretion. Ice detection. Ice remov- Laboratory tests ,ere conducted on a thermosyphon with a 37 under discussion see 46-28 10.
al. Ice prevetition. Safety, Environment simulation, m long horizontal evaporator. This evaporator section was Shyam Sunder. S.
Cold weatner performance, Standards, Mathematical placed in a water tank so that the rate of ice growth on it could Ice crystals, Ice models. Ice creep, Ice mechanics, Ice
models. be determined. Unit conductance values were calculated for relaxation. Ice elasticity. Rheology. Mathematical

wind speeds of 0 to 5.4 mis applied to the condenser section. models.
46-4436 Use of these conductance values in a finite element analysis
Hydrology: an introduction to hydrologic science. indicated that thermosyphons with horizontal evaporators and 46-4451
Bras, R.L.. Reading. MA, Addison-Wesley Publishing condensate return devices were adequate for many foundation Preconcentration method for electrothermal atomic
Company. 1990, 643p. (Petinent p.

24 7
-281), Refs. Idsigns in permafrost regions, absorption spectrometric analysis for heavy metals in

passim. antarctic snow at sub ng/kg levels.
Hydrohlgy. Snowmelt, Snow hydroiugv. Snow ac- Suttie, E.D.. et al, Analytica chimica acta. Mar. 20.
cumulation, Snow cover. Hydrologic cycle. 464446 1992, 258(2). p.229-236. 17 refs.

Seafloor temperature and conductivity data from Ste- Wolff, E.W.
46-4437 fansson Sound. Alaska. Snow composition. Chemical analysis.
White death: a review of fatal avalanche accidents in Sellmann. P.V.. et al. Cold regions science and tech- An improved technique for concentrating heacs metals onto
Colorado. 19501991. 1nology. June 1992. 20(3). MP 3108. p.271-288, 11 thesurfaceoftungsten wires. prortoanalysths belectrothermal
Atkins. D.. Atalanche review. Nov. 1991. 10(1). refs. atomic absorption spectrometry, is reported L ltraclean meth-
p. 1.7.8. Delaney, A.J.. Chamberlain. E.J.. Dunton, K.H. ods and materials described here have enabled impro -cmentv in
Avalanches. Accidents. United States--Colorado. Ocean bottom. Liquid solid interfaces. Bottom sedi- detection limitstobe realized. With the neu procedure. dctel-

tion limits of0.01 ng Cd/kg. 0.47 ng Cu kg, 022 ng Pb kg and
46-4438 meat. Freezing points, Water temperature, Saliy 0.24 ng Zn/kg are obtained. These are oi enough to allow
Avalanche control in Heather Canyon. Temperature measurement, Electrical resistivity. Sub- analysis of ancient and modern antarcttc snow. except perhaps
Patton. C.,.sAalanche review. Dec. 1991. 10(2). surface investigations. Soil compaction, Seasonal for cadmium. A comparison with samples injected directly
p. 1,4.5. variations, into the graphite furnace shows good agreement. confirming
Avalanche triggering. Safety. Blasting. Overconsolidated sediments, seasonal seafloor freezing,. and that the method is suitable for the simple polar snotw matrix

ice-bonded permafrost, unique features in shallow arctic coastal (Auth.)
46-4439 waters, are related to low seawater temperatures and varying 46-4452
Width of unconfined slab avalanches. salinities. Seabed temperatures can be less than - 1.0 C for Satellite measurements of surface water temperature
Jamieson. B., ct al. Avalanche review. Dec. 1991. much of the year. with noticeable warming occurring only due-
10(2). p.3.6. ing the summer months. Observations from recent deploy- in the Great Lakes: Great Lakes CoastWatch.

Johnst-n. C.D. ment of three instruments in Stefansson Sound and data from Schwab, D.J.. et al, Journal ofgreat lakes research.

Avalanche formation, Snow cover stability. Avalanche an earlier deployment, which included sites in Harrison Bay, 1992, 18(2). p.24
7

-258. 22 refs.
showed decreasing mean annual seafloor temperatures with in- Leshkevich, G.A., Muhr. G.C.

mechanics. creasing water depth. ranging from -0.9 C in 4.4 m of water to Spaceborne photography. Temperature measurement.
46-4440 -1.6 C in 14 m of water. Salinities also varied seasonally, with Radiometry, Lake water, Surface temperature. Water
Subcritical crack growth, initiation, and arrest in noticeable freshening developing during the summer and high

uniform values occurring during the winter. Periodic tempera- temperature, Lake ice. Ice detection. Image process-
columnar freshwater and sea ice. ture and salinity measurements at sites in Stefansson Sound. ing, Mapping.
Parsons. B.L.. St. John's, Memorial University of made during Aug. 1987 and Aug. 1989. also helped verify the 46-4453
Newfoundland. 1989. 205p., Ph.D. thesis. Refs. data obtained with the seabottom instruments. Seasonalfreez- Kara Sea provides shortcut. Offshore engineer.
p. 160-183. ing of the seabed can begin in late September and may
Ice cracks. Ice strength. Ice loads, Ice creep, Ice defor- noticeably change its engineering properties. In areas of Mar. 1992. p.
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.

mation, Crack propagation. Mathematical models. coarse-grained sediments, ice bonding and strengthening of the Natural gas, Gas pipelines, Underground pipelines.
seabed can result. In areasoffine-grained sediments it appears Offshore structures. Cold weather operation. Ice scor-

46-4441 that seasonal freezing of the seafloor can cause ing, Protection, Design. Subsea permafrost.
Aspects of frost susceptibility of granular soils. overconsolidation of the seabed sediments. This densification
Tester. R-E.B.. Kingston. Ontario. Queen's University, process can result in a significant permanent increase in 46-4454
1990, 401p. (2 vols.), Ph.D. thesis. 88 refs. strength. Effect of an arctic polynya in the northern hemi-

sphere mean circulation and eddy regime: a numerical
Soil freezing. Soil strength, Frost resistance, Frost experiment.
heave. Thaw weakening. Fines. Freeze thaw tests. Soil 46-4447 Glowienka-Hense, R.. et al. Climate dynamics. Apr.
tests. Mathematical models. Travelling flexural waves in the Erebus Glacier 1992. 7(3). p.155-163. 25 refs.

46-4442 Tongue, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Hense, A.
State of Canada's environment. Robinson, W. H., et al. Cold regions science and tech- Polynyas, Climatic factors, Sea ice, Ocean currents.
Canada. Public Advisory Committee on the State of nology. June 1992, 20(3). p.

2 8 9
-
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. 20 refs. Atmospheric circulation. Air ice water interaction.

the Environment Reporting. Ottawa, Environment Haskell. T.G. Heat flux, Simulation. Global warming, Heating.
Canada, 1991. Var. p.. Refs. passim. Glacier tongues, Strain tests, Calving, Oscillations, 46-4455
Environmental impact. Air pollution. Water pollution, Wave propagation. Ocean waves, Ice water interface, Bases for northern field research in the 1990s.
Economic development, Environmental protection, Ice mechanics, Gravity. Antarctica-McMurdo Adams. W.P.. Information north. June 1992, 18(2).
Ecosystems, Natural resources, Waste treatment. Sound. p.5-

7
. 6 refs.

Water treatment. Climatic changes, Ozone. Canada. The Erebus Glacier Tongue in McMurdo Sound has been the Research projects. Monitors. Stations. Cold weather
subject of numerous theoretical and experimental investigations

46-4443 which have assumed that the observed alternating strains are operation. Distribution.
U.S. research in ice mechanics: 1987-1990. standing waves Since Nov. 1984 the strain of the Erebus Gin- 46-4456
Richter-Menge, J.A.. Cold regions science and tech- cier Tongue has been monitored with two strain meters placed Investigation of the anisotropy of the electrical char-
nohigy. June 1992. 20(3). MP 3106. p.231-246. Refs. on either side of the Tongue. and more recently with strain acteristicsofseaicebymeansofradar sounding of the
p.

242-246. meters along the Tongue. These data imply that flexural-
ice mechanics. Sea ice, Research projects, Bibliogra- gravity waves are travelling from the snout with a phase speed surface from an aircraft.

of 70 + /- 10 m/s and a wavelength of 3.5 +,- O. kkm. It is Finkel'shteln. Ml.., et al. Sotietjournalofcommunica-
phies. Ice solid interface. Ice models. Mechanical suggested that these waves are generated by surface gravity tions technology& electronics. Mar. 1992. 37(2). p.54-
properties. Microstructure. Mechanical tests. waves or seiches which. when resolved along the Tongue. pro- 58, Translated from Radiotekhnika i ekektronika.
Thts compilation of U.S. ice mechanics investigations over duce waves travelling near the minimum phase speed for flexu- 1991, No.8. II refs.
198V-1990 focuses on efforts that support the development of ral-gravity waves. These observations do not support standing Dan'shin. P.D.. Peshkov. A.N.
an understanding of sea ice interaction. Both ice-structure and wave theories for the calving of glacier tongues, but suggest that
:ce-ice interaction studies have been included in hopes that the calving of the Erebus Glacier Tongue on Mar. I, 1990 Sea ice. Sounding, Radar echoes. Anisotropy. Ice elcc-
insights from ine area %ill complement developments in the occurred when sea waves produced a large lateral force on the trical properties. Ice cover thickness., Ice bottom sur-
other fhc .. rk discuss. J in the area of ice-structure interac- Tongue while it was exposed to open water. (Auth. mod.) face. Polarization (waves). Airborne radar.
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46-4457 The death of hundreds of migrating dabblng ducks and 10-50 46-4468
Abnormally warm winters 1988/89 and 1989/90 over slans has been documented annually for the last ten years in In-cloud scavenging by snow at a high-alpine site.
the U.S.S.R. Eagle River Flats (ERFI. an estuarine salt marsh on Ft. Rich- Baltensperger, U.. et al. Journal of aerisol science.

ardson. AK. This marsh has been used for the past 40 years
Vasil'ev, A.A., ctal. Soviet Meteorology and hydrolo- as an artllery impact range by the LUS. Army Dunng May 1991, 22(Suppil.). European Aerosol Conference,
gs, lt99. No.3. p.8-15. Translated from Meteorologiia andAug. 1990. CRRELcollected250sedimentandw atersam. 19th. Karlsruhe. Germany. Sep. 16-20. 1991 Pro-
i gidrologiia. 8 refs. pies and analyzed them for munitions residues. The authors ceedings, p.S541-S544, 10 refs.
Ped'. D.A., Chistiakova. E.A. found 2.4-DNT in a limited area of Eagle River Flats not used Snowfall, Alpine landscapes. Sampling. Atmospheric
Winter. Air temperature, Periodic variations, Climatic by waterfowl, and white phosphorus in sediments from the bot- composition, Aerosols, Scavenging, Chemical proper-
changes. Atmospheric circulation. Synoptic tom of shallow ponds where waterfowl feed, Tissues from ties, Cloud physics, Ion density (concentration). Airwaterfo I observed to die or found dead in the salt marsh weremeteorology, Air water interactions, Heating. collected, and white phosphorus was found in the gizzards of all pollution.

46-4458 11 carcasses collected in Eagle River Flats. Adult mallards 464"9
Results of hydrological investigations in the Yansal dosed in the laboratory with white phosphorus showed identical Concerming

behavioral symptoms to those of wild ducks observed to become mechanism adsorption-freexIng" on
rivers from remote observational data. sick and die in Eagle River Flats. All evidence indicates that mixed aerosol particles and ice forming mechanism of
Borodulin. V.V.. et al, Soviet meteorology and hy- white phosphorus, as a particulate in the sediments, isresponsi- silver iodide.
drology. 1991, No.3. p.70-76, Translated from ble for the death of waterfowl in Eagle River Flats. Since the Smorodin, V.E., Journal of aerosol science. 1991,
Nleteorologiia i gidrologiia. 7 refs. bottom sediments of the shallow salt marsh ponds are anacrob- 22(Suppl.1), European Aerosol Conference. 19th.
Griaseva, L.I. ic, the white phosphorus particles will persist in the sediments Karlsruhe, Germany. Sep. 16-20. 1991. Proceedings,
River flow. River ice, Ice jams, Ice conditions. Aerial indefinitely and remain a threat to 'aterfowl. p.S
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2, 4 refs.

surveys. Ice surveys, Floodplains, Ice floes, Velocity Aerosols, Ice formation, Atmospheric composition.
measurement. 46-4463 Water films, Hydrodynamics, Ice nuclei. Silver iodide.

46-4459 International state-of-the-art colloquium on low-ten- Adsorption, Heterogeneous nucleation.
Grain growth in ice. perature asphalt pavement cracking. 46-4470
Nasello. O.B.. et al, Materials science forum. 1992, Scherocman, J.A., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research Temperature activation spectrum of atmospheric ice
Vol 94-96(Pt.2). International Conference on Grain and Engineering Laboratory. Special report, Feb. nuclei and mechanisms of heterogeneous ice nuclea-
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June 18-21. 1991. Proceedings. Edited by G. Ab- Bitumens, Low temperature research. Cold weather Smorodin, V. E., Journal of aerosol science. 1991.
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ysis. Snow impurities. Climatic factors. Heavy water, LaChapelle, E.R.. Seattle, WA, Mountaineers. 1985. Aerosols, Air pollution. Sampling, Ice nuclei. Lead io-
Models. Origin. I12p., Second edition. 15 refs. dide, Atmospheric composition. Motor vehicles,
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gons (defined by temperature) to Antarctica's July precipita- Rescue operations, Snow cover stability, Avalanche 46-4472
non. Tracer diagnostics in the GCM suggest that the weighted forecasting, Terminology. A o s n nw r
aserage esaporatise source temperature for antarctic precipita- Aerosol deposition to a snow surface.
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t'his bisok is organizced into 4 chapters: Ch I iL an introduction. 40.4485 46-4494
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Precipitation (meteorology), Simulation. Snow pellets. Mackenzie Valley. lstochnikov. V.O., et al. Inzhenerno-geologicheskoc
Snowflakes, Microwaves. Scattering. Snow melting, izuchenie i otsenka merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh i
Attenuation. Radar echoes, Spheres. protaivaiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh

46-4746 gruntov: mezhduvedomstvennyi s•ornik nauchnykh
46.4738 Pleistocene slope instability of gas hydrate-laden trudov (Engineering geology study and analysis of
Geochemical studies in Alaska by the U.S. Geological sediment on the Ieaufort Sea margin, frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital
Survey, 1989. Kayen. RE.. et al. Marine geotechnology. Jan.-June soil: interdepartmental collected scientific papers).
Goldfarb. R.J., ed, U.S. GeologicalSurvey. Bulletin. 1991. 10(1-2). p.

12 5
-

14 1
. 35 refs. Edited by N.F Krivonogova, Leningrad. VNIIG im.

1490. No.1950, Var. p.. Refs. passim. Lee. H.J. B.E. Vedeneeva, 1990, p.29-31. In Russian
Nash, J.T.. ed. Stoeser. J.W.. ed. Ocean bottom, Natural gas, Marine geology, Bottom Morozov. V.B.. lUdkevich. A.I.
Geochemistry. Exrloration. Minerals. Geological sur- sediment, Hydrates, Gas inclusions, Decomposition, Frozen ground mechanics, Soil mechanics. Equip-
veys. Natural resources. Gold, United States-Alaska. Landslides. Pleistocene. Sea level, Seismic surveys. ment.
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46-4752 46-4757 46-4762
Formation of strength properties of thawing sands. Sand compaction during the hydro-mechanization of Determining the strength properties and thickness of
1Formiroisanie priichtiistnykh sioists ottaivaiush- construction work. tKonsolidatsiia peska pri gi- deposits on slopes based on automated inverse caicu-
chikh pe.skov]. drornekhanizatsii stroitel'nykh rabot]. lations. [Oprcdelenie prochnosins kh ssosis% i inoshe:-
K.arlos. V.D.. ci al. lnizhenerno-geologicheskoe Aksenos. B.G.. lnzhcnerno-geologicheSke izuchenje hnosti sklonosykh otlozherni na osnose a%-
izuchenie oisenika rnerzlykh. promerzaiushchikh i i otsenka merzlykh. promerzatushchikh iprotaisaiush- tomrat uirosannykh obratnykh raschctos1 .
protaivaiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh chikh peschanykh i krupnoobiomnochntykh grunto%, Kilorniiiscsa. IL. N . et LAI. lnz~herirnoi-get~ltgichecsktiw
gruntos; mnezhdcusedlomstsennyi sbornik nauchnykh mezhdusedomstsennyi sbornib. nauchnykh trudlov izuchenie i iscnika rnerzlylkh. prosnetiaiushchikh
trudo% (Engineering geology study and analysis of (Engineering geology study and analysis of frozen. protaivaiushchikh peschanvkh i krupriooblomo~hi.iskh
frozen, freezing and thawing sand) and coarse detrital freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital soil; gruntos; mehueos .ny bri nauchnyýkh
soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers). interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- trudos (Engineering geology stud% and analysis oif
Edited by N.E. Krisonogosa. Leningrad. VNllIG in. ed by N.F. Krivonogos~a. Leningrad. VNIIG im R.E frozen. freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital
B.E. %edeneesa. 1990. p.31-34. In Russian. 2 refs. Vedeneesa. 1990. p.61-65. In Russian. 5 rets. soil: interdepiartmnental c:ollectedl scientific papers).
Arrefe s.%S. Sands. Mathematical models, Soil compaction. Cold Edited by N.E. Krisongoia. Leningrad. i.NIIG :in
Sands. Thaw weakening. Thawing. Frozen ground weather coinstruction, Environmental impact. B.E. Vedeneesa. 1990. p' ,-86. In Russian.
strength. l~dkesich. Al.I

Models. Engineering geology. Slopes. Allusiuin, Bear-
ing strength. Geocryology.

46-4753 46-4758
Approximation method of determining the volumetric Supercooling and freezing temperatures of noncohe-
hollowness of coarse detrital soil. tPriblizhennyl sive soils, CO temperaturakh percokhlazhdeniiia 1 46-4763
metod opredeleniia oh emnol pustotnosti krupnoo- zamerzaniia nessiaznykh gruntov1.] Frost heave of ash-slag materials and ash-soil mix-
blomochnogo gruntal. Shtykov, VA.. lnzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuchenie tures and their use in engineering structures. 1Kri-
Ryzhikh-\A... et al. lnzhenerno-geologicheskoe otsenka merzlykh. promcrzaiushchikh i protaivaiush- ogennoe puchenie ziiloshlakosikh materialoc i zolo-
izuchenie i otsenka merzl) kh. pron.;!rzaiushchikh i chikh pesehanykb i krupnoobloinochnykh grutitos: grunio%)ykh smesei i ikh ispol'zoatite % inzhenerny kh
prtitais-aiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochi:ykh mezhduvedomstsennyi sbornils nauchnykh trudos- sooruzheniiakhj.
g runtov: mezhduvedomstvrennyi sbornik nauchnykh (Engineering geology study and analysis iof frozen. Ogarkos, A.A., et al. Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe
trudov (Engineering geology study and analysis of freezing and thawing sandy and coarse dletrital soil; izuchenic i otsenka merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh
frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- protais aiushchikh peschantykh i krupnooblomnochnykh
soil: interdepartmental collected scientific papers). ed by N.F. Krivonogova. Leningrad. VNIIG im. B.E. gruntov-; mezhduvedotnstsenny'i shornil, nauchny~kh
Edited by N.E. Kris-onogosa. Leningrad. VNIIG im. Vedenees-a, 1990. p.65-68, In Russian. 3 refs. trudov lEngineering geology 'study and analysis of
B.E. Vedeneeva. 1990. p.34-38, In Russian. 2 refs. Noncohesive soils. Cryogenic soils. Supercooling, Soil frozen, freezing and thaw ing sandy and coarse detrital
Dolgos-. V'.N. freezing, Freezing points, soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers).
Soil physics. Vsolume, Analysis (mathematics). Edited by N.F. Kriso~nogosa. Leningrad. VNIIG im.

B.E. Vedeneesa. 1990, p.87-9 1. In Russian. 3 refs.
Panteleev. V.G.. Zholnerossich. V.6.

46.4754 46-4759 Frost heave. Engineering geology. Deformation.
Physical-mechanical and thermo-physical properties Results of studies on the deformation of coarse detri-
of perennially frozen noncohiesive soils. 1Fiziko-mek- tal soil during freezing. tRezul'taty- issledlovanil
hanicheskic i teplofizicheskie svotistva m~nogolet- deformatsii krupnooblomochnykh gruntov pri promer- 46-4764
nemerzlykh nesviaznykh gruntovj. zanii].Tehooyficmasfbldp. eknlga
Kagan. A.A., et al. lnzhenerno-geologichzskoe izuche- Inmaflova. ON.,. Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuc~he- Techology~mi of icmassif busidups. Tholgi
pie i otsenka merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh i protaivai- nie i otsenka merzlykh, promerzaiushchikh i protais~ai- Shatalina. I.N.. Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuchenie
ushchikh peschany kh i krupnooblomochnykh gruntos, ushchikh peschanyich i krupnooblomiochnykh gruntov: i otsenka merzly kh. promerzaiushchikh i protaivaiush-
mezhdusedomnstvennyl sbornik nauchnykh trudiiv mezhduvedomnstvennyt sbornik nauchnykh trudovC(Engineringgeolog stud and nalysi of fozen, Engineringgeolhikhtudeandhanyyshiih krupnooblomochnyokhmochy gruntnts;(Eninerin geiloy sudyan anlyss o frzen (Eginerng eolgy tud an anlyis of frozen. inezhdluvcdomrstvenny! sbornik nauchnykh trudov
freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital soil; freezing and thaw-ing sandy and coarse detrital soil- Egneiggooysud n nlsso rzn
interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- (reezngianeein geolongy study, and canalsedtis a offozen.
ed by N.E. Krivonogova, Leningrad. VNIIG im. B.E. ed by N.F. Krivonogova, Leningrad. VNIIG im. B.E freingedearmndthawin sanectdy acindii coarsedtrita. soil;
Vedeneesa. 1990, p.38 -4 8. In Russian. 4 refs. Vedeneeva. 1990. p.68-71, In Russian. 5 edfs by N.E. Krivonogoka. Leningrad. VNIIG im. B.E.Krivonogova. N.E. Soil freezing. Cryogenic soils. Deformation. Soil me- Vecdeneeva. 1990. p.92 -100, In Russian. 4 refs.
Noncohesive soils. Deformation. Soil compaction. chanics. Frost heave. Ice (construction material). Cold weather construe-
Temperature effects. Ground thawing. Frozen ground tion. Analysis (mathematics). Thermal conductivity.
mechanics. Frozen griiund physics. Frozen ground Heat transfer coefficient, lee wrater interface, Ice for-
thermodynamics. Permeability-. 4470mation. Phase transformations.

Deformation characteristics of structures of earth- fill
46-4755 coarse detrital soil in the cryolithozone. 1Osoben-
Experimental studies on the formation of cryogenic nosti deformirovaniia sooruzhcnil iz nasypnykh krup- 46-4765
structures on ash dumps of thermal power plants. nooblomochnykh gruntov v kriolitozone). Determining the filtration coefficients of frozen non-
1Eksperimental'noe izuchenie formirovaniia kriogen- Gavrilov. A.N.. et al, Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe cohesive soils. tOb opredelenii koeffitsiento% fil'trat-
nykh tekstur na zolootvalakh teplovykh elektrostant- izuchenie i otsenka merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh isli merzlykh nesiiaznykh grunto%].
sit1. protaivaiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh Shtyko%. V1.. Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuchenie
Ogarkov. A.A., lnzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuchenic gruntov; mezhduvedomstvennyi sbornik nauchnykh otsenka merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh i protaisaiush-
iotsenka merzlykh, promerzaiushchikh i protaivaiush- trudov (Engineering geology study and analysis of c hikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh gruntos;

chikh pcschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh gruntov; frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital mezhduvedomstvennyi sbornik nauchnykh trudlos
mezhduvedomstvenn~yi sbornik nauchnykb trudos- soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers). (Engineering geology study aiid anal; ...s (if frozen.
(Engineering geology study and analysis of frozen. Edited by N.E. Krivonogova. Leningrad. VNIIG im. freezing and thawing sandy- and coarse detrital soil:
freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital soil; B.E. Vedeneeva. 1990. p.7 1-76. In Russian. 12 refs. interdepartmental coillected sciecntific papers). Edit-
interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- Shramkova. V.N. ed by N.E. Krivonogosa. Leningrad, VNIIG im. B.E.
ed by N.E. Krivonogova. Leningrad. VNIIG (in. B.E. Deformation. Rheology. Cryogenic soils. Forecasting. 'Vedeneeva. 1990. p.100-104, In Russian. 3 refs.
Vedeneeva. 1990, p.48-53. In Russian. 2 refs.. Foundations. Earth fills. Analysis (mathematics). Noncohesive soils. Seepage. Analysis (mathematics).
Electric power. Cryogenic structures, Cryogenic tex- Lnfrozen water content. Frozen ground thermody-
tures, namics.

46-47f. 1
46-4756 Thermocompressive method of testing thawing 46-4766
Experimental studies of the geophysical and physical, ground. tTermopressiometricheskii metod ispytanil Determining the effect of temperature, humidity, and
mechanical properties of frozen coarse detrital soil. ottaisaiushchikh gruntov]. salinity on the electrical resistivity of frozen rocks.
[Ekspcritncntal'nyc issledovaniia getifizichcskikh i Orzhekhovskii. IU.R.. et al, Inzhenerno-geologi- 1 Lchet vliianiia temperatury-. vlazhnosti i solevogo
fiziko-mekhanicheskikh kharakteristik merzlykh krup- cheskoc izuchenie i otsenka mcrzlykh. promerzaiush- sostava na elektricheskoe soprotivlenie mcrzlykh po.
nitiblomochniykh gruntnvj. chikh i protaivaiushchikh pcschanykh i krupnoo- rod].
Voronkov. O.K.. ct al, Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe blomochnykh gruntov: mczhduvedomsts-ennyi sbor- Velikin. S.A.. et al. Inzhenerno-geologichcskoe
izuchenie i otscnka merzlykh. promerzaiushehikh i nik nauchnykh trudlov (Engineering geology study- and izuchenie i otsenlsa merzlykh. promerzaiushchikh
protaivaiushchikh pcschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh analysis of frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and protaivaiusbchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnvkh
gruntos-; mezhduvedoinstvennyi sbornik nauchnykh coarse detrital soil; interdepartmental collected scien- grunto%: mez.hduvedomstvcnny( sbornik nauchnykh
trudov (Enginecring geology study and analysis of tific papcrs). Edited by N.EF. Krivonogosa. trudlos (Engineering geology study and analysis of
frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital LeningraJ. VNIIG im. B.E. Vedeneeva, 1990, p.76-8 1. frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital
,.iii; interdepartmental collected scientific papers). In Russian. 4 refs. soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers).
Edited by N.E. Krivonogova. Leningrad, VNIIG im. Mareninov. L.A., Leonov, M.VOrzhekhovskaia. Edited by N.E. Krivonog'-sa. Leningrad. VNIIG in.
9.E. Vedeneeva. 1990. p.53-61. In Russian. R.IA. B.E. Vedeneeva. 1990. p. 10 4. 10 9. In Russian.
Kozin. N.N. Ground thawing. Deformation. Cryogenic textures. Snegirev. A.M.
Frozen ground mechanics. Frozen ground physics. Compressive properties. Mathematical models. Thaw Frozen rocks. Electrical resistivity. Humidity. Salinity.
Geophysical surveys. Analysis (mathematics). weakening. Temperature efecs.
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46-4767 46-4773 46-4780
Laboratory investigations of the thermophysical Simulation of currents, ice melting, and vertical mix- Are bacteria active in the cold pelagic ecosystem of
properties of soils. tLaboratornye issledovaniia tc- ing in Barents Sea using a 3-D baroclinic model, the Barents Sea.
plofizicheskikh svolstv gruntov], StOle-Hanscn, K.. et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991, Thingstad. T.F.. et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991.
Zaltsev, V-S.. et al, lnzhenerno-geologicheskoe izuche- 10(1). Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, 10(1). Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology.
nie i otsenka merzlykh, promerzaiushchikh i protaivai- Trondheim, Norway. May 1990. Proceedings, edited Trondheim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, eIt,v2
ushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh gruntov; by E. Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland. by E. Sakshaug. C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland.
mezhduvedomstvennyl sbornik nauchnykh trudov p.33-44, 20 refs. p.

2 5 5
-
2 6 6

, 33 refs.
(Engineering geology study and analysis of frozen, Slagstad, D. Martinussen. 1.
freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detrital soil; Ocean currents, Sea ice, Ice melting, Models. Barents Bacteria, Nutrient cycle, Algae, Ice edge.
interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Edit- Sea.
ed by N.F. Krivonogova, Leningrad, VNIIG im. B.E.V-ieneeva, 1990, p. 109-112, In Russian. 46-4774 46-4781
Taskaev. V.A.. Anitskil

1 
P.A. Study of the climatic system in the Barents Sea. Microbial communities from the sea ice and adjacent

Analysis (mathematics), Heat transfer. Thermal con- Adlandsvik, B., et al, Polar research, Dec. 1991, water column at the time of ice melting in the north-
ductivity, Heat capacity, Frozen ground thermody- 10(1), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, western part of the Weddell Sea.
namics. Unfrozen water content. Phase transforma- Trondheim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited Mathot, S., et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991. 10(l). Pro
tions. by E. Sakshaug. C.C.E. Hopkins, and N.A. Oritsland, Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, Trond-

p.45-49, 23 refs. heim, Norway, May 1990. Procecdings, editLd by E.
Loeng, H Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins, and N.A. Oritsland. p.26 7

-
46-4768 Atmospheric pressure, Sea ice. Sea water, Barents Sea. 275, 38 refs.
Characteristics of heat transfer and ice formation in 46-4775 BAcquevo.t, S., Lancelot. C.Algae, Plankton, Sea ice. Ice edge, Antarctica--Wed-
open and forested rock streams. [Osobennosti te- Rn-222 and Ra-226: indicators of sea-ice effects on delL Sea.
ploobmena i formirovaniia Ida i otkrytykh i zalesen- air-sea gas exchange.
nykh kurumakh], Microbial composition -including microalgac. bacteria and
Malchikova, 1.1U., Inzhenerno-geologichesko Fanning, K.A.. et al, Polar research, Dec. 1991, protozoans-and potential metabolic activity of its autotrophic
izuchenie i otsenka merzlykh promerzaiushchikh 10(1), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, compartment were measured in Dec 1988 in seteral micro-
protaivaiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh Trondheim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited environments that characterize the northwest sector of the mar-

sbornik nauchnykh by E. Sakshaug. C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland. ginal area of the Weddell Sea infiltration and band assemnhiagesgruntov; mezhduvedomstvnnyl nauchnykh p.51-58, 14 refs. ofice floes and adjacent waters were investigated At tie time
trudov (Engineering geology study and analysis of Torres, L.M. of ice melting. a shift from a diatom dominaL..,, population (ice)
frozen, freezing and thawing sandy and coarse detritalpop ion (ater column) as o-soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers). Radioactive isotopes, Sea ice, Gas inclusions. Barents served. Nevertheless. ioi shift was not due to an inability
Edited by N.F. Krivonogova, Leningrad, VNIIG im. Sea, of the ice-diaton-s to grow in the water column Macrograzina

and/or sedimentation are suggested as possible causes of the
B.E. Vedneev, 1990. p.

1 13
-

11 7. In Russian. 46-4776 disappearance of diatoms during ice melting The remaining
Heat transfer, Ice format,i . Rock streams. Radiation Barents Sea drift ice characteristics, small autotrophic forms released by the ice would constitute a
balance. Heat balance. Vinje, T., et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991. 100), Pro significant seeding stock for the growth of ice-edge blooms

Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ec, logy, Trond- (Auth.)
46.4769 helm, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited by E.46-769Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. a1T,, N.A. Oritsland, p.59- 46-4782
Study of the thermal conductivity of thawed and froz- 68a 28 refs. ICE Hokis sn N.A Orrennd Sea: 46-47le
en soils under field conditions. tIzuchenie teplo- Kvambekk, A.S ige flgae in the Baients Sea: types of assemblages.
provodnosti talykh i merzlykh gruntov v polevykh us- Seambe d o I origin, fate and role in the ice-edge phytoplankton
loviiakh]. bloom.
Voevodin. ILIU.. et al, Inzhenerno-geologicheskoe 46-47"77 Syvertsen, E.E., Polar research, Dec. 1991, 10(l). Pro
izuchenie i otsenka merzlykh, promerzaiushchikh i Primary production in polar waters: relation to nutri- Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology. Trond-
protaivaiushchikh peschanykh i krupnooblomochnykh ent availability. heim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited by E.
gruntov: mezhduvedomstvennyl sbornit- iauchnykh Harrison. W.G., et ..l, Polar research. Dec. 1991, Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins, and N.A. Oritsland, p.2 77

-
trudov (Engineering geology stud) ,mnd analysis of 10(l), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, 287, 43 refs.
frozen, freezing and thawing sai-,y and coarse dcetrital Trondheim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited Algae, Ice edge. Plankton. Barents Sea.

soil; interdepartmental collected scientific papers). by E. Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland,
Edited by N.F. Krivonogova. Leningrad. VNIIG im. p.8 7 -104. Refs. p.

100
-

10 4
. 464783

B.E. Vedeneeva, 1990. p. 117-120. In Russian. 5 refs. Cota. G.F. Source, density and composition of sympagic fauna in
Thermal conductivity, Frozen ground thermodynam- Biomass, Plankton, Sea ice. Nutrient cycle, the Barents Sea.
ics, Ground thawing. Analysis (mathematics). Temperature, light and dissolved nutrients are considered the Ldnne. O.J.. et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991. 10(l),"-master" abiotic properties controlling primary production in

the ocean. Each of these properties in turn is influenced by Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology,
46-4770 water column stability and vertical mixing. For both polar re- Trondheim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings. edited
Ocean currents in Discovery Bay. [Estudio de cor- gions. extremes in each of these properties is the rule in surface by E. Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins, and N.A. Oritsland.
rientes marinas en la Bahla Chile (Bahla Discovery)j, waters where phytoplankton grow: the lowest ocean tempera- p.289-294, 13 refs.
Medina, F.. Acta ant.~rtica ecuatoriana, 1990, Vol.1. tures. the greatest seasonal excursion in incident solar radiation, Gulliksen. B.and the highest dissolved nutrient concentrations. Current per- Animals. Sea ice.
p.1-11. In Spanish with English summary. 6 refs. spectives are that important differences exist between the Arc-
Ocean currents, Floating ice. Wind factors, Antarctica tic and Antarctic with regard to the availability and the role
-Discovery Bay. nutrients play in regulating primary production. In general. 46-4784
Surface water velocities have been measured in Chile Bay as much less emphasis is now placed on the significance of the
part of the Second Ecuadorian Antarctic Scientific Expedition. macronutrients in the Antarctic, although there is speculation Development of Arctic sea-ice organisms under grad-
during the southern summer. 1990. Drifting ice floes broken and some evidence that "micronutrients" (Fe) may be impor- ed snow cover.
from shore were used usa Lagrangian tracer. Surface currents tamn. Macronutrient availability appears to play a more Gradinger, R., et al, Polar research, Dec. 1991.
and wind observations are compared. Surface circulation is important, though secondary, role in the Arctic, that of 10(1), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology.
determined by winds, when the wind speed is higher than 6 m/s. sustaining rather than initiating phytoplankton growth. This Trondheim. Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited
Maximum values and direction of the surface drift current de- paper reviews early, contemporary, and present research by E. Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland,
pend exclusively upon the prevailing wind field. Current speed addressing the question. "What role does nutrient availability
may reach up to 40 cm/s. (Auth.) play in the distribution and magnitude of primary production in p.295-307. 45 refs.

Arctic and Antarctic waters?' Emphasis is placed on new Spindler, M., Henschel, D.
research on under-ice communities as well as on the historically Sea ice. Ice cores, Snow cover, Hydrography. Microbi-

46-4771 studied pelagic communities. (Auth. mod.) ology.
Features of the physical oceanographic conditions of 46-4778
the Barents Sea. Meridional zonation of the Barents Sea ecosystem 46-4785
Loeng. H., Polar research. Dec. 1991, 10(1), Pro Mare inferred from satellite remote sensing and in situ bNo- Ecophysiology of under-ice fauna.
Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology. Trondheim, optical observations. Aarset, A.V., Polar research. Dec. 1991, 10(1). Pro
Norway. May 1990 Proceedings, edited by E. Sak- Mitchell, B.G.. et al, Polar research. Dec. 1991, Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, Trond-
shaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland, p.5-18, 36 10(1), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, heim, Norway, May 1990. Proceedings, edited by E.
refs. Trondheim, Norway. May 1990. Proceedings, edited Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins. and N.A. Oritsland. p.309-
Ocean currents, Sea ice, Sea water. Climate. Barents by E. Sakshaug, C.C.E. Hopkins, and N.A. Oritsland, 324. Refs. p.322-324.
Sea. p.

14 7
-

1 6 2
, 25 refs. Water chemistry. Animals, Physiological effects. Cold

Chlorophylls, Ice edge, Sea ice, Plankton, Ecosystems, tolerance.

46-4772 Barents Sea.

Stratification and water mass formation in the Arctic 46-4779 46-4786
Ocean: some implications for the nutrient distribu- Nitrogen uptake rates in phytoplankton and ice algae Coupling between ice microalgal productivity and the
tion. in the Barents Sea. pelagic, metazoan food web in southeastern Hudson
Rudels, B., et al. Polar research, Dec. 1991, 10(1), Pro Kristiansen, S., et al. Polar research, Dec. 1991, Bay: a synthesis of results.
Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, Trond- 10(1), Pro Mare Symposium on Polar Marine Ecology, Runge, J.A., et al, Polar research, Dec. 1991. 10(2).
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adaptation is thu~sessenisrally nit more than a specift.. example
investigations in the world ocean and the Antarctic), oI the morre general adaptationi arts organism mrust In-e tim the
Edited by N. N. Rzhevskil and M.A. Kholmianskil, partitcular thermal teatares or its enslontoert arid polar fish are
Leningrad. SeV1rnorge(vlogiia. 1989. p.40-46. In Rus- crud adapted ni the saricriesen that fish lisiig onf a tropical teef

46-4827 sianl. 6 refs. are aurm adapted 17he hter.rrarc it temnperature phrsiol~r itt

Using shotcrete at subzero temperatures. (K vutprosu Net'esa. F.V'. relationt to Cold toictrleicc and Colid adaptatioin is irr~iertd.,o

prmmenecniia nabryzgbetona s ush~iiakh otritsatel-_ Hydrates. Forecasting. Seismic surveys, Geophysical hitting % here po-bile histori-all nimponrint weeeie ith re-

nykh temperatur]. surveys. Bering Sea, 46-484
Zubares. A.M.. Povyshenie effektisnosti razrabotki 46-4833 Amshrcadsaersac rn h oa e
mestorozh-denil poleznykh iskopaemykh 'rostrichnol Natural electric fields-a factor in the formation of gtmonspeiansacrsach oteplar-
Sibiri: sbornik nauchnykh trudos (improving the effi- ore deposits ona shelf. tEstestvennoc elektricheskoe Rycro'ft.M.J.. Phyvsics educatiotn. 199 1. Vol.26. p,.153-
ciency oif develtoping mineral depoisits in Eastern Si- pole - fakior obrazovanija rudnykh mestorozhdenii na I s.s.
beria; collected scientific papers). Edited by AlI. shelfel, Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric physics. Atmospher-
Liakhcrv. Irkutsk. Irkutskil Politekhnicheskil Itistitut. Khetlmianskii. M.A.Teoriia i praktika regional'nykh ic circulation. A!-nospheric coimposition Ozorne. Solar
1981), p 26-28. Iii Russian. 3 refs. geoftzicheskikh isslcdoranil ittirovogo okeatia i An- ciiy
Winter concreting. Concretes. Concrete admixtures. tarktiki (Theetry and practice of regional geophysical aTivilrty. n aeuiuelbraoifo armgotrinvestigatiorns in the world ocean and the Antarctic). The parcho bogthn tre uniophee ladthrites [itt- Earrtng tiutren-

Edited by N.N. Rzhevskii and M.A. Kholmianskil. trinitent The relatively undisturbed conditions help as ex-
Leningrad. Scvmorgeologiia. 1989, p.I13 1-134, In Rus- plitre phenomrena like the greenhouaseecffevm arid the springtime

46-4828 stan. 8 refs. antarctic ozotne depletiorn, the so-called ozotne hole Further
Improving the performance and efficiency of quarry Electric fields, Gceolectricity. Geophysical surveys, tiut. U% and x-radiattion from the San produce the Earth's tono-

excavatrs in old clmate reions. Povyshnic na- AnalyssspheteetiitalMinearsmanhesecritalunicaan'iConmnncttio rketwirkI satellitet
exeaatos i col clmat regons t~vyseniena- Anaysis(mahemtics, Mnerlsand polar research is showting as hitw events tin the San can

dezhnosti i effektivnosti ispol'ztnaniia kar'erny-kh ek- 46-4834 adcrersly affect this near-Earth space enviroinment
skavatorov v ralonakh kholodnogo klimata]. Resolving power of geophysical methods on a shelf. 46-4842
Mskhno. D.E.. Povyshenie effektivnosti razrabotki 1Razreshaiushchaia sposobnost' geofizicheskikh Oceanography on a global scale: the new challenge.
mestorozhdenii poleznykh iskopacmykh Vostochnol metodov na shelfe]. Woods, J., Physic~s educationr. 199 1. Vol.26. p. 159-
Sibiri; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Improving the effi- Kholmianskil. M.A.. Teoriia i praktika regional'nykh 163.168.
ciency of developing mineral deposits in Eastern Si- geofizicheskikh issledovanil mircivogo okesna i An- Ocean currents. Air water interactions. Global change.
beria; collected scientific papers). Edited by AlI. tsrktiki (Theory and practice of regional geophysical The octean plays a central title in mredium and long term climate
Liskhov. Irkutsk. Irkutskil Politekhnricheskiil Institut. investigations in the world ocean and the Antarctic), change. In oirder toi meet the urgent need itt update the esist-
1989. p.81-85. In Russian. 3 refs. Edited by N.N. Rzhevskil and M.A. Kholmianskil. ing data hase. the Witrld Ocean Circulation Enperiment
Cold weather performance. Equipment. Excavatioin, Leningrad, Sevmorgeologiia. 1989. p. 13 5-14 3. In Rus- IWOCE) has been launched. Meanwhile. assimilatiton itf data
Mining. Quarries. sian. 13 refs. into mathematical models- such as the Fine Resotlution An-

Geohyscalsuvey. Aalyis(mathematics). Acous- tarcije Model in
0
RAMt- enahles otceanorgraphers itt take uc-

Sea. Actic cean.couant (itf nott-linreartts in orceanic flow, and this new apprioach
tics. SSR-Lpiev s already yielding greatls improited simutlatioins,

46-4835 46-4843
46-4829 Winter road maintenance in urban areas-road safety ANARE antarctic field manual. 4th ed.
Setting standards for maintenance work in Northern and traflicability. Overview. Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions.
open pit mines. [Normirosanie refncrntnykh rabot na Moller, S.. et a], Sweden. Transperrtforskningsbered- Kingston, Tasmania. 1992. 198p.
kar'erakh Severs1 . ntngen. Sratens vdg- och trrfikinstitut. TFB and Potter. S.A., ed.
Shadrin. Al.., et a], Povyshenie effektivnosti razrabot- V1T ferrskning/research, 1991. No.2:2A. 45 p- Cold weather survival, Safety. Rescue operations. Tea-
ki mestorozhdenit poleznykh iskurpaemykh Virstoch- Wallman. C.G.. Gregersen. N.P. 'verses. Clothing. Portable equipment, Portable shel-
noi Sibiri: sbornik nsuchnykh trudov (improving the Road icing. Road maintenance. Municipal engineer- ters. Manuals. Antarctica.
efficiency of developing nmineral deposits in Eastern ing, Safety. This manual describes procedures and equipment for avoiding
Siberia: collected scientific papers). Edited by Al. 46-4836 (tr surviving life threatening hazards in antarctic field wtork. A
Liakhov. Irkutsk. lrkutskil Politekhnicheski) Institut. Polar lows, list and brief descriptioin if Australian stations and bases in
1989. p.86-88, In Russian. 2 refs. Turner. J.. et al. Weather, Apr. 1991. 46(4). p. 
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14. Antarctica is protvided Instractrions are included lktr travel tin

Pil'kevich. D.G.. Makarov, A.P.. Avlov. D.A. 24 refs. land or sea ice hy fiot. ski, sled, small and heasy sehicles.
Mine shfts, Miing. StndardsMaintennce. Cod Lachhe-CoceTp.eRaandsefined. seiingtaircraftd wand smallft briassll b itt. prr povisin
Mine ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~o sat.Mnn.SadrsManeac.Cl LchaCoeT.Ramse.EArfclotihing. shelter, and rations. for nasigatron and radrio corn-

weather operation. Polar atmospheres. Atmospheric disturbances. Atmo- munications. for wuhat to do if Iost tin land itt stranded tin ice
spheric circulation. Atmospheric pressure. Air masses, flotes; fire aircraft and hoating emergencies: and [itt rescue itf
Air ice water interaction. persoinnel and vehicles from crev asses or thin ice.
46-4837 46.4844

46-4830 Excursion guide-book. Present state of, and trends displayed by. the glaciers
Problem of modelling the operation of an excavator- International Symposium on Time. Frequency and of Bennett Island in the past 40 years.
automotive complex in the North. [K voprosu Dating in Geomorphotlogy. Tatransk8 Lomnica-StarA Verkulich. S.R.. et al, Polar geeagraphy and geoletgy.
modelirovaniia raboty ekskavattirno-avtomobil'nogo LesnA. Czechoslovakia, June 16-21, 1992. Bratislava, Jan-Mar. 1992. 16(l), p.51-57. 3 refs. For Russian
komplekss v usloviiakh Severaj. Slovak Academy of Sciences. Institute of Geography. original see 46-3417.
Pukov. IV.. Povyshenie effektivnosti razrabotki mes- 1992. 83p_, 77 refs. For abstracts of papers to this Krusanov. A.G.. Anisimov. M.A.
torozhdenil poleznykh iskopacmykh Vostochnot Sibi- conference see 46-4838. Glaciation. Glacier surveys, Glacier mass balance.
ri: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (improving the efficien- Stankoviansky. M.. ed. Laciks. J.. ed. 46-4845
cy of developing mineral deposits in Eastern Siberia; Alpine glaciation, Geomorphology, Geochronology. Cirques and glaciers in the Tenianyy Range. Chukot-
collected scientific papers). Edited by AT. Liakhov. Stratigraphy. Soil dating. Age determination. Glacial ka.
Irkutsk. Irkutskii Politckhri'chc-kil Institut. 1989. geology. Quaternary deposits. Czechoslovakia-Car- Sedov. R.V.. Polar geograplmu and geoloigy. Jan-Mar.
p.88-89. In Russian. pathian Mountains. 1992. 16(l), p.58-64,.4 refs. For Russian original see
Mathematical models. Cold weather operation. Equip. 46-4838 46- 3409.
ment. Motor vehicles. Abstracts of papers. Glacier surveys. Cirque glaciers. Glacier ablation.

International Symposium on rime, Frequency and 46-4846
Dating in Geomorphology, TatranskA Lomnica-Starh Origin of the ground ice in the Malyk-Sien Basin,
LesnA. Czechoslovakia. June 16-21. 1992. Bratislava. northeastern USSR.

46-4831I Slovak Academy of Sciences. Institute of Geography. Zsmoruev, V.V.. Polar geography, and geology..
Complex geophysical model of the earth's crust in the 1992. 51p.. For excursion guide book to this confer- Jan-Mar. 1992. 16( 1). p.6 5-7 1. Translation of Materi-
arctic basin. tKompleksnaia gcofizichesksia model' enc sec 46-4837. sly gliatsiologicheskikh issledovanii. No.71:149-153.
zemnol kory Arkticheskogo basseina1, Stankovisosky, M., ed. 1991. 7 refs.
Verbs. V.V., et al. Tcoriia i praktiks regional'nykh Alpine glaciation. Geomorphology. Geochronology. Ground ice. Soil structure. Solilluction.
geofizicheskikh issledovanil mirovogo okeana i An- Stratigraphy, Age determination. Czechoslovakia- 46-4847
tsrktiki (Theory and practice of regional geophysical Carpathian Mountains. Evidence for basal marine ice in the Filchner-Ronne
investigatioins in the world ocean and the Antarctic). 46-4839 ice shelf.
Edited by N.N. Rzhevskit and M.A. Kholmianskil. Freezing and ice structure formed in protein gels. Oerter. H., et al. .Vature. July 30. 1992. 35816385).
Leningrad. Sevmmrrgcologiia. 1989, p.25-31. In Rus- Miyawski. 0.. et al. Bioscience, biotechnology,. and p.399-401. 18 refs.
sian. 10 refs. bierchemistry,. June 1992, 56(6), p.953-957, 10 refs. Sea ice, Ice shelves. Ice formation, Antarctica-
Vomlk. y.E.. Guberntrv. A.P. Abe. T.. Yano, T. Filchner Ice Shelf. Antarctica- Ronne Ice Shelf.
Earth crust. Geophysical surveys. Models. Arctic Ice formation, Ice structure. Freezing front. Dendritic The Filchnrer-Rorrnn Ice Shelf. wthich drains most of the marine-
Ocean. ice, Ice crystal growth, Ice heal flux. Cryobiolorgy. bused portioins (if the MWest Antarctic ice sheet. is the largest tcee
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1 hell ,itt Earth by vorlume The itrgin and pr...perties or the nce 46.4653 46-4862
that cnsttuttes this shedi are pi-Ir untderstoord. Irevuse, Effects of nutritional factors on frost hardening in Compressive ice model tests with a pusher plate at-
sitting rnictttrug intveuct witrhin the ice and the diffuse nature
ort the ic ivatottertact, make %csetinc and radnio chisounding ýLsu- lePtroleplis (Sieb & Zucc.) Cord. tached to the carriage of the ice tank. Report from
datai difficult It irterpiet ce in the upper part it the s.helf Hantsen. J.M.. Sca~tdrra~t anltournal oirtorest research, the joint Finnish- Soviet research project.
,it mrcutrirc intimt. but is has heent prorposed that a basal laser, 199 2. 702). p.183-192. 38 refs. Ktajala. P.. et al. Helsinki I niteriitt ttvfn Te..hntilog)
of talmti Ice acculiulteits Iritti belorw Here the author, present Trees (plants). Frtost resistance. Acclimattzatiotn. Labtrratitr) trt Natal .4rchinrcturc and Mlarinre Ertgt-
the resnlts of ait anal~sstsf the phystical atid ihetimial ihara~tcr- FrCeze thass tests, Plant physitrltg). Colid weather rieering Repotrt. 1992. M-I 1l. 

39
p . I ref

i-tics itt art ice core drillcd almorrst trr the britioirt ot the Ronne tests, Citld stes Forrestry. K uuskttskl.J"Ic Shelf [he autnior, obs-rs a chancge itt ice prirperties atlc rsue c ildtirae c ras c
a~brut It 5tn depth, wic ht oi ,scribed ti a chanrge front iteterirt Ships.Ieprsu.Icsoi nrae celd.Ie
ice to ba..Inaltaitnuice cc Ihe basal ice is -er ' d~rittert froimt sea 46-4854 breaking. Ice cliser strength. Ice nastigattitt. Test
ice formied at theouceart surfatce. artd suggests' a lrttnaitttr n .e.ch- Ulr-hg a rsuepplnsofravnae ~ chamnbers. Strain tests.
arinin oit which ice platelers in the water oiluntin accriete it, the Utarctic h servic ssue. pielne ffrdvnagso
buititt it o the icc shel artcsevc.t646

King. Ci.. Oil& gas jturetal. June 1. 1992. 90(22), p.79- Report on first expedition to glaciers and glacier
46-4848 84. 8 refs. lakes in th. Pumqu (Arun) and Poiqu (Bbote-Sun
Report on the geomorphological, geological, geodetic, Gas pipelines. Cold weather performance. Natural gas. Kosi) river basins. Xizang (Tibvet). China. Sino-
and glaciological fieldwork in the Skir Rondane Destgn. Vaptor pressure, Frost heave. Thermiidynarnic Nepalese investigation o1 glacier lake outburst floods
Mountains. 1990/91 summer (JARE-32). prorperties, Permafrorst heat transfer. .Mass flow, in the Himalayas.
Iwata. S., et al, Antrarctic recoird. Nov. 1991. 35(3). Lanzhou Institute tif Glactiology andGeirtlg.
p.355-401, In Japanese with Entglish sumnmtary. 15 4685Beiting, Science Press. 1988. 1 92p. + miaps. 26 refs

46-f85 Liu. C.H.. ed. Sharma]. C.K . ed.rf.Northern ozone bole deemed likely. DLC GB2559.A78R47 1988
Geotdetic surveys. Geological surveys. Glaciolorgy. Mrriastersky. R.. Scientce news. Feb. 8. 1992. Glacier surveys. Glactal lakes. Lake bursts. Mountain
Lorgistics. Corld weather operatisn. Atttarctica - 1ý, 14 1(6). p- 84. glaciers. Glacial rivers. River basins. Water resercs es
Rotndatte Mountains. Piolar atmoispheres. Atmorspheric density. Ozotne. Air Expeditions. China - Xizang, Nepal.
IThe Stir R ittida fie led party IJARF..121 carriedotit its research ptollution.4684
itt the central area otf the Stir Ritrdarre Mountains, fint Dec.4684
24. 1990. to Feb. '. I q41 I the field trip contsisted (itt 2 parties Seismic architecture and sedimentation in northwest
tras cling ftromt mourtntarini trnmountainr to shirt tetited camps 46-4856 Spitsbergen fjords.
using 4 snowt vehicles tinwing their equipment. Ninec snits". it Cirrus microphysics and radiative transfer: cloud field Sexton. Di.., et al, Marine geolig(. Jan. 1992.
bile, littirtr toiboggans) .t ere used for field research ire glaci.ers. study on 28 October 1986. 103(1-3). p.53-68. 26 refs.
Geitttrnrphitltigsts carried tint nieasuremnents itt the Irrgaui e
field csperimental sites. iobservatiorns itf nick Prgal K S.e l otl weatherin. reniew May Dtrwdeswell. J.A.. Solbeim.AElserhri. A.
mapping rif chronotilogical sequence otf tills and moiraines 1992, 120(5), p.ý661-684. 19 refs. Bottom seditentt. Glacial deporsits, Sedimentattion,
Gleolorgists studied chrrrrtitlrgrcal Sequtenice tif rick fiormnatioin Cloud physics. Remote sensing. Radiation balance, lce Seismic surveys. Marine gettktg). Pleistiocene. Glacier
arid cotllected rock specimens [itt structural. petriological. and crystal optics. Particle size distribution. Backscatter- oscillation. Glacial hydrolotgy. Bottom topotgraphy.
chemical analyses. A surseytir set up geiodetic corntrorl statiion, ing. Optical properties. Infrared radiation. Solar radia-4646
using the GPS satellite poistitioning systemi. and mtade grt itt) tin4oe6 orclultn4tetera8onutviyo
surveysont glaciers as well as at somne ciontriol statrions. Two it n oe o acltn h hra odciiyo
Belgian glaciiltigists tinik part irr the fieldwoirk as exchange soils with their genesis taken into account.
scientists and stttdied the d) iatiticsofif lacir rirsertient and icc 46-4857 Gavril'e%. R.I.. Journal tmf engineering phtsicos and
t htuknevs. lAtith. mod IDeicing salt compatibility with vegetation. thermitphvsics. July 1992. 62(I1). p.68-7 6. Translated

46.4849 Priebe, L.V.. Public wtrks. Apr. 1990, 12 1(4), p.48-49. from lnzhenrerno-ftzicheskii zhurnal. 18 refs.
Low temperature strength of metal-FRP bonded Road icing. Salting. Rorad maintenance. Envirttnmcn- Stoil temperature. Sntow temperature. Thermal ctrnduc-

jit.tal impact. Plant ecoltsgy. tivtity. Porrosity. Soil air interface. Physical prorperties.

Mori, T., et al. Japanese Sttciet)y orf Mechanical Engi-MahmtclodsPrie.
neer~s. Internatiional jorurnal -Scr. I. Apr. 1991. 46-4858 46-4866
34(2). p.257-263. I I refs. Strategic planning for snow and ice control using Glaciers.
Yu. Q., Takahana. S.. Shiratirri. M. computer-based routing software. Knight. P.G.. Prorgrcess itt phissial gettgraphy. Mar.
Joints (Jitnctiotns), Thermal analysis, Composite Evans. J.R.. et al, Public works. Apr. 1990. 121(4). 1992. 16(l). p.85-89. 31 refs.
materials. Low temperature tests, Thermal stresses, p.60-64. Glaciology, Getography, Geotntrpholtmgy. Glaciers.
Ultimate strength. Design criteria. Temperature ef- Weant. M. 46.4867
fects. Physical prorperties. Road icing. Salting. Road maintenance. Municipal en- Ice faura in the shallow southwestern Beaufort Sea.

gineering, Route surveys. Computer applications.. Arctic Ocean.
46-4850 Carey. A-G.. Jr., Joturnal orf marine swnists. June
Maximum snowfall at long-term stations in the U.S.- 44891992. 3(3). p.ý225-236. 35 refs.
/Canadian Great Lakes. Se46. c omoiitn4arn859tg. crtry c
Bolsenga. Si.., et al, atural hazards. May 1992. Fine tuning CMA for corrosion control, botme ufaeaFs ice. Distmpstin.Mrinebuiologae. SEasona.Ic

5(3 Harrach. N., et al. Public works. July 1990. 121(8), vaoittosuns. ,Fs ie itibto.AgaSaoa
53.p.221-232. 15 refs. variations

Ntorton. D.C. Wyatt4 1.4648
Snowfall. Snow accumulation. Records (cstrer ) Wyt-. 646
Periodic variatiomns. Statistical analysis, Metctrologi-) Romad icing. Chemical ice preventiton, Road mainte- Steady-state suspension of snnw.

caldaa.Weahe frecstng Deig citria.Lake nac Environmental impact. Pomeroy. JW.. et al. Journa, o'f hy~dretlugy. Aug.
efcaldts.Wetefoeatn.DsgcrtraLae ac, 1992. 136(1-4). p.275-301. 36 refs.

effec860 Male. D.H.
46-851Minesoa OT est deci46ateraties Blowing snow. Air entrainment. Mass transfer. Snow46-451 innsot DO tets dicig ateraties.air interface. Wind factors. Sublimation. Turbulent dif-Comparison of Lanzhou loess profile with Vostok ice Fleege. E.. Public works. July 1990. 12 1(8). p.58 -59 . fusion. Atmospheric physics. Mathematical models.

core in Antarctica over the last glaciation cycle. Road icing. Chemical ice prevention. Road mainte-
Li. J.J.. et al. Scicnce in China. Series B. Apr. nancc. Environmental impact. 46-4869
1992. 35(4). p.476-487. 17 refs. Inclusion of ice cover in a storm surge model for the
Loess. Soil profiles, Pleistocene. Paleoclimatology, Ice 4-81Beaufort Sea.
dating, Soil dating. Quaternary deposits. Correlatton, 4'81Danard. M.B.. et al.Natural hazards. 1989. 2(2).
Ice cores. Antarctica -Vosmtok Station. Glacial landforms and Late Cenozoic history of the p. 153-171. 19 refs.
Ltwss near Lanzhoiu friom the late Pleistorcene was very sesisitive western Stir Rondane Mountains.192 Sea ice distribution. Ice water interface. Stoirms, Ocean
iti climatic fluictuationis, The Beiyuan terrace prorfile ir. Linxsi Misriwaki. K.. et al. Antarctic record. Mar. 92. waves. Sea level. Water level. Ice cover effect. W ind
City, wthorse carve itf susceptibility tallies with the trend itf 36(l). p.15-48, In Japanese with English summary, factors. Flood forecasting. Mathematical models.
isotitiptcca% es itf the % istiik ice core in Antarctica, is 35 in Refs. p.38 -3 9.4-87
thick. There are five layers itf paleirsols under Mulan loess. Hirakawa. K.4687
The upper three layers cotrresponrd ito three warm stages in the Glacial deposits. Landforms. Ice sheets, Moraines. 'ice Furry factorial analysis of snow avalanches.
last rnterglaciamirrn. Interstadlialorf Last Glacial IK stage in Zlhe cover thickness. Alpine gaito.Pleistocene. An- Jaccard. C., Natural hazards. 1990. 3(4). p.3 2 9. 34 0 . 16
antarctic ice core) was clearly recoirded in the Beiyuan priofile. trtaSrRnne gciio.refs.
in which three layers itt paleistils and twit ittlire,,, were firmed. trtc-&RnaeMu.an.Aaacefrcsig ~aacemcais lsii
The lonwest sectiton itf the prorfile beliongs fit the penultimate The western Sior Rrrndane Momuntains. with the exceptioin ofAvlnhfoeatg.sanhemcni.Casi-
glaciatioin, in which foissils oft ciild-drttight-resistant mammals several high peaks, were inee coivered by ice. The mtountains cations, Physical properties.. Forest land. Correlation.
and miolluscs have been discorvered In this paper, these still are in sorme places covsered with tills weathered in variotus de- Analysis (mathematics). Human factors. Safety.
prirflils are coirrelated w ith dates (itf antarctic ice cirres in ant grees.. Heavily weathered grotund including Pliocenec till is found 46-4871
eIffrrr iti define present utnderstanding of cointinental variatrions on flar- topped surfaces itf the miountains and glaeial benches Results of analyses of Mizuho 700 m ice core. East
in palerrelimate and glaciationi. (Auth. miidtl aboiut 10 mn higher than the present ice surface. HaIl

weathered grouand is forund also in an ice-free valley, the b'ctt') Antarctica. Part 1. Delta 0-18, microparticles, ECM
46-4852 (if which is lotwer than the surrotunding ice surface. Tills rif the (acidity). p11. major ions.

Lakeicerecrdsuse todetet hstoica an fuure early fit middle Pleistorcene are smaull in quantity, and form rely Watanabe. 0.. et al. Japanese Antarctic Research Ex-
Lakeicerecrdsuse todetet hstoica an fuure small lateral morraines tin the moruntain flanks abotut 100 m pedit ion. J.4RE data reports. Mar 1992. Nit.181.

climatic changes, higher than the present ice surface. Since the late Pleistiocene. 79p., 17 refs.
Rorbertson. D.M.. et al. Climatic changes. Aug. supraglacial tills have forrmed mioraine fields ariound the mirun'FjiY. otymH
1992. 21(4), p.407-427. 27 refs. tatrrs less than 10 mn abose the present ice surface. The Pint, FuIiecoe. Ice Mo oyma. iton H.crca eisiiy
Ragotrzkie. R.A.. Magnuson. J.J. cene temperate ice sheet prorduced. transptorted and depsisited Ic coe. ce om sion Eltral eitvty
Lake ice. Climatic changes., Meteorological data, a large quantity oft tills, and crirded the valley systems dividing Chemical analysis. Antarctica M~izuho Statiotn.

the miruntains intoi several bloceks. The iee sheet shrank and In 1983-1984. glaciolorgical survey parties oft the .14th and 25th
Freezeup. Ice breakup. Air temperature. Periodic most (itf the mourntains emerged frtom ice by the latest Plioceene. Japanese Antarctic Research Ex.pedittion (]ARE) carried rut
variations. Ice forecasting. Correlation. Glosbal warm- The lowest level itt the tee sheet during this deiglaeiatitin was ice-coiring donwt tir a depth 700.56 me at Miirahir Statrion The
ing. prirbably lotwer than that of the present day. lAuth. mord,) results itf cire analysis Were published in many joturnals (see
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ictretivosi. hothit dealt mainly ith the phtsi.al anal)sis o 46-4880 46-4885
h v L( .h1s tiodnte pr1.-pcni te srid , ea 0-9. m- Arctic ocean record: key to global change (initial Preliminary study of snow mass variations in Chin"

p atrlvl.. ElM ta..diis t p11 nd inayi Ois Aiialnia Science Plan). over the past 30 years.r rv..durc' arc dcsvrrbcd
Thiede. J.. ed. Polarforschung. 1991 (PubI. 1992). Li. PJ .. 4eta meteorologica sinica. 1992. bt2. p 231-

46-4872 61(0). p.1-102. With German summary Refs.p.70- 237. 11 refs
UV radiation and photosynthetic production in an- 76. Snow accumulation. Snow depth. Mass balance. Peri-
tarctic sea ice microalgae. Nansen Arctic Drilling Program NAD Science Com- odic variations. Carbon dioxide, Climatic changes.
R)an, K., Journal of photochernistry and photobi- mittee. Global warming, Climatology
olog). Ma) 15. 1992. 13(3-4), p.235-240. 20 refs. Paleocltmatology, Geograph). Sea ice, Ice cover. Off-
Sea ice. Algae. Lltraviolet radiation. Photosynthesis. shore drilling. Drill core analysis. Marine geology.
Antarctica - McMurdo Sound. Geologic structures, Oceanography, Arctic Ocean. 46-4886
During spring %then ozone depletion is at its maximum, up to Vibratokns of hydpo oin bonds.
10' ofthesurfaceL tV radiation may penetrate antarctic sea ice 46-4881 Tomkinson, J., Spetrohimic ac Mar. 1992
to the algal Loinmunit% growing at the lower surface These
algae ultimatuls form a major portion of the food web in the Expeditions of the RV Pohlrstern in 1990/91, AN- Hydrogen bonds. Molecular energy levels. Water
southern ioean. and reduction in productivity due to enhanced TARKTIS IX/14. tDie Expeditionen ANTARK- structure, Vibration. Molecular structure. Neutron
L % radiatwn may hasc serious implications for all marine life. TIS, IX, 1-4 des Forschungsschiffes Polarstern scattering. Ice structure, Spectra, Ice spectroscopy.
I'he small t ) but statistically significant reduction in photo- 1990i91],
,inthetic productiinobserved asa resultof L V treatment ofice Bathmann. U.., ed. Berichte zur- Polarforschung.
_niroalgae indicates that the elltot -i. icie _'gie at !ca,, may '991. No. 100, 403p., In German and English with 46-4887
not bc as drastic as sometimes predicted (Auth i summaries in both languages. Refs. passim. Forecasting the attenuation statistics of radio waves

46-4873 Expeditions. Hydrography. Sea ice. Plankton. Sea wa- in snowfalls.
Correlations between trace metal concentrations (Cd. ter. Chemical composition, Sediments. Antarctica- Pozhidae%. V.N.. SotJet journal Of communicattions
Cu, Pb, Zn) in sea water and zooplankton organisms Weddell Sea. Antarctica-King George Island. technology& electronics. July 1992. 3717), p 135-140.
(Copepoda) of the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans. The ninth research cruise of RV Polarstern to the Antarctic Translated from Radiotekhnika i elektronika. 1992.
'Vcchselbezichungen zwischen Spurenmetallkon- (ANT IX) consisted of4 !egs. The first leg addressed chemical No.1. 12 refs.

zcntrationen (Cd. Cu. Pb. Zn) im Mecrwasser und in interacitions between ocean and atmosphere during the south- Radio waves, Wave propagation. Attenuation. Falling
rdder Arktis und wards)age The second leg carried out investigations of the snow, Snowflakes. Snow optics. Telecommunications.iplanktonorganismen (Copepoda) d und eddell Gyrm within the framework of the World Ocean Circu-

des Atlantiksj. lation Experiment (WOCE) The third leg was planned as a Physical properties, Statistical analysis.
Pothl. C.. Bcrichte zur Polarforschung. 1992. broad-based interdisciplinary stud) of the hitherto unexplored
No. 101. 1

9
8p. + additional tables. In German with southwestern Wkeddell Sea. but had to be reorganzed with a 46-488

English summary. Refs. p. 186-198. new scientific program for the Lazare% Sea because of e 4cep-
Sea vater. Chemical composition. Metals. Nutrient tionally heavy ice conditions in the Weddell Sea. On seseral Remote measurements of supercooled integrated lnq-

cycle. Greenland Sea. Fram Strait. rctic Ocean. transects along the shelf and into the deep sea, all disciplines uld water during WISP/FAA aircraft icing program.
parttcipating on this cruise oceanography, biology and gcolo- Stankov. B.B.. et al. Journal of aircraft. Jul)-Aug.

46-4874 g)- investigated in closely interlocked programs the water 1992. 29(4). p.
6

0
4

-611. 18 refs.
Thunderstorm charging: calculations of the effect of mass distribution and water chemistry as well as the morpholo- Westwater. E.R.. Snider, J.B.. Weber. RL.
ice crystal size and graupel velocity. gy of the sea filoe and composition of the sediments The Aircraft icing, Remote sensing. Cloud physics. Super-

fourth leg departed from Cape Town on Mar. 30 and proceeded
Mitzcva. R..et al, Journalofatmospheric and terrestri- to Bouset . The aim of this predominantly geological leg was cooled clouds. Water content, Radiometry, Ice fore-
al posics. Apr. 1990, 52(4). p.241-245, 20 refs. to map and sample submarine elevations. the Agulhas Ridge, casting, Sounding, Microwaves. Research projects.
Saunders. C.P.R. the Meteor Rise and the eastern flank of the southernmost Mid-
Charge transfer. Ice crystal size. Cloud electrification. Atlantic Ridge. in order to refine existing models of the

Snirw pellets. Models. s paleoceanography of the South Atlantic. Polarstern returned to 46-4889
Bremerhaven on May 13. 1991 (Auth. mod) Assessment of one-dimensional icing forecast model

46-4875 applied to stratiform clouds.
Review of steel standards used in Canada-arctic re- 46-4882 Tunick. A.. et al. Journal of aircraft. July-Aug
gions. Year-roundecophysiologicalstudyofHimantothallus 1992. 29(4), p.

7
0

3
-706. 14 refs.

Fcrreyra, B.. Montreal. Bureau Veritas, 1991, 82p. + grandifolius (Desmarestiales, Phaeophyta) at Signy Rachele, H.
appends.. 21 refs. Island. Antarctica. Aircraft icing. Ice forecasting. Cloud physics. Whater
Steels. Frost resistance. Cold weather performance. Drew. E.A.. et al. Phycologia. May/July i492, content. Cloud droplets. Temperature effects, Math-
Steel structures. Ships, Ice solid interface. Building 31(3/4). p.

2 6 2
-

2 7 7
. 32 refs. ematical models. Physical properties. Supercooled

codes. Standards. Hastings. R.M. clouds.
Plankton, Algae. Sea ice. Physiological effects, Signy

46-4876 Island. 46-4890
Prediction of non-linear bending moments and verti- Field studies carried out on the antarctic brown macroalga Advanced pneumatic impulse ice protection system
cal accelerations in waves of an icegoing ore-carrier. Himanrtothallusgrandifolius (A. Gepp et ES. Gepp) A.D Zino-
Meyerhoff. K.. et al. Hamburg. MTG Marinetechnik sa (Desmarestiales. Phaeophyta) during two summers and h (P1IP) for aircraft.
GmbH, 1983. 16p. i. appends., In English with appen- intervening winter season are described. Monitoring of plant Martin, C.A.. et al, Journal of aircrat. July-Aug.

dices in German. growthwby the punched-hole technique shoiws that elongation of 1992. 29(4). p.714-716. 4 refs.

Schlachter. G. the lamina stops a month before the onset of fast sea-ice in the Putt, J.C.
austral autumn. but begins again a month before sea-ice break- Aircraft icing, Ice removal, Covering, Inflatable struc-Ships, Ice navigation. Ocean waves. Simulation. out. In situ photosynthesis measurements carried out at 2-week tures. Mechanical properties. Design. Protection. Air-

46-4877 intervals show that net carbon accretion also ceases as early as
March. two months prior to formation of the sea-ice, and re. borne equipment. Performance.

Final report on the winter trials of CCGS Alexander commences before sea-ice break-out. A short period of high
Henry. carbon accretion occurs immediately after the ice has gone. but 464891
Bulat. V.. et al. Kanata. Ontario. Arctec Canada Limit- this soon decreases abruptly due to reduction of underwater
ed. 1980. Var. p. FR-582B. irradiance by a dense phytoplankton bloom during mid-sumn- Air-void system parameters and freeze-thaw durabili-
Blount. H. mer. The high rates of carbon accretion do not recommence ty of concrete containing superplasticizers.
Icebreakers. Ice loads, Ice breaking, Ice navigation Ic even after the bloom decays. because water clarity is by then Attiogbe. E.K.. et al. Concrete international. Julysolid interface, Metal ice friction, Tests, Cold weather dramatically reduced by terrestrial run-off and turbid glacial 1992, 14(7). p.5

7
-61. 30 refs.t melt-ater. Nutrient levels are sufficiently high throughout Nmai. C.K.. Gay. F.T.

performance. Statistical analysis, the year to support maximal rates ofmacroalgal photosynthesis. Concrete durability. Concrete admixtures, Frost resist-
but water temperature seldom reaches even I C. resulting in46-4878 relatively low metabolic rates. However, these arestill sufficient ance. Freeze thaw cycles. Porosity. Air entrainment.

Field tests on ice indentation at medium scale ice to produce photosynthetic rates up to 9 micrograms Cisq cmih Freezing rate. Design criteria. Surface properties
island, April 1989. at a saturation irradiance of t0 W, sq in. and carbon loss due to
Frederking. R.M.W.. National Research Council dark respiration of up to 2 micrograms Csq cmh. (Auth.) 46-892
Canada. Institute for Research in Construction.

Client report. Oct. 1990, CR-5866.1. 
70p. + append. 46-4883 Digital analysis of low-relief topography in a Landsat

Ice islands. Ice pressure. Ice solid interface. Ice loads. Hydrologic modeling of protective barriers: compari- snow-cover scene in south-central Alberta.
Ice deformation. Ice cover strength. Impact tests, son of field data and simulation results. Skoye. K.R.. et al. Canadianjournal ofremote sensing.

Penetration tests. Fayer. M.J., et al. Soil Science Society of America. July 1992, 18(3), p.
1 4 3

-
1 5 0

. With French summary.

Journal. May-June 1992. 56(3). p.690-700. 25 refs. 31 refs.
46-4879 Rockhold. M.L., Campbell, M.D. Eyton. J.R.
Position, elevation, ice thickness and bedrock eleva- Waste disposal. Soil water migration. Protection. Coy- Landforms. Topographic features. Remote sensing.
tion of stations along the routes in East Queen Maud ering. Water storage. Seepage. Water balance. Snow Subsurface structures. Snow cover effect. Image proc-
Land and Enderby Land, East Antarctica. cover effect. Computerized simulation. Radioactive essing. Photometry. LANDSAT. Radiance. Radiome-
Watanabe. 0.. et al. Japanese Antarctic Research Ex- wastes. Layers, Soil science, try. Slope orientation.
pedition. JARE data reports. Mar. 1992. No.180.
143p.. 12 refs. 464884 46-4893
Fujii. Y.. Nishio. F.. Motoyama. H. Evaluation of models for estimation of net radiation Methane flux transect along the trans-Alaska pipe-Traverses, Ice cover thickness. Bedrock. Altitude. An- for alpine sloping surfaces. line haul road.
tarctica Queen Maud Land. Antarctica- -Enderby Hun. Z.H.. et al. Acta meteorologica sinica. 1992, Whalen, S.C.. et al. Tellus. July 1990. 42B(3). p.237-
Land. 6(2). p. 189-197. 24 refs. 249, 37 refs.
This vlumne contains data obtained during iiersnow traerses Bailey, W.G. Reeburgh. W.S.
carred rut by the Japanese Antarctic Research Espeditiimin ~Btc. A N i SEast Antarctica A route ap is priivided. and infiormatioin Alpine landscapes. Solar radiation. Radiation balance, Tundra. Taiga. Wetlands. Natural gas. Sampling. Soil
,oncernrig surface elevatiin. ice thickness and bedrock cleva- Slope orientation, Topographic effects. Radiance. air interface. Atmospheric composition. Vapor trans-

,ion mcasured along the rontes is presented in tables Mathematical models, Cloud cover, fer. Traverses. Vegetation patterns. Climatic changes.
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46-4894 46-4902 46-4908
Radiation balance at Goldberggletscher (Hobe Tau- Observation of global stratospheric ozone change. Stratospheric aerosol increases and ozone destruc-
ern). tStrahlungshaushaltsuntersuchungen am Gold- Stolarski. R.S., B&richte der Bunsen-Geseilschaft thr tion: implications from mass spectrometer measure-
berggletscher (Hohe Tauern)j, Physikahsche Chemie. Mar. 1992, 96(3). p.25

7
-263. meats.

Schrner. W.. Zeitschrift far Gletscherkunde und Gin- 35 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the jour- Arnold. F.. Berchte der Bunsen-Gesells.'haff fur
zialgeologie. 1989, 25(2). p.14

7
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7
3. In German with nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere, Physikalhsche Chemic. Mar. 1992, 96(3t. p 
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English summary. t8 refs. Schliersee. Bavaria, Oct. 7-9, 1991. 41 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the iour-
Glacier ablation. Radiation absorption. Radiation bal- Atmospheric composition. Polar atmospheres, Ozone. nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere.
ance, Albedo. Photointerpretation. Topographic fea- Global change, Atmospheric density. Seasonal varia- Schliersee, Bakaria. Oct. 7.9. 1991,
tures. Correlation, Snow cover distribution, Solar tions. Sampling. Photochemical reactions. Atmospheric composition. Cloud physics, Aeroscils.
radiation. Measurements of the total column amount of ozone from the Ozone. Photochemical reactions. Heterogeneous nu-

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) on the Nimbus 7 cleation. Stratosphere. Supercooling. Chemical prop-
46-4895 satellite hase now been made for 13 years The) show that the erties, Sampling.
Lichenometry of neoglacial moraines in Lewis and 1991 antarctic ozone hole again had a pronounced minimum in
Tyndall eirques on Mount Kenya, East Africa. early October. indicating deep ozone holes in four the last fise 46-4909
Mahaney. W.C., et al. Zeitschrift far Gletscherkunde years. lGobel scale measurements by TOMS show no trend in LIDAR measurements of stratospheric aerosols inndGazatogey .52, pt.al. Zeitschrif 17-6 Withsch e yetotal ozone near the equator. but a significant trend at northern the Arctic.und Glazialgeologie. 1989, 25(2), p. 175-186, With middle and high latitudes. This trend has a pronounced sea- Neuber, R.. et al. Berichte der Bunsen-Gese/lschat titr
German summary. 42 refs. sonal variation with maximum in winter. The observed trend
Spence, JR. is significantly larger than the predictions of gas-phase photo- Physikahische Chemie. Mar. 1992. 9603). p 350-353.
Quaternary deposits. Glacial geology, Moraines, Li- chemical models. (Auth. mod.) 10 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the jour.
chens. Soil dating, Paleoclimatology. Glacier oscilla- nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere.

tion, Cirque glaciers, Sediment transport. Schliersee. Bavaria. l,, '-9. 1991.
Beyerle, G., Schre7i,

46-4896 46-4903 Polar atmospheres S:-.. -phere. Atmospheric corn-
Strain rates of a 25 m deep firn pit in an alpine glacier Column amounts and some information on the verti- position. Aerosols i -Air temperature. Remote
and a related constitative equation of temperate flhn cal distribution of trace gases in the late north polar sensing. Chemical pi,•<•':t••s. Backscattering. volcan-
(Kesselwandferner, Oetztal Alps. 1983-1989). winter 1990. ic ash.
Ambach, W., et al. Zeitschrift tar GletscherAunde und Adrian, G.P., et al. Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft
Glazialgeologie, 1989, 25(2), p. 18

7
-198, With German far Physikalische Chemic. Mar. 1992. 96(3), p.2

7
2- 46-4910

summary. 10 refs. 276, 20 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the Numerical modelling of the sedimentation of polar

Eisner. H., Huber, J.. Schneider, H. journal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere. stratospheric cloud particles.

Glacier flow, Flow measurement, Firn. Ice deforma- Schliersee, Bavaria, Oct. 7 9. 1991. MUller. R.. et al. Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft thr
Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition. Ozone. Physikalische Chemie. Mar. 1992. 96(3). p.353-361.

tion. Strains. Snow density Analysis (mathematics). Chemical properties, Stratosphere, Infrared spectros- 38 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting ofthejour
Ice volume. nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere.

46-4897 cSchliersee, Bavaria. Oct. 7-9. 199 .46-4897Peter, T.
Report on the extent of some Quaternary glaciers in Cloud physics, Atmospheric densT.y. Heterogeneou,
the Japanese Alps, Honshu (Hakuba, Tateyama). 46-4904 nucleation. Aerosols, Scavenging. Seditentation.
Heuberger, H., et al. Zeitschrift far Gletscherkunde Stratospheric ozone variability over Spitsbergen in Mathematical models. Ozone. Particle size distribu-
und Glazialgeologie. 1989, 25(2), p. 199-208, With March-April 1991. tion. Computerized simulation.
German summary. 5 refs. Rummukainen, M., et al, Berichte der Bunsen-Gesell- 46-4911
Kerschner. H. schaft tbr Physikaiische Chemie. Mar. 1992, 96()
Alpine glaciation. Pleistocene, Moraines, Quaternary p.2t7-280, refs. e daisc ussion Meetin Micro-physical box model for EASOE: preliminary
deposits. Glacier oscillation, Geomorphology. of the journal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmo- results for the January/,February 1990 PSC event
46-4898 sphere, Schliersee, Bavaria. Oct. 7-9. 1991. Peter. T., et al, Berichte der Bunsen-Ges.lschaft Air

One hundred years of observations of Minapin Gla- Joffre, S.M., Damski, J., von der Gathen, P. Physikalische Chemic. Mar. 1992. 9613), p.362-367.
cier, Hunza Karakoram. 1Seit 100 Jahren Beobach- Polar atmospheres, Atmospheric composition, Ozone. 28 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the jour-
tungen am Minapingletscher im Hunzakarakorum], Air temperature, Atmospheric density. Sounding. Sea- nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere.
Finsterwalder, R., Zeitschrift far Gletscherkunde und sonal variations, Advection. Schliersee. Bavaria, Oct. 7-9, 1991.
Glazialgeologie, 1989, 25(2), p.
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-

2 16
, In German Polar atmospheres. Cloud physics. Aerosols. Hetero-

with English summary. 13 refs. geneous nucleation. Ice formation. Chemical proper-
Glacier oscillation. Periodic variations, Glacier sur- 46-4905 ties. Ozone. Air pollution. Mathematical models.
veys. Photogrammetry. Forecasting. Gaseous sulfuric acid and sulfur dioxide measure- 46-4912
46-4899 ments in the arctic troposphere and lower stratos Global changes of aerosols--ground based monitoring
Glaciersphere: impications for hydroxyl radal abundances of the optical thickness in polar regions and central
Gletsciers dter stereichchn Alpen19 8 7

/
8 8

. Di Mohler, 0., et al, Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft Air Europe.Gletscher der bsterreichischen Alpen 1987/883, Physikalische Chemic. Mar. 1992, 96(3), p.280-283. etrr . ta.Brct e usnGslshf
Patzelt. G., Zeitschriff fur Gletscherkunde und Gla- Phsklsh hri.Mr 92 63 - 8 -

8
-Leiterer, U.. et al, Berichfe der Bunsen-Gesellschafg

zialgeotogie. 1989, 25(2), p-2 17-23 0. In German. 21 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting ofthejour- ftr Physikalische Chemie. Mar. 1992. 96(3). p.377-
Glacier oscillation., Glacier mass balance, Periodic nal- Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere, 380, 9 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the
variations. Glacier surveys. Schliersee. Bavaria, Oct. 7-9, 1991. journal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere.

Arnold, F. . Schliersee, Bavaria. Oct. 7-9. 1991.
46-4900 Polar atmospheres. Sampling, Atmospheric compost- Weller. M.. Herber. A.
Survey of the field of the Pasterze (Glocknergruppe) tion, Chemical properties, Aerial surveys. Air pollu- Photometry, Polar atmospheres. Attnosphc;ic density.
in 1988. [Nachmessungen im Bereich der Pasterze tion: Stratosphere. Optical properties. Air pollution. Global change. At-
(Glocknergruppe) im Jahre 1988], mospheric circulation. Volcanic ash.
Wakonigg, H., Zeitschrift ftr Gletscherkunde und Optical thickness measurements in north polar. south Polar and
Glazialgeologie. 1989, 25(2), p.

23 1
-
2 3 7 . In German. 46-4906 central European regions are presented and discussed in comn-

Glacier mass balance. Glacier oscillation, Fim, Glacier Supercooled sulfuric acid droplets: perturbed stratos- parison with earlier values. Actinometer measurements of the
surveys.Periodic variations, phe hintegral optical thickness in the Arctic (Franz-Joscph-Land)

surveyspheric chemistry in early winter from 1933 to 1942 show an average level of about 0 22 and onaly
Turco, R.P., et al. Berichte der Bunsen-Geselischaft minor changes between spring and summer and from year to46-4901 a fr Physikalische Chemic. Mar. 1992. 96(3), p.

3 2 3
- year. Since 1955 the spring values show a pronounced -

Atmospheric C02: global change and regulation 334, 63 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the crease to 0.3 in 1985. In contrast t4o this behasior. the levels in
mechanisms. journal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere, Antarctica (Mirny) are much lower (around 0,181 and fairt
Oeschgcr. H.. Beriehte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft Air j ChemisaOc try of9, the9 Atmospher stable between 1957 and 1990 except for [o time periods %Ath

Physikalische Chemie, Mar. 1992, 96(3), p.252-257, Schliersee, Bavaria. Oct. 7-9. 1991. strong volcanic activities with peaks up to 0.28 Spectral
23 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the'jour- Hamill P. aerosol thickness data at 500 and 1000 nm for Antarctica from

nos re Cloud physics, Air pollution. Atmospheric compost- 1955 to 1990 indicate marked volcanic actisity aith data risinghal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere, tion, Supercooling. Cloud droplets, Heterogeneous nu- from a level around 003 to two maxima ofabout 0 12. In Mar
Schliersee. Bavaria, Oct. 7-9, 1991. cleation, Aerosols. Atmospheric density, Ozone. 1989. the boundary layer extinction coefficient at 500 nm in the
Atmospheric composition. Carbon dioxide, Global Chemical properties. Arctic reached 79-fold of the Antarctic and 2.5-fold of the
change, Climatic changes. Ice cores, Drill core anal- central Europe values at Lindenberg The %ery high uinter and
ysis. Periodic variations, spring aerosol extinction coefficients in the Arctic result from
Models for the C02 uptake by the carbon system have been long-range transport and gas-to-particle conversion of NOx and
developed which are capable of reproducing the result of the 46-4907 S02. (Auth mod.)
drop in the rate of increase of C02 emissions from 4.5% to 2% Maximum supercooling of H2S04 acid aerosol drop- 46-4913
per year following the oil embargo in 1973. Of special interest lets. On the variability of the stratosphere in the arctic
regarding the understanding of the carbon cycle and its role in

controlling the climate of the Earth are the observations in polar Luo. B.P., et al, Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft far regions in winter.
ice cores covering the past 160,000 years. corresponding to one Physikalische Chemie. Mar. 1992, 96(3). p.334-338. Labitzke. K., Berichte der Bunsen-Geselischaft for
and a half glaciation cycles. They show variations of atmo- 28 refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the jour- Physikalische Chemic. Mar. 1992, 96(3). p.496-501. 8
spheric C,02, CH4 and N20 parallel to the climatic variations. nal: Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere. refs. Presented at Discussion Meeting of the journal:
Measurements of C- 13 /C- 12 in shells of foraminiferas support Schliersee, Bavaria, Oct. 7-9, 1991. Physics and Chemistry of the Atmosphere. Schliersec.
the hypothesis that these C02 changes are caused by changes Peter. T.. Crutzen, P.J. Bavaria. Oct. 7-9. 1991.
in the ocean's biological pump. i.e. the flux of detrital organic
carbon from the surface to the deep ocean, which affects the Cloud physics, Cloud droplets, Heterogeneous nuclea- Polar atmospheres, Winter. Stratosphere. Air tempera-
total inorganic carbon in the surface ocean and the partial pres- tion, Chemical properties. Supercooling, Aerosols. ture, Heating. Wind direction. Atmospheric density.
sure of C02. (Auth. mod.) Freezing points. Ozone. Atmospheric density. Ozone, Periodic variations. Solar radiation.
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46-4914 46-4922 46-4931
Proceedings. Experimental investigations of river ice cover crack- Comparison of crack initiation conditions for colum-
IAHR Symposium on Ice. I 1th. Banff. Alberta. Cana- ing. nar-grain and granular ice.
da. June 15-19, 1992. 1992. 1205p. (2 ,ols.I, Refs. Abdel-Zaher. AK.. et al. IAHR Symposium on Ice. Gold. L.• et al. IAHR Smposium on Ice, I Ith.
passim Foi individual papers see 46-4915 through 1 th. Banff. Alberta, Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Pro- Baniff. Alberta. Canada. June !5-19. 1992 Proceed-
46-5010. ceedings. Vol.l. 1992. p90-103. 26 refs. ings. %ol 1. 1992. p.200-20

9
, 8 refs

Ice cover strength. Ice dCformation. Ice loads. Ice solid Da%ar, K.S.. Dame. J.L.. Beltaos. S. Jones, S.J. Slade. T.D
interface, Ice water interface, River ice. Ice pressure. River ice, Ice cover strength, Ice cracks. Ice deforma- Ice cracks, Ice cover strength. Ice pressure. Ice loads.
Frazil ice. Ice control, Ice cracks. River flow,. Ice jams. tion, Ice breakup. Flexural strength. Strain tests. Ice deformation. Ice structure. Strain tests. Crack
Ice formation, Ice thermal properties, Ice breaking. propagation
46-4915 46-4923 46-4932
Frazil and skim ice formation in rivers. Floating ice as a problem to hydropower intakes. Proposed criterion for determining when the crushing
Matouek. V%. IAHR Symposium on Ice. 11 th, Banff. Carstens, T., et al. IAHR S)mposium on Ice. 1 1th. with extrusion failure mode will occur in ice.
Alberta, Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Proceedings. Banff. Alber•a. Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Proceed- Marcellus. R.W., IAHR Symposium on Ice. I 1th.
Vol.1. 1992, p. 1-22. 9 roes. ings. Vol.1, 1992, p.-04-115. 10 refs. Banff. Alberta. Canada. June 15-19 1992 Proceed-
River ice. Frazil ice, Ice Iarmation. Nucleation. Slush. Godtland. K., Tesaker. E. ings. Vol.l. 1992. p,

2 10
-

2 20
. 45 refs.

Air ice water interaction. Heat flux. Mathematical River ice. Ice control. Water intakes. Sluices (hydrau- Ice cracks. Ice cover strength. Ice breaking. Ice pres-
models, lic engineering). Electric power. Floating ice. sure, Ice loads. Ice deformation. Crack propagation.
46-4916 Ice solid interface, Offshore structures
Global warming: a polar approach. 46-4924Wadhams, P., IAHR Symposium on Ice. I11th. Banff, 46-4924

f Development of a new test apparatus to determine Development of the ice-breaking cruise ship Aurora.
Alberta. Canada. June 15-19, 1992. Proceedings. scraping loads for ice removal from pavements. Kishi S etal. IAHR Smposium on Ice. 11th. Banif.
Voil I. 1992. p.

2 3
.

40
. 35 refs. Nion SA.. et al, lA-R Symposium on Ice. I1th. Banff.

Global warming, Polar atmospheres. Air ice water in- Banif, Alberta. Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Proceed- Vol.i. 1992. p.221-231.6 refs.
teraction. Atmospheric circulation. Sea ice distribu- ings. Vol.bt 1992. p. 116-127. 4 refs. Narita. S.
tion. Ice cover thickness, Fast ice. Snow cover distribu- Chung. Vo.
tion. Ce CIH. Ice breaking, Ice navigation. Icebreakers. Ice loads. Ice

Ice removal. Road maintenance, Road icing. Ice loads, solid interface. Metal ice friction.46-4917 Test equipment.
Engineering design choices for Great Lakes small 46-4934
craft harbors using a winter conditions classification 46-4925 Ice force on a rectangular pile.
system.
Wortley. C.A.. MP 3115, IAHR Symposium on Ice, Theoretical analysis of ice island loads upon a cylin- Takeuchi, T.. et al. IAHR Symposium on Ice, I 1th,

1 th. Banff. Alberta. Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Pro: drical rigid structure. Banff. Alberta. Canada. June 15-19. 1992. Proceed-
ings. Vol.1, 1992. p.232-1 42. 7 refs.
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Seasonal snowpacks-processes of compositional Davies. T.D.. et al, NATO Advanced Science Insti- Popov. V.S.. et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii
change. Edited byT.D. Daviesetal.p.241-271, Refs. tutes. Series G. 1990, Vol.28. NATO Advanced Re- pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev-
p.266-271. search Workshop on Processes of Chemical Change in era; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech-
DLC GB2601.2.N36 1990 Snowpacks. Maratea. Italy. July 23-27, 1990. Proceed- nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos-
Snowmelt. Chemical composition, Snow impurities, ings. Seasonal snowpacks-processes of composi- its in the North; collected scientific papers). Edited
Solutions. Ion diffusion, Leaching, Ice water interface, tional change. Edited by T.D. Davies ct al. p.421- by F.M. Kirzhner. ct al. Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN

Environmental factors. Snow hydrology. Water flow. 456, Refs. p.451-456. SSSR. 1990. p.15-19. In Russian. 7 refs.
Vavrus. S.J. Grinev, V.G.

46-5020 DLC GB2601.2.N36 1990 Mining, Economic development. Mathematical mod-
Chemical composition and fluxes of wet deposition at Snow cover distribution, Snow composition. Chemical els.
elevated sites (700-3105 m a.s.l.) in the Eastern Alps composition. Climatic changes, Seasonal variations. 46-5032
(Austria). Snowmelt, Environmental impact. Forecasting. Global Resources-saving technology for mining ore deposits
Puxbaum, H.. et al. NATO Advanced Science Insti- warming. in the North (in the example of the Severoural'sk
tutes. Series G, 1990. Vol.28. NATO Advanced Re-
search Workshop on Processes of Chemical Change in 46-5026 basin). 1Resursosbcregaiushchaia tekhnologiia
Snowpacks. Maratea. Italy, July 23-27, 1990. Proceed- Chemical processes in snow-where should we go. otrabotki rudnykh mestorozhdcnri Severa (Na primere
ings. Seasonal snowpacks -- processes of composi- Dozier. J., et al, NATO Advanced Science Institutes. Severoural'skogo basseina)].
tional change. Edited by T.D. Davies et al. p.273- Series G, 1990, Vol.28. NATO Advanced Research Kravtsov, V.V.. Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii
301, Includes discussion. 35 refs. Workshop on Processes of Chemical Change in Snow- pri p(tizemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev-
DLC GB2601.2.N36 1990 packs. Maratea. Italy, July 23-27, 1990. Proceedings. era: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech-
Snow cover. Snow composition. Chemical composi- Seasonal snowpacks- processes of compositional nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos-
tion. Seasonal variations, Air pollution. Snow impuri- change. Edited by T.D. Davies et al. p.

4 5 7
-
4 60, its in the North: collected scientific papers). Edited

ties. Ion density (concentration), Alpine landscapes. Gjessing, Y.T., Johannes. A.J.. Morris, E.M. by F.M. Kirzhner, et al, Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN
Sampling. DLC GB2601.2.N36 1990 SSSR. 1990. p.19-21, In Russian.Snow cover, Snow co.iposition. Chemical composi- Mining. Natural resources. Mine shafts. Cements,

46-5021 tion, Chemical analysis, Snow air interface. MCteoro- Analysis (mathematics).
46-5021logical factors.Influence of urban areas on the chemistry of regional 46-5033

snow cover. 46-5027 Resource-saving technology in the underground min-
Suzuki. K.. et al. NATO Advanced Science Institutes. Resource-saving technologies for the underground ing of Severoural'sk bauxite using systems with hard-
Series G. 1990. Vol.28. NATO Advanced Research mining of mineral deposits in the North; collected ening goaf. tResursosberegaiushchaia tekhnologiia
Workshop on Processes of Chemical Change in Snow- scientific papers. [Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- podzemnot razrabotki sevcrouralskikh boksitov sis-
packs. Maratea. Italy. July 23-27. 1990. Proceedings. nologii pri podzemnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- temami s tverdeiushchei zakladkoi].
Seasonal snowpacks processes of compositional emykh Severs: sbornik nauchnykh trudov]. Matveev. P.F.. ct al, Resursosberegaiushchie tekh-
change. Edited by T.D. Davies et al. p.303-322. In- Kirzhner. F.M., ed. Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN SSSR. nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke polcznykh iskopa-
cludes discussion. 17 refs. 1990. I lOp., In Russian. efs. passim. For in- emykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-
Davies. T.D. dividual papers see 46-5028 through 46-5065. saving technologies for the underground mining of
DLC GB2601.2.N36 1990 Mining, Placer mining. Excavation. Mine shafts, mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa-
Snow cover distribution. Snow composition. Chemical Natural resources. Environmental protection. Envi- pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al, Yakutsk.
composition, Snow impurities. Air pollution. Topo- ronmental impact. Economic development. Cold IANTs SO AN SSSR, 1990, p.
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-

24
. In Russian.

graphic effects. Ion density (concentration). Scaveng- weather operation. Supports. Analysis (mathematics), Slashchilin, IT.. Tsygalov. A.M.
ng. Mathematical models. Machinery. Equipment. Mining. Natural resources. Mine shafts.
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46-5034 46-5040 46-5046
Resource-saving technology in the excavation of vaiu- Selective excavation of a than, inclined vein based on Schematization of a phenomenological model of per-
able ores using the goal of excavated spaces. tResur- self-propelled equipment. tSelektivnaia vyemka ton- mafrost properties. tSkhematizatsiia fenomenologi-
sosberegaiushchaia tekhnologiia vyemki vysokotsen- koi naklonnoi zhily na baze samokhodnol tekhnikij. chesko! modeli ssoists mnogoletnemerzlykh porod3.
nykh rud s zakladkol vyrabotannogo prostranstva], Chugunov. IU.D., Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii lzakson. VIU.. et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh-
Shtele. V.I., et al, Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev- nologii pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopa-
pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev- era; sbornik nauchnykh trudo% (Resource-saving tech- emykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-
era; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech- nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos- saving technologies for the underground mining of
nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos- its to the North; collected scientific papers). Edited mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa-
its in the North; collected scientific papers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al, Yakutsk, IANTs SO AN pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk.
by F.M. Kirzhner. et al, Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.35-36. In Russian. IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.

5 7
-

58
. In Russian.

SSSR. 1990, p.24-25. In Russian. Mining. Excavation, Equipment. Kovlekov. 1.1.
Kusin'sh. IA.IA. Mathematical models, Permafrost thermal properties.
Mining, Natural resources, Mine shafts. 46-5041 Permafrost physics. Phase transformations. Mining.

Improving the efficiency of developing ore deposits in Excavation.

46-5035 the North based on the use of a man-made dividing 46-5047
Complex development of the Lermontov deposit in screen. [Povyshenie effektivnosti otrabotki rudnykh Study of tht ps-rformance of the rock-tunneling ma-
mountains with severe climatic conditions. (Kom- mestorozhdenil Severa na osnove primeneniia iskusst- chine GPKS in perennially frozen placer deposits.
pleksnaia otrabotka Lermontovskogo mestorozhdeniia vennogo razdelitel'nogo ekrana]. (lssledovanie proizvoditel'nosti gorno-prokhodches-
v gornol nesmnosti s surovymi klimaticheskimi us- Grinev. V.G. et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- kogo kombalna GPKS v usloosiakh mnogocetnemer-
loviiami), nologii pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- zlykh rossypel].
Kavtas'kin. A.A.. et al. Resursosberegaiusrtchie tekh- emykh Severa; sbornik nauchrykh trudov (Resource- Egorov. l.K.. et al, Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii
nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- saving technologies for the underground mining of pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev-
emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- era; shornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech-
saving technologies for the underground mining of pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner, et al, Yakutsk, nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos-. i IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.37 -3 9. In Russian. 2 ooisfrteudrrudmnn fmnrldpsmineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- refs its in the North; collected scientifi, ppers). Edited
pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk, refs. by F.M. Kirzhner. et al, Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN
IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.

2 5
-

2 7
. In Russian. Zubkov, V.P. SSSR. 1990, p.58-59. In Russian. 2 refs.

Bukhankov. A.A.. lvanov, V.I. Mining. Excavation, Equipment. Tarasov. N.I., Sleptsov. A.E.
Mining. Natural resources. Mine shafts. Cold weather 46-5042 Placer mining. Cold weather performance. Machinery.
operation. Technology of integrated development of perennially 46-5048

frozen placer deposits based on the use of mechanized Breaking up sands in perennially frozen placer depos-
46-5036 complexes and UHF-technique. tTekhnologiia kom- its with the disc shearing device from extracting ma-
Problem of efficient working of vein deposits in per- binirovannot razrabotki mnogoletnemerzlykh rossypel chines. 1Razrushenie peskov mnogoletnemerzlykh
mafrost regions. [K voprosu effektivnoi otrabotki na osnove primeneniia mekhanizirovannykh komplek- rossypet diskovym skalyvaiushchim instrumentom
zhilnykh mestorozhdenil v oblasti mnogoletnet mer- soy i SVCh-energii], ochistnykh kombainov].
zloty]. Riabets. N.I., et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- Gerike. B.L.. Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii pri
Tiunin. V.P., Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii pri nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Severa:
podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Severa; emykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving technolo-
sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving technolo- saving technologies for the underground mining of gies for the underground mining of mineral deposits in
gies for the underground mining of mineral deposits in mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- the North; collected scientific papers). Edited by
the North: collected scientific papers). Edited by pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk, F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN SSSR,
F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN SSSR. IANTs SO AN SSSR, 1990, p,3

9
-4

5
, In Russian. 6 1990. p.60-62, in Russian. 5 refs.

1990. p.
2 7

-
2 8. In Russian. 2 refs. refs. Placer mining. Sands. Machinery. Equipment. Perma-

Mining. Natural resources. Mine shafts. Ice veins. Placer mining. Excavation, Machinery. Equipment. frost.
Cold weather operation. 46-5049

46-5043 Clearing off soil in underground excavations using a
46-5037 Study oftheeffectofminingengineeringconditionsin machine with an impulse device. 1Zachistka pochvy
Technology of mining ore under a man-made roof. an excavation on the characteristics of the extraction podzemnykh vyrabotok mashinol s aktivnym ispol'-
[Tekhnologiia dobychi rudy pod iskusstvennot krov- of mineral resources from a vein deposit in the North. nitel'nym organom].
le]], tlssledovanie vliianiia gornotekhnicheskikh uslovil Nekrasov, L.B., et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh-
Oganesian. R.L.. Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii razrabotki na pokazateli izvlecheniia poleznogo is- nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa-
pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Sev- kopaemogo iz zhil'nykh mestorozhdenil Severas. emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-
era; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech- Petrov, AN.. et al. Restirsosberegaiushchie tekh- saving technologies for the underground mining of
nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos- nologii pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- mineral deposits in the North: collected scientific pa-
its in the North: collected scientific papers). Edited emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk,
by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk, IANTs SO AN saving technologies for the underground mining of IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.63-67, In Russian. 6
SSSR. 1990. p.28-30. In Russian. mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- refs.
Mining. Natural resources. Roofs. Mine shafts. Sup- pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk. Chebodaev. N.A.
ports. IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.45-50. In Russian. 8 Placer mining, Excavation. Machinery. Equipment,

refs. Analysis (mathematics), Permafrost.
46-5038 Neobutov. G.P. 46-5050
Prospective technical and technological solutions in Mining, Excavation, Engineering geology, Economic Designing a waste-free technology for the under-
the underground development of perennially frozen analysis. ground excavation of placer deposits based on UHF-
placer deposits. [Perspektivnye tekhnicheskie i tekh- 46-5044 aerodynamic breakdown of the productive layer. 1K
nologicheskie resheniia pri podzemnol razrabotke Controlling rock pressure in permafrost layers. sozdaniiu bezotkhodnoi tekhnologii podzemnot raz-
mnogoletnemerzlykh rossypnykh mestorozhdeni], CPraktika upravleoia gornym davleniem v tolshche rabotki rossypnykh mestorozhdenil na osnove SVCh-
Sugarenko. G.G., et al, Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- mnogoPitnemerzlykh porod vl aerodinamicheskogo razrusheniia produktivnogo plas-
nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- Andrienko. V1.. et al, Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- ta].
emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- nologii pri podzemnol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- Nekrasov. LB.. et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh-
saving technologies for the underground mining of emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- nologii pri podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopa-
mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- saving technologies for the underground mining of emykh Severs; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resourcc-
pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner, et al, Yakutsk, mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- saving technologies for the underground mining of
IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.

30
-

3 3, In Russian. 6 pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa-
refs.'jfnr ta.Y k s,

IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.50-
5 3. In Russian. 5 pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk.

Elshin, V.K., Mamonov. A.F. refs. IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.
6 7

-
70

, In Russian. 7
Placer mining. Mine shafts. Frozen rocks. Frozen rock strength. Rock mechanics. refs.

Geocryology, Mining, Mine shafts. Vasil'ev. S.E.
46-5039 Placer mining. Rock excavation. Isotherms. Frozen
Method of mining vein deposits with rock goaf from 46-5045 rock strength. Frozen rock temperature.
the drilling of preliminary excavations and ore-prepa- Generalized method for determining the stable spans 46-5051
ration. tSposob razrabotki zhil'nykh mestorozhdenil of outeroppings. (Obobshchennaia metodika Experimental investigations of ore output in the pres-
s zakladkol porodami o0 prokhodki podgotovitel'nykh opredeleniia ustolchivykh proletov obnazhenil po- ence of a hanging layer of unstable rocks. tEk-
vyrabotok i rudopodgotovki], rod], sperimental'nye issledovaniia vypuska rudy pri neus-
Kavtas'kin. A.A.. et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- Suraev. V.S.. Resursosberegaiushchie tckhnologii pri tolchivykh porodakh visiachego boka].
nologii pri podzemnol otrahotke poleznykh iskopa- podzemnoi otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Severa; Neobutov. I.P.. Resursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii
emykh Severa; sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving technolo- pri podzemnol otrabotke polcznykh iskopaemykh Sev-
saving technologies for the underground mining of gies for the underground mining of mineral deposits in era: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech-
mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- the North: collected scientific papers). Edited by nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos-
pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. ct al. Yakutsk. F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN SSSR. its in the North; collected scientific papers). Edited
IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.34-35. In Russian. 1990, p.53-57, In Russian. II refs. by F.M. Kirzhner. ct al. Yakutsk, IANTs SO AN
Zvonarev. M.L. Naumenko. IUtD. Analysis (mathematics), Slope stability. Excavation. SSSR. 1990. p.

70
-
7 4

. In Russian. 7 refs.
Mining. Rock excavation. Mining. Mining, Rock excavation. Frozen rocks. Models.
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46-5052 46-5057 46-5063
Tunneling machine with a multi-purpose device for Energy-saving system for regulating the thermal Basis for an efficient technology for the breakup and
perennially frozen placer deposits. [Prokhodcheskth regime of the -Sarylakh" mine. PO "Yakutzoloto". working of contoured deposits in a quarry. [Obss-
kombain s kombinirovannym ispol~nitel'nymn organom [Energosberegaiushchaia sistema regulirovaniia te- nos ane ratstonal'nol tekhniologtt %kryttta iotrabotki
dlta mnnogoletnetnerzlykht rossypnykh mcstorozh- plovogo rezhima rudnika "Saryiakh"' PO l*Akut- zakonturnykh zapasov kar'era].
denill. zoloto*'. Kalmykos. V N_. et al. Resursosberegaiushchic tekh-
Markos. %,.S.. et at. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- ludtn. M-M.. ct al, Resursosberegatushchie tekhnologii nologit pri podzernnol otrabotkc poeczn~kh iskopa-
ttologii pri podeienttol otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- pri podzemnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Ses- emykh Sesera. sbornik nauchnykh trudlov (Resource-
cniykh Scvera: sbornik nauchnvkh trudov (Resource- era. sbornik nauchnykh trudlov (Resource-savirtg tech- saving technologies for the underground mnining ol
saving technologies for the underground mining of nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos- mineral deposits in the North. collected scientific pa-
miniteral deposits in the North: collectes, scientific pa- its in the North; collected scientific papers). Edited pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk.
pers), Edited by F.M. Kirzhtter. et at. Ytakutsk, by F.M. Kirzhner, et al, Yakutsk. IANTs SO AN IANTsSOAN SSSR. I990, p.10O2-106. InRusstan. 3
IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.74-75. In Russian. I SSSR. 1990. p.88-90, In Russian. refs.
ret. Kipin, AlIA.. Galkin. A.F. Ryl'nikosa. MVI... Demtn. SB.
Placer mining. Machinery. Frozett rock strength. Thermal regime, Mining, Mine shafts. Quarries, Excavation.

46-5058
Ways of improving aerodynamic factors in PNO"4-05 Yakutalmaz" mine shints. (Puti sovershenst- 4654

46-053vovaniia aerodinamicheskikh pokazatelet shakhtnykh Evaluation of the effectiveness and safety in using
Using new pressure fluid for a hydrosystemn of mech- stvoiov PNO "lAkutatmaz 1 ., portable and self-propelled equipment in the under-
anized supports in permafrost regions. EPrimenenie Dotinskit, V.A., el at, Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- ground development of a perennially frozen placer
tosoli rabochei cttidkosti dilia gidrosistem mek- nologii pri podzetnnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- dposit. tmiatenoa eflektisnosti t becopasnosithanizirovannykh krepel oblasti mnogoletnei merzto- emykh Severa: shornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- -rmnnt peeong .aohdoooouoa
tyj. saving technologies for the underground tmining of niia pri_ podzemnoi razrabotke tnnogoletnemerzlykh
Kirzhtier. F.M.., ct at. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa- rossy pet].
nologii pri podzecmnot otrabotke po~leznykh iskopa. pers). Edited by F.M Kirzhner, et at1 Yakutsk Sherstov. V.A.. et al. R esursosberegai ushc hie tekh-
eniykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990, p.90 -9 3. In Russian. jnoiogii prt podlzemnol otrabotke POlezrtykh iskopa-
saving technologies for the underground mining of refs. einykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudlos (Resource-
mineral deposits itt the North; collected scientific pa- Kirin. R.S.. Rybalko, N.P. saving technologies for the u~jcderground mining of
pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et at. Yakutsk. Mine shafts. Mining. tnineral deposits in the North: cotlected scienttfic pa-
IANTs SO AN SSSR, 1990. p.75-78, In Russian. 6 pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzliner. et at. Yakutsk,
r cfs. 46-5059 IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.106-107, In Russian.
Los'. I.N.. Slcptsov. V.P.. Rozenbaum. M.A. Stability of repeatedly used excavations in a pillar- Kiviteva, N.M.
Mining. Supports. Coal. Cold weather operation. Fluid free pit during the excavation of thick coal seams Equipment. Ptacer mining. Excavation. Safety. Cold
mechanics, under permafrost conditions. 10b ustiotchivostt pov. weather perfortnance.

tombo ispol'zuemykh vyrabotok pri bestselikovot
vyemke moshchnogo ugol'nogo plasta v usloviiakh
vechnot merzloty]. 46-5065
Platonova. ONV., et al. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh- Improving the underground working of perennially46-5054 tenoiogii pri podzemnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopa. frozen placer deposits based on the forecasting andPossibility of insulating inining excavations fromth emykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- management of work safety according to mining-geo-

effluent of hydrogen sulfide-containing stratified saving technologies for the underground mining of logical factors. 1Sovershenstvovanie podzemnot raz-water with the aid of a gas hydrate screen, ro voz. mineral deposits in the North: collected scientific Pa- rabotki mnogolctnemerzlykh rossypet na oisnove prog.tnozhnosti izotiatsii gornykh vyrabotok ot pritoka pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et al. Yakutsk. nozirovaniia i upravteniia bezopasnost'iu truda po gor-
scrovodlorodsoderzhashchikh plastovykh vod s po- IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.93-98, In Russian. 8 no-geologicheskim faktoraml.
in,,shch'iu gazogidratnogo ekrana]. refs. Kivileva. N.M.. et at. Resursosberegaiushchie tekh-
Larionov. y.R.. et at. Resursosberegaiushchie tckh- Gromov, IU.V.. Andrienko. V.I. nologii pri podzemnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopa-
notogii pri podzcmnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopa- Mining. Excavation. Permafrost. Coal. Models. Mine emykh Severa: shornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-
emykh Severa: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource- shafts. saving technologies for the underground mining ofsaving technologies for the underground mining tof mineral deposits in the North; collected scientific pa-
minmeral deposits in the North: collected scientific pa- 46-5060 . pers). Edited bv F.M. Kirzchner, ct at. Yakutsk,pers). Edited by F.M. Kirzhner. et at. Yakutsk. Improving the technology of mining gypsum stone in IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.l108-110, In Russian.
IANTs SO AN SSSR. 1990. p.78-81, In Russian. 4 the Olekminsk mine. (Sovershenstvovar.ie tekh- Sherstov. V.A.
refs. nologii dobychi gipsovogo kamnia na Olekminskom Placer mining. Safety. Forecasting.
Fedoseev. S.M., Chemezov, E.N. rudnike].
Minitng. Excavation. Hydrates. Ground ice, Ice phy- Kokovin, V.A., Rcsursosberegaiushchie tekhnologii
sics, Equipment. pri podzemnot otrabotke poleznykh iskopaemykh Scy-

era: sbornik nauchnykh trudov (Resource-saving tech. 46-5066
nologies for the underground mining of mineral depos. S.iow, snowmelt. rain, runoff, and chemistry in a Sier-
its in the North: collected scientific papers). Edited ra Nevada watershed. Final report.
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46-5163 46-5172 Different theories have been proposed recentl) to explain the
Antarctic ice charts 1999-1990. Antarctic tropospheric clouds characterization using origin and evolution in time of the ozone hole in the antarctic
U.S. Naval Polar Oceanography Center, Suitland, an elastic backscatterig Lidar. polar region IIt is suggested that man) of these theories re-U.S. Nava. nPola Oceanography 7 ent0., Suit or andelasi. , era ian ReearchonA acticA quire pure chemical perturbations, while others deal with

MD. 1992. n.p. ADA-249 730. Morandi, M., et a], Italian Research on Antarctic At- d)namical atdthermodynamicalprocesses It isproposed that
Ice surveys. Sea ice distribution, Ice cover thickness, mosphere, Conference proceedings, Vol.20, Bologna. %hat seems most likely is a combination of the two aspects The
Ice edge, Ice reporting, Maps, Antarctica. Italian Physical Society, 1989. p. 111-120, 14 refs. numerical experiment described tollops this guideline A
A compilation of the weekly sea ice analyses produced by the Ozone, Lidar, Antarctica-Terra Nova Bay Station. three dimensional transport model for the ozone was built, using
Nasy NOAA Joint Ice Center. The Antarctica Ice Charts are The Lidar Group of IROE is used by the Italian national pro- the velocity and temperature fields obtained roim the GFDL
produced hi-annually every even numbered year (i.e. 1990. gram of research in Antarctica (PNRA) in two projects: the SKYHI-N90 model. This model covers the entire globe hort-
1992 etc,) by June or July. ozone hole phenomenon and antarctic climatology. In this p,- zontall) (with a resolution of 5 deg latitude and 18 deg longi-

per, the research activities on antarctic tropospheric clouds car- tude) and uses a total of 40 pressure levecs (as i the GFDL
46-5164 ried out during the 1987-1988 season at the Terra Nova Bay model). Results show that chemistry and dynamics are strictly
Frost heave patterns and optimal design of Insulated Station are described. Future activities, dealing mainly with connected in the ozone hole formation and persistence
culverts. the ECLIPS (Experimental Clouds Lidar Pilot Study) intern&-
Duquennoi. C., et al, Minnesota Local Road Research tional project, are outlined. Some experimental data are pre- 46-5178
Board. Report. June 1991, MNIRC-91/08, 26p., sented and the processing methods are described. (Auth. Measurements of the ozone column amount at Terra
PB91-241307, 7 refs. mod.) Nova Bay. Preliminary results.
Sterling, R.L. 46-5173 Valenti, C, et al, Italian Research on Antarctic Atmo-
Road maintenance. Frost protection, Frost heave. Cul- Meteorological variables and ozone concentration sphere, Conference proceedings. Vol.20. Boiogna. Ital-
verts. Thermal insulation, measured in the surface layer at the Italian station of ian Physical Society. 1989. p.2 15-220, 4 refs.

Terra Nova Bay, Antarctica. Ozone, Spectroscopy, Meteorological instruments,
46-5165 Bonasoni, P., et al, Italian Research on Antarctic At- Antarctica-Terra Nova Bay.
Use of geogrids for limiting longitudinal cracking in mosphere, Conference proceedings, Vol.20. Bologna. During the 3rd Italian Antarctic Expedition (Dec 1987-Feb
roads on permafrost. I19 refs. 1988). ozone measurements were made at Terra Nova Bayrad oe B.Mpr lasfa. DepartmentItalian Physical Society 1989, p.123-136. usingfor the first timethe Brewerspectrophotometer Them-Savagc. BGiovanelli. G.. Georgiadis, T., Tagliazucca, M. strument and type of measurenents are described The data
and Public Facilities. Report. May 1991, Ozone, Meteorological data, Antarctica-Terra Nova are examined and compared to those collected with a Dobson
AK-RD-91-12, 107p., PB91-211235. 30 refs. Bay Station. spectrometer during the same period at Amundsen-Scott and
Permafrost beneath roads, Permafrost preservation, Microclimatological. meteorological and environmental meas- Showa stations. It is concluded that. due to insufficienct) of
Frost protection, Soil stabilization, Frozen ground urements were performed during Jan. and Feb. 1987-1988 at data. it is not possible to confirm or den) existing theories
strength, Synthetic materials. Cracking (fracturing), Terra Nova Bay Station to determine certain characteristics of regarding the time and form of the ozone hole formatiin.
Mathematical models, Geotextiles. the atmospheric surface layer. such as profiles of wind. tempera- (Auth. mod.)

ture and ozone concentration versus stability. Only qualitative
46-5166 results are presented. The temperature measurements at sari- 46-5179
Determination of subsurface conditions of frozen ous levels up to 6 m indicate that the profile is quasi permanent- Model of the rate of frost shattering: application to
ground layers using surface waves at three permafrost ly superadiabatic. This behavior is due to the high incoming field data from Japan, Svalbard and Antarctica.
sites in Fairbanks, Alaska, U.S.A. radiation and transparency of the atmosphere. Ozone concen- Matsuoka, N., Permafrost and periglacial processes.Olson. L. D.. et al, U.S. National Science Foundation. tration measurements at 3 levels up to 10 m. averaged over 10Olpon. Sep. 1t88, L'S. 10tona S n da . minutes, display profiles characterized by strong gradients. The Oct-Dec. 1991, 2(4). Workshop on Mechanical
Report. Sep. 1988. NSF/ISl-88129. I04p., PBg- maximum concentrations (ahr.itt 30 pph for periods of 3-4 Weathering. Caen. France. Apr. 29-May 2. 1991,
199711. 28 refs. hours) were observed in the early afternoon in connection with Proceedings. p.271-281, With French summary. 26
Stokoe, K.H.. Nazarian. S. southeasterly winds. (Auth. mod.) refs.
Permafrost surveys. Permafrost depth. Permafrost 46-5174 Geocryology, Periglacial processes. Frost shattering.
thickness. Seismic surveys, Site surveys. Frozen Application of lidar for the antarctic stratospheric Frozen rock strength, Freeze thaw cycles. Bedrock,
ground strength, Subsurface investigations, Soil pro- research. Frost weathering, Mathematical models. Tensile prop-
files, Permafrost structure. United States-Alaska- Stefanutti. L.. et al. Italian Research on Antarctic At- erties. Antarctica-SOr Rondane Mountains.
Fairbanks. mosphere, Conference proceedings. Vol.20, Bologna, An empirical model of the rate of bedrock frost shattering was

46-5167 Italian Physical Society, 1989. p.161-170, 13 refs. appliedtofielddata obtained from fourdifferentenvironments:
Japanese lowland and alpine regions. Svalbard. and Antarctica.Naval arctic manual. ATP 17(A). Ozone, Stratosphere, Clouds (meteorology). Lidar. The model indicates that the annual frost shattering rate is a

U.S. Naval Arctic Research Laboratory, Barrow. AK. The mechanism of stratospheric cloud formation is described, function of fr'eze-thaw frequency per year, degree of saturation
1991, Var. p. PB91-193920. and the usefulness of a simple elastic backscattering lidar for and bedrock tensile strength. Field measurements of these
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